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FOREWORD

In my wanderings, as Art Adviser to the State of Travancore
from 1934 to 1948, up and down the jjaAwasally ^beautiful and
artistically affluent area that had been brought into administra-

tive unity by the genius of BalaroSrtanda Varma in the,18th cen-

tury, I had been stirred many a ti*ne't/> cry -out -for the coming
again of a race of artists at the icvp-bof inspiration ancFachieve-

ment of the past. As a help towards-this end. I earnestly desired

that scholarship would turn its attention^ the - detailed study

and exposition of the arts and crafts of Kerala either in the unital

manner as it gathered around one or other of the great centres

of devotion, or in the comparative manner that is so fruitful of

historical knowledge and artistic ideas.

Thirty years ago Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy wrote of knowing
of only one example of Dravidian painting in Travancore, that of

Siva in Errumanur temple. Within the last fifteen years a large

number of mural masterpieces have been brought to light in the

temples and palaces of the State, and true copies of a selection

of these have been preserved in the Sri Citralayam in Trivandrum.
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One centre of such art, that in the cave temple of Tirunandik-

karai goes back to so early a period as the 8th or 9th century

A.D. A considerable amount of portrait sculpture has also been

identified. Much speculation and discovery as to origins, move-

ments and variations are involved in these. Dr. K. 1C. Piilay,

in his monumental thesis, has given a fine indication in this

direction by his cross references to objects of art elsewhere than

in the Sucmdram temple
;
and it is to be hoped that he, or some

other students of Indian culture as knowledgeable and mentally

alert as himself, will follow up these offsets from his base line

of survey and make similar studies of such superb units of artis-

tic achievement as the handsome temple of Tiruvattar and the

immense temple of Sri Padmanabhasvami at Trivandrum.

In the present unital study of one of the world’s

masterpieces of architecture and sculpture Dr. K. K. Piilay

has most admirably fulfilled one of my dreams that some-

one would arise with the knowledge requisite to demonstrating

the history, philosophy, character and skill that aspiration and
genius had brought together in one or other of the wonderful

syntheses that have made Travancore one of the richest areas of

art-creation in India, the study of which has the possibility of

contributing towards the understanding and ultimate solution

of the tragic and inartistic problems of today.

As Shelly wrote, in “ A Defence of Poetry ” “ We have more
moral, political and historical wisdom than we know how to

reduce into practice ; we have more scientific and economical
knowledge than can be accommodated to the just distribution of

the produce which it multiplies ”. If this were so in his time
over a century and a quarter ago, it is many times more so in

our day. And if, as many believe, including the writer of this

Foreword, the understanding and enjoyment of the principles

involved in creative art— unity of conception, community of

parts, rhythmical vitality, static form— can encourage the carry-
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ing over of these characteristics into life, then surely such studies

as that of this thesis are of more than ordinary value in the

raising of the cultural tone of life, since it makes available in

an intelligible and enjoyable form the wisdom and knowledge of

which Shelly speaks.

This would be so in regard to any considerable unit round
which the influences of history and art have gathered. I say

this from experience as it fell to my lot to lay down the lines of

such a thesis on the former centre of rulership in Travancore,

Padmanabhapuram Palace, which, like Suclndram temple, as

Dr. Pillay has pointed out, combined characteristics of the

Keralan and Tamilian variants of the Hindu culture out of which
they both arose. But, while such impartation of the characteris-

tics of art to life is true of “ secular ” centres of synthetical cul-

ture, there comes from sacred centres, such as Suclndram, a

special double exaltation of the creative spirit in that it is not

only concentrated on decoration or expression but is devoted to

devotion.

A refreshing feature of Dr. Pillay’s monograph is its free-

dom of mind and its exercise of the critical faculty. I am specially

interested in the latter in his correction of an error of my own
in allowing enthusiasm over an artistic discovery to obscure my
own critical faculty and to accept from others an interpretation

which I was soon to realise as erroneous. I am entirely in agree-

ment with his explanation of the ViSvarupam; and am happy that

a cast of so superb an example of stone relief was installed in the

Government Museum of Trivandrum for all to see.

It is much to be hoped that a work of such dimensions and
historical and artistic value will find a large number of readers

both inside India and outside, and will take its place as a book

of permanent reference in University and Art Libraries.

Sevashrama, Adyar
October 9, 1952 James H. Cousins





PREFACE

1/his monograph is the outcome of a Thesis submitted by me
in 1946 to the Madras University. It is an historical study of the
Sucindram temple, which affords a fertile field for investigation

into different aspects of life spread over long vistas of time. A
striking feature of the early history of Nancinad, of which Sucin-

dram formed the Spiritual Capital, is that it became the cockpit

of South India. Exposed to frequent attacks from outside, Nan-
cinad fell successively under the sway of the Ay, Pandya,
Cola and Venad rulers, and for a time under the Vxjayanagar

and Nayak chieftains. Little wonder, the different phases of

political history were reflected in the development of the temple

at Sucindram.

The various edifices and treasures of art, too, owe their

rise to different monarchs and patrons. In India, as in Greece,

art was the handmaid of religion, and the houses of the gods

afforded scope for the expression of the artistic genius of the

people. A systematic study of the evolution of South Indian

architecture, sculpture and iconography cannot be undertaken

xi
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without an intensive investigation into the features presented by

all the important temples.

It is now my pleasant duty to thank those who have helped

me in the preparation of this work. The Madras University was

good enough to grant me in 1943 a Fellowship, which enabled

me to conduct the research under the valuable guidance of

Prof. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, the then Head of the Department

of Indian History and Archaeology. I am deeply grateful to the

University of Madras and to Prof. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, whose

help, always readily given and whose enthusiasm always infec-

tious, have immeasurably encouraged me in my task. His criti-

cal acumen and clear judgment have been my unfailing help.

My thanks are due to the then Government of Travaneore

and her enlightened Dewan, Sir C. P. Ramaswamy Aiyar, for the

kind permission granted me to take photographs of the artistic

elements in the temple and to peruse the original documents in

the Central Vernacular Records and Oriental Manuscripts

Libraries at Trivandrum. I am also obliged to Sri R. Vasudeva

Poduval, the then Director of Archaeology, Travaneore, who
kindly allowed me the use of his Departmental Library and per-

mitted me reproduce in this book the photographs of the jewels

in the temple.

A special tribute of gratitude is due to Kavimani Sri S.

Desikavinayakam Pillai for his constant encouragement in my
research. He was kind enough to spend with me several weeks
at Sucindram, in spite of indifferent health, helping me study
the inscriptions in situ. My debt to him is unrepayable and
stands unrepaid. However, neither he nor anyone else is res-

ponsible for the views contained in this book.

Brahmasri P. Parameswara Sarma, the Vattappalli Sthani-

kar of the temple, has given me immense help. He kindly per-
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mi oted me to study the countless bundles of palm-leaf records

pertaining to ihe temple and reproduce extracts from them m
this book. He lent me the ‘ Plan of Sucindram m the time of

Balamartanda Varrna which is reproduced here with his kind
permission. Besides, he furnished me with firsthand informa-

tion regarding the rites and ceremonies of the temple. It is a
pleasure to acknowledge my profound gratitude to him.

I am also indebted to Dr. V. Raghavan for helping me study
several Sthalapuranas, to Sri P. K. Panikkar and Sri V. Kalyana-
sundaram for assisting me prepare the Maps and Plans, to Sri

R. S. Desikan for making valuable suggestions when the book
was under print and to Sri K. Parthasarathy for preparing the

Index. To Dr. James Cousins I owe special thanks for honour-

ing me with his kind Foreword to the book.

Sri C. T. Nachiappan of Kalakshetra took the photographs

and Sri K. Srinivasulu of the Besant School, Adyar, prepared

the sketches. Both of them enthusiastically accompanied me
to Sueindram in this connection and I am greatly beholden to

them. Lastly, I have much pleasure in recording my apprecia-

tion of the services rendered by the G. S. Press, the Associated

Printers and Klein & Peyerl, the Block-makers, in the produc-

tion of this book.

Madras, K. K. Piixay
11th December, 1052.
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C H A P T E R I

GEOGRAPHICAL
BASIS

L ocation * guclndram is near the land’s end of India. Hardly eight

miles to the north-west of the famous Kanyakumari (Cape Comorin),

it lies just by the side of the ‘Trivandrum—Cape Road.’ The charming

village flourishes on the southern bank of the river Palayar. Situated

within two miles of Nagercoil, the principal town of Nancinad, 6ucmdram
(8°, 9' 22" N. and 77° 30' 26" E.) forms part of the Agastisvaram Taluk
in the Trivandrum District of Travancore.

The two southernmost taluks of Travancore, Tovalai and Agastis-

varam, together constitute, what has been known for ages as Nancinad
Though the boundaries of Nancinad have varied slightly from period to

period, Sucindram was always included in it, as is clear from the early

inscriptions.1

Topography : The physical geography of Nancinad, like its social

economy, typifies the interaction of the East and West coasts of South

1. The origin of the name ‘Nancinad’ is a subject of controversy. Some hold

that the land is called after Nancikkuravan who is believed to have ruled over it

in the past. This view is rightly challenged by many who state that the so-called
‘ Nancikkuravan,7

if at all a historical personage, owed his name to the cpyntry,

and not the other way. In truth, as will be shown presently, ‘Nancikkuravan’

appears to have been only an eponymous character like Romulus of Rome. Further,

the name Nahcin&d itself occurs in the early epigraphs far anterior to the sup-

posed period of Nancikkuravan’s rule. Moreover, the fact that a ruler figuring

in ‘Purananuyu/ the ancient Tamil Classic, is described as ‘Nancil Porunan’

(Puram—Line 380) shows that, long before the period ascribed to Nancikkuravan,

1



THE SUCINDRAM TEMPLE

Tnrlia The dominant topographical feature in Nancinad is the southern

range of the Sahyadri. The northern tracts of Nancinad, comprising

the major part of Tovalai Taluk, are rugged and hilly. The mountain

ranges here are fairly broad, high and steep. Mahendragiri (5,427 feet)

is the highest point. The Ghats continue southward with an average

elevation of over 2,500 feet, but end abruptly along the range passing

from Bhutappandy to Aramboli, leaving a line of easy access from the

east to the west m the Aramboli Pass. South of Aramboli, the Ghats

are represented by a number of isolated hilly masses, which finally tail

off towards the Cape. West of Nagercoil and south of the southern

termination of the Ghats is a dissected piece of upland which is largely

wooded. Between this dissected upland and the southern continuation

of the Ghats south of Aramboli, is a north-south lowland about four

miles broad, through which flows the Palayar which empties itself into

the Arabian Sea through the Manarkudi Kayal. About the higher

reaches of the Manarkudi Kayal, the flat-lying country has been con-

verted into an extensive salt pan. The lowland is a densely populated

area with a number of large settlements like Nagercoil, Suclndram,

Terur, Eraviputur and Mailadi. The Trivandrum— Cape Trunk Road
runs across the lowland from Nagercoil, through Sucmdram to the Cape,

skirting the southern slope of the Maruttuvamalai.

Climate : In Sucmdram, the thermometer records a fairly high degree

of temperature throughout the year. No doubt, proximity to the sea

renders the atmosphere fairly humid. The winter season is perhaps the

driest part of the year, February recording humidity at its lowest. But
nights are chill during the period. The sudden variations in tempera-

ture between day and night often lead to the outbreak of several kinds

of illness. In Summer the day is extremely hot. This is the period

when epidemics like small-pox and dysentery, as also different types

of fever, break out in a virulent form. From April onwards the tem-
perature during day gradually falls. In October it is at its lowest when
the rainfall is maximal.

Surface Winds : Surface winds blowing in and about Sucmdram are
lower in velocity than in the Tirunelveli and Madurai Districts, to the
east of the Ghats. They are also much less violent and stormy than in

the name Nancinad was in vogue The view held by some writers that it is the
land of forts, since Nancil denotes bastion or fort, seems far-fetched. The most
acceptable view seems to be that it denotes the land of paddy fields (/s^ernr + jet®)
or the country of the ploughshare (.jBirtsij&eo + jet®) ,

‘ nancil ’ meaning plough-
share

2



GEOGRAPHICAL BASIS

the gaps of Aramboli and Senkotta. The wind velocity, except during

the gusts and squalls that accompany the monsoon precipitation, is never

more than 10 to 15 miles per hour. During the months of July and

August the wind is fairly strong; but it dies down m September, and,

owing to the general reversal of the wind system that occurs on the eve

of the North East Monsoon, the velocity of the wind is very low in

October. It continues to be feeble during the retreating monsoon in

November. With the approach of the dry season by January, there is

almost perfect calm; and, it is not until the middle of May that high

winds appear, sometimes m the shape of summer storms.

fSucmdram is, as the crow flies, only about five miles from the sea.

Hence the air motion at Suclndram often consists of an alternating

movement between land breeze and sea breeze. The diurnal variation

of velocity of the two differs considerably in character at different

seasons of the year. Generally it is from November to January that

the interaction of the land and sea breezes is most prominent. The land

wind is strongest a little after sunrise, and the sea breeze starts in the

afternoon about 2 P.M. From the end of January down to April, the

temperature steadily increases, with the result that the sea breeze

begins even, about 11 A.M. Thus the Summer witnesses a lengthening of

the period of the sea breeze. However, for over six months, commencing
with May and lasting till November, the sea breeze is rather weak; it

starts late in the afternoon and blows till shortly after midnight.

Rainfall ; The average record of rainfall2 in Nancinad reveals inter-

esting facts, marking out this region from the rest of the Malabar Coast.

The mean annual rainfall in Agastisvaram Taluk is 36- 4" and that in

Tdvalai 48*4". This wide difference between the two adjoining Taluks

occurs on account of the greater domination of the hills in Tovalai.

The amount of rainfall, as indicated by the mean annual figures, is

not high, certainly not for a predominantly rice-growing region. In fact,

the rainfall at stations along the coast shows a progressive increase from
Cape Comorin in the south to Alvay in the north. But, unlike in Central

and North Travancore, the rainfall is not concentrated in the period of

the South West Monsoon. No month is without precipitation. Winter
and early Spring have, between them, over 5*2" of rainfall in Agastisva-

ram. The South West Monsoon (May-August) yields 32*6" while the

2. Statistical data regarding rainfall, temperature etc., have been gathered
from the Travancore Annual Reports, the Trivandrum Observatory and the Execu-
tive Engineer’s Office, Nagercoil,

3
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North East Monsoon (September-November,) supplies 18*8". October

records the highest monthly rainfall of 7 • 8". The distribution of rainfall

throughout the year has an important bearing on the agricultural opera-

tions of Nancinad. Though the quantity of rainfall from the South West
Monsoon is comparatively less, yet, it is spread over a longer period.

Moreover, it is this South West Monsoon which is peculiar to the West
Coast, and has contributed to the variety and wealth of its natural

scenery.

During the period of the South West Monsoon, often, rainfall is

preceded and accompanied by stormy weather. Cyclones also, though
rare, affect the area in this season. The hot months of April and May
witness summer storms, often accompanied by brisk showers. These
summer showers are, by their nature, local and irregular. These
occasional outbursts of clouds are, however, eagerly looked forward to

by the cultivators, for, soon after a downpour the sowing of the Kanm
or Kar crop is commenced.3 In and around ^ucindram, on account of

the large reservoirs of water stored up in tanks, some times, the sowing
for the Kanm crop is begun independent of the rains.

The fact that the average ramfall is considerably lower m Sucindram
and its vicinity, than m Central and North Travancore, is not without
its redeeming features. Floods, and consequent damage to crops, occur,
less frequently here, than in the north. No doubt, in South Travancore
too, occasionally, serious loss is caused by floods, as was experienced m
November 1922. Fortunately, such calamities are few and far between.

On the other hand, Nancinad suffers droughts frequently; and m
recent times, scarcity of rain has often led to failure of crops. The year
1860 saw the most severe drought yet in South Travancore. In 1886 and
1890, in 1892 and 1893, and recently in 1934, 1938 and 1943, rainfall was
considerably less than normal. It is believed that the frequent scarcity
is largely due to the increased denudation of forests in the neighbourhood
of Nancinad.

Soils : Obviously, vegetation is dependent as much on the nature of
the soil as on rainfall. After a thorough examination of the soil in
Nancinad and the adjoining tracts, Bruce Foote, the Geological Expert,
states thus : The prevalent soils of South Travancore are red ones
varying in the quantity of their ferruginous element. The red soils seen
inland near the Main Trunk Road are chiefly formed of gneissic debris
by subaerial decomposition. True alluvial soils occur very rarely, if at

3 Kanm or Kar crop is that harvested in September-^October.

4
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all, now-a-days, those which fill the bottoms of the many valleys and

creeks in which paddy is cultivated being greatly altered from their

original condition by centuries of cultivation, and the addition of various

mineral, vegetable and animal manures.” Concerning the soil found in

the paddy fields m and near Suclndram, the same expert adds that “the

alluvium in the valley of the Palayar, which flows south from the west

flank of Mahendragm past Nagercoil, is where pure, a coarse gritty

silt .

,<4 The silt carried by the river is, to a certain extent, deposited m
The fields, but the bulk of it finds its way into the tanks. During Sum-
mer, when a large part of the bed of the tanks is not under water, the

sedimentary silt is removed by cultivators to fields for its rich manurial

value.

The mud found m the fringes of the tanks is used for pottery, and
more important, for the making of bricks, burnt and unburnt. The clay

in Tattiyarkulam, a mile and a half north-west of Suemdram, has been

famous for its especial suitability for the manufacture of strong bricks.

The popular report in Sucindram is that the bricks for the construction

of the lofty tower at the entrance of the temple were made out of the

Tattiyarkulam clay. Probably the same source was utilised for several

other structures m Suclndram and its neighbourhood.

Gneiss

:

Naiicinad, and particularly the region near about Cape
Comorin, is remarkably rich in granite gneiss, which is eminently suited

for the construction of temples and images. Concerning the gneiss in

South Travancore, Bruce Foote writes thus :
— “The predominant

character of the gneiss rocks in this quarter is that of well-bedded, mas-

sive, quartzo-felspathic granite gneiss with a very variable quantity of

(generally black) mica and very numerous small red or pinkish garnets.

This is the characteristic rock at Cape Comorin and very generally

throughout South Travancore and Tinnevelly District as well.” The
availability of this type of gneiss in Mailacli, Ittankad, and Valukkam-
parai, all of which are villages in the neighbourhood of Suclndram, has

been of immense use in the carving of excellent images and figurines

found in the temple. The marvellously sculptured figures of Hanuman
and Garuda in the Sribalipura, of Manmatha, and Rati in the Uncal Man-
dapa, as well as, the portraits in stone of the two Venad kings m the

Kulasekhara Man^apa5 are all shaped out of excellent gneiss, evidently

obtained from the above-mentioned places.

4. Records of the Geological Survey of India., Vol XVI.
5. See Infra Chapter XII.

5
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Iron

:

Iron ore is available in parts of Travancore ;
but smelting

has been given up on account of the competition of cheap imported iron.

At Mailadi, situated about three miles to the south-east of gucindram,

iron ore was smelted until about 60 years ago. Gathering the iron ore

at the foot of an adjoining hillock after heavy showers, the people of the

locality sifted and winnowed it and smelted it into lumps of different

sizes. Blacksmiths purchased the smelted iron and made out of it agri-

cultural tools and other implements, which were reported to be more

durable than those made of imported material. Yet another place m
Nancinad reputed for its smelting mdustry is Aramboli, about 8 miles

north-east of Sucindram. But, in all these places, the industry has dis-

appeared, because imported iron is cheaper and more refined than the

locally manufactured variety.

Salt Pans

:

Near Suclndram lies the expanse of salt pans. In the

villages of Manarkudi, Tamarakulam and Variyur, all m easy reach of

Suclndram, there flourish vast stretches of salt pans. It is remarkable
that these factories, which constitute the principal salt-producing centres

of Travancore even at the present day, have been functioning for ages.

That the pans in Manarkudi were in existence as early as the time of

Rajendra C5|a (1012-1044 A.D.) is evident from the description of the

factory as Mahipala-kula-kala-pperalam in an inscription of Rajadhira-

jadeva, found at Cape Comorin.6 Again, that the pans of Variyur were
manufacturing salt earher than the 11th century A.D. is learnt from an
epigraph of Kulottunga Cola Deva I.7 It is noteworthy that the Variyur
inscription of Kulottunga registers an endowment of two pans in the
salt factory for the maintenance of a perpetual lamp in the Sucindram
temple.

Vegetation : Nancinad has rich natural vegetation on the hills and
cultivated vegetation in the plains. The southern extremities of the
Western Ghats and the minor hillocks like Maruttuvamalai and Tada-
kamalai abound in numberless varieties of medicinal herbs. But teak,
rosewood and ebony, which grow in the forests of Central and North
Travancore, do not flourish near about guclndram. The hills of Kaduk-
karai and Tadikkarankonam on the northern fringe of Nancinad, how-
ever, have some timber-yielding trees.8 Ebony and jack are the most

6. T. A. S., I, p. 163, Mahipala Kula Kala was one o£ the surnames of Rajendra.
7. T. A. S., I, p. 247.

8. Bamboo of large size, available from these hills, is used to serve as poles
for carrying Vahanas in the Suclndram Temple. Bamboo of Nancinad has always
been in great demand in the temples of Ramesvaram and Tirunelveli.

6



GEOGRAPHICAL BASIS

common types found on these hills. However, for large supplies

of high class timber of different types, Sucindram and Nancinad have

had to depend on the hills and forests of Central Travancore.

More important is the cultivated vegetation of the plains of Nanci-

nad. Nancinad has been famous all through the ages for her agricultu-

ral prosperity
,

9 and is fittingly described as the 4 granary of Travancore. ’

Sucindram, like every other village of picturesque Nanciniad, is sur-

rounded by broad stretches of verdant paddy lands. The cultivated

area in and around Sucindram forms the most fertile region in the whole

of Nancinad. The vast expanses of paddy fields known as ‘Sivindap-

parru * to the west,
4 Terpparru ’ to the north, 4 Kilapparru * and

4 Nallurpparru 9 to the east and the 4 Kakkumur ?

,

4 Kuricci ’ and 4 Parak-

kaipparru’ to the south of Sucindram, present the most coveted and
highly-priced paddy lands of Nancinad.

The high yield of the paddy crop in the locality is ascribable as

much to the inherent richness of the soil as to the abundant supply of

water needed for cultivation. Palayar, the southernmost river of Tra-

vancore, feeds the best part of the arable land of this region with its

numerous channels. What is more, at fairly short intervals, there lies

a network of tanks and ponds, serving as reservoirs. The 4 givindak-

kulam ? and the 4 Vetkaikkulam the 4 Parakkaikkulam 5 and the
4 Terkkulam all within easy reach of Sucindram, are about the biggest

tanks in Nancinad, and between them, they irrigate over two thousand

acres of paddy fields. But the entire cultivable land is not irrigated by
the river and the tanks alone. A considerable area, brought recently

under cultivation, depends, in a large measure, on rainfall.

A paradox appears here. The average rainfall in Nancinad is low
compared with the rest of Travancore, as noticed before. Yet, paddy
cultivation which requires an abundant and a steady supply of water,

is preponderant in the region. Geologists explain the phenomenon by
the peculiar nature of the soil. It is pointed out that the soil presents

a fairly high water table, which allows the roots to get into easy touch

with subsoil water.

Although paddy cultivation is by far the staple crop of Sucindram,

as indeed of entire Nancinad, it is by no means the only natural product.

Coconut groves abound in various parts of the village, particularly on its

9 Even so early as the £angam Age, the richness of her soil had evoked admi-

ration. Stanzas 137 and 139 of 4 Purananu^u ’ refer to it and even go so far as to

suggest the superfluity of ploughing the land
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southern and eastern outskirts. Curiously enough, in Sucindram and

Nancinad, the palmyrah also flourishes m abundance. Indeed, the

palmyrah is as ubiquitous as the coconut
;
in this respect, Nancinad at

once partakes of the features of the West Coast and the East Coast,

for the coconut tree is doubtless the staple palm of the West, as

the palmyrah is of the East Coast.

Among other trees, the tamarind (Tamarindus indica)
,
the punnai

or laurel (Calophyllum inophyllum)
,
the miavu or mango (Mangifera

indica) , the pilavu or jack (Artocarpus integnfolia) ,
and the kollamavu or

cashewnut tree (Anacardium occidentale) are about those commonly
found in gardens attached to houses or m the groves flourishing m the

outskirts of the villages. Among avenue trees, the Alamaram or banyan
(Ficus bengalensis) abounds on both the sides of the Main Road. The
Arasu or Ficus religiosa on the bunds of the tanks and by the side of

the several shrines in the village, the Poo-arasu (Thespasia-populuca)

and the Vembu or Margosa (Melia azadirachta) on the sides of the by-

ways and by-lanes, as also in the gardens attached to houses, form the

most popular ones.

Numerous flower-gardens flourish in the various parts of the vil-

lage. Since the temple requires quite a large quantity of different kinds

of flowers, the lay-out and maintenance of flower-gardens have always
received great attention. Many are the gifts made by patrons and devo-

tees in the past for the supply of flower-garlands to the temple, and certain

endowments register specific provision for the maintenance of flower-

gardens. Besides the regularly enclosed gardens fringing the outskirts of

the village, most of the Mathas, like the Vattappalli Matha, the Nayakar
Matha and the Dharmapuram Matha possess lovely flower-gardens

(Nandavanams) attached to them. Also, flower-bearing shrubs are seen

in adundance on the banks of the canals and tanks, as well as, on the

bunds of paddy fields.

Among the flowers common in Suclndram the most prominent ones

are the Arali (Nerium odorum)
,
the Piccippu (Jusminum grandiforum)

,

the Nantiyiavattam (Ervatamia coromaria), the Pavilamalli (Nycan-
thes arbor-tristis)

,
Campakam (Michelia champaca) and Javanti (Vicoa

auriculata) .
10 The Tamara or lotus (Nelumbium speciosum), both

10. Javanti is remarkably luxuriant in its growth in Sucindram and is abun-
dantly used in the temple On the 5th day of the Mahotsava in Markali a huge
garland of Javanti decorates the principal Vahana People of the locality can use
the Javanti flower only after the 5fch day of the Mahotsava.
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the white and the rose variety, is found m abundance in some of the

ponds. The Cemparutti (Hibiscus rosa-sinensis)
,
a shrub rising to about

10 feet in height, grows in several gardens. The large crimson flowers

of this shrub are quite fascinating to look at.

Scenery : The vast expanse of paddy fields, the wavy coconut

and palmyrah groves, the mango, tamarind, laurel, plantain and
inargosa trees in between the inhabited quarters, the tanks and ponds,

the river and its channels, and above all, the delightful flower-gardens

m different parts of the village present a fascinating appearance. The
view of the entire landscape, seen from the top storey of the stately

tower of the pagoda, is enchanting. The scenery is superb. Nature is

seen in her lavish beauty. Sir M. E. Grant Duff, a former Governor of

Madras, described Travancore as “ one of the fairest and most interest-

ing realms that Asia has to show.” Another Governor of Madras, Lord
Connemara, compared Travancore to Italy and called it a fairy-land.

Suclndram and the rest of Nancinad are typical of this picturesque

country.

The symmetrical formation of the principal streets of Sucmdram
adds to the charm of her natural scenery. The main streets running

around the four extremities of the village are of considerable width,

stretching to well over 60 feet. The Ratha Vithis, as they are called,

form the track through which the big cars of the temple are drawn on
occasions of the Car Festival.

Regular street formation is a feature characteristic of the East

Coast; in Travancore, to the north of Trivandrum, it is uncommon. But
it is not only in the structure of the big streets that Sucindram resembles

Tamil Nad proper. The by-ways and by-lanes are far too narrow, as

in the region beyond the Ghats. Moreover, the houses are built too

close to each other. This circumstance, together with the absence

of a proper system of drainage, certainly leaves much to be desired in

the sanitary conditions of the locality.

Regarding the location of houses, Suclndram and the rest of Nan-

ciniad, differ fundamentally from Central and North Travancore. In the

latter regions, as also in Malabar, a continuous expanse of isolated houses

is the striking feature. Obviously, this is ideal from the standpoint of

public health. In Nancinad and the East Coast, perhaps, the fear of

high-way robbers was originally responsible for the close aggregation

of houses. The desire to use every inch of arable land was evidently

another factor which led to this unfortunate result.
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It is interesting to notice the distribution of population m the various

parts of Sucindram; more so, because people of the particular castes

appear to have resided m the same localities as at present for quite a

long time .
11 The quarters of the Brahmms range on both the rows of

the South Street, on the eastern row of the West Street, the southern

row of the North Street, as also on the streets stretching to the north

and west of the Teppakkulam, the Temple Tank. Besides, m that part

of the village known as Tekkuman, lying on the southern fringe of

Sucindram, numerous houses of brahmins are found situated on both the

rows of the street called Erattaitteruvu The Mathas, the residence of

various religious functionaries like the Nambudiri arcakas, the old

Yogakkar and the Porri arcakas, are located in the South and North

Streets. The Vattappalli Matha is situated in a narrow street just to the

west of the temple; the Nayakar Matha is on the northern bank of the

Teppakkulam, while the Dharmapuram and the Ayya Mathas are in the

South Street.

The Saiva PiUamar have their houses m Madatteruvu, immediately

to the south of the temple. The Nancinad Vellalas have their houses on
the western wing of the West Street and m Tekkuman. At the eastern

end of the Korrayartittai-teruvu live the Yadavas, the members of the

shepherd class. The Devadasis, the most numerous among the non-
brahmin residents of Sucindram, have their quarters in the Sannadhi
Street, the East Street and the Nadutteruvu. A few families of Nairs
live in the West and East Streets. The Uvaccas, employed in temple
service as pipers and drummers, reside at the west end of the Sannadhi
Street.

The Vairavis, a class attached to the pagoda from days of old, reside
in Akkarai, the village just to the north of Sucindram. The goldsmiths,
the blacksmiths, as also the washermen and barbers, are not within the
confines of Sucindram, but have their houses in Akkarai and Tekkuman,
The Samirs and Pariahs, belonging to the so-called ‘depressed classes*
of the Hindu community, again, do not find a place in Sucindram proper.
They inhabit the villages of Kakkad, Kuricci, and several hamlets located
between Sucindram, Terur and Tamarakulam. Numerous Pariahs and
Sanars, resident in these villages, have been converted to Christianity,
in recent times.

11. See Plan No. 2. Sucindram in the time of Bala Martanda Varna 1729-58
A.D.’
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Village Union : At present, the population of Sucindram pakuti, the

revenue unit, is 8,948, and the number of houses, 2,600. Sucindram has

been classed as a ‘Village Union’ under the Village Union Act of Tra-

vancore. By the Act, lighting and sanitation are entrusted to the Vil-

lage Union, which consists of five officials and six non-officials. The
officials are the Tahsildar, the Sanitary Circle Officer, the Section Officer

of the Public Works Department as well as the Co-operative and Agri-

cultural Inspectors of the Agastisvaram Taluk. Among the non-official

members, five are elected by the people and one is nominated by the

Government, every three years. Both the President and Vice-President

are elected by the Union from the non-official members. The income
of the Union consists of a cess on land at the rate of 1 pie for every
anna of Land Tax paid, a Profession Tax on annual incomes of Rs. 300

and above at the rate of 4 annas per annum for every Rs. 100, licence

fees on Hotels at Re. 1 per annum and an Entertainment Tax at Re. 1

per day.

The influence of the neighbouring villages : It may be observed

that the villages near Sucindram have always exercised a large "measure

of influence on her temple. Famous Kanyakumari is only about eight

miles south-east of Sucindram, and this circumstance has always been
of great importance. In the first place, the legends concerning the

temples of both Sucindram and Kanyakumari bear a close inter-con-

nection. The popular belief is that the sacred water anointing the image
of Sthanunathasvamy of Sucindram reaches Kanyakumari by an under-

ground passage. That the god at Sucindram sought the hand of the

virgin goddess at Kanyakumari is a matter of common tradition. Legends

apart, the historical circumstance that Kanyakumari was in the posses-

sion of the Pandya sovereigns for many centuries in the past, exercised

a vital influence on the fortunes of Sucindram. Naturally, the Pandyas
were attracted to Sucindram and the places to the west of it. Further,

on the wake of the Pandyas, came an unceasing succession of invaders

like the Colas, the Vijayanagar and the Nayak generals. The history

of Sucindram bears clear proof of their contact. Down to this day,

visitors from far and near, proceeding to the more renowned pagoda of

Cape Comorin, have been drawn to Sucindram also.

Again, Kottar, now a part of the Municipality of Nagercoil, was a
commercial centre of fame, from the days of yore. Obviously, long

before the time of Ptolemy, Kottar must have attained a leading position,

for, he himself describes it as the Metropolis. The commercial impor-
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tance and the ever-increasing wealth of Kottar, undoubtedly attracted

many an invader. Indeed, during the palmy days of the

Pandyas, the Colas, the Vijayanagar and the Nayak rulers, Kottar formed

a bone of contention between the invaders and the local rulers. And
Suclndram is hardly two miles from Kottar- Invaders of Kottar mvari-

ably paid their homage to the sacred shrine of Sthanumalaya, and often

established their sway over Suclndram as well

However, the invasions might not have been so frequent but for the

famous Aralvaymoh Pass, the Khyber of Travancore. Aralvaymoh, now
under the anglicised, if also uncouth, name Aramboli, is about 6 miles

from Kdttar and about 8 miles from Suclndram by the Main Road.12

Times without number, conquerors and plunderers from the sunny arid

plains of the East poured on Nancinad through the Aramboli Gap. The
fertility of Nancinad, no doubt, served as a bait. Nevertheless, but for

the facile pass, the attacks might have been less frequent.

The fact that the immediate neighbourhood of Suclndram is studded

with several prosperous villages has also exercised a considerable influ-

ence on the pagoda. Asramam, Kariyamanikkapuram and Idalakkudi in

the north-west, Parakkai and Tenkomputur m the south-west, Tekku-
man, Kakkumputur and Kuricci in the south, Kakkadu and Tamara-
kulam in the south-east, Terur, Karuppukkottai and Putugramam in

the north, Nallur, Eraviputur and Marungur m the north-east, are some
of the prominent villages, all located within a radius of four miles of

Suclndram. This circumstance has gone a long way to make the temple
what it is. Benefactions and endowments have freely flowed from them.
Crowds of visitors and devotees from these places used to flock to the
shrine every day, and particularly on festive occasions. Several
employees of the pagoda have been, and continue to be, drawn from
these villages. Various kinds of gratuitous service have been often
rendered to the temple by their inhabitants. The people of these vil-

lages have contributed to the prosperity and fame of the pagoda, while
they themselves were influenced by the sacred temple and its institu-
tions. No wonder, Suclndram has become the ‘Spiritual Metropolis*
of Nancinad.

12. Through the shorter route via Marungur, Suclndram is hardly 5 miles
distant from the Pass. The relics of a huge stable and a large rampart, just to the
north of Marungur, indicate that the pathway of the invading hosts lay through
this shorter route.
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HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND

1 *he origin of Kerala—the Parasurama legend : The ‘Keralolpatti’ in

Malayalam, and the ‘ Keralamahatmyam ’ in Samskrit, both accept

the traditional account ascribing the creation of Kerala to Parasurama,
the warrior sage. Thus Nancmad, like the rest of the territory between
the Western Ghats and the Arabian Sea, stretching from Gokarnam m
the north to Cape Comorin the southernmost tip, is said to have emerged
from the ocean at the command of Parasurama. The early history of

the region is also furnished by these two works. But neither ‘ Keralol-

patti
5 nor ‘Keralamahatmyam’ was compiled earlier than the seven-

teenth century, and judged by the canons of historical criticism, they

cannot be considered reliable 1
. A later interpretation brought to bear

upon the Parasurama legend is that it is an allegoric representation of

the advent of the Aryans into Kerala, similar to the view expressed

1. Surely, Nagamiah overestimated the value of c Keralolpatti ’ when he wrote

that, “since the tradition recorded in it is found interwoven with the details of the

daily life of the people, it attains the rank of authentic history” (State Manual, I

page 210). Logan, though rather severe and unsympathetic, is not far incorrect in

his view that
“

* Keralolpatti ’ is a farrago of legendary nonsense.” In fact, it is full

of anachronisms and contradictions. Nor is the * Keralamahatmyam ’ on a better

footing. In addition to the defects of the Malayalam work, this one is vitiated by
a desire to prove the thesis of the specially sacred character of the Brahmins of

Kerala. Thus, it is hopeless to glean history from either of them
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about Agastya’s association with the Tamil Nad .
2 Plausible as this

seems, it may well be true; but the story that Kerala was redeemed from

the sea through supernatural agency is yet in the realm of myths.

The Geological view : Some geologists speak of an early subsidence

of the sea by volcanic action, prior to which, the region of Kerala

lay under the ocean. In support of this view they urge that some parts

of Kerala, especially the littoral tracts, are not so old m their geological

formation as the rest of South India, and point to the receding of the sea

in historic times from Trippunittura and Vaikom, which were, m the days

of Ptolemy, flourishing seaports .
3 But these stray researches await

further confirmation. Even if they are proved to contain an element of

truth, it seems that only the lowlands very near the coast could have

been under the sea at one time.

The Lemurian Theory : Besides, there is the tradition embodied

in the so-called Lemurian theory, which maintains that there lay a large

mass of land to the south of Cape Comorin, later swallowed up by the

sea. In support of the theory, its exponents emphasize the similarity in

the system of totems prevalent among some of the South Indian and
Australian aborigines. They also stress the resemblance in the mode of

tree climbing between the Dyaks of Borneo and the Kadars of the

Anamalai Hills. The prevalence of the clipping of the incisor teeth

among the Kadars, as well as the Mala-Vedans of South India and the

Jakuns of the Malay Peninsula, is indicated as an additional piece of evi-

dence. But these stray comparisons are far too general and insufficient

to warrant the formulation of a Lemurian theory, because among early

peoples, certain sociological developments, all the world over, seem to

have been fairly similar. Even a few peculiarities found among certain

peoples, by themselves, are too slender to prove racial affinity .
4

2 The parallelism between the Parasurama and Agastya legends is striking,

and does not seem to be accidental.

3. Kanakasabhai in his
“
Tamils Eighteen Hundred Years Ago ” (p. 19) tries

to show that the land near the harbours of Cochin and Alleppy must have emerged
only subsequent to the age of Ptolemy.

4. Among the pieces of evidence in favour of the theory, by far the most
valuable one is the view of certain geologists that there is identity in the fossil

remains, animal and vegetable, in South India, South Africa, Australia and South
America. Some writers in Tamil have sought to read too much into certain literary
references. See, for example, P. V. Manicka Naicker— gentamil Celvi Vol. I— Part
III; Sivagnana Yogikal— Sentamfl— Vol 38, Part I; K Appadurai Pillai. “ Kumari
Kandam ” and N. S. Kandiah Pillai :

“ Tamilar Yar 9 ” Further researches in

subjects like Ethnology and Anthropology alone may furnish conclusive proof.
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Ayis : Speculations apart, the starting point for the history of Nanci-

niad is to be sought in the accounts of foreign observers. The earliest

foreign notice about the region comprised in modern Travancore is found

in the Periplus of the Erythrean Sea, compiled sometime between 81 and
96 A.D. Mention is made therein of Komari as a harbour and also of

the significant fact that the land to the south of Nelcynda up to Komar
formed part of the Pandya Kingdom.5

The next European visitor who speaks about this region is Ptolemy,

who compiled his * Geography 5 about 140 A.D. He states, however, that,

to the south of the Cera Kingdom there flourished the territory of the

Ayis, extending from Melcynda, obviously identical with Nelcynda of

the Periplus, to Komari, and that, it was only past Komaria that the

Pandyan Kingdom lay. This suggests that the Ayis had deprived the

Piandyas of the land stretching from Nelcynda to Cape Comorin, some-
time between 96 and 140 A.D. Who the Ayis were, what their political

status was, whether they were independent of the Ceras and Pandyas,

are questions which Ptolemy does not touch upon.

We turn to that fertile but elusive source, the Sangam works, for

fresh light. “Purarianuru” extols one Ay-A&diran, a philanthropic king

of the region near the Podiyilmalai.6 He is described as Vel Ayi and Ma-
vel-Ayi in ‘ Purananuru.’7 It is further learnt that the principal town,

presumably the capital of this Ayi ruler, was Aykudy which seems to

be identical with the hamlet of the same name near Senkotta.8 But
Gopinatha Kao’s argument9 that, since relics of monuments, fortifica-

tions and inscriptions are not seen in that place now, it could not have

been the capital nearly 2000 years ago, is not convincing. The present

condition of Puhar, the famous capital of the Colas and Karuvur or Vanci,

whichever it was, the ancient capital of the Ceras, shows the weakness

of Gopinatha Kao’s argument.
*

Ay Andiran

:

Since the Ayis emerged into prominence between
Nelcynda and Komari, sometime between 96 A.D. and 140 A.D., is it

5. Nelcynda has been identified with Kallada by Col. Yule and with Nindakara
near Quilon by K. G. Sesha Aiyar. But neither seems to fit in, because Periplus

locates Nelcynda 500 stadia distant from Mouziris, while both Kallada and Nindakara

are more than 800 stadia away from it. Kanakasabhai’s identification of the place

with NIrkunram near Mmaccil seems correct.

6 c Puram *—Stanzas 130 to 132.

7. * Puram ’—Stanza 133 line 7 and Stanza 135 line 13.

8. Swaminatha Aiyar’s Introduction to ‘ Purananuru ’ and Stanza 132 of
* Purananuru

9. T. A. S., I, p. 188.
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not probable that it was Ay Andiran about whose prowess the ‘Purana-

nuru ’ presents a glowing picture, who drove away the Pandyas from

that region ? Further, the brahmin poet Mudamosiyar, the author of

the laudatory stanzas on Ay-Andiran in ‘Purananuru’ has also sung m
praise of Antuvan Ceral Irumporai and the Colan Perunarkilli. Pre-

sumably, these three rulers were contemporaries. And, according to

the computation reckoned on the basis of the Senguttuvan Gajabahu

synchronism, Antuvan Ceral is believed to have ruled about 100 to 120

A.D.10 This seems to indicate that Andiran’s period also ranged about

the first half of the second century A.D.

Titiyan : There is no means of ascertaining who the successor of

Ay Andiran was. All that we learn from the Sangam literature is that

one Titiyan has been described as ‘Potiyir Celvan’ by the poet-king

Bhutappandiyan.11 Whether Bhutappandiyan waged war with Titiyan

is not mentioned anywhere. But the Pandyan king seems to have come

as far as Bhutappandy, a place named after him, and where he founded

a temple. Perhaps an understanding was effected between Titiyan and
the Pandyan ruler, fixing Bhutappandy as the western limit of the Pand-

yan kingdom. Attempts at determining the date of Bhutappandiyan and
thus of Titiyan, have not so far yielded any conclusive result. The only

indisputable fact is that Titiyan was one of the successors of Andiran.

Later Ayis

:

Mr Sivaraja Pillai builds up a genealogy of successive

generations of Ayi rulers. He suggests that Titiyan, the Potiyir Celvan,
was followed by one Atikan who, in his turn, was succeeded by another
Titiyan, identical with the Titiyan defeated at Talayalankanam.12

Lacking in conclusive evidence, these surmises are nothing, if not ven-
turesome.13 It is true that a village in Neyyarrinkarai Taluk bears the
name Atiganur, and that the older name of Alakiyapandipuram in Tova-
lai Taluk was Atiyanur.14 But these etymological data cannot lead us
far, especially when neither in ‘ Ahananuru ’ (Stanza 162) nor any-

10. K. G. Sesha Aiyar—‘ Cera Kings o'f the Sangam Period p 129.
11. ‘Ahananuru’, 25, line, 20.

12. Sivaraja Pillai “The Chronology of the Tamils”, p. 147.
13. Article on “ The Ayi Dynasty ” by V. R. R. Dikshitar in the Report of

the IXth All-India Oriental Conference.
14. T. A. S., IV, pp. 57-58 ; see also the ‘ Mudaliyar Manuscripts ’. Though the

identification of Atikan is not certain, it is undoubted that one ruler of that name
was greatly devoted to Auvai the poetess. Either his successors or subjects deified
Auvai as a goddess and offered worship to her. In and around Alakiyapapdipuram
there are several shrines dedicated to Auvai.
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where else is any indication found that Atikan was a ruler of the Poti-

yil Hills or that he belonged to the Ayi Dynasty. On the other hand,

Atikan may plausibly be identified with Atikaman of Takadur. Further,

Titiyan, who is referred to by Nakklrar in Stanza 36 of
£ Ahananuru 5

as a member of the confederacy at Talayalankanam, is not definitely

proved to have been an Ayi.

In the present state of our knowledge, it has to be admitted that

there is a blank in the history of Ayis after Titiyan the Potiyir Celvan.
But, since they reappear in the history of the 8th century A.D. it is

likely that during the intervening period, the Ayis had been reduced
to the position of local chieftains, probably by the Ceras in the north.

The fact that the Ayi rulers of the 8th century figure in Kurunadu
round about Tiruvidaikkodu indicates that they had been expelled from
the Potiyil Hills to this locality.15

It seems that during the later period of Ayi history in the West
Coast, their rule extended over Nancinad, or at any rate, over the major
part of it. No other ruler is mentioned m connection with the Pandya
or Cola battles at Kottar, the chief town of Nancinad. Further, the name
c Idarayakkudi ’ the earlier name of Idalakkudy, a suburb of Kottar,

suggests its association with the Ayis.

Nancil Porunan

:

However, during the Sangam Age, one Nancil

Porunan seems to have ruled over a part of Nanemad. All that we
know about him is gathered exclusively from the Tamil Classics.

The 'Sangam poets, Marudan Ilanaganar, Auvaiyar, Orucirai Periyaniar

and Karuvur Kadappillai have sung about him. The commentator of
£ Purananuru 5

describes Porunan as Nancil Valluvan. But the
£ Purana-

nuru’ speaks of him also as a Marava.16 It is probable that he belonged

to the Valluva caste and that Marava signified a military distinction.

Kandan was the personal name of the chieftain; and, although ordinarily

the term Porunan denoted a king, in this particular case, it appears to

have been the family name of the chieftain. This is evident from the

fact that when another ruler of the Nancil Hills is referred to, he is

15. There is no doubt that in the 8th century, Kurunadu was the seat of their

power, as is seen from the references in the Velvikkudi grant and the Madras

Museum Plates. Ariviyurkottai, Marudur, Nelveli, the important battlefields in the

struggle between the early Pandyas and the Ayis, are all located in Kurunadu,

which abutted on Nancinad- Vxlinam, often attacked by the Pandyas and Colas, was

evidently a strong port of the later Ayis.

16. ‘Puram\ Stanza 380.
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merely mentioned as Porunan without any qualifying term.17 Kandan

was ruling over the Nancil Hills and the adjoining region.

However, it is difficult to agree with Pandit Swammatha Aiyar, who
holds that Nancil Valluvan was a vassal and a friend of the Cera ruler

on the flimsy ground that the word ‘ Vendar 5 m Stanza 139 denotes the

Cera. The lines run thus :

“ Ital&nan Vende Vendavhuc-

Cdtalaincdi Niye”

No doubt, his position was that of a vassal. But his suzerain must have

been the Pandya and not the Cera, because the same Tamil Classic

speaks of him also as “ Tennavar Vayamaravan.”18 Is it likely that

Nancil Porunan was the lineal descendant of a local chieftain set up

in Nancinad by Bhutappandiyan, after his successful expedition ?

We do not hear of any war waged by Nancil Porunan
;
nor do we

know anything about the Ayi ruler contemporaneous with him. If the

Ayi king continued to exercise sway over Nancinad, his authority over

the northern part of it was probably checked by Nancil Porunan. Evi-

dently, the Ayi chieftain, reduced to a subordinate position by the Cera
monarch on the one hand and faced by the rise of Porunan on the other,

maintained but a feeble power over Kurunadu and southern Nancinad.

What was the period of Nancil Porunan’s rule ? The only clue

regarding this is afforded by the fact that Auvai, the Sangam celebrity,

who has composed a poem on him, has also sung about Ceraman
Mavenko, Ugraperuvaliti Pandya and Rajasuyam Vettu Perunarkilli.

If the chronological scheme worked out by K. G. Sesha Aiyar on the
basis of Senguttuvan Gajabahu Synchronism19 is dependable, the 3rd
century A.D., and particularly the latter half of it, may be held as the
age of these sovereigns as well as of Nancil Porunan.

There is another reference to a Porunan, one of the five minor
chiefs, who, along with the Cola and Cera sovereigns, formed a con-
federacy to oppose Nedumceliyan at Talayalankanam.20 Probably this

Porunan was also a chief of the Nancil Hills. But it is difficult to as-
certain his exact date or the nature of his relationship with Kandan.
That, the two Porunans of the Sangam Age are not identical, is evident

17. ‘ Ahananuru ’ Stanza 36.

18. ‘ Puram * Stanza 380.

19. ‘ Cera Kings of the Sangam period p. 128.

20. 4 Ahananuru ’ Stanza 36
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from the facts that Kandan recognised the Pandya as his suzerain and
that there is no reference whatever of any hostility between them.

Unfortunately, no further information is available about the suc-

cessors of Nancil Porunan. It seems probable that their territory was
conquered by the Pandyas and held under Pandyan sway for several

succeeding centuries. Atikanur, located at the foot of Nancil Hill,

became transformed in name into Alakiyapandipuram 21 Who intro-

duced the change, and when it was done, are not known. Perhaps one
of the early Pandya sovereigns effected the conquest of northern

Nancinad. This suggestion is supported by the fact that the Pandya
monarchs of a later date like Ranadhlra and Jatila Parantaka, who
waged frequent wars in the land of the Ayis, are not known to have
fought any battle m northern Nancinad. It is not improbable that the

Pandya monarch who accomplished the conquest of northern Nancinad
was Pasumpun Eandiyan, since Aldkiya may be taken as an equivalent

of Pasumpun.

Early Pandyas : The Pandyas were always in contact with Nahci-

nad. There is evidence to show that the whole of Nancinad at times,

and certain regions of it during other periods, remained under Pandyan
rule. For instance, Kanyakumari, the sacred village at the land's end

of India, formed a part of the Pandyan Empire for a long time Evi-

dence, literary and epigraphic, supports the traditional association of

the Pandyas with this place of age-long fame. ‘ Divakaram 5 describes

the Pandya sovereign as lord of Kumari (Kumariccerpan) . ‘Purana-

nuru 9 speaks of the Pandya as the lord of the Pahruh river which

emptied itself into the ocean at the Cape. Indeed, it is stated that the

course of the river Pahruli itself was directed by the engineering skill

of the Pandyan king Vadimbalamba Ninra Nediyon Pandyan .
22

‘ Maduraikkahci 9 also supports the fact that the land near Kumari was

under the proud possession of the Pandyas .
23 The early inscriptions

again, refer to the place as included in Purattayanadu, which, un-

doubtedly formed a part of the Pandya Empire. The Goddess Kumari

was, in fact, revered as the family deity of the Pandya Kings .
24 Thus

there is no doubt that some time after the period of Ptolemy, Kanya-

21. T. A. S, HI, p. 57.

22 * Puram Stanza 9.

23. ‘ Maduraikkanci * Lines 190-205.

* QjBGxrosrGLin'jSu* (^coQ^d/tsi/LD Q<5Gvr(&)Uuf}
*

Inscription of Parantaka Pandya T A S
, I, No III.
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kumari was captured by the Pandyas
;

it continued to remain in their

hands for several succeeding centuries.

But, while it is certain that Kanyakumari was under the Pandyas,

the region to the north of it does not seem to have been under their

sway all through the early period. That is evident from the frequent

Pandya attacks on Kottar. Most probably, as noticed earlier, this region

comprising the western part of Nancinad continued to be under the

feeble rule of the Ayis.

Even as early as the Sangam Age commenced the unfortunate

phase of the history of Nancinad, when it became the cockpit of the

South. Time and again, Pandyas invaded the land through the

Aruvaymoli Pass. The earliest Pandyan sovereign known to have

embarked on the invasion of Nancinad was the celebrated poet-king

Ollaiyur Bhutappandiyan. Keralolpatty, in an euphemistic manner,

states that one Bhutaraya Pandy Perumal was chosen king by the

Brahmins of Kerala. Certainly, this and similar references of the

Keralolpatty to the choice of kings from outside are veiled facts of con-

quest by the foreign monarchs. There is no means of ascertaining the

extent of Bhutappandya’s conquests in Nancinad
;

it is not known, for

instance, whether Kottar and Suclndram were brought under his power
or not. In the village of Bhutappandy, about 7 miles north-east of

Suclndram, exists the ancient temple of Bhutappandisvaramudaiyar.

Very likely, the erection of the temple was undertaken by this Pandya
king himself, as is suggested by its name.

For several centuries after the Sangam Age, the history of Nancinad,

as indeed of the major part of South India, is a complete blank. It is

not un.til we reach the 8th century A.D. that we seem to be on fairly

secure ground, because, in addition to references in literature, we have
the more reliable source of epigraphy to aid us. However, so far as

Nancinad is concerned, even for this period, the bulk of information is

confined to the Pandya invasions.

Sendan

:

Among the kings mentioned in the Velvikkudi grant, the
earliest ruler who invaded Kerala, and probably on the way thither
Nancinad also, is Sendan or Jayantavarman. The main basis for this

inference is the fact that Sendan assumes the surname Vanava, the dis-

tinctive appellation of the Cera. At Talakudy, five miles north-east of
Suclndram, there exists the temple of Sendanlsvaramudaiyar. Popular
tradition connecting this temple with Jayantavarman, the Paagwjlyan king,
is perhaps based on fact. Again, on the southern fringe of Alakiyapatj-
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dipuram, is found a temple known as Jayandanarkoil. But here also,

one cannot be too sure whether the name of the temple is traceable to

this Pandya sovereign. Further, a village located about 3 miles south-

west of Suemdram is called Sendanputur. It is not improbable that these

places owe their names to Sendan.

Arikesari Maravarman : The next king who might have attacked

Nancinad was Arikesari Maravarman, figuring in the Velvikkudi and
the Larger Sinnamanur Plates. Undoubtedly, he is identical with the

king, famous in legend and Tamil literature as the Kun or Sundara
Pandya and as Ninra Sir Nedumaran, converted by Saint Sambandar.
The date of this illustrious monarch is now happily settled as having

ranged in the latter half of the 7th century A.D. The Velvikkudi and
Sinnamanur Plates credit him with victories at Pali, Nelveli, Sennilam

and Puliyur and also with triumphs over the Paravas and Kurunadu.
The commentary on Iraiyanar Ahapporul adds that Vilinam, and Kottar,

besides several other places, were captured by him.25 True, the histori-

cal value of the Ahapporul is open to doubt; but the corroboration fur-

nished by the plates concerning the triumph over Kurunadu, confirms

that Arikesari’s conquests extended to the West Coast. 26

Koccadayan

:

The son and successor of Arikesari was the famous
warrior Koccadayan known as Ranadhira who became king early in the

9th century A.D. Daring and ambitious, he waged several wars with

the neighbouring rulers. His assumption of the titles of ‘Vanavan
,

9

4 Sembiyan 4 Colan 5 and £ Kongarkon 5 suggests his triumph over these

monarchs. Among his exploits, a victory against an Ayi Vel at Marudur
is mentioned by the Velvikkudi grant. The vanquished king must have

been the contemporary Ayi ruler, an ancestor of Kokkarunandadakkan.

Several writers have identified Marudur with Tiruppudaimarudur near

Ambasamudram. This seems unsustainable. Ambasamudram was
within the heart of the Pandyan territory, and a battle with the Ayi chief,

could not have been fought there, unless the Ayi had tried to beard the

lion in its own den. Obviously, Ranadhira a valiant warrior, would not

have waited for an attack near his own capital by the petty Ayi ruler.

Marudur may be more reasonably identified with Marudattur in, Kuru-

25. Stanzas 10 and 156.

26. Nelveli, identified with Tirunelveli by the stalwart epigraphists Dr. Hultzch

and Venkayya, may be more appropriately identified with Nelveli in Kurunadu the

stronghold of the Ayis. See T. A. S., Ill, p. 204. Contra * K. V. S. Aiyar : Historical

Sketches of the Deccan p. 40.
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nadu .
27 It is significant that the temple of TLruvidaikkottu Mahadeva

itself is in Marudattur. And, Tiruvidaikkodu was the seat of the Ayis of

this period .
28

The Velvikkudi Plates refer to two other victories of Koccadayan

over Ayi Vel, one at Sengodi and another at Pudankodu But Mr. Krishna

Sastry suggests that these names denote only the regalia of the Ayi king

and not battlefields .
29 This surmise has been made only because of his

failure to identify the places. Both Sengodi and Pudankodu are really

two villages in Kurunadu .
30 Though no battle is specified to have been

fought on the soil of Nancinad, the defeat of its ruler the Ayi must have

meant the triumph over Nancinad, as well.

Jatila Parantaka: Koccadayan’s grandson, Jatila Parantaka, the

Maran Cadayan of the Anamalai mscription, undertook a much more
organised attack on the Ayi Vel. The Velvikkudi Plates, besides refer-

ring to several other early exploits of Jatila Parantaka, record also his

victory at Nattukkurumbu over an Ayi Vel, who headed a rebellion of

the Kurumbas, Who were the Kurumbas and who was this Ayi Vel ?

Could they have been kinsmen of the Velir, whose seat of power lay

near the modern Pudukkottah State or does the reference apply only to

the Ayi Vel and his subjects of Kurunadu m South Travancore ? The
description given of the Vels as Kurunilamannar appears to nettle the

identification in favour of the latter.

The Madras Museum Plates specifically mention that the Ayi Vel
ruler, the “Vin-Mannan”, presumably the Tuler of Venad, as known

27. See T. A. S, IH, p. 198. It must be added that, in common parlance, the
place is known as Marudur.

28. See T. A. S., I, p 3.

29. E. L, Vol. XVH, p. 307 notes 2 and 3. See also K, A. N. Sastry e The Pandyan
Kingdom’, p. 56 footnote.

30 I am indebted to Mr. S. Desikavinayakam Pillay for this identification of

these two places. {Sengodi is a village near Tiruvattar. (See T. A S., Ill, p. 118
and p. 130). Pudankodu seems to be another form of the name Tiruvitankodu,
a village in Kurunadu. Very likely, it is identical with the place referred to as
Tirumutahkodu in a Vatteluttu inscription of the 10th century (see T. A. S., Ill,

p. 176) . Mudahkodu may be an alternative form of Pudankodu
; or perhaps, it is a

case of error in the text It may be noticed that in Vatteluttu, lj and qj\ are written
almost alike. In further support of the identification of Pudankodu of the Velvik-
kudi grant with Tirumutahkodu or Tiruvitankodu of Kurunadu, it may be men-
tioned that in the latter region, numerous places bear names ending in kodu, e.g.,

Kattrmankodu, Nettayankodu, Melankodu, Karincankodu, Tikkanakodu, Pullalan-
kodu, Tiruvidaikkodu and Vilavankodu.
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later, was defeated and put to death, that his town “ Vilinam ” was des-

troyed and that “his elephants, horses, family, treasure and good country”

were captured.31 This glorious victory over the Ven-Mannan must have

been won by Maran Cadayan before the 17th year of his rule, because

the Madras Museum Plates record his martial career only up to that

stage.

But Maran Cagayan was not left in peace. In the 23rd year of his

rule, he was again obliged to march against Cadayan Karunandan of

“Malai-nadu”, and it is recorded that he defeated the rebel and destroyed

Anviyurkottai.32 Doubtless, Cadayan Karunandan was the Ayi Vel

ruler; obviously, he was the successor of the king killed earlier at Vilinam.

After his accession, Cadayan Karunandan might have defied the Pandyan
power necessitating a fresh attack by Maran Cadayan Cadayan Karu-

nandan was the father of K5kkarunandadakkan of the Huzur Office

Plates
; his name, as well as the known details about him, leave no room

for doubt on the matter.

A third attack on Malai-nadu by Maran Cadayan occurred about

the 27th year of his reign. This is learnt from the Trivandrum Stone

inscription,33 which states that the Cera army was able to pursue Maran
Cadayan as far as Karaikkdttai.34 Probably the Cera ruler had come
to the aid of the Ayi Vel, and now the tables were turned on the Pandya.

Sri Mara Sri Vallabha

:

Maran Cadayan’s successor, Sri Mara Sri

Vallabha entered on an aggressive warfare against the Cera ruler. The
glowing account of his conquests recorded m, the Larger Sinnamanur
Plates, at first sight, seems to be either a fantastic eulogy or an exag-

geration of minor victories. But, when, with reference to the conflict

with the Cera, the names of battlefields are mentioned as Kunnur and
Vilinam, the element of probability gains preponderance. Since Vili-

nam was one of the places attacked by the Pandya, a war must have

been fought either with the Ayi Vel king (Ven-Mannan) or with the

combined forces of the Cera and of the Ayi Vel. Kunnur may be identi-

fied with the place of that name very near Kollam
;
it indicates that the

31. Evidently the term “Ven-Mannan” points to the derivation of Venad as

Vel 4- Nad. See T. A. S., I, p. 188.

32. This place may be identified with Aruvikkarai in Kurunadu— See T. A.

S., Ill, p. 204.

33. T. A. S., I, p. 158.

34 Karaikkdttai refers to Aruvaimoli. Even today, the latter place is spoken

of as Kottaikkarai. To identify Karaikkdttai with Karaikkudi, as some historians

of Travancore have done, is to go too far.
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Pan$ya had plunged far into the interior. Nevertheless, there is no

evidence that he attacked any place in Nancmad. The fact that Vilinam

and, still farther north, Kunnur are mentioned as the scenes of conflict,

suggests that Nancmad was not actively defended by the Ayis and that

probably the Pandyan authority was tacitly recognised there.

Perhaps the fragmentary inscription of one Cadayan Maran in

Suclndram,35 dated 8th year Simha, is ascribable to the period of Sri

Mara Sri Vallabha. He was a son of Maran Cadyan, and hence the

name Cadayan Maran confirms the suggestion. Further, the palaeography

of the fragmentary inscription, as also the manner of dating the regnal

year, suggest that it belongs to a date earlier than that of Rajasimha

Cadayan Maran, the famous donor of the Larger Sinnamanur Plates.

Vlra Ndvayaim Cadayan
,
Rajasimha and the decline of the Pdn$ya

power : While little is known about Varaguna Varman, the successor of

Sri Mara Sri Vallabha, the ruler Vira Narayana Cadayan, who succeeded

his brother Varaguna Varma on the throne about 880 A.D., appears to

have been actively connected with Suclndram. Some of the very early

inscriptions in the temple, most probably, belong to his reign. A signi-

ficant fact is that the endowments were made by one who was the chief

minister and general of the Pandya sovereign, Maran Cadayan, as Vlra

Narayana was called. The Sinnamanur Plates state that this monarch
endowed many agraharas and numberless devasthanams and tatakas.

It is likely that Suclndram was one of the sacred places patronised by
him. The fact that the Suclndram inscriptions of his period bear the

regnal years of his reign is a clear indicator that the locality was under
his sway. Viranarayanasseri and Vlranarayanamangalam, two villages

not far away from Suclndram, perhaps owe their names to this Pandya
sovereign. That he had Sri Vanavan Mahadevi, evidently a Cera Prin-

cess as his queen, suggests his close contact with Kerala*

About 900 A.D. Viranarayana was succeeded by Rajasimha the

celebrated donor of the Larger Sinnamanur Plates. Evidently, he con-

tinued to be in possession of Suclndram and perhaps of a part of Nan-
cina^, at least till the 16th year of his reign, as is learnt from his epi-

graphs.36 But Rajasimha’s power and, with that, the supremacy of the
Early Pandyas were crushed by Parantaka C5la.

The Colas

:

Next the Colas began to attack Nancina#. No informationi
however, is available about any battle fought in the 10th century AJD.,

35 T. A. R., 22 of 1090 M. E.

36. T A. S., IV, pp. 121-123.
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though the inscriptions bearing the regnal years of Parantaka I (907-

953 A.D.) are found at Sucindram,37 indicating that the locality had
come under his sway.

But the Cola contact witnessed a breakdown for a moment. Towards
the end of Parantaka’s reign, the Rastrakutas invaded the Cola country
with a huge host, and during the period of consequent confusion, a cer-

tain Vira Pandya, belonging to the royal line of Pandyas, rose to eminence
and claimed to have ‘taken the head of the Cola.’ It is not possible to

identify the Cola king who was beheaded by Vira Pandya
;
but his claim,

which he parades in all his inscriptions commencing from his 6th year,

does not seem to have been an empty boast. At any rate, that his rule

was recognised to the south of Madurai is evident from his inscriptions,

five of which are found m Sucindram.38 However, Vira Pandya did not

succeed in re-establishing Pandyan supremacy in the extreme south

except for a short spell of about twenty years. Aditya, the son of Paran-
taka Cola II, turned the tables on Vira Pandya and captured and exe-

cuted him.39

Raja Raja the Great : In fact, it was not until the advent of Raja
Raja m 985 A.D. that there commenced an organised invasion of

Nancinad by the Cola power. An ambitious and masterly ruler, Raja
Raja was bent upon carrymg his arms to distant lands. Records of his

exploits commencing from his 4th regnal year are now available.40

A preliminary question demands attention. Did he attack first the

Pandya country proper or the regions of the West Coast including Nan-
cinad ? The Tiruvalangadu Plates, as also Raja Raja’s inscription dated

the 20th year, mention first the attack and destruction of Madurai, and
then the capture of Vilinam, the conquest of Kudanadu and so on.

Obviously, that would have been the natural sequence, since the Pandya
power was close at hand. It is, however, urged th^t in the prasastis, the

reference to Kandalur-Salai occurs first, that this is found mentioned
in the earlier inscriptions and that Raja Raja’s epigraphs appear in South
Travancore two years earlier than in Tirunelveli and beyond. On the

basis of these pieces of cumulative evidence, it is argued that his in-

vasion of Nancinad and of the Cera dominions must have preceded the

campaign agaipst Madurai. But it has to be observed that the order

37. E. I., V, pp. 42-43.

38. T. A. S., m, pp 69-74.

39. A. B. E. 472 of 1908.

40. A R. E. 395 of 1922.
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of the exploits adopted in the prasastis need not have strictly conformed

to the chronological sequence
,
the more impressive or difficult achieve-

ment is apt to be mentioned earlier. Further, it is still open to doubt

whether the reference to Kandalur-Salai pertained to a victory. Thus,

the conclusion that the capture of Madurai came first, then a march

through Tirunelveli and Nancinad and later the attack on Vilinam and

places beyond, is most natural.

The earliest of the inscriptions of Raja Raja, so far discovered in

Nancmad, is that of his 8th year in Darsanamkdpe, his epigraphs at

Sucindram commencing only with his 10th year.41 However, it is be-

tween the 10th and 14th year of his reign that the definite organisation

of Nancinad under Cola supremacy seems to have been undertaken.

This is inferred from the fact that, while the Sucindram inscription of

his 10th year describes the place merely as
4 Nancmattu Tiruccivindiram, 5

that of the 14th year speaks of it as
4 Rajaraja Valanattu Tiruccivindi-

ram/ In the still later Cola inscriptions Nancinad was described as a

subdivision of
4 Uttamacola Valanadu 9 which, in its turn, was a district

of ‘ Rajaraja Pandinadu.’42 The introduction of these designations indi-

cates the increasing influence of the 4

colanisation ’ of Nancinad.

Nor were the activities of the illustrious Raja Raja confined to the

temporal sphere. Wherever he went, he seems to have aimed at enno-

bling the temple as the pivot of social and religious life. Bestowal of

gifts on temples, organisation of Brahmin feeding, the establishment of

the institution of Devadasis, the insistence on the practice of singing

devotional hymns from Devaram and Tiruvtacakam, and above all,

the popularisation of religious festivals and ceremonies were some of

the activities, which he revelled in. A master-builder of temples, Raja
Raja holds also a unique place as the ruler who organised the practices

and celebrations of the temple in South India. The lofty position to

which the temple was ennobled as a social institution, stood the test of

time during the succeeding centuries and became the dominant feature

41. There is no doubt that Putugramam, the hamlet, three miles to the north
of Sucindram, came under the active influence of Raja Raja, a fact evident from
the transformation of the name into 'Raja Narayana Caturvedimangalam’ (T. A.
S., Vol. VI, p. 188). INfagamiah’s wild guesses that the change in the name of the
village was effected either by a descendant of Nancikkuravan or by Kulottunga I

(State Manual, I, p. 264) are outside the mark. The fact that one of the surnames
of Raja Raja was Cola Narayana (see the Mysore Archaeological Report for 1917
p. 42) leaves no room for doubt Evidently the village was a brahmadeya esta-
blished in the reign of Raja Raja.

42 See T A. S., Vol. VI, pp 1 to 6.
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of the social history of South India. The Suclndram pagoda too, seems

to have come under the wholesome influence of his reforming hand.43

Rajendra

:

Rajendra, the worthy son of Raja Raja, carried

forward the triumphant Cola banner. In Naneinad, he devoted his

attention to the strengthening of the Cola authority. The Siva temple at

Colapuram, barely three miles away from Sucindram, was constructed

by one of the officials of Rajendra and was christened ‘ Rajendracollsva-

ram \u Some of his epigraphs are found at Cape Comorin and Terur.

{§ucm,dram did not fail to receive his patronage
;
the mscnption at the

base of the garbhagrha of Tekkedam undoubtedly belongs to his reign.

That Rajendra’s activities extended far to the north of Nincinad is

evident from the rechristening of Vihnam as Rajendracolapattinam.45

Not less striking than Rajendra’s martial prowess was his states-

manship seen in his creation of the Cola Pandya Viceregal system.

Realising that the Pandyas incessantly proved refractory, he organised

this scheme of effective consolidation of the Cola authority.46 For nearly

half a century, the southern part of the old Pandyan Kingdom including

Nanciniad, was governed by the Cola Pandya Viceroys, concerning four

of whom, epigraphic records are available 47

Jatavarman Sundaracdla Pandya : The earliest of these Viceroys was
Rajendra’s son Jatavarman Sundaracdla Pandya. He was appointed

Viceroy of the extreme south in 1018 or 1019 A.D. Epigraphs bearing his

name are found in Tiruvitahkode,48 in Colapuram49 and in Sucindram,50

besides a considerable number of them in the Tirunelveli District. The
Tiruvitahkode inscription shows that his authority extended up to

Kurunadu. The Sucindram record is particularly interesting since the

village was also described as Sundaracdla-caturvedimangalam, obviously

after the Viceroy himself.

Jatavarman Udaiydr Sri Cola Pandya ; The only other Cola Pandya
Viceroy connected with Sucindram is Jatavarman Udaiyar Sri Cola Pandya

Deva, probably identical with the Prince Gangaikonda Cola, appointed

43 See infra Chapters VIII and IX.

44. I. A , Vol. XX, p. 276.

45 T. A. S, HI, p. 198

46. A R. E 363 of 1917.

47. See K. A N. Sastry •
4

The Colas’ Vol. I, Appendix pp 608-18
; (T. A. S,

Vol. VI, pp. 6-7 and E. I. Vol. Ill, p. 292)

48. T. A. S ,
IV, pp. 140-41.

49. Idem., VI, pp. 8-13.

50. Idem., IV, p. 136
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as Viceroy by Vira Rajendra. Three lithic records o£ his period are

found in tgucmdram, the last of which is dated in the 25th year of his

rule, thus indicating a long period of viceroyalty. Two inscriptions of

Maravarman Udaiyar Sri Vikrama, a later Viceroy, are found at Kanya-

kumari ;
and it is likely that a village Alur 7 miles north-west of Sucind-

ram, surnamed as Vikrama Cola Pandyapuram, owes the new-fangled

name to this Viceroy. The exact dates of the rule of Viceroys in the

south have not yet been definitely settled.

Kulottunga I

:

The Viceregal system did not continue after the acces-

sion of Kulottunga m 1070 A.D.51 Evidently the Viceroys were in charge

of the southernmost part of the C61a Empire from about 1019 to 1070

A.D. After Rajendra the next Cola Emperor figuring prominently m
the history of Nancinad is Kulottunga.

Kulottunga, the first Calukya Cola Emperor, tried to infuse fresh

vigour into the imperial power. Several campaigns were undertaken by
him in accordance with a calculated plan. No doubt, he lost Vengi

;
but,

without wasting his resources on the chimerical project of its recovery,

he concentrated his efforts on the strengthening of his empire in the

south and west.

Both literary and epigraphic sources furnish details of his southern

campaigns. The inscription at Tirukkalukkunram52 states how he
defeated and drove away “ the five Pandyas, ” seized the pearl fisheries

as well as the Potiyil region and burnt Kdttaru. The ‘Vikramasolan ma,’
in essence, confirms this version,53 while the ‘Kalingattupparam’ furnishes

the additional fact that the port of Vilinam, as also Kandalur-Salai, were
destroyed.

Not less notable was the plan he introduced for the effective main-
tenance of the conquered territories. He stationed a number of military
colonies (nilappadai) along the important routes of communication, and
it is noteworthy that among these settlements, one was at Kottar.54

But, excepting the establishment of the military outposts and the arrange-
ment made for the collection of tribute from the conquered regions, no
interference with the internal administration appears to have been at-

tempted. In Nancinad, inscriptions of his period are found at Cojapuram,
Agastlsvaram, Sucindram, Vsariyur and Kanyakumari.

51. E. I., Vol. XI, p. 293 note.

52. S. I. I., m, p 147.

53. Lines 46-48.

54. T. A. S., Vol. I, p. 287
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Parantaka Pdndya : During Kulottunga’s reign, disasters befell th©

Cola power in the north, and the extent of the empire became greatly

circumscribed on account of the successes of the Hoyasalas and the

Western Calukyas. It was about this time that a Pandyan king

Parantaka seems to have risen to eminence m the extreme south. All

that we know about Parantaka is learnt from his own inscription at

Kanyakuman.55 He is ascribed to this period only because of the

references m the epigraph to the capture of Kulam of the Telmga Bhima
and the subjugation of South Kalinga, both identical with those sub-

dued by Vikrama Cola, the son of Kuldttunga. It is probable that, as

a feudatory of the Cola Empire, Parantaka helped Vikrama Cola in this

expedition. Parantaka Bandya records in the epigraph many more
striking victories. He professes to have defeated the Cera and Kupaka
rulers and to have captured Vilinam and Kandalur-Salai. The inscrip-

tion goes on to record how the king organised new weights and mea-
sures, administered efficient justice, set up ten beautiful golden lamps
for the God at Anantapuram and on top of all, states that he ruled over

all the quarters of the globe. Obviously, wild exaggerations vitiate the

value of the inscription. But even supposing that some of his claims

were real, there is no reference to the conquest of Sucindram, Kottar

or any place m Nancinad. Perhaps he undertook only a march from
Kanyakumari towards Trivandrum and won triumphs at Vilinam and
Kandalur-galai.

Venad Kings

:

Besides, Kulottunga’s reign witnessed in Nancinad
the appearance of another factor, or rather, of an old factor in a rejuve-

nated form. This was none other than the Venad power, which estab-

lished its supremacy over a considerable part of Nancinad about this

time. The enfeebled condition of the Cola authority in the south

afforded a splendid opportunity for the Venad kings.56 However, it

is not easy to ascertain the identity of the king who accomplished the

feat
;
but, about the time of the accredited establishment of the Venad

supremacy, the king of the dynasty was Vlra Kerala Varman, and it

is not unlikely that he was the hero of the achievement.

There is a confused mass of legend regarding the establishment of

Venad supremacy in the first quarter of the 12th century A.D. It is

said that there is an inscription engraved on the granite base of the

Pandyan Anai or the dam of the Parali, which records this achieve-

55. T. A. S., I., No. IH, pp. 5-6.

56. I A., Vol. XX, p. 281.
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ment. The inscription, however, has not been so far published, and
no one positively claims to have seen it. That epigraph is believed to

state that in 292 M.E. (1116 A.D.) a Kupaka king conquered Kottar

and the whole of Nancinad from the Pandyan king Rajasimha.57 A
popular ballad current in Nancinad commemorates this event 58 Above
all, Nagamiah states that the Manuscript Records in the Padmanabha-
svamy temple at Trivandrum advert to this incident,59 although the

date of the event entered therein is 282 M.E., which probably is a slip

for 292 M.E.

Obviously some serious doubts are bound to arise. Is the Kupaka
king, the accredited victor, identical with Vlrakerala Varma of Venad ?

Who was Rajasimha the vanquished Fandya king ? Mr. T. K. Velu
Pillai says that the “ Venjad kings are often described as belonging to

the Kupaka dynasty/'60 If this is true, it may be tentatively accepted

that Vlra Kerala was the victor. But the difficulty in identifying

Rajasimha seems insurmountable. None of the sources of information

furnishes the faintest trace of a ruler of that name during this period.

Further, Parantaka Pandya who claims stupendous achievements for

himself, among which are included the defeat of the Kupaka and Cera
kings, must have also ruled about 1120 A.D. How is it possible to

reconcile these conflicting claims ?

The NaMcikkuravan episode : Unfortunately, another factor clouds

the issue still further. Mr. Shankunny Menon says that, during the

Muhammadan rule of the Pandyan Kingdom, one Nahcikkuravan, a

feudatory chief under Travancore, obtained possession of Nancinad and
established himself as a ruler. He adds that m 292 M.E. (1516 A.D.)

Nancikkuravan and his confederacy were driven away by the king of

Travancore.61 Mr. Nagamiah has uncritically repeated the account.

57 Nagamiah: State Manual, Vol I, p 251,

58 It runs thus:

“ (orpsgsIm&tLjil Lf&ipu<5toL-psp Q&rrsOGdil §}(f§Sirpf6l Qfsrrckr Qtynp/$ Takrt^rr

Qeup/fil G)dF ujiLfiii (&j[lu<5£5l<30 tsQiurrip/9^rp e$ar/E70 [i&fra&r®

jEGttTG&jF) eQqgthup&n ujirfbpdsm utrGkn^frrreo $r)jhis6brp

Qeudr^sJi Q&rrppiaOtiTjLn &ircko pnr(^9(^)Qih Q&rriLt—rr jpju) f^nLjih

'Sn.QnGiiiuirQ&rrGhi Q&rrQhri-.GuirQp”

59 Nagamiah : State Manual, Vol. n, p. 377.

60. T. K. Velu Pillai State Manual, Vol. II, p 294.

61. Shankunny Menon* ‘History of Travancore’, p. 92
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And Mr. T. K. Velu Pillai is content with merely statmg thus :
— “It

is said that the lung (Vira Kerala Varma) defeated Nancikkuravan, a
chieftain of Nancinad, who exercised influence over the villages, Cape
Comorin, 'jSucindram etc., and annexed his possessions.”62

Details about Nancikkuravan and his supposed rule are described

at length by Mr. Nagamiah.63 He narrates how Konanki Kuravan, the

founder of the dynasty, was an alchemist, how he succeeded in esta-

blishing his sway over Kottar, Suelndram and other places, and how,
after him, his successors ruled over these regions for many centuries.

Regarding the expulsion of the last member of the Kurava dynasty,

there is a discrepancy between the accounts of Shankunny Menon and
Nagamiah. The latter writer, basing his version entirely on the legend

narrated to him by one Sivan Pillay of Padmanabhapuram, states64

that it was the Mudaliyar steward of the Kurava chief who got rid of

his suzerain and established a Commonwealth of the people. Shankunny
Menon, on the other hand, holds that the Kurava chief was expelled

by the Travancore sovereign in 292 M.E. We are thus faced with con-

flicting versions. The only fact which seems acceptable is the defeat

of a Pandyan king by the Travancore ruler about 292 M.E. (1116 A.D.)

,

because it is also mentioned in the Padmanabhasvamy Temple Records.65

About the Nancikkuravan episode, it seems that the legend-monger’s

ingenuity has been freely at work. All the writers quoted above, have
uncritically drawn in upon the account furnished by Mackenzie in his

Manuscripts. But the only source for Mackenzie was the legendary

version supplied to him by one Annavi of Kottar.

It is not improbable that the story was originally invented by some

member of the Periya Vittu Mudaliyar family. Having immigrated

from beyond the Ghats at an early date, the ancestor of the family

attained an eminent position and became virtually the leader of Nanci-

nad. A later member of the family might have tried to invent a

62 T. K. Velu Pillai : State Manual, Vol. H, p. 76.

63. Nagamiah* State Manual, Vol. I, pp 262-63.

64 Idem, Vol H, pp. 373-74.

65. A peculiar feature of the historians of Travancore has been to invoke the

“Temple Records”, which, to others were sealed books. Mr. T. K. Velu Pillai

has done a signal service to the historiography of Travancore by publishing a copy

of the important Matilakom Records as an Appendix to his State Manual, Vol. n.

Regarding the triumph of the Kupaka in 292 M.E., however, his collection does not

contain the relevant record.
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mythical association for his ancestor with an imaginary ruler, the

Nancikkuravan.66

Probably the references to Nancil Valluvan or Porunan m the

Tamil Classic furnished the basis for the development of the myth of

a later Nancikkuravan. The fact that Porunan had his seat of power

on the Nancil Hills located very near Alakiyapandipuram might have

provided the cue. It is pertinent to observe that the name of Kuratti-

yarai, a village within a mile of Alakiyapandipuram, appears to have

been a mythological perversion, for the village is referred to as Kusat-

tiyarai m a palm-leaf document as early as 651 M.E. (1476 A.D.) 67

The chronological mcompatibility is itself a serious weakness. It

is stated that it was during the Muhammadan rule of the Pandyan

kingdom that Nancikkuravan established his power and that eventu-

ally his descendant was expelled by the Travancore king m 1117 A.D.

But, absolutely no evidence of a Muslim invasion of South India earlier

than 1310 A.D. is available. How then can this disparity of over two
centuries be reconciled ? On the whole, the authenticity of the Naiicik-

kuravan episode is extremely doubtful.

Venad Supremacy : It is, however, an incontrovertible fact that

the authority of the Venad kmg was established over certain parts of

Nahcinad by the first quarter of the 12th century A.D. Vira Kerala’s

inscription of 302 M.E. (1117 A.D.) at Colapuram, making over the tax

from Vadasen as a gift to the temple at Rajendra Colesvaram substan-

tiates it. But Sundaram Pillay’s far-fetched interpretation, that it is

a political peace-offering,68 seems to overrate the real position of the

Colas at the time. The tax due from a locality could not have been
disposed of by any but the political authority.

Further, an inscription of 301 M.E. (1126 A.D.) at Sucindram,
though silent about the ruling sovereign or his regnal year, furnishes

for the first time among the Suclndram epigraphs the date m terms of

661 In the deposition as a witness in connection with a suit in the Court at

Padmanabhapuram on 10th Am 1004 M.E. (1829 A.D.), the then head of the
Mudaliyar family states that the ancestors of the Mudaliyars came from Kaverip-
pattinam and settled down in Alakiyapandipuram, Karunkulam and Vallanadu.
He adds that three members of the family at Alakiyapandipuram were elevated
by the people as the leaders of the 12 Fidagais of Nahcinad. However, not a word
about Nancikkuravan appears in the statement. (See ‘Mudaliyar’ Manuscripts
No. 63 dated 10th Ani 1004 M.E.).

67. * Mudaliyar Manuscripts ’ No. 6.

68. Sundaram PiUay— ‘Early Sovereigns of Travancore’, p. 15.
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the Kollam Era. This circumstance suggests the dominance of the

West Coast power, obviously of the Venad ruler, over the locality.

Moreover, Sucmdram is described in an inscription as Vira Kerala-

caturvedimangalam.69 Perhaps the author of this new-fangled surname
was the Vira Kerala of the 12th century. Finally, if the palm-leaf

record, now in the possession of Vattappalh Sthanikar,70 stated to be

a copy of the original, bearing the date 6th Meda 305 M.E. (1130 A.D.)

,

is dependable, as it seems to be, it furnishes a confirmation of Vira

Kerala’s authority over Sucmdram.

An inscription of Vira Kerala dated 319 M E. (1144 A.D ) found in

Tiruvallam, shows that this king continued to rule at that date. But
there appears in Sucindram an epigraph of Maravarman Sri Vallabha,

the Pandyan king, ascribable to this period. Also, at Puravassen and
Kalladaikkuricci, records of the same king have been discovered. But
the unfortunate feature about them all is that their exact dates are not

ascertainable.71 However, on palaeographic grounds and on the basis

of the pattern of the introduction adopted in his inscriptions, the king
may be ascribed to the 12th century A.D.

Did he establish his authority in -Sucindram, Puravasseri and the

neighbouring places, as at first sight, his inscriptions would have us

believe ? Some writers have actually adopted that view, holding that

Vira Ravi Ravivarman, the Venad king, was a feudatory of Sri

Vallabha.72 But Nagamiah has gone a step further and hazarded the

view that Maravarman Sri Vallabha ruled over Tirunelveli as well as

North Travancore, identifying these places with the Kfl-Vembanad and
Mel-Vembanad respectively, occurring in the king’s inscriptions.

Apparently, he has been misled by the name Vembanadu which denotes

a part of North Travancore. True, Tirunelveli was described as situated

in Kil-Vembanad. But the identification of Mel-Vembanad with North
Travancore is unsustainable

;
it denoted only the region just to the west

of Tirunelveli town. This is evident from another South Indian inscrip-

tion, where a place ‘Kodalur’ immediately to the west of Tirunelveli, is

spoken of as a part of Mel-Vembanad. CMel-VembaTiattu Kodalurdna

69. Inscription in the Kr-snasvamy Koil da feed 29th Masi, 865 MJS.

70. T. A. R. of 1103 M.E.
71. K. A N. Sastry’s suggestion (“ Pandyan Kingdom ”, p. 126) that his acces-

sion might be dated in 1132 A.D. is, as he himself admits, open to doubt.

72. K. A. N. Sastry “ Pandyan Kingdom ”, p. 125 ; and Sewell’s Historical

Inscriptions, p. 112.
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Kulasekharaccaturvedimangalam.’13 And Kodalur is none other than

Kodakanallur,74

Regarding gri Vallabha’s alleged supremacy over Venad or Nanci-

nad, the available data do not warrant that conclusion. The lands bes-

towed on the temples in Nahcinad were located m Purattayanadu, which

undoubtedly formed part of the Pandya Empire. The endowment to the

gucindram temple was made by the long while residmg at Rajarajacca-

turvedimangalam in Mulli-Nadu, and that, on the request of the mem-
bers of the gucmdram Sabha Above all, it is significant that the Sabha

described gucmdram as their own village. *Tangalur Sucindramudaiya

mdhadevar koyiliU An endowment to a temple by itself is no mdication

of the political supremacy of the donor over the place of its location.

Another poser appears in the gucindram inscription. The name of

the village is recorded as
4 Sundarapandyacaturvedimangalam \ At

first sight, this seems to prove Pandya domination over the place. But
Sri Vallabha is not known to have had the surname of Sundara. Nor did

any Pandya sovereign, bearing that name, figure in gucindram or Nah-
cinad earlier, gucindram was, no doubt, described as gundaracola-

pandyacaturvedimangalam 5

after the first Cola-Pandya Viceroy. Is the

change of name appearing in gri Vallabha’s inscription merely the result

of a slip on the part of the engraver ? Perhaps it is.

Koda-Kerala Varma : It is, however, clear that Vira Kerala’s reign

must have terminated before 320 M.E. (1145 A.D.) since the inscription of

K6da Keralavarma of that year is found in gucindram itself. That
epigraph and also two others of his at gucindram indicate that his sway
extended over South Nahcinad. One of the earliest patrons of the

gucindram temple among the rulers of Venad, he has bestowed on it

extensive lands. It is significant that the paddy lands settled by him on
the temple belonged not only to gucindram but to the adjoining villages

like Kakkad and Tenvalanallur.

Sri Vira, Ravi Varma

:

gri Vira Ravi Varma, the successor of Koda
Keralavarma, extended his authority to the eastern part; of Nahcinad

also. This is learnt from his inscription of 336 M.E., which records his

gifts of lands in Talakudy to the Puravasseri temple.75 This epigraph

discloses the interesting fact that the affairs of Nahcinad were adminis-

tered by a triumvirate of royal officers. Not less remarkable is the infor-

73. S I. I, Vol V, p. 161.

74. Vide Nos. 203 and 204 of ME.R. 1933.

75. See Sundaram Pillay * “Early Sovereigns of Travancore”, p, 21.
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mation revealed about the village organizations. We learn that the

people of Talakudy had the right to execute and to ratify the royal grants

The king thus recognized and utilized the popular institutions in the

administration of the land.

Popular Institutions

:

In Nancinad and Veniad, during the 12th

and 13th centuries, as indeed for a long time later, the local assemblies

and temple sabhas were virile institutions
;
and the day-to-day affairs

were managed by them. The inscription at Vellayini of 1196 A.D.,

another at Trivandrum of 1209 A.D. and yet another at Manalikkara of

1235 A.D.76
,
all indicate that the local affairs were under the purview of

the assemblies. But Sundaram Pillay, and following him others, seem
inclined to overrate the importance of a body under the name of the

“Six Hundred” entrusted with the supervision of temples. In the first

place, the name is not always indicative of its numerical strength.77

Secondly, except in brahmadeyas, the affairs of the temple were not

the only concern of villages. Without knowing the other functions of

the “Six Hundred”, to postulate a theory of popular government is to

read too much into names.

Udayarrvartandavarma * The next Venad ruler of importance

connected with the history of Sucindram was Udayamartandavarma of

the 4th century M.E. or 12th century A.D. On account of the illegibility

of Iris Tiruvattar inscription, there has been some doubt as to the date

of his accession. Sundaram Pillay’s reading of the year as 348 M.E. was
questioned by Gopinatha Rao, who took it as 398 M.E.78 But the present

view has veered round to that of Sundaram Pillay’s reading. This is

reinforced by the fact that an inscription of Udayamartandavarma’s
successor Adityavarma, belonging to 368 M.E., has been discovered.

Udayamartandavarma, as will be seen later,79 appears to have been
actively associated with the construction of the Ardhamandapa of the

temple at Sucindram.

The 13th and 14th centuries witnessed the rule of notable monarchs,

succeeding one another. One peculiar feature which, incidentally, pre-

sents serious difficulties to the historian is the system of co-partnership

or the practice of junior members of the royal family being associated

76. T. K. Velu Pillai State Manual, II, pp. 85-92.

77. There are similar names with reference to other places like the “Three
Hundred of Sucindram,” the Three Thousand of Tillai” and the “Five Hundred
Brahmins of Tiruvllimalai.”

78. T. A. S , 1, p. 296

79. Infra— Chapter V.
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with the ruling sovereign. Since, m addition to this fact, the names of

three different families to which the rulers belonged are mentioned, the

position, m several instances, becomes distressingly complex. Nagamiah

says “Two or more kings of the same dynasty are mentioned as ruling

at the same time. It may be that both were independent chiefs over

small tracts. Or it may be that the senior associated the junior with him
in Governmental affairs.”

Early m the 14th century A D
,
the famous conqueror, Ravivarman

Kulasekhara, who was ruling at Quilon undertook a bold campaign in

the region of the Coromandel Coast. It is likely that he marched to the

other side of the Ghats through the well-known Aruvaymoli Pass. But

whether he had any specific contact with Sucindram or not is unknown.

Parakrama Pamdya : Nancinad, doubtless, continued to be under the

sway of the Venad kings. The discovery of inscriptions in 'Sucindram

and Colapuram of one Parakrama Pandya, however, has led Nagamiah to

hazard a strange theory.80 He holds that Parakrama Pandya, whose

reign commenced about 1357 A.D., had secured possession of Nancmad
and ruled over it. The Colapuram inscription records that the temple

of Rajendra Colesvaram was re- constructed by Parakrama in the 15th

year of his reign. The Sucindram epigraph shows that Jatavarman

Parakrama Panqiya instituted in the 28th year of his reign the 'Parak-

rama Pandya Sandhi Puja’ for which he settled lands in Cengalakkuricci

(m Tirunelveli District) . These data are enough for Nagamiah to sug-

gest that Parakrama Pandya miaintamed sway over Nancmad from 1372

to 1385 A.D. For one thing, the astronomical details found in the Sucm-
dram record do not tally with the known facts of the 14th century

Parakrama Pandya. Gopinatha Rao has proved81 that the mscription
really belongs to the 15th century Parakrama, the builder of the Vis-

vanathasvami temple at Tenkasi. Secondly, the Colapuram mscription
by itself does not prove the political supremacy of the Pantdya. It records
nothing more than that the temple of Rajendra Cdlesvaram was re-con-
structed by Parakrama Pandya.82 Noteworthy is the fact that the epi-
graph is not dated m terms of his reign. Moreover, it must be repeated
that benefactions to temples were above dynastic disputes and belligerent
enterprises.

80. State Manual, Vol. I, p, 265.

81. T. A. S
, I, p. 281.

82. Idem, VI, p. 28
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Having hazarded that Parakrama Pandya conquered and ruled

Nancmad for 13 years, Nagamiah makes Sri Vlra Ravi Varma, the Venad
king reigning in 1383 A.D., the recoverer of the region. Neither the

first conquest nor the re-conquest is definitely proved. True, the chroni-

cles of the Padmaniabhasvamy temple mention that Ravi Varma made
certam gifts to the temple m 592 M.E. (1416 A.D.) as an atonement for

the havoc caused m the war at Karuvelankulam. But this war was
probably an aggressive exploit on the part of the Venad ruler. With the

enfeebled position of the Pandya, instead of Nancinad, the region to the

east of Aruvaimoli happened to be the bone of contention. In fact, for

several succeeding centuries, Venad kings held sway over Valliyur and

Nanguneri.

In the latter half of the 14th century, the Pandyas lost their hold on

the Madurai country and found their authority restricted to the extreme

south. No doubt, some of the later Pandyas occasionally patronized

temples m Nancinad. An inscription of Maravarman Vira Pandya, and

another of Arikesari Parakrama appear m the Suclndram pagoda. But,

though dated in their respective regnal years, these records of pious

endowments cannot be taken as proof of their political supremacy over

the place.

Cera Udaya Martanda Varma : Further, it must be observed that this

period synchronized with the rule of one of the powerful kings of Venad.

Shankunny Menon states that Cera Udaya Martanda Varma who ruled

from 558 to 619 M.E. (1383-1444 A.D.)
,
had the longest reign in Travan-

core History. Mr. T. K. Velu Pillai confirms the statement on the basis

'of the Temple Records and adds that Vira Ravi Varma, heard of during

the period, was only a junior prince. “ Cera Udaya Martanda Varma
ruled over territories on both sides of the Ghats and there was no other

ruler of Malabar at the time who had more extensive possessions.”83

This sovereign was actively connected with the Suclndram pagoda, and

undoubtedly, he was the architect of the Sabha Mandapa of the temple.

The inscription which glorifies this benefaction, describes the king as
i fKeralak§mapatindra’

*
(the great emperor of Kerala) 84

Among the successors of Cera Udaya Martaiida Varma, one Aditya

Varma, his younger brother Rama Varma and another member of the

family, Martanda Varma— all ruling as co-partners in the latter half

of the 15th century— were authors of certain embellishments of the

83. T. K. Velu Pillai: State Manual, Vol, U, p. 127.

84. T. A. S., Vm, p. 28.
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Sucindram pagoda, as their own inscriptions tell us. The Venad sove-

reigns at this time also continued to hold effective sway over the south-

ern regions of Pancknad.

Two other rulers figuring prominently in Sucindram and Southern

Nancinad in the last quarter of the 15th century were Jayasimha Deva

II, who reigned about 1486 A.D.; and Sakalakala Martandavarma, his

successor, about 1495 A.D. Jayasimha II is famous as having upheld the

cause of the oppressed weavers of Idalakkudy. His celebrated Pillar

Inscription of Parasurama Perunteruvu in Kottar85 states that the king

came on tour to Vadasery and patiently heard the representation made

to him by the residents of Parasurama Perunteruvu, who had immigrated

from distant lands and were earning their bread by dyeing clothes. They

represented to the sovereign their grievance that they were subjected to

various hardships by the people of the higher castes like the Brahmins

and the PiUamars. The benevolent monarch extended his protection to

them and issued an ordinance that those who oppressed them or pre-

vented them from the use of public wells and tanks were to be severely

punished.

Sakalakala Martandavarma, whose reign ranged about 670 M.E.

(1405 A.D.)
,

established a temple of Vinayakar at the village of

Marungur, three miles north-east of Sucindram. Like Jayasimhadeva

II, he too, interested himself in the settlement of social disputes
;
for, we

learn that he promulgated certain rules regulating the conduct of the

“right and left hand castes” towards each other.

Bhutala Sri Vira Udayamartanda

:

The epigraphie source shows
that the next Vetjad sovereign, who played a role of importance in

Nancinad was the famous Bhutala Sr! Vira Udayamartanda. He was
associated with the government of the country as early as 670 M.E.
though his formal reign began only from 691 M.E. (1516 A.D ) . An
ambitious and daring warrior, he advanced to Tirunelveli and con-

quered the major part of the district
;
as a token of his triumphs, he

assumed the title of Mankonda Bhutala Vira. The inscriptions of this

mighty king found in Brahmadesam, Sermadevi, Ambasamudram and
Kalakkad attest his victorious career. Several temples in Nancinad
received his active patronage. On the pagoda of Sucindram, he settled

a gift of lands in Talakudi.86 Very probably he was the architect of

the shrine of Udayamartaiida Vinayakar near the entrance of the

85. T. K. Vein Pillai: State Manual, Vol. H, App. M. Doc. XV, p. 13.

88. T. A. R., 89 of 1096. M. E.
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Suclndram pagoda. His patronage was extended to the Jayantlsvara

temple at Talakudi87 and Krsnasvamy temple at Tovalai.88

But his munificence was by no means confined to his own religion.

He bestowed liberal gifts of lands on the Jain temple at Nagercoil 89

What is more, an inscription at Kanyakumari records how this king
extended his sympathy to the Christian Paravas at Kumarimuttam.90

When representations were made to him that they were harassed by
the Hindus, he issued a royal edict ensuring them protection and ex-
emption from certain oppressive taxes, which they had been compelled
to pay to the village community. At once a brilliant soldier and liberal

administrator, Udayamlartandavarma is entitled to a lofty place in the
history of Nancinad.

Ndncindd and Vijayanagar ; It was during the reign of Bhutala
Sri Vira Udayamartandavarma that a serious conflict arose between
Vijayanagar and Venad. Regarding the results of this collision, the
commonly accepted view is that the Venad ruler was worsted and that

he had to acknowledge the supremacy of Vijayanagar. Of late, how-
ever, a rather futile controversy has been started by Mr. T. K. Velu
Pillai, the author of the revised State Manual. Hence, it is essential

that a dispassionate inquiry into all the available data is made, bearing

in mind that the sacred Muse of History should not be prostituted to

subserve any irrelevant object.91

The circumstances which led to the invasion of 1532 A.D. occurred

in the reign of Krsna Deva Raya. The Pandyan king, who had already

become a vassal of Vijayanagar, was incessantly harassed by the aggres-

sive Veniad ruler. The Pandya sought the help of the Vijayanagar

Emperor. In the meanwhile, the Venad Tiruvadi had given further

offence to Krsna Deva Raya by harbouring the rebel chief of Cola

Rajya who had defied the Vijayanagar supremacy. The Emperor,

therefore, decided upon immediate revenge. Before the expedition

87 T. A. S., VI, p 131.

88. Idem, IV, pp. 100-101.

89. T. A. S., VI, pp. 157 ff

90. Ibid. pp. 179-180.

91 Prof. K. V Rangaswamy Aiyangar, in his Foreword to Sundaram

Pillay’s ‘Early Sovereigns of Travancore’, rightly deplores that revised ‘Nationalism’

in Travancore now resents any suggestion that any part of Travancore was con-

quered by a foreign ruler, Pandya, Cola or Vijayanagaxa, while it is ready to advance

somewhat fantastic claims for Travancore of conquest of distant foreign areas.
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could start, Krsna Deva Raya expired ;
but the project was immediately

undertaken by Acyuta Raya, he himself leading the host. The party

reached Srirangam, whence, Acyuta Raya despatched his brother-

in-law Salaka Timma to conquer the South and punish the Tiruvadi.

The Travancore forces encountered the host on the banks of Tamra-

panii. Concerning the result of the battle, the ‘Acyutarayabhyudayam’,

as well as the inscriptions of Acyuta, assert that the Tiruvadi was de-

feated, and that a pillar of victory was planted on the Tamraparm

river .
92 It is further stated that the vanquished Venad ruler not only

surrendered the fugitive, but made over to Timma presents of elephants

and horses. The Vijayanagar general accepted them on behalf of his

sovereign, reinstated the Pandya on his ancestral throne, and then,

accompanied by the Tiruvadi, proceeded on pilgrimage to the famous

shrine of Anantasayanam at Trivandrum. Thence Salaka Timma, along

with the Tiruvadi, went to Ramesvaram and eventually to Srirangam,

where he produced before the Emperor “ the Cera king and other

prisoners, and submitted to him a report of his expedition.” Acyuta

commanded his minister to punish the Tiruvadi for having encroached

upon the Pandyan dominion, and he permitted £ the Pandya to rule over

his ancestral territories \93

On the other hand, Mr. T. K. Velu Pillai discredits the literary and
epigraphic data as one-sided. He contends that the 4 Acyutarayabhyu-

dayam 9
is a laudatory work and consequently unreliable, and adds that

the inscriptions which record the victory over Venad are found in Kahci
and other places, located far away from Travancore. It must be con-

ceded at once that the 4 Acyutarayabhyudayam 9
is an ornate poem

;

but, to admit that is by no means to conclude that it is undependable
regarding all details of contemporary events Moreover, the data fur-

nished by the literary source is corroborated by the epigraphic evidence.

It seems far-fetched to suggest, as is done by Mr. Pillai, that, with

a view to white-washing the defeat sustained by Vijayanagar, the

'Acyutarayabhyudayam’ has mvented the story of Salaka Timma’s
pilgrimage to Trivandrum, accompanied by the Tiruvadi. Mr. Velu
Pillai makes capital out of the circumstance that the c Acyutarayabhyu-
dayam ’ makes no mention of Padmanabhapuram, which is an important
place on the way from the Tamraparni to Trivandrum.

94 Clearly, this

piece of negative testimony cannot be exploited for the purpose of dis-

92. Acyutarayabhyudayam’, Canto VI, Verses 29-31, and A.R.E., 1900 p. 27.

93 Dr. S. K. Aiyangar: “The Sources of Vijayanagar’, p. 160,

94 T. K. Velu Pillai: State Manual, Vol. II, p. 169.
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crediting the entire reference to the pilgrimage as a figment of the

poet’s imagination.95

The most important objection to Mr. Pillai’s view is provided by
epigraphic testimony. His argument, based on the provenance of the

inscriptions, is hardly convincing. The Emperor was not present at

the battle of Tamraparni, and the General could not have recorded his

victory at Tirunelveli. It is true that, so late as 1541 A.D., a Travancore
king instituted a Sandhi in the temple of Pallikkal (m the Tirunelveli

Dt.) and re-named the temple after himself. But that does not by any
means disprove the triumph of Vijayanagar.

On the other hand, the positive data furnished by epigraphs cannot
be brushed aside. The copper plate of the reign of Muttu Krs^appa
corroborates the defeat of Tiruvadi.96 The plate records a gift of the

village of Puliyurkuricci in Tiruvadidesam by the son of Annan Basa-
vanna Nayakar, who was an officer of Rajadhiraja Vitthalaraja. The
plate is dated Saka 1459 and Kollam 713, which correspond to the year
1537 A.D. How could this have occurred if the supremacy of Vijaya-

nagar had not been recognized by the Tiruvadi ? Moreover, the in-

scription at Elavanasur of Saka 1453 (1532 A.D ) includes, among
the birudas of Acyuta, the title of “ Tiruvadisaptangaharana 5597

viz., he
who captured the seven emblems of Tiruvadi’s royalty. In the face of

this overwhelming testimony, the triumph of Vijayanagar in the con-

flict of 1532 A.D. is by no means open to doubt.

95. No doubt, Rajanatha, the poet employs the word Asthirajayapajayam’ in

describing the battle. Verse 20 of Canto VI in ‘Acyutarayabhyudayam1 runs thus

:

3T5TpfS II II

It may be translated as follows *

“ There arose between them a battle, the like of which was not witnessed pre-

viously even by Narada In the battle, the soldiers of one’s own side could not be
discriminated from those of the enemy. It was a Rattle in which life did not count

and in which neither victory nor defeat was steadily on one’s side.”

Clearly, the verse indicates that the poet aims only at emphasizing the tense

and hotly contested nature of the battle. In the succeeding lines, he asserts cate-

gorically that the Tiruvadi, having been defeated in battle, approached the general,

and prostrating before him, acknowledged his own defeat. In these circumstances

it is unreasonable to imagine that the poet states m the earlier part of the poem
that the result of this particular battle was indecisive.

96. M.E.R. 1905-6, No. 6.

97. A R.E 1937-38, p. 105.

6
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The second attack : Udayamartanda died towards the end of 710

M.E. (1535 A.D.) . It was during the rule of one of his successors, Unni

Kerala Varma, otherwise known as Venrumankonda Bhutala Vira Sri

Vira Kerala, that the second attack by Vijayanagar occurred. This

timp the scene of conflict was within the confines of Nahcinad itself.

The immediate causes of the renewed attack are stated to have been

the remissness of Tiruvadi in the payment of tribute on the one hand,

and his repeated incursions into the Pandya territory on the other.

Another object of the second invasion was to secure the allegiance of

the Paravas, who, having been converted to Christianity by the Portu-

guese, were inclined to be loyal to the latter. This expedition was led

by Ramaraya Vitthala, the Vijayanagara Viceroy at Madurai, and his

brother Cinna Tmuna. The invading host entered by the Aruvaymoli

Pass and encountered the Venad forces at Kottar. We have the oft-

repeated account regarding Xavier, who is said to have suddenly ap-

peared with crucifix in hand in front of the Vijayanagar army and

struck terror into their hearts, as if by a miracle.98 But, it must be

observed that none of the sources speaks of a pitched battle, much less

of a victory for the Venad ruler. It is true that Unni Kerala, ever

afterwards held Xavier in high esteem and even wanted his people to

obey him, which tend to confirm that Xavier had played a valuable

part in the settlement of the conflict. The plausible inference is that

Xavier had interceded on behalf of Unni Kerala and succeeded in

effecting a rapprochement.

But Mr. T. K. Velu Pillai feels impelled to assert that the Vijaya-
nagar army was defeated for the second time. He states that “ the

Vijayanagar army was ignominously defeated at Kottar in 1544 A.D.,”
and that “

the mvaders were driven away by the bravery of the Tra-
vancore troops and the resolution of their king.”99 No positive evidence
for that statement, however, has been advanced by him. On the other
hand, how he is able to maintain his position in the face of the two
Sucindram inscriptions is inexplicable. The first inscription, dated 720
M.E., records that Vitthala built the Gopura of the temple for Tiru-
venkadanatha and erected the Dhvajastambha in front of the Perumal
shrine. The second epigraph of 722 M.E. registers a gift of lands settled
by Venrumankornda Bhutala Vira Rama Varma for offerings to Tiru-

98. Er. Heras marshalls the testimony furnished by several Missionaries and
urges the credibility of the accounts. See foot notes on pages 144-47 of Fr. Heras's
“Aravidu Dynasty of Vijayanagara”.

89. T. K Velu Pillai. State Manual, Vol. II, p. 176.
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venkada Emperuman on the birthdays of Vitthala. Mr. Pillai hastens

to explain that the endowment of the Travancore king was instituted

as a token of gratitude for Vitthala’s construction of the Gopura. This

seems more ingenious than convincing. For one thing, if Vitthala and

his army had been defeated and “driven away,” as has been claimed,

obviously, it is incongruous to hold that he came to Sucindram and

undertook the stupendous work of constructing the Gopura. Moreover,

an endowment of the triumphant monarch in honour of the vanquished

foe would reverse the natural order of expectation. The description of

Vitthala as Tandyarajyasthapaniacarya’ and the absence of a similar

reference in relation to the Tiruvadi, are employed by Mr. Pillai to urge

that the Venad ruler’s position was not in any way affected. But, it

must be observed that, it was as a champion of the Pandya against

Tiruvadi’s aggressions and it was for the reinstatement of the Pandya
m his dominions, that the Vijayanagar expeditions were primarily under-

taken. Hence, far from proving Mr. Pillai’s thesis, the reference to

Vitthala as ‘Pandyasthapanacarya’ has the contrary effect.

Furthermore, the Tirupati Devastbanam Inscription (Vol. V, No.

158) records the grant of a village near Tamraparni by the Venad king

for the performance of certain ceremonies as invocations for the pros-

perity of Vitthala. Another inscription100 states definitely that

Visvanatha obtained from Ramarajarayan the Tiruvadidesa as amarana-
yakam. It adds that Visvanatha’s son Krsnappa Nayaka granted seven

villages in this Province to the God of the Krsnapuram temple, which
was constructed by him. This shows beyond doubt the subordinate posi-

tion of Tiruvadi in relation to Vijayanagar. The epigraphic testimony is

further corroborated by literary sources like the “Ramarajyam” and the

“Yadavabhyudayavyakhya,” all of which sing the glory of Vitthala’s

victory over Tiruvadi.101

On the whole, it is clear that attempts to question the estabhshment

of Vijayanagar supremacy are bound to encounter serious obstacles.102

In truth, it appears that the Venad king concluded a peace with Vitthala

through the mediation of Xavier, recognizing the supremacy of Vijaya-

nagar. The exact terms of the peace are not known. There is no means
of ascertaining the question whether or not the annual payment of

100. MER, 17 of 1912.

101. Dr. S. K Aiyangar: ‘Sources of Vijayanagar History’, p. 16.

102 See also the translated extract of the letter of John Nieuhoff on his

Voyages and Travels into Brazil and East Indies’—in the Appendix p. 324 of

R Satyanatha Aiyar’s “Nayaks of Madura”.
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tribute was imposed as a condition
;
perhaps, it was imposed, if we are

to believe the grounds put forward by the Nayaks of Madurai for their

own invasion of the land.

The last expedition

:

In 1558 A.D. Vitthala again attacked Travan-

core. Probably remissness in the payment of tribute was the cause.

However, this attempt proved disastrous for Vitthala.103 There is the

account given by Fr. Perez, the Portuguese Missionary who had been

sent to Vitthala on behalf of the Travancore king. Fr. Perez presented

to the troops a standard with the name of Jesus painted on it. The ban-

ner was carried by the Travancore army, and, at the hour of battle,

according to instructions, the soldiers invoked the name of Jesus in a

chorus. It is said that, on hearing the roaring voices, the bewildered

Telugu army retreated pell-mell, and was pursued by the Travancore

forces. Evidently, the battle ended in the defeat of Vitthala, and there

is nothing to warrant a denial of the courage and confidence which had

been instilled into the Travancore army by the priest. Perhaps, Vitthala

himself was either killed in the battle or in the turmoil that followed it

,

however, we do not hear of him any further. It is needless to add that

the defeat of Vitthala redeemed the independence of Travancore from

allegiance to Vijayanagar.

Nancinad and the Nayaks of Madurai

:

Following the footsteps of

the Vijayanagar generals, came the Nayaks of Madurai. The 17th cen-

tury witnessed a period of trial and tribulation, of suffering and agony

for the inhabitants of Nancinad. It seemed as though there was a re-

crudescence of incursions similar to those of the early Pandyas and
Colas. Nancinad once again became the cockpit of Venad. At the hands
of the Nayaks, the invasions brought greater suffering to the masses, for,

pillage and plunder invariably followed the attacks.

After 1542 A.D., the last year of Acyutaraya’s rule, the Nayak chiefs

gradually established their mdependence, owing nothing but a formal

allegiance to Vijayanagar. In 1553 Visvanatha Nayak, the founder of

the dynasty, subjugated the Pandya and reduced him to the position of

an insignificant vassal ruling in and around Tirunelveli. Naturally, their

domination over the Pandya was a prelude to the intrusion into Nanci-
nad. But Mr. Satyanatha Aiyar’s statement, that Travancore remained
loyal to the Nayaks since Vitthala’s time, seems inaccurate.104 It is only
from the beginning of the 17th century that the Nayak contact with

103. Fr. Heras • ‘Aravldu Dynasty of Vijayanagara’., Vol. I, p. 162,

104. ‘History of the Nayaks of Madura’, p. 120.
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Nancinad commenced. Doubtless, Kanyakumari was captured by the

Nayaks in or before 1609 A.D., as is clear from Fr. A. Laerzio’s letter of

November 20th 1609, which describes the Paravas of Kumari as tribu-

taries of the Madurai Nayak.105 But Kanyakumari then lay m Purat-

tayanadu, beyond the confines of Nancinad.

Tirumala Nayak’s invasion • The regular invasion of Nancinad was
first undertaken by Tirumala Nayak in 1634 A.D The exact cause of

this invasion is not known
;
in all probability, it was an act of wanton

aggression. That the Nayaks, as the heirs of the Vijayanagar Empire,

were authorized to collect tribute from Travancore was probably em-
ployed as a pretext.

Besides semi-historical works of the period, the ‘Mudaliyar Manu-
scripts/ recovered recently from the heir of the Penyavlttu Mudaliyar
of Alakiyapandipuram, throw a flood of light on the Nayak invasions and
the consequent suffering of the people. The author of the revised State

Manual is not inclined to attach much value to these documents, which,

he rather insinuatingly says, were discovered only in a private house.

There does not seem to be any ground for discrediting the value of the

Manuscripts. It is an indisputable fact that the Periyavittu Mudaliyar

and his heirs occupied a pre-eminent position in Nancinad as accredited

leaders of the twelve pidagais.106 The Venad rulers, and even the later

Travancore sovereigns, recognized the political status of the Mudaliyar,

as is evident from the numerous royal nittus or communications sent to

him. Moreover, the ‘Mudaliyar Manuscripts 5 pertaining to the Nayak
invasions are corroborated by lithic inscriptions.

Among the ‘Mudaliyar Manuscripts 5 there is found the copy of an

edict issued by the then king of Venad remitting taxes on the lands

which had to be left uncultivated on account of the Nayak depredation.

This document enables us to determine the date of Tirumala’s invasion.

The edict is dated 22nd Kumbham 810 M.E.; and since it speaks of the

failure to cultivate the Kar (Kanni) crop of 810 M.E., Tirumala Nayak’s

invasion must have taken place prior to Makaram 810 M.E. (January

1635 A.D.) . That the havoc caused was appalling, is clearly proved by
this edict itself and by several other references in the ‘Mudaliyar Manu-
scripts.

5

Mr. T. K. Velu Pillai is at great pains to show that the Travancore

king was not defeated by Tirumala Nayak; but, it is doubtful whether

105. See Fr. Heras: ‘Aravldu Dynasty of Vijayanagara5

, p. 354.

106 See ‘Kerala Society Papers’, 33, Series 7.
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he proves his contention. However, Mr. Satyanatha Aiyar’s statement,

that Tirumala’s gift of land to the Aladiyur Siva temple dated 811 M.E.

must have been made in commemoration of his victory,107 seems un-

warranted. An endowment to a temple, and that, to one situated outside

the place of belligerent operations, may signify a defeat as much as a

victory, or neither. Quite different m character is the piece of evidence

furnished by Ramappayyan Ammanai, a ballad, which, though revelling

in romantic imagery, is not devoid of historical value. It records not

merely a conquest of the ‘Malayalam country’ by the ruler of Madurai,

but it specifically states that the ‘Nancmad Raja,’ the foremost among

the Nayak vassals, was appointed to guard the forts of the Pandya capi-

tal. Further, it adds that the king of Nancinad co-operated with Tiru-

mala Nayak m his war against the Setupati. Exaggeration or adulation

may take the shape of an over-estimation of the tributes or the grandeur

of the victory, but not of the fabrication that the Raja fought as a vassal

of Tirumala Nayak against the Setupati. Nor can Mr. Pillai by any

means cast a doubt, as he has done, on the identity of the ‘Nancinad

Raja,’ who was none other than the ruler of Venad. It has been, and is

even to-day, usual, with the people to the east of Aramboli to describe

the region immediately to their west, either as Nanciniad or as Malayalam

Among the people of Madurai and Tirunelveli Districts, the Travancore

king is invariably spoken of as the ‘Malayalattu Raja’.

Besides, the Travikkuttippillaippattu/ a ballad of South Travan-

core, adverted to by Mr. T. K. Velu Pillai in support of his contention,

does not declare that it was a victory for the Venad ruler. The ballad

describes how, in the battle of Kaniyakulam, Iravikkutti Pillai, the

famous commander, was killed valiantly fighting. Apparently, as has
happened in several well-known battles, the death of the General spelt

the doom of the fighting force. Moreover, the ballad itself is not an
unimpeachable source of history, and when, on top of all, Mr. Velu Pillai

states that ‘the ballad, taken along with a prevalent tradition, proves

Travancore’s victory/ the weakness of his conclusion is obvious.

Fr. Peter Martin, in his letter108 says :
“ Otherwise, it will* be im-

possible for the king of Travancore to make head against so great a
number of enemies, whom, he never overcame but once and that by their

imprudence.” The latter triumph, which occurred in 1697 A.D., is de-

finitely known to have been the result of the stratagem of Ravivarman.

107. ‘History of the Nayaks of Madura5

, p. 120.

108 Quoted in p. 297 of History of the Nayaks5
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This categorical statement of Fr. Martin could not have appeared, if

Tirumala Nayak had been defeated earlier.

When all is said, the real question at issue is not who secured the

formal victory. Absolutely undeniable is the fact that several places

m Niahcmad were ravaged and pillaged. Mr. Pillai himself states that
“ although the Madura forces repeated their incursions into Nancinad

and committed depredations, they were not able to win any victory over

Travancore ”.109 Since it is admitted that the recurrence of the harrow-

ing cruelty and devastatmg plunder by the invading hosts could not be

prevented, the inference is clear.

Tirumala’s advent to Sucindram, however, brought on its wake
several glorious benefactions. Though no contemporary records of his

activities in Sucindram are now available, tradition, current m the

locality, is positive that the palace in the South Street, the Garudalvar
shrine, the endowment of a golden angi or mask for the image of

Tekkedam Perumal and the construction of broad streets in Sucindram
are all products of his munificence. Palm-leaf records, referring to

these benefactions, are said to have existed earlier in the temple, and
subsequently, m the Vattappalli Matha

;
but they are not now traceable.

A petition, submitted recently by the Tekkuman Matham Porri to the

Government, makes an incidental reference to Tirumala’s benefactions.

Further, the portrait statue in the Garudalvar shrine is now known to

be that of Tirumala Nayak, and this constitutes an additional proof of

his association with the pagoda.

Following Tirumala’s invasion there occurred incessant Nayak in-

cursions into Nahcimad. Inscriptions as well as the ‘ Mudaliyar Manu-
scripts’ furnish a vivid picture of these harrowing details. The Vada-
sery inscription of 873 M.E. testifies to the raids having been frequent

during the period extending from 852 to 871 M.E. (1677 to 1696 A.D.) 110

Enormous was the loss suffered by the helpless people of Nancinad.

Property was lost, damage to cultivation was immense, honour was in

jeopardy and life was insecure.

It must, however, be noted that Ravivarman, the ruler of Venad
between 1684 and 1718 A.D., did undertake sincere efforts to relieve

the sufferings of the people. The Vadasery inscription, noticed above,

registers the remission of taxes from 852 to 871 M.E. i.e., 1677 to 1696

A.D. A palm-leaf record of 898 M.E. (1723 A.D.) reveals how some

109. T. K. Velu Pillai : State Manual, VoL H, p. 192.

110. T. A. S., V, pp. 210-12.
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years earlier, the king, camping in Bhutappandi, issued a decree grant-

ing relief to the cultivators of the lands belonging to the village temple.111

It is interesting to learn that the King Unnikeralavarma, who succeeded

Ravivarman m 1718 A.D., claims to have expelled the plundering hordes

and beseeched the people of Nancmad to return to their homes and

resume cultivation. Evidently, many had deserted their lands and fled

to places of refuge.

Invasion oj Mangammal

:

Another formidable invasion, probably,

one similar to that of Tirumala Nayak occurred about 1697 A.D., durmg
the reign of Mangammal, the Queen Regent at Madurai. The circum-

stances which led to this invasion are narrated m Taylor’s collection of

Manuscripts,112 and m Nelson’s
4 Madura Manual \11J They are, m sub-

stance, confirmed by the accounts of Jesuits like Bertrand and Fr. Peter

Martin.114 What happened was that, Ravivarman had entered into a

secret treaty with the Badagas in order to obtain their help against the

turbulent feudal barons, the Etiuvittil Pillamar. Aecordmgly, the latter

were either killed or expelled by the ruthless Badaga accomplices. But,

suddenly Ravivarman mustered his army, attacked the unprepared

Badagas and hacked their host to pieces. It was as a measure of retalia-

tion, that Mangammal despatched a punitive force under Dalavay
Narasappayya Taylor states that, after a strenuous struggle, the Dala-

vay emerged triumphant and dictated terms of peace.

Mr, T. K. Velu Pillai denies the very fact of invasion by Narasap-
payya. His main argument is as follows. Taylor has mentioned that,

among the trophies which Narasappayya had carried after the war,
there were some pieces of ordnance and that they were preserved in

the forts of Madurai and Tiruccirappalli. But Nelson says that he
could not find these guns there even after a thorough search. Mr. Pillai

makes capital out of this negative circumstance. But it must be urged
that Nelson visited these places about 1868 A.D., more than 150 years
after Narasappayya’s expedition

;
and, we have no authentic or detailed

record as to all that had happened in these forts during this long period.

On the other hand, we have the positive evidence furnished by the
inscription engraved on a stone near a well in Vaclaseri

;
it presents the

name of Mangammjal. Significant is the fact that the well itself is locally

111. Ibid pp. 221-24.

112. O K. M.S S
,

II, p. 215

113. Part HI, pp. 226 ff.

114. Vide Appendices in R. Satyanatha Aiyar’s ‘History of the Nayaks of
Madura.’
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known as the c Mangammal-dharma-kkmaru .
ni5 Obviously, the fact

that the record is * hopelessly mis-spelt and that the engraving has been

executed clumsily 7 cannot be bolstered up, as is done by Mr. Pillai, to

deny the importance of the document. Thus, the alleged reasons for

disbelieving Narasappayya’s invasion do not appear to be convincing.

Vindication of popular rights

.

The acute distress suffered by
Nanciniad from about the middle of the 17th to the middle of the 18th

century as a consequence of the repeated invasions and raids of the

Nayaks, is clearly learnt from the 6 Mudaliyar Manuscripts \ These

records furnish abundant details regardmg (a) the actual invasions of

the Nayaks on several occasions, (b) the havoc caused by their plunder

and the damage done to crops and property, (c) the overbearing be-

haviour and the cruel tyranny of the government officials, who tried

to fish in troubled waters, (d) the attempts made by the ruler to alleviate

the sufferings of the people of Nancinad and (e) the numerous reso-

lutions (opporavu moll mard olaikal) passed by the Nattar, (the people)

of Nanciniad, in order to resist the rapacity of officials and to organize

measures' of relief. Undoubtedly, these resolutions constitute the most
interesting part of the records. They reveal the acute political consci-

ousness and the corporate spirit which had developed among the people.

The opinion of the majority was declared binding upon every individual.

“ In thus asserting our rights, if any pidagai or village or any single

individual is subjected to loss by acts of government, we should support

them by reinbursing such loss from the common funds. If, at any time

any one should get into the secret of government and impair the privi-

leges or rights of the country, he should be subjected to a public enquiry

by the Nattars”.116 The people resolved even to migrate to the east of

Aruvaymoli if the authorities continued their policy of callous indiffer-

ence. The threats of non-cooperation and of emigration were not com-
mon weapons in other parts of India then

;
they seem to savour of quite

modem ideas. Nor did these resolutions remain verbal declarations

only. They were carried out at times, and the government was conse-
quently compelled to redress their grievances.

The insecurity and unrest which prevailed in the 17th and 18th
centuries affected 2§ucindram and the neighbouring villages. Some
raids were directed particularly towards Ittankad, Sucindram and

115. T. A. S., V. p. 210.

116. Translation of the resolution passed at Asramam in 889 M.E. Nagamiah

:

State Manual, VoL I, p. 320.

7
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Asramam. For instance, the resolutions passed at Isantimangalam on

15th Vaikasi 894 M.E. (1719 A.D.) reveal how Sucindram and Asramam
were attacked and their houses set on fire. Besides, the royal nlttu of

the 25th Ani 898 M.E. (1723 A.D.) states that one Appayyan, startmg

from Tiruccirappalli with cavalry and infantry forces, came and camped
at Ittahkad, about two miles south-east of Sucindram, and devastated

the neighbouring places. Another royal nittu of the year 899 M.E
(1724 A.D.) records a similar raid of the Nayaks on Valukkamparai to

the east of gucindram, and adds that, in the course of their depredations,

they violated the sanctity of several temples m the region. Yet another

royal communication, which belongs to about 1725 A.D
,
states that one

Alagappa Mudaly came at the head of Nayak troops and cavalry and lay

encamped at Valukkamparai. One of the “Mudaliyar Manuscripts” fur-

nishes evidence of the fact that the date of Alagappa Mudaly’s attack of

Nahcinad ranged sometime between 22nd Tai and 25th Vaikasi of 900

M.E. (1725 A.D.). Popular tradition associates with Alagappa Mudaly
a terrible plunder of Sucindram. Besides, it is believed that a huge vessel

of bronze belonging to the pagoda was taken away by this marauder.

The Modern Period : The modem era m the history of Nan-
einad and of the entire Travancore State may be said to

have dawned with the epoch-making reign of Balamartandavarma
(1729-1758 A.D.), the great conqueror and organizer. Before

his time, the power of the Venad king was ineffective
;

rebel-

lions were frequent
;
the insubordination of the overweening Yogak-

kiar (the temple trustees) and of the Ettuvittil Pillamar (the semi-feudal

chieftains) continued unchecked, and on top of all, the incessant incur-

sions from the East crippled the royal authority. Gifted with the in-

stincts and ability of a bom conqueror, Martandavarma first set about
expanding his dominion by subduing the neighbouring rulers and crush-

ing the rebel leaders. A brilliant success crowned his efforts, and he
carved out modem Travancore. A far-sighted statesman and an able

organizer, Martaindavarma consolidated the conquered territory and
remodelled the administrative machinery. His reforming zeal found
enormous scope in Sucmdram itself, where he initiated the bold policy

of curbing the overgrown power of the Yogakkar.

Candd Sahib’s Invasion . While Martandavarma was engrossed
in his early military exploits in Central Travancore, there
occurred in the extreme south an invasion by Canda Sahib.
Nelson, the author of the Madura Manual, states (p. 256) that,

in 1740 A.D. the Nawab of Arcot placed Safdar Ali Khan and
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Canda Sahib at the head of a large army and entrusted them with a

sort of roving commission to attack and plunder the southern kingdoms

at the extremity of the Peninsula Canda Sahib was the son-in-law and
confidential minister of the Nawab of Arcot, and hence he was selected

as one of the leaders of the party. Eoda Sahib, another relative of the

Nawab of Arcot, also accompanied the invaders.

Nelson writes that, after the capture of Tanjavur, the Muslim in-

vaders marched on Travancore, and he cryptically adds that they made
themselves masters of the land with the greatest ease. This, however,

does not tell the whole story. Caldwell117 offers a different version,

which tallies with the account of Shankunny Menon based on the Pad-

manabhasvamy Temple Records. Both of these writers show how, Mar-
tandavarma was at that particular moment passing through a critical

phase of his life and was obliged to fight several enemies. Particularly

the menace from the Raja of Kayankulam on the one hand, and that

from the Dutch on the other, became serious
;
and discretion impelled

him to concentrate his attention first on these dangerous foes. Hence
he effected an understanding with Canda Sahib, probably, by paying him
a large sum of money. In the matter of adopting this plan, the king was
aided by the shrewd and able minister, Ramayyan Dalava. But, before

the understanding was effected, enormous havoc had been caused to

Nancinad by the invaders.

Through the time-honoured Pass of Aruvaymoh the rapacious host

rushed in. Marching through Kottaram and ravagmg the places on the

way, the invaders reached Ittankad about two miles south-east of

Suclndram. The royal forces, stationed at Kalkulam, the seat of the

Venad ruler, could not be diverted to intercept the invaders, since their

service was more urgently needed in the north. The trustees of the

temple at Sucmdram, the Yogakkar, becoming alarmed at the report

about the penetration of the fierce horde, improvised an army manned by
the tenants and servants of the pagoda, and despatched it to Ittankad.

The object was to intercept the advancing troops and delay their attack

on the temple of Sucmdram, which, the authorities rightly apprehended,

would follow. A member of the Vattappalli Matha led the motely group.

A fierce struggle ensued at Ittanad and naturally, the ill-organized band
of men from Sucmdram was easily dispersed. The Vattappalli leader was
among those killed in the combat.

118

117. 'History of Tinnevelly,

„ p. 138.

118. A gift of land was bestowed later on the Vattappalli family by the king of

Travancore in recognition of the valiant fight put up by the member at Ittankad.
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Flushed with triumph, the invading horde marched straight on

Sucindram. In the meanwhile, the authorities of the temple had taken

every possible precaution in order to protect the inner shrine and the

sacred images from sacrilege. Granite walls were speedily erected in

front of both Tekkedam and Vadakkedam shrines enclosing their Garbha-

gjrhas. Inside these cellars the Utsava images and valuable jewels were

preserved. Fortunately, Canda Sahib and party were taken in by the

camouflage. After setting on fire the huge temple Car, stationed in

front of the pagoda, the plunderers rushed inside. Canda Sahib and his

men entered the temple and gave vent to their iconoclastic fury The

head of the image of Candesvara was broken. All the figures of lamp-

bearers in the inner prakara were damaged.

From Suclndram, the party proceeded to Kottar, Vadaseri, Tirup-

patisaram and Vimanasen, and, looting followed m all these places. The
remissions granted to the people of these villages, as learnt from the

‘Mudaliyar Manuscripts’ dated 15th Cittirai 915 M.E., confirm the popu-

lar reports about the havoc wrought m these villages. It was early in

the month of Cittirai that Martandavarma sent his men to negotiate a

rapproachment with Canda Sahib through payment of money, and only

then, the party withdrew.

Dedication of Travancore to Sri Padmanabhasvamy : Marianda-
varma’s reign marks a new epoch, also m the history of the

temples of Travancore. He undertook the momentous step of dedi-

cating the entire kingdom of Travancore to Sri Padmanabhasvamy, the

deity of hoary Anantasayanam. The ceremony of dedication took place

on the morning of the 5th Tai 925 M.E. (January 1750 A.D.). Thence-
forward, the king and his successors became the servants of Padmana-
bhasvamy and ruled the kingdom on behalf of this tutelary deity. This

stroke of policy ennobled the position of the Travancore monarch in the

eyes of his subjects. At the same time, it imposed a great responsibility

on the sovereign as the protector of the Hindu Religion and Hindu
Dharma in the State. The history of every important temple in the

State has been profoundly influenced by this step taken by Martanda-
varma. It is gratifying to find that, almost every one of his successors

has nobly upheld the lofty traditions of piety and devotion.

Martandavarma’s glorious reign came to an end in 1758 A.D. His
successors on the throne have introduced other important reforms in the
administration of the land. Next to the Padmanabhasvamy temple, the
Sucmdram pagoda has received the greatest attention at the hands of

the rulers of Travancore, Soon after his accession to the throne, every
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sovereign avails himself of the earliest opportunity to pay his homage
to Sthanumalaya of Sucmdram. Many are the benefactions bestowed

and embellishments undertaken by them. So great is the hold of the

temple on the sovereigns of the land that, in the order of appointment

issued to every Dewan, the Prime Minister, one of the responsibilities

specified is the patronage of the temples m the State, that of Suclndram
being particularly singled out by name.

Successors of Martandavarma

:

At the hands of the able suc-

cessors of Martandavarma, Travancore continued to make a steady

progress.119 One important piece of reform, felt imperative in

order to secure effective centralization of royal authority, was
the reduction of the overgrown might of the Yogakkar, who had
established supreme control over the principal temples of the State.

They exercised an ever-increasing influence on the people and established

practically an ‘imperium in lmperio’ within the State. Though several

rulers and their ministers had desired to reduce their power, the most
epoch-making step was taken only early in the 19th century A.D.

During the reign of Gauri Laksmi Bai (1811-15 A.D.), Colonel

Munro, the Dewan-Resident, in the midst of numerous administrative

reforms, ordered in 1812 A.D. the assumption by the Government of the

control over the leading temples of the State. The Suclndram temple,

along with 347 others, and their entire property were brought under the

management of the Government.

Another event of supreme importance in the history of Nahcinad
occurred during the ministership of Col. Munro. This was the promul-

gation of a royal proclamation in 1818 A.D., prohibiting all political

meetings in Nancinad. For some time past, the enormous influence

wielded by the ‘Nattukkuttams’ or the popular assemblies had been felt

irksome by the ruling power. The predecessor of Col. Munro in office,

Ummini Tampy, had deprived the Naneinadians of their bell-metal

trumpet, which had been conferred on them earlier by the ruler as a

mark of distinction. Ummini Tampy had also destroyed the drum, the

horn and the rod of office of the Periyavlttu Mudaliyar, the accredited

119. The succession list of the rulers of Travancore after Martandavarma is as

follows: Rama Varma Kartikai Tirunal 1758-1798 A.D.; Bala Rama Varma 1798-

1810; Rani Gauri Laksmi Bai 1811-1815, Rani Gauri Parvati Bai 1815-1829; Rama
Varma Svati Tirunal 1829-1847 ; Martanda Varma Uttram Tirunal 1847-1860 ; Rama
Varma Ayillyam Tirunal 1860-1880, Rama Varma Visakham Tirunal 1880-1885; 8§rl

Mulam Tirunal 1885-1324; Regent Setu Laksmi Bai 1924-1932; Rama Varma &ri

Citra Tirunal 1932.
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leader of Nancmad. Besides, he had tried to curb the peoples’ right of

holding political assemblies. It was left to Col Munro to deal the death-

blow, as a result of which, the virile popular assemblies of Nancmad
perished.

The sovereigns of recent times like Sri Mulam Tirunal, the Regent
Maharani Setu Laksmi Bai and the present ruler Sri Citra Tirunal, have
greatly contributed to the improvement and prosperity of the State, by
their whole-hearted devotion to duty. The illustrious reign of Sri Mulam
Tirunal (1885-1924 A.D.) witnessed an all-round progress. The Depart-

ments of Finance, Land Revenue, Judiciary, Education, Irrigation and

Public Works were all reorganized and improved. By far the greatest

service to South Travancore was the construction of the Kodayar Dam
and a network of irrigation channels. Completed after seven years of

patient labour at a cost of about thirty three lakhs of Rupees, the Kodayar
Project ensures a regular supply of water for well over 50,000 acres of

land. An ardently pious ruler, Sri Mulam Tirunal, evinced a keen
interest in the temples of the State and maintained a vigilant watch on
the observance of the traditional rites and ceremonies. It was during his
reign that a separate Department of ‘Devasvams’ (temples) was estab-
lished in 1922 A.D.

The rule of Setu Laksmi Bai, the Regent (1924-32) witnessed the
continued prosperity of the State. Among the reforms which appeared
during her reign, the abolition of the ‘DevadasT system in temples and
the prohibition of animal sacrifices were the most far-reaching ones.

The present ruler, Sri Citra Tirunal, has earned the affection of his
subjects by a sincere devotion to their welfare. Assisted by able advisers,
he has introduced momentous reforms. The abolition of capital punish-
ment, the creation of a Travancore University and the establishment
of new mdustries are a few of his principal innovations. But, by far the
most epoch-making achievement was the promulgation of the Temple
Entry Proclamation in November 1936, which threw open temples to all
Hindus, including the so-called ‘Untouchable Classes’. The construction
of a concreted Mam Trunk Road from Trivandrum to Cape Comorin
was completed in 1938, and it has proved to be of immense service in
facilitating tourists and pilgrims to reach &uclndram and Cape
Comorin.120

120. India became independent on 15th August 1947. After a brief period of
hesitation, Travancore joined the Indian Union and following that, on 1st September
1949, Cochin and Travancore were integrated into a United State with the Maharaja
of Travancore as the Rajapramukh
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c HAP TER III

DESCRIPTION
OF THE TEMPLE

*1
*he Temple— the pivot of the village : To think of Sucln-

dram is to think of her illustrious temple. The temple has

dominated, and continues to dominate, the life of the village. In

fact, iSucindram is a typical example of the village which owes all its

fame and glory to its sacred shrine. The Sthanumalayapperumal temple,1

so called by virtue of its association with all the Trimurtis— Brahma,
Visnu and Siva—stands majestically facing east, about a hundred yards

away from the southern bank of the Palayar. Abutting the southern

bank of the river, runs the ‘Cape Road.’ Two thoroughfares lead from

this Main Road to the temple; 2 one runs southward from near the High

School and proceeds by the side of the Teppakkulam to the pagoda, while

the other, branching a few yards off, comes westward through the San-

nadhi Street right to the main entrance of the temple.

1. The name Sthanumalaya denotes the combination of the Trimurtis. Sthanu
is a synonym for Siva, Mai for Visnu and Aya for Brahma The earliest occurrence

of this name in the inscriptions is found only in that of 1471 A.D. (TA S., IV, p. 94)

In earlier lithic records, various names have been used such as “£ivindira-

mudaiya Emperuman”, ‘Mahadeva’, ^aramasvanun,’ ‘Paramesvara* and ‘Udaiyar

givindiramudaiya Nainar’. The greater prominence given to 6iva in the main
temple explains the more popular names, Sthanunathasvamy and Sthanumurti, used

in modem times.

2. See Plan No 1 ‘£ucindramJ
.
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The Gopura : It is the stately tower that arrests our attention first. In

fact, the imposing Gopura is seen from a considerable distance. Even to-

day pious Hindus passing within a radius of about five miles from the

pagoda may be seen clasping their hands in fervent prayer at the sight of

the Gopura. The height of the Sucmdram Gopura from the ground level

to the top of the Kalasams is 134 feet 6 inches. It stands over a plinth

area of nearly 5,400 square feet (about 90 feet in length and 60 feet in

width) . The marvellous feature about the Gopura is its grace. Admir-

ably well-proportioned, the tower presents a gradual tapering upwards.

The Sucmdram Gopura forms a striking contrast with the one at the

Sri Padmanabhasvamy temple m Trivandrum, where the width at the

base is excessive in relation to its height. Indeed, none of the temples

in entire Travancore can boast of a Gopura so elegant and graceful as

the one at Sucmdram.

On all the sides of the granite basement, numerous panels present

skilfully sculptured representations of the various deities of the Hindu
pantheon. The upper storeys are all built of brick and mortar. The
outer face of the Gopura above the plinth surface is indented by num-
berless bays and balcomes, which are profusely studded with plaster

figures depicting, in relief, scenes from the Puranas and the Epics. The
jambs of the doorways of the upper storeys are flanked on either side by
a figure of dvarapalaka, the protecting deity. Stretching above and by
the sides of the doorways are successive layers of panels presenting

scenes of sacred lore. Barely sixty years have passed since the renova-

tion of the tower was completed; hence, its facade still preserves a

charming lustre.

On the pediment in front of the main entrance to the temple are

found certain elegantly moulded figures of stucco, well poised. In the

middle of the group are Siva and Uma seated on the bull; to their left

is Parvati on a beautiful swan, while to their right is Visnu mounted on

devout Garuda. The exquisite grace of these figures is indisputable.

Nevertheless, one wonders whether, right at the front entrance of the

Trimurti Ksetra, it would not be more appropriate to find representa-

tions of Brahma, Visnu and Siva. Apparently, the traditional injunc-

tion against the deification of Brahma accounts for the substitution of

Parvati in his place.

TeracK Bhutattan (G. P. No. 39), Teradi MwjLan (

G

. P. No. 38) and
Udayamarianda Vinayakar (G

.

P. No. 37) : Just to the south of the

entrance there is a small unpretentious enclosure enshrining Teradi
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Bhutattan. The Svami T§r, the biggest of the temple Cars, stands

in front of Teradi Bhutattan. On the other side, to the north
of the entrance, a little receding into the interior, are found
two shrines, erected on a terrace 3 feet above the ground level. Among
these two, the northern shrine presents Teradi Madan and the southern

one Udayamartanda Vinayakar. The deities at the entrance are pre-

sumed to play the role of the guardians of the pagoda. Here, the co-

existence of the primitive Village Gods with G.anapati, a later member
of the Pantheon, is at once interesting and suggestive.

Natakasala: As we approach the main porch, the Natakasala, on either

side of its entrance we see two lifelike statues of polished gneiss, erected

on raised stone pedestals. The two figures stand face to face of each other

with hands clasped in anjali. The figure on the southern side represents

Nilakanthar Purusottamar, the Porri of the Tekkuman Matha,3 as is

learnt from the inscription on the pillar supporting the statue. His
counterpart on the northern side appears to be a Saiva devotee, with the

characteristic rudraksa-mala or garland of beads encircling his clean-

shaven head. Local tradition avers that this figure represents the

Svamiyar or the spiritual head of the Tiruvaduturai or Nayakkar Matha
at Sucindram. Both these personages are believed to have played a
leading part in the collection of funds for the construction of the Sribali-

puras. It is held that, as a mark of gratitude, the people of the place had
these two statues erected, one on either side of the entrance.

The Natakasala is a magnificent pavilion.4 Stretching 124 feet long,

32 feet wide and rising to a height of 24 feet from the ground level, this

commodious entrance hall eminently befits the grandeur of the pagoda.

While in the past, dancing and dramatic performances were staged there

by Devadasis, at present, musical entertainments and religious lectures

are held during the annual Utsavas.

The two rows of pillars on either wing, supporting the pavilion, are

at once imposing and charming. Massive in structure, they also present

an exuberance of decorative details. Each one of the pillars is sur-

3. See Infra—chapter XII.

4. Natakasala denotes really the hall where dancing is performed and dramas
are staged. That, Nataka signified ‘dancing’ from times of old, is seen from the

reference to Siva in Tiruvacakam as ‘Paramanataka’. ‘Kuttadumdevar’, the lord of

dance, is another appellation of Siva. The staging of drama also is an etymological

source of the name, which may be inferred from the fact that, on Sivaratri a drama
is staged there. In the past, the hall was used both for dancing and for staging

the drama.

8
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mounted by an ornamental turret with the representation of a crouching

lion at the very top. On the faces of the columns appear linear carvings

of a splendid order. Attached to the base of each of the eight pillars is

found sculptured the standing figure of a woman. Popular tradition

asserts that they represent those Devadasis, who were the donors of

the Natakasala.5

On either wing of the Natakasala are found raised terraces, which

are now enclosed in order to 'house the Manager’s Office, the Temple

Guard’s Room and the ' Strong Room ’ on the south and the Main Store

on the north. The successor of the early Srikaryakkaran, now called

the Manager, who is a subordinate of the Devasvam Department, has

his office on the easternmost enclosure of the southern terrace. The
Manager and his staff of clerks may be seen engaged in their work,

seated in the midst of musty files and crowded shelves. Immediately

to the west of the Office, there is the small room allotted to two mem-
bers of the State Police Force, whose duty is to keep watch on the

temple and particularly on the adjoining ‘ jewel room ’. This so-called

‘ Strong Room ’, well fenced by a closely inter-twined wire netting over

the iron bars fixed at short intervals, serves as the treasure-house for

preserving the valuable jewels and ornaments owned by the temple.

The Main Store on the eastern extremity of the southern wing of the

Natakasala serves as the granary where large quantities of rice, condi-

ments, oil and sundry other requirements needed for daily use are

preserved. The terrace to the west of the Main Store had formerly

housed the Temple Guard’s Room
;

it is now an un-enclosed space,

where, visitors to the temple may often be seen taking rest.

The ceiling of the Natakasala presents a wide variety of floral de-

signs skilfully carved on stone. At the western end of the ceiling, near
the doorway, there appear three sculptured figures of women seated in

padmasana, representing the three Devis, Sarasvati, Laksmi and Par-
vati. They are depicted in a meditative and praying pose. The Sthala-

purana states that the three Goddesses came down to Suclndram in

search of their Lords, who had been transformed into babies by the
overpowering might of Anasuya’s chastity.6 Evidently, the sculptures
portray the Devis performing penance for the recovery of their Lords.

The Gopuravdtal

:

At the western extremity of the Natakasala
porch stands the prodigious doorway, 24 feet in height. The panels of

5. See Infra Chapter V.

6. See Infra Chapter IV.
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the two-leaved wooden door are intricately carved Each panel con-

tains representations of wide-opened petals of the lotus flower with

its protruding bud in the centre. Though skilfully carved, it seems to

border on grotesqueness, because the panels are found huddled too close

to each other. The doorway leads to a broad vestibule, which runs

beneath the tower, and, consequently it is known as Gopuravatal. 7 It

is bounded on the north and south by massive stone walls. On these

columns, the figures of some ferocious and awe-inspiring demons are

sculptured. They are depicted with protruding bellies, terrific eyes and
wide-opened jaws exhibiting monstrous teeth.

Quite an interesting piece of sculpture appears on the northern

wall. A pious brahmin carrying in his hand flowers, a vessel of water
and other equipments for the performance of puja, is portrayed walking

towards the temple. Opposite to him, at a slight distance, is shown a
tiny Sivalinga under a tree. Apparently, this scene depicts Indra pro-

ceeding to offer worship at the shrine for the expiation of his sins, and
thus, it forms the representation of a theme of the Sthalapurana.

Gopuravatal Shrines (G. P. 25A, 25B, 26A and 26B) : On either wing
of the Gopuravatal there exists an elevated terrace of stone. The stair-

case leading up to the inner recesses of the Gopura is found on the

southern terrace. In a niche on the wall near the staircase appears the

image of Nandikesvara (G. P. No. 26A), while another immediately to

the east of it presents !&asta (G. P. No. 26B). Corresponding to the

latter, a niche on the northern wall enshrines the image of Nataraja,

otherwise called Cidambaresvaramurti (G. P. No. 25A), while, by its

side on the east there appears the niche presenting the figure of Knli

(G. P. No. 25B). In all the four shrines mentioned above, the figures

have been chiselled on the face of the walls, and they form marvellous

pieces of art. Beyond doubt, the most admirable of them all is the

splendid figure of the dancing Nataraja, radiating with vigour and
grace. In passing, it may be mentioned that all the Gopuravatal shrines

are enshrouded in utter darkness
;
even during broad daylight the

images are not visible without artificial aid.

Proceeding westward from the Gopuravatal, we come to a portico

connecting the doorway with the tJncal Mandapa, which stands to its west.

This portico, 32 feet long and 22 feet broad, is supported by four massive

7 Gopuravatal is the term employed in the Malayalam records of the temple

The local people call it ‘Gopuravatal5

. The names adopted here are those found in

the current records.
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pillars, two in the east and two m the west. Prodigious m size, the

pillars are also skilfully shaped. The linear carvings on the pillars are

executed splendidly. One feature, however, could have been improved.

The corbels of the pillars, though presenting the fully developed puspa-

bodigai, appear to be of small length, far out of proportion lo the gigan-

tic size of the pillars.

Uncal Mandapa

:

The Uncal Mandapa is a rectangular pavilion of

stone, 30 feet 6 inches long and 28 feet 4 inches broad. This structure

stands on a terrace feet raised from the ground level, and the ceiling

is 24 feet high above the terrace. The stone pediment m front of the

Mandapa presents a group of recent paintings, admirably executed.

In the middle there appears the familiar painting of Siva with Uma
seated on the bull; to the right of it is Ganapati on his Musika Vahana,

while to the left is Subrahmania on the Mayura or peacock. Though
all the three paintings are graceful, that of Subrahmania is particularly

so. The splendour of the outspread wing of the peacock and the beam-
ing lustre on the face of Subrahmania contribute to make this piece of

painting specially charming.

The four pillars at the different corners of the Uhcal Mandapa
present exquisitely sculptured figures. On the southern and northern

pillars of the front side are seen the fascinating sculptures of Manmatha
and Rati respectively. Rati’s nose is slightly mutilated; nevertheless,

both the sculptures continue to preserve, on the whole, their elegance

and elaborate ornamentation. Corresponding to these, on the rear side

of the Mandapa, the southern and northern pillars present the sculptu-

red figures of Arjuna and Kama. Here too, the staff on which Arjuna
is shown leaning has been damaged. In order to prevent further havoc,
the Ma^dapa- has been recently enclosed by iron railings, which, how-
ever, .tend to detract the natural charm of the sculptures inside the
Mandapa.

In the centre of the Uncal Mandapa stands a raised platform, 12
feet long and 8J feet wide. The Mandapa is utilized in connexion with
the celebration of the Tirukkalyana festival— marriage of Sthanu-
nathasvamy with Aramvalattamman. On the termination of the marri-
age ceremony, the images of Siva and Parvati (Umayammai) are
taken in procession to the Uncal Mandapa. A swinging contrivance
(fJncal) is suspended from the ceiling of the Mandapa reaching almost
the raised platform. The images are seated on the Uncal and rocked
to and fro, to the accompaniment of vocal and instrumental music at

intervals.
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DaksiTiamurti (

G

. P. 5J ; Turning south from the Uhcal Manctapa,

we proceed to the Eastern Sribalipura by the stone pavement which
runs from the Gopuravatal to the Sribalipura. Near the entrance to the

Eastern Sribalipura there is seen the old shrine of Daksniamurti. Hardly
two feet in height, the small image of Dakginamurti is portrayed in the

typical sukhasana. Though the various characteristics of Yoga Daksi-

namurti are found on the image, the sages and pupils usually shown
as learning at the feet of the deity are not seen here. It is possible that

the extremely small size of the shrine did not admit of this accompani-
ment. However, this image of Daksinamurtx presents a strikingly age-

worn appearance.

An enclosed porch, about 34|- ieet m length and 9 feet m width,

stretches in front of the Daksinamurti shrine. On the southern outer

wall of this porch which abuts on the Garudalvar shrine appears a

remarkably peculiar piece of sculptural representation, concerning which
some legends have sprung up. A weighing balance is depicted, and,

by its side is shown the scene of a person being trodden underfoot by
an elephant. The popular version is that the theme represents the

punishment meted out to a dishonest goldsmith for attempting to dupe
his master Tirumala Nayak.8

Uttupura and Madappalli : Entering the broad Eastern Sribalipura,

we proceed southward in the customary manner of taking a pradaksina or

circumambulation.9 When we come to the meeting place of the Eastern

and Southern Srlbalipuras, we find two structures stretching eastward

from the Southern Sribalipura. They are the Uttupura, and farther east,

the Utsava Madappalli. The Uttupura, the feeding place of brahmins,

is an extensive hall, 74' 10" long and 31' 5" broad, large enough to feed

numerous persons at a time. The brahmin visitors and pilgrims are fed

in jhis hall on occasions of the minor festivals of the temple. On the

other hand, in connection with the grand festivals or the Mahotsavas

celebrated in the months of Markali (December-January) Cittirai

(April-May) and Avani (August-September) the Uttupura is hardly

sufficient to feed the vast concourse of brahmins. The feeding then

takes place in the Southern and Western Srlbakpuras. During the

Mahotsavas, the Uttupura serves merely as an appendage to the Utsava

Madappalli, the large cooking place. The Madappalli is a mammoth

8. See Infra Chapter V.

9 The traditional manner of undertaking a pradaksina is to proceed by the

right of the deity and come around.
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kitchen, 82 feet in length and 18] feet broad, and has half a dozen pro-

digious ovens improvised with blocks of stone.

Southern Srzbalipura : Returning to the Southern Srlbalipura, we find

ourselves in an imposing pillared hall, decidedly more picturesque than

the Eastern 6rlbalipura. The Southern Sribalipura proper, excluding

the space occupied by the Uttupura and the Madappalli, is 303' 6" m
length, while its height is 21 feet. In the Southern, Western and North-

ern Sribalipuras, abutting on the outer wall, there runs a raised plat-

form, about 4 feet in height. The space above this platform is enclosed

by wooden planks. Paddy is stored m some of these enclosures, while

in others, vessels and utensils are preserved. The raised platform and

enclosures above it are found right through, except for certain intervals

here and there. Excluding the terrace, the width of the Southern Sri-

balipura is 26' 9".

On either wing of the Sribalipuras stand two long rows of well-

carved massive pillars. The regular array of pillars ranging over a long

space adds grandeur to the appearance of the lofty Sribalipuras. On the

faces of a considerable number of pillars in all the Sribalipuras, excepting

in the Eastern one, obscene figures and scenes are represented. This is

one of the mysterious and inexplicable features common to numerous
temples.10

To the north of the Southern Sribalipura and to the south of the main
temple lies an open courtyard. It is 25 ; 7" in length, but its width is not

regular all through, because within the courtyard stand the Vasanta

Mandapa, and the shrines of Nilakantha Vinayakar, Kankalanathar and
Kailasattu Mahadevar.

Vasanta Mandapa : The Vasanta Mandapa is a splendidly constructed

pavilion, 24 feet long and 21 feet 9 inches wide. Right in its centre is

found a raised platform of stone, 19 feet long, 16% feet wide and 3%
feet high. The outer surface of this platform is plated with well-polished

brass sheets. On the edges, the cornices have been skilfully ornamented.
During the Summer months, viz, from the &ivaratri down to the com-
mencement of the Cittirai Utsava, the images of Sucindaperumal and
Umayammai, are removed to the Vasanta Mandapa, where, they are

kept on the platform for the whole season. The idea is that, during
Summer, the deities are to be kept exposed to the free flow of breeze.

Moreover, a concave passage, running all around the base of the plat-

form, is filled with fresh cold water in order to produce a cooling effect.

10. See Infra Chapter XI.
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Throughout the period when the images are stationed in this pavilion, the
usual puja is performed here. The ceiling of the Mandapa presents a
recent painting of attractive floral designs.

Nilakantha Vinayakar

:

(G. P. No. 6) : Immediately to the west of

Vasanta Mandapa and facing it, is found the nice little shrine of Nilakan-

tha Vinayakar. But the image of Ganapati inside is by no means pro-

portional to the small size of the shrine. Mukkuruni Pillayar, as the

deity is popularly called, is of prodigious magnitude. To his left, actually

on his lap is seated the Goddess. The figure of the Goddess is unduly
small in relation to the image of Vinayaka. Even the two mice sculptured

in front of the deity, appear to be far too small to play the role of the

vahana or vehicle of the deity. An entrance porch, 104 feet long and
644 feet wide, stands m front of the shrine. This vestibule abuts on the

western base of the Vasanta Mandapa.

Sub-Store : To the west of the Vinayaka shrine there is a narrow room
jutting out from the south of the Cempakaraman Mandapa. This room
is called, in the present anglicized terminology, the ‘Sub-Store’. It is

in this room that the articles required for daily offerings like ghee, oil,

camphor, sugar and pulses are kept. They are received from the autho-

rities of the temple by the accountant and preserved in the Sub-Store,

and are passed on to either the Santikkar or to the cooks in the Madap-
palli, whenever they are necessary.

Madappalli : The inner Madappalli is located to the west of the Sub-
Store, with the Vira Pandyan Mandapa running in between them. In

fact, this Madappalli is attached to the southern wing of the Namaskara
or Tekkedam Mandapa. The Madappalli, as the temple kitchen, too, is

called, has a number of ovens, big and small. The entire cooking needed

for the daily offerings is done here. Besides sweetmeats and delicacies,

a huge quantity of rice is cooked m the Madappalli every day Even at

present, some of the temple servants, as well as those who have a per-

manent right by virtue of their age-old association with the pagoda, are

assigned fixed allotments of the cooked rice after being offered as neved-

yam to the deities. Now, no less than 4| kottas of rice are used for this

purpose.11

Most of the regular recipients of these daily allotments sell them to

the poor through certain contractors, who, incidentally, make a profitable

business of this transaction. For thousands of poor destitutes this avail-

11. One Kotta = 21 marakkals; 1 marakkal = 8 padis or nalis
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ability of food at a low price is a real godsend. Particularly since the

period of the second World War, which has witnessed an unprecedented

increase m the price of paddy, this agency has afforded a substantial

measure of relief to the poor folk of the locality.

Kanhalaridthar : (G. P. No. 7) : To the west of the Nilakantha Vina-

yakar Koil there stands the Kankalanatha shrine. It is a nice little struc-

ture, even smaller than the Vinayakar K5il. There is the entrance porch,

hardly 12 feet long and 10 feet wide, at the centre of which lies Nandi,

the celebrated bull, facing the deity. The garbhagrha itself is barely 10

feet long .and 4£ feet wide
;
and a remarkable feature is that the garbha-

grha presents little ornamentation or embellishment but a plain beam
of stone stretching across the inner wall. In the middle of that beam is

seen the bronze image of Kankalaruathar fixed on a pedestal of bronze.

Kailasattu, Makddevar • (G. P. No. 8) : A few yards to the west of the

Kankalanathar Koil there lies a huge piece of rock upon the northern

end of which stands the ancient Kailasandthar Koil. Enclosing this

shrine, a wall has been erected on the rock so recently as 1917. On the

face of the rock, both within and outside the wall appear numerous in

scriptions, most of which are engraved in Vatteluttu script and Tam:
language The construction of the new wall was unfortunately respon

sible for portions of certain inscriptions becoming hidden from view.

The shrine on the rock is described as that of Kailasattu Mahadevar,

While popularly, the deity is known as Mahadeva of Southern Kailasa.12

A remarkable feature about the shrine is that it faces west. This, how-

ever, is not far too strange. The Agamas themselves prescribe that a

Siva temple may face east or west. In South India there are a few

ancient fanes facing west.13 Not far away from Suclndram itself exists

the small, but ancient, temple at Tellandi m North Nahcinad, where the

image of Siva faces west. It may, however, be observed that most of the

Siva temples face east.

Inside, the Siva linga and the Nandi opposite to it, appear to bear

the marks of age. The pattern of the garbhagrha itself suggests an early

origin of the shrine. Apparently, the Mukha Mandapa, the porch

12. Three famous shrines surnamed as Daksma (Southern) Kailasa are those

of Kalahasti; Tiruccirappalll and Tirukkonamalai
13 Among temples facing west, the undermentioned ones are prominent:—

Tiruvanaikka
; Kadavur

;
Kandiyur

; Karkudi ; Tirukkadaimudi
,

Tiruvanmrs ur
;

Kollukkadu
;

Kottur
;

Tirukkovalur
; Tirutturutti

, Tirunallam ; Tiruppanandal

;

and Tiruvlrkudi
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stretching in front of the garbhagrha, seems to have been constructed
later, though prior to the middle of the 13th century, as is evident from
an inscription on its outer wall.

Ceravatal Sasta : (G. P. No. 9) : At the westernmost extremity of the
Southern Sribalipura we find the small shrine dedicated to Sasta. In the
records of the temple the deity is described as Ceravatal Sasta. To
attempt to explain Ceravatal Sasta as a corrupted form of ‘Melavatal

Sasta5
is to stretch the imagination too far. It seems ias though the name

was given after some Cera ruler who set up the image.14 The people in

the locality use the appellation ‘Hariharaputra’, which is an alternative

name for Sasta. The image found in the sitting posture, is about 3 feet

li^height.

An apparently inexplicable circumstance is that in the same shrine,

at the western corner, we see a small image of Ganapati. Hardly li
feet in height in the sitting pose, this small image presents also an age-

worn appearance. Doubtless, it is older than that of Sasta. Both the

Agamic prescription and common practice in South Indian temples re-

quire the establishment of either a Vinayaka or Sasta shrine at the south-

western comer of a Siva temple. However, the more widespread prac-

tice is to erect a Vinayaka shrine at that spot. On the whole, the qualify-

ing appellation given to the Sasta here and the presence of a decidedly

older image of Ganapati within the shrme, seem to suggest that it was
a later introduction and that it was effected at the behest of a Cera
king.

Turning north of the Sasta shrine, we see the Western Sribalipura

stretching before us. But, unquestionably, it is less imposing m ap-

pearance than its southern counterpart. For one thing, its length is

only 227 feet, 76 feet less than that of the Southern Sribalipura, though

its width is 26 feet 9 inches, the same as in the other. Moreover, practi-

cally lined on the east by the back wall of the main temple and com-

pletely enclosed on the west by the western outer wall of the Sribalipura,

this part of the pagoda does not have adequate natural light. Nor is

the door on the Western Sribalipura kept open except on the 8th day

of the Utsava. It is needless to add that the lesser amount of natural

light in the Western Sribalipura accounts partly for its less impressive

appearance.

To the east of the Western Sribalipura and practically abutting on the

latter is the Vahanappura, so called because the Vahanas or vehicles are

14. See Infra Chapter V.

9
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preserved there. The valuable silver vahanas, like the ‘Kailasaparvata’,

the "Rsabhavahana’, the ‘Garudavahana’, the ‘Annavahana’ and the

palanquins are locked up within this Vahanappura. Lest the vehicles

should become rusty through want of air, the room is not enclosed by
walls, but is merely protected by closely fixed iron bars and covered

over by a wire netting.

To the east of the Vahanappura there stands the carefully enclosed

‘Old Strong Room’. Before the present ‘Strong Room’ was constructed

near the Natakasala, it is this cell which served as the treasury of the

pagoda. Now, the less important role of the preserver of the vehicles

and vessels has fallen to its lot

It is in the Western Srlbalipura, that the time-honoured practice of

expoundmg the sacred Mahabharata is continued every afternoon even

at present. Doubtless, the number of listeners to the discourse has

dwindled
;
however, the few who attend it, seem to be earnest and

regular.

Ramasvamy Koil ; (G. P. No. 10) At the northern corner of the West
Srlbalipura there appears the pretty little Ramasvamy Koil. The images

of Rama and Sita, m the sukhasana pose, are hardly above V 9" m height.

Near the entrance, on the south, stands the never-failing companion
Laksmana, while on the north, is the unerring devotee Hanuman. Both
of them, playing as it were the role of dvarapalakas, stand in a devout

pose of obedience, with their hands clasped in anjali. However, it is a

foible on the part of the artists that both Laksmana and Hanuman appear

disproportionate to the images inside. These two figures near the

entrance are over 2% feet in height. The entrance to the shrine is now
adorned by an exquisitely carved wooden structure m the form of an
ornamental doorway. Though its intricate and skilful woodcarving is

admirable, it is doubtful whether it constitutes an appropriate decorative

element in front of an old shrme of granite. It has appeared there only

since 1932 A.D.

The location of the Ramasvamy Koil at the north-western comer of

the pagoda is a rather uncommon feature. Normally in a Siva temple, it

is a shnne of Subrahmania which is found there. No doubt, the Subrah-
maniasvamy Koil does exist to the north-west of the main temple

;
but,

it is located far away in the interior. Evidently, the idea that Sthianu-

milaya embodies Trimurti, explains the location of Ramasvamy Koil
in its present position.
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Northern Sribali'pura

:

The shrine of Ramasvamy faces the northern

Sribalipura, unquestionably the most attractive of all the Sribalipuras

of the pagoda. Its length is only 263' 9", about 40 feet less than that of

the correspondmg Southern Sribalipura. The disparity in the length

of these two is accounted for by the fact, that at the eastern extremity

of the Northern Sribalipura appears the huge edifice, the Citra Sabha.

Proceeding eastwards from the Ramasvamy Kdil through the North-

ern Sribalipura, passing by the array of huge pillars hning it on either

side, we come to the temple’s northern entrance from the street. Facing

this entrance is found at the southern end, the doorway leading to the

Udayamartanda Mandapa inside the temple. A porch with a slightly

raised platform connects the northern entrance of the {Sribalipura with

the Udayamartanda Mandapa. This porch is supported by two huge
pillars symmetrically constructed. Standing as they do, on the eastern

and western extremities of the porch, they are designed to serve a de-

corative purpose, as well. Each of the massive pillars is surmounted by
an imposing turret of intricate stone carving. The crouching lion at the

top, the overhanging corbel of the fully formed puspabodigai variety,

the rampant yali lining the base of the pillar, all present a splendid ap-

pearance. Inside the half-opened mouth of the yali, attached to the

western pillar there is found a well-rounded ball of stone, which can be
touched by inserting the hand into the yali’s mouth. A strange feature

about this ball is that it seems small enough to be taken out, and yet,

it is impossible to remove it. A popular story runs that once a ruler

offered to make a gift of his kingdom to the person who could take out

the ball of stone.

Suhrahmaitiiasvamy Kdil

:

(G. P. No. 11) : To the west of this porch,

parallel to the Northern Sribalipura, stand the Subrahmania shrine and
the enclosed Mandapa in its front. A small portico, 6 feet by 4^ feet,

leads westward to the enclosed pavilion. Attached to the pillar on either

side of the entrance to the portico, there appears an elaborately carved

figure of granite. Each bearing a sword and shield, the two figures, at

first sight, seem to be Dvarapalakas of the Subrahxnaniasvamy shrine.

But the one on the north is depicted in a dancing pose, with the left foot

resting on the pedestal and the right foot raised up to the waist in the

course of a rhythmic movement. On the other hand, its counterpart

on the south has both its feet fixed to the stone pedestal. Both the

figures present intricate and dextrous carving. The head-dress, the

armour, the jewels and the drapery are all elaborately carved, even to

the point of grotesqueness. It is obvious that such artistic display is not
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likely to have been, wasted on Dvarapalakas. Moreover, the characteris-

tic feature of the latter is an awe-mspirmg demon-like appearance,

which is by no means true of the figures under consideration. In fact,

they appear to be none other than representations of the war-like aspect

of Subrahmania himself.

This inference is corroborated by a piece of sculpture on one of

the pillars in front of the shrine. This sculptured figure, though on a

miniature scale, is exactly of the same pattern as that on the southern

side of the entrance to the portico. The only additional feature in the

sculpture of the smaller figure is that it is depicted as trampling its left

foot over a fallen person and thrusting a sword deep into his chest.

Evidently, the representation is nothing but the Puranic theme of

Subrahmania doing to death the Asura Surapadmananda.

Proceeding westward by the portico, we enter the enclosed Mandapa
in front of the Subrahmaniasvamy shrine. Extendmg over an area 22

feet long and 10 feet broad, this porch is conspicuously large in relation

to both the shrine and the portico m its front. This hall, known in

early records as the Ilayanayinar Mandapa, was one of the meetmg
places of the Yogakkar during the palmy days of their power. Having

no window on any of its walls, the hall remained until 1941 devoid of

natural light. In 1941, some of the slabs of the ceiling were replaced

by iron railings thus letting in ample light and air.

At the western end of the porch, on a stone pedestal, there is found

a short stoutish figure, sculptured in the padmasana pose. The dwarfish

appearance of the figure has suggested to many that it represents the

celebrated Agastya. The plausibility for this suggestion is reinforced

by the legend of Agastya having been the preceptor of Subrahmapia.
Moreover, the reference to Agastya’s pilgrimage to tSucmdram in the

Sthalapurana is supposed to lend colour to the myth. But the unmis-
takable representation of a nail struck on the outspread palm of his

right hand furnishes a clue to the proper identification of the figure.

There is a tradition that, during the reign of Balamartandavarma
of Travancore (1798 to 1810 A.D.), an employee of the Sucindram
Temple Treasury was found guilty of a fabrication of the accounts.

When the offence was brought to the notice of Velu Tampy Dalava,

the relentless minister, he ordered this cruel punishment of driving a
nail into the palm of the culprit. Furthermore, in order to strike terror

into the minds of the other employees, he caused sculptural represen-

tations of the victim to be set up in the temple. In this connection, it
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is noteworthy that an exactly similar piece of sculpture is found to

the north of the Amarabhujangaperumal image m the first prakara.

Wlnle the one in front of the Subrahmaniasvamy shrine is slightly

mutilated, that stationed m the first Prakara is well preserved.15

On the whole, there does not seem to be any reason to disbelieve

the version about Velu Tampy’s association with these pieces of sculp-

ture. Velu Tampy’s sternness is proverbial and is amply borne out

by the hard-hearted measures adopted by him as minister. Driving

nails mto limbs of the culprit was a common mode of punishment em-
ployed by this tyrannical administrator.

Near the above-mentioned sculpture there is found a pair of femi-

nine lamp-bearers of stone, one at the southern and another at the

northern wing of the hall. An interesting feature is that the southern

figure has her tuft of hair m front m the Malayali fashion, while the nor-

thern one bears the tuft at the back part of the head like the rest of the

lamp-bearers m the temple.

From the mscription engraved on the pillar presenting the northern

figure we learn that it represents one Sltamma who appears to have
piovided the construction of the porch. Her mother was Malaikkutty,

and, apparently the southern figure represents the mother. It is inter-

esting to observe that while the mother’s mode of dressing the hair is

of the Malayali pattern, the daughter’s is of the Tamilian fashion. They
belonged to the group of Devadasis attached to the Mahadeva temple

in Keralapuram, about 14 miles to the west of Sucindram.

A small vestibule, one foot raised from the ground-level of the

Mandapa leads to the shnne. The image of Subrahmania in the sama-

padasthanaka pose is 3J feet in height; Valli and Devasena, each

rising to about 3 feet, are seen to the right and left of Subrahmania
respectively.

Ja&antisvara shrines (G. P. Nos. 12-17): To the south-west of

the prominent Subrahmaniasvamy Koil, and abutting on the Western

Sribalipura, stand the much-misunderstood Jayantisvara shrines. Popu-

larly, they are spoken of as the Tancapanclavar Koil.’ The genesis of

this popular appellation is traceable to the fact that, outwardly the

group seems to consist of five shrines, for, though in reality they are

six in number, the vimanas are but five. On the basis of this circum-

15. This sculptured figure has been recently shifted to the vestibule in front

of the Subrahmaniasvamy shrine.
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stance, later, the tradition-monger’s ingenuity sought to explain the

presence of six shrines by holding that five are dedicated to the five

Pandavas and the sixth one to Pancali. The fact that one of the shrines

symbolizes the ’Sri Cakram is employed to associate it with Pancali.

Another tradition is that the shrines were originally established by
the five Pandavas themselves.

In the light of known data, all these legends vanish into thin air.

Actually, the six deities enshrined are, from north to south (1) the God-

dess Durga, or rather Gauri, as is described m the epigraphic record;

this Goddess is Parvati, said to be represented here m the rajoguna

form; (2) Siva, or uSambhu, as the inscription has it, (3) Sri Cakram;

this is really Sri Devi or the Goddess m the form of Sri Cakram. The
underlying idea of this form is that it is a representation of the Goddess

as a personification of Nature. It is held that this conception portrays,

in fact, the lofty Upaniisadic idea of godhead; 16
(4) Lord Krsna; (5) and

(6) 6iva Lingas.

Apart from the confusion caused by traditions, the temple records

are responsible for certain inaccuracies. The placards hung up before

each of the shrines describe them respectively as (1) Jayantisvarattu

Durga, (2) Jayantisvarattu Mahadevar (3) Jayantisvarattu Sri Cakram

(4) Jayantisvarattu Sri Krsna (5) Jayantisvarattu Narayanesvarar, and

(6) Jayantisvarattu Ramesvarar.

There does not seem to be any justification for associating all the

shrines with Jayantisvara. The pativu kanakku (accounts of expendi-

ture) of 994 M.E. (1819 A.D.) speak of Jayantisvaramudaiya Mahadeva,

Jayantisvaramudaiya Durga and merely Sri Cakram, Knsnasvamy,
Narayanesvarar and Ramesvarar. Obviously, since Jayantisvara was
applied to two shrines of the group, the others were also associated

with that name later. The accounts of 994 M.E. appear to have trans-

formed the name Jayantisvara or Jayantanesvara into Jayantisvara-

mudaiya Mahadevar. In truth, Jayanta, or rather Sendan 6ivindravadi

of Puttillam, founded the shrines of Sambhu and Gauri, as is clearly

stated in the inscription of 768 M.E.17 The deity set up by
Sendan was obviously called ^endanisvara’ or Jayantisvara. The

16. R. Anantakrishna Sastri in his booklet “ The Bhutas, Pretas and Pisachas

p 19— states that the Cakra is connected with the Yantra, which, though popularly
associated with black magic, plays no inconsiderable part in the Vedic ritual. It

is interesting to note that the great temple at &ringcri Mutt in Mysore, is built in
the form of {§ri Cakra.

17 Seo T. A. S. VUI, p. 02
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modification introduced by the records of 994 M.E., and what is more,

the application of the qualifying word Jayantisvara to the other shrines

of the group are all erroneous and misleading. Unquestionably, the

Sivalmgas at the southern end were set up by one Narayana and Rama
respectively. Who established the three others is unknown.

All the six shrines are very low structures, though the Vimanas

are prominent. The doorway of each of the shrines is hardly 3V2 feet

in height, and the interior of the shrines is so dark that even at mid-day

it is difficult to have a darsan of the images without the help of artificial

light.

Kala Bhairavar : (G. P. No. 18) : Returning to the 'Northern Srl-

balipura, about the middle of it and just to the east of the northern en-

trance to the temple, we find the shrine of Kala Bhairavar, facing south.

The shrme itself is small, though its Vrniana appears to be dispropor-

tionately huge in size. The image in the standing pose, is hardly SV2
feet in height. Believed to be one of the guardian deities of the temple,18

Bhairava is first worshipped by those entering the pagoda through the

northern entrance.

The ' Musical Pillars *
; Facing the Kala Bhairava shrine appear

the marvellous pieces of art, the so-called Musical Pillars. These are

constituted by the four groups of pillars, two on the north and two on
the south, standing parallel to each other. The two northern groups pre-

sent each a cluster of 24 pillars, while the southern ones present each a

cluster of 33. A striking feature is that all the pillars of each group,

together with the exquisitely carved turret at the top of each group,

are chiselled out of a single block of granite
;
and, none can deny the

intricate and splendid workmanship displayed. Moreover, the pillars

are endowed with musical properties. A tap on each of the pillars in

a group produces a different sound. True, the variation in sound is

not so conspicuous as in the case of similar ‘ Musical Pillars
5

in other

temples, as for instance, of the Nelliyapparkoil of Tirunelveh; never-

theless, it is distinguishable here, too.

The Kulasekhara Mandapa

:

The two southern groups of the

Musical Pillars form the northern props of the Kulasekhara Mandapa.
Attached to each of the two southern pillars of this Mandapa it is, that

we find two portraits, apparently, of Venad sovereigns. Executed with

skill and grace, they constitute two of the most splendid portraits in

stone appearing in the entire temple. They are perhaps equalled in

18. The temple records speak of this deity as Ksetrapala.
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artistic excellence, but certainly not surpassed, by the group of por-

traits in the Garu-dalvar shrine. The question of identifying the kings

portrayed in the Kulasekhara Mandapa was a difficult one, but in the

light of new facts learnt from the temple records, it is possible to as-

certain their identity. Doubtless, one of the kings is Kartikai TLrunal

Ramavarma, the Dharma Raja,19 who was the architect of the Kula-

sekhara Mandapa of the Sri Padmanabhasvamy temple in Trivandrum.

Aramvalattamman Kdil . (G P. No 19) * Immediately io the east

of the Kulasekhara Mandapa, m between Srlbalipura and the outer

northern wall of the Cempakaraman Mandapa, stands facmg east the

shrine of Aramvalattamman of legendary fame. It is a small structure,

though in comparison with the Ramasvamy Koil and the Kala Bhairava

shrine, it is decidedly bigger. An entrance porch, 6V2 feet long and

4 feet wide, leads to the shrine. Nandi, in the characteristic lying

posture, is found in the centre of the porch. The image of Aramvalat-

tamman, cast of bronze, is m the standing samapadasthanaka pose,

about 3 feet in height. The vimana over the shrme has been renovated

recently, and it presents modern artistic work Attractive though the

vimana is, it stands in marked contrast with the age-worn main struc-

ture
; and, the contrast has a somewhat disharmonious effect. The

origin of the shrine of Aramvalattamman is enshrouded in mystery.

The legend, widely believed by the people of the locality, runs as

follows

:

One Palliyarai Nacciyar, a lady belonging to a respectable family of

the Nahcinad Vellala community of Terur, proceeded to Sucindram for

worshipping Sthanunathasvamy on the 17th of Masi 619 M.E. (about the

1st of March 1444 A.D.) . She was accompanied by her daughter who
was about 13 years of age. Tradition avers that, while ardently worship-

ping the deity, the girl suddenly disappeared. The popular belief is that,

through the intensity of her devotion and sincerity of her piety, she

became united with the God.20

This mysterious occurrence was responsible, so it is said, for the rise

of the Aramvalattamman shrine. Palliyarai Nacciyar, the mother of

the ‘semi-divine7
girl, had a shrine constructed for the ‘blessed one7

,
and

endowed it with landed property for the conduct of the daily oblations

and the puja. A piece of unimpeachable evidence is available regarding

19. See Infra Chapter XII.

20. This legend bears a marked resemblance to that of the celebrated Andal
of Vaisnava tradition.
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the construction of the shrine and the endowment of property by Palli-

yarai Nacciyar in 619 M.E A record of the temple dated the 5th of

Masi 933 M.E. (1758 A.D.) makes a specific reference to the mysterious

incident and the foundation of the shrine.21

Now Aramvalattamman is treated as the Devi of the temple. Every
year on the Makha Naksatra (Natal Star) of the month of Masi
(February-March) a Tirukkalyanam or marriage, symbolic of the union

of Aramvalattamman with Sthanumurti, is celebrated with great eclat.

The descendants of Pallyarai Nacciyar’s family meet part of the expenses

of the celebration. They play the role of the bridal party in connection

with the sacred marriage and bring to the temple new clothes, sandal,

turmeric and other formal requirements.

Alankara Mandapa : The portion to the north and to the east of the

Bhairava shrine is known as Alankara Mandapa, smce the decoration of

the Vahanas and the Utsava images during the festivals takes place in

this part of the temple.22 In ordinary times some of the less costly

wooden vahanas are kept here. The Alankara Mandapa is much wider
than the rest of the Srlbalipura, for, beyond the Bhairava shnne, there

has been an extension to the Mandapa southwards, the total width
reaching 37' 3". The extended portion is supported by eight stout pil-

lars, four on either side. Each one of these pillars presents on all its faces

exquisite sculptures of gods and goddesses. In fact, the other pillars on
the northern wing also are decorated with sculptures of a decidedly

superior quality than those in the rest of the Srlbalipura. Not only that

;

in this place, no obscene representations on the pillars mar the beauty or

sanctity of the temple. Indeed, it is clear that when the Sribalipura was
constructed, this portion was purposely designed to serve as the Alan-

kara Mandapa.

Anjaneya

:

(G. P. No. 20) : At the easternmost extremity of the

Alankara Mandapa, almost touching the outer wall of the Citra Sabha,

stands the prodigious image of Anjaneya, 16' 4" in height. Carved
exquisitely out of polished stone, this imposing figure is unquestionably

a product of marvellous sculptural skill. Doubtless, it takes high rank

among the huge images of Hanuman found in the whole of India.

It is learnt that this mammoth piece of sculpture lay underground

from 1740 A.D. till so late a date as 1872 A.D. That year, in connection

21. See Appendix No. I

22. Popularly the Kulasekhara Mandapa is referred to as part of the Alankara

Mandapa since some of the Vahanas are decorated there.

10
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with the renovation of the Dhvajastainbha, the earth near the western

base of the Gopura was removed, and it was then that the image was

discovered. The popular belief is that it was kept hidden underground

at the time of Canda Sahib’s attack, and that, its .existence was totally

forgotten for many years. Though in 1872 A.D. the image was unearthed

and taken out of the pit, it was lying exposed on the courtyard near the

tower for well over 50 years. This delay, however, was not caused by
neglect or apathy on the part of the authorities; the re-fixing of it at an

appropriate place within the temple was apprehended to be an extremely

difficult and risky task. It was not until 1929 that this feat was success-

fully accomplished.

The image of Hanuman, though sculptured in a stupendous propor-

tion, is shown here too, in the characteristic worshipping posture The
present location of Anjaneya is quite appropriate, because he is seen

facing the Ramasvamy Koil at the western end. However, the ludicrous

disparity in size between the worshipper and the worshipped is con-

spicuous.

Citra Sabha : (G. P No. 22) : Turning to the east of Alankara
Mandapa, we see the elevated edifice, the Citra Sabha, facing south.

Erected at a height of 4% feet from the ground level and overlooking

the entire Eastern Sribalipura, the Citra Sabha has a grandiose appea-

rance about it. It is 43' 6" long and 42' 6" broad, while its height is 21

feet above the terrace, which itself, as noticed above, is iVz feet elevated

from the ground.

At the entrance to this pavilion, on either side of the flight of steps

is found standing a monolithic elephant, elegantly carved. The elephants

are shown as fully caparisoned and bedecked with cloth and jewels.

Touching the trunk of the elephant, to the right of the entrance is re-

presented another small elephant lying in a crouching position. But, a
corresponding feature near the elephant to the left of the entrance does

not appear.

Above the flight of steps, the monolithic pillar on the eastern side

of the entrance presents a finely executed sculpture of Kankalanathar,
6' 4" in height. Attached to it are the usually accompanymg figures of

Gun$odhara, Mohini and others, all carved out of the same monolith.

A similar pillar on the western side of the entrance presents a skilfully

chiselled figure of Gopalakrsna playing on the flute. Exactly of the same
height and size as the figure of Kankalanathar, it stands perfectly sym-
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metrical to it. Unfortunately, the tip of the flute is found mutilated; but
the rest of the sculpture is in an excellent state of preservation.

The Citra Sabha is supported by two rows of pillars, four ranged
on either wing. Each one of these massive pillars presents sculptures

representing Puranic themes. The first pillar on the western side bears

the fascinating representation of the Urdhvatandava form of Siva, with
the accompanying figures of Brahma, Visnu, Patancali, Karaikkalammai
and others, all carved on different parts of the same monolith. Exactly

facing this, the pillar on the eastern row depicts Kali m her rampant
dancmg pose It is obvious that these two complementary sculptures

portray the celebrated dancmg contest that Siva and Kali are believed to

have held.

On the third pillar of the western row appears the sculpture of

Vyaghrapada. Patancali and Vyaghrapada are the two saints reputed

to have invoked Siva to dance, and hence, it is in perfect accord with the

Puranic lore that they appear in the Citra Sabha, where the Urdhvatan-
dava of Siva is so prominently sculptured. Other pillars show Arjuna
with his bow and arrow, Bhlnia with his mighty mace, and Hanuman
with his never-failing Anjalihasta. It is, however, difficult to explain the

exact significance of these figures in the Citra Sabha ;
apparently, they

have been incorporated merely for the purpose of decoration. Whatever
the object, it has to be mentioned that the sculptures portraying Arjuna,

Bhhna and Hanuman are by no means of a high order. Unquestionably,

they are inferior to the specimens of sculpture which adorn some other

parts of the temple.

The third pillar on the eastern row bears a piece of sculpture which is

of more than ordinary interest. Though mutilated in parts, it is easy to

observe that it portrays a king. The moustache, the kingly demeanour
and the shield are all there

;
probably his right hand, which is now found

mutilated, held a sword. Moreover, both to his right and left appear

attendants in a reverent attitude indicative of implicit obedience. The
dress, the tuft on the front part of the head and the manner of holding

the shield leave us in no doubt that they are Malayali attendants of the

king. On the whole, the monarch portrayed, was in all likelihood, a

Venad sovereign.

The holy sanctum (G. P. No. 22), situated in the middle of the

northern wing of the hall is quite different from that of other

shrines
;
instead of the image, only a mirror, about 4 feet by 3 feet, ap-

pears. But, here too, puja and nevedyams are offered twice daily with
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the same punctiliousness as in other shrines. The popular conception

about its significance is that it represents the form-less aspect of Siva,

and that, the mature devotee realizes godhead in the Citra Sabha even

without the medium of an image. It is held that, as one sees his own
reflection on the mirror, he is enabled to attain self-realization. But the

temple record of 994 M.E. (1819 A.D.) speaks of Cidambaresvarar of

Citra Sabha. Does the mirror signify that deity ? Evidently, the hall

represents the theatre of Nataraja’s dance, and the mirror in the shrine

symbolizes Nataraja himself.

However, the shrine built of brick and mortar, appears to be out of

harmony with the pavilion which is a granite structure. The front part

of the shrine has become outworn and shows signs threatening dilapida-

tion. Hence, a carved wooden structure, similar to the one at the en-

trance of the Ramasvamy Koil, was set up m 1930 flanking the entrance

to the shrine.

In the centre of the Citra Sabha, facing the sanctum of the shrine,

there lies a rectangular monolith, measuring 5' 2" long, 2' 6" broad and
2' high, which now serves as the balipitha. All around the base of this

monolith are sculptured, alternately, elephants in the standing posture

and cobras with raised hoods. It is learnt that this well-carved block
of stone was formerly found in the original Vasanta Mandapa to the
south-east of Tekkedam shrine, and that it was removed to its present

habitat in 1933 A.D.

Vallabha Ganapati

:

(G. P. No. 21) : On the base of the Citra Sabha,

two niches are found, one on either side of the entrance. The Western
niche contains the image described as Vallabha Ganapati. The image in

the sitting pose is barely one foot three inches in height. The astounding

feature of the representation of this Ganapati is that his proboscis is

seen contacting the genital organ of a woman standing close by. It must
be mentioned that this is not a type of image peculiar to the Sucmdram
temple

;
it is but a form of Ganesa akin to Uccista Ganapati found in

several temples.23

The popular version about the genesis of this form of Ganapati is

rather strange. It is said that Ganesa was once engaged in a conflict

with the Asura Surapadn^a. In the struggle, Ganesa found, to his utter

despair, that the moment he vanquished one Asura, another was given

birth to by his mother Vallabhi and that the struggle was thus prolonged.

Hence he resorted to the stratagem of preventing the mother from giving

23 See Infra Chapter XIII
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birth to any more child. Vallabha Ganapati is said to be a representation

of this theme.

But the sacred texts do not speak of this story. In fact, the Uttara-

kamikagama definitely states that the woman standing by the side of

Ganapati in similar representations is the Goddess called Vighnesvari

However, both the texts and the popular report agree that Ganapati m
this role is a great giver of boons and that he is worshipped by people

who wish to realize their desired objects.

Subrahmania * (G. P. No. 23) : The niche on the eastern side, cor-

responding to the former, contains a small image of Subrahmania shown
seated on the peacock, his Vahana. Subrahmania is found here with

only a single face and two hands. The height of the image poised on the

peacock is a little over 2% feet

Devendra Vindyakar * (G. P. No. 24) : A courtyard stretching to

the east of the Citra Sabha separates the latter from the shrine of Deven-
dra Vinayakar. The appellation of Devendra Vinayakar is given to the

image of Ganapati enshrined here, because it is believed that the re-

pentant Devendra, before he purified himself by bathing in boiling ghee

as ordained by the Trimurtis, was worshipping this Ganapati. The
Sthalapurana offers a vivid description of the legend and refers to Indra’s

worship of this Ganapati.24 The image of Vinayakar is seen in the

characteristic sitting pose and is about IVz feet m height; it presents a

worn-out appearance, and seems to belong to an early date. Just to the

east of the shrine of Devendra Vinayakar is the small Nirali, where Indra

is believed to have taken his bath before he worshipped Ganesa. The
outer structure enclosing the Nirali is of recent date.

Retracing our steps back to the Citra Sabha, we proceed to the

Eastern Sribalipura stretching in front of it. On the eastern wing of the

Eastern Sribalipura, situated from north to south, are found a Vaha-

nappura, the Makkalai (Nandi) and the shrines of Konrayadinathar and

of Garudalvar. This group of structures and shrines stands facing the

Cempakaraman Mandapa. The Vahanappura, which has been renovated

recently, is utilized for keepmg some of the wooden Vahanas and certain

pieces of wooden furniture.

Nandi

:

(G. P. No.3) : Abutting the southern wall of the Vahanap-

pura, lies the stupendous Nandi, the huge representation of an ox made of

brick and mortar, finely plastered on the outer surface. It is graceful.

At first sight, it looks as if’ it is shaped of white rice flour ;
obviously

24. See Infra Chapter IV.
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this accounts for the popular description of it as Makkalai.25 The bull is

depicted in the characteristic pose of Nandi
;

it is noticeable, however,

that the head is held aloft at a higher angle than is usual. Consequently,

that expression of submission which is typical of Nandi lying before Siva,

is conspicuous by its absence here Notwithstanding this flaw, it is,

on the whole, a carefully executed work of art. The Makkalai is 12' 8"

in height, 21' in length and 9' 6" in girth, this Nandi is decidedly bigger

than the one in the Brhadisvara temple at Tanjavur.26 In fact, the Sucin-

dram Makkalai can be considered as the second biggest m India, the

first being the one at Lepaksi in Hindupur Taluk, Anantapur District,

Massiveness in size, however, has not been secured at the expense of

artistic beauty. From the standpoint of the proper proportion in the

formation of the various limbs and the excellent finish secured m the

workmanship, the Sucindram Nandi is a better piece of art than its lithic

counterpart at Tanjavur. A popular tradition is current that the Mak-
kalai continues to grow in size imperceptibly, and that, when eventually

as a result of its expansion, the Nandi touches the ceiling of the Mandapa,

a devastating deluge and extermination of the universe would ensue.27

A strange miracle is associated by local tradition with the Makkalai,

in connection with the attack of Canda Sahib It is well-known that

Canda Sahib undertook a plundering expedition into Travancore in 1740

AD., and that, rushing through Tovalai and Ittahkad, he attacked the

pagoda at Sucindram. The story runs that, alter having mutilated

several images and works of art in the temple, he approached the

Makkalai. Out of sheer derision he asked the priests of the temple
whether the hull would eat straw, and added that, if it had divine power,
it should. On their replying in the affirmative, he is reported to have
commanded some straw to be thrown in front of Nandi in order to test

its power. Canda Sahib and party, after going round the temple giving

free vent to their iconoclastic fury, returned to the spot, when they were

25. ‘ Mavu ’ (Lnfrsy

)

means flour To explain the derivation of the word
Makkalai as a contraction of Maha Kalai meaning the great ox, as has been sug-

gested, seems far-fetched and improbable

26. But the Nandi in the Tanjavur temple is a monolith weighing about 25

tons, while the Makkalai of Sucindram is made of brick and mortar.

27. There is almost an identical tradition concerning the Nandi in the Brha-
disvara temple; but there, it is added that its growth has been arrested by driving

a nail into the back of the bull. Yet another story, current there, runs that there

was a live toad within the Nandi, which circumstance accounted for the growth
of the bull, and that later the toad was removed It need hardly be added that

all these inventions are fabrications of tradition-mongers,
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amazed at what had occurred The bull had partaken of the straw and
had digested it, and cow-dung was seen there f The finishing touch to the

story is that the iconoclast was at once all praise for the deity and that

he desisted from further vandalism.28

Just in front of the huge Makkalai is found a very small bull carved

m stone. Every day puja and oblations are offered to both the Nandis.

At no time will the Nandis be seen without garlands decking them.

Konrayadinatliar • (G. P. No. 1) : Immediately to the south of

Makkalai, facing the sanctum of the main temple, is the Konrayadinatha
shrine of great celebrity. It is reputed to present a svayambhu or natural-

bom linga. Popular legend has it, and the Sthalapurana confirms it,

that the Trimurtis, in response to the prayer of the sage Atri and his

wife Anasuya, appeared there in the form of a linga. The belief is that

the top, middle and base of the linga represent Siva, Visnu and Brahma
respectively.

One deviation from the Sthalapurana version is, however, noticeable

on close scrutiny. In reality the Konrayadinathar image is not con-

stituted by one linga. Three small lingas are seen close to each other.

Throughout day and night, except- when the abhisekha takes place, a
silver angi or mask representing three faces decks the lingas. On cere-

monious occasions a magnificent silver mask showing more of ornamen-
tation is used. Abutting on the Eastern Sribahpura, a small entrance

porch, 9 feet by ZVz feet, runs in front of the shrine. Exactly behind the

shrine is the sacred Konrai tree, or rather, its vestige. Its branches have
all withered away long since, and at present, only the huge central stem
of the tree is seen carefully propped up. The time-honoured practice of

pouring on it sacred water, chanted with Rudra mantra, eleven times

daily has continued to this day.

Garudalvar : (G. P. No. 4) : Right to the south of Konrayadina-

thar shrine appears that of Garudalvar. Measuring 6' 4" in height and
standing over a raised platform of stone 3' 3" above the ground level,

the image of Garudalvar is at once imposing and splendid. Facing the

sanctum of the Visnu shrine of Tekkedam, the Garudalvar shrine is

28. The Acarakkanakku of 916 ME (1741 A.D.) speaks of the expenses in-

curred in connection with the purificatory ceremonies. Evidently, they were per-

formed after Canda Sahib’s sacrilege of the temple. Several people of !§ucindram

still associate this alleged incident with Tippu. This is clearly a mistake, for there

is not even a shred of evidence in support of Tippu’s visit to the place. On the

other hand, the Matilakom Records and the Mudaliyar Manuscripts unmistakably
refer to Canda Sahib’s attack of the temple at £ucmdram.
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most appropriately located. Garudalvar, the reputed Paramabhakta,

the devotee of Visnu, stands here with his hands clasped devoutly in

anjali. An excellent image, carved out of fine gneiss, it preserves a

shining appearance, thanks to the abhisekhams of oil and water it receives

daily. On the four corners of the raised platform appear certain exqui-

sitely carved portrait sculptures. Though different identifications of

these portraits have been attempted, the great probability is that the

group represents Tirumala Nayak and his kinsmen.29 The entire

terrace has been recently enclosed by iron railings in order to ward
off the pranks of mischievous visitors.

We now turn towards the inner shrines of the pagoda Facing the

Eastern Sribalipura and stretching m front of the Garudalvar and

Konrayadinatha shrines, runs the porch called the Aditya Mandapa,

otherwise known as the Dhvajastambha Mandapa. On the west, it

abuts on the great Cempakaraman Mandapa. The two Dhvajastambhas

of the temple, one in front of the Stlianunathasvamy shrine and another

in front of the Tekkedam Perumal shrine, are found fixed within, this

porch, and hence its popular appellation Dhvajastambha Mandapa.

The Dhvajastambha or the Kodimaram opposite Vadakkedam rises

to a height of 64 feet 3 inches, and has, at its top, a tmy bronze figure

of Nandi in the lying posture. The other Dhvajastambha facing

Tekkedam is 56 feet in height, and, at its top, is seen the small bronze

image of Garudalvar with anjalihasta. Both the Dhvajastambhas are

covered by well-polished shining sheets of bronze.30 In accordance with

the provisions of the Agamas, that portion of the Dhvajastambha which
is planted underneath the ground is four-sided

;
that portion which is

submerged in the pltha is octagonal, while that standing aloft above

the pltha is round in. shape. The sides of both the Dhvajapithas show
elaborate carving, though in point of the area of its surface, the one in

front of Tekkedam is slightly smaller than the other.

To the west of the Aditya Mandapa stands the magnificent pavilion,

the Cempakaraman Mandapa. The entrance to the northern part (the

Vadakkedam portion) of the Cempakaraman Mandapa is flanked by
the Dvarapalakas of huge proportions. Each of them is 6 feet 9 inches

in height, and presents a fierce and awe-inspiring appearance, with
protruding teeth and a ghastly look. The Dvarapalaka on the right is

29. See Infra Chapter XII.

30. Several rich temples like those o£ Tiruppati and of Tiruvallxkkeni present
Dhvajastambhas covered by thin sheets of golden plates.
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known as Alkondar, and the one on the left as Uyyakondar. On the

corresponding entrance in the south, facing Tekkedam, two rampant
Yalis take the place of Dvarapalakas

.

In between the two Dvarapalakas on the northern entrance, there

is a tiny courtyard 4 feet square, at a level one foot lower than that of

the Cempakaraman Maiidapa. This is the place where the famous
ordeal of boiling ghee (Kaimukku or Pratyayam) was conducted.

Above this place, on the ceiling, there is a small opening of about 3

square inches, in order to allow the sun’s rays to fall on the spot below,
so that the ordeal could be held with the celestial Surya (Sun God)
himself as a holy witness. The pillar immediately to the south of the

Karakakkalaka, as the venue of the ordeal was called, presents the

sculptured image of Ganapati. Described as ‘Saksi Ganapati’, this

deity was propitiated as the witness to the Kaimukku Ordeal. The
sacred test was believed to have been conducted under his auspices.

Cempakaraman Mamfapa,

:

The Cempakaraman Mandapa, mea-
suring 110 feet by 85 feet 3 inches and rising to a height of 32 feet, is

a huge pavilion, unquestionably the biggest of its kind in the entire

temple. Excellent pieces of art embellish the faces of its numerous
pillars. Two rows of massive well-carved pillars line the northern

section of the Mandapa and two other rows line the southern half.

Altogether, 32 attractive pillars support the edifice. Besides these,

at the entrance to the northern part of the Mandapa, on either side,

stands a huge column containing 16 pilasters surmounted on top by
an ornamental turret.

Each of the 32 pillars within the pavilion presents a number of

panels bearing lively sculptural representations of Puranic deities and

scenes. The edges of the pillars contain linear carvings of outstanding

merit. While the intricate designs presented by them compel one’s

admiration, the rather extravagant artistic display produces a less

happy effect than would otherwise have been the case, if the exuberance

of details were more restrained.

It is interesting to find that the pillars lining the northern and

southern wings of the Cempakaraman Maiidapa present figures and

themes chosen from both the Saivite and Vaisnavite mythology. Doubt-

less, the majority of the sculptures in front of Vadakkedam and of

Tekked.am are Saivite and Vaisnavite respectively in their setting. But

several exceptions do appear. Representations of Ardhanarisvara and

Kannappar, for instance, figure on the southern section, while those of
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Gopalakrsna and Narasimhamurty appear on the northern pillars. This

feature indicates that, at any rate, in the 15th century A.D. when the

Cempakaraman Mandapa was constructed, this part of Travancore was
not vitiated by the rancour between the Saiva and the Vaisnava sects,

which deplorably marred the harmony among the Hmdus in the Coro-

mandel region.

The ceiling of the entire Cempakaraman Mandapa presents carvings

of floral designs which have been tastefully painted. On the lower base

of the four sides of the ceiling of the Tekkedam section, scenes from the

Ramayana are delineated on stone. From the commencement of the

Putrakamesti Yaga, right up to the Pattabhisekha on Rama’s return from
exile, the leading scenes of the epic are vividly portrayed. The corres-

ponding portion on the northern section of the Mapdapa delineates scenes

from the Saiva Puranas. However, the friezes on this side present a

much less crowded appearance than on the southern sector. On the

whole, even in spite of frequent white-washing, the skill exhibited by
the friezes is clearly perceptible.

In the centre of the northern section of the Cempakaraman Mandapa
there is found a rare pattern of chair made of brass. Four and a half

feet in height, and having a skilfully carved seat with an equally orna-

mented back and two arms, it is a unique piece of furniture in a temple.

Local tradition has it, that it was presented to a Travancore sovereign

by a Portuguese general, and that the ruler, in turn, made a gift of it to

the Suclndram pagoda. Who the particular monarch was, there is no
means of knowing. The chair is called ‘Parangi Narkali’ which indicates

its origin.

Several inscriptions are engraved on the inner and outer walls of

the Cempakaraman Mandapa. On either of the northern and southern

walls four perforated windows are found. Besides, about the middle of

both the northern and southern walls, an opening, 3 feet wide, exists.

It was not apparently intended as a doorway, for, on the sides of this

opening, inscriptions appear. Since epigraphs of the 15th century A.D.

figure, including the one inscribed within 10 years of the completion of

the edifice, these openings must have formed part of the original con-

struction itself. With the perforated windows and the broad openings on
the two walls, and above all, with the wide open space south of the

Mandapa, there is plenty of natural light inside the pavilion.

Vlra Pdndyan Mani Mandapa Abutting on the western extremity

of the Cempakaraman Mandapa lies the narrow porch known as the Vlra
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Paaidyan Mani Mandapa. It is 89' 4" m length but only 5' 3" broad.

So far as ornamentation of the pillars, style of the corbels and patterns

of the Kudus are concerned, the contrast with the corresponding features

of the Cempakaraman Mandapa is quite striking. On the whole, it is

decidedly a less pretentious structure than the one to its east. A huge
bell is hung up m front of the door leading to Vadakkedam, while another

is found in the corresponding spot m the south.

Udaya Martanda Mandapa . From the Vira Pandyan Mani Mandapa
we proceed first to the Vadakkedam portion of the temple. The hall lead-

ing to the inner precincts of Vadakkedam from the Vira Panciyan Mani
Mandapa is the Udaya Martanda Mandapa, presumably called so by reason

of its association with Udaya Martanda, a Travaneore king.31 It is 48' 6"

in length and 31' 3" m width, but only 9' 2" in height. Immediately to

the north of this Mandapa is found a narrow dark room called the Kala-

sappura where, on special occasions, chanting of mantrams takes place.

It is dark; recently, however, some opening has been contrived to be

made on the ceiling of the Vira Pandyan Mani Mandapa, thanks to which,

there is more light in the Udaya Martanda Mandapa than in the corre-

sponding Ardha Mandapas of other temples. Four short stoutish pillars,

two on either side, support the hall. Its western doorway, through which
we enter into the Rsabha Mandapa, is flanked on either side by a row of

brass lamps.

The Rsabha Mandapa : This is a small structure, only 31' 3" long,

17' 8" wide and about 9' high. In spite of two perforated windows on

the southern wall, very little natural light is to be had within. At the

centre of the hall lies the Rsabha or Nandi of stone (G. P. No. 35),

facing the deity of the sanctum sanctorum. On the four sides of Nandi,

except for the openings on the west and east which allow the darsan of

the sanctum sanctorum, the space is filled with strmgs of brass lamps,

which, during the ‘Dlparadhana’ at night, present a glow of light, and

add to the splendour and sublimity of the occasion.

The Sabkdpati Shrine : (G. P. No. 34) : To the north-west of Nandi,

enclosed by the northern wall of the Rsabha Mandapa, stands the shrine

of Sabhiapati or Nataraja. The Agamas allocate a south-facing position

for Nataraja by the side of the principal deity in a Siva temple, and the

location of the Sabhapati shrine in the Sucindram pagoda is in perfect

accord with it. The image of dancing Nataraja is about 3 feet in height,

31. See Infra Chapter V, for the identification of the Kang.
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and it stands on a raised pedestal. Encircled by a shining prabha, the

ornamental arch, the image appears very attractive.

The Sabhapati shrine contams a number of the Utsava images of

the pagoda. On a raised platform of stone running to the left of Sabha-
pati, appear the bronze images of Manikkavacagar, Sundaramurti, and
Sambandar, as well as of Astradevar. On another platform running
north to south, on the western side of Sabhapati, are seen the images of

Ganapati and of Skanda.

Now we turn to the very sanctum of Vadakkedam, the seat of Stha-

nunathasvamy. To the west of Nandi is a small passage at the end of

which rises a flight of steps leadmg to a corridor. The corridor and the

inner shrine to the west of it are thus about 2 feet elevated from the

level of the Rsabha Mandapa. The corridor is about 8 feet long and 3%
feet wide. The garbhagrha to the west of the corridor presents the Siva-

linga, (G. P. No. 36), which is about 2V2 feet in height. Except during

abhisekha, the linga is decked with either a gold or silver (angi) mask.

There is a traditional belief that the water, oil, or milk, poured on

the image during the abhisekha or the holy bath, passes through an

underground passage and reaches the ocean at Kanyakumari. No doubt,

there exists a spot in Kanyakumari designated as Sthanutirtha. One
thing is certain; there is no passage at all for water to flow out from the

shrine. Unless surreptitiously the water is removed from a pit in the

garbhagrha by the arcaka, for which no evidence is available, it has to

be believed that there is an underground passage. It is an age-old pre-

scription that the arcaka should never divulge what happens inside the

shrine. Popular tradition avers that, at Sthanutirtha at Kanyakumari,
the abhisekha water and the flowers which decked the SthaiTiumurti

linga the previous day, are seen flowing in. Yet another belief shared
by many in the locality is that within the garbhagrha cobras are occa-

sionally seen.

Now we take a pradaksina or circumambulation of the Garbhagrha
of Vadakkedam. Walking by the south of the Nandi, we come to a

narrow passage proceeding westwards. In this passage, immediately to

the south of the Vadakkedam Garbhagrha, there are three small shrines

dedicated to Durga, Ganapati and Sankaranarayana respectively.

Durga

:

(G. P. No. 27) : The shrme of the goddess Durga stands

facing west. The image carved of stone is in the standing pose, about 2

feet in height. The goddess in a Siva temple is invariably located to the

north of the principal shrine. Apparently the shrine of Aramvajattam-
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mart satisfies this requirement here. By no means can the image of

Durga, enshrined to the south of the principal deity, be considered as

playmg the role of the chief goddess
;
it is clearly one of the mmor images

of the temple.

Mwd,u Ganapati

:

(G. P. No. 28) : Proceeding a few steps westward,
we come to the shrme of Ganapati, facmg north. This, too, is a tiny

shrine
;
in fact, like the two others in the series, it resembles more a

niche than a shrme. The image looks very old. The trunk of Ganapati
appears flattened and the limbs present a worn-out appearance.

The records of the temple describe this god as Mudu Ganapati and
as Brahmarupa Vinayakar. Does Mudu Ganapati connote the basic or
fundamental Ganapati or does the term ‘Mudu* signify ‘concealed’ or

‘covered’ ? Perhaps, it is m the former sense that it is employed here.

However, the appellation Brahmarupa Vinayakar indicates the signifi-

cance of the deity
;
Brahma assumes the form of Vinayaka.32 Evidently,

smce Brahma could not figure in a temple as a separate deity on account

of traditional injunction, he appears in the role of Ganapati. If so, the

location of this shrine in the midst of the Garbhagrhas of Vadakkedam
and Tekkedam is not inappropriate.

Sankaranardya'iia : (G. P. No. 29) : To the west of the Ganapati
shrme is that of Sankaranarayana, facing east This, too, is a small shrine,

the image being hardly over two feet in the standing pose. The typical

features of this deity, combining the elements of Siva and Visnu, are

carefully delineated on the image. The right half represents Siva and
the left half Vi§nu. The upper right arm presents the malu or the axe

and the lower right the abhaya mudra, while the upper left arm bears a

conch and the lower left a club. On the right earlobe is found the todu,

the ear-ornament worn by Siva, but on the left is the Makarakundala,
much smaller in size, though showing more of ornamental work.

Beyond the shrine of Sahkaranarayana lies a small courtyard

between the outer wall of the Vadakkedam Garbhagrha and the porch

which encircles the first pnakara. Along the whole range of the prakara

are found figures of feminine lamp-bearers, attached to each of the 24

pillars. But, the heads and arms of all these figures except in respect of

one at the north-eastern end, have been mutilated ruthlessly. The popu-

lar report is that Canda Sahib was responsible for this act of vandalism.

32. Ganapati is associated with Brahma even in the early Aitareya-Brahmana
I., 21. The only known case of a temple dedicated to Brahma is found in Kumba-
konam.
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The records of the temple and other sources of information confirm the

fact of Canda Sahib’s attack of Sucindram, and hence, it is perfectly

probable that he was the author of this sacrilege.

It is not a little surprising, how, one alone among the lamp-bearers

was left unaffected. An interesting explanation is offered by the local

people. By the side oi this particular lamp-bearer there is a Sivalmga

fixed to the ‘avadai
5 or the pedestal. The popular story runs that, on

seeing the Sivalmga, which had a clean-shaven head like that of the

typical Muslim, a wave of sympathy flashed across his mind and that,

consequently he spared the lamp-bearer near the image. Obviously,

this explanation looks more ingenious than convincing. It is not unlikely

that, by sheer chance, this particular figure was left unmutilated.

Turning to Tekkedam, we find that there is a huge hall between the

Vira Pandyan Mani Mandapa and the Garbhagrha of Tekkedam. Nearly

80 feet long and 291 feet broad, it occupies the corresponding space covered

by the Rsabha Mandapa and the Udaya Martanda Mandapa together. The
inner shrine of Tekkedam (G. P No. 31) presents, at the innermost sanc-

tum, the standing image of Visnu shaped m Kadusarkarai. The figure,

rising to about 71 feet, is a handsomely executed piece of art. In front of

that image, on a small pedestal, there appear the golden images of Visnu
in the middle and of Srldevi and Bhudevi to his right and left respec-

tively. A small hall, 15 feet by 12Va feet, stretches in front of the Garbha-
grha, which forms the ardhamandapa of the shrine, leading to the Gar-
bhagrha.33

33 Thus the temple of Sucindram is sacred for all the Trimurtis. Particularly,

both the Saivites and the Vaisnavites hold the pagoda m high esteem. This temple
is one of the few that present both Visnu and £iva as the principal deities, although
the Sthanumurti or Siva. shrine has become the more prominent one.

Examples of South Indian Siva temples which present also the Visnu Shrines
are

:

Name of the Place

1. Cidambaram
2. Pandikkodumudi
3 Tirunavalur

4 Tirunelveli

5 Tirunana
6. Tiruvattar

7. Kacci Yekambam
8 Kodi Madaccenganur
3. Cikkal

Name of the Visnu deity .

Govmdarajaporumal
Renganalha
Varadarajapperumal
Nellai Govindar
Adikesavapperumal
Adikesavapperumal
Ndattundaperumal
Adikesavapperumal

Kolavamanapperumal
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Garudalvar * (G. P. No. 30) : At the southern wing of the Tekkidam
Mandapa is seen the figure of Garudalvar in his characteristic pose of

submission to Visnu. This sculptured figure, hardly 2Vz feet m height,

is found in a niche of the Mandapa.

Palhko^daperuTrM
. (G. P. No. 32) : A passage to the south of the

Garbhagrha takes us to the first prakara which encircles the shrines of

both Tekkedam and Vadakkedam. Proceeding westwards, at the south-

west corner we find the old image of Visnu in the reclining pose. Des-
cribed as ‘ Pallikondaperumial 5 m the later records, this image is none
other than that spoken of m the early epigraphs as

c Amarabhujanga-
perumiar. The image is about 5 feet in length, and it is shown resting on
the coils of a serpent whose hood is held up over the head of the image.

Sucindaperumal * (G. P. No 33) : A few yards to the north of Palli-

kondaperuma! is the shrme of Sucindaperumal. It is located just behind
Vadakkedam. The shrine has a small room in front, and the Garbhagrha
extends about 3Vz feet to the west of the regular outer wall of the first

prakara. The bronze images of the shrine present Siva and Uma seated

on a pedestal, while, on a different pedestal facing Siva is a standing

image of Umayammai. Sucmdaperumal appears to be identical with the

Somaskandamurty set up in 1126 A.D. Skanda, however, is not now found
in the group. Perhaps this image is the same one appearing in the Sabha-
pati temple.34 The images of Sucindaperumal with Uma seated on his

left and of Umayammai in the standing pose are all used as Utsava
images of Sthanumurti and Parvati.

A remarkable feature of the Sucindram temple is its compactness.

Although the shrines within the temple are well over thirty m number,

they are all situated within fairly easy reach of each other. The total

area of the temple precincts is about 93,900 sq. feet, the length of the

northern outerwall being 402 feet 10 inches and that of the western one

233 feet 4 inches.

34 See Infra Chapter V.
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LEGENDS

X? rom early times, a body of copious legends had gathered around

the fane at Sueindram. With the growth of the temple, the legends

developed still further. The Sthalapurana, or Sthalamahatmyam, of

Sueindram embodies the full-fledged account of the legendary origin

and greatness of the temple. Appearing first m the Samskrit language,

the Sueindram Sthalapurana was, in due course, rendered into Tamil

and Malayalam. The legendary account of the Sueindram temple, as

unravelled by the Sthalapurana, runs briefly as follows :
—

The renowned sage Atri and his life-partner, the devoted Anasuya,

perform a severe penance in the Himalayan region, with the object of

securing redemption from the unceasing rounds of births and deaths.

Eventually, Visnu appears on the scene and tells them that they may
attain salvation by leading the householder’s (Grhastasrama) life in

the Jihanaranya near the Southern Ocean. Betaking themselves, accord-

ingly, to that holy place, they reside in an Asram near Prajnatlrtha,

the sacred tank in the Jnanaranya .
1

After a time, Brahma summons Atri to Brahmaloka (Brahma’s
abode) in order to have his help in the conduct of a holy sacrifice.

1.
c
Jfianara^ya>

is the region of forests around Sueindram. Later in the

Purana, this region is also described as the
4 Santanakanana * Prajnatxrtha 9 denotes

the sacred tank of the village.
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Taking leave of Anasuya after giving her his Padodakam (water used

for washing his feet) which is to serve as her source of protection, Atn
proceeds to Brahmaloka. During Atri’s absence from his Asram, the

great Gods of the Holy Triad, Brahma, Visnu and Siva wish to put to

the test the renowned chastity of Anasuya. First, a scorching drought

is caused, and a consequent famine ensues. But Anasuya, through the

power of her immaculate chastity, invokes the aid of Atri’s Padodakam,
and thereby hails rain and rescues the suffering people. The three

Devas, not content with this test, come down to the Earth and proceed

to Atri’s Asram in the guise of old mendicants begging for alms.
2 She

makes elaborate preparations for feeding them, but then comes the

strange request of the guests that Anasuya is to be nude while serving

them food .
3 Anxious to avoid discomfiture for her guests, and at the

same time, unable to comply with their fantastic request, she is at her

wit’s end. Suddenly remembering about the Padodakam of her hus-

2. In connection with the advent of the Tiimurtis to Atri’s Asram for testing

Anasuya’s chastity, a popular legend is curient, which, however, does not find a

place in the Sthalapurana in any of the versions. It runs as follows : Once, while

Atri is away in Brahmaloka, Narada, the sage, visits Atri’s Asram along with some
of his companions. Anasuya receives them warmly, and grants each of the Rsis the

gift he desires, through the miraculous power of Atri’s Padatlrtha. Amazed at the

might of Anasuya’s chastity, Narada, who always revelled in rousing jealousy,

devises an ingenious scheme for humiliating the pride of the three great goddesses

Parvati, Sarasvati and Laksmi On his way back from Jnanaranya, he takes some
gram-shaped iron pieces from Marungur, an adjoining village, and proceeds to the

Devaloka and requests the three goddesses to fry them for him. The Devis admit
their inability to comply with Narada’s request At once he takes them to Anasuya,

who, with the aid of the Padatlrtha of Atri, succeeds m frying them The goddesses,

on being told about it, feel jealous of Anasuya In order to lower the prestige of

Anasuya’s chastity, they mduce the Trimurtis to proceed to Jnanaranya in the guise

of old beggars and brmg about some blemish on her fame.

It must be observed that, not only is no mention made of this story in the

Sthalapurana, but a positive piece of evidence contained m it, runs counter to its

plausibility. Later, in Sarga 5 of the Samsknt Purana, it is stated that the goddesses

expressed a surprise that the Trimurtis should have tried to test Anasuya’s chastity

knowing full well that Pativrttya or womanly chastity was far more efficacious than
all penances.

3. It is said that the mendicants pretended that they had taken a vow not to

partake of food served by a woman dressed in her clothes. Anasuya, at first, de-

precates their request as thoroughly unbecoming of them. They, however, insist on
her compliance, at the threat of fasting themselves unto death.

*r ssrftr snt qf^r 1
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band, she sprinkles it on the three mendicants, praying for their trans-

formation into babies. Once again, by the miraculous power of the

Padodakam, her wish is fulfilled. The great Devas, now m the form

of innocent babies, are fondled by noble Anasuya.

Meanwhile, the goddesses Sarasvati, Laksmi and Parvati, learning

through Narada about the strange mishap that has befallen their lords,

come down to Atri’s Asram m order to redeem them. Anasuya wel-

comes them cordially with sweet words of reverence. She is, however,

constrained to state that the Devas can be restored to their old forms

only after the return of Atn from Brahmaloka .
4 On the suggestion of

Anasuya, the Devis then proceed to the hank of Prajnatirtha close by,

and perform penance which is known as the Arudravrata. The merit

of doing penance at that spot, as well as the details of its observance,

are expounded to them by Narada .

5

After the completion of the sacrifice in the Brahmaloka Atn comes

back to his Asram and Anasuya receives him with profound respect.

Having learnt from Narada all about the visit of the Trimurtis and the

strange consequences which have followed, Atri expresses the wish that

the Devas may be restored to their normal form. Anasuya, once again

with the aid of the Padddaka, re-transforms the Trimurtis to their old

selves .
6 Supremely pleased with the noble couple, the Devas permit them

4. Connected with this scene, there is a popular story which is not mentioned

in any of the Sthalapuranas. The story runs thus When the Devis come to Atri’c

Asram, the babies are found each in a cradle. Unable to identify their respective

lords, each takes by mistake a different baby and caresses and fondles it. Anasuya
is amused at the situation. In order to humble the arrogance of the goddesses, she

invokes the God of Fire to restore immediately the Trimurtis to their normal form.

Her prayer is granted. Then ensues a comic scene. The awkward circumstance of

the Trimurtis, clasped in the embrace of the wrong persons, is revealed Brahma
is in the arms of Laksmi, 6iva oi Sarasvati and Visnu of Parvati. Soon Anasuya
terminates the awkwardness of the situation by transforming the Trimurtis agam
into babies.

5. This penance is stated to have subsequently formed the basis of the Arudra
festival, which is the Mahotsava celebrated m the temple in the month of Dhanus
or Markali.

6. There is a story that Narada at first rouses the rage of Atri by adverting
to the mysterious presence of the babies m the Asram The mischief is alleged to

have its effect. Atn rushes to the Asram m hot haste, and, wild with fury, demands
of Anasuya an explanation for the presence of the babies. The paragon of chastity
politely, but courageously, narrates all that had happened. That appeases the sage
and even makes him repent for his hot and impatient words. This story appears
to be a later popular addition to the body of legends, and bears even an indecorous
flavour about it. It is gratifying to observe that it does not at all figure in any of
the versions of the Sthalapurana.
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to ask for any boon they may like to have. Atri desires that they be

blessed with the eternal darsan of the Trimurtis, while Anasuya wishes

that the three gods are to be born as her children. Their requests are

complied with7 and the Trimurtis themselves appear as the three sons

of Atri and Anasuya m the form, of Candra, Dattatreya and Durvasa.

Furthermore, in order to afford them perpetual darsan, the Trimurtis

consent to manifest themselves m a Svayambhu Mahalinga along with,

and in front of, an eternally alive Asvatha tree (Ficus religiosa)
,
which

is of the form of the primary Pranava .
8

There springs up the Asvatha tree, and immediately to the west of

it, the Mahalinga, which embodies the Trimurtis Of the tree as well

as of the linga, the bottom part is held to represent Brahma, the middle

Visnu and the top Siva. Then Lord Siva himself appears in person and
blesses Atri and Anasuya. He proclaims that the tree will remain
Asvatha in the Krta Yuga, but will become transformed mto Tulasi in

Treta, Vilva in Dvapara and Raja Vrksa (Konrai) in Kali Yuga.

The rest of the Purana is taken up, to a large extent, by accounts

of the renowned sages and saints who come to worship the sacred tree

and the glorious lmga. Veda Vyasa, Vasistha and Varna Deva are

among those who arrive at the holy place in the Dvapara Yuga and
worship the Mahalinga and the immortal tree. In the Kali Yuga, the

famous sage Sankaracarya, who is mentioned as an incarnation of the

great Siva himself, visits the shrine, witnesses the enthralling dance of

7. It is commonly believed that Atri and Anasuya were granted the lare privi-

lege of enjoying the vision of the Trinity at any moment, at their mere wish Popular
tradition has it that the Trimurtis are even now seen m the form of a Garuda on
the Asvati Naksatra in the month of Dhanus or Markah The ceremony of this

Garuda Darsan is observed even at present on the fifth day of the Markali Utsava.

8 Concerning the emergence of the linga, an interesting story appears m the

body of folklore connected with the temple. Living in a neighbouring village is a

shepherdess, who has to cross the Jnanaranya every day, while proceeding to sell

milk and curds. Day after day, a strange event occurs as she passes by a particular

group of bamboos in the forest. Her feet get entangled with the cluster of bamboos,

and the milk and curds that she carries are spilt on the ground Tormented by the

loss and unable to account for the mysterious occurrence, at last, she intimates the

fact to her husband. The shepherd rushes to the spot, accompanied by his friends,

and, forthwith cuts down the bamboos. They are amazed to find blood oozing out

suddenly from the broken bamboos. The sacredness of the spot is realized by the

shepherds. The presence of the Jyotilmgam gets impressed upon their faith, and
at that very spot, they erect a shrine, which serves as the nucleus of the sacred

temple.
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Nataraja in the Citra Sabha o£ the temple and enjoys perfect bliss.^

Eventually Siva himself appears at the spot and imparts the Pranavopa-

desa or the great secret mantra to Sahkaracarya, his devoted disciple.

Following this appears the well-known story of the purification of

Indra at the place. Indeed, it is by virtue of Indra’s redemption at the

temple, that the place is stated to have acquired its name Sucindram.
10

The story runs that Indra incurs the wrath of the sage Gautama by a

dastardly attempt at violating the chastity of his devoted wife, Ahalya.

Wild with fury, Gautama curses Indra, as a consequence of which, his

entire body becomes covered with feminine genital organs. Greatly

afflicted by the disgrace and misfortune, desperate Indra seeks the help

of his preceptor Brhaspati. On his advice, he resorts to the Purnajyoti

Sabha in the Jhanakanana for penance m order to secure redemption.

While Indra is coming down to Jhanakanana, on the bidding of

Siva, Nandikesvara arrests his progress. Indra is, therefore, obliged to

leave his chariot on the outskirts of Jhanakanana. Consequently, that

place comes to be called Rathapura or Terur. This village, located about

a mile to the north of Sucindram, is still known as Terur .
11 However,

undaunted by the rebuff, Indra resorts to a hillock in the vicinity called

Ghraksapura and commences a severe penance there. In order to obtain

9. Sankaracarya’s prayers to the Sthanulmga are said to be embodied in 21

slokas. The last of these is recited eveiy evening near the Konrayadi after the

evening oblations That particular verse runs as follows:

q^rrerrq-
I

•TCfT SRr ITRT ftlWR 1

1

10. ‘£uci’ means purity and Sucindram denotes the place where Indra attained

purity.

11. Tradition current m Terur points to a spot near the tank, found almost in

the middle of the village, as the place where Indra is believed to have alighted be-
fore proceeding on foot to Sucindram The tradition goes on to state that the car

and his elephant, which were left behind, later became submerged in the tank. In
fact, until recently, on the southern bank there was a Tillai tree, and, on the north-
ern bank, a pipal. The proverbial saymg runs as lollows

:

“Qpnr trip
rQ (ipcbn-fifiM

ojitBsst ^jrdr ajxkfrpip&i ”

The appearance of such popular lines on the basis of folk-lore, in utter disregard of

truth, is far too common in South India. A faint conformity to a popular legend and
an artificial alliteration of sounds are enough to give rise to such sayings. Its

absurdity, m this case, is clearly seen from the fact that, according to the Sthala-
purana itself, the Airavada proceeded north to the Malaya mountain, and gorging
it by its tusk, caused a river to flow towards Sucindram.
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water in the place, Indra directs his devoted elephant to cause a river

to flow from the Malaya mountain. This is accomplished, and the river

comes to be known as Dantanadi or Kottar. Eventually, Indra arrives at

the Puma]yotiksetra, as the Sthalapurana describes the sacred fane of

Suclndram, and worships the Trimurti Linga. After a time, Siva

appears and prescribes to Indra the method of purification .
12 He is

asked to bring a golden image of Nandi from Kailasa. Meanwhile, Siva

orders a hall to be built m front of the Raja Vrksa or Konrai tree,

where, in the presence of the three hundred members of the Sabha,

Indra is asked to enter a cauldron of boiling ghee and take out the golden

Nandi, immersed in it. Indra follows every one of the instructions care-

fully.
13 On his emergence from the boiling ghee, he is found to be his

old handsome self, with the deformities completely removed. Every
one is supremely delighted with the redemption of Indra. Siva pro-

claims that, thenceforth the Prajnatlrtha should be called Devatlrtha,

Pavitratirtha as well as Trimukhatlrtha, and that the Sthala or place

itself should be surnamed Suclndram.

Anxious to conduct his worship of Sthanulmga regularly, Indra

asks Visvakarma to construct a temple at the place. Accordingly, a
magnificent pagoda, a tank, garden, streets and houses for the residence

of the people of various castes are constructed. The entire village pre-

sents a delightful appearance. Indra then expresses his desire to reside

permanently in Suclndram, the sacred place of his redemption, con-

ducting perpetual worship there
;
but Siva, stating that it is not neces-

sary, allows him to return to Heaven.

The Sthalapurana next proceeds to narrate how Halamrta (the son

of Aja, of the Solar Dynasty), then engaged m performing penance
at the Mahendra mountain, is invited to rule over the land.lt is interesting

to find it mentioned that Halamrta’s rule is carried on with the help of

12. Siva tells Indra that for securing the redemption of his sins he would
prescribe a penalty or Prayascitta, and Indra agrees to act accordingly

cf%nrt srmferar sfcr % 1

sfRftqtr
l

ere??
1

1

13. The popular version that, on the advice of Brhaspati, Indra immersed
himself in the vessel of boiling ghee 1008 times, uttering the sacred mantram, does

not find a place in the Sthalapurana.
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his sister’s son, born of brahmin father.14 How, for the promotion of

commerce in the locality, 1000 vaniyas are created and endowed with

the necessary help by Brahma and Siva is then narrated. After that,

there appears an account of the Subrahmania Ksetra of Marungur,

located to the north-west of Sucindram. It is followed by the story of

Visvakarma who worships Sthanuhnga in order to secure the release

of the oceans.

The succeeding one, which is more important, relates to the penance
of Kanya at the Sthianutirtha m Kanyakuman. Devi, in the form of

Kanyaka, desires to be united with Siva. Therefore, she is asked to

perform penance on the sea-coast at a place, located to the east of

Sucindram. The penance is to be carried on during the entire period of

the twelve pralayams, at the end of which, Siva agrees to appear and
sport with her.15

Accounts of the worship of Sthanuhnga by Agastya and Parasurama
appear next. Then comes a description of the worship performed by the
Cera, Cola and Pandya monarchs. The Pandya worships Mrtyuhjaya
on the banks of Dantanadi (Kottar); the Cola worships Sthanuhnga,
while the Cera performs his penance before Kanya. The latter, even-
tually, appears and bids the Cera sovereign proceed to Sucindram and
witness the glorious dance of Siva there. He acts according to her
instructions, and becomes enchanted with the darsan of Siva’s dance.

The story of Visnu presenting darsan to Vyasa in the Punnagavana
follows.16 Some of the minor stories, not of importance in respect of the
Sucindram temple, like those of Kalavati, Narada, Farvata and Sanaka,
and their association with the place are narrated thereafter.

14* STTcf :

See also stanza 37 of Sarga XIV of the Tamil Parana

:

S-SO0S3T L&GSrgQJuSlir 35 JTGbTGGTGU 6$)JL-.$$1/D

/$£$(&) £5{&G5>iSs<5$)tLj unkiQmrr(Vj JtbjcijQGxrGir

noGdQoo $£/rjS/jsjQmir jrpj&GttfrGsr QciiLLucv/rfh/ &
LAGtirmr<su £-(75400 (Ss/TcffiQor/r®^ &fnjnQ <5;

15 The Kanyakumari Sthalapurana also adverts to the same logond connected
with the Devi (Kannika) and Sthanu Siva, appearing before the Devi, asks her
to continue the penance at the tip of the southern coast until the period of the
Pralayams, till which time, he himself would remain a bachelor at Jiianakanavana
(Sucindram)

16. This seems to be a reference to Madhusudhana, who appears m the form
of Sesa at Parakkai, about a mile to the south-west of Sucindram.
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Of greater interest is the story dealing with the redemption of

Ahalya, for it throws light on the sanctity of the Suelndram temple as a

‘divine court of justice.’ When Indra provokes Gautama by his mis-

conduct, Gautama curses not only wicked Indra for his misbehaviour,

but also his own wife Ahalya. She is condemned to be transformed into

a stone until God Visnu incarnates on earth as Dasarathi and treads on

that stone with his holy feet. At the pre-ordained time, the prophecy

becomes fulfilled. Ahalya is restored to life by the touch of Rama’s

feet. But an unexpected situation arises, when Gautama is found re-

luctant to accept Ahalya even after her redemption from the curse.

Gautama insists upon her passing through fire for the sake of purifica-

tion. Thereupon, the Devas advise him to proceed with Ahalya to the

temple at Suelndram, for that is the ‘Sodhanaksetra,’ the shrine where
innocence is tested. According to their advice, Gautama and Ahalya

betake themselves to uSucindram, and, in the presence of the brahmins

of the place, Ahalya passes through fire and emerges unscathed, thus

vindicating herself.

The very last section of the Sthalapurana speaks of Yajhavalkya’s

advent to Suelndram. How he secures darsan of Sthanulinga, and after

intensive prayer becomes absorbed with the deity, are all described at

length.
17

Critical Estimate of the Legends

:

The legends connected with the

temple do not constitute history in the accepted sense of the term. Nor
can they be considered as idealized or exaggerated history. Products of

imagination and not of reason, the legends are intended to appeal to

faith and not to conviction. Full as they are of impossible events, they

are erected upon an unquestioning belief in the supernatural agency.

Therefore, it may seem rather futile to dissect such fanciful tales with

the weapons of historical criticism. Nevertheless, an examination of

the Sthalapurana and other uncollated traditions serves a useful purpose.

How and when the legends arose, what element of truth, if at all, is

imbedded in the tangle of legends, what light they throw on existing

institutions and practices in the temple, and finally, how far the legen-

dary lore of Suelndram has been influenced by the traditions of other

places are all interesting, though delicate, pieces of study.

17. In the Tamil Sthalapurana, it is stated that the Samskrit Purana calls this

particular section as the Yajnavalkya Sarga and that, the Tamil accounts found in

the palm-leaves describe it as ‘Akkinavarki &arkam. 9
Incidentally, it affords an

unmistakable proof of the earlier date of the Samskrit Sthalapurana,
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One disconcerting circumstance regarding the origin of the Sthala-

purana confronts us at the very outset. It professes to derive its source

from the Skanda Purana, one of the celebrated ‘Mahapuranas’ of the

land. But, neither the Samskrit nor the Tamil versions of the extant

‘Skanda Parana ’ contain any reference to the Sucindram account.1*

However, it has been urged by several scholars that portions oi the

origmal South Indian version of the Skanda Purana exist in Grantha

script m different places of South India. Should this statement prove

true, the original source of the Suclndram Purana might be unearthed.

Future researches alone can determine the legitimacy of this hope As
it stands at present, the ‘ Skanda Purana’ cannot be considered as the

source of the Sucindram Sthalamahatmyam.

The date of the Sthalapumna,

:

When did this Sthalapurana come

into existence ? Even the Samskrit ‘Skanda Purana,’ to which alleged

source it is traced, is not ascribable to a date earlier than the 7tli cen-

tury A D.19 That apart, the reference to Sankaracarya’s visit to Sucin-

dram, recorded in the local Purana, reveals that it could not have arisen

before the 8th century A.D.

Moreover, a negative piece of testmiony, suggesting a comparatively

late origin of the Purana, is found in the fact that it employs the names
‘ Sthianu ’ and 4 Sthanulinga So far as inscriptions go, the earliest re-

ference to ‘Sthanu’ appears only m the epigraph of 646 M.E. (1470 A.D.)

.

Therefore, it was not much earlier than 1470 A.D., if earlier at all, that

the igucindram Purana would have appeared.

Nor is it by any means certain that, in or about the 15th century
A.D., the Sthalapurina assumed its present shape. In fact, it appears
from the available data that the Purana was composed only so late as

the 18th century A.D. It is important to remember that, in this, as in

many other matters connected with the temples of South India, the

features appearing in one place profoundly influenced those of the

neighbouring ones. The art of imitation is nowhere seen more opera-
tive than in the case of the South Indian temples.

Doubtless in the South, it was about a couple of centuries ago that
there appeared an infectious wave of enthusiasm for Sthalapura^as.

18 Not only the Sthalapurana of Sucindram hut those of Kanyakumari, Tiruk-
kurralam, Tiruvorrijrur and of numberless other temples in South India trace their
fountain-head to the Skanda Purana. However, none of them is found at present in
the Skanda Purana.

19. Pargiter: ‘Indian Historical Tradition'., p. 49.
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An ever-increasing craze for ennobling every pagoda by an alluring

glorification of its past was then the order of the day. That craze has,

in the main, continued during the past two centuries, and, so far as the
minor shrines are concerned, ingenious brains are busy at the task
even at present. To mention a familiar instance, Minakshisundaram
Pillai of Tiruccirappalli, the most renowned of the Tamil bards of the
last century, used to provide Sthalapuranas to order.20

The Tamil Sthalapurana ; Assuming that the Suclndram Sthala-

purana was first set to writing sometime in the 18th century—and it has to

be a broad assumption only, for, neither the style nor the language of

the Purana affords any dependable basis of inference—what can be said

about the date of the Tamil and the Malayalam versions ? The local

belief is that it was only so late as the last quarter of the 19th century
A.D. that one Muttamil Kavinayar of Nancinad composed the Tamil
version of the Suclndram Sthalapurana. The author clearly states that

he derived his data from the Samskrit Purana, as well as from the Tamil
accounts found in the palm-leaf records. Probably, the Tamil Purana
was compiled in the 18th century A.D.

An indirect circumstance lends support to this view. We learn that

the Tamil Tirukkurrala Sthalapurana was written by Tirukkudarajap-

pakkaviraja Murtikal sometime in the neighbourhood of 1640 Saka Era,

viz., about 1718 A.D. This is evident from a patta or document of this

date registering a grant of land to the above-mentioned Kaviraja as a

reward for his composition of laudatory verses on the lord of Tirukkur-

rala (Tirukkurralattiruvanci) . Apparently, the author’s Sthalapurana

of Kurralam preceded this work by a few years. The influence of the

Tirukkurralam temple on that of Sucindram can be distinctly observed.

For instance, the new name Citra Sabha appears to have been imported

into Sucindram from the more famous Citra Sabha of Kurralam. Is it

not probable that the Tirukkurralam Sthalapurana and the Sucindram

Purana were intimately associated with each other ?

In this connection, it is interesting to find that the Tamil Sthalapu-

rana of the neighbouring illustrious temple of Kanyakumari was com-

posed only subsequent to the appearance of the Tamil Purana of Sucin-

dram. This is indubitably proved by the reference to the latter found in

20. Sundaram Fillay ;
Early Sovereigns of Travancore, p. 7.
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the Kanyakumari Sthalapurana itself.21 But the view hazarded by
Arunacalakkavirayar, the author of the Kanyakumari Puraria, that it

must have been originally composed four or five centuries prior to his

time, seems unsustainable. The only basis, and that a feeble one, for

his inference is that the Kanyakumari Purana begins by describmg the

glory of the land in which the temple is situated, whereas later writers

like those of Tiruvilayadal Purana commence their treatises by speaking

of Tmai, viz., the traditional divisions of land into Kurinji, Mullai,

Marudam and Neydal of the Tamil Gramarians. A purely negative piece

of evidence, this affords no conclusive proof of his contention.

The Malayalam Sthalapurdna • Turning to the Malayalam Sthala-

purana of Sucindram, fortunately, we have the specific mention of the

year 1864 A.D. as the date when it appeared. The author of this work
was none other than Bachu Muttadu, the earliest historian of Travancore
and the illustrious ancestor of the Vattappalli Sthanikar. However,
Bachu Muttadu does not mention whether his work was a translation of

the Purana into Malayalam, or merely an adaptation of an earlier Mala-
yalam version. In the absence of information to the contrary, it seems
reasonable to hold that Pachu Muttadu was the earliest translator of the
Purana into Malayalam At once a historian, poet, gramarian, astrologer
and scholar of high repute, he would not have spent time in merely
copying down an existing Purana. A translation of the Samskrit Mahat-
myam into Malayalam for the first time was, no doubt, an undertaking
worthy of the great writer.22

21. Arunacalakkavirayar’s Kanyakumari Sthalapurana contains the following
statement

:

^fu>(Tp<5sfl<sii/r<3;&r (Sfy&iFlL^Lb Qs-fTtirGsr*® .

“j§sr(Tryst?!& Q& iuj3j SjajLfjrrrtm't}> u<£jQ G^icrrQcYrrrdr^Quj atrjbpQtndrctyfth

jbfSur <stOfs<s^ Lfsrrrossr LAtrcsnEhu/ib &>*/£}caTn
>y

.

22. The Samskrit Sthalapurana is divided into 24 Sargas (chapters) ; the Mala-
yalam Purana also has 24 Sargas, while the Tamil version presents 20. But, that
does not indicate that the Tamil Purana contains additional matter ; only, some of
the Sargas in the Samskrit Purana have been subdivided and treated separately.
For example, the Sarga dealing with Atn’s going to Brahmaloka (.yjpJjjliFl
&<5S)uu9pQ&Gbrp & <sjla

)

and that describing the glory of Anasuya’s chastity
(^jssr^muj <spLj are found combined in one Sarga in the
Samskrit Purana. It is only m respect of minor details, that some slight varia-
tions between the Samskrit and the Tamil versions are noticeable. For example,
the Tamil Purana furnishes a more vivid description of the circumstances that led
to Suta’s narration of the glory of Sucindram; in connection with Indra’s beautifica-
tion of Sucindram, the Tamil version offers more details. It states that Indra per-
formed 64 kinds of pujas before organizing the Utsavas. Besides, it adds that Indra
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The view that the Sucindram Sthalapurana could have appeared

only about the 18th century does by no means imply that the entire body
of legends embodied in the Sthalapurana took shape so late as that.

There is no doubt that the basic structure of the legends arose much
earlier. Evidence of that is found in the change of names which appeared

m respect of certain villages in the region.

Very illuminating is the consideration as to when and how the

village of Terur, a mile to the north of Sucmdram, acquired its present

name. Popular tradition, not to mention the Sthalapurana itself, avers

that it was the spot where Indra alighted from his car (Ter), and that

he stationed it there before proceeding to Sucindram. Very probably,

the legendary association of Indra with Sucindram was responsible for

the northern village acquiring the name Terur.

The village had an earlier name, Karumpaluvu, as is clearly learnt

from several epigraphs.23 Particularly, the inscription of 338 M.E.

(1163 A.D)
,
speaking about the Sri Kailasamudaiyar temple in Karum-

paluvu, leaves no room for doubt regarding the identification of the

place. The appellation ‘Ter,’ seems to have been applied to Karumpaluvu
for a time, but subsequently, it was tacked on to a high-soimdmg suffix,

with the result that in the 12th and 13th centuries, the village was called

'Teranalakiya Cola Nallur.’24 Curiously enough, the three designations

of the place are found co-existent m the epigraph of Sundaracola Pandya
as ‘Ter KarumpaluvUrdna Alakiya Cola Nallur 3 However, the later

records of 338 M.E. (1163 A.D.) and of 538 M.E. (1363 A.D ) describe it

only as
4 Teranalakiya Cola Nallur’ Obviously, the suffixes were pro-

ducts of the Cola inventive genius for conferring new names.

But the question is, when exactly the name ‘Ter* became associated

with the place for the first time. We have seen that the earlier epigraphs

speak of the place as Karumpaluvu. Only the inscriptions ranging

from the third year of Rajendra (1015 A.D.) down to 338 M.E. (1163 A.D.)

,

describe Ter in conjunction with Karumpaluvu. These facts tend to

suggest that it was about the 11th century A.D. that the appellation ‘Ter’

became connected with the place for the first time. Hence, it may be

constructed houses for the 300 brahmins of the village. Apart from such additions
to details here and there, the fundamental theme of all the three versions is identi-

cal Even so far as details go, the Malayalam Purana is almost a word for word
translation of the Samskrit original.

23. See TAS, VI, p. 182, line 1; Ibid, p 146, Ibid. p. 13
24. Rightly it is translated as Ter, alias Alakiya Cola Nallur.
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reasonably inferred that the association of the Indra legend with Sucln-

dram acquired a full-fledged form in or before the 11th century A.D.

‘Terur’ apart, the old name of ^ucindram itself, figuring as ‘&ivmdi-

ram’ m the early epigraphs, indicates that by the 9th century A.D., if

not earlier, the legendary association of Indra with the place must have

commenced. 6uclndram, as observed before, clearly denotes the place,

where Indra was purified or absolved ot his sm. The name Sucmdram
itself was employed as early as the reign of Cadayan Maran, m the 10th

century A.D. Occasionally the older name Sivmdiram recurs m the

later epigraphs, too
,
but, by the time of Kulottunga I, ‘Suclndram’ be-

comes the commonly used name.

givindiram, perhaps, represented the locality where Siva was wor-

shipped or honoured by Indra. The suggestion that it denoted the region

where Siva’s might or power was embodied (Sivan + tiram) seems far-

fetched.25 Likewise, the attempt to connect 6ibi and Indra with the

place does not appear justifiable for the simple reason that there is abso-

lutely no evidence, mscnptional, or sculptural, supporting this view. On
the whole, it seems to be beyond doubt that Sivmdiram was a causal

name, applied to the place by virtue of its legendary association with

Siva and Indra.

Thus, if the legendary basis had appeared as early as the 9th or 10th

century, and if it came to be embodied m the Sthalapurana only after

the 15th century, probably in the 18th, then by all means, the original

nucleus of the legend must have acquired all kinds of new additions and
fresh embellishments, because, from generation to generation it was
transmitted but by word of mouth. This is a further element of weak-
ness affecting the credibility of the Puranic account.

Defects of the Puranic account

:

It is needless to say that even a
superficial reader of the Purana will be struck by its drawbacks. There
appear several clear cases of anachronisms, contradictions and chronolo-

gical inconsistencies. For example, the Asvatha tree and the Trimurti
lmga are stated to have sprung up later, m order to grant perpetual dar-

san to Atri and Anasuya. But, even in the earliest part of the Purana,
the existence of the sacred Asvatha tree is found mentioned.26 Besides, a

25 This suggestion has been made on the similarity of Viraltanam. But, in

respect of Sucmdram, why the e

p
; m the word (tiram) should have been changed

into the soft consonant
4
sr

9
it is difficult to explain.

26. See Sarga 3 of the Samsknt Purana, where the Jnanaranya, resorted to by
Atri and Anasuya, is described. The holy pipal (Asvatha) tree m the form of

Pranava is described even in that connection
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glaring instance of an anachronism is the story connected with the puri-

fication of Indra. It figures m the Sthalapurana immediately after the

account of Sankaracarya’s advent to Sucindram

!

Chronological inconsistencies

.

Furthermore, Sankaracarya is

stated to have witnessed the dance of Siva m the Purnajyoti Sabha, the

hall to the north of the Trimurti linga
;
the Tamil Purana actually fur-

nishes the more familiar name Cit Sabha to the hall situated north of

Konrayadi. Evidently, it is an attempt at ascribing a very early date

to the Cit Sabha and trying to link it with the name of Sankara. But, if the

Cil Sabha had existed in the time of Sankaracarya and if Indra’s advent

to Suclndram took place afterwards, how is the mention about the con-

struction of the temple itself by Indra reconcilable ? Assuredly, the Cit

Sabha could not have come into existence before the rise of the main
temple. On the other hand, the available evidence indicates that the

Cit Sabha is of recent origin. Above all, the implication that Indra’s

purification at Suclndram occurred subsequent to the time of Sahkara-

carya would defy the fundamental facts of known chronological order.

The Sthalapurana would have us believe that the purification of

Indra at Suclndram occurred in the Kali Yuga, for it mentions positively

that the ceremony took place in the hall erected m front of the Raja

Vrksa (Konrai tree) . But, as observed earlier, the Sthalapurana states

that the sacred tree of the shrine became transformed into the Konrai
only m Kali Yuga. Moreover, in the Purana, the advent of Parasurama,

which is unmistakably ascribed to the Treta Yuga, figures only subse-

quent to the account regardmg Indra’s redemption ! Assuredly, it is by
no means possible to hold that the Sthalapurana does not profess to adhere

to the chronological sequence.

Anachronisms apart, clear cases of irreconcilable conflicts of the

Pur-anic version with hard facts are disclosed by inscriptions. Sarga 18

of the Samskrit Mahatmya states that once Indra came to Suclndram,

the place of his redemption, and worshipping Siva, sang a hymn of praise

on him. Indra then expressed his desire to reside there for ever and
adore Sthianu. But Siva allowed Indra to return to Heaven, adding

however, that he may come for worship at Suclndram every night. Thus
it is clear that the tradition of Indra performing the Ardhayama Puja in

the Sthanunathasvami temple has its basis in the Sthalapurana. This

tradition has gained a deep hold on popular belief, too. But, the epi-

graph of the 17th year of Maravarman Vira Pandya at Suclndram gives

the lie direct to the credibility of that legend ; for, the inscription re-
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gisterSjan endowment to meet the expenses of the Ardhayama (raid-night)

Puj-a in the temple. Indeed, this affords a specific proof of the fantastic

height to which legends can soar m utter disregard of real facts. If the

inscription, referred to, belongs to the 14th century A.D., as it seems it

does, very likely the particular legend about Indra performing the Ard-
hayama Puja took shape much later, for, in case that tradition were
current at the time the inscription was engraved, most certainly, such an
endowment would not have been made.

Nor is this all. The sms of omission on the part of the Sthalapurana
are as mexplicable as its sms of commission. How does it happen that

the Sthalamahatmyam, which revels m a vivid description of the con-

struction of the huge temple, tank, garden, streets, houses27 etc
, con-

spires to be absolutely silent about the great Vi§nu shrine, the Tekkedam
of the pagoda ? Can it be that the pronounced Saivite or Advaitic predi-
ctions of the authors of the Purana prompted them to pervert reali-

ties ? True, the numerous direct references to the Advaita faith in the
body of the Purana leave no room for doubt that the authors were strong
upholders of the Advaitic persuasion.2S But, the Purana does mention
other shrines of Vxisnu outside Sucmdram like the Garudaksetra, the
Madhusudhanaksetra, the Mayaksetra, all located near the place. Hence,
it seems unwarranted to suggest that sectarianism was responsible for
the omission of the ‘Tentiruvehgada Emperuman’ of the Suclndram
pagoda. Nevertheless, the omission remains an unaccountable mystery
and a serious blot on the Purana.

Common Legends • The Temple of ‘Trimurti Hills ’
: Perhaps, by

far the most fundamental weakness of the Suclndram Sthalapurana, as
indeed of Sthalapuranas as a class, is the repetition of legends associated
with other temples. The basic structure of the legend embodied in the
Suclndram Purana appears to be an adaptation of the stories connected
with several other places of renown. At any rate, the same body of
legends, with slight modifications, figures in the case of certain other
temples as well. Almost a markedly similar legendary lore is associated

27. See Sarga XIV— Stanza 16 of the Tamil Purana

:

jSl<ssi p)Q<ssrrtr <sQ& & gu zbcar //w? G^lGioh <^r u ur<ofi vsifirn

sBiLtsf- GOm^Qurr lDi/j/oQ/jogst kiQQ/h^b^i i/xaiuM&ifi enr

lhlL(B iutrjB£5Q<9)fr uQ8so&Q& iu QuifruQ^Qii gum l>Q

muppjBjfi &arwar
t
4r C/^/r©/ f/>$ Gv rrcktiuj^i, Qtfui/j,ir(ev)<s\)

A
28 F°r examPle> Agastya is spoken of in Sarga 21 of the Sanskrit Purana as

: Describing the glory of guemdram and her temple, it 'is stated in
Sarga 9 *n Sarga 10 Sankaracarya, on seeing the
linga is said to have attained

:
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with the ‘Trimurti Hills’ m the Muirnar range of mountains in North

Travancore.
29 The story runs thus : Atri and Anasuya are residing m

Kamadavanam in the neighbourhood of the Trimurti Hills. Parvati

requests her lord to demonstrate to erring humanity the real merit and

excellence of wifely chastity. Accordingly the Trimurtis, Brahma, Visnu

and Siva, disguising themselves as old mendicants, approach the Asram
of Atri. But here, as different from the Sucindram Sthalapurana ac-

count, it is stated that at the time of the arrival of the Trimurtis, Atri is

engaged in performing his ablutions, and that consequently, it is Anasuya
who welcomes the guests. Moreover, unlike m the Sucindram legend, the

Devas do not impose the condition that Anasuya should be naked while

serving them food, but they themselves are m a partial state of nudity

when they approach Anasuya for alms. Faced by the two alternatives

of either refusmg food for the aged pilgrims or herself meeting the mendi-
cants who are in a semi-nude state, she instinctively prays for their

transformation into three babies, and her wish is fulfilled. Eventually

the three goddesses, Sarasvati, Laksmi and Parvati come down to Atri’s

Asram in order to persuade Anasuya to release their lords from their

trammels. Thus, it is seen that, despite certain variations, the basic

legendary background of the temples of both Sucindram and of Trimurti
Hills is the same. It is, however, very interesting to observe that the

figures popularly believed to represent the Trimurtis are really three

Jam figures, in relief, seen on the eastern face of the rock.

The Anasuya Devi Temple ,
Garhvdl

:

Let us turn to another

example. Far away in North India, amidst the snowy slopes of the

Himalayas, in Garhval, there exists the Anasuya Devi Temple, which

has gathered around it, a body of traditions, not very different from

those described above .
30 This temple is stated to have flourished very

near the Asram of Atri and Anasuya. One day Narada extols the glory

of Anasuya’s chastity in the assembly of the gods. The Trimurtis,

wishing to subject it to a test, come down disguised as three ‘sadhus’

(pilgrims) . Regarding the actual circumstances that lead to the trans-

formation of the 4
siadhus

9 into babies, there is a variation both from

the Sucindram and ‘ Trimurti Hills 5 versions. Here, it is Atri himself

who welcomes and offers food to the mendicants. But they impose the

stipulations that the food should be cooked in the hollow of a woman’s

29. ‘Trimurti Parana* (in Malayalam) pp. 1 to 43. See also the account in the

Sunday Edition of the “Hindu”, dated 22nd November 1942.

30. See the account in the Sunday Edition of the “ Hindu ”, dated 14th March,

1943.
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hand by the natural warmth of her body, and that, while cooking the

food and serving it to them she should remain nude. Atri is utterly

dismayed by these strange demands, Anasuya, however, overcomes the

embarassing situation by sprinkling holy water on the pilgrims, accom-

panied by the chanting of mantrams
;
and, instantaneously, the sadhus

become transformed into children, five years of age, and thereafter, she

fulfils every one of the conditions.

After a time, pining for their lords, and learning through Narada
about the mishap which has befallen the Trimurtis, the three Devis
come down to Atri’s Asram. Unlike the other accounts mentioned
above, this one represents the Devis as scolding Anasuya for detaining

their lords as children m her Asram Anasuya is perfectly willing to

allow them have the babies, but there arises the difficulty of identifying

their respective lords, because the three children look alike. On further

insistence by the Devis, Anasuya sprinkles some holy water on the
babies, and they are immediately re-transformed into the Trimurtis.

Yet another difference noticeable in this account is regarding the

boon that Atri and Anasuya received from the Trimurtis. Here, Ana-
suya’s prayer is that the same babies, for whom she has developed a

warm affection, are to be born of her womb. Equally notable is the

peculiar manner in which the prayer is granted A three-headed baby is

born to her on the Margasirs Purnima day, and the baby is named as
‘ Dattatreya 3

or tlie three-headed God.

Several other temples in India present the legends of Atri and

Anasuya, but the above-mentioned examples are sufficient to reveal

that various shrines have adopted the basic structure of the legend with

certain modifications m details. The variations are apparently ascri-

bable to the fanciful flights of those who adapted the main body of the

legend to their respective temples.

Indra’s dominant role in the legendary lore of South India : Not

only does the triumph of Anasuya’s chastity form the legendary back-

ground of several temples, but even the accretion of Indra’s association

with the Sucindram pagoda finds its parallel in many other temples.

In fact, the Indra legend has had a surprisingly ubiquitous connection

with numberless shrines of South India. Among the prominent temples

the legends of which are associated with Indra, the following may be

mentioned :— Tiruvaiyaru
;
Indranilaparuppadam ;

Karaikka$u ;
Tiruk-

kadambur (near Mannargudi) ;
Tirukkarmarkoil in the village of Kuru-

manakkudi (near Vaittlsvarankoil)
;
Karuppariyalxir (also near Vaittis-
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varankoil) Sargunanadesvararkoil at Karuvili (near Kumbakdnam),
Tirukkaraivasal ;

Kaiccinam (south-east of Tiruvarur)
;
Devur (about

10 miles east of Nagapattinam
;

Tiruparaitturai
;
Tirupputtur (about

38 miles to the north-east of Madurai)
;
Tiruppundurutti (Tanjavur Dis-

trict)
;
Tirumayendrappalli (north-east of Kollidam) Tirumalapadi

;
the

famous Vriddacalam
;
Tentirumuttuvayil

;
Tiruvakkarai

;
Vatpdkki near

Manapparai ; Tiruvenkadu ; Makaral (in Chingelput District) ;
the cele-

brated Kalahasti and Tiruppuvanam (12 miles to the east of Madurai).

This long list shows how far the Indra legend had become incorpo-

rated with the traditions of South Indian temples. It must be, however,
observed that there are variations m the details of the legendary lore.

In the legends of certain temples, Indra figures as a pious visitor and
as a devotee of Siva

;
in others, he worships and expiates his sin

;
and,

m still others, after adoring Siva, Indra erects shrines for him.

Equally interesting is the association of the legends of Airavada,

the celebrated elephant of Indra, with several temples. In connection

with Suclndram, the Airavada is believed to have gored the river

Dantanadi or Kottar from the adjoining hill in order to help Indra con-

duct his penance.31 Further, as part of the folk-lore, there is in vogue
the story connected with Indra, Airavada and Veda Vyasa.

Legends about Airavada

:

In the act of cleaving the hill, Airavada

exerts so much that it loses one of its tusks. Thoroughly exhausted,

the elephant rests for a while under the pipal tree on the western bank
of Prajnatlrfcha. While lying there, casually he stretches his trunk,

snatches and brings down one of the overhanging branches of the tree.

At that time, Veda Vyasa happens to be absorbed in penance under

the same pipal. By chance, a twig of the branch, dislodged by Airavada

falls on the sage. This disturbs him and rouses his fiery wrath. Down
comes his curse that Airavada is to be turned into a mass of stone.32

It is not a little surprising that almost similar stories of Airavada

have become associated with several temples. To mention a few ex-

amples. There flourishes the Airavadesvara temple at Damsuram near

Mayavaram. The legend connected with it runs as follows

:

33 When

31. Stanza 49—Sarga XII of the Tamil Purina.

32. A piece of rock is seen on the western bank of the Teppakkulam present-

ing roughly the shape of an elephant. People call it Anaipparai, and it is held to

represent the accursed Airavada.

33. “Airavadesvara Sthalapurana” (Tamil); Tanjore Gazetteer pp 235-6; see

also the Sunday Edition of the “Hindu”, dated 24th January 1943.
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Veda Vyasa is returning from Kailasa after his worship of Siva, Indra

fails to treat him with the respect befitting the celebrated sage. Vyiasa

offers flowers, which Indra, without descending from his Airavada, re-

ceives
;
and, placing the bunch of flowers on his elephant, proceeds his

way. Before a few steps are covered, the flowers fall down and happen

to be trampled underfoot by Airavada. Roused to fury, the quick-

tempered Vyasa curses Indra to be born a sinner (Nica) and Airavada an

ordinary elephant on earth. Both Indra and Airavada implore the

mercy of the sage. Though revocation is refused, Vyasa, however, com-

mands Indra and the elephant to visit all the ancient Siva shrines after

their birth on earth, and assures them that Siva would redeem and
restore them to their former status in due course.

Accordingly after their advent to the mundane world, a tour of

pilgrimage is undertaken and the belief is that, eventually at Tiruvarur,

the curse is redeemed. Airavada settles down there, and every day,

after a bath in the adjoining Kaveri, fills his trunk with the holy water
and pours it on the linga of the shrme as abhisekha. Pleased with the

ardent piety of the animal devotee, Siva restores Airavada to its origi-

nal position in the service of Indra. Incidentally Siva grants redemption

for Indra, too.

Several other South Indian temples present legendary associations

with Airavada. The temples of Svetaranyesvara of Tiruvenkadu,34 situ-

ated 7 miles to the south-east of Siyali, of Innambar near Kumbakonam,
of Yetirkolpadi or Malattirumananeri, a few miles away from Kurralam
(Tanjavur District), of Tiruccayakbadu, 9 miles south-east of Slyali,

and above all of Airavadesvarar35 in Tirukkottaru, located three miles

34. " Q€UGfrafrrr<ksi QeuGMrQLh GiurrEiQ&rrQuuirri QaiGssr&irQ QmcQiu
<oG)QirfS(®s)Qir”

— Tirunavukkarasai.

Devendra also worshipped at the shrine

:

ci
6&Gftrmr<5ii?rG&ir&fr gu$ul~ Qajcman u>ir <jQ(TrjLhtSlQ5rQssr

”

—Tirujnunasambandar,

35. Sambandar’s hymn on it runs thus

:

“ jBgvt&u Ql&iljjs&i /BS&rjS'gi loit&iB jSQjrtr Qilmvon QeucmL^cunck incmtp

0637yz5? Q6sr/rjEKgr umBQ<srtutLj{h Q&irtLL-irpjp/&r

GTGGT&uh LD&r&ffhu eriMiBirrr^sr &rpQctifi)
(
Qajrrasrw srn arQivOGQQjn

Qufr65rtjpj Lbir/DfiSituirir L/sssressfJujQji "

Frequently, the question has been asked, why neither the Devaram hymnists

nor the Alvars have sung about * Kottaru ’ and * Sucindram 9
of Nahcinad. For one

thing, it is not possible to be sure that the collections of the hymns available at

present form the total body. Some might have been lost. Moreover, it must be
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north-east of Tirunallaru Railway Station, are a few of the outstanding

examples.

The emergence of the linga from amidst bamboos . Legends of Indra

and of Airavada are not the only factors common to Sucindram and cer-

tain other temples of South India. What about the tradition connected

with the emergence of the Siva Linga from the cluster of bamboos, so

firmly imbedded in the folklore and so vividly sculptured in the temple

of Sucindram ? Several others, too, present the same background. The

temples of Tiruppasur, 3% miles to the north of Kadambattur, of

Tiruppadi near Tiruppanandal and of Nelvelinathar in Tirunelveli are

some of the temples which bear the identical legend connecting the

shepherdess, the spilling of milk, the cutting down of bamboos and the

emergence of the linga.

Worship by the three great kings : This is not all. What about the

alleged worship of the shrine by the celebrated
6 Muvendar the Cola,

Cera and Pandya sovereigns ? It is the same story over again. Sucin-

dram presents it. Tiruppuvanam, just 12 miles to the east of Madurai,

Tirumukkiccuram about a mile to the west of Tiruccirappalli and
Kanyakumari, 8 miles to the south of Sucindram itself, are other temples

proud of the same fame.

What do these similarities in the legendary background of numer-
ous shrines of South India indicate ? Repetitions of conventional state-

ments and beliefs seem to have had a free play. The influence of literary

convention, too, appears to have operated in shaping the thought of the

poets who have embodied Puranic and legendary lore in their works.

Euhemerism : The consequent unreliability apart, the Sthala-

purianas are often positively misleading to the student of history. Euhe-
merism or the practice of attributing to myths a historical basis is clearly

discernible. Confining our attention to Sucindram, we find that the

accounts of the visits of the Muvendar, the Cera, Cola and Pandya
sovereigns, the appearance of Sankaracarya on the scene, and the men-
tion of Halamrfca (the son of Aja bom of a sudra woman) ruling over

remembered that the main theatre of activities of the £aiva hymnists was the

interior of Tamil Nad. Significant is the fact that among the 274 shrines on which
the Saiva Nayanmar have sung, Tiruvancaikkalam is the singular shrine in the

whole of Malai Nad to secure this honour. True, among Vaisnava devotees, Nam-
majvar and Kulasekhara Alvar were associated with places like Tiruppatisaram

and Txruvattar. (Tiruppatisaram, three miles north-east of Sucindram, is said to have
been the birth-place of Nammalvar) . But even they are not known to have sung
about Sucindram.
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the place with the help of his sister’s son, born of brahmin father, are

all instances of Euhemerism.

Aetiology : More misleading and perplexing is the aetiological

tendency on the part of the myth-makers. Aetiology is the assignment

of causes m order to explain existing names and institutions
,
often, in-

genious stories to suit the prevalent names are invented. Kottar, the

ancient town, a couple of miles to the noith-west of Sucindram, affords

a striking illustration. The Sthalapurana, as observed earlier, states

that since Airavada gored the hill wilh its tusk Kdttam
,
the river and

the place on its bank were called Kottar.36 But, it is well known that

the name Kottar was applied to the particular place in the days of the

Early Ponclya Kings. Even Ptolemy, writing about 150 A.D
,
speaks

of Kdttiara, the Metropolis. Assuredly, as far as the dependable sources

of information go, the Sucindram temple is not known to have appeared

at such an early date. The explanation is obvious. It is a case of roping

in the name Kottar to fit it into the legendary fold.

Mythological perversion of names * Not less striking is the ingeni-

ous device of the legend-monger of effecting mythological perversions

of or bestowing new names on, old places. The name Asr-amam, applied

to the village immediately to the west of Sucindram, furnishes a striking

instance. Legend describes Lhe place as the ‘ asraina
5 or the abode of

Atri and Anasuya. The name c
tasrama ’ would have been in popular

parlance corrupted into Asramam 37 But the question arises as to when
the name Asramam itself was originally applied to the place. Though
none of the inscriptions throws any light on the question, a compara-
tively modem record of the Sucindram temple, seems to offer a clue.

The accounts of the pagoda belonging to the year 994 M.E. (1819 A.D.)

mention the Krsnasvamy temple of Asramam as that of Mahadana-
puram. That record speaks of the same village itself as Asramam in

another connection. Most probably, the hamlet was originally described

36. Stanza 49 of Sarga XII of the Tamil Purana

:

&rf)tLj Larrf£j&di (suGnir&Qpsn 6£cm(Stdr

<ssnFltu Q&rnLq. (<5V)gq U GjflasfhuC&irL L-trOpcM

jp/rfliu jsiriM(LpLb p)foluiy~/i>

LjrfhLf LndriBQ(^)ir pvuir (tpty.&QsuLj Quirqp&iLb

37. Several instances oi an identical process of transformation may be cited.

Tirumangai Alvar in his celebrated ‘Periya Tirllmoll
, describes the deity of Bhadari-

kasramam (Bhadrmath) as * VadariyasramaituUane * (wpifliurra &jriAfl^vhk>yrirQi>sr)

Besides, both Sambandar and Sundaramurti refer to the asram covered with

green leaves as ‘ Tiruppaccilacramam.’
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as Mahadanapuram by virtue of its having been a brahmadeya
;
subse-

quently the change m name would have appeared. Local tradition

accords with this suggestion. But, when exactly the new appellation

was introduced, there is no means of knowing. Perhaps it may be con-

jectured, that the change appeared not much earlier than 1819 A D., since

both the old and the new names are found co-existent m the record of

that year. Furthermore, legendary lore was responsible for inventing

names to places, and linking them with Puranie stories. It is m this

manner that the southern part of Malaya Hills assumed the name of

Mahendragin. Similar is the case with Maruttuvamalai, where Indra’s

penance is alleged to have taken place before entering Sucindram.

Maruttuvamalai is apparently named after Indra himself, since Marut
is one of his several appellations.38

Nor does it rest here. A smaller hillock found close to Maruttava-

malai has acquired the distmctive Tamilian name Tndran pottai.’ Besides,

a natural spring in the hill of Maruttuvamalai is honoured with the

designation of ‘ Indran Sunai \ Members of a caste of people, now known
by the generic name of Vellalas, were until recently known as

c

Indravira

Vellalas’.39 Though local enquiry does not help us in learning the ety-

mological significance of the term, it is obvious that it has a legendary

association with Indra.
* Indra Vmayakar, 5 within the temple, has its

own tale to tell
;
it is the image of Ganapati said to have been worshipped

by Indra, prior to his purification.

On the whole, it seems that the names of places, of idols, of castes

and of social ceremonies are ingeniously twisted and corrupted to suit

fanciful derivations, under the influence of the same myth-making ten-

dencies. In truth, to accept the Sthalamahatmyas and folklore as faith-

ful guides is to abandon all canons of historic criticism.

But when all is said, the fact remains that it is unfair to be hyper-

critical about the legendary lore of temples. It must be remembered
that the legends were not developed or embodied in the Sthalapurana

38. The later interpretation brought to bear upon the name of the hill is

rather strange. It is supposed to represent the hillock of medicinal herbs (Maruntu
4- val + malai = u$so ) . The hillock is also believed to have formed
a piece of the hill carried by Hanuman to Lanka m the Treta Yuga.

39. The record of the temple (994 M3S) states thus:

—

“ ©ojocnao aqj&ftlofflo ogjeooo ogjcna
1

’ §DiQ3af)© ©aifi&o

gj<g©o§ Qcro (gjoajoo^o cxtiaelgj* a«e>os)au§o 6>aigfloa))<o6 a@>$ps>cro
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with the object of presenting accurate history. It was, as part of a general

tendency to exalt the divinity or sanctity of particular temples, that the

Sthalapuranas were primarily composed. This feature must not be lost

sight of, in attempting to evaluate them. After all, legends are legends

and have to be judged as such and nothing more. Though a few scatter-

ed grains of historic truth may be gleaned out of them, their proper

place is the ‘realm of myths.’ Perhaps, the mythologies sought to ex-

pound some philosophical truth, like the triumph of chastity or the

efficacy of prayer. Be that as it may, the legends of the temple deserve

to be studied and analysed, for, whatever the attitude of the modern
historian towards them, it cannot be denied that the traditions embodied

m the Sthalapurana have been actively believed by myriads of people

for centuries, and these beliefs have influenced their religious attitude

and conduct in no small measure .
40

..
4?' 111 P1*3’ Mythology is not a mere subject of antiquarian research and

iT t rT5 *** whole life o£ the P^Ple as a controlling

.1
Coomaraarony: of fta Hmd»
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CHAPTER V

ORIGIN AND
DEVELOPMENT

S ources of information

:

Origins of hoary institutions are usually

enshrouded in mystery. This disconcerting feature is particularly re-

markable in respect of the ancient temples of South India. While direct

evidence concerning their beginnings is scanty, popular traditions and
the Sthalapurana accounts are, more often than not, illusory in cha-

racter. Inscriptions, which are by far the most reliable of the sources,

unfortunately do not specify either the date or the manner of the origin

of the Sucindram temple. But there is one direction in which the epi-

graphs of the pagoda are of immense help; they enable us to determine

the upper limit of its chronology. The earliest lithic records in Sucln-

dram belong to the 9th century A.D., even at the most conservative

estimate.1 An inscription of the 5th year of Maran Cadayan, which is

one of the early epigraphs found in the temple, speaks of Nripasekhara-

valanallur, a neighbouring village, as a devadana of the Emperuman of

Sucindram. This proves positively that the sacred shrine at Sucmdram
was in existence in the time of Maran Cadayan, the early Pandyan
sovereign (c. 880-900 A.D.).

1. It is important to remember that several early epigraphs of the temple cannot

now be deciphered. Some of them have become damaged and others are hidden

from view, completely or partially, by later structures added to the temple. On
palaeographic grounds, those portions which can be deciphered from the early epi-

graphs indicate that they belong to the 8th century AX>. A fragmentary inscription

found inside the Madappalli is assignable even to the 7th century AJ>.
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Komrayadindtha image : What was the earliest image or object of

worship which formed the nucleus of the great temple ? That the

principal shrine or the Mulasthana of the present Sthanunathasvamy

temple appeared later than the svayambhu (natural-born) linga, now
represented by Konrayadinathar, is the assertion oi the Sthalapurana.

Local tradition is in pei'fect accord with that view. The differences m
the architectural style of the shrines of Konrayadinathar and Stlianu-

nathasvamy serve to reinforce it. Finally, the known facts concerning

the genesis of numberless South Indian temples support this hypothesis.

The image of Konrayadinathar, as the name indicates, is the one at the

foot of the Konrai which forms really the 'temple tree*’ or ‘Kscixa Vrksa\
Many a South Indian temple has had its sacred tree, and, it is believed,

that the origins of those fanes are connected with the earlier adoration

of the respective ksetra vrksas.

Tree Worship : The evolution of the religious development of many
other countries, too, reveals that tree worship was common in primitive

ages .
2 Mrs. Stan Harding writes .

3

“ Tree worship may well be the
earliest form of sacred ritual and has its banyan roots among all the

primitive races of the world. All ancient peoples seem to have wor-
shipped some tree or other, as the haunt of spirits good or evil, as the
abode of a demon or deity, or as the beloved of some God, who must be
worshipped with its leaves, flowers, fruits or branches. The gods of

ancient Greece had each a tree of his own; so had the goddesses. To
Zeus belongs the oak, to Apollo the laurel, to Dionysius the vine, io Hera
the willow, to Aphrodite the myrtle and to Athene the olive

11

Con-
cerning this world-wide practice, Prof. Monier Williams, too, rightly
observes that "the adoration of trees, shrubs and plants, in virtue of
the supernatural qualities of divine essence supposed to be inherent in
them, is almost as universally diffused over the globe as the worship ol

animals”, and that both forms of religion are of the greatest antiquity.” 1

In numerous holy places of South India, the sacred tree formed the
early object of worship. It became the nucleus around which sprang a
temple, in the course of time ,

5

In some instances, it was not a single

2. Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, Vol. XII, p. 44<)

3. “Times of India” of 24th November 1935, p. 18
4. See “Religious Thoughts and Life in India” pp 32G-329.
5 It is not contended that this was the only manner ol rise of (omplos, hut,

undoubtedly, this was a common mode The tendency on the part of scholars
like Mr Longhurst or Dr Vcnkataramanayya to trace the origins of Hindu fanes
in. South India to one souice and to that only, seems unacceptable.

11

2
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tree but a group of trees which constituted the basic nucleus. The fact

that m Malabar, the ancient fanes are called kavus, which mear* etymolo-

gically nothing but groves, is a pointer in that direction. Further, the

names of several old temples of South India, like Tiruvanaikka, Tiruk-

kolakka, Tirukkodikka and Tirunellikka are suggestive of their origin .
6

Certain others seem to have been located either in forests or amidst

clusters of trees. ‘Tillai Ambalam’, the original name of the celebrated

Cidambaram, reveals that the temple was situated in a place surrounded

by Tillai trees. The names of numberless South Indian shrines bear

unmistakable testimony to their association with trees or forests, for

instance, Tiruvenkadu, Talai Alangadu, Tiru Alangadu, Karaikkadu,

Maraikkadu, Tiruverkadu, Kollikkadu, Sayakkadu, Talaiceehgadu,

Kadambavanam (Madurai), Matuvanam (Nannilam), Vilvavanam
(Tiruvadanai)

,
Venuvanam (Tirunelveli)

, Campakavanam (Tirunages-

varam)
,
Makilavanam (Tirunldur) and a host of other names like Vam-

saranyam (Tiruppasur)
,
Badarikaranyam (Tiruvenpakkam)

,
Nairmsa-

ranyam (Tiruvirkolam) and Viksaranyam (Tiruvewulur) ?

In the light of the examples mentioned above, it is not surprising

that the origins of the Suclndram temple are associated with a forest in

general and the Konrai tree, in particular. The Sthalapurana describes

the region of Suclndram as Jhanakanana and Santanakanana. Besides,

it speaks of the emergence of the Asvatha tree (which became trans-

formed into the Konrai in the Kaliyuga) as havmg sprung up along with

the Trimurti linga at divine command .
8 The existence of the vestige of

the huge Konrai and of the Konrayadmathar shrine at its foot lends

colour to the legendary version. Even after the mam temple arose, down
to the present day, the Konrai tree has been adored by visitors to the

pagoda. The sanctity attached to the tree explains its maintenance even
after the principal shrine was constructed. It is a similar circumstance

which accounts for the preservation of the trunk of a Kadamba tree with

great care in the Kadambavana Ksetra of Madurai or of the Kurumbila
tree in the pagoda at Kurralam.

6. Like ‘Kavu’ in Malayalam, *Ka’ in Tamil, literally means a grove or tree.

The Samskrit Texts also prescribe this feature. “The gods always play where groves
are near, in the neighbourhood of rivers, mountains and springs, and in towns with
pleasure gardens” (‘Brhat Samhita’,—V. 4-8; Bhavijsya Purana, I. CXXX, 11-15).

7. ‘Kadu’, ‘Vanam’ and ‘Aranyam’ are all synonyms of forest

8. The Konrai has been traditionally associated with £iva; hut the tree held

most sacred for him is the Asvatha* Perhaps, that accounts for the Sthalapurana

describing the original tree that arose in Krita Yuga as the Asvatha, which is claimed

to have been transformed through various phases into the Konrai of the present.
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However, attempts at estimating the age of the Konrai tree, and thus,

of the Trimurti lmga at Suclndram have not led to any conclusive results.

A local writer, Chidambarakurralam Pillay, claims that Gopmatha Rao
had shown that the tree is over two thousand years old. He adds that

Gopmatha Rao had sent a part of a branch of the Konrai and had it

examined by experts m Calcutta and London, who concluded that the

tree should have flourished at least two nulleniums ago. But, unfortu-

nately, Chidambarakurralam Pillay has not indicated the name of the

Journal in which Gopmatha Rao is stated to have recorded this fact.9

It is indisputable that the Konrai tree is very old. On the whole,
there is nothing to disprove the suggestion that the tree and the linga

beneath it formed the nucleus around which the temple arose. But the

Konrayadinathar shrine, as we find it at present, was constructed later.

An inscription on a pillar near the entrance to the shrine records that

the construction was undertaken by one Andaramuranayakakkulty. The
archaeologist who has published this inscription assigns it to the 12th

century A D.10

Kailasattu Mahadeva shrine * Assuming that the Konrai tree and
the lingas at its foot formed the early objects of worship, what was chro-

nologically the next image or shrine that arose m Suclndram ? In all

probability, the shrine of Kailasattu Mahadeva (GP. No. 8) was the

next to appear. The grounds for this view may be stated as follows. In

the first place, all the early inscriptions of the temple are found engraved

on the natural rock, at the top of which stands the shrine of Kailasana-

thar. Secondly, the earliest names of the deity figuring m the epigraphs

of the place are Mahadeva and Emperuman. True, these are general

appellations of Siva, and could be applied to the principal deity (Vadak-

kedam) of the present temple as much as to Kaliasanathar. But, invari-

ably, the former is described in the epigraphs as ‘Paramcsvara’, ‘Sucin-

dramudaiya Paramasvlami ,

,
‘CJdaiyar iSivindiramudaiya NainaP and

'Sthanumalayapperumal’. The appellation, Mahadeva’, on the other

hand, has persisted through the ages, to denote the deity over

the Kailasa rock. Thirdly, the Kailasanatha image is found

on the top of a rock and consequently on a higher altitude

than that of Sihanunathasvamy. Besides, the former faces west,

while the latter, situated almost on the same horizontal line,

faces east. These are considerations strongly suggestive of an earlier

origin of the Kailasattu Mahadeva shrine. Undoubtedly, after the prin-

9 Chidambarakuiralam Pillay: “Sucindai Manmiyam” (Tamil), p. 12.

10. T.A.S., VIII, p. 3.
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cipal temple of Sthanunathasvamy was constructed, the establishment

of another shrine on the same horizontal line but facing the opposite

direction seems unnatural. The circumstance that the Kailasa temple is

situated on a higher altitude than the main temple tends to confirm the

earlier origin of the former. Lastly, the image on the Kailasa rock, as

well as the doorway and the pillars of the garbagrha of the Kailasattu

Mahadeva shrine, present an age-worn appearance, and are not ascrib-

able to a period later than the 10th century A D.

It is true that the earliest inscription on the granite wall enclosing

the Kailasa shrine belongs to so late a date as 1246 A.D. But this wall,

as indeed the entire structure of the Mandapa in front of the garbhagrha
of the Kailasa shrine, appears to have been either renovated at a later

stage or constructed for the first time, long after the nse of the shrine

itself. That the Mandapa was constructed later may be inferred from
two circumstances. One is that the pillars withm the Mandapa present

the Nagabandham ornament, a feature uncommon before the 12th cen-

tury A.D.11 Another is that the southern wall of the Mandapa has been
built over the Vatteluttu inscription of the 8th year of ‘Colan talaikonda

Vira Bandya.
7 Thus, though the shrine of Kailasattu Mahadeva arose

early, the Mandapa in front of it must have been constructed in the form
we find it at present, at a later date, probably some time between the

end of the 10th and the middle of the 13th century A.D.

AmarabhuyangcL'perumal

:

It is interesting to find that a Visnu

image existed m the temple as early as the 9th century A.D The epi-

graph of Maran Cadayan (Regnal year 2 + 3 Mithuna) refers to endow-
ments of a golden crown and ornaments to Amarabhujangaperumal. The
latter, described now as Palhkondaperumal, by reason of the sayana pose

represented by the image, is at present found in the south-west corner

of the first prakara, behind the Tekkedam shrine. It is true that the

pillared porch, encircling the first prakara, appears to have been a later

construction, probably of the 12th century A.D. An inscription of

1126 A.D. is found engraved on the outer wall of the first prakara.

Perhaps, the present structure of the first prakara was constructed in

the 12th century itself. At the beginning, there might have existed a

temporary structure enshrining the image of Amarabhujangaperuma]

,

and probably it was demolished when the new corridor, constituting the

first prakara, was constructed.

Vadakkedam and Tekkedam

:

While there is epigraphic evidence

to show that by the last quarter of the 9th century A.D., there existed

11 J. Dubreuil: ‘Dravidian Architecture*
, p. 42.
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the image of Amarabhu]angaperumal in the temple, by the middle of

the 10th century A.D., certainly before 947 A.D., there must have arisen

the shrines of Vadakkedam and Tekkedam. This is clear from the in-

scription of Parakesari Varman Parantaka I, bearing his 40th regnal

year, which speaks of a gift of lamp for Emperuman and another for

Tiruvengadamlai Undoubtedly, the latter refers to the present Visnu

shrine known as 'Tekkedam5 and the former to the shrine of Sthanu-

malaya known as 'Vadakkedam 5

.
12

In this connection, it must be mentioned that the identification of

Emperuman made by Dr. Hultzch seems unacceptable. Dr. Hultzch,

editing some of the early inscriptions of guclndram,13 held that the ap-

pellation 'Emperuman 5 which appears m those records denoted Visnu.

Evidently, the basis for his inference was the fact that commonly Visnu

is described also as Perumal. But 'Emperuman 5

,
signifying 'the great

deity
5

,
independent of the particular persuasion, is used, as known to

students of Tamil literature, to denote Siva as well as Visnu. That Dr.

Hultzch’s view is inapplicable, at any rate with reference to the guclndram

epigraphs, is seen from the inscription of the 10th year of Rajaraja in

the same temple, where 'Emperuman5 and 'Mahadeva 5 are employed in

an identical sense.14

Let us return to the history of ‘Vadakkedam5 and 'Tekkedam5

. The
question arises, why a separate shrine of Visnu was erected while there

was already the Amarabhujahgaperumal image of Visnu. It must be
observed that the place where the latter image was stationed became an
out-of-the-way spot after the rise of 'Vadakkedam5

. Perhaps, the need
for havmg a Visnu shrine by the side of Vadakkedam, occupying a de-

servedly prominent place, explains the rise of Tekkedam presenting the

image of Visnu in the standing pose. After the middle of the 10th cen-
tury A.D., the shrine of Tekkedam assumed an importance second only
to that of Vadakkedam, and the image of Amarabhujangaperumal was
relegated to an insignificant position. Not even a single inscription, sub-
sequent to that of Maran Cadayan, makes a reference to this deity. Nor

12 The decorative Kumbha at the top of the gikhara over the Vadakkedam
garbhagrha was plated with gold by one Piccammai Kuttiyammai of Tiruvalfcar on
28th Alpasi, 757 ME. (1581 AX>.) (See Appendix— Inscription, No. 71). Thus this

embellishment was provided far later.

13. E. I, Vol V, pp. 42 ff.

14 T.A S
, I, pp. 238-239. It states that Malavarayan .... gave to the temple

of Mahadeva at Tiruccivindiram one lamp and the Sabha made it over to Padaittaru-
man Kanaiyan of Vettikkudi of Emperuman. Clearly, Emperuman, here denotes
merely the great God, and is used as a synonym of Mahadeva.
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is any further endowment recorded specifically for Amarabhujanga-

perumal.

Such a relegation to the background of an earlier image is not

altogether unknown in South Indian temples. For instance, almost a

similar development appears to have occurred in the famous Visnu

temple at Tiruvallikkeni in Madras It is believed that the original shrine

in that temple was that of Ranganatha m the sayana pose. It was later,

either in the time of Pallavamalla or of Dantivarman Pallava that the

image of Partasarathi seems to have been set up.15 A probable evidence

of that is found in the fact that, even at present, the Tirukkalyanam

(sacred marriage) in the temple is celebrated for Ranganatha and

Vedavalli, his consort. In support of this view, a negative piece of testi-

mony, too, may be adduced. All the early Alvars (Vaisnava saints),

Poikai, Pey and Bhutattu Alvar refer to only Ranganatha in the temple

and not to Partasarathi. On the other hand, later, Tirumangai Alvar

states that the Partasarathi temple was founded by a Tondaiyar (Pal-

lava) king.

Thus, as observed earlier, Tiruvengadamlai became the prominent

Visnu shrine in the iSucmdram temple in or before 947 A.D. Thereafter,

several epigraphs like those of Jatavarman Sundara Cola Pandya and of

Koda Keralavarman speak of endowments to Tiruvengadattalvar.16

That this apparently new-fangled name is a common appellation of

Visnu is learnt from South Indian inscriptions and literature. It is well

known that Vengadam is another name of Tirupati, a place sacred to

Visnu.

However, the designations ‘Ten-tiruvengadam5 and cVada-tiruven-

gadam’ occurring in the Sucindram epigraphs are intriguing. It would
be perfectly understandable if the Visnu shrine of Sucindram were
described as ‘Ten-tiruvengadam5 in relation to Tirupati, the northern

‘Tiruvengadam’ of fame. But, the name ;Vadatiruvengadam’, applied to

15 El ,
Vol. VIII, pp. 290 ff ; I M.P., Vol. II, pp. 988-9 ; and ‘ Madras Tercente-

nary Commemoration Volume

?

(1939), p. 356. Some of the local residents think that

the image of Narasimhamurti in the temple is the oldest, while a few others assign

the priority to the image of Partasarathi itself. On the whole, the epigraphic and
literary testimony support the view that Partasarathi is of later origin.

16. T.A.S., VI, p. 3. A.S. Ramanatha Aiyar’s statement, that the name ‘Ten-

tiruvengadam’ was probably introduced for the first time by the C51a soldiers of

Kulottunga’s nilappadai at Kottar or by the followers of Cola Pandya Viceroys, is

not accurate: The occurrence of Tiruvengadanilai in the epigraph of Parantaka in

&ucindram disproves the view that the importation of the name took place so late

as the 11th century AD.
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a shrine in Sucmdram itself,17 suggests that the above explanation does

not hold water. Situated about 200 yards north of the Sthanunathasvamy

temple, is found the Dvarakai Emperuman shrine It is quite likely that

the latter fane was then described as that of Vadatiruvengadattalvar.

If so, the Visnu shrine of Tekkedam was, m relation to that, described as

‘Tentiruvengadam’.

In spite of the fact that the inscriptions frequently refer to the

"Tiruvehgadattalvar
5 and the Dvarakai Emperuman shrine, it is surprising

that the Sthalapurana has conspired to be absolutely silent about these

different Visnu fanes. The explanation for this omission is to be found

in the fact that the Sthalapurana was concerned only with the rise of the

Sthanunathasvamy temple, and its all-absorbing attention to the latter

has, apparently, precluded other shrines of Suclndram finding a place

in it. On the face of it, the absence of any reference to the Tekkedam
Perumal shrine may suggest that it arose subsequent to the appearance

of the Sthalapurana. This is definitely disproved not only by the in-

scription of Parantaka, noted above, but also by the epigraph of Rajen-

dra Cola on the base of the western outer wall of its garbhagrha. The
date of this inscription, as seen from ‘ Ydndiru ’ occurring in it, appears

to range during the twenties of the reign of Rajendra
;

it must have
belonged to some year between 1032 and 1041 A.D.

This proves indubitably that the present structure of Tekkedam
arose before the middle of the 11th century A.D. Equally indisputable

is the fact that it had appeared before 947 A.D. That leads to the

inference that the Vadakkedam Garbhagrha must have come up anterior

to it
;
for, its architectural style points to a still earlier period than the

date of the origin of Tekkedam 18 A confirmation of the fact that the

Vadakkedam shrine was constructed before the 11th century is fur-

nished by an inscription of 1102 A.D.19 It records that the image of

the goddess of Suclndravadi was set up in the temple by one Puvanavan
Kari. The goddess specified in the epigraph is none other than the
bronze image of Umayammai, found on the same pedestal holding
Suemdaperumal in the pose of Umamahesvara. The inscription clearly

states that the donor set up the image of the goddess of Suclndravadi
(£ucmdiravddikku ttalainikal mdtai ccamaittdn)

.

Significant is the fact,

that on occasions of the Utsavas, it is this image which is taken in pro-
cession as Parvati. Besides, in connection with the ceremony of Tiruk-

17.

Inscription of Koda Keralavarman—T.AS., IV, p 21
18. See Chapter XT
19. T.A.S., IV, p 130
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kalyanam, as well as on Tiruvatirai, the tenth day of the Utsava, when
the goddess has to he separately taken out in procession, it is this image

that serves to play the role of Parvati. Obviously, the c talamikal matu
of Suclndravedi is nothing but this image Thus the inference that

Vadakkedam had arisen before 1102 A.D. is strengthened.

.Suclndaperumdl . But there is no means of knowing the place

where the image of Umayammai was originally established. It may be

conjectured that, m the beginning, it was housed m the garbhagrha of

Vadakkedam. Later, probably when the Utsavas of the temple necessi-

tated the taking out of the goddess m procession, it was removed to its

present abode, on the pedestal bearing the Suclndaperumal. As far as

our present knowledge goes, the group of images now described as

Suclndaperumal was not set up before 1126 A.D. u Umaskanda-sahitam
Tirumeni” mentioned in the epigraph of 1126 AD. (known in other

temples as
4 Somaskanda ’) seems to have been none other than the one

now known as ‘Sucmdaperunial’ enshrined in the first prakara That
this is one of the oldest groups of images in the temple is perfectly

certain. But it is not known what happened to the image of Skanda
which must have been included m the group constituting ‘Umaskanda-
sahitam Tirumem \ Probably, the small image of Subrahmania, now
found m the Sabhapati shrine, by the side of the standing figure of

Ganesa 20 is identical with the Skanda m question. In support of this

identification, it may be mentioned that no separate oblations or puja

are offered for that image of Subrahmania, while for that of Ganesa
immediately to its left, these are performed most punctiliously every

day. It is not unlikely that, when the celebration of the annual Utsavas

became a regular feature and when the image of Somaskandamurti was
employed as the principal Utsava Vigraha, that of Skanda was removed
to its present habitat.

Another circumstance in support of the identification of Suclnda-

perumal with ‘Umaskanda-sahitam tirumem

’

is that the earliest epi-

graph on the outer wall of the first prakara is that which records the

establishment of the latter image. It is significant that the Sucinda-

perumajl shrine is located in a structure jutting out from the western

wing of the first prakara. Undoubtedly, this shrine of ^ucindaperumal
must have been constructed earlier than 1128 A.D. Yet another feature

which lends support to the identification of Suclndaperumal with the

‘Unvaskanda-'sahitam Tirumeni\ set up in 1126 A.D., is that, in early

20. See Chapter XIII
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times, it was the practice to have the image of Somaskandamuiti sculp-

tured on the wall of the garbhagrha, behind the lmga, of the main Siva

shrine. That, in Pallava times this feature was commonly adopted, is

testified to by Dubreuil.21 He says :
“ The image of Somaskanda is

the great master-designer of Pallava iconography It seems that it

represents the essential part of Pallava Saivism about 700 A.D., for the

image is usually found m front of the lmgam, on the wall which forms

the back of the sanctuary ” It would appear that the stationing of the

image on a separate shrine behind the garbhagrha of the main temple

was a later development of the Pallava design.

The Advent of the Malayali Brahmins . The question of identifying

the image of Somaskanda apart, its establishment is of smgular interest

in the history of the Sucindram temple; because, the author of this

benefaction appears to have belonged to the class of Malayali brahmins,

who figure now, probably for the first time on the scene. The donor

was Arangan Trivikrama of Sivallamangalam. A native of Slvalla-

mangalam became later one of the Yogakkar of the temple. Was
Arangan Trivikrama an ancestor of the later Yogakkaran of that

family ? Very probably he was. The name of the donor, and particu-

larly, the name of his native village, suggest that he was a Porri or a

Malayali brahmin and a predecessor of one of the Yogakkar. Therefore,

it seems clear that about the year 1126 A.D. the new element, compri-

sing the Malayali brahmins, appeared in Sucindram. As observed ear-

lier, very likely it was under the patronage of Vira Kerala, the Venad
ruler (1117 to 1144 A.D.)

,
that the Porris were brought into association

with the temple. In due course, they acquired a leading position; by
1229 A.D., they virtually became the owner-managers of the temple.

Resuming the consideration of the temple’s history, we find that
before the first quarter of the 12th century A.D., almost all the shrines
enclosed within the first prakara had come into existence. The image
of Amarabhujangaperumal had appeared earlier than the 9th century
A.D. The shrines of Vadakkedam and Tekkedam had arisen before
947 A.D. The bronze image of Umayammai, now fixed to the pedestal
holding Sucmdaperumal, had appeared by 1102 A.D. Finally, gucinda-
perumal which seems identical with ‘Uirvaskanda-sahitam Tirumeni

?

of
the inscription of 301 M.E., was enshrined in 1126 A.D.

Brahmarupa Vinuyakar

:

What about the images of Durga, Brah-
marupa Vinayakar and iSankaranarayana, all the three of which, are

21. J. Dubreuil: ‘Iconography of South India’., p. 34.
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found enshrined in small enclosures attached to the northern wall of

Tekkedam ? Were they established along with the shrine of Tekkedam ?

The epigraphs do not enlighten us on the question. But, the shrine of

Vinayakar seems to be old
;
perhaps, it belongs to as early a period as

the 10th century A.D. The fact that the image is described as Brahma-

rupa Vinayakar, representing Brahma, suggests that, when the shrines

of Siva and Visnu were constructed, the other deity of the Triad was
enshrined in between the two.22 The image of Vinayaka is considerably

worn out by age, and appears to have been established at a very early

period. Another piece of evidence, mdirect though, suggests that this

image of Vinayaka belongs to a period anterior to the 12th century A.D.

No mouse or vahana of Ganapati figures in front of the image. In this

connection, it is important to remember that the images before the 12th

century did not present their vahanas or vehicles along with them.23

Swrikaranardyana

:

While the shrine of Brahmarupa Vinayakar

seems to be of early origin, it is impossible to ascertain the age of the

other two. The accounts of 906 M.E. (1731 A D.) mention the shrines

of Durga and of 6ahkaranarayana
;
but, beyond doubt, they were con-

structed earlier than that date. An inscription of 805 M.E. (1629 A.D.)

speaks of the endowment of a lamp by Mullamangalam, in front of the

Sankaranarayana image. Did the shrine of gankaranarayana appear about

that time ? Perhaps so. All that can be said for certain is that it arose

in or before 1629 A.D.

It is equally difficult to determine the date of the Durga shrine,

located to the north of Tekkedam. No record on stone or palm-leaf

makes any reference to its origin. If the iconographic basis of mference

is examined, the indication is that it belongs to a period considerably

later than the 12th century A.D. Apart from the fact that the image
does not seem to he half as age-worn as that of Brahmarupa Vinayakar,

the pose of the figure and the drapery of the garment suggest a late date.

In fact, Durga in this shrine is not iconographically different from the

Jayantisvarattu Durga. There is epigraphie evidence that the last-

mentioned image was established in 1593 A.D. Perhaps, the shrine of

Durga, situated between Vadakkedam and Tekkedam, appeared about
the 16th century A.D.

22. That shrines dedicated to Brahma are not to be constructed is an old

maxim. The Puranic account is that in connection with the appearance of Lihgod-
bhavamurti, Brahma had uttered a falsehood and hence this curse. Temples dedi-

cated to Brahma assume other forms, as for example, that of Brahmarupa Vinayakar.

23. J. Dubreuil : 'Iconography of South India’
, p 43.
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Another inscription states that on the 4th Markali in 796 M.E. (1621

A.D.) one Nagammai of Terur set up a lamp to the north of Tekkedam

and made an endowment?for its maintenance. It is important to remember

that the Durga shrine is located immediately to the north of Tekkedam.

Unfortunately, the cryptic epigraph tells us little else. However, since

the Brahmavinayakar shrine had appeared much earlier, perhaps, this

gift of the lamp was made m 1621 A.D. for the shrine of Durga. The

fact that the donor was a woman strengthens this probability. It is not

unlikely that the benefaction itself was made soon after the construction

of the shrine of Durga. In the absence of information to the contrary,

the above-mentioned inference may be postulated tentatively.

The Rsabha Mandapa : Resuming the survey of the development

of the main temple, we find that new structures appeared as the years

rolled on. If the main shrine of Vadakkedam had arisen by 947 A.D., the

Rsabha Mandapa, just in front of Vadakkedam, may have come into

being either about the same time or within a couple of centuries after

that, at the latest. This piece of inference is warranted by the inscrip-

tion of Maravarman Srivallabha, the Pandyan king, who bestowed a

gift of land on Kuttadumdevar and his consort. Doubtless, the reference

in the inscription is to the bronze image of Nataraja or Sabhapati en-

shrined in the Rsabha Mandapa, to the north-east of Vadakkedam. This

epigraph belongs to a date about the middle of the 12th century A.D.,

and therefore, the shrine of Nataraja arose during, or before, that period.

It follows that the Rsabha Mandapa should have existed prior to that

time, for the Nataraja shrine is part and parcel of this pavilion. But the

Vahanappura inscription of 413 M.E. states that the Rsabha Mandapa,
which was formerly a wooden structure, was then re-constructed of

stone.24 Therefore, the Rsabha Mandapa, as a wooden structure, came
into existence before or during the 12th century A.D., while in its pre-
sent form, it appeared in 1238 A.D.

Udaya Martanda Mandapa : Regarding the date of the construction
of the porch (Udaya Martanda Mandapa) stretching to the east of the
Rsabha Mandapa, the Vahanappura inscription of 413 M.E. throws light.

epigraph states that the Venad ruler who effected this improvement
to the temple in 413 M.E. was Sri Vira Udaya Martandavarman. Evident-
ly the Udaya Martanda Mattdapa was called after this king, and thus, it

is clear that this porch, too, was constructed in its existing form in
413 ME. (1238 A.D.).

24. Appendix—Inscription, No. 51.
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An intriguing question arises as to when the huge hall in front of

Tekkedam (corresponding to the Rsabha and Udaya Martanda Mandapas

of Vadakkedam) was erected. It does not seem likely that, while the

extension eastward was progressing in front of Vadakkedam, the cor-

responding space opposite Tekkedam was left as an open courtyard.

Very probably, Udaya Martanda Varma not only constructed the hall

immediately to the east of the Rsabha Mandapa but also the extensive

porch in front of the Garbhagrha of Tekkedam. The following facts

may be adduced in support of that view.

In the first place, the height of the Mandapas seen both in front of

Tekkedam and Vadakkedam is exactly the same. More striking is the

uniformity of architectural style adopted in the construction of these

Mandapas. The unity of plan m respect of these structures is obvious

even to the casual observer. Only a wall in the middle, running east to

west, separates the Mandapa in front of Tekkedam from the correspond-

ing ones in front of Vadakkedam. However, it may be argued that a

later Mandapa could have been built so as to bring it into line with the

earlier structure. But, while a later construction might have con-

formed to the height of the original Mandapa, it is not probable that

exactly similar details would have been repeated, if these porches

were built at different dates and by different patrons. Moreover, since

the Tekkedam Mandapa, too, should have certainly come into existence

before the Vira Pandyan Mani Mandapa was erected, Udaya Martanda
Varma of the 12th century A.D. was, in all probability, the architect of

that structure, too.

It is important to remember that, in front of Tekkedam, a porch,

exactly corresponding to the Rsabha Mandapa does not seem to have
been built at all. If such a structure had appeared, it would be found
there, clearly distinguishable from the Tekkedam Mandapa. As it is,

what exists in front of the Tekkedam Garbhagrha is a single extensive

porch. Evidently, by 1141 A.D., the Rsabha Mandapa alone had been
constructed, without any corresponding structure in front of Tekkedam.
That accounts for the circumstance that the Tekkedam Mandapa is one
long porch corresponding to the Rsabha Mandapa and the Udaya Mar-
tanda Mandapa together, facing Vadakkedam.

It m,ay be asked why the Vadakkedam porch alone continues to he
called after Udaya Martanda Varma if he were the author of the

Mandapas in front of both Vadakkedam and Tekkedam. The answer

is that, to start with, the name was commonly used for both the Mandapas,
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but in later times, because of the greater importance paid to the Siva

shrine, the hall in front of the latter alone continued to be called after

the author. Moreover, the Tekkedam porch is popularly known as

Namaskara Mandapa, because the brahmins who are appomted to pros-

trate before the deity at the time of the mid-day puja, perform their

Namaskaram (prostration) there. This later designation of the porch

must have eclipsed the older name.

Subrahmaniasvdmy Koil * The earliest of the shrines which arose

outside the main temple was that of Subrahmania. An inscription on
the western fagade of the shrine records its rise in 413 M.E. (1238 A.D )

.

The name of the person who set up the image is perhaps mentioned m
the inscription; but that particular portion is defaced and cannot be
made out. Nor can the name of the shrine be learnt from the epigraph.

However, the place where the inscription is engraved and the mention of

the establishment of an image (pratitticcadu) occurring in it, leave no
room for doubt that the record registers the rise of the Subrahmamas-
vamy Koil. Fortunately, the inscription of 413 M.E., in the Vahanappura
furnishes a more specific information. It states that on 5th Meda of 413

M.E. (1238 A.D.) one Kandiyur Unni25 constructed the shrine of Subrah-
mania and made an endowment of property towards the expenses of the

daily offermgs.

The porch in front of the Subrahmaniasvamy K6il, the Ilayanayinar

Mandapa, as it was called, was constructed only m the 16th century A.D.

An inscription on one of the pillars of the Mandapa reveals that, on 20th

Kiartikai 759 M.E. (1584 A.D.) Sitamma, a Devaradiyal who was attached

to the Mahadeva temple in Kera'lapuram, effected this construction. The
two sculptured feminine figures, found on either side of the western
extremity of the porch, apparently, represent the lady who provided the

benefaction and her mother Malaikkutty.

Vira Pdndyan Mani Mandapa : For nearly two centuries after

the construction of the Udaya Martanda Mandapa, there does not seem
to have occurred any structural addition to the main temple. The Vira

Pandyan Mam Mandapa, the narrow porch lying m front of the Udaya
Martanda and Namaskara Maaidapas, was the next to appear. That this

porch was erected by or in honour of a Vira Bandya is obvious from its

25. The inscription records also the reconstruction of several parts of the

temple undertaken by a Venad ruler, probably Sri Vira Ravi Kerala Varma. Kandi-

yur Unni was perhaps the queen of this monarch. Unni, Unnima, Unnimaya,

Unninanga and Unninlli were names common among Malayali women in the past.
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name. But it is difficult to determine the identity of the Vira Pandya
whose name is associated with it. No epigraph is available which speci-

fies the erection of this Mandapa. However, a gift for the conduct of a

Vira Pandyan Sandhi is recorded in an inscription.26 In the absence of

evidence to the contrary, it may be reasonably suggested that the same
person who instituted the Vira P-aiidyan Sandhi in the temple was the

author of this benefaction as well. If so, the porch must have been
erected some time m the middle of the 14th century A.D., very likely

about 1351 A.D., which is the probable date of the inscription recording

the Vira Pandyan Sandhi.

This suggestion tallies with the known facts of Pandyan history.

There are half a dozen rulers bearing the name, Vira Pandya. But
among these, neither the two Vira Pandyas before the 12th century A.D.

nor the Vira Pandya who ruled about the middle of the 12th century

A.D., could have been connected with the construction of this porch, for

the Udayamartanda Mandapa appeared only by the end of the 12th cen-

tury A.D., and it is impossible that the Vira Pandyan Mam Mandapa
could have been erected prior to that. Nor is it likely that Jatavarman
Vira Pandya, appearing later, was the king connected with this benefac-

tion, because the inscription, referred to above, clearly belongs to Mara-
varman Vira Pandya. Among the two Maravarman Vira Pandyas, the

14th century Vira Pandya (accession 1334 A.D.) was in all probability

the sovereign after whom the Mandapa was designated, because the

language and the palaeography of the inscription appear to belong to

the 14th century A.D. Moreover, the architectural style of this porch is

unquestionably older than that of the Cempakaraman Mandapa, which
was constructed in the last quarter of the 15th century A.D.

Why is the porch described as Vira Pandyan Mam Mandapa ? Very

likely, it was constructed in the space which was, m earlier times known

as Mani Ambalam. An inscription of Jatavarman Udaiyar Cola Pandya,

belonging to 1091 A.D., speaks of the village assembly meeting in Mam
Ambalam. When a porch was constructed on that space, the name of the

king in whose honour it was built, and the older designation were, per-

haps, combined to confer the later appellation. The original name, Mam
Ambalam, must have arisen by reason of the fact that, even in the 11th

century A.D., that was the place where the big bell of the temple was

hung up. A Kaimukku record of 1734 A.D., refers to the same porch as

‘Manitukku Mandapa9 which signified the porch where the bell was

26. See Appendix—Inscription, No. 54.
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suspended. This confirms the above suggestion regarding the genesis of

its name.

The Sabha Mandapa

:

That a Sabha or hall was constructed m 586

M.E. (1410 A.D.) through the munificence of one Martanda Varma is

learnt from the Samskrit verse inscribed at two places in the pagoda. The

Venad sovereign credited with this construction was none other than the

famous Cera Udaya Martanda Varma who ruled between 558 and 610

M.E.27 The metrical restrictions of the verse must have stood m the way

of the incorporation of the full name in the epigraph. But a pointer is

furnished by the poetic description of the ruler as the ‘great king of

Kerala’.

Which was the Sabha or the hall built by him in the Suclndram

temple ? The inscription is engraved in two places— one on the northern

outer wall of the Udaya Martanda Mandapa and another on a

pillar in the porch in front of the Jayantlsvara shrines. Obviously the

construction specified in the epigraph could not have been the pillared

hall found immediately behind the western wall of the first prakara and

opposite the present ‘Jayantlsvara shrines’, for this porch is of too poor

a pattern to have been undertaken by the celebrated monarch. Further,

the crowd of pillars which support this Mandapa leaves little space to

serve as a hall or Sabha. Moreover, if that were the porch built by the

Cera Emperor, it is not likely that the Jayantlsvara shrines would have

been constructed behind it. Above all, it seems inconceivable that the

‘Sabha’, proudly commemorated in the inscription by the “Emperor of

Kerala”, would have been built behind the mam temple. Even at pre-

sent, this spot is one of the least prominent places in the pagoda. Before

the rise of the Jayantlsvara shrines, it was still less prominent or suit-

able for the construction of the hall. Therefore the Sabha Mandapa,
constructed by Cera Udaya Martanda, is likely to have been the porch
connecting the Subrahmaniasvamy shrine and the Udaya Martanda
Mandapa, on the northern outer wall of which, the other inscription is

found engraved.

Cempakaraman Mandapa: The next structure that arose after the

‘Sabha’ of Cera Udaya Martanda Varma was the grand pavilion, the

‘Cempakaraman Mandapa5

,
which extends to the eastern extremity of

Vira Pandyan Mam Mandapa. Even after the latter was constructed,

there must have existed a wide expanse of open space in front of it. On
this space it was, that the magnificent Cempakaraman Mandapa was

27. Nagamaiah : State Manual, Vol. I. p, 267, and T.A.S., VIII, p. 28.
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built. Fortunately, we have definite information about the date of the

completion of this structure. The Samskrit verse engraved at the

eastern end of the pavilion’s northern inner wall states that, on Monday
the first day of the bright fortnight of Tulam in 654 ME. (1478 A.D.),

Rama Varma constructed the huge Mandapa 'resembling Kailasa*. It

is known from an inscription at Quilon that this king had the surname
Cempaka. That accounts for the name Cempakaraman Mandapa given

to the pavilion. But there occurs an apparent discrepancy in date, which

calls for an explanation. On the northern fagade of the Mandapa, there

appears an inscription of the same king, dated the 12th Cittirai 646 M.E.

(1471 A.D.)
,
which states that he bestowed certain gifts on the temple,

seated in the Cempakaraman Mandapa. However, this seeming incon-

gruity is easily explained. The date of the construction, specified in the

inscription of 654 M E., evidently, referred to the time when the pavilion

was completed. The work was begun several years earlier, probably,

long before 646 M.E.; and it was while the embellishment of the pavilion

was in progress, that the king’s gift was made and the earlier inscription

was engraved. This exquisitely constructed edifice must have taken a

considerable length of time for completion.

Aditya MaTidapa

:

Right in front of the Cempakaraman Mandapa
and immediately to the west of the Eastern SrTbalipura, stands the

narrow porch, described as the Aditya Mandapa, popularly known as the

Dhvajastambha Mandapa. Neither the name Aditya Mandapa, nor the

date of its construction is found mentioned in any inscription. But the

Kaimukku documents as well as the Padiyerram records (the chronicles

of royal visits) and the temple accounts of 994 M.E. (1819 A.D.) mention

the Aditya Mandapa. None of these records, however, specifies the date

when this porch was constructed. Circumstantial evidence alone has to

be pressed into service in order to obtain a clue. It does not seem im-

probable that the Mandapa was constructed soon after the Vadak-
kedam flagstaff was originally erected in its present position. Since

reference is found to the endowment made by the above-mentioned
ruler Ramavarma in 646 M.E. (1471 A.D.) for the purpose of celebrating

the 4th Utsava in the temple, and since the flagstaff is planted to the

east of the Cempakaraman Mandapa, is it too much to suggest that the

flagstaff and the Dhvajastambha Mandapa were erected by Ramavarma ?

More probably, Ramavarma commenced the construction of the Mandapa
and it was completed by his successor Aditya Varma, whose inscription

of 659 M.E. (1484 A.D.) is found in the temple. Obviously, that explains
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the name Aditya Mandapa applied to this porch. Its completion may
he dated to the period between 654 and 659 M E. (1479-1484 A.D.)

.

The Tekkedam flagstaff was originally erected by Vitthala in 720

M.E. (1545 A D.) . The inscription of 720 M.E., noticed already, records

his construction of the Gopura and the erection of the Tekkedam

Dhvajastambha Evidently, Ramavarma had erected only the Vadak-

kedam Dhvajastambha. It is not known whether Vitthala had con-

structed any porch near the Tekkedam flagstaff. In all probability, no

construction appeared then
,
otherwise, the inscription would have cer-

tainly specified it. Another inscription on a pillar of the Tekkedam part

of the Dhvajastambha Mandapa reveals that the cost of erecting the pil-

lar in 820 M E. (1645 A.D.)
,
was met by one Nangayya Amma, belonging

to the family of Sendan Sucindravadi. This epigraph suggests that the

Tekkedam wing of the Dhvajastambha Mandapa was constructed m 820

M.E. (1645 A.D.).28

The Aramvalattamman Kort : Among the shrines outside the main
edifice, that dedicated to Aramvalattamman, the ‘half-divine

5

virgin, was
the next to appear after the Subrahmaniasvamy Koil. A striking feature

about the history of this shrine is that, though its genesis is mysterious, the

date of its origin can be fixed with a certain measure of accuracy. Ac-

cording to local tradition, Aramvalattamman, a girl of Terur, is reported

to have suddenly disappeared while devoutly worshipping the deity.

The date of this event is furnished by a record of the temple. A docu-

ment executed on 5th Masi 933 M.E. (1758 A.D ) , by the relatives of the

girl with the Srikaryakkar of the temple, states that the mysterious dis-

appearance of the virgin occurred on 16th Masi 619 M.E. (1444 A.D.),

and that a shrine dedicated to her was constructed soon afterwards.29

There does not seem to be any ground for disbelieving that the shrme of

Aramvalattamman was erected about 619 M.E. (1444 A.D.).

Vncal Mandapa : Popular tradition, as well as the annual celebra-

tion of the Tirukkalyanam, connect the Aramvalattamman Roil with the

tJncal Mandapa The Tirukkalyanam, the celebration of the marriage
between Sthanumurti and Aramvalattamman, is held annually in the

Ufical Mandapa. This suggests that this pavilion was constructed by
the relatives of Aramvalattamman. In fact, the author of this benefac-

28. See Appendix—Inscription, No. 86 One of the recent records of the temple
states that both the old Dhvajastambhas were removed since they had become worn-
out by age and were substituted by fresh ones on 29th Edavam 1047 M.E. (June,
1872 AD.).

29 See Appendix, No. 1.
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tion is known to have been the ancestor of one Marayakkutty Pillay of

Terur, as is learnt from the ‘Records of Parivattams5

,
viz., Records relat-

ing to the presentations of cloth on the day of the Car Festival. Signi-

ficant is the fact that the family of Marayakkutty Pillay of ‘Alack Vidu’

in T§rur represents the lineal descendants of Palliarai Nacciyar, the

mother of Aramvalattamman. Fortunately, an inscription engraved on

a lintel of the Uncal Mandapa states that on 25th Tai 759 M.E. (1584 A.D.)

Iravi, the wife of Pandaram Pillay had the porch constructed. Appa-
rently, Iravi was a descendant of Palkyarai Nacciyar.30

The Gopura ; For well over a century after the rise of the Aram-
valattamman shrine and the Uncal Mandapa, no additional structure is

known to have appeared in the temple So far as our present knowledge
goes, the next construction was the stately tower at the eastern gateway.

The author of the edifice was the Vijayanagar general Vitthala Maha-
raja. Fortunately, the author’s name and the date of the tower are learnt

from an epigraph. That, Vitthala and his brother had the Gopura con-

structed m 720 M.E. (1545 A.D.) is the valuable piece of information

which the inscription furnishes.

But, the entire tower, as we see it at present, was not completed

then. If it were so, the work undertaken m 1056 M.E (1881 A.D.)
,
con-

cerning which, clear proof is available, would not have been necessary.

The truth seems to be this
;
durmg Vitthala’s time, the plinth basement

was completed and, perhaps, a rather flimsy structure above it was also

erected. But, even granting that only the basic structure of plinth was
equipped then, it was no mean accomplishment. The excellent sculptures

on the numerous panels of the plinth basement alone do great credit to

the architects who planned and executed that part of the tower. The
present upper edifice of the Gopura is of very recent date. The renova-

tion, or rather the re-construction of this structure was begun in 1056

M.E. (1881 A.D.)
,
and completed in 1063 M.E. (1888 A.D.) » The

mural paintings on the inner walls of the Gopura, depicting themes from
the Sthalapurana, belong to the same time.

Gopuravdtal Shrines : If the basic structure of the Gdpura arose in

1545 A.D., the several images enshrined in the panels on both the wings

of the inner doorway of the tower must have come into existence about

30. It is interesting to find that the same inscription records that a dancing

girl, Martandakkutty, daughter of Poycollameyyan paid for the construction of a

pillar of the porch.

31. Appendix—Inscription, No. 91

17
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the same time. Thus the shrines of Cidambaresvarar and Kali on the

panels of the northern wall and of Nandikesvarar and Sasta on the

southern wall are ascnbable to this period. It is unthinkable that these

images appeared long after the construction of the plinth structure, for

it would have been difficult and risky to carve the panels and the images

after the upper part of the tower was begun. Hence it is certain that

about 1545 A.D. these shrines also came into existence. Concerning the

image of Nandikesvarar, there is definite epigraphic evidence showing

that it existed in or before 1590 A.D. An inscription which registers a

gift for a lamp to be burnt near the image of ‘Nandiccurar Tampiran’ is

dated 13th Markah 766 M.E. (1590 A.D.) . This proves that by 1590 A.D.,

at the latest, the shrine of Nandikesvarar had arisen. What is true of

this shrine seems true of others in the group.

XJdaya Martanda Vinayakar : Most probably, soon after the rise of

the Gopura there appeared the shrine of Ganapati, described as Udaya
martanda Vinayakar. Located on the outer fringe of the pagoda, this

deity was set up there to serve as the guardian deity of the temple. No
inscription furnishes the date of the shrine or the name of the ruler who
had it constructed. Obviously its rise is to be ascribed to a Udaya
Martanda, a Travancore ruler. Among the kings of that name associated

with the Sucmdram temple, the one who probably constructed this Vina-

yaka shrine is Sahkaranarayana Venrumankonda Bhtitala Vira Udaya
Martanda Varman (743-763 M.E. = 1568-1588 A.D.). If this Vinayaka
image had not been transplanted in its present abode from some other

part of the pagoda, for which there is absolutely no evidence, it is not at

all likely that the king Udaya Martanda, either of the 4th or of the

6th century M.E., was the author of this shrine
;
because, by that time,

the Cempakaraman Mandapa had not come into existence. It is in-

conceivable that a Vinayaka shrine presenting the guardian deity would
have been established so far away, nearly 250 feet from the Mulasthana
of the main temple, when there was no structure in between. Obviously
therefore, there is a strong presumption for believing that Udaya MCar-

tanda of the 8th century M.E. was the ruler who set up this image and
erected the shrine.32

Indra Vinayakar

.

Another shrine dedicated to Vinayaka is found
to the north-west of the Gopura, but there is no direct means of determin-
ing the date of its rise. True, the earliest of the Kaimukku records

32. Udaya Martanda’s brother and successor, Bhutala Vira Ravi Varma insti-
tuted a Sandhi in the temple in his memory, a fact learnt from an inscription erf 720
M.E. See Appendix—Inscription, No. 63.
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available, viz., the one of 802 M.E. (1627 A.D.), refers to this shrine.

But, that serves only to fix the upper limit of its date. There is, doubt-

less, the tradition that the Kaimukku ordeal was conducted from a very

early period. Indrapala Vinayakar, as the deity is described, is believed

to have been associated with these ordeals from times of old. Moreover,

the Sthalapurana would have us believe that Indra himself worshipped

this Vmayaka prior to his propitiation of Sthanumalaya.

Legends apart, the only other sources of inference left to us are the

architectural style of the shrine and the iconographic features of the

image. But the inference from the architectural style of that small

shrine cannot be pressed very far. Even at a later stage, a construction

on an unpretentious earlier pattern might have been adopted. Not so,

the iconographic features of the figure. The image is remarkably age-

worn. In fact, so far as the shape, and the iconographic details are con-

cerned, the Indra Vinayakar seems to be an exact counterpart of Brah-
marupa Vinayakar. Since the latter is ascnbable to a very early date,

as far back as the 10th century A.D., it is probable that Indra Vinayakar
also belongs to an early era, decidedly before the 13th or 12th century
A.D.

Nilakantha Vinayakar

:

Yet another Ganapati shrine is that of

Nilakantha Vinayakar found to the south of the Cempakaraman Man-
dapa. Fortunately, the date of its origin, and the name of the person
who provided this construction are known through one of the old re-

cords. A palm-leaf document preserved in the Tekkuman Matha fur-

nishes valuable data concerning this shnne. It states that on the 14th of

Avani 763 M.E. (1587 A.D.) the then eldest member of the Tekkuman
Matha, one of the nine Uranmaikkar of the temple, set up the shrine of

Nilakantha Vinayakar. The image was sumamed Nilakantha Vinaya-

kar, after the founder of the shrine, called Purusottamar Nilakanthar.

Prodigious in size, this Ganapati is popularly described as Mukkuruni
Pillayar. This popular name, and the size of the figure, suggest that

this Pillayar is the counterpart of the one in the famous Cidambaram
temple.

The ‘ Jayaninsvara 9 shrines: A great deal of confusion of ideas

has prevailed about the so-called
4Jayantisvara shrines’. By reason of

five Vimanas appearing over the shrines, popularly, they have not only

been considered to enshrine the Five Pandavas, hut also as having been
constructed by the very Pandavas themselves. Besides, an aetiological

attempt has been made to ascribe the construction of the shrines to

Jayanta, the son of Indra, who is believed to have been intimately con-
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nected with the temple. It need hardly be repeated that these legendary

stories have no historic basis.

An inscription engraved on a lintel m the Mandapa in front of these

shrines states that in 768 M E. (1593 A.D.) one Sucindradhivasi, the lord

of Navabhavana, consecrated the images of Siva and Gauri
^

4 Navabha-

vanapati Sri Sucindradhivasi’, was evidently one of the 9 Uranmaikkar

of the temple, for the records speak of one of them as Sucindradhivasi.

But Navabhavanapati is as much applicable to Puttillam as to Puduma-

dam; and both of these were house-names of Uranmaikkar. A clue is

found from a traditional practice, continued down to this day. On the

5th day of the Utsava, a Mandapappadi, viz., special diparadhana or

waving of lights accompanied by certain ceremonies, is conducted in the

Jayantisvara Mandapa by the Puttillam member. Performed m honour

of Siva and Parvati, this ceremony appears to commemmorate the foun-

dation of the shrines by a member of the Puttillam house m 768 M.E.

(1593 A.D.) . Hence, there is a strong presumption for believing that it

was the Puttillam Pom who constructed the shrines of Siva and Parvati,

or Sambhu and Gauri, as the inscription designates them.

Certain other mscnptions of Sucindram reinforce the view that,

about that time, there was a Sendan of Puttillam who revelled in provid-

ing embellishments to temples. An epigraph in the Perambalam shrine

in Sucindram,33 speaks of Sendan of Puttillam m connection with the

construction of a Mandapa in 772 M.E. (1596 A.D.) . Besides, a few years

later, viz., in 781 M.E. (1606 A.D.)
,
the same member ‘Puttillattu Sendan

Sivlndirav.adi
5
is known to have constructed the Kulasekhara Pillayar

Koil in Sucindram.34 These facts indicate that Sendan of Puttillam was
an enthusiastic patron of temples

;
and, m all probability, he was the

author of the two shrines of ‘Sambhu and Gauri5
in the Sthanunathas-

vamy temple.

The real difficulty appears in determining the origin of the other
shrines in the group. Can it be taken that all of them were set up in

768 M.E. by Puttillam ? The unity of construction of the shrines, as well
as the common name ‘Jayantisvara shrines 5 now applied to the entire

group, may suggest this probability. But the distinct names given to

the two Sivalingas, as Ramesvarar and Narayanesvarar, indicate that
they were set up by persons other than ‘Sendan of 768 M.E. 5 Perhaps
some other devotees established these shrines following the example of

33. Appendix— Inscription, No 77.

34. TA.S., V33I, p 24.
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Sendan. However, there is no means of knowing when they were actual-

ly erected. In this connection it is noteworthy that a palm-leaf record

dated 20th Alpasi 1044 M.E. (1868 A.D.) speaks of an endowment at an

earlier date by the Pudumadam member for celebrating the Astami

Rohini festival m the Krsnasvamy shrine of the group.35 Perhaps, a

member of the Pudumadam family had set up the Krsnasvamy shrine.

The contribution of the NcLyaks to the development of the temple *

The 17th century A.D. witnessed a glorious epoch in the history of the

Sucindram temple by virtue of Tirumala Nayak's benefactions. Though
he came to South Travancore primarily as an invader, the devoted pat-

ron of religion and temples that he was, Tirumala, revelled in addmg new
structures, images and embellishments to places of worship Popular

tradition ascribes several constructions and improvements within the

Sthanunathasvamy temple, as well as outside, m the village of Sucindram,

to Tirumala Nayak, the master-builder. But epigraphic evidence sub-

stantiating his activities has not come to light. The only inscription

where some Nayaks figure is that recording a sadasevai
;
but, it is not

possible to identify the persons mentioned in the inscription. Perhaps
they were connected with the family of Tirumala

;
the purport of the

Sadasevai is stated as the mvocation of the deity not merely for the

prosperity of their family, but also for the expiation of their sins. Either,

they belonged to the ruling family at Madurai or, were geneials who
participated in some of the plundermg expeditions which were under-
taken m the 17th century A.D. The date of the inscription is not ascer-

tainable; only the month and the day of the month can be made out.

It must, however, be repeated that local tradition about Tirumala’s con-

tributions is copious; and since he belonged to the 17th century A.D.,

only about 300 years ago, the popular reports may be credited with a

certain measure of reliability.

Mdhkalai

:

Now let us consider the work of Tirumala in the light

of popular reports The setting up of the huge bull (the Makkalai) in

the Eastern Sribalipura is ascribed to him. If a study of Tirumala’s
benefactions to the Madurai Temple furnishes any pointer, it is that he
revelled in erecting figures and structures of a prodigious size. The
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Makfealai of Sucindram is certainly worthy of having been a product of

Tirumala’s artistic design.

Angi for Visnu . This great Nayak ruler had no exclusive partiality

for either the Saivite or the Vaisnavite persuasion. His patronage

transcended these distinctions. In the Perumal shrine of Tekkedam, he

endowed the elegantly shaped golden mask (angi) for the image of

Visjiu.36 This fact is corroborated by the reference found in the petition

submitted by the head of the Tekkuman Matha to the Travancore Gov-

ernment in 1934 A.D.37

Garuddlv'dr shnne . The splendid shrine of Garudalvar, facing

Tekkedam Perumal, is, in all probability another handiwork of Tirumala.

Tradition apart, the portraits carved on the pillars of the Garudalvar

shrine38 provide a definite pointer. The principal portrait is that of

Tirumala himself. Obviously therefore, the shrine was erected by him.

Presenting sculptures of a high order, the shrine is worthy of the master-

builder. As mentioned earlier, there is found on the southern outer wall

of the shrine the strange representation of a balance and of a person being

trampled underfoot by an elephant. Popular view holds that it depicts

Tirumala punishing a goldsmith who played false with him. While the

traditional account may be taken for what it is worth, the association of

Tirumala’s name with the piece of sculptural representation on the

outer wall of the Garudalvar shrine lends support to the view that the

shrine itself was the product of his munificence.

Dahsinamurti

:

Behind the Garudalvar shrine, and attached to the

southern wall of the Konrayadmathar Koil, appears the small enclosure

for Daksinamurti. Its location in the neighbourhood of the Garudalvar
shrine, may suggest that Tirumala was the author of this, too. But,
there is absolutely no other piece of evidence to support this suggestion.

Nor does tradition associate the rise of this shrine with Tirumala. The

36. An Agastlsvaram Taluk Record of 10th Kartikai 921 ME (1745 AD.) states

that the Government of Bala Martanda Varma constructed a * Hamkoil * or Balalaya
for Tekkedam and performed some purificatory ceremonies (LRM. p. 10). Ap-
parently, this refers only to some repairs in the shrine. It does not seem likely

that the golden mask provided for the image was a gift of Bala Martanda Varma
37. True, it is only a modem source But the eldest member of that house was

one of the Uramnaikkar of the temple, and as such, had ample opportunities of

knowing the events connected with the temple and also of possessing records per-
taining to it. Moreover, from the context in which the above-mentioned fact con-
cerning Tekkedam is stated in the petition, it seems that the petitioners would have
had no purpose in fabricating the matter

38. See Infra Chapter XII
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image of Daksinamurti is old. Moreover, the sages and disciples depicted

in later shrines of Daksinamurti, are not found here. In the present state

of our knowledge, nothing can be stated regarding the origin of the

Daksinamurti shrine, except that it seems to be one of the early units

of the temple.

The Eastern Sribalipura : Among other constructions m the temple

ascribable to Tirumala, it is likely that the erection, or rather the re-

novation, of the Eastern Sribalipura forms another. Doubtless, the

Eastern Sribalipura is distinctly anterior in date to the other Sri-

balipuras of the pagoda. The smaller girth of the pillars, the

lower level of artistic merit presented by them, as well as the less

developed corbels, all bear this out clearly. Moreover, the worn-out
nature of the pillars and of the stone beams above, indicates that the

Eastern Sribalipura is considerably older in time than its counterparts in

the temple. Regarding the date when the Eastern Sribalipura was con-

structed, no documentary evidence has come to light. But, very pro-

bably, it was constructed only after 654 M.E. (1478 A.D.), in which year

the Cempakaraman Mandapa was completed. The Sribalipura could

not have been built so far away from the main temple but for the huge
pavilion intervening in between. Apparently the Eastern Sribalipura

was constructed in the present form m the time of Tirumala Nayak,
because the ceilings over ‘ Garudalvar > and 1 Makkalai ? could not have
been erected independently of the Eastern Sribalipura. The unity of

plan evident in the constructions of the Eastern Sribalipura and the

Man$apas over the Makkalai and the shrine of Garudalvar shows that

all these were built about the same time, viz., during the period of

Tirumala Nayak.

Ceccaikkottdram and the Streets : Tirumala Nayak’s embellish -

ments were not confined to the temple alone. His unflagging enthusiasm

found ample scope even outside the pagoda. But the work outside was

also actuated by the desire to exalt the temple. Tradition avers that

the systematic lay-out of the broad streets running around the village,

providing scope for the procession of Vahanas and of the Cars in con-

nection with the Utsavas, was undertaken by Tirumala. Obviously,

the beautification of the village was considered a necessary complement

to the embellishment of the temple. At the end of the South Street

stands the palace, the Ceccaikkottaram, ascribed to Tirumala Nayak.

Popularly it is called Tirumala Nayakkan Kottaram\ His construction

of a palace in the village reveals what a profound impression Suclndram
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and its glorious fane had produced on him. Besides, the Nayakkar Matha,

ascribed to Jayantiyappa Nayaka, the brother-in-law of Tirumala, was

built m the Lime of the latter. On the whole, the record of achievement

in Sucindram on the part of Tirumala Nayak constitutes an additional

feather in his cap of glory.

The Southern
,
Western and Northern Srlbalipuras . The latest of

the principal constructions was the erection of the lofty Srlbalipura m
the southern, western and northern prakaras. While the Eastern Sri-

balipura was built in Tirumala Nayaka’s time, the other three came up

much later. Regarding the exact date of the construction of the South-

ern, Western and Northern Srlbalipuras, there is a slight discrepancy

in the known facts. The palm-leaf records m the possession of the

Vattappalli Sthamkar indicate that the construction of the Srlbalipura

was in progress in 951 M.E But, it is learnt from the records of the

Tekkuman Matha,39 that the Srlbalipura was built during the period

970 to 973 M.E. There is thus a disparity of about 20 years. Both the

sources of information agree in stating that it was undertaken under

the patronage of Kartikai Tirunal Maharaja.. Another independent

source of information confirms the date furnished by the Tekkuman
Matha Records The £ Mudaliyar Manuscripts * contain a ‘ Sadhana 9

(communication) from the Dewan to the c Pillamar ’ of Nancinad re-

garding the punishment of those 4 Pidagaikkar 9 who had not co-operated

with the Government in the construction of the Srlbalipura m Sucin-

dram. The ‘ Sadhana 5 bears the date 8th Am 973 M.E. (1798 A.D.)

.

This settles the date of the construction of the Srlbalipura ; it was effec-

ted between 970 and 973 M.E. (1793 and 1798 AD.) 40

It may be doubted whether the three Srlbalipuras were all con-

structed anew or whether they were only re-constructions of older

structures. Inscriptions of the temple bear testimony to the fact that

there existed a Srlbalipura many years prior to 973 M.E. (1798 A.D.).

The epigraph dated 26th Tulam 722 M.E. (1546 A.D.) speaks of it, and
incidentally, mentions the purpose which it served. It runs thus

:

e
Piratte Sivahpprakarattile eluntarulukiravakaikkum \ That affords a
clear proof of the existence of a Srlbalipura in the 16th century A.D.

39. Petition submitted to the Travancore Government by the Porn of Tekku-
man Matha.

40. It is not easy to brush aside the date found in the records of the Vattappaili

Matha. The only probability is that the work was begun some time about 951 ME.,
and owing to some reason, not known to us, it was held in abeyance for a time and
was renewed in 971 ME. and eventually completed in 973 ME. i.e., 1798 AX).
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Doubtless, this Piratte Slvaliprakaram

'

should have stretched beyond
the Cemp?karaman Mandapa, because, earher than the time of this in-

scription (722 M.E.), the latter pavilion had been completed. Hence,

it is likely that in the same space now covered by the Sribalipura, there

was in existence a flimsier and less artistic Sribalipura in the 16th

century A.D., and perhaps still earlier. The older structure could have

been constructed some time between 654 M.E. (1479 A.D.) and 722 M.E.

(1546 AD.).4*

Citra Sabha

:

The pavilion called Citra Sabha appears to have

been constructed before 804 M.E. (1629 A.D.). This is inferred from
two epigraphs of that date, found inscribed on the two pillars which
present the sculptured figures of Kali and Vyaghrapada respectively.

Each of these registers the Sadasevai or perpetual worship of a devotee.

The inscriptions do not furnish any other piece of information. But a
palm-leaf record of the temple, dated 31st Ani 1020 M.E. (1845 A.D.),

reveals that one Matukkutty Malayamma of Parakkai constructed the

Citra Sabha and endowed lands to meet the expenses of the daily puja

there.42 Thus, the data provided by the two sources seem irreconcil-

able, for the pillars supporting the pavilion would not have appeared

long before the pavilion itself. It seems that what Malayamma con-

structed m 1845 A.D. was nothing but the shrine within the Citra Sabha,

viz., the structure at the northern extremity of the pavilion, presenting

a mirror as the object of worship. The main edifice had come into

existence before 804 M.E. (1629 A.D.) . The fact that there appears on
the face of one of the pillars a portrait sculpture, probably of a Malayali

king, suggests that he had erected the principal structure. Unfortu-

nately, there is no means of ascertaining the identity of this king. If

a suggestion may be hazarded, the monarch was perhaps the famous
Bhutalavira Sri Vira Udaya Martatida Varma who ruled over Venad
between 691 and 710 M.E, (1516 and 1535 AJD.) . He is known to have
made endowments to the temple at Kanyakumari. Besides, as observed

earlier, he erected the shrine of Udaya Martanda Vinayakar in Suein-

dram itself. It was in his honour that his brother Bhutala Vira Ravi

41 The description of
kCurru Mandapa 5 or of 'Tiruccuri^umandapa5

in the

earlier inscriptions, for example, in that of 1000 A.D. and of 1209 A D., denoted the

first prakara only. This is perfectly evident from the Acarakkanakku of 994 MJE.

(1819 A.D.), wherein the Tiruceurrumandapa5 and Sribalipura’ are spoken of as

two distinct entities.

42. See Appendix, No. H

18
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Varma instituted the Udaya Martanda Sandhi in the Sucindram temple.

Between 1535 and 1629 A.D. no other Veriad ruler is known to have

provided notable benefactions to this temple. It may be tentatively

taken that Udaya Martanda Varma was the architect of the Citra Sabha
and that the portrait m the pavilion represents this monarch.

Kulasekhara Mandapa and the ‘ Musical Pillars '

:

The raised plat-

form stretching between the Northern Srlbalipura and the Vira Pandyan
Mani Mandapa is mentioned as the Kulasekhara Mandapa in the Aca-

rakkanakku of 994 M.E. The exquisite group of pillars, known as the
1 Musical Pillars

5 support the Mandapa. When did these splendid works
of art arise ? Two of the four groups of pillars abut on the Northern

Srlbalipura, and even a casual visitor may observe that they were erec-

ted about the time when the present Northern Srlbalipura was con-

structed.

Fortunately, a palm-leaf record furnishes the date of the construc-

tion of the Kulasekhara Mandapa and thus presumably of the Musical

Pillars, too. The record43 states that Saumiya Narayanappayyan paid

720 fanams m 973 M.E. (1798 A.D.) towards the erection of one pillar

of the Kulasekhara Mandapa. The same record shows that the erection

of the Mandapa itself was undertaken by the Government of Travan-
core. Thus, it was as a part of the embellishment of the Northern
Srlbalipura that the Kulasekhara Maiadapa and the Musical Pillars were
erected about 973 M.E. (1798 A.D.).

Vasanta Mandapa

:

When did the charming Vasanta Mandapa,
located between the Southern Srlbalipura and the Cempakaraman
Maijdapa, come into existence ? That the Vasanta Mandapa of the

temple in early days was the small room situated to the north of the

Namaskara Mandapa of Tekkedam, is evident from the Kaimukku
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record of the Ani 909 M.E.44 (1734 A.D.). The new edifice must have
certainly arisen after that date. None of the records of the temple

throws any light on the construction of the present Vasanta Mandapa,
though from an inscription it is evident that, long before the 18th century

the Vasanta festival was conducted.

Local tradition comes to our aid. It is widely believed that the

same lady Matukkutty Malayamma of Parakkai, who embellished the

Citra Sabha, had the new Vasanta Mandapa erected. It is added that,

before the entire construction of the Mandapa was completed, and
before she could endow property for its maintenance, she passed away.
Hence, for a long time the new Mandapa was not used for the purpose

for which it was erected. It was only after 1925 A.D. that the Devasvam
authorities began to employ it for the purpose originally intended. Now,
every year, during Summer, the images of Sucindaperumal and Uma-
yammai are removed to the Mandapa and kept on the elevated platform

inside. The actual date of the construction of the Vasanta Mandapa
was about 1020 M.E. (1845 A.D.).

Kanl<Manathar Koil

:

It is difficult to determine the origin of the

Kankalanathar Koil, located near the Nilakantha Vinayakar shrine.

The only sources of information about its origin are the accounts of the

temple of 994 M.E. (1819 A.D.), and the record specifying the bene-

ficiaries of Parivattams or presentations of cloth on the occasion of the

Car Festival. From the accounts of 994 M.E., it is clear that the shrine

had arisen prior to that date. Absence of mention about it in the earlier

records may suggest that the date of its origin was not much earlier than

994 M.E. (1819 A.D.)

.

The list of the beneficiaries of the Parivattams indicates that one

Sivaiinanam was given Parivattam in honour of his having constructed

the Kankalanathar Koil. The descendant of givannanam, who bears the

same name, belongs to the village of gitappal, near Bhutappaiidy. He is

a retired Proverticar, a local revenue official. But the image of Kankala-
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Evidently near the present Madappalli there was a small room used as the temple

treasury. * Kanvelam 9 means treasury. On the rectangular monolith, now
found in the Citra Sabha and originally used for the Vasanta Festival, there is an

inscription which records that one Savarikittinan Iccuramurty of Akkarai made a

gift of this carved monolith to the temple on 15th Alpasi 891 M.E. (1715 A.D.)

.
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nathar appears to belong to a much earlier age. In fact, it resembles the

bronze icons of Kankalanathar of the Cola epoch. Perhaps, the image

was in existence in some part of the temple from an early time. The
enshrining of it at the present place was probably undertaken some time

before 994 M.E. through the efforts of the above-mentioned Sivannanam

Ceravatal Sasta : When did the various shrmes located in the

different parts of the Southern, Western and Northern Srfbalipuras come
into existence ? In other words, what can be said about the origin of

the shrines of Ceravatal Sasta, Ramasvamy Koil and Bhaimva 9 Merely

on the basis of their location, it cannot be held that they were all set

up only after the Srlbalipuras were re-construcled m 973 M.E. The
iconographic features of the images inside, as well as the architectural

patterns of these structures, warrant the view that they are much older.

The vimanas over all the three of them appear to be comparatively re-

cent constructions. Local tradition has it that the vimanas of these

shrines were renovated when the Srlbalipuras were re-constructed.

An intriguing fact connected with the Sasta shrine is that in its

south-western corner is found a small image of Vinayaka. When and how
did it appear there ? Either the image of Vinayaka which was originally

in some other part of the temple was removed to its present abode, or

what is more probable, originally the shrme of Vinayaka was housed in

that particular spot, and Sasta was a later importation. The latter view
is supported by the fact that at the south-western comer of an east-facing

Siva temple, often, it is a Vinayaka shrine that is located. It is further

reinforced by the circumstance that the image of Vinayaka appears

decidedly older than that of Sasta.

It is well known that Sasta worship, though common throughout

South India, is more prominently noticed in the regions of the Malabar
Coast than elsewhere. The Keralolpatti states that in order lo protect

Kerala, Parasurama built a chain of temples along the Ghats dedicated

to Sasta. Apart from this legendary lore, the fact is indisputable that

in Travancore and in Kerala, numberless Sasta temples exist, the most
celebrated among them being the one on the summit of Sabarimalai. The
name, Ceravatal Sasta, that the deity in Suclndram has acquired, is per-

haps an indication that the image was established there by a Venad ruler.

But, none of the available sources throws light on either the identity

of the king who effected it or on the time when it was done. Local
enquiry, too, is of little assistance in the matter. To postulate the view
that because Cera Udaya Marta^da Varma, the Travancore king, had
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erected a Sabha in the temple, the establishment of the Ceravatal Sasta

shrine may well be ascribed to him is to proceed on too slender a basis.

All that can be stated at present is that the Sasta shrine must have arisen

sometime between 1479 and 1548 A.D., by which date, the Plratte Slvcih-

prakdram 9 had come into existence.

Ramasvdmy Koil

:

This shrine at the western extremity of the

Northern Srlbalipura, too. appears to have arisen earlier than 973 M.E
There is no inscriptional evidence concerning the shrine. The local

tradition is that the Ramasvamy Koil arose more than four hundred

years ago. But, it must be observed that a chronological estimate based

on popular tradition is anything but dependable The iconographic

features indicate that the enshrined images belong to a period earlier

than the 17th century A.D. Located in a position, symmetrical with that

of the Sasta shrine, perhaps, this, too, aiose about the same time, viz.,

at some date between 1479 and 1546 A.D.

Kola Bhairava shrine . The existence of the Kala Bhairava shrine

near the northern entrance to the temple, and the age-worn character of

the image enshrined, suggest that it belongs to an early date, far earlier

than 973 M.E. Probably it existed within the older ‘Piratte Sivaliprakaram
3

itself. Since the belief must have appeared long ago that Kala Bhairava

as a guardian deity should be worshipped before turning to the other

deities, it is likely that the shrine is of very early date. Tradition avers

that the Bhairava shrine was in existence at the present place even at the

time that the neighbouring Subrahmaniasvamy Koil was set up. If this

popular version is to be believed, it may be taken that the shrine of

Bhairava arose about the 13th century A.D

Ndtakaidla

:

Last came the long porch at the eastern entrance

leading to the Gopuravatal. That the splendid structure of the Nataka-

sala in the present form is a rather recent construction, is evident from

its architectural style. Doubtless, it arose only subsequent to the re-

construction of the Srlbalipura, for the portraits of the two persons, who
played a leading part in the collection of funds for that purpose, are

found at the eastern end of the Natakasala But, that very fact indicates

that the Natakasala should have arisen not long after the construction

of the Srlbalipura. The accounts of 994 M.E. (1819 A.D.) speak of the

Natakasala. Hence the rise of this porch may be dated to a period

between 972 and 994 M.E. (1797 and 1819 A.D.).

The popular report is that the Natakasala was the benefaction of

certain Devadasis attached to the temple. Eight feminine figures, each
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carved at the base of each of the eight pillars in the entrance hall, are

said to represent those donors. But, this Is an instance of the popular

belief containing a half-truth which passes for the whole truth. Evident-

ly, the Devadasis had contributed a part of the cost of the construction,

or perhaps, they erected only the pillars which present their figures.

That, besides the Devadasis, others too, had contributed their share

towards this construction, is clear from the inscription found on the face

of a pillar on the northern terrace flanking the Natakasola. It records

that the pillar was a gift of Jatavedan Devaki Ammai of Puttillam. Puttil-

lam was, as observed earlier, the house-name of one of the Uranmaikkar

of the temple. Thus, it seems that several individuals had a share in the

erection of this splendid edifice. Very probably, the Devadasis had

donated a large part of the funds needed for the purpose.

A survey of the origin and development of the temple reveals that

it was from humble and unpretentious beginnings that the mammoth
leviathan has sprung up. Through a period extending over ten centuries,

fresh additions, new images, and elaborate structures were introduced

from time to time. The unity of the entire edifice, as it stands at present,

is amazing, particularly in comparison with such huge temples as those

of Cidambaram, Tiruvannamalai or iSrirangam. A casual visitor may
form the impression that the whole fabric was constructed in accordance
with a pre-conceived plan. In reality, however, for well over a thousand
years, new additions and fresh embellishments have continued to appear,
and, like most hoary institutions, the temple at Sucmdram presents the
handiwork of ages.
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CHAP T E E V I

HISTORY OF THE
MANAGEMENT

SECTION I FROM THE RISE OF THE BRAHMADEYA TO 1000 A.D.

S ucindram— a Brahmadeya . Sucindram had become a brahma-

deya by the middle of the 10th century A.D. This is clear from the

inscription of the 14th year of Colan talai konda Vira Pandya.1 There

is a great probability that even a century earlier, viz., by about the

9th century A.D. itself, Suclndram had been established as a brahma-

deya. This may be inferred from an inscription, belonging to the 5th

year of Maran Cadayan,2 which mentions Nripasekharavalanallur

(modem Kakkad) , a village situated hardly a mile to the east of

Suclndram, as a devadana of ‘Emperuman at Tiruceuvindiram \ Is it

not likely that Suclndram itself had been settled as a brahmadeya by
the time that an adjoining village was bestowed as a gift on the deity ?3

i TAS., in, p. 72.

2. TA.S., IV, p. 118.

3. The later inscriptions speak of Suclndram as a Caturvedimangalam, the

typical name by which the brahmadeya village was then described. The term
Caturvedimangalam denotes a brahmin village, inhabited primarily by pious and
learned brahmins, well versed in the Vedas. Brahmadeyas, mangalams or agraharas,

as they were variously called, were invariably created by royal grants. Faith in

the unique merit of the gift of land (bhudana) to brahmins, explains the endow-
ment of numerous brahmadeyas. A Devadana village was one bestowed as a gift

on a temple for maintaining daily worship, special festivals, lamps, flower-gardens;

for feeding Brahmins and providing jewels; or for providing certain other services

to the temple. See ARE. 1913, p. 85
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Though, it is not possible to determine the exact date, it is not far-

fetched to suggest that Sucindram was endowed as a brahmadeya by one

of the Pandya kings of the 9th century A.D.4 This is evident from the

fact that the earliest inscriptions bear the regnal years of these rulers.

Therefore, the early constitution of the Sucindram village was, in all

probability, similar to those of the brahmadeyas m the southern part

of the Pandyan kingdom. Fortunately, we get from an inscription of

the 35th year of a Maran Cadyan

5

a glimpse of the constitution of the

Manur brahmadeya, located about 50 miles from Sucindram. We learn

from this record that there was a sovereign assembly, the Mahasabhai,

managing the affairs of the autonomous village. That there existed a

Mahasabhai m the brahmadeyas is corroborated by an epigraph of the

16th year of Varaguna Maharaja at Ambasamudram0 and by another

of the same king at Tiruecendur 7 There are numberless inscriptions

in other parts of South India8 which confirm this fact.

The Mahasabhai . The fact that a similar Mahasabhai was actively

functioning in Sucindram is learnt from several epigraphs of the temple.

But, it is not possible to determine whether there was an exact resem-

blance in the organization of the Mahasabhai m all the brahmadeyas
The Manur record, for instance, prescribes certain minimum qualifi-

cations of property and education for membership m the assembly.

There is no means of knowing whether or not this prescription was in

force in Sucindram. But, beyond doubt, the Mahasabhai in Sucindram,
like those in other brahmadeyas, exercised a supreme control over the

affairs of the village in general and of the temple in particular.

4. Perhaps, §ri Mara Si I VaUabha or Parantaka VIra Narayana (Maran
Cadayan) was the author of the settlement

5 See E. I, Yol. XXII, pp. 5 ff. K. A. N. Sastri identifies the king of this

record with Jatilavarman of the Anamalai and Ambasamudram inscriptions and the

Vejvikkudi and Madras Museum Plates A. S Raraanatha Aiyar, on the other

hand, suggests on palaeographic grounds that the king was probably VIra Narayana
Cadayan; but, apart from the fact that palaeography is too vague a basis of in-

ference in distinguishing reigns of the same epoch, the known fact of the high
regnal years of the king of the Manur record and of Jatilavarman seems to settle

the identification in favour of the latter. If the Manur inscription belongs to the
reign of Jatilavarman, it presents a picture of rural administration in the Pandyan
country of a period, well over a century earlier than that furnished by the famous
Uttaramerur inscriptions.

6 E. L, Vol. IX, pp. 92-93

7 A. R E. 26 of 1912.

8 e.g. 12 of 1898, 152 of 1895, 240 of 1922, 176 of 1930.
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Mulaparuda Sabhai ; However, the management of the daily

affairs of the temple, as well as of its finances, fell to the lot of a smaller

body called the Mulaparuda Sabhai. One of the very early inscriptions9

of the place, that of Maran Cagayan, refers to this institution. Fortu-

nately, this record gives us an insight into some of the characteristic

functions which it discharged. An individual, wishing to provide for

the feeding of brahmins, purchased a piece of land from the Mulaparuda
Sabhai and settled the property on it again for rendering the service.

The inscription adds that the same donor endowed the Mulaparuda
Sabhai with a certain amount of gold for the purpose of making a crown
and ornaments for the image of Amarabhujahgaperumal in the temple.

This is one of the several epigraphs indicating the powers wielded by
the Mulaparuda Sabhai in the management of the temple

; in particular,

it shows how the financial responsibilities were undertaken by this body.

Later inscriptions 10 record how the ewes or cows, which were presented

by pious persons in order to supply ghee for the maintenance of lamps
in the temple, were actually shown and passed on to the members of

the Mulaparuda Sabhai. The management of the brahmadeya lands,

either by leasing them out to tenants or by directly farming them with
the help of day-labourers, the supervision of the rites and ceremonies
in the temple and the enforcement of the conditions entered into with
the donors of the gifts constituted part of the duties of this Sabhai.

The Sucindram inscriptions reveal that the Mulaparuda Sabhai was not

a mere ornamental body, registering formally the transactions of the

temple; on the other hand, they prove, beyond doubt, that it was an
executive organization charged with heavy responsibilities. Unfortu-

nately, details regarding its numerical strength or the mode of its com-
position are lacking.

It has been stated that the etymology of the word 4 Paruda Sabhai ’

suggests the origin of the term from Samskrit .
11 The Tamil * Sabhai ’ or

* Savai ’ is derived from the Samskrit word * Sabha ", while * Paradai 1

is probably a corruption of the Samskrit c Parisad\ What does 6 Mula-

paruda Sabhai’ signify ? Dr. Hultzch translates the term as ‘the chief

members of the assembly’. Does he imply that the leading members of

the Mahasabhai constituted the Mulaparuda Sabhai ? If he does, it has

9. T. A. S-, IV, p. 118.

10. eg. Inscription of Cadayan Maran—T. A. S , IV, p. 123, and another of

Parantaka I, E. I., Vol. V, p. 43.

11. E I., Vol. V, p. 43 and S. I I ,
Vol. m, p 216 note.
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to be urged that the term, by itself, does not warrant this inference.

Nor is it likely that the qualifying term ‘Mula’ was employed to denote

that it was the central or vital sabhai, as distinguished from others. This

explanation, too, would be redundant, since there was no other Paruda

Sabhai m the village. In fact, the epithet, ‘Mula’, prefixed to the name

of the body, appears to have been nothing more than a qualifying expres-

sion indicative of the sacred functions which the Paruda Sabhai

discharged.12

Relationship between the Mahasabhai and the Mulaparuda Sabhai

:

What was the nature of the relationship between these two institutions ?

The inscriptions do not throw adequate light on this question
;
but, they

afford scope for certain deductions. In the first place, the epigraphs

indicate that the Mahasabhai itself was, in a large measure, pre-occu-

pied with the temple and religious charities. This is not surprismg,

for, in a brahmadeya village, the temple was the primordial institution.

Secondly, there does not appear to have existed a clear-cut allocation

of functions between the two Sabbais. For instance, while in the earlier

inscriptions we find the Mulaparuda Sabhai receiving the gifts and

rn airing arrangements for the fulfilment of the conditions, in certain

others, as in that of the 14th year of C5lan talai konda Vira Pajadya, it

is stated that the donor entrusted the money to the Mahasabhai

(Ivvur Mahasabhaiy&r vasam), for the maintenance of a lamp in the

temple. It is added that the Mahasabhai invested the amount in land,

from the proceeds of which, ghee and wick were to be regularly pro-

vided. How can this deviation be explained ? Evidently, there was
no hard and fast rule

;
it was perhaps determined by the choice of the

donor, the nature of the donation or the convenience of the Sabhais.

It would be unhistorical to view these early mstitutions in the light of

modem ideas of watertight departmentalism.

But there is no doubt that the Mahasabhai was the sovereign

assembly enjoying supreme authority
;

it seems to have determined
what powers were to be exercised by the Mulaparuda Sabhai and the

officers of the village. This is perfectly clear from the epoch-making

12. Compare the similar usage of ‘Mulasthana’ denoting the seat of the deity.

The term ‘Mula’ also means ‘early’ ‘original’ or ‘basic’. But, it is not likely that it

signified any of these ideas here, for, neither in Suclndram, nor in any other South
Indian village, is the Mulaparuda Sabhai known to have had an earlier origin

than the Mahasabhai.
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arrangement recorded in the inscription of 1000 A.D.13 It states that

the Mulaparuda Sabhai submitted to the Mahasabhai its resignation of

the management of the temple. The record mentions that the Mula-

paruda Sabhai represented its inability to collect the rent from the

tenants and to manage the other responsibilities entrusted to it, and
that it restored all the powers to the Mahasabhai. A provision was
added that, after having given up the responsibilities, should any in-

dividual member of the Mulaparuda Sabhai lay claim to the collection

of the rents or the management of the temple affairs, a fine of 10 kalanju

of gold was to be imposed on him. In fairness, it was also enacted that,

should any tenant press any claim against the members of the Mula-
paruda Sabhai, he would be fined 50 kalanju of gold. Thus, the Mula-
paruda Sabhai passed a self-denying ordinance and sank into oblivion.

The circumstances which led to its dissolution are found interesting.

Indeed, it is no exaggeration to hold that in the history of the Mula-
paruda Sabhai, as well as of the Mahasabhai at Sucmdram, the year 1000

A.D. marks an important epoch.

The fall of the Mulaparuda Sabhai

:

Unfortunately, the events

culminating in this decisive step are not quite clear. It appears that the

Mulaparuda Sabhai renounced its powers m a spirit of peevishness.

Although there is no direct mention of this estrangement, probably, the

members of the Mulaparuda Sabhai had lost the confidence of the

Mahasabhai on account of some action of theirs
;
or, when they found

it difficult to collect the dues from the tenants in time, an expression of

disapproval on the part of the Mahasabhai might have led to this deve-

lopment. From the promptness with which the Mahasabhai set about

instituting new offices to take over the responsibilities surrendered by

the Mulaparuda Sabhai, it may be inferred that the Mahasabhai was

not taken by surprise or struck with despair. The inscription adds that

two Variyars and a Karanattan were appointed, evidently to undertake

the functions exercised by the Mulaparuda Sabhai. Perhaps, the rest

of the inscription specifics the duties and privileges of these officers

;

but it is a sealed book, since that portion of the epigraph is now hidden

from view by a wall.

It would be interesting to know whether the Mulaparuda Sabhai,

which was dissolved in 1000 A.D., was revived later. So far as the

inscriptions of the temple indicate, the Mulaparuda Sabhai, as such,

13. T. A. S., n, pp. 6-7.
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with its old name and traditional functions, does not appear to have

been revived. Indeed, for well over two centuries after the exit of this

Sabhai, there does not figure any organization other than the Maha-

sabhai.14 In all probability, the Mahasabhai itself assumed the entire

functions of the temple as well as of the village, and discharged them

with the help of a number of officials working under its immediate

control.

SECTION 2. THE RISE OF THE YOGAKKAR (URANMAIKKAR)

The need of a compact organization . The need for another institu-

tion besides the Mahasabhai did not disappear. A small compact body

was found essential for exercising efficient control over the affairs of the

temple. This need was felt all the more with the advance of years, when,

on the one hand, due to the growth of population the Mahasabhai became

a larger and unwieldy body, and, on the other hand, the wealth and

responsibilities of the temple increased considerably.

The Ydgam— the successor of the Mulaparuda Sabhai : About the

middle of the 13th century A.D. there sprang an organization winch prac-

tically became the successor of the Mulaparuda Sabhai. The new body
was what came to be known in later times as that of the Yogakkar, other-

wise called Uranmaikkar, Uralar or sSrikaryam Ceyvar. The epigraphic

evidence is positive that, since the middle of the 13th century, the

supreme control over the temple was exercised by a group of Malayali

Porri brahmins. How and when did they appear on the arena of Sucin-

dram? The petition15 submitted to the Government by the Porri of

Tekkuman Matha (the descendant of one of the Yogakkar) states that

‘in 1117 A.D. the ruler of Travancore, then known as the Kupaka King,
defeated Jayasimha the Pandyan Emperor, conquered South Travancore
and constituted a body of Yogakkar to control the temples at Trivandrum
and Sucindram.” The reference in the petition, by itself, is not an ab-
solutely reliable datum

; as observed earlier, several known circumstances

14. See, for example, the inscriptions of Jatavarman Sundara Cola Pandya,
Jatavarman Udaiyar Cola Pandya and Maravarman grivallabha—T A. S, IV,

pp. 131-139.

15. The petition, under reference, seems to be a fairly dependable document,
because, as found mentioned therein, it has been prepared on the basis of the old
records of the Matha. Besides, the head of the Tekkuman Matha was a leading
member of the Yogakkar. He was the ‘Nityakarya Yogam’ or the master of the
daily ceremonies. * Jayasimha *, appearing in the petition, is perhaps a slip for
* Raja&imha \
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lend support to it. The inscriptions of Vlra Kerala (1117 to 1145 A.D.)

m Nancinad, the name Vlrakeralacaturvedimangalam applied to Sucln-

dram, the document of 305 M.E. (1130 A.D.), said to be a copy of the

order of Vira Kerala appointing the Vattappalli to the temple, and finally

the epigraphic evidence of continued Venad supremacy at the hands of

Koda Keralavarma—all point to the probability of some Malayali brah-

mins having been stationed m Sucindram by Vira Kerala.

The organization of the Yogam (1229 A.D.) : When was the Sabhai

of the Yogakkar, consisting of the Malayali brahmins, or ‘Ferris’, as they

were called, constituted in Sucindram ? Though inscriptions16 reveal that

there appeared Malayali brahmins m the place from 301 M.E. (1126 A.D.)

onwards, it does not seem to have been until 404 M.E. (1229 A.D.) that

the body of Yogakkar was formally organized. At any rate, it is indis-

putable that the charter which embodies the constitution of that body is

found only in the inscription of 404 M.E. This epigraph17 records that a

group of brahmins, hailing from the village of Kilkarai, constituted them-

selves into eight units or houses in Sucindram. Most of the house-names

appearing in the inscription are identical with those of the later Yogak-
kar. The inscription registers their resolution that the elders of these

eight houses were to manage the affairs of the village and of the temple,

subject to the authority of the Mahasabhai. “Ivvadaivu ettilum adaivu-

kalil anranru Muttavar Mahdsabhaikkamannu kuttamkudi gramahdri-

yavum devakdriyavum ceyvdrdkavum ”
Besides, it mentions the privilege

to be enjoyed by them : ‘the food, after bemg offered to the deities, is to

be shared by the members of the eight houses.’ Doubtless, this docu-

ment constitutes the charter which registers the formation of the new
Temple-Sabhai, the body of Yogakkar.

These eight brahmins, the natives of Kilkarai, belonged to the class

known in later times as Torris’. In fact, the Yogakkar are described in

the palm-leaf documents of the temple as Porris. Who were the

Porris ? Did they belong to the same section as the Nambudiris who
became the Santikkar (arcakas) of the pagoda ? It is not easy to give a

definite answer, for there has occurred a frequent intermingling of the

16. See, for example, TA.S, VIH, p. 32 and Ibid p. 36.

17. T.AS, VIH, p. 23. It is noteworthy that this inscription is engraved on a

wall of the Vira Pandyan Mani Mandapa, where the ‘Sabhai’ of the temple meets

even at present. Now the Sabhai consists of the Tantri, Santikkar, the Vat-

tappalli Sthanikar and the Government officials.
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two groups. The Pdrris of the present often describe themselves as

Nambudms.

In fact, they were originally resident in Canara, and they immigrated

into Cochin and Travancore several centuries ago. Tiruvalla, in North

Travancore, became one of their strongholds. The Porris, along with

the Nambudiris, were associated with the temples in the West Coast.

The ruling monarchs, too, seem to have settled them in particular villages

in order to look after certain temples.18 Gradually, they attained a leading

position in the country.

The Porri Yogakkar of Suclndram did not form an isolated group.

They had a close connection with the similar body m Trivandrum. The

petition of the Tekkuman Porri, mentioned earlier, states that the Yogak-

kar of both the temples were identical. While adequate evidence sup-

porting this statement is not available, it is significant that two of the

Yogakkar, namely, Arasil and Manalikkara, have from an early date held

the position in both the pagodas.

Govinda prajna bhitarar tiruvadi

:

Inscriptions of the period rang-

ing between 392 and 406 M.E. (1217 and 1231 A.D.) prove clearly that

there existed an intimate connection between the managers of the temples

at Suclndram and Trivandrum as early as the 13th century A.D. An
important personality, ‘Govmda prajna bhitarar tiruvadi’, figures as a

high religious dignitary in as many as eight inscriptions of Suclndram.13

The fact, that in some of these records he appears as a person of authority,

suggests that he exercised a supervision over the business of the pagoda.

It is significant that this ‘Govinda prajna bhitarar tiruvadi’ was actively

associated with the Trivandrum temple. The inscription of 406 M.E.

(1230 A.D.) 20 states that the Mahasabhai and the Sabhai of Suclndram,
assembling together in the presence of Govinda prajna bhitarar, decided
to surrender the control over the Santikkar of the Dvarakai Emperuman
temple to the; ‘Bhitarar’. Moreover, it adds that, after the time of Govinda
prajna bhitarar, the control over the Santikkar was to be entrusted to

18. There is an interesting copper plate inscription of Tirupparappu (T.A.S.,

1, p. 199), belonging to the 9th century A.D., which records the settlement of Porris.
The name ‘Tiruvalla Val talamanei Nagasanman’, occurring in the record is sug-
gestive. ‘Talamane’ is still the house-name of a Porri.

19. See Appendix-Inscriptions Nos. 36, 38, 41, 43, 44, 46, 48 and 49.

20. Appendix-Inscription No. 49.
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the ‘Great Tiruvadi5

of Trivandrum.21 Clearly, it proves the intimate re-

lationship that existed between the two temples.22

The powers of the Yogakkar

:

Let us resume the early history of

the Yogakkar. If there existed a connection between the Yogakkar

of jSucIndram and of Trivandrum, it is legitimate to infer that the posi-

tion and powers of both the bodies were more or less similar. Probably,

at the very beginning, when Vira Kerala established Malayali brahmins

in Suclndram, as part of a scheme of stabilizing his authority, he orga-

nized them mto a group on the model of the Yogakkar* of Trivandrum,

who are known to have flourished since the 9th century A.D. If that

were not the case, at any rate, by the 13th century, when connection

between the Yogakkar of both the places is definitely known to have
existed, the Suclndram body would have imitated the institution of the

Trivandrum temple.

Regarding the latter, the records of the pagoda furnish certain

interesting details. Shankunny Menon writes about the Yogakkar of

the Sri Padmanabhasvamy temple thus :
23 “The old records in the

Trivandrum pagoda show that on the 5th Cingam of the 1st Koliam Era
i.e., 5 days after the promulgation of the new year, the members of the

five royal houses of the Travancore family, the Svamiyar (the ecclesias-

tical head) and all the nobility assembled in the Trivandrum pagoda and
introduced certain new rules and ordinances for the conduct of the daily,

monthly and yearly performances of pujas and other ceremonies in the

pagodas.” The Yogakkar of Sucindram, too, must have exercised the

same rights.

The composition of the Yogam

:

The Ydgam at Sucindram is not

known to have consisted of any but the P5rris. In Trivandrum, on the

other hand, the king himself was a member, though he had half a vote

21. Apparently, the * Great Tiruvadi 9 was a successor of Vilvamangala Svami-

yar, who is believed to have founded the Sr! Padmanabhasvamy temple of Tri-

vandrum
22. Though Govinda prajha, perhaps, as the representative of the ‘Great

Tiruvadi 9
figures exclusively in the inscriptions of the Dvarakai Emperuman temple,

it is not to be concluded that his influence was confined to this Visnu shrine, located

about 100 yards to the north of the main pagoda. The inscription of 400 ME. (1225

A.D.) reveals that the Dvarakai Emperuman shrine was, in its turn, connected with

the rnartt temple. The palm-leaf records show that both of them continued to be

governed by the same organization in the 16th century AT), and later.

23. Shankunny Menon: ‘History of Travancore 9

, p. 89.
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only ! The Trivandrum Yogam was composed of one Nambudin Sanyasi

(the successor of Vilvamangalam Svamiyar) six Porri Brahrmns and

one Nair nohleman,24 besides the king. Thus, they constituted the

‘Ettara Yogam’ of the temple, viz ,
the body consistmg of eight and a half

units, gucmdram did not follow the example of Trivandrum m this

respect. Appearing in 1229 A.D. as a group of eight Porris, its number

was raised to nine at a later date. It is not known when this addition was

made. The inscriptions, as well as the palm-leaf records, beginning from

the 16th century A.D., speak of nine members. Evidently, sometime

between the 13th and 16th century A.D., the change was effected.

Relationship between the Mahasabhai and the Yogam : There is no

doubt that during the early period of the history of the Yogakkar at

Bucindram,
the powers of the body were moderate. It functioned under

the authority of the Mahasabhai. The latter, composed of the descen-

dants of the original brahmin settlers of the brahmadeya, could not be

brushed aside. In fact, the inscription of 404 M.E. (1229 A.D.), as

noticed earlier, specifically states that the eight houses were to act under

the aegis of the Mahasabhai. Thus the position of the Yogam appears to

have been similar to that of the Mulaparuda Sabhai of old.25 But it is

difficult to determine how long this relationship continued between the

two institutions.

No doubt, for some centuries, the same position was, more or

less, maintained. The inscription of 421 M.E. (1246 A.D.) records how
the agreement between the donor and the managers regarding the gift

was ratified by the ‘great men of the assembly’, and that it was at their

command that the inscription itself was engraved.28 The epigraph of 432

M.E. (1257 A.D.) registers an agreement regarding a gift between the

Srikaryakkar (Yogakkar) and the donor, but adds that the Sabhai was
also an active party to the agreement. So late as 720 M.E. (1544 A.D.)

,

a document, registering the appointment of an accountant of the temple
treasury, was executed by the Sabhai, the Srikaryam Ceyvar and the

24. ‘Administration Report of Travaneore’ for 1049 ME., p. 98.

25. In other places of South India, too, where a new settlement of brahmins
was superimposed on a more ancient community, the Sabhai (the assembly of
brahmin settlers) and the fir (the general assembly of the village) co-existed
See, for example, A. R. E 362 of 1902 ; 201 of 1907 ; 112 of 1914 and 123 of 1914.
But, in Sucindram, the assembly of fir, as such, never figures ; it is the Mahasabhai
and the new Yogam which existed side by side.

26. Appendix— Inscription No. 51.
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other accountants, all acting as a body for the purpose The same pro-

cedure was adopted in the case of a similar appointment in 1549 A.D.27

SECTION 3. THE YoGAKKAR AT THE ZENITH OF THEIR POWER ,

The decline of the Mahasabhai

:

Though the formal position of the

Mahasabhai continued for a time as in days of old, yet, by degrees, it

tended to become a mere ornamental body. There appears to have occur-

red a gradual shifting in the balance of power. Vital control over the tem-

ple was becoming more and more the monopoly of the close corporation of

the Yogakkar. The power over the purse, which the Yogam acquired,

served to enhance its authority and influence. In truth, it became the

de facto governing institution, controlling the temple in every branch of

its activities. A clear proof of this change is found in the inscriptions and
m the palm-leaf records of the temple. The epigraphs between 432 M.E.

and 720 M.E.—and they are a dozen in number—make absolutely no
mention of the Mahasabhai. Nor do the inscriptions after 724 M.E. refer

to the Sabhai. They speak only of the 'Srikaryam Ceyvar or Sribhanda-

rakkaryam Ceyvar (controllers of the temple treasury), obviously, the

body of Yogakkar under different names. An exception to this is found
in the inscription of 880 M.E. (1705 A.D.)

,
in which, for the last time, the

mention of the Sabhai (denoting the Mahasabhai) figures. This feature

suggests that the old Sabhai had become relegated to the background.

Negative evidence apart, the inscriptions, and more clearly the palm-

leaf records, show that the Srlkaryam Ceyvar alone constituted the

powerful body. All transactions were made by this corporation. The
collection of rents from the tenants, the supervision of the temple staff,

the management of the endowments, the celebration of all the ceremonies,

the conduct of the Kaimukku (the ordeal of ghee)
,
in short, every acti-

vity of the temple, fell into the hands of the Yogakkar. The Mahasabhai
of old had become virtually a relic of the past.

The increased powers of the Yogakkar ; The growing contact

between the Yogakkar of Suclndram and of Trivandrum must have
furnished an impetus for further increase of power. The records of the

Sri Padmanabhasvamy temple furnish full details regarding the supreme
powers wielded by the ‘Eftara Yogam’. In Sucindram, by the 16th

century A.D. the authority of the Yogam appears to have been fully

27. Appendix— Inscriptions Nos. 66 and 69.
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entrenched. Drastic punishments of temple servants, stringent condi-

tions imposed on tenants and penalties on visitors who infringed on rules

of conduct in the temple, were all steadily on the increase. One of the

palm-leaf records belonging to the 17th Purattasi 736 M.E. (1560 A.D.)

slates that, since the paddy brought to the temple by a tenant, Kannan

Anandan, contained chaff, he was deprived of his tenancy. Again, on the

1st of Alpasi of the same year, a cowherd who was alleged to have mixed

water with the milk supplied to the temple was fined, and what was

worse, he was given a thrashing by the Murayanpillai (the village ser-

vant). While these known instances savour of harshness, it must be

remembered that, m the interest of efficient management, some degree of

sternness was perhaps justified

Though there exists no document which throws light on the corrupt

practices and vile greed of the overbearing grlkaryakkar, the enormous

power enjoyed by them should have led to abuses. Nepotism and

favouritism, with their attendant evils, must have appeared. Popular

tradition contains vivid memories of certain high-handed acts on the part

of the Yogakkar 28 Writing about the Yogakkar of Trivandrum, Shan-

kunny Menon states :
“ Its (Devasvam’s) sole managers were the Yogak-

kar, who had all the powers of despotic rulers over the Devasvam pro-

perty and over every one of the tenants and holders of the Devasvam
lands.” Nagamiah confirms this view.29 This position found in Trivan-

drum was apparently true of Sucindram also. In these circumstances,

the Mahasabhai was completely eclipsed. It appears to have continued

as a nominal body till the 18th century A.D. The latest reference to it

pertains to the year 880 M.E. (1705 A.D.). There is no means of know-
ing whether or not it continued to exist till 987 M.E., m which year, the

temple passed into the hands of the Government.

Beginnings of Royal interference ; However, the overgrown power
of the Yogakkar was occasionally attempted to be checked by the Vejiia$

28 An interesting incident, believed to have occurred in the 18th century A.D.,

is narrated by the local people. A Nancinad Vellala old man of Terur took his seat

for a time in the Tiruccuryu Mandapa Noticed by one of the Yogakkar, the offender

was man-handled. On reaching Terur, he acquainted his friends of the experience.

At once, a rising of the mob and threat to peace followed, but eventually, wiser
counsel prevailed, and nothing untoward happened. This popular tradition has to

be taken for what it is worth.

29. Shankunny Menon: History of Travancore, p. 97. Nagamiah: State

Manual, Yol. I, p. 304
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sovereigns. But, most of the kings before Bala Martandavarma of the

18th century A.D., were so much under the control of the Yogakkar of

Trivandrum that they did not, and could not, follow a consistent policy

of curbing the trustees of the S§uclndram pagoda. At times, however,

certain ambitious and masterly rulers did achieve some measure of

success in combating the traditional rights of the Yogakkar. The first

remarkable instance of royal interference occurred m 720 M.E. (1544

A.D.) over the appointment of an accountant for the temple treasury. The
inscription of Venrumankonda Bhutala Vira Vira Kerala Varma of the

27th Kartikai 720 M.E. registers the fact that the kmg ordered the

removal of the accountant of the treasury attached to the temple, and
that he appointed one Dikkellampukalum perumal from Karungudi-
nadu.30 It is significant that no reference is made to the authorities of

the temple; and, it appears to have been an instance of wilful enforcement

of royal power, flouting the authority of the Yogakkar. Moreover, the

tone of the royal communique as embodied in the inscription *PandiidaytL-

i a^yum Palam yeraiyum tavirtu\ appears to assume a sternness. Perhaps

the Yogakkar, had, by some act of theirs, incurred the ill-will of the king,

and that was responsible for the step taken by him.

Fresh light is thrown on this matter by another inscription of the

same king dated the 14th Markali 720 M.E. (1544 A.D.) 3i This registers,

as it were, the approval of the appomtment of the accountant by the

king, and the royal interference is given a constitutional form. The
inscription states that the managers of the temple, the members of the

Sabhai, together with the accountants, executed a Candesvarapramanam

to the effect that Udayankutty Dikkellampukalum perumal was appointed

as an accountant of the sacred treasury. The epigraph, recording the

royal order of appointment (‘taravu’ as it was called), is dated 27th

Kartikai, while the ratificatory document in the form of the Candesvara-

pramanam bears the date 14th Markali of the same year. What accounts

for this interval between the two inscriptions ? Normally, both should

have been engraved on the same date. Further, as mentioned before,

the earlier record does not contain any reference either to the Maha-
sabhai or to the Yogam. Is it too much to infer that the royal order of

appointment, ignoring the Yogakkar, was resented by the latter, and that

the king finally persuaded them to accept it ?

30. TA S., IV, p. 104.

31. T.A.S., VUE, pp. 1— 2.
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This tendency on the part of the monarchs to interfere m the man-

agement of the temple becomes more marked with the advance of time

and with the increase in the royal power. An inscription of 880 M.E

(1705 A.D.) 32 though incomplete, reveals sufficient details which indi-

cate the steps undertaken by the government of the day to regulate and

control the finances of the temple. The inscription registers the specific

allocations of the temple’s income among the various items of expendi-

ture. The remarkable feature about this financial settlement is that, it

was effected not merely by the Ydgakkar and the village Sabhai but also

by the royal officers, the ‘Svarupams’, all participating conjointly. The
inscription goes on to state how the quantities of paddy needed for the

daily and the special pujas, for the various traditional ceremonies and
for the Utsavas were specifically fixed. It adds how, at the same time,

the annual dues from the lands under the control of the different Ydgak-
kar were ascertained. The amount of paddy to be furnished every

instalment by the Ydgakkar, and the exact time at which it was to be
brought and entrusted to the treasury, were also specified.

A significant fact revealed by the epigraph is that, sometime before

880 M.E. (1705 A.D.)
,
the practice had come into vogue, of each Ydgak-

kar being individually entrusted with specified lands of the temple. From
the earlier inscriptions, it is clear, that the lands owned by the pagoda

were leased out to tenants by the Ydgakkar, acting as a body. It is not

known when exactly the unsound practice of entrusting land to individual

tJraiimaikkar came to be adopted. Since the palm-leaf record of 736 M.E.

(1560 A.D.) refers to the punishment of an individual tenant for the

failure to furnish paddy of the proper quality, it is probable that the

later practice was adopted sometime subsequent to 736 M.E. Perhaps,

at first, the new system was introduced in the interest of efficient collec-

tion of the dues from the tenants. The change was probably found
desirable when the lands under the control of the temple increased and
when correspondingly the tenants became numerous*

Absentee Landlordism

.

Whatever the causes that prompted its

adoption, there is no doubt that it led to unwholesome results in due

course. Each member of the Yogam became practically an independent

landlord, with an establishment of clerks, tenants and servants, all work-
ing under him. It is needless to add that, in these circumstances, the

worldly interests of these ‘3§rlkaryam Ceyvar5 loomed large. Moreover,

32. Appendix— Inscription No. 82
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the Yogakkar were not always residing in Sucindram; they were often

touring between their native villages, Trivandrum and Sucindram. No
wonder, the evils of absentee landlordism, accompanied by petty tyranny

on the part of the managers and clerks, grew apace. Oppression and
nepotism ensued. What Dewan Nanu Pillay says regarding the Uran-

maikkar of the important temples in Travancore, was typical of the con-

ditions prevalent in Sucindram. He states :
“ As a rule, these jenmies

rackrented and oppressed their tenants. The Devasvam landlords were so

despotic as to levy even a poll-tax from a certain class of their tenants. 9933

Writing about the assumption of the temples and their property by the

State in 987 M.E., Sir T. Madhava Row writes thus :

u This was a step

certamly in the right direction, in so far as it had had a very beneficial

influence on a great mass of landed property, which used to be mis-

managed by the ignorance, caprice and short-sighted cupidity of the heads
of the pagodas.”34

Thus, the overgrown power of the Yogakkar must have provoked the

intervention of the ruler, resulting in the deputation of the ‘Svarupams’

in 880 M.E. in order to investigate and settle the dues from the TJran-

maikkar. The period of royal intervention, assuming a definite form in

880 M.E. (1705 A.D.)
,
increased with the growth of the centralization of

the government. Eventually, it led to the crippling of the authority of

the Yogakkar through the masterly policy adopted by Bala Martanda-
varma, the maker of modern Travancore.

SECTION 4. INCREASED ROYAL CONTROL— 1731 TO 1811 AD.

Bala Martandavarma’s efforts to curb the Yogakkar

:

The reign of

Bala Martandavarma (1729-58 A.D.) marked a momentous epoch in the

history of the principal temples in the State ;
the pagoda at Sucindram,

too, received the impact of his reforming hand. A talented administrator

and a far-sighted statesman, he realized that, side by side with fresh con-

quests, effective consolidation of the royal power was essential. He
rightly diagnosed that the two forces in the State militating against the

centralization of his authority were the semi-feudal baronage of the Ettu-

vittil Pillamar on the one hand and the overgrown religious organizations

on the other. With characteristic firmness he tried to put down both

these forces. Coupled with the desire to weaken the excessive power

33 Extract from Dewan Nanoo Pillay’s “ Sketch, of the Progress of Travancore

quoted in pp. 2 and 5 of the “Travancore Land Revenue Manual”, Vol. IV.

34. Travancore Administration Report for 1038 MJ5. (1862-63 AD.) p. 55.
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of the Yogakkar of the great temples, was his eagerness to suppress cor-

ruption rampant among them, and incidentally, to enhance the revenue

of the government. The growing problems of the enlarged State demand-

ed more money and the temples appeared to be a fertile source to be

tapped.

The arrogant behaviour of the Yogakkar

:

At Sucindram, however,

it was the defiant attitude of the Uranmaikkar towards the king that

precipitated his move. Local tradition, which, m parts at any rate, is

corroborated by records, avers that Martandavarma received a serious

affront at the hands of the Uranmaikkar within a few months of his

accession to the throne. Towards the end of 904 M.E. (1729 A.D.), he

came on a tour to Nanemad. He was camping at Krsnankoil, four miles

north-west of Sucindram. One evening, he intimated to the Uranmaik-

kar of Sucindram his intention of visiting the temple that night. But,

before he could reach the place, the hot-headed Uranmaikkar arranged

to conclude the evening puja much sooner than usual, and had the doors

of the temple closed. News of this move were at once taken to Mar-
tandavarma by some one anxious to win the royal favour. On hearing

the report, the Maharaja, wild with fury, ordered that before 12 noon
the next day, the arrogant Uranmaikkar of Sucindram were to be
attacked and expelled, and their houses razed to the ground. It was
Ramayyan Dalava, the king’s loyal minister, who was commissioned with
the task. Ramayyan set* out the next morning with a posse of troops.

But, having got scent of the move, the Uranmaikkar had made good their

escape. Without any difficulty, the Dalava and party demolished the

houses of all the Yogakkar, except the Tekkuman Matha. In the latter

place, by chance, an old lady had been left behind. The popular version

runs—and this is corroborated by the ‘petition of the Tekkuman Porri’

—that, tired after their exertions, Ramayyan and his men finally reached

Tekkuman Matha. The lady, however, was all kindness and solicitude

for the party, and offered them food, which they readily partook.33

Reluctant to harm the house that afforded him hospitality, Ramayyan
spared the Tekkuman Matha. Returning triumphantly to Krsnankoil,
he acquainted his royal master with a full account of all that had taken
place in Sucindram.

35. Even now there is found a rectangular stone slab, about 5 feel long and
3 feet broad, ip. the front courtyard of the Tekkuman Matha. It is believed that

Ramayyan Dalava had stretched himself on this slab, after partaking of the gruel

(kanji) which was offered by the lady.
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Appointment of Vahya Sri Kdryakkdr : Though, after a while, recon-

ciliation was effected and the Uranmaikkar returned to Sucindram, Mar-
tandavarma was bent upon reducing the overweening power of the

Yogakkar. His next move appeared in 906 M.E., within a couple of years

of his accession. He ordered the appomtment of a special officer entitled

the Valiya Srikaryakkar in order to exercise a vigilant supervision over

the affairs of the Sucindram pagoda. The royal decree commanded that

this special Srikaryakkar was to function m collaboration with the officer

called Srikaryam, who was already holdmg office under the control of

the Uranmaikkar.

Dual management . This important step taken by Martandavarma
ushered in a period of partial control by the deputy of the government.

It is but natural that this dual management gave room for a crop of

disputes. Much unwholesome bickering ensued. The Uranmaikkar
resented the interference of the State official with their vested interests

and traditional rights. On several occasions, the ruler had to compel
them to abide by the decision of the Valiya Srikaryakkar. However,
it cannot be denied that, m spite of considerable inconvenience, this

dual control reduced the scope of corruption and misappropriation.

What was more, the creation of the new office had a psychological effect

on the Uranmaikkar
;

it impressed on them the possibility of their

power being reduced. From 906 to 987 M.E. (1731 to 1812 A.D.) this

dual management continued.

Acdrakkanakku of 1741 A.D.; Not content with this move, Martanda-

varma took the equally decisive step of ordering the preparation of a

catalogue of all the items of expenditure of the temple. This having

been done, a close scrutiny and a thorough revision of the various items

followed. Important and difficult as this work was, it was undertaken

by a body of experts consisting of competent religious dignitaries and
revenue officials of the State. The final result of the arduous labours

of this committee was the publication in 916 M.E. (1741 A.D.) of what

has been called * Acarakkanakku This exhaustive manual specifying

the amount to be spent over each item was at once a valuable guide to

the future and an instrument of check on the Uranmaikkar of the day.

Little wonder, that the Yogakkar roundly condemned the Acarak-

kanakku. But, in reality, it was a carefully assessed and judicially

determined estimate. It may be mentioned that it is in accordance with

this list prepared in 916 M.E. that the expenditure on all the rites and

ceremonies of the temple is regulated to this day.
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Part of the landed property acquired on cora-orri

:

Masterly

Martandavarma did not stop with these measures, far-reaching as they

were.
* He aimed at depriving the tJralars (Yogakkar) of their control

over the vast landed property of the temple. His conviction was that,

through several accidental circumstances in the past, the Yogakkar had

become jenmies or owners of the estates which really belonged to the

temple. The far-sighted ruler realized that the sooner the anomaly was

removed the better. But, a peremptory confiscation of the property

by the government would have been, at that stage, too drastic and

revolutionary a step. The vested interests acquired through centuries

could not be brushed aside by a stroke of the pen. Hence, the shrewd

ruler adopted an adroit method. He persuaded, and virtually coerced

the tJralars to lease out a considerable part of the lands in their posses-

sion to the government. It is learnt from the Agastisvaram Taluk

record dated the 21st Alpasi 921 M.E. (1745 A.D.) that a vast area of

land, lying to the east of the river Palayar at Sucindram, which belonged

to the pagoda, was acquired by the Government on cora-orri (sub-mort-

gage) from the nine Urajimaikkar.36

After this was effected, a direct settlement was made with the

tenants of the Yogakkar. It is gratifying to note that the change brought

welcome relief to the down-trodden tenants, because, the conditions of

tenancy in respect of those lands were revised in such a manner as to

prove more liberal than under the Uralar.37 Not less interesting is the

fact that the income from these lands was employed for the maintenance
of a military garrison at Marungur and Karunkulam as a defence against

the dreaded incursions from the east. This diversion of the funds made
a popular appeal, because sSucindram and places in its neighbourhood
were exposed to frequent attacks from beyond Aruvaymoli. Another
portion of the income was utilized for the construction of the canal called

36. ‘ Travancore Land Revenue Manual’, Vol. IV, p. 94.

37. The Tirattu (consolidated account) of 923 ME. found in the ‘Agastisvaram

Taluk Records’ presents full details of the land revenue derived from Nancinad

between 919 and 923 M.E. This account shows that lands were settled on lease

(orri) for periods extending to 30 years and, m certain cases, even to 48 years

Further, it furnishes details of expenditure concerning the construction of irriga-

tion tanks and embankments connected with the North Futtanar scheme. See
Travancore Land Revenue Manual’, Vol. IV, pp. 95-96.
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‘ Nancinad Puttanar ’, running from Bhutappandy to Cape Comorin 33

This productive irrigation work has helped paddy cultivation in Nahci-
nad in no small measure.

Martandavarma’s aims

:

Though Martandavarma tried to curb the
might of the Yogakkar through several devices, he was by no means an
atheist or scoffer at religion. Far from it. A pious and orthodox
devotee, Martandavarma it was, who dedicated the State to Lord Padma-
nabha and ruled as His devout vassal. The measures adopted by him
with the object of establishing a rigorous control over the Suelndram
pagoda were by no means prompted by any irreverence to religion.

They were actuated only by the desire to check the mismanagement of

the temple funds as well as to humble the arrogant Qranmaikkar and
reduce their undue influence. The political motive of strengthening the
income and power of the Government was, doubtless, another factor.

But nothing was done by his zealous reforming hand, which affected

adversely the age-long rites and ceremonies of the temple.
Benefactions to the temple : A token of his reverence for the pagoda

is found in the royal firman or nittu of 923 M.E. (1748 A.D.) which
registers his grant of eight acres of paddy land to the deity of Jvara-
devamurty in the Sucindram temple. Moreover, it was he who orga-

nized the tittupura or the feeding house for brahmins at Sucmdram.
He repaired and restored certain dilapidated structures in the Sthanu-
nathasvamy temple of Sucmdram.39 Besides, he performed several

38 The Grandhavari of the Sri Padmanabhasvamy temple contains the follow-

ing statement :

—

“ 920-0120601“ csi®oo1cyd ooleisse^o Aa
«fl6>0§o c/m nflioQiswD 9 Sa_!OOol(20fficDO§o «njOR>o©aioool o^g’irolaio

6se)^“ O_i<BW»CC0CE»]^ <SJO)Q6>aJ§l AODjOcfeiaOlD) OUffllOOgJ^o 010)00,

6>aifife.o ffitfeosniol)^
0

cr>i&i6Be§.o srg> oicfe ©cngyt&Oo

«<ft>0ooll<3al(o6 rolcnoo i^itnejo a®§gg2 eanoaiog (8Y0t/>c^°lc®-i©o &Oo

6)g_i§ ffi<0>ega_js]aaka6 <e»ocuaiocan^ o-iOdSfecm c&6i©4!rfJ§§o o_ja&le9a oia>

aoacg^CQjo

39. In particular, Martandavarma, the dasa (servant) of Padmanabha, repaired

the of Tekk&Jam, performed a purificatory ceremony there and bestowed

gifts on brahmins. The Agastlsvaram Taluk Record dated 10th Kartikai contains

the following statement:—
OU) 6)Q_J(032l00o <T5>O6nO25Ofii<3Q)S)gJ<E82lOOo<0a

ocHso ©(oaJxBflasaaiffljlso oJl^gai«so©o_nn8£ao§.<fla ggaoc<fl>oan«3& an\m

g-jernlaidSioggao Aeiooo edaflalsnoaj/fecgjao S/anitoo <ai®oolcira <fl>1sP<3©

cuaja^SPfgi
1© ai«9>a»l<D6 oolcnoo nileiai)§.. .

.**
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purificatory ceremonies, which were necessary on account of the dese-

cration caused by Canda Sahib in 915 M.E. (1740 A.D.)

.

It is interesting to learn how the ruler raised the money required

for the above-mentioned services. The Agastisvaram Taluk Record of

the 10th Kartikai 921 M.E. (1745 A.D.) reveals that the amount was

secured by the imposition of renewal fees called Vacceluttu on the lands

in Sucindram lying east of Palayar.*> These lands, it will be remem-

bered, were those taken on sub-mortgage from the Uranmaikkar.

Though the record, mentioned above, does not furnish other details

about the Vacceluttu, it appears that it represented a special registration

fee levied on the tenants of these lands. The tenants were formerly

holding the lands of the Yogakkar, and now that the Government

obtained the right over these lands, the tenancy had to be renewed, and

it was in that connection that the fee was charged.

The question arises as to how the expenses connected with the

daily services, the monthly ceremonies and the annual festivals were

provided for, during the time of Martandavarma. It is by no means

correct to assume that all the lands belonging to the temple were mort-

gaged to the Government. The records of 920 and 921 M.E. state that

only the lands lying to the east of the river in Sucindram were accepted

on a sub-mortgage from the Uranmaikkar. Still, there were extensive

lands owned by the temple, lying to the north, south and west of the

river
;
these lands were in the possession of the Uranmaikkar. Under

the dual system of management introduced by Martandavarma, the

proceeds of these lands were used for the normal expenditure of the

pagoda. Nevertheless, the lands left with the Yogakkar were found
inadequate to meet the various items of expenditure, even as fixed by
the Acarakkapakku of 916 M.E. Perhaps, the Yogakkar, out of their

ill-will towards Martandavarma, did not care to represent the matter to

the ruler.

Kdrtikai Tirunal’s reforms : Martandavarma’s nephew and successor,

Kartikai Tirunal felt the need for a more liberal provision. From the
^ucindram Temple Records, it is learnt that in 942 M.E. (1767 A.D.) a
communication was received from the Government by the Valiya Srl-

karyakkar of Suemdram to the effect, that the Anjali cess due to the
K-elvis from Suclndram was to be transferred to the temple towards its

40. ‘Travancore Land Revenue Manual Vol IV, p. 94,
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daily expenses.41 It is indisputable that a more amicable relationship

was maintained with the Uranmaikkar by Kartikai Tirunal Maharaja

than by his predecessor. For one thing, time would have healed the

sore ;
and for another, Kartikai Tirunal, more considerate to old tradi-

tions, was anxious to appease the Yogakkar. The records of the temple

show that the king visited the pagoda several times during his reign.

As mentioned earlier, it was under the patronage of the same ruler that

the construction of the Sribalipura was undertaken.

Shortly after the generous gesture of 942 M.E. came another con-

cession in 945 M.E. (1770 A.D.). In the resettlement of land revenue

effected in the time of Martandavarma, the lands owned by the gucln-

dram temple also had to pay their quota of tax to the Government.

Doubtless, this demand was made in utter disregard of the conditions

governing the endowments of land to the temple. But, Martandavarma’s

dealings with the Ydgakkar were effected in a spite, and hence, some
of the legitimate exemptions enjoyed by the temple were denied. In

945 M.E., Kartikai Tirunal Maharaja was pleased to order that the age-

long remissions given to the lands of the pagoda were to be re-granted.

It was, however, added that the remission should be sanctioned only on

application to the Government by the authorities of the temple. Such
applications were to be considered only after an inspection of the lands

by a committee consisting of the accountants of the Kelvi (the sub-divi-

sion of a Taluk) and the officers of the temple. The remissions were to

be determined on the basis of the reports of the Committee. The de-

tails about this liberal gesture are learnt from the Sucindram Records

which contain a copy of the Sasanam or communication sent to the

Valiya Snkaryakkar dated 18th Masi 945 M.E. (1770 A.D.) 42

Bala Rama Varma’s weak reign

:

The reign of the ruler Bala Rama
Varma (973-986 M.E. == 1798— 1811 A.D.) which witnessed a set-back

in several directions, affected adversely the Sucindram temple, too. The
young and indiscreet ruler was surrounded by intriguing favourites,

who had absolutely no concern either for the people or for the Deva-

svams. Raising more money for the Government appeared to be the

sole aim of the ruler. From the Accounts of the Agastlsvaram Taluk,

41. Ibid, p. 124.

42. Ibid, p. 127.
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it as learnt that a new levy was imposed on the lands of the Suclndram

temple. A part of the dry lands owned by the pagoda had been con-

verted into wet lands, thanks to the irrigation project of Puttanar. Now,

under Pata Rama Varma, those reclaimed lands were charged a tax at

the rate of 10 fanams (about a Rupee and a half) per kotta of land i.e.,

por unit having the sowing capacity of one kotta of paddy. True, they

were treated with consideration as Pandarappattam lands
;
43 and hence,

in comparison with that on other lands, the levy was nominal. Never-

theless, the imposition of the tax clearly marked a change of attitude,

and was opposed to the policy of total remissions sanctioned by the royal

order of 18th Masi 945 M E.

Velu Tampy’s Scheme : Velu Tampy, who was the minister between

1801 and 1809 A.D., wished to adopt a new policy towards the temples.

Gifted with a virile intellect and a spirit of independence, Velu Tampy
developed bold plans for re-constructing the administration. He believed

that the huge wealth owned by the Devasvams and the great influence

that the trustees of Devasvams had over the people, were potential

sources of danger to the State. One of his startling plans was that the

entire property of the temples should be confiscated by the Government.

But Dalava Velu Tampy was not destined to give effect to his far-reach-

ing projects. He quarelled with Col. Macaulay, the British Resident,

over the question of remitting the arrears to the East India Company.
Eventually, matters took such a turn that Velu Tampy, apprehending

personal humiliation, killed himself. However, Velu Tampy’s ideas

were not lost upon one of his successors in office.

Colonel Munro and the temples : Colonel Munro, the Resident, who
became also the Dewan of the State in 1811 A.D., took up the project in

earnest. Realizing full well that the establishment of governmental
control over the temples was an urgently needed reform, he ordered in

987 M.E., (1812 A.D.), with the approval of the ruling queen, Rani
Laksmi Bai, the assumption by the Government of 348 of the more
important temples and 1171 minor ones, along with their entire properly,

movable and immovable. In the royal order, dated 18th Tulam 987

M.E., the Government clearly explained the need for this drastic step.

The mismanagement of the temples and their property by the tJralars

43. ‘Pandarappattam’ is the term applied to the levy on lands of the temples.

The levy was based on a low nominal rate. Pandaram denoted the treasury of

temples.
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which necessitated this drastic action on the part of the Government are
vividly described.41

The assumption of the Devasvams immediately brought to the State

property yielding a total annual mcome of Rupees 4 lakhs. The Sucin-

dram pagoda was one of the major temples taken over by the State by
the proclamation of 18th Tulam 987 M.E. The property of the Sucin-

dram temple was expected to yield roughly an annual rental of

Rs. 38,350 ,
but this figure did not include the income from the lands

already mortgaged to the Sirkar m 921 M.E. Besides, over and above
the rental income, the Government secured control over other sources

as well, which, though irregular and fortuitous, were, none the less,

considerable. Among these the principal sources were (a) succession

fees (adiyara) levied on the employees of the temple, like the Santikkar

or the officiating priests, (b) gifts received m coin and (c) proceeds

from the sale of the cooked food after having been offered to the deities.

This momentous step taken by Colonel Munro was followed by a

thorough change in the administration of the temple. The anomalous

dual system of management at Sucindram was terminated. In 987 M.E.

(1812 A.D.) itself, a body of Government Officers was appointed to be

in immediate charge of the Sucindram temple. This body included one

Srikaryam, an officer of fairly high rank, a Manager and four clerks.

The whole group was to work under the control of the District Revenue
Officers, who were directed to supervize the administration of the pagoda.

Strict control was enforced over the staff of the temple m order to guard

against corruption and mismanagement But the Government, while

keen on effecting economy, was anxious to see that the various cere-

monies were conducted in the proper manner sanctified by age-long

custom. The ruler was scrupulously careful to make adequate provision

for the conduct of all the rites, ceremonies and festivals. It was expressly

44. Order No. 139 dated 18th Tulam 987 ME. (Huzur Central Vernacular

Records)
w eaojoau6BBgfl<c6 oqjosmooos (sroGcojaaismajo cry<*3^040

§DgyoflJK» AOfflsro<oim}c»o<o6 ayroyonruOTega©, cfeslggku^o,

•ajaxmeuago, aJ6rn)te»^g_fl<fl«0ffi(O>Q£8o, <rnk8aio@®srr>o Qfwejo

cogs ayosajo aytoy0Tuaoaol^o msonoaj«8<m csrog) Aorosnoaoas)^"

<S3ainru_iaBgl(0& g>&& coleaajo q4®coIsq4o (Bracmogg tasirujqj®wsoQioig)

caa£jc0>§n®6 gjLigfej)
0

GSainru-icftogijo aerruuajgrgoaiogg dasxci) Ao^tflao®

OCEiCxb qI]x>J0®)jQ^S)c9a0aa (girmtflaaigfjOo onoo a.®1®®0/*

aaono.”
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laid down that the Sirkar had absolutely no intention of curtailing the

existing pativus, i.e., the customary items of expenditure.

Revision of the items of expenditure : This laudable object is evident

from the appointment of a committee of experts in 987 M.E. (1811 A.D.)

by Colonel Munro for fixing the items of legitimate expenditure. This com-

mittee was composed of six officials and four non-officials who were

learned brahmins, three of whom were themselves Yogakkar of pro-

minent temples. The Committee was instructed to fix all the items of

expenditure of the temples which had been taken over by the State. In

nnrmgtflkahlg terms they were told that prevention of wastage and cor-

ruption, and not parsimony was the aim of the Government.45 The

Committee submitted its report after an exhaustive study of the entire

question. The recommendations of the experts were adopted, and, all

possible opportunities of undue exactions and corrupt dealings on the

part of the temple officials were reduced.

One of the important documents found among the Agastlsvaram

Taluk Records deals with the Accounts of the Suclndram pagoda per-

taining to the year 987 M.E. (1811-12 A.D.). It furnishes full details

regarding the assumption of the Devasvam property by the Sirkar and

the provision made for the conduct of the pujas, the rituals, ceremonies

and festivals in the temple. Besides, the record gives an account of the

arrangements made for the supply of the paddy and money required

under the specific heads of expenditure. The Revenue authorities of

the Agastlsvaram Taluk were to receive the necessary amounts from the

Huzur Cutchery, the Major Treasury, and to disburse them to the officers

of the temple.46 Instructions for the collection of the proceeds were also

laid down. It was enacted that all the dues from the Devasvam property
were to be collected by the Government officials. Colonel Munro’s order,

dated 14th Makaram 987 M.E. (1812 A.D.), directed the Kariyakkar
and Provertikars (revenue officers) of the various Mandapattumvatuk-
kals (Taluks) to collect the income from the Devasvam property within

45, coamsis (Him@l^ooa)o §D©lo9acmogg a®ffloroonoo(c6 ©roonosg

eacunru_i«Bgl «j6 o_>«5>1aiacx»1g cosonoojssom 04a* <b»ds1cq)cw»1©6Bb0o

<groa1qo>oqQ>)sB!B 6>(B>os>cflagBo Gaisrtfo <q_}c0jO©o aD<BC/ooStiao<x»l oos<flfflsm

6>0cnoo, cnsasnjJleeasfnaacfTOo <saaiorv>_i6BBal6>eJ aj®rn)cfl>fg.o

oojsn$o Q^efeoroo a^iftsTIg-peflaefnaaonco <src>«i© (si^ekeno.”

(Huzur Central Vernacular Records).

46. See ' Travancore Land Revenue Manual’, Vol. IV, p. 214.
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their jurisdiction. The collections, thus made, instead of being taken to

the coffers of the temple, were credited to the State Treasury.

Remission of arrears : A stage of transition is usually a difficult

period, and gives rise to certain hardships and losses. The change of

management with regard to the temples and their property was bound to

create several problems. The Travancore Government was not unmind-

ful of such difficulties, and therefore, care was taken to mitigate the

rigours of the transition. A Government Proclamation, dated 3rd Minam
987 M.E. (1812 A.D.)

,
states that the arrears of revenue, due on the

Devasvam (temple) lands up to 983 M.E. (1808 A.D.)
,
were remitted as

a concession to the ryots. Doubtless, this act of grace entailed a sub-

stantial loss of income to the Sirkar. But, it is stated that the arrears

had accumulated owing to the laxity of management, and that if the

Government insisted upon the collection of the heavy arrears, the ryots

would have found it too severe a hardship. It is in view of this situation,

that the Sirkar magnanimously refrained from insisting upon the exaction

of the dues. All arrears up to 983 M.E. were remitted; the proclamation,

however, laid down that the ryots were to pay the land revenue regularly

from 984 M.E. onwards.47

SECTION 5. MANAGEMENT BY THE GOVERNMENT SINCE 1811 A.D.

The position of the Yogakkar after 1811 A.D. : In the history of the

gucindram pagoda, no less than in that of the other important temples

of Travancore, the year 987 M.E. (1811 A.D.) constitutes a prominent

landmark. The rule of the Yogakkar was ended. The temple became a

State-managed institution. The Revenue officials of the Agastlsvaram

Taluk, and over them, those of the Padmanabhapuram Division, and at

the very top, the Central Government under the Maharaja and his Dewan,
exercised control over the Sucindram Temple. It would be interesting to

ascertain how exactly the position and privileges of the Yogakkar were
affected by the new scheme. Doubtless, the assumption of all the pro-

perty and the management of the temple meant a colossal reduction in

the power of the Yogakkar. The control they had exercised over a host

of tenants and numerous members of the temple staff was now a thing

of the past. Most of the Yogakkar, unable to reconcile themselves with

their altered position, permanently settled in their native villages in

Central or North Travancore. They visited Sucindram only on rare

occasions when their presence was absolutely needed. The members of

two houses alone, namely of Tekkuman Matha and of Kuttanpalli, con-

47 Ibid. p. 213.
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tinued to reside in Suclndram. Even among these, the members of the

Kuttanpalli house left the village in 1901 A.D.

But, it is by no means true that in 987 M.E. the Yogakkar were

deprived of all the rights and privileges m the temple. They were still

granted their age-long pativu or customary shares in the food and the

delicacies offered to the deities, certain special privileges and money
payments for their participation in the various ceremonies and festivals.

Moreover, the Yogakkar were still associated with the ceremonies of

the temple. Particularly, in connection with the annual Utsavas, events

like the Dhvajarohanam, the Omkarabali, and the Pallivettai should not

be celebrated except m their presence and under their immediate super-

vision. The occasional ceremonies of renovation and purification, like

Astabandhakalasam (re-fixing of images) dhvajapratistha (re-fixing of

the flag staff) were also performed under their guidance. Whenever the

Kaimukku ordeal was held in the temple between 987 M.E. and 1042 M.E.

all the Yogakkar were expected to be present for the conduct of the

ordeal. Moreover, such of the Yogakkar who were available m Sucin-

dram at the time, were requested to be present on occasions when the

costly jewels of the pagoda were taken out of the coffers and when they

were subsequently replaced. In fact, until so recently as 1911 A.D. the

jewels could be taken out only in the presence of at least three Yogak-
kar.48 Evenm respect of the daily ceremonies of the temple, the Govern-
ment took care to request the Yogakkar to maintain a general supervision.

Any case of failure to observe the time-honoured traditions was expected

to be reported by them to the Government. A record found at the Tek-
kuman. Matha refers to the dismissal of a Manager of the pagoda in

1012 M.E. (1837 A.D.) on the complaint preferred to the Government
by the then Porri of Tekkuman Matha that the quantity of the daily

offerings was found, on certain days, to have been less than the fixed

quota.

48 It is stated that, in connection with the Cittirai Utsava of the year 1906 A.D.,

the Yogakkar failed to arrive in time for the jewels to be taken out. Some of the

members were out of station and they did not arrive in time. The exigency called

for immediate action. The Maharaja, £ri Mulam Tirunal, authorized the jewels

to be taken out. The control over the jewels of the temple was removed from their

hands since that date. Among proposals for transferring the control over jewels,

the Revenue authorities suggested m 1907 AD. that the entire chest of jewels might
be removed to the Taluk Treasury at Nagercoil. Upon the opposition raised against

this proposal by the Tantri and the Yogakkar, a special Tiruvabharanappura was
constructed on a wing of the Natakasala, where jewels are preserved. Now, the

taking out or the replacing of the jewels is done only in the presence of the Deva-

svam Superintendent, the Manager and the Vattappalh Slh&nikar.
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But, even these formal powers finally slipped out of their hands after

the establishment of the Devasvam Department in 1922 A.D. Now the

Yogakkar, or rather the descendants of the once dominant Yogakkar,
have neither the substance nor the shadow of their old powers. Only,

when those members are present in Suelndram, a share of the cooked
rice and the delicacies is sent to them. This is all that survives of their

past glory.

Drawbacks oj Government management

:

Resuming the history of

the management subsequent to 987 M.E (1812 A.D.), we find that the

change of control from the Yogakkar to the Revenue authorities did not

prove an unmixed blessing. At any rate, over the major part of the

period from 1812 to 1922 A.D., certain defects m administration persisted.

True, the tenants of the lands were treated better, and were freed from
minor exactions or oppressions. The temple staff, too, received a better

treatment at the hands of the Government officials. But, with all that,

it is doubtful whether the efficiency of the temple’s admimstiation had
improved.

As the Revenue officials were overworked, they could hardly find

enough time to exercise an effective supervision over the temple. With
multifarious executive and magisterial duties making heavy demands on
their time, the Tahsildars, and still more the Division Peishkars, found
it increasingly difficult to devote the required attention to the manage-
ment of the Suclndram and other Devasvams The records of the Gov-
ernment furnish unmistakable evidence of it A Government circular

issued on 1st Idavam 1027 M E. (1852 A.D.) complains that the Accounts
of the temples were not regularly audited by the Tahsildars.49 Moreover,
the Government had to repeatedly address admonitions to the District

or Division Peishkars that their visits of inspection to the different places,

committed to their charge, were far fewer than expected.60

As a result of inadequate supervision of the Suclndram temple by
the Revenue Officers, the Srikaryakkaran (the Manager of the temple)

49. See Regulations and Circular Orders by T. Rama Row, pp. 27-28

<olc0$ttr) QC&i&JO'X)' 6>s STO&QdbOo g>S

ooscA ^Qinc86aO(tms>^ooo<a6 <arocii<03©s <gaJ<dl<o& <9roco)<fi>o

gas(^onrn(Dlces>6>d8bOsni
w

.

.

50 See Travaneore Government Gazette dated 1st Medam 1062 MJE. (1887 A.D.)

dated 30th Tulam 1065 M.p. (1889 A.D.) and for Huzur Sadhana dated 13th Kum-
bham 1070 M.E. (1895 AX).) (Land Revenue Manual, V, p. 1030).

22
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became practically the local despot of the pagoda. The minor officials,

working under the Srlkaryakkar, proved to be petty tyrants m their turn.

Local tradition preserves vivid memories of their corruption and way-

wardness. The Revenue Officials themselves, at times, winked at irre-

gularities. This scandalous state of affairs roused public attention.

Dewan Nanoo Pillay, writing about conditions in the middle of the 39th

century A.D., states thus :
“ The Tahsildars and their undertrappers m

the up-country who bought their appointments m the headquarter

market made no scruple in recouping their losses m way of the prices of

their offices by merciless exactions. 9551 The inefficient supervision and

the consequent mismanagement regarding temple affairs found expres-

sion in the Legislative Councils since 1888 A.D. So late as 1907 A.D.

legislators drew attention to the abuses in temple administration. One
member represented that “ the Tahsildars had no time even to think

about the mismanagement of Devasvams, much less to remedy it ” In

the same session of the Legislature, another speaker said that pujas were

not regularly performed m the Sirkar temples, many of which were them-

selves in utter disrepair.52 It is significant to note that the member re-

presenting Nancinad associated himself with the above criticism.

But the short-comings should not be exaggerated. For one thing,

concerning this period we have more information than about the earlier

years. With the increased scope of communication, the smallest blot

received wide publicity. Moreover, high expectations were always held

of institutions which came under Government control. Making allowance

for these circumstances, it may be observed that in spite of a few defects,

the administration of temples was not more unsound than during the

period of the Unalars.

The agitation jor a separate Department : However, public agitation

on the question of abuses in temples gathered momentum. Side by side

with this agitation, there appeared a desire on the part of the non-Hmdu
subjects of the State to enter the service of the Revenue Department.

So long as the control of the temples remained in the Revenue Depart-

ment, non-Hindus were shut out from this branch of public service. As
an example of the new move may be quoted the speech of a legislator in

1907 A.D. Mr. Idichandy, member for Mavelikkara, remarked :
53 “ The

51. Nagamiah: State Manual, Vol. in, p. 385.

52 Proceedings of the 3rd meeting of the 6rl Mulam Popular Assembly of

1907, p. 115.

53. Ibid. p. 118.
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combination of Revenue and Devasvam duties in one and the same officer

is indefensible in principle and injurious in operation”; and, he urged for

the early separation of the Departments and the appomlment of a Com-
missioner in sole charge of the Devasvams.

The Ramachandra Rao Committee : In order to investigate the

problems raised m the Legislature, the Government appointed m 1920

A.D. the Ramachandra Rao Committee, consisting of three officials and
two non-officials The terms of reference to the Committee included the

consideration of schemes which would at once secure a more efficient

management of the State temples and afford scope for the employment
of non-Hindus in the Revenue and Magisterial Departments. The Com-
mittee unammously recommended the formation of a separate Depart-

ment for the administration of the Devasvams. Acting upon their

recommendation, the Government issued a Proclamation announcing the

creation of a separate Devasvam Department with effect from 1st Cihgam
1098 M.E. (August 1922 A.D.).

The Devasvam Department

:

The establishment of the Devasvam
Department marks an epoch in the history of the management of the

Suclndram temple. The staff of officers for the administration of the

pagoda was increased; the machinery of supervision was enlarged
; and,

the total effect of the reform has been found satisfactory. At the apex
of the new Department is the Devasvam Commissioner, who, until 1939,

was the senior-most official in the State, next in rank only to the Dewan.
Over each of the Divisions, which roughly coincide with the Revenue
units, is an Assistant Commissioner, under whom there are the Group
Superintendents, each in charge of a Group, havmg a number of temples

within its range. Important Devasvams like that of Sueindram, has a
Manager, assisted by seven clerks. A Group Superintendent has Sucln-

dram as his headquarters, and his office, manned by nearly twenty clerks,

is also located here.

The Proclamation laid down that the first charge on the land revenue

should be the expenditure on the Devasvams. It was fixed that, out of

the recurring land revenue, 40%, which amounts to about Rs. 16 lakhs,

are to be set apart for the maintenance of the State temples. Normally,

only a sum of Rs. 10 lakhs is spent on the daily, monthly and annual

ceremonies in all the temples together. Another sum of Rs. 2 lakhs is

utilized for repairs, leaving thus a balance of about Rs. 4 lakhs out of the

amount allocated for the Devasavams. The residue was purposely

provided for, in order to build up a Reserve Fund. This far-sighted move
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was initiated by the pious ruler Sri Mulam Tirunal, m whose reign the

new Devasvam Department was created. The noble idea of the far-

sighted Maharaja was that, when the Reserve Fund accumulates to an
appreciable amount, property may be purchased and settled on the

various temples. This step was taken with a view to providing compen-

sation for the appropriation of the temple property, effected in 1811 A.D.

Revisions after 1811 AD : So far as the Sucindram pagoda is

concerned, after the Government assumed the control in 1811 A.D., there

have been two important revisions m the total amount sanctioned for

expenses. The Committee set up by Colonel Munro completed its labours

in 994 M E. (1819 A.D.)
,
and by the revision effected on that date, the

Sucindram temple was empowered to spend Rs. 32, 851 annually, exclud-

ing the amount set apart for the Uttupura. From 994 M.E., down to the 1st

Mithunam 1110 M.E., (June 1935 A D ) no change in the allotment was
introduced. On the latter date, a total revision was effected and the

annual expenditure on the temple was fixed at Rs. 99,930. It must be
remembered, that this figure, which is over three times that of 1819 A.D.

is accounted for, not only by reason of the increase m certain items of

expenditure particularly connected with the Utsavas, but also by the

fact that between the two dates, there has been a phenomenal rise in

the level of prices.

Recently, after the second World War, a drastic reduction of Rs 40,000

out of the amount fixed in 1935 A.D., was effected. Many items of

expenditure connected with the festivals, like bonfire and musical con-

certs, have been either suspended or reduced. Even in the matter of

daily services, the oil supplied for the rows of lamps in the different

parts of the temple has been limited.

Subsequent to the integration of Travancore and Cochin in 1949,

certain important changes have occurred in the administration of temples,

including that of Sucindram. In 1950, a Devasvam Board has been con-

stituted, consisting of three members. All the three are non-officials,

one of whom is nominated by the Rajapramukh, one by the Government,
while the third member is elected by the Hindu representatives in the
Legislature. The supreme control over the temples is vested in this

Board, though for purposes of routine administration, the old machinery
consisting of the Devasvam Commissioner and the hierarchy of officials

subordinate to him contmue to function. The general policy of the Board
so far has been to reduce as much as possible the expenditure on certain
festivals and to promote religious education with the aid of money thus
saved.
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THE
FUNCTIONARIES

A
-**-n historical survey of the management of the temple will not be

complete without a study of the functionaries of the institution. From
the very beginning, a staff of attendants was engaged in its service.

With the advance of time and the growth of the pagoda, naturally, the

temple ‘parivaram’ or establishment increased in size and importance.

Those connected with the inner service of the shrines, and others engaged

m equipping the various requirements of the institution became
numerous.

A study of the functionaries of the temple may best be made, by
classifying them under three heads : (1) those engaged in the purely

spiritual service like conducting the worship, chanting mantras, or

reciting sacred hymns ; (2) those employed in the administration of all

matters pertaining to the pagoda like the supervision over the staff and
maintenance of the Accounts of the temple; and (3) those appointed to

render various kinds of manual labour in connection with the temple,

like the making of garlands and cleaning of vessels.

Before proceeding to consider the duties and rights of the different

classes of employees, certain general observations may be made regarding

their conditions of tenure and remuneration. Most of the functionaries,

coming under the first two divisions noticed above, hold their position

by the ^Karanmai’ tenure. This type of tenure denotes a permanent
right to render a particular service in the temple. So long as the specified

service is rendered satisfactorily, a Karanmai holder is not to be evicted

from his position. Besides, the majority of the Karanmai holders enjoy a

hereditary right to their office.
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A common method of remunerating the Karanmai holder in the past,

was that of providing him with a particular plot of land. He could

cultivate the land and enjoy its proceeds. He was but a mortgagee and

not the owner of the land assigned to him; nor did he have any right

of alienating the plot of land. However, some Karanmai-holders like

the Santikkar were directly paid a remuneration m paddy. Others, not

employed on the basis of Karanmai, viz., those who were appointed to

discharge any specific piece of work, were also given their remuneration

in the shape of paddy. The question of introducing a money payment

in place of paddy engaged the attention of the Government since 1839

A.D. Trying first a partial conversion, the Government finally, by
1888 A.D., established a complete system of monetary remuneration.

SECTION 1. THE SPIRITUAL FUNCTIONARIES

1. The Tantri

1

: The highest spiritual head of the temple is the

Tarunanallur Nambudiripad, who belongs to an ancient and leading

Nambudiri family. His office is hereditary. The eldest living man of

the family is the dignitary who holds the position. No record is available

which mdicates the date when the Tarunanallur Nambudiri was appointed

the Tantri for the first time in the Sucindram temple. One thing is clear.

The office of Tantri at Sucindram arose only after the advent of the

Malayali brahmins. Tantram, as a specially developed code of the rites

and ceremonies of the temple, is a distinctive product of the West Coast.

Though the ‘Tantrasamuccaya’ and the Isanagurudeva paddhati’, which,
the Tantris of the West Coast mainly follow, are not fundamentally
different from the Agamas, the creation of a specific school of practices

to be followed in temples is essentially an achievement of the Nambudiri
ritualists.

Thus, the Tantri of the Sucindram temple must have originally

appeared only in or subsequent to the 12th century A.D. As observed
earlier, between 391 and 406 M.E. (1216 and 1231 A.D.)

,
one Govinda

prajiia bhitarar, who was evidently a Nambudiri Svamiyar, played a

leading part in the deliberations of the Mahasabhai. He is known to

have acted under the authority of the ‘great Tiruvadi’ at Trivandrum,

1. The word * Tantra 5

literally means an
4
easy method \ Tantric rules, though

arianged and amplified in later times, have their roots m the Vedas and the Brah-
manas. A Tantri is an accredited exponent of Tantric rules on all spiritual matters
including the methods of worship.
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the Nambudiri Svannyar of the Sri Padmanabhasvamy temple. Perhaps,

the office of Tantn at Suclndram started with Govinda prajiia.

It is not known who his successor was. Popular tradition holds that,

originally the Tantram was m the hands of the Nelveli family (one of

the Yogakkar) and that, when the latter was in pecuniary difficulties,

he sold the right of Tantram to the Tarunanallur Nambudiripad. It is

not possible to ascertain how far this tradition is dependable. But there

is unimpeachable evidence to show that, as early as the 13th century

A.D., a Tarunanallur Nambudiri was associated with the Suclndram
temple. The Vahanappura inscription of 413 ME. (1238 A.D ) furnishes

the datum that the ceremony of purification in connection with the re-

construction of certain porches was performed by the Tarunanallur

Nambi This suggests that, in or before 1238 AD., the Tarunanallur

Nambudin had become the Tantn or master of ceremonies m the temple.

It is interesting to observe that the Tarunanallur Nambudiri is the

Tantri in the Sthanunalhasvamy temple at Suclndram as well as m the

6rl Padmanabhasvamy temple at Trivandrum. On all rules pertaining

to the religious activities of both these pagodas he is the final authority.

During the important festivals, like “ Kalabham ” and “Astabandha
Kalasam ”, he comes to Suclndram and stays in the place Only in the

event of his inability to be present, he sends a duly authorised deputy

to officiate for him. Besides, there resides permanently at Sucindram,

a Brahmin assistant of the Tantri, called 'Melkankanakkanakku7

. He is

the local representative of the Tantri, and is immediately in charge of

the rules and traditional prescriptions regarding the rites and ceremonies,

on behalf of the Nambudiripad. It is of great significance that the
4 Melkankanakkanakku 9

is a Tamil Brahmin belonging to Sucindram.

The presumption is that he interprets to the Nambudiri the age-old

Tamilian traditions of the temple. It looks as if this institution

embodies the relic of the tacit agreement between the ancient village

organization of Suclndram and the new Malayali functionaries appoint-

ed originally by the Venad ruler.

The Tantri is paid Rs. 6000/- per annum (besides several customary

dues from the temples) as renumeration for his service in both the

Trivandrum and Suclndram temples. The * Melkankanakkanakku 9

was paid Rs. 2-7-0 a month prior to 1935 A.D. and is paid Rs. 14/- since

then.

(2) Mel-jScLntikhar

:

The officiating priests who conduct the

worship in the inner shrines of Vadakkedam and Tekkedam are the chief
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arcakas called Mel-Santikkar. Only Nambudiris of the villages of

Irunnalakkuda, Peruvanam and Sukapuram are entitled to be employed

as Mel-Santikkar in the Suclndram pagoda. Always four Mel-Santikkar

are available at the place, though only two officiate as priests every day,

one at Vadakkedam and another at Tekkedam. The two priests alternate

their services in the two shrines every other day.

In respect of these Nambudiris, the right of performing the puja is

based upon an ancient Karanmai. However, no document is available

which specifies the date when the agreement was originally effected. A
Kaimukku record of 802 M.E (1627 A.D.) speaks of the Nambudiri

arcaka of the mam shrine. The record which refers to the origin of the

Aramvalattamman Koil reveals that m 619 M.E. (1444 A.D.) a Mel-Santi

Nambudiri was appointed for that shrine.2 Belonging to a still earlier

period is the inscription of 406 M.E. (1230 A.D.) which throws some

light on the matter. It states that the right of appointing the Santikkar

in the Dvarakai Emperuman temple was entrusted to Govmda prajna

bhitarar. The inscription adds that after the time of Govinda prajna

bhitarar, the great Bhatara Tiruvadi at Trivandrum was to appoint the

Santikkar. Thus, this epigraph shows that, about 406 M.E. (1230 A.D.)

the santi (performance of puja) m the Dvarakai Emperuman temple

was entrusted to a West Coast brahmin, very probably a Nambudiri. It

seems likely that, not far later than this date, Nambudiri arcakas were
appointed for the Sthaiiunathasvamy temple as well. At present, each

Mel^Santi Nambudiri is paid Rs. 34-8-0, besides free rations
;
before 1935

A.D., he was paid Rs. 14/- and rations.

(3) Kil-Sdnti Porris : The term £ KihSantikkar ’ literally means
subordinate officiating priests. Their duty is to cook the Neivedyam, to

furnish the Mel-Santikkar with water for bathing the image and hand
over to them the vessel containing the live charcoal on which incense is

burnt. In respect of Vadakkedam and Tekkedam of the Suclndram
temple, this service is rendered by Vattappalli’s assistant, the Turakkar.3

But the Kll-Santikkar, as understood in Suclndram, also denote those
who perform the puja in several minor shrines of the pagoda. In the
Kailasattu Mahadeva shrine, the Ramasvamy Koil, the Subrahmania-
svamy, the Aramvalattamman, the Kala Bhairava, the Makkalai and the
Jayantlsvarattu shrines, the santi is conducted by Porris, commonly
described as the Kil-Santi Porris.

2. See Appendix No. 1.

3. See Infra— No. 5 of Section 1, Chapter VII
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The term Porri is a Tamil word signifying reverence, and is used to

designate certam groups of Malayali brahmins other than Nambudiris.

But the Kil-Santi Porris of Sucindram are Tulu brahmins, whose
ancestors were early immigrants into Travancore from the Canarese
country. In respect of manners and customs, the Porris are not
distinguishable from the Nambudiris; m recent times, there has appear-
ed an increasing fusion between the two classes. A large number of

these Tulu Porris is found employed m the service of the various tem-
ples in Travancore. They seem to have been appointed as Kil-Santikkar
in the gucindram pagoda from about the 13th century A.D., when the
Uraarmaikkar appeared on the scene. At present, 15 Porris are engaged
in Kil-Santi service every day. Performing puja in the minor shrines

noticed above, attending to the cooking and preparation of Neivedyams
(the oblations consisting of cooked rice, puddings, etc.) for certain

shrines and preparing the sandal paste required for use in the temple,

form their principal duties. Each one of them is paid a monthly
remuneration of Rs. 15/-. The 15 Kil-Santi Porris are chosen every
month from about 50 families, now resident in various parts of Travan-
core. It is interesting to learn that the Porris themselves select the 15

members for service at Sucindram each month. The privileges of these

Poms, too, are governed by hereditary Karanmai right.

(4) Vattappalli Sthdnikar

:

This hereditary dignitary is the

formal managing trustee of the rites and ceremonies of the temple.

Permanently residing in Sucindram, he is the tantri and the Sthanikar

who directly regulates all the affairs of daily routine, although his

duties are performed under the authority of the master Tantri of the

pagoda, the Tarunanallur Nambudiripad. The rites and observances

connected with the Dhvajarohaamm or flag-hoisting ceremony and the

processions of the images during the Utsavas are all conducted by the

Vattappalli Sthanikar. It is the Vattappalli who is authorized to preserve

the keys of all the shrines in his custody
;
hence, he is described as

“ Sri Koviludaiya Vattappalli Sthanikar He is, in addition, the princi-

pal custodian of the jewels, the vessels and other movable property

owned by the pagoda. Besides, the Vattappalli Sthanikar is the santik-

karan or the officiating priest in the Sabhapati, Ceravatal Sasta,

Kankalanathar, iSri Cakram, Sucindaperumal and Devendra Vinayakar

shrines as well as for the Saksi Vinayakar image. For performing this

and other odd items of service, the Sthanikar is empowered to appoint

seven' assistants called the * Turakkar \ Moreover, the Vattappalli

23
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Sthamkar is the 4 Avarodha Karta viz., the officiant who initiates any
priest in the service of the inner shime, in respect of the Tarunanallur

Nambudiripad himself, of the Mel-Santi Nambudiris, Kll-Santi Poms
and of the Turakkar Musads. Doubtless, this mdicates on the one hand
the important position of the Vattappalli, and on the other, the early

date at which he should have become associated with the Sucindram

temple.

It would be interesting to know what the name Vattappalli signifies.
c
Palli

5 denotes temple; and, one of the meanings of the Malay,alam word
‘Vattam’ is ‘arrangement’ or ‘preparation.’4 Vattappalli, therefore,

seems to denote one entrusted with the equipment of the requirements

of the temple. The palm-leaf records, particularly those pertaining to the

conduct of the Pratyayam, suggest that his functions accord with the

above interpretation.

Concerning the question as to when the Vattappalli was first enlisted

in the service of the Sucmdram temple, it must be observed that the

earliest inscription which mentions the Vattappalli, under the name
£ Sucindravadi Kesavan ’, is that of 646 M E. (1471 A.D.) .

5 The Acarak-
kanakku of 862 M.E. (1686 A.D.) and that of 906 M.E. (1730 A.D.) also

speak of the Vattappalli m comiection with the ceremonies of the tem-

ple. But the fact that the mention of this dignitary is found only in the

later records does not by any means prove that he appeared late in the

history of the temple. On the other hand, a palm-leaf record pertaining

to an early period, as noticed before, throws light on the matter. This

document is, however, a re-copy' of an earlier one. The original docu-

ment is alleged to mention that on 5th Medam 305 M E. (1130 A.D.) one

Narayanan Sunaran of Padirmare Idam, belonging to Vaikom, was
installed as Vattappalli since the earlier holder of that office had died

without heirs. If the re-copy is a genuine document, as it seems to be,

the advent of Vattappalli may be dated to 1130 A.D.

A perusal of the later records indicates that since the reign of Bala
Martandavarma (1729— 58 A.D ) the Vattappalli has played an
increasingly dominant role. His right of preserving the keys of the

shrines, as well as his control over the jewels and vessels of the temple
are dated back to the same reign. His position and responsibilities have
steadily risen. By the revision of the emoluments effected in 1935 A.D.,

4 eg. * Sadya Vattam * Vattam Kuttuka 3 are usages in this sense. The
egression e Vattam Iruttuka ?

is employed in the Kaimukku records to denote the
summoning of and arranging a meeting of the Sabhai.

5 T A.S., IV, p. 96.
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he is paid monthly a sum of Rs. 250, which, it may be observed, amounts
to nearly one-half of the remuneration given to the Nambudiripad.
Besides, the Vattappalli is entitled to receive a share of the cooked rice

and delicacies offered as oblations in the temple. It is remarkable that

the members of the Vattappalli family at guclndram have been invariably

well versed in the sacred literature found in Samskrit, and Malayalam.

Some of them attained proficiency in the branches of astrology and
medicine as well. Little wonder, the social status of the Vattappalli

Sthanikar has become high.

(5) Turakkar

:

A class of temple servants, nommated by the

Vattappalli Sthanikar, and belonging to the same sub-caste of Malayah
Brahmins as the Vattappalli himself, is known by the name, Turakkar.

They are described as Musads. The duties of the Turakkar Musads
comprise the taking of the articles required for the pirja from the Temple
Store to the Mel-Santi Nambudiris, cleaning the doorsteps of the

garbhagrhas and generally assistmg the Mel-Santikkar in their work.
#

Besides, as observed earlier, the Turakkar perform the puja m certain

shrines like those of Sucmdaperumal, Sabhapati, Kahkalanathar and

Ceravatal 6asta. The carrying of the Sribali images during every Srlbali

procession is also done by the Turakkar. In fact, the daily routine duties

which fall to the share of the Sthanikar are all performed by them. It

is significant that, the Turakkar, like the Vattappalli Sthanikar, are

entitled to have access up to the final entrance of the Garbhagrha of

Vadakkedam, a privilege, not enjoyed even by the Kfl-Santi Porris. None
but the Tantri Nambudiripad and the Mel-Santi Nambudiris can go in-

side farther than the place approachable by the Vattappalli and his

assistants.

It would be interesting to know how the Turakkar acquired their

present designation. Local enquiry offers little help in the matter. The
suggestion that Turai was used to denote a temple, as in the case of

Aduturai or of Tiruvalavayanturai, and that therefore
,

c Turakkar 9 might

be a general designation of temple servants seems far-fetched. On the

other hand, ‘ Turam 5 denotes revenues collected from temple property.6

It is significant that the ‘ Mudaliyar Manuscripts 9
of Alakiyapandipuraxn,

noticed earlier, use the word c Turakkar * in the sense of collectors of

revenue. Is it likely that, to start with, the Turakkar had been entrust-

ed with the collection of dues from the tenants of the temple ? If that

6. See Tamil Lexicon , Vol. IV, p. 1979. See also S.I.I., Vol. V, Nos. 762 and 766.
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were so, perhaps, they were the successors of the Variyais m office.7

Later, when the State assumed the control over the temple and its pro-

perty, these officers were probably diverted to assist the Vattappalli m
his service inside the temple. The fact that the name c Turakkar ’ appears

for the first time only in the * pativukkanakku 5

or the Accounts of 994

M.E. (1819 A.D.), soon after the assumption of the temple by the

Government, lends support to this suggestion. In passing, it may be

mentioned that the Turakkar are not hereditary employees. They are

appointed by the Vattappalli Sthamkar from time to time as vacancies

arise Each member is now paid Rs. 12/- per mensem ;
before 1935 A.D.,

each received only Rs. 3/4/-.

(6) Tirunarruppadikaval

:

Two brahmins, invariably natives of

Sucindram, are nominated by the Vattappalli Sthamkar, as assistants to

the Turakkar. They are known by the rather cumbrous name of

‘ Tnnmirruppadikaval \ Though the designation may suggest that they

function as sentries of the inner shrines, m fact, their duty is merely to

supply the materials required for the inner service. The oil, wick,

coconuts, flowers, garlands, sandal paste, camphor and other require-

ments are received by them from the Sub-Store and taken to the outer

entrance of the mam shrines, whence the Turakkar pass them on to the

Mel-Santi Nambudiris. Thus, their function is ultimately to assist the

arcakas. The fact that they have to place the various articles at the

doorway, where the sacred ashes (Tiruriiru) are given to the visitors

was apparently responsible for the designation. Popularly, they are

known as
4 Tirunadakaval \

This group of assistants appears to have been an old unit of the

temple staff. From 994 M.E. (1819 A.D) to 1935 A.D., their monthly
pay was Re. 1-8-0 per head and one katti of cooked rice daily; since 1935,

it has been raised to a monthly pay of Rs. 7 and two kattis of cooked
rice daily.

(7) Nambiydr Arcakas

:

It is certain that from the rise of the

temple, there existed at least one areaka, perhaps more, performing
the daily puja 8 The areaka of the earliest epoch seems to have
belonged to the class now described as Nambiyar. The Nambiyars,
otherwise known as Gurukkals or Bhattars, continue to officiate as
arcakas in many of the ancient gaivite temples of Tamilakam. That
they were entrusted with this sacred duty even in the 9th and 10th cen-

7. See Infra No. 3 of Section 2, p. 188.

8 The £iva temple at Kuram in the time of Paramesvaravarman I (7th century
AD.) had two arcakas, while the Muktesvara shrine at Kanci (8th century A.D.)
had three brahmins, as well as their sons and grandsons, to perform the puja
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turies A.D. is proved by the inscriptions of the period. Pallava epi-

graphs speak of the Gurukkals, Saivacaryas or Sivabrahmanas, as they
were variously called, performing puja in shrines of the still earlier

period.9 Nambiyars of Suclndram are Sivabrahmins, and are not to

be confused with the Nambiyars of Malabar, who are Nairs.10

There is adequate evidence to show that the earliest arcakas in the

Suclndram temple were Sivabrahmins, now known as Nambiyars. In

the first place, they have been all along performing the santi in the

Konrayadinathar shrine, which is the earliest nucleus of the Suclndram
pagoda. Secondly, the Nambiyars, and in particular, the same mem-
bers performing puja at Suclndram, have been the officiating priests

in the Annanamelutiyakandan Sasta temple at Asramam.11 It must be

remembered that legendary lore associates this Sasta temple with the

Konrayadinathar shrine.

At present, the Nambiyars perform puja in the Konrayadinathar,

Daksinamurti and the Gopuravatal shrines and the Citra Sabha as well

as in the Perambalam Nataraja shrine, located m the South Street.

While the service in the Konrayadinathar and perhaps in the Daksina-

murti shrines dates back to a very early period, their santi in the

Gopuravatal shrines appears to have commenced about 1545 A.D., in

Perambalam sometime before 1597 A.D. and in the Citra Sabha ever

since its inception. Very likely, before the advent of the Nambudiri

Santikkar to the place, the service in the principal shrines of Vadakke-

dam and Tekkedam, too, was in their hands

In respect of those shrines with which the Nambiyars are now
associated, they enjoy not only the right of perfoming the Santi but also

the tantram, or the supreme spiritual authority concerning the rites

and ceremonies. Neither the Nambudiri Tantri nor the Vattappalli has

any tantric right over them. For example, the astabandham, kalasam

and other purificatory ceremonies in these particular shrines are con-

ducted entirely by the Nambiyars. The Nambiyars perform the above

mentioned duties of arcana and tantram by virtue of a hereditary right.

Two Nambiyars who perform the santi by turns, get a monthly pay of

9 For examples see S I L, Vol. I, p. 154 , S.I.I ,
Vol. Ill, Part I, p. 91 ; and

ARE. 84 of 1892.

10. In Tamil
e Nambu ’ means 4 puja From 4 Nambu * is derived Namfoiyar,

viz, one who offers puja in temples.

11. According to the legend, Atri’s Asram and the Homakunda where he

performed sacrifice, were located just in front of this Sasta temple.
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Rs. 13/- each. The arcaka of the Perambalam shrine does not receive

a monetary remuneration; he gets nothing more than a share of the

cooked rice offered as neivedya. Prior to 1935 A.D., the Nambudiri

arcakas at the main temple and at Perambalam were each paid only

the paltry sum of Re. 1— 1 ch.— 12 cash (i e. Re. 1/1/-) each

!

Now the former are each given 9 kattis (4% idangalis of cooked rice)

and the latter 7 kattis (3% idangalis of cooked nee)

.

(8) Brahmins for Siva Pujd : Twenty-four brahmins, invariably

natives of Sucindram, are employed for offering prayers to Siva, the

principal deity of the temple At about 7 a.m., pnor to the abhisekha

or the anointing of the image, these twenty-four brahmins assemble in

the Cempakaraman Mandapa, and, shaping small Siva lingas out of clay,

recite prayers and offer incantations to them. These members are not

paid any monetary remuneration, but each one of them is allotted two

kattis or blocks of cooked rice. True, no record earlier than that of

994 M.E. (1819 A.D.) mentions this group. But local tradition avers

that the practice was established by Kartikai Tirunal, the Dharma Raja

(1758-98 A.D.) . It may be mentioned that, on the night of Sivaratri, in

the month of Masi (February-March)
,
well over a hundred brahmins

are engaged in making Siva-lingas of clay and in offering prayers. No
remuneration is paid to them.

(9) Namaskaram: Sixteen brahmins of Sucindram are appoint-

ed to offer prayers and chant mantras such as the Pancaksara and
Astaksara. The recital of the mantras is followed by prostration before

the deity, hence the name Namaskaram. These 16 brahmins are not

paid monetary remuneration, but are fed in the temple at about 11-30

a.m. after the morning puja. It is interesting to learn that the 40

brahmins, who are engaged in connection with the above-mentioned
Sivapuja and Namaskaram, are not regular employees of the temple.

The charge of feeding them has been met from the privy purse of the
ruler. There is a great probability that both of these items were start-

ed by Kartikai Tirunal. Popular tradition supports this view.

(10) Mandapa Japakkar

:

Twenty-four Malayali brahmins of

the Tiruvalla Desi Porri group are employed for offering prayers and
chanting mantras during the time of the evening diparadhana. Their
appointment, made by the Government, is on a hereditary basis. It

may be mentioned that, during the major part of the year, only about
18 members of the group are found in J&uclndram, the others going to
their native villages, by turns.
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No reference to the Mandapajapakkar is found in the records of

the temple before 994 M.E. (1819 A.D.). It seems probable that this

group was originally introduced into Suclndram either by Bala Martanda-
varma or Rama Varma Dharma Raja. The popular tradition is that

twenty four brahmins fled for their lives from North Malabar to Tiru-

vafla, their present native place, and thence took refuge m Sucindram
It is not unlikely that the insecurity caused by Tipu’s threat of invasion

m 1790 A.D. was responsible for this incident. However, the belief is

that they were persuaded by the then ruling sovereign of Travancore
to reside permanently in Sucindram, working as hereditary japakkar.

The Mandapajapakkar, besides attending to their daily duty,

participate in all the festivals of the temple. In connection with the

celebration of the * Kalabham otherwise called ‘ Ganapati Hdmam
they offer prayers conjointly, after the Tantri has performed the

Abhisekha and applied the kalabham or sandal paste to the image. Each
of the 24 brahmins has been paid, both before and after 1935 A.D.,

Rs. 14/- per mensem (Rs. 10/- towards their meals and Rs. 4 '- as

daksina or present of money).

(11) Veda Adhyayanam : The reference to the employment of

two teachers of the Veda is found in the Aoarakkanakku of 916 M.E.

(1741 A.D.); none of the earlier records adverts to it. However, this

negative evidence does not prove that the practice of teaching the

Veda was not in existence earlier than that date. In numberless

ancient temples, the free imparting of Vedic lore was undertaken from

early times. Contemporary inscriptions bear eloquent testimony to the

great service rendered by the early Hindu temples in their capacity as

centres of higher learning. The inscriptions at Kanci, Tiruvorriyur,

Ennayiram, Tirumukkudal and Tribhuvani, to mention but a few

examples, furnish excellent proof of the educational activity of the early

Pallava, Pandya and Cola temples. The known details about the

patronage of the temples and the practices common to the Agraharas

show that we may not be far wrong if we hold that the establishment

of a Veda Adhyayanan in Sucindram might have arisen before the 11th

century A.D. Down to 987 M.E. (1811 A.D.), the Adhyayanan, too,

appears to have been paid remuneration in paddy. From 1811 to 1929

A.D., each was paid but a nominal sum of Rs. 1/4/-. By the revision

effected in 1935 A.D., they are given Rs. 10/- each per mensem.

(12) AryampatLi: The Accounts of the temple from 916 to 994

M.E. (1741 to 1819 A.D.) speak of one Aryampadi as one of the
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employees. Apparently, his duty was to chant the Veda during the

puja. We find a corresponding employee in the famous Brhadlsvara

temple of Raja Raja.12 That the Vedas were recited every day at the

time of worship by brahmins appointed for the purpose is amply borne

out by numerous early inscriptions in South Indian temples.13 Interest-

ing is the Cola inscription which records an endowment in the temple

at Pandaravadai for holding a contest in the recitation of a prescribed

portion m the &ama Veda.14 It seems probable that, in Sucindram, the

post of the Aryampadi was created some time during the period of

Cola contact, viz., in the 11th or 12th century A.D. However, a

remarkable feature is that the Accounts of the temple subsequent to

994 M.E. (1819 A.D.) do not speak of the same functionary. Apparently,

the office of the Aryampadi was amalgamated with that of the

Adhyayanan.

(13) Bhdrata Pardycmam : The practice of expounding the

Mahabharatam has been in vogue in the 6uclndram temple for quite

a long time. Reference to it in the records of the temple, however,

appears only in the 18th century A.D. It is well known that, before

the 11th century A.D. the practice was common in several temples.

That it was adopted even in the early Pallava shrines is learnt from
the Tandantottam plates. 15 Moreover, the Kuram grant mentions that

a brahmin scholar was appointed to recite the Mahabharata inside the

Mandapa of Vidyavinita Pallavesvara temple at the village of

Paramesvaramangalam.16 Not only in the temples of Tamilakam
proper, but also in those of Malai Nad, the practice had come into

vogue. Tirukkadittanam, not far away from Sucindram, had adopted

it as early as the 10th century A.D. On the whole, it seems likely that

the Bharata Parayanam had appeared in Sucindram far earlier than
the 18th century A.D. The Accounts show that the brahmin appointed

to expound the Mahabharata was -paid Rs. 2-12-0 till 1935 A.D. By
the revision effected in 1935 A.D., his remuneration has been raised

to Rs. 10/-. It appears that, on sacred days, a leading member of the
place performed this duty. The records of 1819 A.D. indicate that on
Tai Pusa day the Somasimahgalam Pdrri, one of the Yogakkar, expound-
ed the Mahabharata.

12. S I. I., Vol. n, 65.

13. e.g. ARE., 103 of 1926 and 52 of 1928.
14. A. R. E , 266 of 1923.

15. S. I. I., Vol. n, Part V, p. 534.
13 S. I. I

, Vol. I, p. 151, line 75
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(14) Otuvar ; One of the early members of the retinue in the
temple was the chorist, the singer of the Tiruppadigam. It is not
possible to determine the time when this custom arose in Sucindram.
That the practice was not uncommon m South Indian temples as early

as the 9th century A.D. is evident from the Tiruvallam inscription.1
"

Though reference to this institution m the Sucindram temple records

is not found earlier than 915 M.E. (1740 A.D.)
,
this negative evidence

does not prove that it was not in vogue earlier. In fact, the probability

is that it was introduced durmg or before the time of Raja Raja I.

There is little doubt that it was established before the advent of the
Malayali authorities.

A palm-leaf record of the temple reveals that, long before 1740

A.D., there existed the practice of the Otuvar reciting verses from
4 Devaram 4 Tiruvacagam ’ and 4 Pallandu 9

at specified places m the

Srlbalipura immediately after the attalapuja. The record states that

in the mam temple, following the evenmg Diparadhana, the Otuvar is

to recite a hymn of Devaram in the Aditya Mandapa near the

Dhvajastambha, a hymn from 4 Tiruvacagam 5 near the southern door-

way, one from 4 Tiruisaippa 5 near the western doorway and another

from ‘Pallandu’ near the northern doorway The same document adds

that another Otuvar recites hymns from Devaram in Perambalam soon

after the evening Diparadhana. The rights and duties of the chonsts

were regulated by a Karanmai deed, executed m 916 M.E. (1741 A.D.)

In 987 M.E. (1811 A.D.) ,
they were each given a mere pittance of 14 annas

per mensem. By the revision of 1935 A.D., the remuneration has been

raised to Rs. 4/-.

SECTION 2 THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS

(1) Adhihdra Meleluttu : Long before the 13th century A.D.

there were certain officials, who looked after important executive work

in managing the affairs of the temple. The Adhikara Meleluttu,

Variyar and Karanattan were some of those officers. In this connec-

tion it is necessary to repeat that, prior to the 11th century A.D., when

the differentiation of functions between the Mula Paruda Sabhai and

the Mahasabhai was not clear-cut, some of the officers appeared to be

as much connected with the management of the temple as with that of

the village. This was definitely the case with the officer known as Adhi-

kara Meleluttu.

17. S. I. I., Vol. Ill, Part I
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One of the earliest officials associated with the temple and the

village, the Adhikara Meleluttu is mentioned in the inscription of the

19th year of C5]an talai konda Vlra Paiidya. Cerantaka Brahmarayan,

the Adhikara Meleluttu, preferred a complaint to the Mahasabhai that

one Vanganra Devan mortgaged and sold Devadana lands. Meleluttu

seems to denote that he was the chief accountant.18 But the qualifying

word, ‘Adhikara’, may signify either the authority which he wielded

by virtue of his office or the unit of which he was the accountant. In

later times, the term ‘Adhikaram’ has been used to connote a revenue

division like the Pakuti, the subdivision of a Taluk. There is no evi-

dence of the word having denoted such a unit in the 10th century A.D.

It is probable that, then, the entire village was considered as an * Adhi-

karam’. Doubtless, the maintenance of the Accounts pertaining to the

devadana lands fell within the jurisdiction of the Adhikara Meleluttu.

It is not known what his position was m relation to the Mula Paruda

Sabhai. Since the latter institution was functioning under the sovereign

authority of the Mahasabhai, it seems probable that he was a common
official of both the bodies. The description * Meleluttu ’ suggests that

there were other accountants working under him. How many they

were in the early period of the history of Sucmdram there is no means
of knowing. It is presumable that, working under the Mula Paruda
Sabhai, there were a few accountants concerned solely with the temple

affairs, and under the Mahasabhai a few others concerned with the

village. This presumption has to be made subject to the proviso, that

even the activities of the Mahasabhai were predominantly concerned
with the temple and its property. It is strange that the designation,
* Adhikara Meleluttu ’ as such, does not figure in any of the later re-

cords. Probably, it became merged in one of the offices like * Sabhai-

kkanakku ’, * Sribhandarakkanakku ’ or * Mandapakkanakku ’, which
appear from the 16th century A.D. onwards.

(2) Devakarmi :— The only other official that we hear of before

the dissolution of the Mula Paruda Sabhai in 1000 A.D. is the devakarmi
or devakanmi. But this office continued long after the exit of the Mula
Paruda Sabhai. The earliest mention of the ‘ devakarmi ’ occurs in

Sucmdram in the inscription of the 14th year of Raja Raja I i.e., in 999
A.D., just a few months before the Mula Paruda Sabhai tendered its

resignation. Some of the duties that the devakarmis ’ had to perform

18. Until recently, Meleluttu was the vernacular equivalent of the Accountant-
General of the State.
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are incidentally mentioned in that epigraph. They were to supervise

and secure the proceeds from those devadana lands which were exempt-
ed from taxes— “ Kadan parrada nilattu tevarkarmikal kankanittiL

varuvdrkalavar
s
\19 The responsibility, specified in the inscription, has

been translated by the epigraphist merely as
*
supervision of the lands \

This is too vague
;

it does not denote the entire responsibility connoted

by the term 4 Kankamttu 5

. The latter expression is commonly used to

represent that method of realizing the yield from the land let on lease

by the owner supervising the harvest and allocating a fixed portion of

the yield to the tenant.20 Obviously, in the context in which the word
appears in the 6uclndram inscription, it is used in this sense. Thus,

the duty of supervising the lands when they were being cultivated, and
the more responsible work of collecting the proceeds from the lands at

the time of the harvest, fell to the lot of the Devakarmis.

It is certain that this class of officials continued to function even

after the Malayali Yogakkar secured control over the management of

the temple. An inscription of 421 M.E. (1246 A.D.) states that, in the

event of lapses in the maintenance of the lamp, the donation for which

is registered in the record, the money would have to be paid to that

person directed by the Devakarmis for the prompt discharge of the

service. The inscription runs thus :
“ Tirunandd vilakku muttdmcd

celvatakavum ippadic ceyyumidattil . . .munru mdsam muttukil ivvaccu-

pattum devarkamnikal conna idattil celutti tirunandd vilakku muttd-

mal celuttumdru karpitta This makes it clear that the supervi-

sion of the charities to the temple and the entrusting of specified service

to proper agents or servants also fell within the purview of the duties

of the Devakarmis.21

19. T. A. S ,
IV, p. 129.

20. The usage ‘Kankamttu’ occurs in numerous palm-leaf records of the temple,

and continues to be employed by rural folk even today. In an inscription of Bha-
skararavivarman, belonging to 1036 A.D., it figures in the same sense. See T. A. S.,

II, p. 49

21. The Devakarmis, as officers of the temple, were not peculiar to SucincLram

or South Travancore. They are mentioned in several early South Indian inscriptions

That in Colapuram, Devakarmis were functioning in the time of Jatavarman Sundara

Cola Bandya, is learnt from an epigraph of his period. (See T. A. S., VI, pp. 11-12)

.

Outside Travancore, we find a record of Tirumalvadi mentioning Devakarmis as having

been entrusted with some land for offerings to an image. (See S. L I., Vol. V, p. 644)

.

Besides, an inscription of Tiruvidaimarudur states that the devakarmis of the temple,

along with the Sabhai of Tiraimur and the Nagaram, were to be together responsible

for the proper management of the temple. See A. R E., 199 of 1907,
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However, barely a general idea of the duties entrusted to the Sucin-

dram Devakarmis can be gathered. In temples of other parts of South

India, they appear to have been charged with very responsible and

dignified duties. So far as the information from Suclndram warrants

us, we may conclude that the devakarmis were little more than col-

lectors and supervisors of revenue, functioning under the immediate

control of the Mula Paruda Sabhai in the first instance, and under the

Yogakkar later.

There is no means of ascertaining the history of the office after the

14th century A.D. No inscription of a later period refers to the Deva-

karmi But, when the responsibilities of the temple were steadily in-

creasing, this office would by no means have been abolished. What
seems probable is, that after a time, the post of the * devakarmi * under-

went a change of name. Perhaps, with the increase in the number of

officials, more of differentiation in the functions of the various groups

of assistants resulted. What the later designation of the post held by
the successor of the Devakarmi was, it is not possible to determine.

Probably, one of the several accountants of the later period assumed
the duties of the former Devakarmi.

(3) Variyar

:

The fall of the Mula Paruda Sabhai witnessed the

rise of the two classes of officers, the 'Variyar’ and ‘Karanattan\ The
very inscription which records the resignation of the Mula Paruda
Sabhai states that the Mahasabhai at once appointed two Vari-

yars and a Karanattan to manage the business of the temple.

As in the case of several early institutions, attempts at understand-
ing their origin through the etymology of their names have been made.
A derivation from the Tamil word ‘Van 5 meaning income has been
suggested, and the Kannada connotation of ‘ Vari 9

as a c rigorous
demand ’ has been urged. That * Variyar 5

is connected with the term
‘Variyam’ which might be a Tamilized form of the Samskrit word
6 Varya 9 meaning ‘ selected * or ‘ chosen 9 has been yet another, and per-
haps a more acceptable, line of approach.22

One preliminary question to be settled is whether or not variyar
and * variyam ’ were connected with each other. A mere verbal simi-
larity need not necessarily mean a close association. The few refer-
ences that we have of the * variyar ’ in Sucindram and elsewhere, do
not suggest their relationship with the £ variyam ’, which really denotes

22. See K. A. N. Sastri’s "The Colas”, Vol II, pp. 281 ff.
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a committee. In the inscription of 1000 A.D., the two variyars, along

with the Karanattan, are said to have assumed the responsibilities of

collecting the dues from the tenants and of managing the affairs of the

temple, which duties were till then undertaken by the Paruda Sabhai.

There is nothing here which suggests any connection with a committee.

Nor does the wording of the inscription, under consideration, indicate

any kind of election for the formation of the 4 variyam \ It rims thus :

“ Sabhaiyor vaicca variyar iruvaram karanattdnum kudi 99
m It states

clearly that the Sabhai appointed the variyar and karanattan. Obviously,

it seems to have been a case of appointment of executive officials by the

Mahasabhai. Again, an inscription of Uttaramerur of variyam fame,

speaks of the variyar as if they were subordinate officers of the Sabhai.23

The expression * Variyapperumakkal 9 occurring in another record of

the same place, does not seem to have any reference to a committee or

to the employment of election.24 Nor is Mr. Venkayya's translation of

‘ dharmakrtyan-gadai-kkanum-variyare 9

in line 13 of the inscription

of the 14th year of Parantaka as a
4 committee for supervision of justice ",

found to be correct.25

Thus, while it is not clear that the Variyar was a member of a

committee, it is certain that he was one of the officials entrusted with

some executive functions. It is perfectly obvious from the Sucmdram
inscription of 1000 A.D. that the duties of the Paruda Sabhai it was,

which were shared by the Variyars and the Karanattan. Another in-

scription of the 4th century M.E. or the 12th century A.D. refers to a

single Variyan, Sankaranarayanan of Ranasinganallur, whose duty was
to supply a stipulated quantity of paddy for the maintenance of a lamp
and to keep clean the premises of the Srimad Dvarakai temple by
employing a sweeper. This inscription, too, confirms our view that

the Variyan or Variyar had nothing to do with a committee.

The duties of the Variyar might not have continued the same all

through the ages. Employed originally as an executive official, the

Variyar of the earlier period was, in the main, entrusted with the col-

lection of the incomes due to the temple. The name was, in all proba-

bility, derived from ‘ vari ’ denoting tax or 4 varu ’ meaning ‘to col-

lect’. Later, some other services connected with the temple seem to

have been assigned to the Variyar.

23. A R. E. 74 of 1898.

24. A. R. E. 63 of 1898.

25. See the different translation given by Prof. K. A. N. Sastri in his "Studies

in Cola History and Administration’'., p. 157.
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The interesting feature about the
4 variyar ’ is that in the Malayali

land of North Travancore and Cochin, the name became the basis of

a sub-caste among Ambalavasis. Most fantastic are the views advanced

by writers regarding the origin of the caste. Known facts about the

present avocations and customs of the Variyars have been ingeni-

ously combined with legendary lore, in order to formulate certain

theories.26

A perusal of these theories reveals that they are far-fetched and

that the existing customs among the Variyars have been attempted to

be read into the past. In all likelihood, Variyars were, to start with,

none but executive officials of the temple. Later, as is seen from the

inscription of the 13th century A.D., noticed above, the duty of super-

vising the cleanliness of the temple premises and other odd jobs were
entrusted to them. When they were associated with services within the

precincts of the temple, they adopted scrupulous habits of personal

cleanliness. Perhaps, even the cleaning of puja vessels and the door-

steps was entrusted to them. After they became intimately connected

with the daily routine of the temple, they were, in due course, classed

as ‘ Ambalavasis \ Following their close association with the shrines,

perhaps, there arose the. practice of junior members of the Nambudiri
families consorting with Variyar girls. This usage would have fixed the

social rank of the caste still more definitely as Ambalavasis.

So far as Suclndram is concerned, the Variyar as such, does not

figure in any of the records after the 13th century A.D. Evidently, the

officers who assumed their functions in later periods, were called by
other names. Though it may seem at first fantastic, one is tempted to

think that the name ‘Variyar’ must have originally travelled from
Tamilakam to the Malayala Desa. It would appear that Sucmdram
served as the transmitting centre. Long before the Nambudiris and
Porris came into contact with Sucindram, Variyar as an executive

official of the temple had appeared, and, after the Malayali authorities

were established in Sucindram, probably they set up this office, or at

any rate, endowed that designation to those undertaking similar func-
tions in Malayali temples. It should be remembered that the Nambu-
diris and Porris in Sucmdram not only kept up an active connection

26. See the description, of five theories of origin explained by Nagamiah in his

State Manual, Vol. II, pp. 338-39; also see Anantakrishna Aiyar’s “Cochin Castes
and Tribes”; Vol. II, pp 137 ft; “Travancore Census Report of 1891, pp. 746 ff; and
Sundaram Pxllay: “ Early Sovereigns of Travancore ”, pp, 85 ff.
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with temples in the north, like those of Trivandrum and Vaikom, but
that they were m close contact with their homes, located still farther

north. Perhaps, this contact paved the way for the transplantation of

the Suclndram institution of ‘ Variyar ’ in the temples of the north.

The later development of a Variyar caste appears to have emerged by
reason of the peculiar social customs of the Nambudiris and their

close association with the Variyars.

(4) Karanattan ;— In Suclndram, so far as our present knowledge

goes, we hear of the Karanattan for the first and last time in 1000 A.D.

He was the colleague of the two variyars appointed by the Mahasabhai

on the dissolution of the Mula Paruda Sabhai. In the absence of addi-

tional information, we are obliged to look out to other places of South

India for having an idea of the position and functions of the Karanattan.

An inscription in Rajendra Cola Vinnagaram at Mannarkoil27 states

that the Karanattan wrote the sale deed of the Sabhai in favour of

the temple. Again, the trial scene depicted by Sekkilar as taking

place in the Sabhai of Tiruvennainallur, where Sundaramurti is accu-

sed of having been a bond-slave of a brahmin, introduces the Kara-

nattan as the scribe who reads out to the assembly the document pro-

duced by the plaintiff in the case. It indicated that the Karanattan

played the role of a * bench clerk ’, to use a modem designation. Yet
another epigraph28 reveals that the Karanattan is the accountant, pre-

serving the records and supervising the observance of the boundaries

of land.

If the above-mentioned instances provide us with any help in

understanding the duties of the Karanattan in Suclndram, we may
conclude that he was essentially a clerk or record-keeper. In fact, the

word * Karanam ’ means document ;
obviously therefore, the Kara-

nattan was in charge of the documents of the temple. The Variyars

were the executive officials and the Karanattan was their colleague in

the maintenance of the accounts of all transactions. Later, the desig-

nation of the post might have undergone a change ;
perhaps, this

accounts for the absence of later reference to Karanattan as such.

(5) Poduval :— One group of early temple officials, who conti-

nued to render service even much later than the 15th century A.D., was

known as ‘ Poduval \ As in the case of the Variyar, the Poduval be-

came the designation of a sub-caste of Ambalavasis in the Malayali

27 E. I, Vol. XI, pp 292 if.

28. A. R. E 30 of 1919.
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land and, therefore, a consideration of their history m Sucindram is

particularly interesting.

So far as inscriptions go, we hear of this designation applied to a

f»1aqg of temple servants only as late as 421 M.E. (1246 A.D.).29 That

they enjoyed a fairly high status among the hierarchy of officials is

learnt from this inscription itself, which shows that a donation of

money for burning a lamp was passed on to the hands of the Poduvals

‘ Ikkoyilil atikaramudaiya, poduvanmar epperpattdrum kaikkovda

puduppon accu pattum’. This indicates, beyond doubt, the authority

they enjoyed. Indeed, the inscription under consideration, may suggest

that the Poduvals were not different from, nor lower in status than,

the Sri Karyamceyvar or the Uranmaikkar. But, unlike the latter, the

Poduvals are not known to have exercised control over the landed

property of the temple. It is, therefore, likely that the Poduvals were

just lower m rank than and were working under the direction of the

Uranmaikkar. That the Poduval was held in high esteem is further

inferred from the inscription of 646 M.E. (1471 A.D.) 30 The large en-

dowments of land and money bestowed by the Travancore ruler Sri Vlra

Rama Sri Rama Varma for the conduct of special pujas and ceremonies

were entrusted to the ‘Poduval Tenkottu Sivindravadi Kesvan’. It

is also recorded that the ruler resided with him while he was at Sucin-

dram.

It is interesting to observe that the designation of this office as

Poduval has now become a distinctively Malayali one. We do not hear

of the same name in the records of the Pandya, Cola or Vijayanagar

kings. On the other hand, outside Sucindram, the designation of this

class of temple staff occurs in several inscriptions of the Venad rulers.31

Evidently, the name came to be applied to a group of managers of the

temple’s business. That they were different from the members of the

old Mula Paruda Sabhai or their successors, the Uranmaikkar
, is seen

from the interesting inscription of Bhaskara Ravivarman at Tirukkad-
ittanam, which runs thus : “Mukkal vattattavirotaUdl urum parudai-
ya/rum poduvaliim kudi ceida karuma7ndvidu.,,3Z

The Poduvals, like the Variyars, in course of time, developed into

a sub-caste of Ambalavasis. At present, they are said to occupy a

29. See Appendix—Inscription No. 52
30. See T A. S., 17, pp. 92 if.

31. See, for example, T. A. S., II, p. 23; and Ibid p. 34.

32. Ibid p. 36.
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position mid-way between the brahmins and the nairs in respect of
social gradation. Gopinatha Rao is inclined to think that the name,
Poduval, was applied to the Muttadu, attached to temples.33 But, it is

a pity that he does not indicate the basis for his suggestion.

In the Sucindram records, a name, 4 Sivmdravadi Kesavan figures

prominently. The Accounts of 994 M.E. (1819 A.D.) give an important
place to an official bearing that name. It is clear from the records of

that year that he plays the role of the Vattappalli Sthamkar.34 Obvi-
ously,

6 Sivlndravadi Kesavan 5 was a surname of Vattappalli as Sendan
Sivmdravadi 5 appears to have been of Puttillam Porri.35 If that were
so, Sivmdravadi Kesavan, figuring as Poduval in the inscription of 646
M.E. (1471 A.D.)

,
was an ancestor of Vattappalli.

Nagamiah states that “ the caste of Poduval is believed to have

sprung from a brahmin’s connection with a nair woman. 5 ’ 36 But this,

too, as in the case of the Vanyar caste, appears to be an attempt to

read known features of a later age into the past. Like the Variyar,

the Poduval was an official of the temple
;
perhaps, in the early days

‘Poduval 5
signified but a common person, a public servant or official.

The Poduval, as a caste of Ambalavasi, did not arise or flourish in

Sucmdram. We do not hear of the officials bearing this name after the

15th century A.D. Probably, the designation 4

Vattappalli
5 was applied

to the Poduval of older days. Members of the Vattappalli section

belong to the Muttadu caste.37 In manners and customs they are not

at all distinguishable from the Malayali Brahmins. In fact. Dr. Kunjan
Pillai38 describes them as a class of Saiva Brahmins.

33. Ibid, p. 147, Note.

34. See the following piece of instruction found in the Accounts of 994, M.E.

u rsrtxmlcro ^014° m>)<a8aLn§J<9Q oj^°

g<2hd6 6)<a>oslgj§6>qftm oiW)^° c&coo, ©«b>§1 a£gao!<Q3aioel

(gcQjOOOJcA (S'XJOOolfiBa 6>c0>O§c66VSfOo.
35

« guclndravadi 99 appears to have been the title or surname of the “ Sthanakkar ”

of the Suclndram temple, given to the nine Yogakkar, as well as to the Vattappalli

Pattar.

35. e.g. The inscriptions of 772 ME., 781 ME., and the Accounts of 994 M.E,

speak of Puttillam Porxi as
4 *§endan Sivindravadi ’.

36. State Manual., Vol. II, p. 344.

37. See Nagamiah • State Manual, Vol. H, pp. 326-27 for an account of the

Muttadu.
38. See Travancore Census Report (1931) p. 375.

35
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(6) Srlkaryavi :— A high official, managing the day-to-day affairs

of the temple during the palmy days of the Yogakkar, was Srikaryam.

He continues to exercise immediate control over the routine adminis-

tration even today, under the anglicised designation of Manager.

When exactly the office of Srikaryam was created, there is no

mp^mg of determining. The earliest inscription referring to the Sri-

karyam is that dated 14th Markali 720 M.E. in which Vatpalai Devan

KeSavan, the Srikarym, is shown as a signatory to the document.39

Whether he was only one of the Srikaryamceyvar (or the Uranmaik-

kar) or, on the other hand, the incumbent of a separate office, is a

doubt that might arise at first. But, it seems clear that Vatpalai Devan

Kesavan was the Srikaryam and not one of the Srikaryamceyvar or

tjranmaikkar. This is evident from the fact that, while the number
of tJranmaikkar in Sucindram was but nine, the record under conside-

ration, specifies ten names. Further, while the family names of all

the nine Srikaryamceyvar are those of the Yogakkar of the later period,

the Srlkaryam’s family name is different and it appears for the first

time among the records of the temple. Besides, an inscription of the

14th Masi 724 M.E. (1549 A.D.) 40 furnishes the name of a Srikaryam
as Narayanan Sahkaran of Velkkkatlu, in addition to the names of the

nine Srikaryamceyvar. Thus it is obvious that there worked an officer

called Srikaryam and that this office must have arisen some time before
720 M.E. (1544 A.D.).

The fact that, in the inscriptions of 722 M.E. and of 724 M.E., his

name appears first among the signatories, even prior to those of the

great Srikaryamceyvar, suggests that the Srikaryam of those days was
an officer of no small status. He was, in all probability, the highest

among the official staff of the temple, occupying an administrative posi-

tion next in rank only to that of the owner-managers, the Srikaryam-
ceyvar.

The office of Srikaryam has had a chequered history. He appears
to have been the chief official till 906 M.E. (1731 A.D.)

,
when, the astute

ruler, Balamartanda Varma, appointed a Valiya Srikaryakkar to work
in collaboration with the Srikaryam of old. Naturally, this step result-

ed in a set-back in the position and authority of the Srikaryam. When,
later in 987 M.E. (1811 A.D.), the entire management of the temple
passed into the hands of the Government, the office of Srikaryam,

39 T. A S, Vm, pp 1-2.

40. See Appendix—Inscription No. 70.
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though retained, suffered a further decline in status. No
doubt, he continued to be in charge of the management of the daily
routine of the temple, but, he was to work under the authoritative

supervision of the Revenue officials like the Peishkar and Tahsildar.

Finally, when the Devasvam Department was created in 1097 M.E.
(1922 A.D.) the authority of &rikaryam became reduced still further.

With the Group Superintendent, having his headquarters m gueln-
dram itself, and the Assistant Commissioner conducting frequent in-

spections, the successor of the Srikaryam of old, has but the shadow
of the vast powers associated with the office. He is officially designated
as the Manager, though the people of the locality continue to call him
by the older designation. He is now paid a monthly salary of Rs. 50/-.

But his pay is nothing when compared with the perquisites that the
Srlkaryam used to receive in the past.

(7) Accountants :— Several accountants, with definitely allocated

duties, appear to have been employed during the period of the administra-

tion of the tJranmaikkar. There was a Srikaryakkanakku, Sribhanda-

rakkanakku, Mandapakkanakku, Tavaikkanakku and Urkkanakku.
Most of the accountants who functioned tinder the authorities of the

temple are mentioned in an inscription, dated 14th Masi 724 M.E. (1549

A.D.). The closing lines registering the witnesses to the deed of

appointment of a village official record the names and designations of

the various accountants. They are as follows : Srikaryakkanakku

Azyappan Mdrtandan eluttu ; Mandapakkanakku Dikkellampukalum

Peiumdl eluttu ; Tavakkanakku Iccuran Kdlakkutty eluttu. The
accountant, ‘Sri Bhandarakkanakku

’ ,
is mentioned in the two inscrip-

tions of 720 M.E. and in that of 745 M.E.,41 as well as in numerous
palm-leaf records of the pagoda.

The specific duties assigned to the various classes of accountants

may be gathered from the records. The ‘ Srlbhandarakkaiiakku was

the accountant in charge of the temple treasury. Naturally, he was

the most important officer. The total income and expenditure, both in

kind and in coin, were recorded by him. The ‘ Srikaryakkanakku ’ on

the other hand, maintained the Accounts of only the expenses connected

with the daily services and ceremonies. The ‘ Mandapakkanakku was

unquestionably a subordinate clerk who preserved the Accounts of only

the special ceremonies and of the annual Utsavas* It is not known why

41 See Appendix. Inscriptions Nos. 66-71
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he was designated ‘ Mandapakkanakku ’. But, just as Mandapappadi
pertains to a particular procession in connection with Utsavas, so

also the Mandapakkanakku had to concern himself with Utsavas. Per-

haps, since the Vahanas or vehicles taken out in procession had to

pass through the Mandapas of the temple, this strange name came to

be adopted.

Tavaikkanakku or Sabhaikkanakku, as the name indicates, was the

accountant of the Sabhai. But, it is important to observe that Sabhai

in this context, denoted only the corporation of the Yogakkar. Sur-

prisingly enough, the designation, tavaikkanakku, still survives, though

it now denotes an accountant of the temple. He functions under the

Devasvam Department and receives a pay of Rs. 17/- per mensem. The
* tavaikkanakku ’ kept the Accounts of the dues to and from each one
of the Yogakkar. The various ‘pativus’ due to them from the temple on
the one hand, and the paddy that was to be passed to the temple treasury

on the other, had all to be recorded. At present, the * tavaikkanakku ’

or, ‘tavappillay’ as he is popularly called, is one of the clerks attached to

the temple.

A village accountant is referred to in the inscription of Masi 14th

724 M.E. But, obviously, he was not in charge of the Accounts of the

entire village of 3§uclndram. The inscription, mentioned above, speaks

of him as the accountant for’the lands owned by the Suclndram temple

in a particular village, Anumaketana Nallur, apparently, the present

Arumainallur on the northern fringe of Nancinad. The inscription runs
thus : “Naindr desam anumaketananallur ullittapparrukku urkanakku
ehitikkondu It shows that this clerk had only to maintain the Ac-
counts of the paddy lands belonging to the Suclndram temple, located
in the village of Anumaketana Nallur.

It is interesting to find that the various accountants were, during the

palmy days of the Yogakkar, granted plots of paddy lands, the produce
of which formed their main remuneration. In addition, they were given
a portion of the cooked rice in the temple as well as a share in all the
delicacies offered to the deities. Perhaps, special privileges were granted
to them during the celebration of particular ceremonies and the Utsavas.
Various inscriptions speak of the rights enjoyed by the accountants.42

Later, when the Government assumed control over the temple, and still

42 Tor example, see the inscription of 14th Markali 720 M.E., T.A.S., VEXmm 1 _0 “ 3 ’ '
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later, when the Devasvam Department was created, the former account-

ants were all merged in the clerical staff of the temple working under
the Department.

SECTION 3. SERVANTS OF THJE LOWER ORDER

There existed always a body of servants rendering various kinds

of physical service for the temple. Even from the early days of the

temple’s history, a considerable number of individuals must have been
employed for such work. But we have little knowledge regarding

their exact number, the nature of their service, or their remuneration.

It is only for the period commencing with the 18th century A.D., that

we obtain some data about them from the Accounts of the temple.

1. Brdhmanasevakam

:

One of these groups is the body of seven

servants, recorded in the Accounts as ‘Brahmanasevakam’. Their work
partakes of the character of menial service. Cleaning the Madappalli,

the temple kitchen, carrying the cooked rice from the Madappalli to

the shrines and back, making the cooked rice into blocks (kattis) for

distribution among the customary claimants, and serving food for brah-

mins at the time of the Namaskaram and Mrstannam feeding, are the

chief duties allotted to them. They are not hereditary servants, but are

appointed from time to time, as vacancies arise. The earliest mention

about them as a class, occurs only in the Accounts of 994 M.E. (1819 A.D.)

.

Perhaps, prior to that date, they were not known by the present designa-

tion. There is little doubt that, much earlier than 1819 A.D., some
brahmins, though probably less than seven, were employed for this

work. Each one of them is now paid Rs. 7/- per mensem
;
prior to 1935

A.D. each was given barely Rs. 1/12/-. In addition, then as now, each

has been getting 3 blocks (kattis) of the cooked rice.

2. Garland-makers

:

Among the early employees of the temple the

garland-makers formed another group. The earliest Suclndram epigraph

which refers to endowments for the supply of flower-garlands and the

maintenance of flower-gardens is that of the 7th year of Colan talai konda

Vlra Pandya. Assuredly this does not by any means imply that garlands

were used in the temple only from the 10th century A.D. From the start,

one or more persons must have been employed for providing the temple

with flower-garlands. In the initial stages, the remuneration was granted

in the shape of paddy by the settlement of a plot of land. Those who
bestowed endowments for the supply of garlands settled land on the

garland-maker to meet the cost of the service.
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At present, eight members of the Saiva Vellala group are entrusted

with the supply of all the garlands required for the pagoda. Now the

garland-makers are each paid a low monthly remuneration of Rs. 2/-.

About 1922 A.D. there were 5 garland-makers; and they were paid

Rs. 2/- each. Their ancestors rendering the service, were governed by

Karanmai right in force before 987 M.E. (1811 A.D.) and were remune-

rated by the settlement of land, and in addition, they were given a share

of the cooked rice. Since occasional irregularity m the supply of gar-

lands came to the notice of the authorities in 1935 A.D., a supervisor,

designated ‘Melvicarippu’, has been appointed on a pay of Rs. 6/- per

mensem.

3. Nandavanakkar : The work of picking flowers and maintaining

flower-gardens was perhaps entrusted to the garland-makers themselves

m the earlier stages.43 The above-mentioned inscription of the 7th year

of Colan talai konda Vlra Pandya specifies the grant of land not only

for the supply of garlands but also for the maintenance of a flower-garden.

There is no means of determing the time when a group of Nandavanak-

kar appeared as distinct from garland-makers. However, the Acarak-

kanakku of 994 M.E. (1819 A.D.) specifies the two groups separately.

Now the Nandavanakkar are seven in number, and their monthly pay
is Rs. 5 per head. Prior to 1935 A.D., they were paid Rs. 1/6/6- each.

4. Devadasis

:

Perhaps, no class of the temple establishment is so

unique as that of the Devadasis. They constituted an important group

of servants attached to the temple. When they first appeared in Sucin-

dram, what their duties and privileges were and how they influenced

the social life of the place are all questions of absorbing interest, and
they deserve to be treated at length.44

5. Kalakam

:

After the discontinuance of the Devadasi system in

1930 A.D., the duties performed by them in the past have been entrusted

to men-servants called ‘kalakam5

. Four members, who are usually of

the Devaradiyar caste, are appointed as ‘kalakam’. The work allotted to

them comprises the cleaning of the puja vessels, the balipithams (the

raised platform of granite, upon which, cooked rice is offered as bali) and
the flight of steps at the entrance of the shrines. Besides, the kalakam
are to carry lamps in front of the Sribali processions at night. The
Devadasis held their position by virtue of a karanmai right; the kalakam,

43. In certain early South Indian temples the Nandavanam was left to the

charge of the arcakas. See, for example, A.BE. 6 of 1896.

44. See Infra Chapter IX, Section 9.
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on the other hand, are but temporary employees. They are appointed by
the Devasvam Department, as and when vacancies arise. Each kalakam
is paid a monthly remuneration of Rs. 10/- and two blocks of cooked rice.

Beyond doubt, the designation of ‘kalakam’, as at present used, is

Malayali in origin. In the temples of North Travancore and Cochin, the

‘kalakam’ are the servants entrusted with work like the making of gar-

lands and cleaning of the puja vessels. They are appointed from among
the members of the Variyar community. Evidently, the post of ‘kalakam’

was introduced after the pattern found in the Malayali temples.

6. Drummers, Pipers and Conch-blowers

:

At a fairly early time

itself, the temple-establishment must have included a group of drum-
mers. The ‘tattalikottuvar’ occurring in the Tandanlottam plates appears

to be a reference to drummers. But the same term, figuringm later Pallava

inscriptions, probably included the musical troupe of the temple. For

example, in the inscription of Manasarpa Visnugrha belonging to the time

of Kampavarman, it is stated that 16 men were appointed as tattalikot-

tuvar.45 But, since 16 men are not likely to have been employed as

drummers, the probability is that the group included besides drummers,

also pipers, trumpet-players, and buglers. Further, the mention of

‘Tiruppalikottuvar’ in an epigraph of Vairameghavarman46 is obviously

identical with the ‘^ribalikottuvar’,47 viz., those who play on the drum
during the Srlbali. Above all, there are the celebrated Tanjavur inscrip-

tions of Raja Raja which mention no less than 72 drummers of various

types, 7 pipers, 5 pakkavadyar or members belonging to the troupe of

pipers and two conch-blowers besides several others. Many more early

instances of the employment of this section of the ‘temple parivaram’ are

available.

Unfortunately, the exact time when the drummers and pipers were

introduced into Jlucindram is not possible to be ascertained. If the

known facts relating to South Indian temples furnish any indication on

the matter, it may be suggested that the nucleus of this group must have

appeared in Suclndram by the time of Raja Raja. There is little doubt

that the entire retinue, now found attached to the temple, existed before

916 M.E. (1741 A.D.) ,
for the Accounts of that year refer to the whole

lot of them. At present, three sets of pipers are employed in the service

45. S I I , Vol. VII, p 265.

46. A. R E 152 of 1916.

47. The TiruvaUa Plates prove beyond doubt that the two groups are identical.

See T. A. S., H, p. 196.
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of the pagoda. Including the drummers and tune-keepers, the group

consists of 16 persons. Besides these, there are the conch-btowers, the

buglers like those who blow the ‘VIrakkombu’, those who play on musi-

cal instruments like ‘Kaimani’, ‘Ekkajam’ and ‘Karadivadyam’. The
pipers, drummers as well as the conch-blowers belong to the class

called Parasavas or Uvaccans. They form the counterparts of the

Marans m the temples to the north of Trivandrum.48 The original

Parasavas were, as pointed out by Thurston, born of brahmin fathers

sudra mothers.49 At present, three families of the class are employed

in the Sucindram pagoda. They are in charge of the pancavadyams or

five kinds of instrumental music.50 It is a member of this group who
performs the santi in the Kali shrine, the Munnurrunankai Amman Koil.

This shrine is believed to have had a very early origin. Therefore, the

view that the Parasava as an employee of the temple appeared at an
early date, is strengthened.

The pay of the different members of the group varies. Now the

chief piper gets as much as Rs. 25/- per mensem, though the conch-

blower, who serves also as the cymbol-beater, receives only Rs. 4/-.

Before 1935 A.D., their remuneration was much less; but they were then
entitled to get a share of the Neivedya rice.

7. Masons

:

Fifteen labourers, skilled in masonry work, are

employed in the temple on a permanent footmg. Their normal work is

to attend to necessary repairs to any structure in the pagoda, to erect

pandals on the occasions of the Utsavas and also to carry the Vahana
or the vehicle of the principal deity in connection with the Utsavas.

Regarding no other class of employees do we find such a wide disparity

in the Accounts of different years. The Accounts of 862 M.E. (1687 A.D.)

do not specify the number of labourers, though they record that, every
month, 7 kottas of paddy in the aggregate were paid to the masons. The
Accounts of 906 and 916 M.E. state that 18 men were employed perman-
ently and that some more were engaged for specific pieces of service

during festive occasions. The records of 994 M.E. (1819 A.D.) also show
the same number of permanent employees as masons, but it is from 1097
M.E. (1922 A.D.) onwards that the annual Accounts consistently refer to

48. That the members of this class were not Marans is perhaps an additional

pointer indicating their appearance in Sucindram earlier than the advent of the

Yogakkar
49. See ‘Mahabharata’, Anusasanika Parva, Chapter 48, Verse 5.

50. ‘Pancavadyam’ is also used as a generic expression denoting the various

kinds of instrumental music.
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the employment of 15 masons, one chief and 14 assistants. Evidently, the

volume of work demanded of them varied from time to time, and hence
the disparity. In 1935 A.D., the masons were each paid Rs. 2/5 only

and the chief mason Rs. 2/15/-. Since 1935 A.D., the 14 masons are

each paid Rs. 6/- and the chief mason Rs. 7/-.

8. Anavdl

:

A group of people employed for several kinds of exter-

nal service connected with the pagoda is known as Anaval. They belong

to the caste of Vairavi, generally held to occupy a social status below
that of the Vellalas. This seems strange, because Anaval is the designa-

tion generally applied to brahmin managers of the temples.51 However,
the principal duty of the Vairavi Anaval of Suexndram is to keep watch
at each of the three main door-ways of the pagoda. In connection with
the Utsavas, besides several odd kinds of service, the Vairavi Anaval are
also entrusted with the staging of the execution of the Jama disputants 52

The history of the Anaval at Suclndram is interesting. Doubtless,

they have been connected with the temple for several centuries now. A
temple record, dated the 19th Furattasi 919 M.E. (1743 A.D.)

,
which is

a copy of the variola or deed of terms executed by the Vairavxs with the

Srlkaryamceyvar, furnishes certain interesting details. The document

shows that early in the morning they were to be ready at the temple, and

meeting the Srikaryampillai (the manager)
,
were to receive instructions

concerning the day's work and discharge it satisfactorily. It adds that

any remissness in their duty would result in their loss of the land which

had been settled on them free of tax for rendering the service. This

record affords proof of the association of the Vairavis with the pagoda in

the 18th century A.D.; perhaps, it started considerably earlier.

A copper plate, still in the possession of a Vairavi at Akkarai, a

suburb of Sucihdram, tells us more about them. The plate records that

certain Yogapparadesis (religious mendicants) were appointed as Anaval

of the temple in Sucmdram on 5th Alpasi 621 M.E. (1445 A.D.). That

the Yogapparadesis are identical with the Vairavi group is supported by
local tradition. The specific functions allotted to them down to the pre-

sent day strengthens this view. The record further states that the Yogap-

paradesis were to conduct certain festivals in the temple with the income

accruing from lands allotted to them for the purpose. Obviously, this

refers to the staging of the theological triumph of the Saivites over the

51. T. A. S., V, p. 166. The ruler’s personal attendants, who are generally of the

brahmin caste, are also called anaval.

52. See Infra Chapter VIII.
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Jains. It is learnt from the plate that the number of Yogapparadesis

appointed as anaval was twenty three. The Travancore Epigraphist

Ramanatha Aiyar, however, questions the reliability of the date ascribed

to the plate since it has imported a supernatural element. It states that

the orders emanated from the god Sucindramudaiya Nainar, who
emerged from the cluster of bamboos, and from Tentiruvengada Emperu-
man. But, this reason for discrediting the reliability of the record seems

hardly convincing. It has to be urged, that the legend regarding the

emergence of Suclndramudaiya Nainar from the bamboo trees had

become firmly imbedded in the body of traditions of the temple by the

15th century AD. A clear proof of this fact is afforded by the piece of

sculpture in the Cempakaraman Mandapa vividly illustrating the theme.

It is needless to repeat that this Mandapa was constructed before

1479 A.D.

The only other ground stressed by the epigraphist is that the for-

mation of the letters is more modern than the pattern common m the

15th century. As he himself admits, he has seen only an inked copy of

the plate. If he had taken the trouble of perusing the original, which is

preserved carefully even now by a Vairavi gentleman at Akkarai, Rama-

natha Aiyar’s view might have been different. As far as it is possible

to judge from the original, the formation of the letters does not appear

to differ remarkably from the pattern of the 15th century.

The service of the Vairavis as Anaval was thus regulated by a

Karaijmai deed; and, it was respected by the authorities of the temple

till 1811 A.D. With the assumption of the control of the pagoda and its

property by the Government in that year, the number of Vairavis em-
ployed was reduced to three. Three Vairavis continue to be in service

at present, and they are given a monthly remuneration of Rs. 3/4/-.

9. Tandal ; The current acquittance roll of the temple includes

four men employed as Tandal, one for measuring rice, another for paddy
and two others for doling out condiments, oil and other requirements
from the Store. Their remuneration is low, by the revision of 1935 A.D.
it has been raised from Rs. 2/- to Rs. 5/- per mensem. Beginning from
916 M.E. (1741 A.D ) the Accounts mention the Tandals

;
and, their duties

were much the same as they have been in more recent times. Though
no inscription of Suclndram refers specifically to this class of employees,
there is little doubt that they were functioning from an early date. An
inscription of Raja Raja Cola and another of Koda Keralavarman, both
of Suclndram, reveal that the temple itself maintained the units of mea-
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surements like the bhattarakkal and ceppu nah for the purpose of

measuring paddy and rice respectively. That the post of Taijdal was

common in other parts of South India from early days, is proved by an

inscription of 1220 A.D. found m Mumyur.53

10. Palavelaikharar : Four men, invariably belonging to the Deva-

radiyar class of £>ucindram, are appomted for lighting the lamps m the

various places of the pagoda However, they continue to be described as

‘palavelaikkarar’. Reference to the class of servants, designated by the

above name, is found in the Accounts of the temple as early as 862 M.E.

(1687 A.D.), and in the Kaimukku records of the 17th century A.D.

Although it is not possible to determine the date when the designation

was first used, it is obvious that servants discharging similar work were
employed from an early period. Probably, to start with, some men were
engaged for rendering various kinds of odd services. Perhaps, that ex-

plains the peculiar designation as Talavelakkaran’, the ‘man of sundry

work’. In recent times, the specific function allotted to them is the

lighting of lamps. The service is not hereditary; vacancies are filled up
as they arise. Each member of the group is now given a monthly pay of

Rs. 5/- and 2 blocks of cooked rice every day; before 1935 A.D., in addi-

tion to the rice, each was paid only 14 annas per mensem.

11. Servants for cleaning vessels : Four men, invariably of the

Devaradiyar caste, are employed for the cleaning of the huge vessels

used for cooking in the temple. Three men appear to have been appointed

for this purpose before 1922 A.D. The Accounts of 916 M.E. (1741 A.D.)

also show only three employees under this head. Obviously, the increase

in the volume of work to be done by them must have been responsible

for the addition of one more servant to the group. Prior to 1935 A.D.,

each of these was paid a monthly remuneration of Rs. 5/- which has been

reduced to Rs. 4/- by the revision effected in 1935 A.D.

12. Sweepers

:

Yet another part of the duty discharged by the

Devadasis has also been passed over to male employees. This is the

sweeping and cleaning of the Sribahpura, the courtyards and the various

halls in the pagoda. Five men, usually of the Devaradiyar caste, are

now appointed to attend to this work which fell to the lot of the Murak-

53. A. R. E. 610 of 1902. In non-brahmadeya villages, too, the Tandal or Tan-

dalkaran was an employee of the village Collecting from individuals their dues

to the common village fund, rendering odd kinds of service to the villagers on

occasions of important domestic events like marriage and death, formed their main

duties
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kudi members among the Devadasis in days of old. Of the five sweepers

now employed, four are charged with the sweeping and cleaning of the

grlbalipura, the Mandapas and the courtyards within the temple, while

the other is entrusted with the sweeping of the courtyard near the tjncal

Mandapa, the Natakasala and the entrance to the pagoda. The service

of the sweepers does not stand on a hereditary basis. The current ac-

quittance roll shows that each of the former group is paid Rs. 5/-, and
each of the latter only Rs. 3/- per mensem. Each one of them is entitled

to get two blocks of cooked rice every day. Their remuneration has not
been altered by the general revision of 1935 A.D.

Over and above the host of employees mentioned above, there were
several others about whom little is known. Among these are the astro-
loger, a

4 Tiruvali probably the ‘ keeper of the seal the person who
recites Kattiyam, the guard of the temple cars, and the watchman of
the temple tank. The total number of employees according to the pre-
sent acquittance roll is 114, and the total amount paid to them monthly
comes to Rs. 870/10/-.



C H A P T E R VIII

PUJAS AND
FESTIVALS

S ources of information

:

Several inscriptions speak of endowments
for the conduct of particular pujas (ceremonial rites of worship) in the

temple. But, while they mention the articles to be supplied for the per-

formance of those pujas, they do not specify the lime or manner of con-

ducting them. The palm-leaf records, on the other hand, provide more
details. The earliest of the available records belongs to 862 M.E.

(1687 A.D.)
,
and the data it furnishes about the various pujas are sur-

prisingly similar to the practices adopted at present. It appears that, so

far as the observance of the rituals goes, there is a striking constancy

throughout the past. Perhaps, considerably earlier than the 17th cen-

tury, too, the pujas were conducted in much the same way. At any rate,

from about the 13th century A.D., by which time, the Malayali arcakas

and managers had appeared, a more or less similar system of worship

seems to have been adopted. Therefore, a survey of the pujas as observed

at present, together with a study of the particular ceremonies introduced

at various dates, will give us an idea of the system of woi^ship'in wsue in

the past.

Puja

:

Since the performance of the puja forms the principal daily

ceremony, it is necessary to know its main characteristics. A puja is
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the worship of a deity accompanied by certain formalities and offerings 1

In the South Indian temple, cooked rice is the principal item offered as

oblation (aksata puja). Often, fruits, varieties of sweets, and pudding

are also included. The offer of the oblation is followed by the waving

of incense (dhupa puja) and of one or more illuminated lamps (dlpa

puja) . The entire ritual is accompanied by the chanting of hymns and

mantras by the officiant. The spoken word, be it prose or verse, is the

constant companion of ritual action, a kind of spiritual agent directing

it to its goal 2

A puja, as it is performed in Suclndram, comprises three divisions or

stages. (1) The first is Fltha puja or the invocation to the pedestal on

which the image rests. (2) Next is Murti puja or the invocation to the

deity symbolized by the linga or image. This Murti puja is said to com-

mence with ‘avahanam’, which means that the invocation springs from

the arcaka’s inner soul (jlvatma) . This puja is also called AvaranapujI,

since the image is conceived as comprising five divisions or angams, and

puja is offered to each of these in turns. (3) Finally, there comes what

is called Prasanna puja. This is believed to be the invocation at the

time when the deity, pleased with the earlier pujas, is cheerful. It is at

the moment when the Prasanna puja takes place, that the Dipanadhana

(the waving of the lamp) is expected to be performed. The technique of

the puja now observed in Suclndram is similar to that found in the West

Coast temples.

A. Ceremonies in the Fore-Noon

I. PaUiunartal

;

The daily routine of ceremonies in the Suclndram
pagoda may be said to begin at 3 a.m. when, to the booming of the conch
by the Parasava, the doors of the temple are opened. The officiating

priests, the Mel-Santikkar of Vadakkedam and Tekkedam 3 as well as the

1. Among the views advanced regarding the etymology of the word, ‘puja’,
J. Carpentier’s derivation of ‘puja’ from the Tamil ‘ pusu ’ meaning ‘to smear’
(sandal paste) seems far-fetched. M. Collins’s view (Dravidic Studies, No. HI,
University of Madras, p. 59) that it is derived from ‘ pu ’ = flower, plus ‘ cey ’ = to

do, meaning thus, a flower-ntual, seems more appropriate. * Puja ’ appears to have
been originally a Dravidian form of worship, just as ‘ homa ’ was Aryan ; it is signi-
ficant that in the Vedic literature puja is not mentioned.

2.
‘ ‘

?[ir
’ ’

(Sat Brahm 1 ; 4 ; 4 2)

.

3. A couple of Nambudiris is appointed as the Mel-Santikkar for each month.
Each of the two priests performs the puja in Vadakkedam and Tekkedam respec-
tively ; but the peculiar custom in vogue is that the two priests alternate their
places of service every other day. The popular belief is that Indra performs the
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Nambiyar arcaka of the Konrayadinathar shrine, are ready, after their

bath, for commencing the round of rituals. Prostrating in front of the
garbhagrha and performing his worship of the deity, the priest devoutly
enters his respective shrine.4

The dress, jewels and flowers,5 found on the images, are removed;

and then, commences the preparation for the earliest function of the

day called Palliunartal. The idea underlying this ceremony is that the

god is to be roused from his sleep.6 After the soundmg of the conch, the

abhisekha or the bathing of the image is the next important step con-

nected with Palliunartal. The bathing is done with milk, curd, ghee,

honey and the juice of tender coconuts m succession. Durmg the abhi-

sekha, the arcaka chants Vedic hymns. The abhisekha is followed by
the decking of the images with new clothes, flowers and sandal paste. 7

During the process of decoration, too, the arcaka continues to chant

sacred hymns, especially invocations like the Astramantra.

The abhisekha is the prelude to the Neivedya or the offer of food to

the deities. It must be noted that cooked rice does not figure at all as an
item m the Neivedyam offered early morning. Its place is taken by
parched rice. Besides, four other items also are offered. They are (1)

Trimadhuram (2) Fruits (3) Sugareandy and (4) Coconut. Trimadhu-
ram literally means three-fold sweet. In fact, it is a salad prepared with
plantain fruits, ghee, honey and sugar.

puja m the shrine of Sthanumalaya at dead of night , and, lest the priest should see

any sign of that, this alternation of the arcakas is said to have been instituted

Coupled with this practice is the stringent injunction that the officiating priests

should, under no circumstance, reveal any strange feature observed in the garbha-

grha.

4. As in the case of other temples in South India, the officiating priests wear

no special costume during the exercise of their sacerdotal functions. Abbe Dubois

(Hindu Manners, Customs and Ceremonies, p 583) specifically mentions this fact

as a strange feature of the Hindu temples. The Nambudiri arcaka at Sucindram,

like his compeer in the East Coast, wears around his waist a cloth about 7 cubits

in length tied up across his thighs, but with this difference that, in the case of the

Nambudiri, the cloth on the two sides is raised up above the thighs, the front part

of the cloth alone hanging down

5. The flowers already used for the image is called
4 Nirmalya Along with

holy ashes and saffron, a portion of it is distributed among worshippers.

6. In {§iva temples of the East Coast, this ceremony is called * Tiruppalhelucci \

while in Vaisnava temples, it is known as * Tiruvanandal ? or ‘ Visvarupasevai 9
.

7. In the case of the linga at Vadakkedam and at Konrayadi, no cloth is worn

,

silver masks or ahgis adorn them
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II. TiruppaUielucei : An interesting combination of the East and

West Coast practices is seen in the second ceremony of the morning,

which figures on most days. This is called Tiruppajlielucci
, and is

similar to what appears in the temples of the East Coast as the first puja

of the morning . In Suclndram, both ‘Palliunartal’ and ‘TiruppaUielucei’

appear. But, whereas ‘Palliunartal’ figures every day, ‘TiruppaUielucei’

in the form of a special puja is conducted only on specified days of the

month, for which, endowments have been made in the past.

So far as the details of the ceremony are concerned, there appears

the same round of routine over again, the removal of the flowers and

sandal paste, the abhisekha and the offering of oblations. On all the days

of the month of Dhanu or Markah, too, TiruppaUielucei is conducted.

In each of the other months, on an average, for twenty days, determined

by Naksatras or natal stars, it succeeds the preliminary Palliunartal. It

must be observed that, on all the days when TiruppaUielucei figures, it

takes place in the three important shrines of Vadakkedam, Tekkedam
and Konrayadi.

III. Usa Puja or Udciyamartanda Puja : Immediately succeeding the

Palliunartal or the TiruppaUielucei, as the case may be, occurs the morn-

ing oblation caUed the U§a Puja, which is also known as Udayamiartanda

Puja. This offering to the deity takes place just before sunrise or 6 a.m.8

The rituals of the Usa Puja are not very different from those of the

pujas conducted earlier in the morning. The abhisekha with milk, curd,

ghee, honey and the juice of tender coconuts, precedes the Neivedyam.
In the case of this Neivedyam, the only distinguishing feature is that in

the place of the parched rice, the cooked variety is offered.

It is needless to state that the alternative name, ‘Udayamartapda
Puja’, denotes the person in whose name it was instituted. The inscrip-

tion of 712 M.E. (1537 A.D.) 9 shows that a Udayamartandan Sandhi was
established by Venrumankonda Bhutala Vira Rama Varma in honour of

his brother and predecessor, Udayamartanda. But, an intriguing circum-
stance is that, about fifty years prior to the above-mentioned endowment,
another Venad king, ‘Iravivarma Tiruppappur Mutta Tiruvadi’, is stated

8. ‘ Usa ’ denotes day-break
, hence, the name ‘ Usa Puja ’ indicates the time

of its occurrence. The ‘ Uttai’akarana Agama’ states that its termination should
coincide with sun-rise.

9. T. A S., IV, pp. 102-03.
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to have made a gift of land for the conduct of Usa Puja.10 Obviously
therefore, the two Pujas, ‘Udayamartandan Sandhi’ and ‘Usa Puja’ were
different from each other, to start with. What seems probable is that,

‘Udayamartan$an Sandhi’ was originally mtended to be performed some
time later in the day than the Usa Puja. Subsequently, the two seem to

have been combined, makmg the Usa Puja a grand ceremony. The first

part of the name 6 Udayamartanda *, i.e.,
4 Udaya ’ denotes e

rising and
perhaps, the later authorities decided that it was also to be performed
before sun-rise.

Namaskaram Feeding : The Usa Puja is conducted in Vadakke$am,
Tekkedam and Konrayadi. It is immediately after the Usa Puja that the

Namaskaram Feeding of 18 brahmins takes place. But, neither of the

inscriptions, referred to above, makes any mention of this. In fact, the

epigraph of 712 M.E. states that the Neivedya rice is to be given to a

Devadasi. This suggests that the provision for the feedmg of brahmins
was made at a later date. A palm-leaf record reveals that, on 5th Cit-

tirai 933 M.E. (1758 A.D.) one Ramakrsna Aiyar, who lived in South
Street in Sucindram, endowed property for feeding some brahmins after

the U$a Namaskaram. But the number of persons to be fed is not found

specified in the document; presumably, it was eighteen.

IV. Dhara Puja : About half an hour after the Usa Puja, there com-

mences the ‘Dhara Puja’, which is really a ceremony of anointing the

image at Vadakkedam. Fresh cold water is brought in a huge silver pot,11

specially preserved for the purpose. The inscription engraved on the

pot shows that it was presented to the temple to be employed in con-

nection with the Dhara Puja by Sri Visakham Tirunal Maharaja of Tra-

vancore (1880-85 A.D.) . The inscription does not, however, specify the

date of the donation; hence, nothing more can be stated than that the

Dhara Puja was instituted some time between 1880 and 1885 A.D.12

On the day of the natal star (Vaisakha) of every month, instead of

water, milk is used to anoint the images. Any private individual, too,

can arrange for a special abhisekha of milk to either or both of the images

of Vadakketjam or Tekkedam, by providing for the necessary expenses*

On the occasion of a royal visit to the temple, this special abhisekha is

10. Koda Keralavarma’s endowment in 320 MJE. (1145 AJD.) was for a Puja

in the morning (T. A. S., IV, p. 19.) But it is difficult to identify the particular

Puja instituted by him.
11. The pot is called ‘ Dharakidaram obviously denoting the purpose, * dhfira

9

or bath, for which it is used.

12. The Dhara Puja is now known also as * Yetirta Puja 9

, because it corres-

ponds to the ‘Yetirta Puja 9 of the temples of the Malaysia Desa.
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performed. After the anointing of the image by water or by milk, there

takes place the puja; and, the chanting of mantras is continued through-

out the abhisekha and the puja.

V. Mrstanna Puja : After the Dhara Puja, the Mel-Santi Nambudiris

of Vadakkedam and Tekkedam retire to their residence. Taking rest for

a while, they return by 8-30 a.m. when the Mrstanna Puja commences.

It is otherwise known as Pantlradi, which denotes the time of the day

as measured by one's shadow. Pantlradi or twelve steps of one's own
shadow correspond to the time from 8-30 a.m. to 9-30 a.m.13 The dis-

tinctive feature of this ceremony is that, the Neivedyam offered is not of

the ordinary type. It is a sumptuous meal with diverse side-dishes.14

Along with cooked rice, ten varieties of vegetable curries figure, besides

a sweet pudding prepared out of rice, Bengal gram, sugarcandy, coconut

juice etc. Finally comes the dessert in the shape of a fruit salad. The
entire fare is served in front of the Vadakkedam deity on a magnificent

golden plate, which weighs not less than 1000 kalanju (about the weight

of 650 sovereigns) . The huge circular plate contains on its edges ten

well-shaped depressions, which hold the curries. At the centre of the

plate is served one idangali of cooked rice. In Tekkedam, there is a plate

made of silver, with its central portion gold-plated. The total weight of

this plate is 500 kalanju. It may be mentioned that, so far as the food

offered as Neivedya is concerned, no difference is noticeable between
Vadakkedam and Tekkedam.

About the time of the Mrstanna Puja, twelve brahmms are feasted

on an identical menu, ten on behalf of Vadakkedam and two of Tekke-
dam. The feeding of the brahmins in connection with the ‘Mrstannam’
and ‘Namaskaram5 takes place on the corridor running around the first

prakara.15 Great care is taken in the matter of adjusting the time of the

actual Mrstannam feeding of the brahmins, for, the idea is that it should
synchronize with the Mrstanna Puja. By the time that the Puja com-
mences food is served for the brahmms. Soon after the DIparadhana,
the Santikkar of both the shrines come out to the corridor with water in

silver kindi (cruse). They pour a little water into the out-stretched

13. The Sucindram practice strictly conforms to the time. In some other tem-
ples the Pantlradi puja takes place at 10 or 11 am. In the J§ri Padmanabhasvamy
temple, Trivandrum, it appears at 11 a.m. (See Nagamiah : State Manual, Vol. H,
p. 76). In the temples at Cochin, the time of this puja is 10 a.m (Cochin Castes
and Tribes Vol. II, p. 248). The rule is that in temples where 5 pujas are performed,
* Pantlradi * must be finished by 9 am.

14. The word Mrstannam itself signifies an excellent meal.
15. This practice of feeding brahmins within the precincts of the temple is

uncommon in the pagodas of the East Coast.
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palm of the brahmins, who commence eating only thereafter. The
Santikkar immediately get back to their respective shrines and perform

the waving of dhupa or incense, and this marks the final termination of

the Mp^tanna Puja.

Who instituted the Mrstanna Puja m the temple 9 The available data

clearly indicate that the Mrstanna Puja and the Pantiradi Puja were two
separate entities, introduced at two different dates. Eamavarma’s inscrip-

tion of 646 M.E. (1471 A.D.) records his endowment towards the per-

formance of the Cempakaraman Puja before Pantiradi. Arrangement

for feeding only six brahmins in connection with this puja is specified.

There can be no doubt that it is the Cempakaraman Puja which has

come to be known as the Pantiradi. While the origin of the Pantiradi

Puja is thus settled, the Mrstanna Puja and the grand feeding of twelve

brahmins connected with it appear to have been mtroduced later. The
Pativukkanakku of 994 M.E. (1819 A.D.) speaks of the Mrstanna Puja

as Balamartanda Kulasekharaperumal Puja, and mentions in particular

the gold and silver plates on which the Mrstanna Neivedya is offered.15

Though the name of Balamartandavarma is associated with this offering,

the ruler who actually endowed the costly plates and mtroduced the

Mrstanna Puja was Ramavarma Kartikai Tirunal. The Patxvukanakku
of 994 M.E. itself states that the Mrstanna Puja was mstituted on 27th

Ani 936 M.E. (1761 A.D.) . The king's name is not mentioned; but it is

perfectly certain that the king was none other than Kartikai Tirunal.

Since his reign, the Cempakaraman Pantiradi has been amalgamated
with Mrstanna Puja, thus making it a magnificent ceremony.

VI. ^hrlbali : Immediately after the termination of the Mrstanna Puja
comes the first Sribali of the day. Sribali is the perambulation or taking

round of the special Sribali images of the Vadakkedam and Tekkedam
thrice around the outer prakara (Sribalipura) of the temple. During
the Sribali procession, a Turakkar bears the image of Vadakkedam and
another of Tekkedam. They are led in the first two rounds by the two
Nambudiri Santikkar, who offer the bali viz., cooked rice to the minor

16 The two references in the Pativukkanakku are the following .
—

(a) u snioaiaodoiosmD d&aiaoosu©s>gj<roaoCo

s>a jocttdo (n>glca>dn(3t56 c6\<zasejo <Dsn§°. saca&gjsl Q^<si<&\db alcgiocnoo

w 6rno&j2iO(ofe)06mJL) cfeej(gooaLi(OS)Q^@g)oCo

^00^(06 coltgaie^o <osn§\ ga<t36^s1 cL^saa>ks& ^agfocrno

CllcfeCg^
0

(BY£>6^<8aJd8&V5
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deities as well as to the A$tadikpalas and bhutas or demons. The pro-

cession is accompanied by pipers, drummers and lampbearers. In fact,

the Sribali is considered by the Hindu religious treatises as the Nityot-

sava or the daily festival. On three occasions during the course of the

day, the ceremony of the Sribali takes place, the first in the morning soon

after the Mrstaima Puja, the second after the puja at noon, (Ucca Puja)

and the third in the evening after the Attala Puja.

VII Puspanjali Puja • After the morning Sribali comes the ‘Pus-

panjali Puja. The name suggests that it was instituted by the celebrated

‘Pugpanjali Svamiyar’ of the Sri Padmanabhasvami temple at Trivan-

drum,17 probably about the time when the Srimad Dvarakai Emperuman
shrine was established i.e., early in the 13th century A.D. The Puspan-

jali Puja is a simple ceremony, consisting of the offer of Neivedyam,

chanting of mantras and performance of DIparadhana.

VIII. ‘Sankalabhisekha’ A little after the morning Sribali and the

‘Puspanjali Puja’, occurs a special abhisekha of the Vadakkedam image.

Ihirty six times, water is contmuously poured on the linga with a gold-

covered conch. The ‘Sankalabhisekha’ is followed by a puja and neived-

yam. It may be mentioned here that, in certain temples of the East

Coast, there figures the ceremony of ‘Sahasrasankalabhi§ekha’ viz., the

abhisekha of 1000 times. Perhaps, the practice at Suclndram is modelled

on it, though here, it is definitely on a more modest scale. It is clear that

this ceremony was first instituted at Suclndram by some early Travancore
ruler, though his name is not known. Even now, the ruling sovereign’s

name and his natal star are repeated along with the mantras chanted
during the abhisekha on those days of his natal star. Besides, it is note-

worthy that the expenses of the Sankalabhigekha and of the accompany-
ing puja on those days are met from the privy purse of the Maharaja.

IX. Pancagavya and Navakalasa

:

Two other kinds of abhisekha,
believed to be specially purificatory m their nature, follow the Sanka-
labhisekha. They are the Pancagavya and the Navakalasa abhisekha.
‘ Pancagavya ’ denotes literally the five substances derived from the cow,
namely, milk, curd, ghee, dung and urine. These elements, particu-
larly the last two, have been always considered by the Hindus as most
efficacious agents of purification. It is believed that the ceremony of

anointing the image with the Pancagavya is sufficient to cleanse any
impurity.

17. It is noteworthy that the ‘ Puspanjali Puja ’ at Suclndram and in the Sri
Padmanabhasvamy temple at Trivandrum are expected to take place exactly at the
same time His Highness goes to the temple for worship at the time of the ‘Pus-
panjali Puja.’
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Immediately succeeding the ‘Pahcagavya’ is the ‘Navakalasa
abhisekha, which is really the ceremony of pouring over the image
sacred water stored in nine vessels. Earlier m the day, a Nambudiri
priest performs an elaborate puja to the nme vessels and thus sanctifies

the water. On the completion of the puja, the anointing of the image

with this sacred water is done. After the termination of the Pancagavya
and Navakalasa abhisekha, a neivedyam of cooked rice is offered once

again.

X. Ucca Puja About 12 noon, comes the mid-day puja, which
is doubtless a grand ceremony. The abhisekha, neivedya and the other

familiar features appear, but all on a more elaborate scale than earlier

in the day. In addition to the items offered as oblation, a porridge of

milk is included. From the Accounts of the temple, it is learnt that the

endowment for this offering was made by the Arrungal Mutta Tampu-
ran m 1014 M.E. (1839 A.D.) m the reign of Ramavarma Svati Tirunal.

The dhupa (burning of incense) and diparadhana (waving of lights)

accompany the offer of oblations. During the course of the ceremony,

pipers, drummers, buglers and flutists are in attendance. Held as parti-

cularly sacred, the Ucca Puja attracts a large number of devotees.

Worship at the time of the Ucca Puja on Mondays (Somavara) is be-

lieved to be specially sanctimonious, and numerous people from the

neighbouring villages attend the ceremony. It is important to remember
that the Ucca Puja is conducted m all the shrmes of the pagoda. Soon

after the Ucca Puja is over, 18 brahmins are fed at the corridor of the

first prafeara. This meal, however, quite unlike the Mrstannam, is simple

and rather coarse
;
a single vegetable curry and a chutney prepared

with chillies constitute the only accessories to rice.

XL Tirumanjanam

:

Next, on certain days of the month, there

appears in Vadakkedam the ceremony known as
4 Naeciyar Puja \ It is

a ceremony exclusively for Sri Parvati Amman, the Devi of the temple.

Originally, it was described as
4 Tiruvatirai Naeciyar Puja because, it

was celebrated on the Tiruvatirai natal star. Now, it figures on as many
as 17 out of the 27 natal stars.

The silver image of the Devi, ‘Umayammainaceiyar’, is brought to

the Ilsabha Maaidapa and placed on a pedestal. The image is then

anointed with gingelly oil, and smeared with turmeric powder, which
is followed by an abhisekha with pure water. When the turmeric powder
is washed down by the abhisekha, the water is yellow in colour, in

consequence of which, it is spoken of as ‘Tirumanjanir’; in fact, the cere-
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mony, ‘Tirumanjanam*, itself owes its name to this circumstance. The
image is thereafter decked with a new cloth and fresh garlands. Dipa-

radhana appears as the finishing touch to the ceremony, after which,

the image is taken back to its permanent place.

In Tekkedam also, a similar ceremony is conducted about the same
time. It is described as ‘Tekkeclam Cirappu’; doubtless, it forms but

the counterpart of the Tirumanjanam of Vaclakkedam. The Utsava

images of Visnu and Devi are brought to the Mandapa in front of the

garbhagrha and the same formalities as m the case of Tirumanjanam
are gone through.

Tirumanjanam, as conducted in Suclndram, is peculiar
;
it differs in

important details from the practice in the East Coast temples In the

latter, the ceremony of Tirumanjanam denotes merely the abhisekha of

the image with fresh water brought from the river or well, and it takes

place just prior to the early morning puja. The Puramc idea underlying

Tirumanjanam is that, every night, after the Ardhayama (night) puja

and before the deity (SJiva) enters his sleeping apartment, Gangadevi
descends from the crown of his head and becomes mixed with the other

tirthas of the Earth. Early in the morning, it is for restoring Gangadevi
back to her seat on the Jatamakuta of -Siva that the ceremony of fetching

water from the adjoining river or well and anointing the Lord with it is

believed to be conducted.1® In !§uclndram, the Tirumanjanam is per-

formed after the Ucca Puja, probably because the Ardhayama Puja does

not figure here. And the ‘ Tekkedam Cirappu ’ appears to have been
introduced in conformity with the Vadakkedam ceremony.

When this is over, the Ucca Sribali procession takes place, and with
it, the rituals of the forenoon come to an end.

B. Ceremonies in the Evening

By about 1 p.m., the doors of the shrines are closed. From 1 to 4-30

p.m ,
there is a lull in the activities of the temple, and the entire pagoda

presents a silent sombre appearance. During this, part of the day, parti-

cularly in the Summer months, several men of the village as well as

visitors from outside are seen resting either in the Sribalipuras or in

the Gopuravatal. At about 4-30 p.m. is heard the boom of the Sahkhu
(the conch)

,
the clarion call for the commencement of the evening cere-

monies. Shortly after, the pipers and drummers play their role; the
devotees and pilgrims appear; and once again the hum and bustle start.

18. See Sri Paraxta Nitya Puja Viti ”
in Tamil by Aghorasivacariyar, Section

on Tirumanjanam pp 38 to 40.
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I. The Evening Abhisekha * The same Nambudiri Santikkar and the
Nambiyar who officiated earlier m the day, appear before the respective

shrines. Prostrating in front of the shrine, each enters the garbhagrha
where he has to perform the evening duty. The Nirmalya, i.e., the

sandal paste and flowers found on the image, are removed. The abhisekha,
or anointing the image with fresh water, follows.

II. Puspanjah and Diparadhana . As soon as the abhisekha is over,

in the Vadakkedam and Tekkedam shrines, there occurs the arcana or
showering* of flowers, Puspanjali, accompanied by the chanting of man-
tras. This lasts for nearly 15 minutes, and immediately following it,

appears the neivedyam. Among the things offered as oblation, in addi-

tion to the common items, there figures a sweet puddmg (Payasam)

.

This Puspanjali and the accompanying Diparadhana have been instituted

by a Travancore king. Local tradition associates them with the name
of the celebrated ruler, Balamartandavarma (1729-58 A.D.)

,
who is said

to have instituted these ceremonies m commemoration of his triumph
over his enemies.

In Konrayadi, too, the evening Diparadhana is performed. Regard-
ing the neivedyam, there is a variation from the practice in Vadakkedam
and Tekkedam; m place of the pudding, tinai (flour of a millet) mixed
with sugarcandy is offered. The expenses for this item are met from the

Devasvam funds and not from any special endowment.

III. Attala Puja

:

Following the evenmg Diparadhana, which is

over by 6 p.m., arcanas on behalf of private individuals are offered.

These arcanas may take the shape of mere chanting of mantras or offer

of coconuts, plantain fruits etc. Besides, special offerings like puddings

or cakes may be arranged for. The expenses of all these special arcanas

are met by the individuals concerned. The Devasvam authorities have

now fixed a scheduled rate for the various kinds of arcanas.

At about 7 p.m. commences the Attala or Night Puja. The same

round of ceremonies is repeated. The abhisekha, the oblation, the Dhupa

and Diparadhana, accompanied by the chanting of mantras, all follow

in succession. The rows of lamps in front of the shrines as well as in the

Mandapas are all lighted, and their glow adds to the splendour of the

occasion. Following the Diparadhana in the main shrines, puja takes

place in all the minor ones. On the termination of the Attala Puja, the

third and the last grlbali procession appears. Just before the commence-

ment of the Srlbali, Samskrit verses, known as ICattiyam, which are taken
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from Sankaracarya’s Slotra as iound m the Sth.alapura.na, is recited.

The recitation takes place first near Konrayadi and then in front of

Vadakkedam. About the same time, the Otuvar, the chorister, recites

hymns from the sacred Tamil works of Devaram, Tiruvacakam, Tirup-

pallandu and Tiru-isaippa. This is done m front of the four doorways

of the Srlbalipuras in succession. Further, beginning from the com-

mencement of the Evening Diparadhana, down to the termination of the

Attala Srlbali, a party of musicians, sitting in the Cempakaraman

Mandapa smg devotional songs. Besides, a group of eight men accompa-

nies the fjribali procession singing sacred hymns.

Santikkar : An account of the puja in the temple may not be com-

plete without a mention of the particular class of Sanlikkar assigned to

the various shrines. The Mel-Santikkar, who perform worship m
Vadakkedam and Tekkedam are Nambudiris The Kil-Santi Porris are

the Santikkar in the shrines of Kailasattu Mahadeva, Aramvalattamman,

Ganapati (Brahmarupa Vinayakar), Udayamartanda Vinayakar, the

Saksi Ganapati, Nilakantha Vinayakar, Subrahmaniasvamy, Garudalvar,

Kala Bhairavar, Makkalai, Ramasvamy Koil and the group of Jayantlsva-

rattu shrmes. The Vattappalli or his assistants perform santi m the

Sabhapati, Sucindaperumal, Kankalanathar, Ceravatal Sasta, and Indra

Vinayakar shrines and for the Dvarapalakas in front of Cempakaraman
Mandapa. The Nambiyar officiates as the priest of Konrayndmathar,
Daksinimurti, the Citra Sahha and the Gopuravatal shrines.

The performance of santi in the principal shrines by Nambudiris is

a feature which distinguishes the f§uclndram temple from the others of

South Travancore, where either Porris or Nambiyars play the role.

The Nambudiris, who perform the santi in Suclndram are natives of

three villages, Irinjalakkuda, Peruvanam and Sulcapuram, the last being
located m the Ponnani Taluk of South Malabar and the former two in

the Cochin State. The Nambudiri families of these villages are at present
rich landed magnates. For centuries they have been associated with
the priest-craft of the Suclndram temple.

Even now, it is obligatory on every male Nambudiri of these three

villages to take the Avarodham (initiation in temple service) and per-

form the Santi in Sucindram at least for a day. This is held to be abso-

lutely essential for the maintenance of their social status. Even the

A§$agrattil Adhyanmar, viz., the learned men of the eight leading houses,
who occupy a high social position, and who do not ordinarily officiate

as priests in any temple, are obliged by time-honoured custom to perform
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sSnti in the iSucIndram pagoda at least for a day. Besides, the six

Vaidikas, occupying a higher rank than the Adhyanmar, as well as the
Vadhyans of Trichur and Tiruntavai who hold a still more eminent social

status, have nominally to undertake the avarodham and santi at Sucln-
dram.19 In fact, none but the Tampurakkal, who are members of the
very highest family among all the Nambudiris, are exempted from this

prescription.20

Festivals

The day-to-day ceremonies are called the Nitya or daily functions;
those which occur at certain specified times of the year are known as the
Naimittika or occasional ceremonies. Unquestionably, the most impor-
tant of the Naimittika celebrations are the Mahotsavas or the great
annual festivals. In the Sthanunathasvamy temple at Suclndram, three
grand festivals are conducted every year. They are, in the order of their

importance, the Markali, the Cittirai and the Avani Utsavas. Celebrated
on a magnificent scale, the three festivals are described as Mahotsavas

A Mahotsava, according to the Agamas, should celebrate seven cere-

monies; and, all these are most carefully conducted in this temple. They
are : (1) The Dhvajarohana or the hoisting of the flag at the top of the

Dhvajastambha. The initial ceremony of the Utsava, the Dhvajarohana
announces the commencement of the festival.

2. Ankura or germinating seeds of the Navadhanya, the nine

varieties of pulses, in a vessel. Associated also with Hindu marriages,

this feature is believed to symbolize growth and prosperity.

3. Mrgayotsava (Ve^tai) : Supposed to go out hunting wild beasts,

the god is carried on Vahana (vehicle) in procession. As suggestive of

the hunt, some weapons are placed by the side of the image in the Vahana;
moreover, the procession itself moves very briskly.

4. Sayanotsava, viz., the ceremony which represents the god sleep-

ing in his bed chamber.

5. Rathotsava, known also as Yatra Utsava : It symbolizes the god

undertaking a tour. In Tamil it is called the Terotlam, since the deity

is taken in procession in a car along the main streets.

19. The religious sovereignty of the West Coast region from Mangalore down

to Cape Comorin is believed to be divided between these two VSdhySns.

20. The Tampur5kkal are considered the highest spiritual Gurfls or teachers in

Malabar.

28
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6. Bhaktotsava : This signifies the god’s recognition and reward of

the truly pious among the devotees.

7. Tirthavari Aral : This represents the sacred bath of the deity.

Unlike the daily abhisekha, this is a pompous celebration
; and, the image

is taken in procession to the sacred tank (Teppakkulam) for the holy

bath.

The above-mentioned ceremonies constitute the irreducible mini-

mum of a Mahotsava in any temple. By no means does it imply that they

are the only celebrations. Indeed, in Suclndram, several other ceremonies

figure in connection with the Mahotsavas.

Of the three Mahotsavas in Sucindram, the most magnificent one

is the Markali festival (December-January) ;
next stands the Cittirai

Utsava (April-May). So far as rituals go, there are other differences

between the two ;
one is that, while in the Markali festival the three big

cars are employed for the procession on the ninth day, in Cittirai, the

Svamy Ter, the biggest of the cars, is not used. Apart from this, the Car

Festival in Markali is more imposing than in Cittirai. However, as a

compensating feature, in Cittirai, there appears the grand Teppa Utsava

or the floating festival on the 10th night of the Utsava. Nevertheless,

it is the Markali Utsava which attracts larger crowds of visitors, for, it

takes place during the season when peasants and landowners are com-
paratively free. The harvest starts only late in January. On the other

hand, Cittirai sees the commencement of the sowing season, and culti-

vators- are usually very busy during that part of the year.

The least spectacular among the three annual festivals in Sucmdram
is the Avani Utsava (September-October)

,
which is entirely dedicated

to Tekkedam Perumial or Visnu. Dhvajardhana takes place on the Vai-
sakha Naksatra on the Dhvajastambha of Tekkedam only. All the for-

mal celebrations of the Mahotsava are observed for the Tekkedam image
of Vispu. But processions outside the temple do not figure in this Utsava.
That explains why vast crowds of people are not attracted to this festival.

The Markali Utsava :
21

The month of Markali is very sacred to the Hindus. During this

month, the orthodox people get up early in the morning, bathe in the
river or tank and offer worship. In the temples, too, puja is performed

21. The details of the Markali Utsava are described here at some length, for

that is the most magnificent of the three festivals; the details in which the other two
Utsavas differ from this are specified
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before sunrise. The celebration of certain ceremonies during thic sacred
month appears to have started from early times. The ‘Pavai-ndnbu’
described by Andal, the Vaisnavite mystic poetess, and the ‘Katyayam
Vrata’ mentioned in the Bhagavata Purana are all religious observances
figuring in sacred Markah. The present festival of ‘Arudra Darsanam’
or ‘Tiruvatirai’ in many temples of South India seems to be a relic of

such early observances.22

The Sthalapurana stales that, on Tiruvatirai day the three Devis,
Sarasvati, Laksmi and Parvati undertook a penance m Sucindram on the
suggestion of Niarada, in order to regam their husbands. The tenth
and last day of the Markali Utsava falling on Tiruvatirai naksatra, is

said to be a celebration in memory of that penance undertaken by the
goddesses.

Omkdrabali-ppadittaram Now let us consider the details of the

conduct of the Utsava. A unique ceremony, called the Omkarabalippa-
dittaram, takes place on the evening prior to the day of Dhvajarohana.
Soon after the evening Dlparadhana, and before the Attala puja, the

important officers as well as the authorities of the temple assemble in the

Vlra Pandyan Mani Mandapa. Among those present are the Tantri,

the Mel-6antikkar, the Sthani, the Sabhakkanakkan (accountant of

the Sabhai) the Superintendent, the Manager and the Head Clerk of

the Devasvam. When all have assembled, the Santikkaran or the officia-

ting priest of Munnurrunankai (Bhadrakaji) shrine23 appears on the

scene and recites a set speech describing the celebrations that are to take

place and the deities as well as their vahanas that are to be carried in

procession on each day of the Utsava. He concludes the speech by a

prayer that the santikkar and the authorities of the temple, as also the

public of Sucindram, should be blessed with long life and prosperity, and.

finally rings the bell in the Mandapa.24

Omkarabali

:

On the night prior to the Dhvajir5hapa takes place

the Omkarabali. At about 12 mid-night, a small group of priests and
purohits headed by the Tantri goes round the main streets chanting

mantras and scattering flower and cooked rice. Popularly it is believed

that the object of this Omkarabali is to bring under control the evil spirits

roaming about the streets. The idea of controlling the powers of spirits,

22. See ‘ Markalimati manbu ’ in M. Chidambarakurralam Pillay’s “ Sucindai

Manmiyam” in Tamil.
23. The Santikkaran of the Munnurrunankai shrine is a Uvacca. Uvaccas are

the priests in Kali temples.

24 Records show that this ceremony had appeared earlier than 1741 A.D,
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Yaksas,
and Kaji through the efficacy of mantras appears to have been

adopted from the time of &ankaracarya, who is said to have dominated

over Kali in Tiruvorriyur. Does this idea represent a blending of the

Aryan religion with the earlier type of village gods ? In truth, Omkara-
bali is a sacrifice for Kali. The Agamas prescribe even a regular ten

days’ festival for Kali prior to the commencement of the Mahotsava.
25

Dhvajarohana . The very first function connected with the Dhvaja-

rohaija is the propitiation offered to the celebrated Saiva saint Majjik-

kavacagar. The Utsava image of Maijikkavacagar is brought from the

Sabhapati shrine to the ftsabha Mandapa and placed behind the Nandi, and

a Diparadhana is offered. Then follows a Puja to the flag or, rather, the

rectangular piece of cloth used as the flag. On the cloth is drawn in red

colour the figure of a bull and of Puja articles like a bell and a vessel for

burning incense. The puja for Manikkavacagar and for the flag is per-

formed by the Vattappalli Sthanikar. The flag is then fastened to a

bamboo frame and taken in procession first through the Sribalipura and
afterwards through the main streets of Sucindram. At the junctions of

streets and in front of minor shrmes located in the streets, flowers, water

and havis (cooked rice) are offered to the accompaniment of the chant-

ing of mantras.

When the flag is brought back to the temple, it is detached from

the bamboo frame and hung up on the western face of the balipltha

near the Dhvajastambha of Vadakkedam. A coconut sanctified by
puja is tied to a corner of the cloth. Then commences an elaborate

puja by the VaVtappaJh Sthanikar, who sits facing east in front of the

flag. TJie appurtenances of the puja are of silver, while the pitcher

holding water is of shining gold. During the entire course of the

puja, which lasts for over an hour, the pipers and drummers play op
their instruments. Three Marans, specially engaged for the purpose,

play on the Papi, the typical drum associated with temples.
26

25. A few temples still conform to this theoretical proscription, for example,
those at Vrddacalam and Tiruvannamalai. In several others, only an dmkarabali is

offered, as at iSucindram. The one conducted m the Tyagarajasvamy temple at

Tiruvarur is called ombali. In the temple at Tiruvaramkulam in Pudukkotia, the

‘Omkarabali’ takes place at noon on the day prior to the Dhvajarohanam
26. Age-old custom demands that only Tamilian Parasavas are to be employed

for the purpose. Of late, however, owing to the paucity of the Parasavas, their

Malayali counterpart, the Marans from the Malayala Desa, are engaged. Usually,

they are got down from Parassala.
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At the termination of the Puja, to the accompaniment of a chorus

of music, the flag is hoisted.27 This is a solemn ceremony. Soon after,

a parivattam or a piece of new cloth is tied around the lower base of

the Dhvajastambha, and over it, blades of fresh dharbha grass, as well

as mango and pipal leaves are tied As soon as this is finished, the
Vattappalli Sthanikar lakes his seal to the south of the Dhvajastam-
bha facing north and again commences puja. Nine pots of fresh water
are placed before him and he performs what is called the Navakalasa
Puja. An abhisekha or anointing of the Dhvajapitha takes place with
the water sanctified by the Navakalasa Puja. This is followed by the
offering of Neivedyam to the Dhvajastambha.

On the termination of the rites and ceremonies near the Dhvaja-
stambha, the leading officials of the temple and prominent citizens pro-
ceed to the spot where the Svamy Ter, the principal car of the temple,
stands, and perform the Kal-natiu ceremony. This is done by erecting

a wooden pillar on one of the tiers of the car, anointing it with sandal
paste and saffron, and tying around it mango leaves. This ceremony
is in the nature of an inauguration of the celebration of the Utsava.

Similarly, a Kal or wooden post is planted on the other three cars, and
the ceremony is repeated there, too. Just as the Dhvaja now flying

aloft proclaims that the Utsava has commenced, so the Kal on the Ter
announces that the Car Festival will take place on the 9th day.

At about 4 p.m. on the Dhvajarohana day, Ganapati (the bronze

image in Sabhapati shrine) is seated on a Mugika Vahana (represent-

ing a standing figure of the mouse carved in wood) and is taken in

procession through the streets. Ganapati (Vighnesvara) is not only

believed to ward off all obstacles but also to dispel the darkness of

ignorance.

2nd day : Both in the morning and evening, the ‘ Utsava images ’

of Siva and Parvati (Sucindaperumal and Uma) are taken in proces-

sion on a wooden platform (capram) canopied and decorated profusely

with flowers. Hence this Vahana is spoken of as Pumpandal. It is

believed that £iva presents Guru Darsan or darsan as teacher in the

27. The actual hoisting is ceremoniously done by two Porris, usually, by two

members of the family of the Yogakkar. If more than two families of Yogakkar

are represented in the temple at the time, then the privilege is exercised by the

Manalikkara and Puttallam Porris. It is noteworthy that, in the process of hoisting

the flag, care> is taken that the coconut tied to a corner of the doth does not knock

against any part of the Dhvajastambha. The belief is that, if it does so, it forebodes

disaster for the people of the place during the ensuing year.
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morning and Siva darsan or darsan as the beneficent boon-giver in

the evening.

3rd day . Again, at about 8 a.m., the nnages ot Siva and Parvati

are taken out on the ‘ Pumpandal ’ Vahana That afternoon, the images

of Valampin Vinayakar from Elakaram, a suburb of adjoining Kottar,

of Subrahmania from Kumarakoil near Thuckalay and of Subrahmama

from Marungur arrive at Suclndram. Representing the sons of Siva,

these images participate in the Utsava of Sthanumurti. In the proces-

sion of that night itself, these images find a place That night, the

image of Siva, flanked by Uma on his left, is taken out on a Vahana
decorated like a Kalpaka Vrksa, a holy tree believed to be an eternal

giver of gifts. The underlying idea is that the sons of Siva approach

him and are granted their requests. Hence, it is said that devotees

worshipping Siva and Parvati that night at Sucmdram, will have their

particular desires fulfilled.

4th day : In the morning, Siva and Parvati appear on the Bhuta
Vahana (vehicle representing Demon)

,
and at night, on a gaily decorat-

ed wooden platform. It is believed that on the 4th morning and night,

Siva is represented as granting boons to devotees.28

5th day : With the 5th day, the Utsava assumes a more important

and spectacular aspect, and large crowds of visitors pour in Early

in the morning, about 5 a.m., Usa Puja is offered to the deities seated

on the Vahanas. The grand procession starts immediately after the

Puja. It is held that the Usa Puja celebrates Siva’s grant of darsan
to Nanda, the pariah devotee.29

On the 5th morning and night, Siva, flanked by Uma, is seated on

the splendidly carved Nandi Vahana of silver.39 Ayamvajattamman,
represented by the image of Umayammai (in the shrine of Sucinda-

perumaj), is seated on the Anna (Swan) Vahana of silver. Vigaju

appears on the silver Garuda Vahana.31 On the 5th night, a much
larger crowd of visitors is seen than in the earlier days. Highly paid

28. The expenses of the 4th Utsava, both of the morning and night are met by
the authorities of Tiruvaduturai Matha.

29. The idea is that the brahmins might see Nanda after day-break, and hence
the U$a puja.

30. R?abha Vahana is appropriate to this occasion, for J&abha personifies

Dharma, and Siva appears as Dharmakarta or the Lord of Righteousness.
31. This is the first time that Vi$nu figures in connection with the processions

of the Utsava. Visnu is represented by the Utsava image kept in Ihe TekkSdam
shrine.
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pipcx^s and drummers appear. Gymnastic shows, magical display and
fireworks are among the entertainments provided for the occasion.

6th day : The sixth Utsava does not present any grand procession,

and few outsiders come to witness it. But certain Puranic themes are

staged this day. The images of the four Saiva Nayanmar appear for

the first time in procession.

Tirumulaippal : In the morning, the images of Siva and Parvati
as well as of the four saints are first taken out. When the procession
comes out of the temple to the Natakasala, the Puranic story of
4 Tirumulaippal 3

is staged. Parvati is shown feeding the boy Tirujfiana

Sambanda on her breast milk.32

When the procession moves and reaches Perambalam in the South
Street, yet another Puranic event is delienated. This is the thrashing

of 3§iva, when he went to the help of Sundaramurti. Devadasis used to

conduct the mock ceremony of beating Siva with sheaths of the plantain

tree.33

An equally interesting ceremony appeal's on the night of the 6th

Utsava. This represents the contest believed to have been held between
the igaivite and the Jaina devotees. It is really a commemoration of the

contest between the Advaitins represented by Tirujfiana Sambanda and
the Jains. The tradition is that, at the contest, the two parties were to

divine by intuition the particular article kept sealed within a pitcher.

The religion of the party that gave the correct answer was to be declared

superior, while the members of the vanquished party were to be impaled

on stakes. Here, the failure of the Jains and the consequent punishment
that befalls them are depicted. The Vairavi Anaval of the pagoda play

32. The incident in the life of Sambanda celebrated on the occasion, is said

to have taken place while he was a young boy. He had accompanied his father

to the tank for a bathe. While his father was bathing, the boy felt lonely and began

to weep. Then Parvati herself appeared and suckled the boy with her breast milk.

It is believed that the boy really had drunk the ‘milk of knowledge’ In some of

the temples of South India, the ‘ Tirumulaippal ' ceremony is celebrated on the third

day of the Utsava. In the Kapalisvara temple of Mylapore, until 1924 A.D., the

celebration figured on the 3rd day. Now this item is totally dropped

33 The legend runs that Alala Sundara, while in Kailasa, cast an amorous

glance on a ‘Devastri’ (celestial woman) and hence was cursed to be bom on earth.

Bom as Sundaramurti, he leads a licentious life. Yet, devotee of £iva as he is, he

deputes the god himself as a messenger to the house of a harlot. Siva, on being

discovered, is subjected to thrashing by the harlots. Until 1930 A.D. this beating

was done by Devadasis. Now men servants of the temple play the role.
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the role of the executioners After the supposed execution, the VairSvis

are expected to show the authorities the blood-stained trident fixed to

the stakes*34

After the sixth Utsava night, the triumphant saint Sambandar is

offered during the procession the same honours, like the puja and

Mandapappadi,35 as the minor deities. However, it is only beyond

Perambalam in the South Street, that his image is included among those

taken in procession.

Vaikunfha Ekadasi * On the 6th day ol the Markaji Utsava falls

the Vaikuntha EkadaSi. Particularly sacred for Visnu, this day wit-

nesses special offerings for Perumal in Tekkedam. An important

feature is that in the Madhusudanasvamy temple in Parakkai near

6ucmdram, this Ekadasi is celebrated with great splendour. Most of the

devotees who come to Sucindram for the 5th Utsava make it a point to

proceed to Parakkai and offer worship at the famous shrine there.

7th day : The seventh day witnesses the most magnificent celebra-

tion of the entire Utsava. The biggest crowd yet, appears on the 7th

day festival, particularly at that night. Early in the morning, silver

images of the various gods and of the four saints are taken in twelve

silver palanquins m a splendid procession. The idea underlying this

procession is that the saints as well as the deities are tired after the

previous day’s disputation, and that they are represented to be taking

rest. The images are placed in the sayana or reclining pose.

In the evening, there appears the festival described as * Cumotsava ’

or * Tiruccandu \ The principal part of the ceremony is the application

of &andu or tilaka on the forehead of the image of Nataraja. The
genesis of this celebration is found in the Puranic tradition that Siva

vanquished and killed the demon (asura) Tripura and that his triumph
was demonstrated in this manner. A grand abhisekha and puja precede
the actual ceremony.36

34 It is surprising that the impalement of the Jains is celebrated in Sucindram
on the 6th night of the Utsava In Madurai, the historical scene of its occurrence,

and m several other temples, it falls on the 7th day. The Uttarakaranagama itself

demands it to be celebrated on the 7th. Perhaps, the desire to keep the 7th festival

as a grand celebration in itself, accounts for the deviation here.
35. Mandapappa<Ji denotes special worship and Diparadhana.
36. This celebration figures prominently in the temples of the East Coast. Some

temples, for example, that of Mylapore, conduct it twice during the Utsava, one on
the morning of the 6th day before the ball and another on the morning of the 10th

day after the bali.
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The Utsava of the 7th night presents the most pompous procession.

The outstanding feature is that the imposing Kailasa Vahana of silver

appears as the vehicle of 6iva and Parvati. The Vahana itself depicts

the famous Puranic legend of Siva curbing the arrogance of Havana.37

The representation of this incident illustrates an allegoric truth ; it

emphasizes the destruction of conceit (Anavamahttal) by the might of

God. The accompaniments of the grand Utsava are there: the highly

paid pipers, drummers, flutists and numerous entertainments like dancing

and musical concerts, religious discourses, and devotional songs, acro-

batic feats and fire-works, all on a more magnificent scale than on the

5th Utsava. The procession, starting from the temple at 9 p.m., returns

so late as 3 a.m. the next morning. The various diversions, mentioned
above, entertain the visitors all the time.

8th day : This day is exclusively devoted to the representation of

Siva as Nataraja, the Lord of Dance, the 4 Tandava Murti \ It is held
that, because the previous night arrogance had been crushed, Siva
evinces his exultation through his dance. Early in the morning, at about
5-30 a.m., the procession of Nataraja starts. Since the procession depicts

the dance, the Vahana is carried in rapid strides, the pipers playing

suitable tunes.

That night, again, Nataraja, seated on a Pumpandal Vahana, is taken

through the streets in the same gay brisk manner. Devotees, gathered

on all the sides of the Vahana, repeat in chorus the words ‘ Tillaiyam-

balam : Tiruccirrambalam \38 Quite exhilarating this scene ! A party

of young singers accompanies the Vahana singing devotional hymns.

9th day : This is the day of the Car Festival. Multitudes of people

from far and near throng the streets of Sucindram. The social aspect

of the festivities is seen at its height. The tradition in Nancinad is that

newly wedded couples must, during the first year of their married life,

attend the Car Festival at Sucindram.39

Immediately preceding the Car Festival appears the procession of

Siva in the form of Bhiksadana. It is the representation of Siva in the

37. See Infra Chapter XEE, for an account of the legend

38. Nataraja’s celebrated place of dance is believed to be the Kanakasabhai of

Cidambaram, and these epithets are names of that sacred shrine.

38. By no means is the participation in ‘Terdttam’ confined to the 'new couples’.

Young and old, men and women, muster strong. A traditional practice has been
for friends and relatives to make presents of money to children. The newly wedded
couples receive a fat share
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role of a beggar with the begging bowl .
10 Unlike every oilier procession

of the Utsava, this is accompanied only by a paity of singers. No kind

of instrumental music forms a part. People bestow KcuilI^Iccii ’ or

offering of money .
41

At about 7 a.111., when tins procession iclurii;; to the lemple, there

commences the Car Festival. All the lour cais uie decorated with

festoons, flags, and gai lands A glittering gold-plated Kumbha adorns

the pinnacle of each of the cars. The respective images are

seated inside the various cars, and m the Svamy Tor, a part} of pipers

and drummers is given a place. In the case ol the Markali Car Festival,

the image of Sthanunatliasvamy, flanked by Uma on the left, is seated

m the huge Svamy Ter. The goddess Parvati is sepaiately placed m
the Amman Ter, Visqu in the Pillayar Ter and lndra m the Capra Ter.

Seated in the car, lndra is supposed to be witnessing the Utsava.4 -

The Government officials of the District are pm out m order to co-

operate with the Devasvam authorities m the successful conduct of the

festival. The cars are drawn mostly by the visitors from the various

parts of Nancmad. In the past, it was the duty of every citizen of

Nancinad to render active help in the ‘Ter6Mam’. Since the days of

Balamartaiidavarma, the leading members of the landed gentry, as well

as the descendants of donors of gifts to the temple, are presented with

a panvattam (new piece of cloth) and a coconut. It is considered a

privilege and an honour to be one of the recipients of the present. How-
ever, the practice appears to have been instituted primarily to enlist

the hearty co-operation of the rich citizens of Nancinad in the Car
Festival.

The ruling sovereign of Travancore does not break liis fast that

morning until the Cars reach their original place. The message is

swiftly conveyed to him by the sound of squibs, fired at short distances,

between tSucmdram and Nagercoil, thence by telegram to the Telegraph

40. The Purarnc version, is that Siva assumed this form in order to get rid of

the sin of having killed Brahma, There is also a tradition that this role was adopted
by Siva to test the fidelity of the proud wives of the sagos in Darukavana. See Infra

Chapter XII.

41. In December 1942, the benefactions amounted only to Its. 2 'TO/-. It is

said that, in die past, a respectable sum was received. In the case of many temples,

the Bhiksadana festival (desenbod also as Kankalauathn Utsava) is celebrated either

on the 5th or the 7th day,

42. In Cittirai, the Svamy Ter is not used. Sthanunatha and Uma arc taken in

procession in the Amman Ter; Amman alone is taken in the Capita Tor and Vina-
yaka in the Pillayar Ter. In Avani, Visnu alone is taken out m the PiJJayar Ter.
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Office at Trivandrum, and finally fay the firing of Squibb between that

office and the royal palace. Prior to the introduction of telegrams, the

information was communicated from Suclndram direct to Trivandrum
by means of the firing of squibs only.

Usually after the procession through the Main Streets, the Cars are

brought back to their original position by about 11 a m. But, at times,

the axils of the wheels break or some nut or nail gives way. This is

natural, because, during the major part of the year the Cars are kept
stationary. Promptly, the repairs are attended to, and every effort is

made to bring the festival to a speedy and successful finish.

Saptavarna : The night of the 9th day witnesses the celebration of
the Saptavarna, which is really a parting ceremony.43 The vahanas and
images are just the same as those used on the 5th day. Siva and Parvati
are on Rsabha Vahana, Aramvalattamman on the Swan, Visnu on
Garuda, Ganapati on Musika and Subrahmania on the Peacock.

On the termination of the procession, all the Vahanas assemble near
the Anuppu Mandapa facing the eastern entrance to the pagoda. Then
follows the parting scene. The sons of Siva, who had been brought from
different places, are believed now to take leave of their parents. The
parting scene adds pathos to the grandeur of the show, and a thrill of

emotion among the devotees is noticeable. The principal Vahana bear-

ing Siva and Uma is taken to the entrance, and then, as if to evince the

reluctance of the deities, it is brought back close to the Vahanas of their

sons. Twice this is done, and finally, the Vahana is taken straight into

the temple.

10th day : On the 10th and the last day, which falls on the

Tiruvatirai Star, appears the Aral, otherwise known as the Arudra
Festival. Legendary lore connects this celebration with the penance of

the three goddesses on the banks of the Prajnatirtha. Before the Apat,

at about 8 a.m., there occurs the ceremony of * Devatahuvanam 9
ac-

companied by the ‘Bher!tadanam\44 The idea underlying this ceremony

43. ‘Saptavama* literally means seven rounds. This festival is so called because

the procession of the deities goes round the 7th Prakara (marga) only. This is

really the Ratha Viti (the inner prakaras of the temple, and the streets immediately

around it, together form 6 rounds) Thus the Saptavarna procession goes only

through those streets along which the cars had been drawn earlier in the day

44. * Devatahuvanam * denotes the invocation of the Dcvas by means of prayer.

* Bherltadanam ’ means the beating of a drum. This is an art which demands skill

and experience. The manner of beating the drum for the invocation of different

gods varies.
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IS that all the gods are invited to be present and bless the termination

of the Utsava. The Tantri chants mantras and invocations to the

various deities, accompanied by the offering of havis. As each god is

being invoked, the Parasava beats his drum (Paiii) m the manner

prescribed for that deity.

When this is over, the preparation for the Ar§t commences. Just on

the eve of the Arat, a prelnmnary ceremony figures. This is the powder-

ing of gold dust along with turmeric to be smeared over the images.

This powdering is done in a ceremonious manner by the Otuvar (chorist)

and the Devadasi (of the 1st Kudi) together. The mortar is placed m
the Udayamartanda Mandapa, and the pestle is held both by the Otuvar

and the Devadasi during the pounding process. Further, both the per-

sons sing a particular hymn from Manikkavacaga’s Tiruvacagam.

At about 10 a.m., the Arat procession starts from the temple. The

Utsava images of the various deities are taken in a procession to the

adjoining Teppakkulam, and the holy bathe takes place. There, at the

bathing ghat, a Neivedyam and Puja are offered. The nine varieties

of corn, made to germinate since the night of the Dhvajarohajria, are

now taken out, and the germinated seeds are offered, along with the

cooked rice, as oblation. With the return of the procession to the

temple, the Arat Festival terminates.45

The Mauna Bah ; The very last ceremony connected with the

Utsava is the formal lowermg of the flag. Immediately preceding it, is

the elaborate celebration of the Mauna Bali. This commences soon

after the Attala Sribali in the case of the Markali Utsava and after the

floating festival in the case of the Cittirai Utsava.46 The Mauna Bali

is quite a unique ceremony. No image is carried. No musical party

accompanies the procession. In fact, the group consists only of four
men. The Vattappalli is the leader, to assist whom there are two Turak-
kar, carrying flowers, havis, etc., needed for offering bali. The other
member is the Parasava, who does not play upon the paand as usual,

45. In Cittirai, the ‘ Teppotsava ? or floating festival takes the place of the

Apat. The * Floating Festival conducted on the 10th night lasts from about 10 p.m.

to about 2 the next morning The images of Siva and Parvati are placed in a gaily

decorated wooden frame and a procession of 3 rounds takes place within the tank
Finally, a Diparadhana is conducted for the deities at the Mandapa in the centre
of the tank. In the case of the Avani Utsava it is only the Arat that is celebrated.
The Arat in Avani is doubtless a grand ceremony

46. No Mauna bali is conducted m connection with the Avani Utsava.
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but only beats in a subdued tone the cendai (another kind of drum),
and that, at long intervals. Indeed the strokes on the drum fall in

such a deliberate and measured manner as to produce an atmosphere
of solemnity and serenity. Not a syllable is uttered by any member
of the group during the entire course of the Mauna Bali. The Vattap-
palli Sthanikar, the master of the ceremony, offers ball as the party
moves on He is expected to have fasted the whole day. It is further
enjoined that no unholy thought should cross his mind during the
entire period.

By the time the Mauna Bali commences, no other person, not

even any Santikkar, is allowed to remain within the precincts of the

temple. The Mauna Bali party goes around the ^ribalipura twice, and
then once by the Main Streets. At the termination of the third round,

the party proceeds by the side of the tank to the Munnurrunankai
Amman (Kali) temple. By that time, the Parasava arcaka and the

Srikaryakkaran are to be ready at the entrance. Prior to this, the

arcaka must have performed the abhi$ekha, the decoration of the image
of the goddess and also the Vira Bali.47

The Mauna Bali party enters the Kali temple. The Vattappalli

himself performs a puja to the goddess, and then offers bali in the bali

pitha in front of the shrine. Thereafter, he comes out to the tank,

washes his feat, returns to the temple, worships the goddess and offers

kanikkai, a payment of money, which, however, is only a nominal

amount. Now, the party gets out of the Kali temple and proceeds to

the Sthanimathasvamy pagoda The Vattappalli prostrates in front of

the Dhvajastambha, and getting up, performs the ceremony of lower-

ing the flag, chanting mantras all the while. By the time the Mauna
Bali is completed and the flag is lowered, it is nearly 4 a.m. There is

a strict injunction that the Mauna Bali must be finished before day-

break.48

47. The Vira Bali in the Kali temple was formerly conducted by offering a

sacrifice of goats. Since the abolition of animal sacrifice in the State in 1930 AJ>.,

cucumber takes the place of goats.

48. The details regarding the Mauna Bali have been gathered from Sri P.

Paramesvara Sarma, the present Vattappalli Sthanikar. He has mentioned about

a violation of the traditional usage that occurred in Markali 1084 (1908 A.D.) . The

arcaka of the Kali temple, nursing a grievance against the authorities, had kept the

doors closed and disappeared The Mauna Bali was consequently held up until

the next night.
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It is known that vast sums of money arc spoilt on each

Utsava According to the revised scale of expenditure fixed m
1935 A.D., the amounts allotted are Rs. 12,000 for the Markali Utsava,

Rs. 10,000 for the Cittmai Utsava and Rs. 2,500 for the Avani Utsava.

Histcny of the Utsavccs The earliest epigraphic reference to the

Utsava in Suclndram occurs only m the inscription of Vlra Rama Rama
Varma of 646 M.E. (1471 A.D.) 19 The king registers some endow-
ments for the celebration of the 4th day of the Markali festival. No
indication is found that this king established the Utsava for the first

time
,

it is likely to have arisen earlier.

Circumstantial evidence throws some light on the matter. Kalin-

gattupparam50 states that Raja R§]a the Great, established the Cadayam
Festival m the Cera country. It is significant that the Markali Utsava

m Suclndram commences on Cadaya Nak§atra. It is probable that

Raja Raja himself instituted the Utsava m Suclndram.

A noteworthy feature is that by about the 10th century A.D. Utsava

had appeared in the great temples of Tamil Nad, and of Malai Nad. An
inscription of Bhaskara Ravi Varman (992-1016 A.D.) reveals that the

Utsava was established in the temple of Tirukkadittanam51 by that

ruler. On the whole, there is a great likelihood that about the 10th

century A.D. the Utsava appeared m •Suclndram as well.

Perhaps, only the Markali Utsava was celebrated for some cen-

turies. By the 17th century the Cittirai Utsava, too, was begun. The
inscription of 781 M.E. (1606 A.D.) shows clearly that two Utsavas,

one at Markali and the other at Cittirai were celebrated in or earlier

than that date.52

The Avani Utsava is undoubtedly a much later introduction. The
Accounts of 949 M.E. (1774 A.D.) mention this festival for the first

time; and m all likelihood, it was instituted in the 18th century A.D.

Other Annual Festivals

:

Besides the Mahotsavas, certain other

festivals, too, are celebrated every year. Conducted on a modest scale,

these minor festivals are much less expensive than the Mahotsavas.

1.
4 Kalabham ’

:

Among these celebrations, the most prominent
one is the Kalabham, which lasts thirteen days. It is a festival dedi-

49 T.A.S, IV, pp 92 ff

50 Verse, No 188, p 29.

51 T A S, V, p 187.

52 Idem VIII, p. 24
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cated to the ceremonious anointing oi the Srlbali images of Vadak-
kedam with sandal paste.

1 Kalabham ’ literally means sandal paste,

mixed with other fragrant ingredients, like rose water, kurikumap%m
3

imccakkarpuram,
gorocana and ctslagandham . Kalabham, weighing

nearly 8V2 lbs. is prepared and filled m a huge pot of gold. After per-

forming pirjas and chanting mantras to this ‘Kalabhabrahmakalasa’,

as the vessel is called, the whole of the sandal paste is slowly poured
on the Srlbali images of Vadakkedam and Tekkedam. Durmg the per-

formance of this Abhrsekha on all the thirteen days, special ‘Panca-

vadyam viz., musical accompaniment, is on attendance. Besides, the

chanting of Vedic Mantras is performed by 42 brahmins. After the

completion of this Abhi§ekha, there commences the
4 Homa ’ viz., fire

worship. On the courtyard to the south of the Nllakantha Vinayakar
shrine a huge pit (Homakunda) is dug and a splendid homa or sacrificial

fire is raised in it. On all the thirteen days, about 11 am., ghee, honey,

parched rice, etc., are offered at the Homakunda, accompanied by the

chanting of mantras. Every day, at the termination of the Homapuja,
a Sribhutabali, which is really Srlbali of an elaborate pattern, takes

place. It is needless to add that on the thirteenth or the last day, all

the rites and ceremonies are performed on a much larger scale than
on the previous days. The master of the entire festival is the Taniri,

the Tarunanallur Nambudiripad himself.

It must be observed that the Kalabham festival is also sacred to

Vinayaka. In fact, the festival is alternatively known as
4

Gaiiapati

Homam \ It is held to be a propitiation of Ganapati, invoking him to

bless the land with adequate rainfall and continuous prosperity. The
Kalabham appears to have been introduced into Suclndram rather

recently. Evidence of the earliest Kalabham celebration dates only to

17th Kartikai 976 M.E. (1800 A.D.), The expenses connected with
the ceremony were originally met from the king’s privy purse. At
present, they are included m the regular items of Devasvam expendi-

ture. But, even now, the Kalabham is celebrated sometime before the

second monthly natal star of the ruling sovereign. During the reign

of the present ruler, whose annual birthday falls in Alpasi, Kalabham
is held before his monthly birthday in Kartikai.

2. Tirukkalyanam. Every year, on the Maka Naksatra of Masi

(February-March) , the celebration of the holy marriage of Sthanu-

murti with Aramvalattamman takes place. It is conducted in comme-

moration of the alleged union of Aramvalattamman with the deity. In con-
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nection with this festival, members belonging to the family of Aram-

valattamman, actmg as the bridal party, bring to the temple new clothes,

turmeric, saffron and other equipments. The festival really lasts for

nine days, starting with Bharani in the month of Masi and ending with

Puram. On all the nine days, at night, about 11 pan., a fixed quantity

(11 kattis) of cooked rice, mixed with salt, pepper and oil, is distri-

buted among the poor. On the 8th day, viz., the day of the marriage,

a procession of the goddess goes as far as the Kasi Visvanatha shrine

at Parakkai. After the celebration of the marriage, at night, a proces-

sion of the Svami and Amman is taken through the streets of Suclndram.

On the following day, a Car Festival, on a small scale, is conducted

with the images seated m the Pillayar Ter.

3. Sri Jayanti

:

A three days’ festival, connected with the Tek-

kedam shrine of Vi§nu, is Sri Jayanti, known also as
6 Gokulastami

4 Janmastami ’ and 4 Krsna Jayanti’. The festival celebrates the birth

and boyish pranks of Lord Krsna. It starts on Rohini Naksatra when
it is Astami in the month of Avani. That is the birthday of Krsna
which falls on the 8th day of the dark fortnight in Avani (August-

September). On the two succeeding days, too, the festival contmues.

There are special pujas, offerings and chanting of mantras and sacred

hymns, followed by processions. On the third day is held the 4 Uri-

yadi ’ festival which symbolizes the stealing of butter by Krsna.53 Two
poles are erected about the middle of the East Street and, to the centre

of a connecting horizontal pole, a pulley is attached. Through the

pulley runs a rope bearing at one end a small pot of coloured water.

It is now an enjoyable sportive entertainment
;
some one of the nimble

persons tries to knock down the pot of water, which is raised and
lowered in order to avoid the reach of the person. The religious sig-

nificance underlying the festival is, in a large measure, dominated
by the frolic and fun caused by the Uriyadi.

4. Kartikai Dipam : This is held on the full-moon day m the month
of Kartikai (October-November) . In the morning, after special abhi-

§ekhas and pujas, the image of Sthanumurti is taken in procession

around the streets. At night, there occurs the gay celebration known
as “ Cokkappanai-dIpaghd;sa ”, A tall stem of a palmyra is planted on
the ground in front of the temple, and a thick cluster of palmyra leaves
and dried twigs are fastened around the stem. The entire structure is

53 * Uri ’ is a contrivance by which pots containing liquid may be suspended
from the roof so as to be beyond the reach of ants, cats, etc.
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then set fire to. The huge conflagration provides an enjoyable sight.

It may be observed that in several famous temples this celebration

appears; near Sucmdram it figures at Maruttuvamalai and Kanya-
kumari.54

The legendary genesis of the festival is interesting. Tradition has

it that several sages and pious devotees, when harassed by asuras

(demons)
, implored the protection of Siva. In response to their

request, Siva burnt down the aerial cars of those asuras by the fire

emitted from his third eye. The Cokkappanai symbolizes the aerial

cars of the asuras. However, the celebration of the ‘ Kartikai Dipam ’

is virtually a propitiation of Agni (Fire). Temples, as well as the

houses of Hindus, are profusely illuminated throughout the month of

Kartikai and particularly on Tirukkartikai night.

5. Tai Pusam

:

Another single-day festival celebrated in the

temple is that of Tai Pusam. It is observed on the Pusya Naksatra in

the month of Tai (January-February) . The presiding deity of the

Pusya asterism is the planet of Brhaspati, Guru. Worship offered to

Pusya is believed to bring special merit since Brhaspati, the preceptor

of the gods and the most important of the seven planets, is believed to

personify wisdom. A bathe in the holy river or tank and worship at the

temple is highly commended. A legendary association attached to Tai

Pusam is that Parvati bestowed on her son Subrahmania the celebrated
c Velayudha 9 or the lance on a Tai Pusam. At Sucmdram, the festival

bears a special significance, because it is held that Indra secured
redemption from his sin on Tai Pusam. Every Tai Pusam witnesses in

Sucmdram the Aral (sacred bathe) of the images at Teppakkulam and
special puj.as, offerings and processions.

6. Maha Sivardtri

:

This is a famous festival celebrated in honour

of Siva on the night of the 14th date of the dark half in the month of

Masi (February-March) . Throughout the Sivaratri night, orthodox

Hindus keep awake and offer worship to Siva. At each one of the

four quarters (yama or gana) devotees worship the deity. Special

diparadhanas and puj-as are offered in the temple at each of the ganas.

The Puranic basis for this celebration is that when the entire universe

was under a deluge, Parvati prayed to Siva for redemption and requested

that those who had escaped destruction should be allotted a specific

time for offering prayers to him. This was fixed on this particular night

54 The most celebrated ‘ Dipam ’ festival occurs in TIruvannamalai,
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of Masn In order to help the common folk to keep awake at night,

at least as a formal observance, religious dramas, and entertainments

are conducted. In the temple at Suelndram, the drama ‘ Saranga-

dhara ’ used to be staged by the Devadasis at the ‘ Natakasala ’. Now
the public of Sucindram organize and conduct any religious drama.

Cittirai Visu Cittirai Visu, the 1st day of the month of Cittirai,

marks the commencement of the Tamil New Year. It is interesting to

observe that Visu is celebrated with great zest by the Malayalis also.

Visu has other sacred associations, too, with Hindus It is believed that

Visu was the day chosen by Brahma to commence his creation of the

Universe. Besides, it is held that, after the destruction of the Raksasas,

Rama had his triumphal entry into Ayodhya on Cittirai Visu.

The Malayalis, who celebrate Visu with great eclat, hold that they
should set their eyes on auspicious articles early in the morning on
rising from bed, so that all the year round, they may have good luck.

It is well known that, after the establishment of the Kollam Era, the
month of Cingam (Avani) or Kanni (Purattasi) sees the commence-
ment of the New Year55 for the Malayalis. But the old memory could
not be forgotten, and perhaps, that accounts for the continuance of the
celebration of Visu even now.

In the Suclndram temple, in this matter, as in several others, the
coalescence of the Tamil and Malayali usages is seen, and Visu is cele-
brated on a grand scale. Special pujas and oblations appear in the
shrines. Early in the morning, people go to the temple and offer
prayers. They are given betel leaves and arecanuts, as well as prasa-
dams. Feasting for the Brahmins is a feature of the Visu Festival in
the pagoda.

Masa Visesam

:

Besides the annual festivals, certain ceremonies
take place every month. Pradosam, Somavara (Monday),
Paurnima are the days when special features appear. But, they are by
no means comparable with the annual ceremonies. Special Neivedyam,
piparadhana, more elaborate decoration of the images are the only
features in addition to tlie daily routine.

The Admixture of the West and East Coast systems in the cere-
mantes of the Temple: The study of the daily ceremonies and the

55. A curious circumstance about the Kollam Era is that in c;„„+v,a_ tt -
. .1
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annual festivals of the Suclndram temple is particularly interesting,

because it reveals the interaction of the Malayali and Tamilian usages.

The basic system was that of the Tamil land; but, on the advent of the

Malayali brahmins, certain inevitable changes appeared. However, it

is surprising that, m spite of the Malayali Tantris, Yogakkar and San-
tikkar, the older system has survived m the mam. A consideration of

the principal features of the ceremonies conducted inside the temple,

as well as of those outside it, substantiates this.

Inner Ceremonies . It has been already noticed
,
56 how both the

Falliyunartal and Tiruppallielucci figure in Suclndram. The promi-
nence of Tirumanjanam, which is totally absent m Malayali temples has

already been observed. In Suclndram, however, it is the Utsava images
which are employed for Tirumanjanam.

That raises the question of the different types of images in the

temple. In Suclndram, as in most of the pagodas of Tamil Nad, there

are three categories of images: the Mula Vigrahas (those set up in the

Mula Sthana), the Srlbali Vigrahas (those carried m the prakaras on

occasions of the Srlbali) and the Utsava images (those taken out on

Vahanas during the festivals). On the other hand, in the Malayali

temples, even in the most well-equipped ones, only Mula Vigrahas and
the Srlbali Vigrahas exist. During Utsavas, only the Sribali images
are taken out.

The conduct of Sribali m Suclndram itself presents certain unique

features. In the first place, in most of the temples of Tamil Nad, the

images are not taken out in procession through the outer prakaras m
connection with the Sribali

;
only bali is offered to the minor deities in

the various parts of the temple .
57 Hence the Sueindram practice con-

forms to that of the West Coast, where the Vigrahas are carried in

procession three rounds But, there is a difference from the West
Coast usages, too. In Sueindram, bali is offered in the first as well as

the second round, whereas in the West Coast temples, it stops with the

first.

A distinctly Malayali type of Sribali adopted on certain occasions

in Sueindram is what is known as Sribhutabali. This is but a more

elaborate form of the daily Sribali. Unlike in the case of the ordinary

56 See Supra, A, I and II.

57 True, in some of the Tamil Nad temples, too, the Srlbali image or the

Paduki (the sacred feet of the deity symbolizing the god) is taken out, but they

are exceptions
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Srlbah, the procession takes four rounds. At Suclndram, the Sribhuta-

bali is conducted twice every day m connection with the Avani Utsava,

and once every day m connection with the Kalabham. Srlbhutabali is

a later introduction by the Nambudin Tantris, because it figures only

in the Avani Utsava and in the Kalabham, both of which are later addi-

tions.

The Avaiji Utsava presents several features of the distinctive Mala-

ys! 1 system of rites. But, it has not been possible to eschew the

Tamilian practice rooted m the soil. Nothing illustrates this better

than the conduct of the Vettai or Mrgaydtsava as part of the Avam
Utsava. In Tamil Nad, the Vettai is celebrated on the 8th night ol

the Utsava
; m the Malaysia Desa, it appears only on the 9th night

Quite a unique feature in the Avani Utsava at Suclndram is that the

Vettai is conducted both on the 8th and 9th nights. The old and the

new practices have been blended !

Nor is the practice merely a faithful combination ol the usages of

the two lands. There is a shght modification, too. While the Vettai

takes place at the end of the fourth round of the Srlbhutabali in Mala-
yali Desa, in Sucindram, it occurs on the 5th round. This modification

seems to have been introduced because of the technical consideration

that, on the 4th round of the 8th festival, the Vettai is already con-

ducted ; hence, instead of repeating it on the 4th round of the 9th night,

it is done in a separate, viz., the 5th round.58

The Srlbhutabali, common in the Malayaji temples, is adopted only

for the Avani Utsava; it is totally absent in the case of the Markali
and Cittirai festivals. In connection with the latter two Utsavas, only

Vithi or Teru (Street) Srlbalis take place. However, though the Sri-

bhutabalx figures in the Avani Utsava, yet, a feature common to the

other two festivals in Sucindram is adopted in the Avarii Utsava also,

for the images are taken in procession through the streets. Thus the
Avani Festival, while essentially Malayali in its character, has not lost

trace of the fundamental traditions of the place.

Indeed, the Tamilian background in the organization of the entire

body of festivals in Sucindram is unmistakable. No practice illustrates

this better than the conduct of the * Omkarabalippadittaram \ and the

58 In 1899 AD a deputy of the Tantn conducted the Vettai in the 4th round
of the night as in Malabar Later, he was adjudged guilty and compelled to pay
a fine.
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* Omkarabali ’ itself. They are absolutely unknown in the Malayali

temples. Nor are they mere replicas of the Tamil Nad usage, because,

while the Ombali figures m most of these pagodas, the distinctive role

played by the Uvacca arcaka of the Kali temple in connection with

the ‘ Omkarabalippadittaram 5

is unique in guclndram. And, it is not

a little significant that the Omkarabalippadittaram and the Omkarabali
figure not only m the Markali and Cittirai Utsavas but also in that of

Avaiji

!

The role of the Parasava or the Uvaccan, as the player on the paiai,

is indicative of the abiding influence of Tamil Nad. In the Malayali
temples, the Parasava does not figure; his place is taken by the Maran.
That the Malayali institutions and usages were introduced by the Tantris

into the Suclndram temple, wherever possible, is evident from the fact

that the Maran is associated with the Avaiu Ulsava. The practice in

both the Markali and Cittirai festivals is that the Parasava plays on
the paru .

59 On the other hand, in the Avani Utsava, both the Parasava
and the Maran are associated, the latter being brought from the Mala-
ysia Desa. It is another instance of the blending of the usages of the

Tamil and Malayali lands. During the Avani Utsava, in connection with
the Tantris’ puja prior to both the Dhvajarohanam and the Arat Festi-

val, the Parasava and the Maran are to be present with their panis in

front of the Dhvajastambha. The first to play on the Pani, however, is

the Parasava, and then comes the turn of the Maran.

Some of the ceremonies connected with the Dhvajarohanam also

show the same tendency of the Tamilian system holding sway, resisting

as it were, intrusion from outside. The Navakalasa Puja occurs in

Sucmdram after the Dhvajarohanam. This is definitely enjoined by the

Agamas and adopted by the Tamil Nad temples
;
but it does not figure

in all the pagodas of Malaysia Desa. Even where it is adopted, it appears

before and not after the Dhvajarohanam. Further, in Suclndram, as

well as in the rest of the Tamil Nad? the Navakalasa puja is offered to

the principal deity of the temple, while in such of the Malayali pagodas

where it is adopted, as in Trivandrum and Tiruvattar, it is performed for

the ‘Astadikpalas’ and the principal deity together This feature has not

found its way into Suclndram, not even in connection with the Avani

Utsava.

59. True, some Marans are now engaged in connection with the Dhvajarohanam

But, that is only due to paucity of Parasavas ; it is merely a temporary arrange-

ment.
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Yet another practice adopted in many temples of Tamil Nad, and

persisting in Suclndram, but not found in the Malayali pagodas is that,

at the lower edge of the flag, a coconut is attached. It is done m con-

nection with all the Utsavas at Suclndram.

Among other celebrations common to Suclndram and the Tamil Nad
temples, but unknown in Malayala Desa, may be mentioned the ‘Cur-

SLdtsava’ and ‘Bhiksadanamurti’ Festival and the ceremony of powdering

gold dust by the Otuvar and the Devadasi prior to the Arat. It is note-

worthy that the last-mentioned item does not figure m the Avarn Utsava.

Finally, the great prominence given to the Saiva Saints Sambandar,

Appar, Sundarar and Manikkavacagar in the Markali and Cittirai Utsa-

vas bring to the fore the Tamilian background of their organization

Indeed, as observed already, the Utsava commences with a worship of

Manikkavacagar. Immediately after the Arat also, a puja is offered to

him. Thus, the two Utsavas may be said to begin and end with a homage

to Manikkavacagar. The prominence given to the ceremonies of ‘Tiru-

mulaippal’, ‘Mattayadi’ and the execution of the Jam disputants, all

bear the imprint of the distinctive Tamilian features, conspicuous by their

absence m the Utsavas of the Malayali temples

External Ceremonies : In the celebration of the Utsavas, and parti-

cularly in the conduct of the processions of the images, again, there are

marked divergences from the practices in the West Coast temples. In

the first place, in Suclndram, as in the rest of Tamil Nad, the Vahanas are

carried by non-brahmins. In the case of the pagodas of Malayala Desa,

as in Tiruvattar, Trivandrum and Aranmula, the bearers of the Vahanas
must be none other than brahmins. While in Suclndram, non-brahmins
are employed for this purpose m connection with all the Utsavas, Avam
Utsava included, there is one celebration for which it is specifically

enjoined that brahmins alone should carry the Vahana. That is for the

procession connected with Sri Jayanti. And, it should be noted that the

procession in this case also, goes through the streets. It is evident that

the Sri Jayanti celebration, in the present form, has been introduced by
the Malayali Tantri.

60

Yet another influence of the Malayali usage among the external
ceremonies is that in the Avani Utsava, unlike in the other two at

Suclndram, the flag, though prepared on the pattern common in the

60 The records of 862 M.E. (1687 A.D.) mention the Sri Jayanti celebration
,

however,they do not state that the Vahanas are to be earned by brahmins only.
It is difficult to ascertain when this innovation was introduced
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Tamil Nad Vaisnava temples, is not carried in procession through the

streets before the Dhvajarohanam. Since this practice is not m vogue m
the Malayali temples, the explanation is obvious.

Moreover, in connection with the Avani Utsava, for the Vettai on
the 9th night, as also for the Arat on the 10th day, only the Siibali Vig-

raha is taken in procession through the streets, though on all the other

days of the Festival, the Utsava images are employed. How can this

deviation be explained except by tracing the former practice to Malaysia
Desa, where there are no Utsava images, as different from the Sribali

Vigrahas ?

The Terottam (Car Festival) and Teppa Utsava (Floating Festival)

are conducted in Suclndram with great eclat, as in the rest of Tamil Nad;

‘these festivals are conspicuous by their absence in the Malayali temples.

The Car Festival in Suclndram figures m the case of all the three Mahot-

savas, although there is a difference in the specific cars employed in each

Utsava.

But in the case of the Arat Festival of Avani Utsava the influence of

the Malayali tradition is unmistakably seen. In the pagodas of Malaysia

Desa, the Arat is the most magnificently conducted item of the entire

Utsava. In Markali and Cittirai Utsavas of Sucindram, as in the rest of

Tamil Nad, though the Arat figures as one of the celebrations, it is by
no means a prominent item. But it is different with the Avani Utsava.

In the latter, the Arat is elaborately conducted; indeed, it forms the most
resplendent ceremony of the Avani Utsava.

Thus, the rites and ceremonies—internal and external— of the

Suclndram temple present quite a strange medley of practices found on
the two sides of the Ghats. The basic structure is undoubtedly Tamilian;

the super-imposition in a few details is Malayali.

The question naturally arises how the Tamilian foundation has been
practically left intact, m spite of the domination of the Malayali Tantri,

Ydgakkar, !§antikkar etc. This is particularly surprising, because, in

some of the pagodas in South Travancore, the change-over to the Mala-
yali pattern of conducting the ceremonies after the advent of the Nam-
budiri priests, has been most marked.61

61. For example, in the Krsnasvamy temple about 3 miles north-west of

gucmdram, in 1919 A.D. J§rl Mulam Tirunal disbanded the Aiyangar Tantri and
Santikkar functioning for ages, and substituted in their place a Hambudiri Tantri

(Talaman Porri) and a Nambudiri gantikkar The result has been, that, within
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It is one of the marvels of the history of the Sucuidreiu pagocb that

a i evolutionary change was never adopted. The explanation for that

is to he found in the stipulation, which, every Tantri and Sanlikkar has

to make before taking up his office. Each of them has to undertake a
pledge (Avarodham) that the age-old traditions and usages would not

be interfered with, but would be maintained intact. It is not known
when exactly the insistence upon this stipulation commenced. But it

is reasonable to suggest, that it must have appeared as early as the 13th
century A.D., when the Malayali hold on the temple started. Perhaps,
when, m the days of Vira Kerala and Koda Kerala, the new element was
introduced, this assurance was given to allay all misgivings.

two decades, all the rituals and ceremonies have been completely ‘ Malabarized ’

However, Sri Mulam Tirunal ordered the retention of the Terottam and Teppa
Utsava in order to satisfy the citizens of the place, which is essentially Tamilian
in tradition and outlook
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THE TEMPLE
AND SOCIETY

§ ources of information

:

Information about the social life of the

people connected with the Sucindram temple is copious. Several

inscriptions throw light on the social institutions and customs of the

past. More comprehensive in character and vivid in details are the

palm-leaf documents of the temple. Besides, the records in the archives

of the Agastisvaram Taluk contain interesting details of a relatively

modern period. Popular traditions, too, are of help in elucidating some
age-old institutions and practices. Moreover, the usages which continue

to be m vogue at the present day are of considerable value in explaining

certain aspects of the social history of the past. Finally, the known
facts about similar institutions in the rest of South India provide

valuable clues regarding the probable lines of development here*

But the limitations of these sources of information must not be

ignored. Inscriptions do not take us very far back; certainly, not

earlier than the 9th century A.D. Further, they are not primarily

intended to furnish a connected account of the past, and hence, are

unfortunately silent on many social institutions, customs, and develop-

ments which, to the student of history are of paramount interest. No
less disconcerting is the feature that the epigraphs, sometimes separated

from each other by long intervals of time, fail to provide us with a

continuous picture. The palm-leaf records, which present the Accounts

of the income and expenditure of the temple, no doubt, enlighten us on

some aspects of the peoples* life. But, they are most copious only for
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the periods commencing with the last quarter of the 17th century A.D.

Even concerning the later years, the Accounts, while throwing a flood

of light on the religious and economic conditions, are unfortunately

silent on other phases of the social life.

Above all, in weaving together the stray facts available about the

life of the people at various epochs, one word of caution is necessary.

Trvfnrmatinr> gathered from diverse sources, separated widely m time,

should not be presented in the mass so as to furnish a general account

of the social life, without express qualifications. Otherwise, it is likely

to result in an unhistoric and inaccurate picture
;
further, it may present

an unreal appearance of flat uniformity and absence of change. In order

to avoid such pitfalls, it is necessary to limit our observations to the

time indicated by the specific sources of information, except in such

cases where there is definite evidence of the continuance of an institu-

tion or practice once established.

SECTION 1 : THE EARLY SETTLERS

The Sucindram, Brahmadeya : The indubitable starting point is the

fact, noticed already, that Sucindram was a brahmadeya in the 14th year

of Colan talai konda Vira Pandya. A brahmadeya is, as learnt from
numberless South Indian inscriptions, the gift of a village together with
its lands, settled by the ruling power on one or more brahmins.
Invariably, the object of the endowment was to enable the donees to

lead a religious life performing the rites and ceremonies of the village

temple. The rights of cultivation, as well as of supervision and control

of the lands within the boundaries of the brahmadeya, were bestowed
on the brahmin beneficiaries by the gift-deed itself. This is inferred

from a typical grant of a brahmadeya, recorded in the Madras Museum
Plates.

1 Probably when the gift was made, the donor renounced every
right over the village, including that of taxation. The statement
‘ Sarvaparihdramaha nirddattikkudukkappattadu 1

occurring in the
Madras Museum Grant, as well as in several other inscriptions,2 indicates
the transfer of the entire right.

It has been noticed earlier that the earliest reference to Sucindram
as a brahmadeya occurs in the 14th year of the reign of Vira Pandya.
Does it mean that a fresh batch of brahmins was settled by that niler
at the village and that the grant of the brahmadeya was conferred on

1. I. A., Vol. xxn, p. 74.

2. See A. R E. 78 of 1929 and 277 of 1913.
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them ? Not necessarily. It is perfectly certain that in the earlier period,

for instance, during the reigns of Maran Cadayan and Cagayan Maran,

there flourished a body of brahmins connected with the temple, as is

learnt from the references to the Mulaparuda Sabhai.3 Indeed, the

probability is that an Early Pandyan king, anterior to Vira Pandya,

perhaps, Sri Mara Srlvallabha or Vira Narayana Cadayan had already

settled some brahmins at the place. What Vira Pandya may be credited

with, is the endowment of the village as a gift to the brahmins.

True, the earliest mention of Suclndram as a Caturvedimangalam4

occurs only in the inscription of Sundara Cola Pandya. Nor does that

fact necessarily suggest the advent of a new group of brahmins. In

fact, ‘ brahmadeya ’ is identical with caturvedimangalam;5 it seems to

be only a distinction without a difference. The Cola Emperors, as also

the Cola Pandya Viceroys, had a great fascination for grandiloquent

surnames and titles, and probably, that accounts for the new designation

of the brahmadeya. Thus the caturvedimangalam of Sundara Cola
Pandya’s day appears to have been much the same as Vira Pandya’s

brahmadeya.

Early inhabitants : The fact that Sucmdram was a brahmadeya or

brahmin village does by no means imply that there was no member of

any other caste resident in the place during the early period. Along
with the brahmins, though in different localities, there must have been
settled members of some other castes, too, forming adjuncts to the

corporate life of the village. As evidence of this fact, besides numerous
inscriptions in the rest of India, two epigraphs engraved on a rock in

the temple at Agastisvaram, hardly three miles to the south of

Sucmdram,6 may be specially mentioned. These inscriptions, recording

the grant of Agastisvaram as a brahmadeya called
c Udayamartanda-

eaturvedimangalam ’ in 614 M.E. (1439 A.D.), state that besides brah-

mins, several others were settled there to perform different kinds of

3. T. A. S., rv, pp. 119-23.

4. Caturvedimangalam is a village of brahmins versed in the four Vedas. It

is fantastic to state, as has been done, that a caturvedimangalam consisted of Brah-

mins representing each of the four Vedas. Apparently a caturvedi denoted simply

a brahmin ; it is the Samskrit counterpart of die Tamil word f namnaraiyon * mean-
ing a brahmin.

5. The suggestion of K. V. Subramania Ayyar (Sketches, p. 315) that a catur-

vedimangalam constituted a number of villages is by no means true of all cases.

6. T A. S., VIII, pp. 3 to 7 and * Kerala Society Papers pp. 263-66.
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work, like salliya virutti, kuldla virutti, and k&ru virutti

?

It is also

significant that, in the outskirts of the village, some others were set up,

evidently as accessories to the village life. This is clear from the men-

tion of
6 Purakkudiyaka irukkum perukku kudiyiruppukkum kuda vitta

nattattukkum 9

,
occurring m the inscription. True, the Agastlsvaram

inscription belongs to a period, nearly five centuries subsequent to the

grant of Sucindram as a brahmadeya. Even so, it may not be far wrong
to hold that more or less similar features must have existed here, from
the start. It must be remembered that, regarding such age-old institu-

tions and endowments, the earlier practices continued practically

unaltered.

Additional proof confirming the fact that, even from early times,

several others, besides the brahmin donees, were resident in Sucindram,

is furnished by the epigraphs of the place itself. For example, the

earliest inscription of Maran Cadayan speaks of smiths and carpenters

residing in the environs of the village.8 Belonging to the period of

Colan talai konda Vlra Pandya is another inscription9 which speaks of

the washermen of the place.

Therefore, while m the immediate vicinity of the temple there

resided the brahmins of the brahmadeya, beyond, at the outer fringes

of the village, must have lived people of several other castes, as adjuncts

to its rural economy. Most of the non-brahmin residents, too, had to

render certain services to the temple. The stone mason, for example,
is described in the epigraphs as the engraver attached to the temple.10

Thus, from early times, the village appears to have included among its

residents, people like the washermen, barbers, potters, smiths and agri-

cultural labourers.

It is learnt from the Sucindram inscription of 320 M.E. (1145 A.D.)
that, for the husking of paddy needed for the temple, one Palliyandi was
employed.11 The epigraph adds that he rendered this service by virtue

of an attipperu or contract. This shows that Palliyandi, or perhaps one
of his ancestors, had entered into an agreement with the authorities

7. * Salliya virutti ’ means surgery
;

* Kulala virutti pottery ; and Karu virutti,

washing clothes.

8 ' C
LC(TT)p (c^Q&rGUJrtU<5<5irg!jX<£(&)Ui G5)p&&QT)(K1 Q&/TGi

060(yF)LC>
(<5*

9
-

u9(g)&Q<S3rp Q<3s/ri—us^<si>d5(ef^Lo

9. T. A. S, HI, p. 72.
ie

§}<£.ig£tr aiG&r(&s)rir
99

10 See Sucindram Inscriptions of 432. M. E. ; of 659. M E. ; and of 665. M. E
XL T. A. S., IV, p. 20.
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of the temple for undertaking this work; obviously, the scale of

remuneration also was fixed by the contract. Particularly notable is

the fact that Palliyandi was to have the paddy husked with the help of

his relations, Annuvayattar 1* There is no means of knowing the caste

to which Palliyandi belonged. Probably he was a member of the

Devaradiyar caste, from which the Devadasis of the temple were
recruited. This inference appears legitimate, because the palm-leaf

records, as well as the local traditions, indicate that the husking of

paddy for use m the temple, had formed, from time immemorial, part

of the duties of the Devadasi class. And, as will be seen presently,

this interesting group of temple employees was not unknown in

Sucindram even m the 12th century A.D.

Besides the brahmins and the members of the Devadasi class, the

present inhabitants of Sucindram include people belonging to several

other castes The records of the reign of Bala Martandavarma (1729-58

A.D.) show the different classes of residents of Sucindram during that

period.13 There were, and there still continue, a few families of Nambi-
yars, of Saiva or Pandi Vellalas, of Nancinad Vellalas, of smiths,

washermen, pipers, drummers, nattuvans, and shepherds. It is not
easy to determine when exactly each of these different sections came
to Sucindram originally. From a few known facts concerning their

association with the temple, however, an approximate estimate of the

date of their advent can be attempted.

The Nambiyars * The Nambiyars are the officiating priests in the

Konrayadinathar kdil, the earliest shrine, as well as in certain other

shrines within the temple. They belong to the same class of brahmins
known as Gurukkal or Bhattars in the East Coast. like the Guruk-
kals, the Nambiyars are described as Saiva Brahmins, which indicates

that their service as priests was confined to Siva temples. There does

not seem to be any doubt that, before the appearance of the Nambudiris
on the scene, the Nambiyars were the arcakas of all the early shrines

of the pagoda.14 Thus, the Nambiyars formed one of the earliest groups

12 “ ^gif&rgsi] 6ML1 <!£ <55tr ij <5^lLl-la <srp^m
13. See Plan No. 2.

14. It is noteworthy that originally the Nambiyars were not distinct from the

rest of brahmins. But* in course of tune, the idea that those who perform puja in

Siva Temples and partake of the offerings made to &iva occupied a lower status,

was developed. The Gurukkal is also called Bhattar and the early inscriptions of

South India refer to Bhattavntti as the performance of the santi* in the temple.
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residing in Suclndram. In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it

is reasonable to hold that the ancestors of the Nambiyars appeared with

the original settlers of the brahmadeya.

Saiva Vellalas

:

The Saiva Vellalas have been associated with the

temple for quite a long time, as garland-makers, hymnists and chorists.

Although it is impossible to state whether any member found

at present in .Suclndram is descended from the earliest settlers of the

group, it is very likely that some Saiva Vellalas formed part of the

temple-establishment almost from the very beginning. Reference to

garland-makers in the Suclndram inscriptions occurs as early as the

10th century A.D.15 True, the earliest mention of the chorist or Otuvar,

the reciter of Tiruppadigam, is found, to the best of our knowledge,

only in the palm-leaf records of the 17th century A.D.; but, by no means

does it prove that they first appeared in the place so late as that. While

it is very likely that the recitation of Tiruppadigam was common in

Suclndram much earlier, it is not easy to determine the caste of the

people who performed this service in the initial stages. In South India,

there are certain early inscriptions of Parantaka’s time which speak of

appointment of brahmins in order to sing the Tiruppadigam.16 But, it

seems probable that from Raja Raja’s time, if not earlier, the practice

was commenced of entrusting this divine service to Vellalas.17 So far

as Suclndram is concerned, the plausible conclusion is that, for garland-

making the Vellalas were introduced very early, and that the singing

of the Tiruppadigam was entrusted to them sometime before the 17th

century A.D. The palm-leaf record of 1819 A.D. indicates that the

Otuvar class was often imported from outside. The record in question

is the copy of a request despatched to the authorities of the temple at

Cidambaram to send five expert chorists of the Saiva Vellala class, since
the Otuvar group at Suclndram had become extinct. It is stated that
the principal chorist of the place at present is a descendant of one of
those members who arrived about 1819 A.D. Now, there are only six
families of the group resident in Suclndram. Though a few members
of the class had come very early, they have always remained a small
minority in the place.

15. T. A. S, HI, p. 69.

16. A. R. E. 373 of 1903 and 99 of 1929.

17. In Raja Raja’s Tanjavur inscription, the separate mention of three persons
to sing Ariyam, of four others for the Tamil songs, and of a choir of 50 persons for
reciting the Tiruppadigam, suggests this
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The Nancinad Vellaias

:

The Nancinad Vellaias or Nancinad

Piljamar, a class of agriculturists andTand owners, do not form a large

section of the population of Sucindram, even at present. At some date,

during the early period, when the lands of the temple increased and

more tenants were needed, this class seems to have immigrated into

Sucindram. In the neighbouring villages of Kakkumur, Kuricci,

Parakkai, Terur and Tamarakulam, the Nancinad Vellaias constitute

the most numerous and powerful section of the landed gentry. Very
probably, some families from these adjoining villages were attracted to

Sucindram by the scope of employment particularly as tenants, and

managers of the temple property. But the date of their entry into the

place cannot be fixed with any degree of certainty. Apparently, a few
had settled here earlier than the 10th century, for the inscription of

1000 A.D. refers to ‘ Paradaikkudiyildr \ but others must have appeared
only after the 15th century when there occurred a vast increase in the

lands owned by the temple.

It is interesting to observe that the Nancinad Vellaias, though com-

pletely Tamilian in their language, customs, dress and outlook, had

adopted a typical Malayali system of inheritance ; and hence, the desig-

nation ‘ Marumakkalvali Vellaias’ was applied to them. Tradition has

it, that they were originally natives of Pandinad, and that they immi-

grated into Nancinad sometime in the remote past. It is believed that

a dispute arose between the Pandya and the Venad rulers (probably in

the reign of Vlra Kerala of the 12th century A.D.) regarding the

sovereignty over Nancinad. In order to substantiate his supremacy

over the place, the Venad ruler is said to have persuaded the Vellaias

to utter a false declaration at the Madurai temple that they were Maru-

makkattayis like him. After the ruler had gained his object, he induced

them actually to adopt the Marumakkattayi system of inheritance. For

a long time, the new system worked smoothly. But, since the begin-

ning of this century, litigation and discord arose on account of the

growth of individualism. Hence, by the Nancinad Vellala Regulation

of 1925 A.D., the system of inheritance was modified and brought into

line with that of the Makkattayis (viz. from father to son). The only

difference is that, besides the sons, the daughters and their children also

are given a share in the property of the family.

It is important to remember that these Vellaias have always con-

stituted the most dominant people in Nancinad- Little wonder, they

have rendered great service to the pagoda of Sucindram. They have
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settled many gilts, provided several constructions and embellishments

anH have played a leading part in the conduct of the Utsavas of the

temple.

Naptuvans . The Nattuvans, who are the traditional experts in

coaching dancers and singers, seem to have come to Sucindram at an

early date. Belonging invariably to the Devaradiyar class, they should

have appeared about the time when the Devadasis were employed m
the temple. With the mcrease m number and importance of the Deva-

dasis in the pagoda, the position of the Nattuvans also became stronger.

Uvaccans

:

The pipers, drummers and the conch-blowers, too, were

connected with the temple from an early period of its history. They

belonged to the class of Parasavas or Uvaccans, popularly known as

Oceans. As shown by Winslow, this section of people belongs to a caste

of drummers. The Parasavas of Sucindram, like their compeers in the

rest of South India, serve also as the officiating priests of Ka}i temples.

At Sucindram, the conduct of the puja and other rites in the Mun-
nurrunankai Amman Kali Koil is entrusted to the eldest man of an
ancient Uvacca family. The tradition that the Kali shrine arose in

Sucindram as early as the mam temple may suggest that Uvaccans
appeared even with the rise of the brahmadeya. It is perfectly clear

from several epigraphs that, in other South Indian temlpes, too, this

group of employees figured as early as the 8th and 9th centuries A.D.18

Shepherds and Cowherds

:

The families of shepherds and cow-
herds have their habitations at the eastern fringe of Sucindram. Over
a dozen houses in Koirayar-tittai-tteruvu are owned by them. It is

probable that members of this class were residing in or about Sucin-
dram from at least the 10th century A.D. onwards. Some of the
earliest inscriptions of Sucindram refer to gifts of sheep, cows and
buffaloes for the supply of ghee to the temple. Obviously, the tending
of these cattle did call for the help of the shepherds and cowherds.
Further, with the growth in the size and importance of the pagoda, the
temple required a large quantity of milk in connection with the abhi-
§ekhas and oblations, and it necessitated the permanent service of this
class. A palm-leaf record dated 7th Ani 990 M.E. (1815 A.D.) registers
a document executed by the cowherds attached to the temple.19 The
record refers to the fact that, for a long time, the cowherds were sup-

18. See, for example, S. I. I., Vol I, p. 108. “ Uvaccavari ” mentioned in that
inscription is evidently a tax on drummers.

19. See Appendix No, 4.
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plying to the pagoda the required milk, curd and buttermilk at fixed

hours of the day. The document also mentions the interesting fact

that the temple itself was maintaining a number of cows.

It does not seem likely that all the cowherds, supplying milk or

milk-produce for the temple, were resident in Sucindram. Particularly,

with the increased demand for their service, a good number of this

group must have made the neighbouring village of Nallur their home.
Even to-day, there is a considerable population of cowherds in that

village. Situated within a couple of miles of Suclndram, Nallur was
inhabited by a large section of this class, primarily in order to cater to

the needs of the Sucindram pagoda, the biggest consumer in the loca-

lity However, it is not known when exactly they settled in Nallur.

Kotukula Sabhaiyar

:

Quite an interesting group of people, known
to have flourished in Suclndram in the 16th century A.D. and perhaps
from an earlier date, is the sect described as

4 Kotukula Sabhaiyar ’.

An inscription of Vira Udayamartanda Varman, dated 708 M.E.20

(1532 A.D.)
,
states that the king appointed one Ariyan Cokkan Periya-

perumal alias Martanda Brahmadhiraja of Sucindram for the temple
at Talakudy. Another epigraph says that the same king appointed
Ariyan Cokkan Periyaperumal Martandan Brahmadhiraja, one of the

Kotukula Sabhaiyar of Sucindram, as accountant of the Pillaiyar Koil
at Tovalai.21 Certain Kotukula Sabhaiyar were living in Sucindram
and were employed as accountants in the temple

;
but, at present, no

member of the group is found here. Now certain families of the class

flourish in Darsanamkope, a village about ten miles north of Sucindram,
and a few others at Talakudy, five miles to the north-east of Sucindram.
Commonly described as

f Dyuta Brahmins 5 Aris or
c Kotukula Sabhai-

yar they form a distinct group, marked out from the rest of brahmins.

Who they were, what their avocation was, how and when they

came to Sucindram and Nahcinad are interesting, though difficult, ques-

tions. The Travancore Census Report of 1901 states that, by tradi-

tional occupation, the Aris are ambalavasis or temple servants, furnish-

ing the equipments of pujas. But now, no member of the class is

employed in that capacity even at Darsanamkope. Further, a set of

people employed exclusively as ambalavasis could not have become so

20. T. A. S., VI, p. 131.

21. T. A. S., IV, pp 100 and 101. Perhaps, the accountant appointed for the

temple at Talakudy and for that at Tovalai was one and the same person.
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rich as they are now found to be at Darsanamkope. Perhaps, only a

section of the class had taken to temple service.

The Ayacut (Revenue) records of the Agastlsvaram Taluk reveal

that a member of the class was a Sampratipillai, a local revenue officer.

It is interesting to learn that his personal name was Muttu Piljai. In

the Ayacut Accounts of the 18th and 19th centuries, the prefix Ari

figures before the personal name, for example, as An Ramasubrah-

mymian But there is no means of knowing the significance of Ari.

While tradition holds that they were employed as ‘ Anaval ’ and as

accountants in several temples of South Travancore, the designation
£ Dyuta brahmins ’ suggests that they were perhaps employed as ‘ mes-

sengers ’ or spies by the rulers. A local ballad called 1 Alakamperumal
Ciruperumal Kadai ’ contains the passage “ Kotukulam pS-randirukkum

ndlil ”, viz., ‘ during the days when the Kotukulam was ruling over the

land Even making allowance for a possible exaggeration, it indicates

their dominant political influence in bygone ages.

Members of this community are found at present in parts of the

Tirunelveh and Madurai Districts. They are called by the strange

name “ Mattiyanapparaiyar ”. In the village of Ambarmahalam of

Nannilam Taluk in the Tanjavur District, too, we find the group iden-

tical with the Aris. They describe themselves as Sukla Yajurvedins.22

It is learnt that the priests or the arcakas in the Srirangam temple are

of the same persuasion. Vedanta Desika, the reputed Vaisnava lumi-
nary of the 14th century, speaks in praise of the piety of the sSukla

Yajurvedins.

It is needless to state that the Kotukula Sabhaiyar constitute an
interesting class of people. But knowledge about them is scanty. One
reason for it is that the entire truth is not revealed by the members
of the community. Regarding their advent into Sucindram. and Nan-
cinad some idea may be gathered from an inscription23 of Kuranch, a
village located a couple of miles to the north of Sucindram. The
inscription records that on the 23rd Mithunam 518 M.E. (1343 A.D.) a
chief of Kotukulam (Dyuta caste) named 6uryan constructed a temple
and a well at Kurandi. It is stated that the construction was under-
taken under the command of the Kotukula assembly of Rajakkaneri
alias Snvallabhamangalam. of Kllakkalakkuru in P3ndinad> in order to

22. See ‘ Tanjore District Gazetteer’, Vol. I, pp. 78 ff. The vast majority of
brahmins are Krsna Yajurvedins.

23. Nagamiah: State Manual, Vol. I, p 263.
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commemorate the name of the Venad sovereign, 6ri Vira Rama Udaya
Martandavarman. Is it likely that the king had invited some mem-
bers of the group to settle down in Kurandi, Suclndram and neighbour-

ing places ? The facts, that we do not hear of them earlier and that

only in subsequent periods glimpses of them are found, point to that

possibility.

SECTION 2: ADMINISTRATION OF THE BRAHMADEYA

Starting as a tiny hamlet of brahmin settlers, Suclndram gradually

developed into a full-blown village. However, it preserved the distinc-

tive features of a brahmadeya down to recent times. What was the

machinery of administration in the brahmadeya in the earliest known
epoch and, what changes did it undergo in the succeeding periods ?

It is well known that in the countless brahmadeyas of South India

in the past, there flourished a fully developed rural administrative

system. Indeed, a more vivid picture about this class of villages and
their institutions is available than about the non-brahmadeya type.

The celebrated Uttaramerur inscriptions and the still earlier Manur
epigraph are the outstanding records which depict the full-fledged rural
institutions of the 9th and 10th centuries A.D.

An initial difficulty appears. Was the constitution of every brahma-
deya similar ? Did Sucindram of the 9th and 10th centuries A.D. have
the same institutions as Uttaramerur or Manur ? For one thing, even
in the latter two brahmadeyas, the known details about the administra-

tion do not present an exactly similar picture. Moreover, it appears

that although in broad principles of organization, the brahmadeyas of

South India had common features, in respect of details, they varied

from each other. In the first flush of enthusiasm following the study

of the Uttaramerur inscriptions, scholars like Venkayya, S. K. Aiyangar

and Altekar were inclined to hold that the character of rural adminis-

tration in the whole of South India resembled the pattern of Uttara-

merur.24 The known facts about several brahmadeyas do not seem to

warrant this view. The resemblance in the general organization is, no

doubt, striking; but the differences cannot be glossed over.

24. See Venkayya . A. S. L, 1904-5, pp. 138 ff ; S. K. Aiyangar : ‘Hindu Admi-

nistrative Institutions in South India p. 166 ; Altekar :
‘ Village Communities in

Western India’, p. 123.
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The two Sabhais : That at Suclndram, too, there flourished a Maha-

sabhai a Mulaparuda Sabhai in the 10th century A.D. is quite clear

from the epigraphs of the place.25 The Mulaparuda Sabhai appears to

have been a small committee or board in charge of the immediate

control and direct management of the temple.26 The membership of

the inner body was confined to the leading brahmins of the place. But

there is no means of knowing whether any special qualification of age,

property or learning was insisted upon for admission to this privileged

position. Nor do we know, whether the membership became here-

ditary or was thrown open to election by the Mahasabhai. The avail-

able epigraphs are silent on these questions. However, if we can

judge from the later practice in vogue among the Uranmaikkar, the

virtual successors of the Mulaparuda Sabhai, it is presumable that the

latter was a hereditary body.27

Membership of the Mahasabhai: Who constituted the members of

the Mahasabhai ? Its designation, as also its powers, may suggest that

it was a perfectly democratic body consisting of all the male adults of

the village, irrespective of caste or social position. But, such a pre-

sumption is not warranted by the known data. In the first place, the

village was a brahmadeya, and it is unlikely that any one but brahmins
found a place in the Mahasabhai.28 Moreover, Raja Raja’s inscription of

1000 A.D. at Suclndram affords an indisputable proof of this fact. It

states that the Mahasabhai assembled in the ‘ Tiruakkirasalai ’ of the
temple, the dining hall of the brahmins. Certainly, it is inconceivable

that members of any caste other than brahmins were admitted into the

place. Thus, the Mahasabhai was an exclusive assembly of the brah-
mins. But, in those days of social harmony and corporate life in the

villages, the Mahasabhai must have looked after the affairs of the other
communities as well; indeed, it formed the general administrative body
of the entire village.

It is not known whether all the male adults among the brahmins
of the village were members of the Mahasabhai of Suclndram. Un-

25. Appendix : Inscriptions : Nos. 4, 13 and 14.

26. See Supra Chapter VI Same is the position of the Mulaparudaiyar of

Kudamukkil (Kumbakonam) in charge of the temple of Tirunagesvaram, See 214
of 1911.

27. See T. A. S., VIE, p. 23.

28. In none of the brahmadeyas, do we find the Mahasabhai consisting of any
member outside the brahmins of the village. In the Ur, the assembly of the non-
brahmadeya village, the position was different.
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fortunately, the inscriptions of the place do not enlighten us on this

point. Nor do the records of other brahmadeyas prove the prevalence

of a uniform practice. The Uttaramerur inscriptions reveal that all the

male inhabitants of the village, including the young and the old, were
members of the Mahasabhai,29 although certain qualifications were fixed

for the constitution of committees. The Manur epigraph, on the other

hand, lays down specific conditions even for the membership of the

Mahasabhai. It states that, among the children of each shareholder of

the village, only one who is well-behaved and has studied the

Mantra Brahmana and one Dharma is eligible. Another son with similar

qualifications, who has received a share m the village as Strldhana also,

is entitled to the membership of the assembly The inscription adds
further that 4 those who purchase shares must elect only such men to

represent their shares on the assembly as have critically studied a whole
Veda with its parisistas >3°

But, neither the Uttaramerur nor the Manur practice affords a con-

clusive clue on the question of the membership of the Suclndram Maha-
sabhai. Indeed, the more the constitutions of the various brahmadeyas31

are studied, the more irresistible is the conclusion that, so far as details

such as the minimum age and other qualifications of the members are

concerned, differences existed among the various brahmadeyas. Con-
vincing proof of the diversity that prevailed regarding qualifications for

membership is had from several later C5la inscriptions, which specify

royal orders communicating certain . rules regulating the qualifications

of the members.32 Regarding the constitution of the Mahasabhai of

Sucindram, therefore, we are left only with the data available at the
place. And, as noticed before, the Suclndram epigraphs tell us precious
little on the matter. It may be assumed, in the absence of information
to the contrary, that all the adult male brahmins of the village were
members of the Mahasabhai.

It is not known whether the Mahasabhai met at fixed intervals or

only when any specific business demanded deliberation. From the few

29. Abala-vrddhar-arnaiya epperppattdrurn niramba-kkudi-irundu See 62

of 1898.

30 E. I., Vol. IX, p. 86.

31. Notice also the difference revealed by the inscription of Tenneri (A. R. E.

No. 240 and 241 of 1922) ; though located m Chingleput District it presents a striking

similarity to the Manur prescriptions.

32. See, for example, A. R. E. 1927, IE, No. 28 and 120 of 1928.
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known instances of the summoning of the assembly, it appears that it

met only when the need arose for considering any question. It is

interesting to learn that the members were summoned to attend the

meeting by the sounding of the bugles (JK^alamudiviccu)
, and also

perhaps by the beating of drums (Kurisatti) 33 That the members of

the Mahasabhai at gucindram formed a considerable number and that

the meetings of the Mahasabhai were well attended are evident from the

lithic records.34

Was there any fixed place where the Mahasabhai met for transact-

ing its business ? Very probably, no particular hall or specified place

was used for the purpose. From the available references in the

epigraphs, we can only conclude that the Sabhai met somewhere within

the precincts of the temple. However, it was not at any fixed place in

the temple that the meeting was held. An inscription of the 15th year
of Raja Raja states that the assembly met in the ‘ akkirasalai the
* feeding hall of the temple \

35 while another of the 24th year of Udaiyar
Sri Cola Pandya26 has it that the Mahasabhai assembled in the Maniam-
balam. The inscriptions of 1216 A.D. and of 1257 A.D.37 state that the
Sabhai met at TIruccurru Mandapam 38

Functions of the Mahasabhai

:

The most striking fact revealed by
the epigraphs of Suelndram and of other brahmadeyas is that the assem-

33. The same manner of summons was adopted in other places of South India;

See A. R. E. 85 of 1896 ; 103 of 1897 ; 72 of 1914 and 553 of 1921.

34. For example, “ jBjribuar 3n,i^u9(^ss (T. A S., H, p. 7),

(3}6S)/DGUp<S &uUf-tl9(TF}J5&J (T. A. S., IV, p. 138), QuQJjLb&'SGfT (3jG5)p<Sl]p

gfQSP'gi (Inscription of 432 M. E. App. Inscription No. 52), ckllL*_/57 0<sa>p<sup<s&Lt^

(T. A. S., vm, p. 37). However, one may suspect that these set expressions occur-
ring in the inscriptions of £ucmdram and of many other places are more conven-
tional than literally accurate.

35. T. A. S., H, p, 7.

36. T. A. S., IV, p. 38 ; See Supra Chapter V, for the identification of Mani
Ambalam.

37. T. A S., Vm, p 37 and Ibid. p. 34.

38. Epigraphs of other brahmadeyas reveal that the meetings were not always
held within the temple The foot of a shady tree served at times as the House of

Parliament ! For example, the assembly of Parikkudi alias Nittavindoda Caturvedi-
mangalam is known to have once met under a tamarind tree (A. R. E 1910, p. 90.)

Again, the Sabhai of Nalur, is similarly stated to have assembled under a tamarind
tree (A. R. E., 1911, p. 75) . Another instance of meeting beneath a tamarind tree is

learnt from Brahmadesam in North Arcot District (No. 260 of 1915) . Prof. K. A N.
Sastri suggests that these meetings were held outside the village because the matter
considered was not of auspicious import (Cola Studies, p. 94).
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bly was primarily concerned with the affairs of the temple. In truth,

innumerable South Indian inscriptions show the pre-occupation of the

Mahasabhais with temples and religious charities. The supervision and
control of the routine management of the temple, the appointment of

the priests and other members of the temple staff as well as the arrange-

ments for the administration of the numerous endowments made to the

temple, dominated the attention of the Mahasabhai.
39 This remarkable

feature is explained by the circumstance that, in the brahmad§yas, the

temple and the village were for all practical purposes co-termmous
;
the

village apart from the temple, had no independent status.

Equally striking is the undifferentiated nature of the functions dis-

charged by the Sabhai What, according to modem terminology, may
be classed as legislative, executive and judicial functions, all came under
the purview- of the Mahasabhai. It accepted the gifts of land, money or

sheep and passed them on to the Mulaparuda Sabhai with the neces-

sary instructions .
40 Besides, it was the Mahasabhai which determined

the distribution of houses, and house-sites in the village, the acquisition

of land and alienation of property by sale or mortgage. This right of

disposal of land exercised by the assembly proves that some land in

the village was held and administered in common by the brahmadeyas.

Among the activities of the Sabhai, the improvement of agriculture

appears to have been prominent. The Sabhai itself was a wealthy

land-owner and its income came principally from land. For the

inhabitants of the village, too, agriculture was of supreme concern, as

it was the mainstay of their economic life. Provision and improvement
of irrigation facilities received the careful attention they deserved. The
mention of the Amarabhujanga Vaykkal

,

41 Marudaguna Vaykkal,
42 Tiru-

vengada Vaykkal,

43 Puttan Vaykkal,

44 Indrapuri Vaykkal,

45 Ainnurru
Vaykkal

,

46 in some of the very early inscriptions of Sucindram, suggest

that in and around the newly constituted brahxnadeya, a net-work of

39. The dividing line between the Mahasabhai and the Mulaparuda-Sabhai

was not always clear. It was not uncommon for the Mahasabhai to discharge

functions which strictly belonged to the smaller body.

40. At times, the Mulaparuda Sabhai was empowered to receive the endow-

ments direct ; but, evidently, it was done with the tacit approval of the bigger body*

41. T. A. S., IV, p. 138

42. Ibid, p. 119.

43. Ibid, p. 119.

44. Ibid, p. 132.

45. Ibid, p. 132.

46. Ibid, p. 132.
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canals was dug, very probably under the orders of the Mahasabhai.

Moreover, several tanks in and about Suclndram are mentioned even

by the early epigraphs, for example, Nambi Sastahkulam 47 Vetkaik-

kulam,48 Puttaneri,49 Kannahkulam,50 and Ckrilankulam.51 Whether
or not these tanks were dug under the orders of the Sabhai is unknown

;

but, doubtless, the supervision of all the canals and tanks was left to

this body. We have, however, no evidence yet of the functioning of

an Eri-variyam in Suclndram as in Uttaramerur.

The maintenance of the roads and streets of the village was also

under the purview of the assembly. Among the early epigraphs, the

only reference yet known, is to the Peruvali52 running to the north

of Nambi Sastahkulam. It is interesting to learn that the Peruvali was
almost identical with the present Main Trunk Road just to the north
of Sucindram.

Many were the administrative activities of the Mahasabhai. But,

apparently, no information is to be had about some important aspects

of the working of the Sabhai.
f
We do not know whether it functioned

through standing committees. Besides the celebrated Uttaramerur
inscriptions, many others, too, speak of variyams or committees in

charge of various executive functions.53 But, with reference to Sucin-
dram, in the absence of information to the contrary, it may be assumed
that the Sabhai, as a body, attended to the entire business.

The judicial functions exercised by the Mahasabhai are not less

remarkable. The inscription of the 19th year of C5lan talai konda Vira
Pandya records how a complaint was laid before the Mahasabhai that"

one Vahganra Devan mortgaged and sold Devadnna lands. An expla-

nation of his unwarranted conduct was demanded of the offender. The
decision of the assembly, interesting as it must be, is unknown, because
the inscription has been partly covered by a new wall. In fact, the
administration of justice appears to have been an important function.

Several epigraphs of Sucindram prescribe the penalty for failure to

47. Idem. VIII, p. 37

48 T. A. S, IV, p. 95.

49. Ibid, p. 132

50 Idem. VHI, p. 35.

51. Ibid, p. 35.

52. T. A. S„ IV, p 37.

53. For example, see A. R. E. 240 and 241 of 1922 ;
S I. I., Vol. Ill, 156 and

S. L I, Vol. HI, 99.
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render any service agreed upon by contract.54 The epoch-making
inscription of 404 M.E. (1228 A.D.) records how any one of the trustees

(tJranmaikkar)
,
attempting to sell or mortgage the property allotted

to him, was to forfeit his property t9 the Sabhai, and in addition, was
to pay a penalty. These instances prove that the Mahasabhai not only

laid down laws, but also administered and enforced them.

Royal control

:

Was the Mahasabhai given a perfectly free hand
in the discharge of its duties ? Was any control exercised by the gov-

ernment of the day ? The available data seem to mdicate that nor-

mally the Sabhai carried on its activities without mterference from
royal authority. It is only when any alteration in the disposal of the tax

or the enforcement of any royal decree had to be effected, that an
officer or Adhikari appeared on the scene. For example, the inscrip-

tion of the 14th year of Raja Raja states that at the instance of Penyan
Muvenda Velar, evidently a royal officer, the tax on certain tax-paying

lands was enhanced and was arranged to be brought to the temple.

A General appears to have been stationed in the place for the

enforcement of peace and order in the locality. Some inscriptions of

the 11th and 12th centuries A.D. reveal that a military commander was
permanently residing in Suclndram. Doubtless, this was the case

during the period of the Early Colas and of the Cola Pandya Viceroys.

Evidence of this is found in the Suclndram inscriptions of Raja Raja
and of Jatavarman Simdara Cola Pandya.55 Of these records the first

speaks of Padaittaruman Kanaiydn of Vettikkudi
9

while the second

refers to tf Iwur Padaittalavan Kdvanai Karuvurdna Tiruvengada
Eitiyen \

A remarkable feature is that both these military chieftains are

stated to have been entrusted with the responsibility of furnishing a

stipulated quantity of ghee to the temple. When gifts of sheep and
cows were bestowed by donors, the Sabhai passed them on to the com-
manders who were to fulfil the terms of the endowments. But this

curious practice does not seem to have been peculiar to Suclndram
alone. A Colapuram inscription of the 39th year of Ruldttunga Cola I56

nms thus ‘Tirnnanda vilakkonrukku Kdptdrru nilappadai taraniviccddi-

rattarumbil padayildniamUan Mdnikkam vasam vitpa mvdmuvdp-
pcrddu \ A similar arrangement is mentioned m the Kanyakumari

54. See, for example, inscriptions of 404 M. E. and 421 M. E. (Appendix).
55. T. A. S., I, p. 238 and Idem. IV, p. 135.

56. T. A. S., I, p. 247.
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inscription of the 31st year of Rajendra Cola.57 The intriguing ques-

tion is why the military commander was chosen to bear this respon-

sibility. The only explanation seems to be that the military authority

social standing commanded by the Generals prompted the Sabhai

to entrust them with this duty. Incidentally, it may be mentioned that

this practice illustrates the rough and ready procedure adopted and the

absence of distinction between civil and military functions.

The Mahasabhai formally continued to exist for several centuries.

We hear of it so late as 1705 A.D. But, practically from the 13th cen-

tury A.D. the Mahasabhai was left only with the shadow of its old

powers. In the first place, we find royal officers figuring more promi-

nently than before m Sucrndram, Colapuram, Puravasseri and other

places of Nancinad.58 Perhaps, the closer contact of the officers affected

the position and powers of the Mahasabhai. More than that, it is the

rise of the Yogakkar, practically from the 13th century that caused the

decline of the Mahasabhai’s authority. In due course, these new colo-

nists supported by the fiat of the sovereigns’ authority, dominated the

older Mahasabhai and became the virtual managers of the temple and
of the village. As years rolled on, the Urajar controlled every aspect

of the activities of the temple, and with it, of the village, too. Uralar,

literally means the rulers of the village, viz., the headmen, the city

fathers. ‘In the long run, these Uralar, as hereditary trustees of

temples, became really the owners of temples, and more especially so,

of their landed property’.59

The dominance of the Uranmaikkar over the village is amply
attested to by the palm-leaf records. The significant fact that the
house-sites in Sucindram were settled on particular individuals by the
Uranmaikkar shows clearly that they were the owners of the village.

Until recently, the private occupiers of house-sites were paying rents
called Kuppakhdcci to particular Uranmaikkar. This right was com-
muted into a lump sum payment to the respective Uranmaikkar by the
Government of Travancore in 1895 A.D.

Thus the Uranmaikkar were, as it were, the inheritors of the
powers of the old Mahasabhai, as well as of the more active Mula-
paruda Sabhai. Their dominance increased day by day. They formed
an ‘ imperium in imperio ’ in the State. It was left to the masterly

57. Ibid, p 241.

58. See T. A. S., IV, p. 17 ; and p. 21 , and Idem. VII, pp. 9 ff

59. Idem. H, p. 138.
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Martandavarma to make inroads into the authority of these bloated

vassals. With the assumption of the management of the temple by the

State in 987 M.E. or 1812 A.D., the pagoda and the village were relieved

of their domination. The Uranmaikkar still continue to have certain

privileges in connection with the ceremonies of the pagoda
;
but they

are merely empty survivals of their past glory.

SECTION 3: THE TEMPLE—A 4 SANKETAM ’

The enormous power wielded by the Ydgakkar from about the

14th to the 19th century A.D. is a well-known fact. The question arises

as to whether the Ydgakkar or the Government maintained civil and
criminal jurisdiction over the place during that period. The available

data point to the probability that it was the body of Yogakkar that

exercised the supreme civil and criminal authority. The fact that

Sucindram was considered as a Sanketam supports that view. Several

records describe Sucindram as a Sanketam. For example, the resolu-

tion passed by the Nattar at Isantimangalam on 15th Vaikasi 894 M.E.
(1719 A.D.) states that, as -Sucindram was a Sanketam, the people

sought refuge at the place when they were harassed by the Nayak
invaders.60 Again, the royal order sent to the Valiya Sri Karyakkar
of the Suclndram temple on 10th Adi 948 M E. (1773 A.D.) described
the place as a Sanketam.61 More specific is the reference in the Agas-
tlsvaram Taluk Record, dated 20th Alpasi 921 M.E. (1745 A.D.), which
enlightens us on the extent of the Suclndram Sanketam. It shows that,

not only the pagoda and the inhabited portion of the village, but even
the lands owned by the temple were comprised within the Sanketam.62

Sanketam, a conception peculiar to the West Coast, has been defined

as
4 the territorial extent of the independent jurisdiction, spiritual and

temporal, of a pagoda (ksetra sanketam) or of a brahmin community
in a particular locality (grama sanketam) within the limits of which,

60. ‘ Mudaliyar Manuscripts 5 No. 19.

61 ®a-i<raaoOo rts>osnoaoai(n)6)aJ<o3aoOo anuocb)

gOo®gJ§ seojnru-isxcrm <8i_utso <sig5QQ>s>c06>Sjo

rtntago.” See Travancore Land Revenue Manual, V, p. 100.

62 u cggnikBo nru@cn>]<o6 (sraoJ&d&Oo aiooo gg-cuDego <YUGShfl5)o

Q^<tAcftCQ>l<a6 <si®oolcrD daTkPeflagfe. colej^eOo, ce>fo s&oc?

aua> cnoggp <$jclio©o

Ibid V, p. 9.
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no acts calculated to pollute the temple or the community were per-

mitted by immemorial customs The description furnished by A. S.

Ramanatha Aiyar is more vivid. He says

:

64 ‘ Sanketam is the name of

a religious corporation. The lands belonging to a temple were under

the control of a separately constituted body of members, who in olden

days, wielded unlimited powers within their jurisdiction. Even the

king had no control over these corporations except in a general way.

The lands belonging to the temples and managed by the Yogams were

also exempt from the payment of ceitain taxes and were under a special

form of tenure.’ K. P. P. Menon defines a Sanketam as the place where
unlimited supreme power was exercised by the Devasvam authorities,65

Dr. Gundert, on the other hand, is content with defining a Sanketam
as an asylum and as a holy refuge exempt from war and profanation.66

Clearly, two features were implied in a
e Sanketam \ One was the

sacredness of the place for maintaining which, all kinds of pollution or

intrusion by profane people were to be prevented. The second, and
more important feature was that, the Sanketam exercised a jurisdic-

tion over the inhabitants of the locality independent of the ruling

power.

That dui*ing its palmy days, the Mahasabhai enjoyed supreme
authority over the people, has been observed already. But did the

Uranmaikkar of later days continue to exercise the same power ? The
question, whether the privilege of a Sanketam conferred on the Yogak-
kar merely the right of preventing any kind of pollution in the place

or the supreme civil and criminal jurisdiction over its inhabitants, was
vehemently discussed between the Travancore and the Cochin States
in connection with the dispute regarding the Sanketam rights attached

63. T. A R. 1103, p 8.

64. T. A S
,
V, p. 207.

65. K. P. Padmanabha Menon in his
4

Kocci Rajyaearitram \ Chapter 9, pp.
186-7, says •

“(geojorujma§s>s aru®a9><o> r5ro^(da))cd©<e>^® / toosyocclajctoo

<seaicru-io (groaol<fi>oa>lc95ao6rt&
0

cns<STt^aa31<TOar)©
w

. .. .Q4<rec86><*ncBl<a6

aJoo^crr)ro>ooQ)0(o6 - ©<ob nruGSfoctno aQ)ono sxuiy0(o6 * rru^jnrujOfOXQ^

<8<otoo§ tg^sl (gopajaam <SQQioc/DcotoIl(8 ai(80Q>o @3QinroJk&vc^$ej(gcn>o (srooco

O0)§d9G>o)g-J§ (STOOo)dB)0(ol cfr><Sg0§O <Od&ft3c9><SCOO§0 (g£s)

diem ©as ($yasc/oaodaiarK).

*

3

66. Malayalam Dictionary, p. 1028.
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*

to the Elangunnappula and Annamanada temples. The Travancore Gov-
ernment, supported by/ learned Nambudiris, argued that the Sanketams
enjoyed independent

j jurisdiction, while the Cochin Government, on the

other hand, held that*, excepting the prevention of pollution, no other

control over the citiz ens was exercised. J C. Hannington, the Arbi-
trator in the dispute, accepted the views of the Cochin authorities.

But it is doubtful whether his verdict is applicable to all Sanke-
tams. At any rate, with reference to those m Tiavancore, the over-

whelming evidence points to the fact of independent jurisdiction enjoyed

by the Yogakkar. The testimony of foreign writers supports it. Gouvea
in ‘Journada’ describes Cengannur in North Travancore as a Sanke-
tam

;
and Hough, who wrote on the authority of Gouvea, says : “This

town, Cengannur, i?3 said to have been more celebrated for the worship
cf idols than any other m Malabar. In fact, the country itself was the

property of a pagoda or temple, whose brahmins exercised sovereign
power and appointed governors and subordinate officers throughout the
province.’ 567 Further, the Grandhavari of the temple at Vaikom in

North Tiavancore states clearly that it was the duty of the Nambudiris
of the village to report to the Samudaya Yogam, i.e., to the committee

of management, any crimes or derelictions of duty committed by any
one in their respective divisions. Thereupon, the Samudaya-Yogam
summoned the offender to their presence, investigated the charges, and
inflicted punishments on the convicted 68 It is remarkable that even
monarchs were fined by the Yogakkar for high-handed acts committed
by them within the limits of the Sanketam. The records of the Sri

Padmanabhasvamy temple present several such instances during the

period ranging from 500 M.E. (1325 A.D.) to 902 M.E. (1727 A.D.) 69

Shankunny Menon, on the basis of the temple records, writes70 thus:

“These Devasvams became possessed of immense wealth and landed

67. Hough: ‘History of Christianity in India’, Vol. H, pp. 175-76.

68. K. P. Padmanabha Menon: ‘History of Kerala’, Vol IV, pp. 96-97.

69. See Shankunny Menon :

4

History of Travancore \ pp. 96-98 ; K. P. F.

Menon :
* History of Kerala VoL IV, pp. 100-101; K. P. P. Menon :

‘ Kocei Rajya

Caritram \ Chapter IX, pp. 189-192 and T. K. V. Pillai : State Manual, Vol. II,

p. 205.

70.
4

History of Travancore \ pp. 79-80. The passages are quoted in extenso,

for they furnish a vivid picture of the conditions that must have prevailed in &ucm-
dram also. It is significant that the Yogakkar in S§uclndram were of the same

persuasion as those in the temples of Trivandrum, Vaikom, etc. Some of the

Yogakkar of Trivandrum and Suclndram were identical. These circumstances leave

no room for doubt that the nature of the rule of the Yogakkar in Sucindram was

similar to that in Trivandrum.
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property to which numerous tenants were attac hed and who established

themselves as ryots or subjects, so much so, tha>t the Devasvam Mana-

gers and trustees enacted rules and laws for tlhe management of the

Devasvam property and began to enforce these laws, independent of the

king within the limits of the landed property * He adds further

:

4 Tradition shows that the life and property of fhe Devasvam tenants

were at the mercy of the Devasvam communit y. In every pagoda,

before the commencement of the annual Utsavarrv' festival, which gene-

rally begins by a flag being hoisted, such of the Devasvam tenants as

had committed any breach of the Devasvam rules were gibbetted before

Ihe hoisting of the flag and the commencement of the Utsavani.”73 As

observed earlier, the Yogakkar of the Sri Padmana bhasvamy temple at

Trivandrum and those at Suclndram had many thi ngs in common be-

tween them. Therefore, it is likely that the position and powers of the

Yogakkar were similar m both the places. Populai tradition in iSucm-

dram accords with the facts stated above. Astounding stories of the

high-handedness of the Yogakkar are still current in the locality.

SECTION 4 THE TEMPLE —A PLACE OF SHELTER

The fact that Suclndram was a Sanketam meant not only that it

enjoyed independent jurisdiction, but also that it had the right of

preventing any kind of pollution to the place. The locality within the

limits of the Sanketam was considered sacrosanct and inviolable.

Naturally, this privilege conferred an immunity from any profane

attack. By virtue of this circumstance the people, not only of Suclndram
but even of the neighbouring villages, enjoyed the protection that the

Sanketam afforded. The Isantimahgalam resolution of 15th Vaika-si

894 M.E. (1719) A.D.), referred to already, records72 how the people

of Nahcinad, with their valuable possessions sought the protection of

the sacred precincts of Suclndram. On that occasion, however, the

unscrupulous Nayak hordes, utterly disregarding the sanctity of the
place, set fire to houses in Suclndram and Asramam, and consequently,
much damage was caused.

71. See K. P. P. Menon: * Kocci Rajyacaritram pp. 193-98 for a description

of the jurisdiction and control exercised by the Sanketams of various temples in

North Travancore and Cochin.
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On other occasions when the Nayaks invaded the regions in the

neighbourhood of Suclndram— and these were not a few— the sanctity

of the pagoda doubtless afforded protection to the refugees. In the

earlier periods, too, when the Colas, Cola Panciyas and the Venad
rulers invaded Nancinad from time to time, the inviolability of the

temple ensured safety for Suclndram and its neighbourhood. Com-
mencing from the days of the Early Pandyas, Nancinad, and particularly

Kottar, the Metropolis, became the cockpit of the South; and during

times of danger and insecurity, many people from the rich town would
have sought refuge within the precincts of the temple. The circumstance

that the pagoda constituted a place of refuge was not peculiar to

Suclndram. Several instances of temples having served as forts in

times of danger have come down to us from the early history of South
India.73 In Travancore itself, so late as the 18th century A.D. one of

the Arrihgal Ranis protected herself against the attack of a force from
Kayahkulam by taking shelter within the Sanketam of the neighbour-
ing temple 74

In the palmy days of the Ydgakkar at Suclndram, they tried to

defend the temple against any unforeseen incursions by improvising a

motley host comprising the tenants, temple servants and citizens.

Whenever they heard the rumblings of the march of troops at a distance,

they sent their ill-organized ‘ army J

to encounter them. The villages

of Mailadi and Ittanbad m the south-west and Kakkumur75 m the

south-east were the places, where, invariably the advancing forces were
intercepted by the improvised forces proceeding from Suclndram. It

was in connection with the expedition despatched to intercept Canda
Sahib’s attack in 1740 A.D. that a contemporary member of the Vattap-

palli Matha was killed in the combat at IttankacJ.75 Though these

precautions were adopted, the attacks on Suclndram were fortunately

few. The only two known cases when the sacredness of the temple

failed to afford protection to the place were the invasions of the Nayaks
in 894 M.E. (1719 AJD.) and of Canda Sahib in 915 M.E. (1740 A.D.)

.

But they were exceptions; the rule was that the sanctity of the temple

was respected.

73. See for examples A. R. E. 167 of 1909 and A. R. E. 1932-33, p 68.

74 T. K. Velu Pi31ai :
‘ State Manual x

, Vol. II, p. 204.

75. The village, * Kakjcumur *, itself owed its change of appellation from its

earlier name Tenvalanallur to the circumstance that it formed the first line of

defence for Suclndram in the south-west (Kakkum == Protecting; Or — Village)

.
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SECTION 5 : THE TEMPLE— THE CENTRE OF RELIGIOUS LIFE

It was not only to seek protection against invaders that people

flocked to the temple. The pagoda was the very centre and pivot of

the life of the people. The temple was really the busiest spot in the

entire region. From early dawn till late at night, people used to throng

in large numbers for offering worship or for participating in the cere-

monies and festivals. The pagoda was often packed to overflowing with

the rich and the poor alike.

Caste distinctions regarding entry into the temple : But, while

distinctions of wealth were not ostensibly felt among worshippers in

the temple, social distinctions of caste were enforced with the utmost

severity. In fact, the restrictions of caste were more rigorous in

Sucindram and other temples of the West Coast, than in the rest of

South India. This was the result, m a large measure, of the domina-

tion of the Nambudiri arcakas and the Porri Yogakkar. Down to a

very recent date, the distinctions of caste regulated the entry of

particular classes of people mto the various parts of the pagoda. The
inhibitions sanctioned by the Agamic prescriptions and by time-

honoured custom were most meticulously observed. Even the slightest

infringement of the rules was visited with condign punishment. Seve-
ral instances of penalties inflicted by the Yogakkar are mentioned in

the records of the temple. Besides, society itself viewed such lapses

with alarm, and disputes as well as riots, consequent upon violations

of the rules, have not been rare.

In the first place, people in the lowest rung of the caste system
were not allowed to enter the streets of Sucindram. Avarnas, the Un-
touchables or the Depressed classes, as they have been variously called,

were the Pariahs, Nadars, Pulayas, Pallans, the Kuluvas, etc. No spot
in Sucindram was to be polluted by their entry.

Immediately above them were believed to be the Ilavas, Washer-
men and Barbers, who were admitted into the streets, but not into the

temple. It must be added that, during the annual Utsavas, when the
images were carried in procession through the streets, people of the

last-mentioned castes were debarred from access to the streets, too.

Prior to the flag-hoisting ceremony, screens (Teru-maraccan) were
put up at the entrance to all the main streets, proclaiming the prohibi-
tion of entry to the forbidden classes. The groups higher than those
enumerated above were allowed entrance within the precints of the
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temple up to the Dhvajastambha ,
but not beyond. The Vairavis,

Galiyas, Potters, and Oil-mongers fell under this category.

The so-called higher castes among the non-brahmins like the

Vellalas, Nairs, Cettis and Dasis were admitted into the Ardhamandapa
and the Tirucurru Mandapa to the back of the Garbhagrha. In fact,

the prohibited sphere in their case was only the Garbhagrha and the

enclosed portico just in front of it. Brahmins other than the Nambudiris
were practically in the same position as the high caste non-brahmins

;

only, they could get inside the Rsabha Mandapa to offer worship. Be-
sides, before 1928 A.D., the prasadam or holy ash was given in the

hands of brahmins by the Vattappalli or his assistant, while it was
thrown on a raised platform of stone near the Rsabha Mandapa to be
picked up by the non-brahmin worshippers. As a result of a popular

agitation, it was decided by the Government that, in all the temples

of the State, the prasadam should be given to each individual in his

hands.

No one, except a Nambudiri or a member of the Vattappalli group,

is permitted to enter the portico in front of the Garbhagrha, while none
but a Nambudiri is entitled to step into the Garbhagrha, the sanctum
sanctorum of both Vadakkedam and Tekkedam. For centuries

these injunctions were religiously enforced. Nor were these restric-

tions challenged for a long time. Traditional custom secured un-
questioning adherence to the regulations of caste regarding entry into

temples.

Early in the present century a keen agitation arose in order to

remove the barriers against temple entry. The total exclusion of
“ avapnas ” from the temple was held to be a blot on Hinduism, and its

removal was urged by liberal-minded reformers. The movement,
favoured by those who had received English education, was actively

fostered by the Indian National Congress. The agitation gathered

momentum in Travancore
; and in Sucindram, as well as in Vaikom, a

Satyagraha (Passive Resistance) was started in 1923. The aim of the

agitators was primarily to secure the admission of the * Untouchables 9

to the streets of these sacred villages. The Satyagraha at Sucmdram
was conducted at the entrance to the Sannadhi Street, and it created

a great sensation. The leaders of the Satyagraha were mostly mem-
bers of the higher castes. Ill-feeling arose between certain sections of

the orthodox communities on the one hand, and between the avapnas
and some conservative group of caste Hindus on the other. Public
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tranquillity was threatened. However, through the intervention of the

Congress leaders, the Satyagraha was eventually suspended

The Temple Entry Proclamation The thorny question was not

finally settled until the issue of the momentous Temple Entry Proclama-

tion by the Government of His Highness Sri Citra Tirunal Mahai aja in

November 1936. As a result of this epoch-making proclamation, all

Hindus, irrespective of caste, are allowed entry into the temples of

Travancore. Conservative opinion was, no doubt, reluctant to recon-

cile itself to the change. But the bold policy of the ruler, and his able

Dewan Sri C P. Ramaswamy Aiyar, finally triumphed A great

achievement, this step marks an epoch m the history of Hinduism,

and has set an inspiring example to the rest of India. It may be added
that in Suclndram and elsewhere in Travancore, orthodox opinion has

now adjusted itself to the change. So far as the avarnas themselves

arc concerned, they evince a well-merited enthusiasm It is gratifying

to learn from the Suclndram Devasvam authorities that during the

year 1943 the average number of the visitors of this class per day was
seventy-four.

The temple the pivot of religious life : We resume the considera-

tion of the role of the temple as a centre of religious activity. All,

except the prohibited classes, used to come to the pagoda in large num-
bers to worship or to witness the ceremonies and festivals. Not only

brahmins, but members of the savarna or caste-hindu classes, living in

and near Sucmdram, made it their unfailing duty to offer theii wor-
ship in the temple, in the morning, noon, or evening. As years passed
on, there developed a varied and complex routine of rituals sustained
by the rich accumulations of land and gold, the result of pious gifts.

The more numerous and the more varied the rituals and ceremonies,
the greater the attraction for people.

While the temple served as the very hub of the everyday life of

the inhabitants of Sucmdram and its neighbourhood, it attracted, on
specially sacred or festive occasions, enormous crowds of people from
far and near. Mondays (Sdmavarams) of every week, and particularly

Mondays of the month of Kartikai, Pradosams, Ekadasi, New Moon and
Full Moon days are held as specially sacred occasions for worship in
the pagoda. Besides, celebrations like l Jayanti, Tirukkalyianam, Tai
Fusam and Kartikai Dipam have attracted a considerable number of
visitors. But, by far the largest crowds of people are drawn to Sucln-
dram from far and near during the Mahotsavas.
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Since about the 15th century A.D., the Utsavas have assumed
prominence, and with the increase in the income of the temple, the

celebrations have acquired a growing splendour. Though m recent

times, many persons have been attracted by the festivities and merri-

ment afforded by the Utsavas, m the earlier periods, it is likely that

the sanctity of celebration weighed most with the visitors.

SECTION 6 . THE TEMPLE— THE PATRON OF CULTURE

By far the greatest contribution of the Suclndram temple has been
its preservation and promotion of the intellectual culture and fine arts

of the land. The temple was not merely a place of worship. It became,

m the fullness of time, a nucleus which gathered round itself all that

was best in the arts of civilized existence Like several others of its

kind, the Suclndram temple became a live centre of culture.

Brahmadeyas had always laid great emphasis upon the need for

learning the Vedas, the Brahmanas, Mantras, etc. And the temple, the

heart and soul of the life of the brahmins, naturally developed into a
centre of learning. The reference to the Adhyayanan in the earliest

of the palm-leaf records of the Suclndram temple suggests that the
teaching of the Veda was one of the activities undertaken from an early
age.

Educational activity : Unfortunately, the data that the inscriptions

of Suclndram furnish on this matter are not as full as one may wish.

But negative evidence on such questions has to be used with caution.

On the other hand, the information available from other early temples

indicates the probable line of development here, too. Regarding the

educational activity of the ancient temples of South India, the know-
ledge gained is amazing. Epigraphs at Tiruvorriyur speak of the recital

and teaching of Prabhakar, Rudra, Yamal a, Purana, Sivadharma,
Pancanga and Bharata. Besides sacred literature, even subjects like

Vyakarana (Grammar) and Astrology were taught.76 Agam, the

celebrated inscription of Rajendra Cola at Ennayiram registers an
endowment for the maintenance of a college for Vedie studies.77 The
famous inscription of Vira Rajendra at Tirumukkudal refers to a school

maintained in the Jnana Mandapa in the temple for the study of the

Vedas, uSastras, Grammar, etc.78 Epigraphs in several other temples,

too, record similar arrangements.79

76 A R E 1913, p. 110.

77. A, R. E. 333 of 1917.

78. S I L, Vol. HI, Part I, p. 93, and E. I , Vol XXI, pp 220 ff

79. See A. E. E. 63 of 1897 ; and 163 of 1909 , S. I. L, Vol. I, p. 47.
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It is remarkable that educational activities were not confined to the

Paii^ya and Cola dominions. The land of the Ay;s, under whom
Suclndram and Nahcinad flourished in early times, was equally famous

for such institutions. The Salai of Mihcirai,80 the Srivallabhapperuhcalai

at Kanyakuman and the celebrated Kandalur Salai are well known.
Again, at Puravasseri, quite in the neighbourhood of 'Suclndram, is

found an inscription of 372 M.E. (1196 A.D.) which registers a gift of

land as Kidaivritti for maintaining two teachers to expound the flig

and Yajur Vedas.81

Apart from the pa^asalas or schools instanced above, which were
intended exclusively for brahmin pupils, there existed also scope for

popular education. In most of the South Indian temples, there were
spacious halls or mandapas, where the recitation and exposition of the

JRamayana, the Mahabharata, and the Puranas took place. In the tem-

ple at Suclndram, the Mahabharata Kalakam was the place set apart
for this purpose.

Mahabharata Kalakam . When was the practice of expounding

the Mahabharata instituted in Suclndram ? Neither the mscnptions,

nor the palm-leaf records of the temple throw light on the question.

But, judged by the data available from many ancient temples of South
India, it does not seem improbable that it appeared in Sucindram
earlier than the 12th century A.D. Besides similar practices in TamiJ
Nad proper, as at Tiruvorriyur, Ennayiram, Tirumukkudal and Tribhu-
vani, it is significant that the custom was not unknown in the West
Coast, too. We find at Tirukkadittanam, not far away from Suclndram,
an inscription of Bhaskara Ravi Varman, assignable, to the last decade
of the 10th century AJD., which mentions the practice of reciting the
Mahabharata. Is it too much to suggest that this hoary custom had
found its way into Suclndram before the 12th century A.D. ?

Recitation of Tamil hymns

:

The recitations in the Suclndram
temple, as in others of its kmd, were not confined to the Samskrit Veda.
That the practice of reciting Tiruppadigam, i.e., hymns of the Devaram,
Tiruvacagam, and Tiruppallandu was m vogue long before 916 M.E.
(1741 A.D.) is evident from the temple Accounts of that date. Further,
a palm-leaf record of 1042 M.E. specifically states that the practice was
in force long before 915 M.E. (1740 A.D.) 82 It would be interesting to

SO T A. S, I, w 3 '30,

81. Idem, VH, p. 14,

82. See Appendix No 5.
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know when the practice of singing Tiruppadigam was introduced into

Sucindram. From 12th century A.D., the temple was under the influence

of the Venad kings and the Malayali arcakas. Hence, it is improbable

that the practice was introduced subsequent to the 12th century. To
this day, it is a time-honoured maxim in the Sucindram pagoda that

age-long practices should not be altered. Therefore, even after the

advent of the Nambudin Tantri and Nambudin arcakas, the singing of

Tiruppadigam, which was probably instituted earlier, was continued
without a break.

The history of the Tiruppadigam recitation in other South Indian

temples may throw light on the probable date of its introduction into

Sucindram. The practice of chanting Tiruppadigams must have com-

menced as early as the reign of the Pallava king Vijaya Nandi Vikrama
Varman. This is suggested by the Tiruvallam inscription, which
enumerates the reciters of the Tiruppadigam among the employees of

the temple.83 And, from the reign of Parantaka Cola onwards,

numerous inscriptions speak of endowments made for the recitation of

Tiruppadigam and Tiruvaymoli.84 What is more, an epigraph of

Rajendra I mentions a
£ Devaranayakam ’, obviously a Superintendent

of Devaram. This suggests the existence of a department of State,

which supervised and controlled the performance of this service in

various temples.85 In the light of these facts, it is but natural to assume
that the practice had found its way into Sucindram during the period

of the Early Colas, or of the Cola Raiidya Viceroys, at the latest. There
was a conscious importation of Cola institutions, religious, political and
economic, into Nancinad. Probably, the singing of the Tiruppadigam
was one of the innovations introduced into the temples of the region.

And Sucindram is not the only place which could have adopted this

sacred custom. Almost every temple of note in Nancinad observes the

practice. Particularly significant is the reference to the endowment
made for chanting Tiruvaymoli in the Puravasseri temple.86

Besides sacred literature and devotional songs, music and dance
formed a part of the Nityotsavas or the daily rituals. Doubtless, they

83. S. I I, Vol. irr, p. 93, 11. 32-3.

84. e.g. AJR.E 358 of 1903; 433 of 1903; 12 of 1905; 165 of 1906; 326 of 1906;

421 of 1912; 76 of 1914, 199 of 1915; 280 of 1917; 343 of 1917; 349 of 1918.

85. ABU. 97 of 1932.

86. See T.A.S, VII, p. 10. The date of the inscription is not known. It is

assignable to the 12th century A.D.
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appeared prominently during the special celebrations and annual

festivals. The Sucindram pagoda, like most others of its kind, main-

tained its own permanent staff of musicians, vocal and instrumental.

The extant records show that teachers of music and dancing, the Nattu-

vans, as they were called, were employed by the authorities of the

temple to instruct the Devadasis m these arts.

Popular tradition is persistent that, at Sucindram there flourished,

about a hundred years ago, certain celebrated Annavis or expert teach-

ers of music. So great was their reputation that, they were honoured

by the ruling sovereigns and were frequently invited for participation

in musical concerts at the capital city. It is lamentable that all these

arts, encouraged and patronized in the past by the temple, have suffered

a set-back with the abolition of the Devadasi system.

Pationage of Architecture and Sculpture

:

Finally, the construc-

tion of the temple and its numerous adjuncts is the epitome of the

architectural and sculptural attainments of the bygone ages. Workers
on stone, wood and metal have all found scope for the exercise of their

arts m connection with the erection and embellishment of the temple.

It is extremely doubtful whether artists like sculptors, goldsmiths,

blacksmiths, carpenters, painters and engravers would have promoted
their respective arts in South India to the extent they did m the past,

but for the encouragement provided by the temples.

The services rendered hy the Mathas In respect of the patronage

and dissemination of sacred literature, the part played by the mathas
cannot be ignored. The Vattappalli Matha appears to have been the

earliest one in Sucindram. The Dharmapuram Matha, the Tiruvadu-
tuyai Matha, the Ayya Matha, as well as the houses of the various
Ydgakkar, were other prominent institutions m Sucindram since the
17th century A.D. Besides being rest-houses for pilgrims and feeding
houses for the poor, the mathas served also as centres of moral and
spiritual instruction. Although inscriptions or other records about
their history have not come down to us, information available from the
rest of South India leaves us in no doubt as to the purpose and ideals
of the Mathas.87 On the whole, it is no exaggeration to say that the

87. See A.R.E 89 oX 1921 lor the earliest inscription so iar known on the sub-
ject in South India. This Tirumeryoli inscription of Dantivarman mentions a matha
attached to the temple Regarding later mathas see A.R.E. 423 of 1904, 435 of 1906,
544 of 1911, 159 of 1925 and 276 of 1925, 111 of 1925 and 192 of 1929.
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temple and the Matha were the two great gifts of the medieval Hinduism
to Southern India

SECTION 7: THE TEMPLE—AN AGENT OF POOR RELIEF

The temple, and to a smaller extent the Mathas, have played an
important part m the matter of charitable feeding True, the feeding

of brahmins alone received the greatest attention in the past. Their
intimate contact with the temples and leligious observances, together

with a traditional belief m the merit arising irom feeding them, perhaps

accounts ior that peculiar circumstance. It is a remarkable feature in

the history of South Indian temples that, from time immemorial, chari-

table endowments weie frequently instituted lor feeding poor brahmins.

In fact, temples served m the days of old, as boarding houses for tia-

vellers
,
and provision was made by kings as well as by private indi-

viduals for feeding a specified number of brahmins after the offeiings

weie made to the god.88

Several epigraphs of Sucindram, ranging from the 91h to 16tli cen-

tury A.D., speak of the endowments made for this purpose. One of the

earliest epigraphs, that of Maran Cadayan’s period, refers to the arrange-

ment made for feeding brahmins. Following this, some of the inscrip-

tions of the reigns of Colan talai konda Vira Pandya, Raja Raja, and
Cola Bandya Viceroys record endowments for the same object. The
palm-leaf records of the temple and the documents of the Agastisvaram

Taluk mention similar endowments of more recent times.

That there existed a separate e Akkirasalai 5 m the temple as early

as 1000 A.D., the 15th regnal year of Raja Raja, is significant. Endow-

ments of the early Venad kings like Koda Kerala Varman, of the

Medieval Pandyas like Parakrama Pandya and of later Travancore

kings like Udaya Martandavarman in the 16th century and Bala Mar-

tandavarman in the 18th century added to the increasing number of

brahmins to be fed.

The Uttupura

:

The spasmodic charity of the earlier epochs was

systematized by Bala Martanda Varma through the organization of the

Uttupura, the feeding house. Bala Martanda Varma established several

tJttupuras in various parts of Travancore.89 The Pativu Kanakku of the

year 994 ME. (1819 AD.) reveals that it was in 948 ME. (1772 AD.)

88 S I. I, Vol m, Part I, p. 3, TAS ,
III, p 47 and TAS, IT, p 175, lines

37 to 45

89 Shahkunny Menon- “History of Travancore”, p. 168
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that the Uttupura at Sucindram was established. In this feeding house,

free food was offered to brahmins twice every day throughout the year.

Bala Martanda Varma, the maker of modem Travancore, evidently

aimed at imitating the glorious traditions of the ancient Cera kings.

This kind of charity has always been one of the titles of the Cera
monarchs to fame, beginning from the days of Perunc5|rudayan of the

Sangam age.90

When Col. Munro, the Resident-Dewan, ordered the assumption of

the major temples and them property in 987 M.E. (1812 A.D.) the feed-

ing in Uttupuras was not discontinued. On the other hand, there is

evidence to show that, under his vigilant supervision, the administra-

tion of this item of charity was regularized, and that wastage anr]

corruption were carefully checked. It was ordered that no one, whether
a native of Sucindram or an outsider, was to be fed for more than three
days at a stretch.

Concerning the number of brahmins fed in the Uttupura at
Sucindram and the amount of money spent on this item, the Accounts
of the temple furnish full details. The general trend during the period
from 1772 A.D. to 1911 A.D. shows a gradual increase in the number of
brahmins fed. The year 1862 A.D. was, however, exceptional

; it records
peak figures probably owing to the famine prevalent in that year. The
figures of two representative years may be noted. The annual amount
spent in connection with the Uttupura for the year 994 M.E. (1818-1819
A.D.) is specified as follows:—

Towards Paddy
Funds allotted for other expenses connected
with the feeding

Total

23,108 Fanams

24,159 „
47,267 Fanams i.e.,

about Rs. 6,634

The total number of brahmins fed during that year was 73,724. Againm the year 1017 M.E. (1841-42 A.D.)
, the total amount of money spent was

Rs. 7812/- and the total number of brahmins fed in that year was 86,728.91

r l ^ Peruficoixudayan Ceral Adan, Nedtmceral Adan alias Imayavaramban I,
Adan "* ^ Sangam celebrities famous as patrons of brahmin

4. S'SSirST
1'5 Tra™'“re’ »• “> «* -"-to*
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This organized system of ‘ brahmin feeding ’ was maintained in full

vigour till 1st Avam 1087 M.E. (August 1911 AJD.) ,
when it was partially

discontinued as a measure of retrenchment. Thereafter, the G5sayis,

a class of North Indian pilgrims were given a fixed quantity of rice per

head
; and a limited number of other bonafide pilgrims was fed by the

temple authorities. It was on 1st Avani 1098 M.E. (August 1922) that,

with the organization of a separate Devasvam Department, the Uttupura

was completely closed.

However, even at present, there continues the feeding of a fixed

number of brahmins in the temple at the termination of certain pujas.

Early in the mornmg, the Usa Puja is followed by the Usa Namas-
karam at about 7 a.m. when 18 brahmins are fed.92 At about 9 a.m.

takes place the Mrstannam feedmg of 12 brahmms. The Mrstannam is,

as the word itself suggests, feasting of a high order.93 Then at about
12 noon, following the Ucca Puja, occurs the Ucca Namaskaram or the

feeding of 18 brahmins. In the evening, after the Attalapuja, there

occurs the feedmg of 4 brahmins. Thus, every day at least 52 brahmins
are entitled to have their food in the temple. Oftentimes, the poor
brahmins of the village itself partake of this charitable feeding

;
some-

times, brahmins from the neighbouring villages, and occasionally pilgrims
from distant places benefit by these.

Besides these items which figure every day, there are the special

feasts for brahmins on sacred occasions like Sri Jayanti, Cittirai Visu,
the Tirukkalyanam, the birthdays of the Maharajas of Travancore, and
above all the ten days of the Mah5tsavas. Undoubtedly, large numbers
of brahmins from the neighbouring places partake of the feasts on these
ceremonious occasions.

Poor feeding— other castes : But it is wrong to think that brahmins
alone have the benefit of the charitable feedmg. A feast is held for the

Savarna non-brahmins also, on the day of the Car Festival. Further,

poor-feeding in the form of gruel, takes place in Sucindram on the day
of the Dhvajarohana. However, by far the most substantial help for the
poor people of the locality and of the neighbourhood is derived from

92. Namaskaram signified prostration. Since the brahmins who are fed are

expected to prostrate before the deity to the accompaniment of the chanting of man-
tras, the feedmg itself is called ‘Namaskaram’.

93. Besides ten side dishes or curries, three varieties of sweet puddings

(payasams) also are served. The Accounts show that in connection with the pre-

paration of this feed, 6 chuckrams or about 3Vz annas per head, excluding rice, have

been allotted

35
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the vast, quantity of cooked rice offered as neivedyam and eventually

distributed among the large number of employees of the pagoda. The

total quantity used for this purpose is no less than 4Vz Kotlas of rice

per day, and it is important to note that over 90% of this cooked food

is sold to the public at a cheap price. On an average, well over 600

persons subsist upon this food alone. Thus, this has proved to be an
unostentatious, but nevertheless, a substantial institution of public

charity.

The consideration of the charitable feeding, which the temple affords,

will not be complete without the mention of the free feeding which

takes place on specific occasions in the neighbouring villages. They are

held in connection with certain ceremonies m the Suclndram temple.

In the prosperous village of Terur, about a mile to the north of

Suclndram, public feeding is provided on several occasions associated

with the Utsavas in the temple. In Tekkur, the southern section of

Terur, on all the ten days of the Cittirai and Markali Utsavas, rice-gruel

is offered to all and sundry. It is interesting to observe that the expenses
connected with this item of charity are met from the common village

fund.

Moreover, in Terur, on the 8th day of the Utsava m Suclndram,

a feast is held for brahmins and others in what is called the Nirahara
Matha. By reason of the feast offered on the 8th day of the Utsava, the

matha itself is otherwise known as
4 Ettamtirunal Matham \ Besides

this, there is the
f

Tiruvatirai Matha ’ m Terur where, on the day of

Terottam or Car Festival at Suclndram, public feeding takes place

Expenses connected with these items of charity are met from property

endowed by pious individuals in the past.

In the hamlet of Akkarai, situated within a furlong of Suemdram,
rice-gruel is supplied to the poor on the day of the Car Festival. An
exactly similar item figures in the village of Devarkulam to the north-

east of Terur. The expenses for this feeding in both of these villages

are met by the Government from 987 M.E. (1811 A.D.) onwards.
Formerly, they were provided by the authorities of the Sucmdram
temple.

In Suclndram itself, during the period of the Utsavas, the Mathas
like the Tiruvaduturai, Dharmapuram, Vattappalli and Ayyia Mathas
offer food to pilgrims and devotees. A temple record, dated 13th

Purat{asi 1002 M.E. (1826 A.D.)
,
refers to endowments of land hy private

individuals for the supply of buttermilk and panakkam (sweet beverage)

,
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as also for feeding 63 pilgrims during the period of the Utsavas. The

Ayy-a Matha provides a feast for 18 brahmins on every Dvadasi day.

The endowment to meet this charge has been made in 974 M.E. by
Saumi Narayanappayya, the founder of the Matha. On the whole, the

temple, directly and otherwise, has been a valuable centre of poor relief.

People employed for the supply of goods and services . As an

employer, providing work and the means of livelihood for a large num-
ber of persons, the temple influenced m a great measure the economic

life of the people. From the beginning, the temple needed the services

of the priest, the garland-maker and suppliers of milk, of ghee, of oil

etc. With the development of the temple and the growth m its wealth,

the requirements increased. The authorities of the temple entered into

contracts with individuals or groups who undertook to supply specified

goods and services at stated periods. Ghee for burning lamps, the

number of which increased vastly with the evergrowing endowments of

devotees, flowers and garlands, rice for offerings and feeding brahmins,

vegetables and fruits, sandal-paste and incense were all furnished in

accordance with fixed agreements. Sureties were demanded, and severe

penalties were enforced on defaulters.

Most of the persons rendering particular services were part-time

employees. But, sometime before the 15th century A.D., there arose a
new method of contract. A fixed plot of land was settled on the person

who had to render the specified service, m return for which the produce
of the land was allowed to be used.94 This type of contract known as

Karanmai was evidently instituted in order to create a permanent
interest on the part of the employees.

No inscription furnishes a full list of the employees. So far, the

earliest available list is found in the Account of 916 M.E. ^1741 A.D.)

,

which includes almost every one engaged in the service of the pagoda.

Singers and dancers, pipers and drummers, conch blowers, buglers,

lamplighters, gardeners and garland makers, parasol bearers, sweepers,

jewel-stitchers and tailors, potters, washermen, barbers, carpenters,

astrologers, chorists, accountants, priests and purohits— all together,

constitute a huge array of temple servants. Most of them continue to

be in the service of the pagoda at present,

94. This appears to have been the principal system in vogue in the rest of

South India, too. Compare, for example, A R.E. 393 of 1915; 929 of 1919 and parti-

cularly S.I.L, Yol. n, No. 66.
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Artisans : The temple was a brisk centre of industrial activity.

Several small industries and handicrafts were patronized by the temple.

Often, persons skilled in particular arts, the products of which were in

demand at the pagoda, were invited and settled m or about the place,

under suitable terms. That a family of tailors was settled at the place

before 31st Avam 1032 M.E. (1856 A.D.) is learnt from the temple

record bearing that date. Again, that a family of goldsmiths was
engaged in the temple-service, on the basis of Karanmai contract, long

before 992 M.E. (1817 AD.), is seen from another record of 5th

Fahguni 992 M.E. l&lpis or engravers on stone lived permanently in

the village even before the 12th century A.D.

Weavers and Dyers

:

Several families of weavers and dyers have

been living in Parakkai, Idalakkudy and Kottar. In fact, the Kaik-

kolar in Kdttar and the Sayakkar in Idalakkudy became famous in the

arts of weaving and dying. It does not seem improbable that, at some
early date, they were established there, in order to serve the needs of

Sucindram. Epigraphs at Manampadi and Perunagar95 register the

attractive terms held out to weavers in order to settle down in the vil-

lages where rich temples flourished. Nearer '.Sucindram, at the village

of Bhutappandy, the seat of the celebrated temple founded by Bhutap-
pandya of Sangam fame, Caliyars (weavers) were established by the
temple authorities who extended protection to them even against
rapacious royal officers.96

Craftsmen : Several craftsmen are needed for the decoration of

particular shrines and mandapas in connection with the daily ceremonies,

and more particularly, with the Utsavas. Masons, carpenters, sculptors,

painters as well as gold, silver, and blacksmiths were some of the
permanent employees of the pagoda. When any specific construction or
repair had to be undertaken, experts from far and near were employed.

fjliyam

:

One type of service, expected of the citizens, which was
not remunerated, but was considered obligatory, is interesting. This is

called TJliyam, which denoted personal gratuitous service. In connec-

tion with the Car Festival, it was incumbent upon all the citizens of

Nahcinad to render assistance in dragging the cars. Besides, when any

huge construction had to be undertaken, it was possible for the authori-

ties of the temple to command gratuitous service. One of the records

95. AH.E. 381 of 1923 and 368 of 1923 respectively.

96. T.AS., VH, pp. 93-94
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incorporated in the c Mudaliyar Mamiscripts ,97 reveals that the Pidagaik-

kar of Nancinad were called upon to help the conveyance of stone beams

by co-operative effort. It is surprising to learn that fines were imposed

on those who had failed to respond to this call of duty. This type of

service indicates the great respect that the citizens of Nancinad had for

the temple
;
besides, it shows the corporate spirit that was expected

among the people. Rev. Mateer betrays lack of sympathy and under-

standing when he roundly characterizes the ‘Uliyarn' or gratuitous ser-

vice prevalent in Travancore, as “ an institution common in countries

that are backward m civilization.
”98 This service was not forced labour ;

it was rendered, for the most part, with willingness and enthusiasm.

SECTION 9 THE TEMPLE AND DEVADASIS

The term Devadasis : The devadasis form a unique class of em-
ployees in the temples of South India. The pagoda at Suclndram also

had its complement of these servants. Devadasis, as the designation
implies, were those dedicated to the service of the Deva or deity of the
temple. In the bygone ages, they were esteemed as the chosen servants
of God, and were known also as Devaradiyar. Perhaps the commonly
used term ‘TevadiyaT is a corruption of the latter appellation. But
cTevu’ itself means God," and hence, even originally the popular term,
without any sting, might have been employed as an alternative designa-

tion of the class.

However, it need hardly be added that, as a consequence of the

degeneration that set in among them m later days, the name, 'Tevadi-

yaT, has acquired a disreputable association. The term ‘Kudikkari’,

another alternative name for ‘DevacLasi’, originally signified only the

member of the Kudi or a part of the village settlement. This appellation

resembles that of * taliccerippendugal 9 occurring in South Indian inscrip-

tions .
100 The epigraphic records of South Indian Temples indicate that

Devadasis were known by some other names, too. They were called as

97. Manuscript: No. 53.

98. Bev. Samuel Mateer :
‘ Native Life in Travancore p. 293.

99. See Tamil Lexicon, VoL IV, p. 2069.

100.

The expression, ‘taliccerippendugal’, is translated as ‘women who reside

in the streets near the temple \ In 6ucindram, as m other sacred villages of South

India, the houses of Devadasis were located in the streets running around the pagoda.

The suggestion that
4 Kudikkari 9

is derived from 4 Kudi 9 meaning a tenant and that,

consequently, it applies to this class of tenants appears to be wide of the mark.
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‘ Manikkattar V01 and also as ‘ Kanikaiyar \102 In an inscription of

Marambavaiyar, they were called ‘ Adigalmar \103 The women attached

to Siva temples were also known as ‘Rudra-gamkas’.104

The rise of Devadasis m Sucindram, the role they played in the

service of the temple, the change that came upon their status and the

circumstances which led to the termination of the Devadasi system in

this temple and in the rest of Travancore, are all details well worth an

intensive study. Epigraphs as well as the palm-leaf documents in

Sucindram and local tradition furnish us with some data
;
but, they do

not take us far, and have to be supplemented by facts known about the

D§vadasi system of other South Indian temples.

Origin of the Devadasi System : So far as inscriptions go, the earliest

mention of a Devadasi in Sucindram is found only m the epigraph of

432 M.E. (1257 A.D.). But that does not warrant the conclusion that

the system did not exist before that date. In fact, this appears to be a

striking example of negative evidence, demanding the utmost caution m
its interpretation. Reference to a Devadasi is found in a record of the

neighbouring temple of Colapuram in 428 M.E. (1253 A.D.) ,
105 Moreover,

as early as 1040 A D. a Devadasi of Guhanathasvamin temple at Kanya-
kumari is stated to have made an endowment to that shrine.106

The rise of the Devadasi system in South India may be dated to a
period not later than the 8th century A.D. Probably this unique class

of temple servants emerged about the time when many South Indian
temples were built or re-constructed on a grand scale. One of the im-
portant epigraphic references to this group as part of the temple-estab-

lishment comes from the celebrated pagoda of Raja Raja at Tanjavur. It

reveals that in 1004 A.D. the Brhadisvara temple had attracted to it no
less than 400 taUccerippendugal (devadasis) . The fact that so many
members of this group were transferred from other temples of the Cola
country shows that Raja Raja was not the innovator of the system. The
inscription of Dharmamahadevi (the queen of Nandivannan Pallava
Malla) in the Muktesvara Shrine at Kahci speaks of fourty four i Kutti-
gal’ among the Talipparivaram or ‘Temple-establishment’. This in-

101 A.RE. 278 of 1902.

102 A.RJB. 302 of 1902.

103. A.RJ2. 303 of 1901.

104 The famous Paravaiyar, wife of Sundaramurti Nayanar, was a member of

the * Rudraganika ’ family.

105 T.AS., VI, pp. 24-25

106. Idem. I, p. 240
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scnption is clearly ascrxbable to the 8th century A.D., and thus, it affords

a definite proof that, in or before the 8th century, Devadasis were asso-

ciated with South Indian temples.

It is true that, classical Tamil Literature of the Sangam Age abounds
in reference to Dasis or courtesans. Both Cilappadikaram and Mani-
mekhalai bear ample testimony to the existence of this class. A question

may arise whether, as early as the period of these epics, dasis were en-

listed in the formal service of the temple. A definite answer cannot be
given in the present state of our knowledge. The safest conclusion is

that, as members of the temple staff, the Dasis were set up at some date

m or before the 8th century A.D.107

iSucindram was actively connected with the rest of Tamil Nad,
during the Pandya and Cola epochs of supremacy. And, in the organi-

zation of the temple, there arose a marked similarity with that m the

East Coast. Hence, it may not be far wrong to hold that fairly early in

the history of the temple, perhaps not later than Raja Raja’s reign, the

Devadasi system must have found its way into Suclndram. But, it is

not easy to determine whether the Dasis at Suclndram belonged to the

same class as their compeers in the Pandya and Cola countries or to the

group of Nairs called the Tamil Padam or Padamangalam, who formed
the Devadasis in the Sri Padmanabhasvamy temple at Trivandrum.

N. Subrahmania Aiyar, m his Census Report of 1901, states that

the Devadasis of South Travancore, evidently including those of Sucin-

dram, adopted into their fold, girls of the Tamil Padam or Pada-
mangalam section of Nairs. Nagamiah supports this view.108 But, from
the description of the distinct customs of the Nair Dasis and the Tamil
Dasis given by the same writer,109 one is inclined to identify the Sucin-

dram Dasis with the Tamil group.

True, some Devadasis of Suclndram, like Nairs, dressed themselves

in white cloth and wore the todu, the distinctive ear ornament of the

107. Kalidasa’s ‘Mrccagadika’ refers to Devadasis. Thus it was adopted in

parts of India even before, the 5th century A D. Yule points out (Msrco Polo *

Travels
, II, p 351, note 19) that the institution of the temple dancing girls flourished

in ancient Corinth under the name of lepo dovroi, which is very nearly a translation

of the Hindu name of ‘Devadasi’. However, it seems far too fantastic to suggest

any connection between the Greek and the Indian institutions.

108. He says in his State Manual, Vol II, p. 383 * “ Those attached to the

§rl Padmanabhasvamy temple at Trivandrum are drawn from the Padamangalam

caste of the gudras and this subdivision also supplies the temple servants in the

Agastlsvaram Taluk”.

109. Ibid p. 384.
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Malayali women (a circular pendant of gold, about four or five times

as big as the ordinary kammal of the Tamilians) . Moreover, like the

Malayali Basis, the Sucindram sect did not accept engagements for

singing and dancing in private houses. But, as agamst the similarity

of these features must be noticed the facts that those at Sucindram

adopted the system of
c getting wedded 5

to the deity after the East Coast

fashion, a practice not at all common among the Malayali Dasis.

Further, the manners, customs, and language of the Basis at Sucindram
are distinctly Tamilian. Above all, from early times, the Devadasi at

Sucindram was expected to play an important role in connection with

the Mah-otsavas, for which skill in dancing as well as m singing hymns
from Tiruvacagam was needed. On the eighth day of the Utsava, a

dance of a high order had to be enacted, to the accompaniment of vocal

music. Again, in connection with the powdering of the gold dust prior

to the Arat (See Chapter VIII)
,
the Devadasi had to sing along with the

Otuvar, a hymn from Tiruvacagam. On the other hand, as Nagamiah
states, “ the Malayali Dasi has neither to sing nor to dance He adds

that “she does not lead processions unless they are confined to the

premises of the temple ”. Since skill m these arts was demanded of

the Devadasi at Sucindram, it is more than probable that the group was
introduced from Tamil Nad at the outset.

The names of Devadasis, occurring m the early epigraphs of Sucin-

dram and of the neighbouring temples, seem to confirm the above con-

clusion. ‘ Kandan Colai 5 in the Kanyakumari inscription of 1040 A.D.,
* Cehgodan Puvandi 5 and Vadugan Kunavan's sister, Komalavalli, in the

Colapuram inscriptions of 1253 A.D., Kunrandi Tiruvandi and Aru-
mukhapperumal Perumal Rayar, occurring in the Sucindram inscrip-

tions of 1275 AJD. and 1489 A.D. respectively, are, beyond doubt,

Tamilian names.

Another piece of evidence, circumstantial though it be, supports this

view. The fact that, so early as 1040 A.D., Devadasis were attached to

the temple at Kanyakumari, suggests that in Sucindram, too, the insti-

tution existed about that time. At that period, the association of neither

the Malayali kings nor of' the Nambudiri priests with Sucindram had
commenced. All these circumstances seem to leave no room for doubt
that, to start with, the Devadasis of Sucindram were Tamilian, exactly
similar to those in the East Coast.

When there was frequent political contact of the Pandya and Cola
powers with Sucindram, the institution was probably imported from
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those regions. We have seen that by the time of Raja Raja the system
had become rooted m the temples of Tamil Nad. He himself stabilized

the order on a permanent basis in his illustrious temple at Tanjavur.

It is likely that this
6 prince among organizers of temple management

introduced the institution into Suclndram, too.

The presence of the mixed characteristics of both the Malayali and
the Tamil groups among the Suclndram Dasis is easily explained. After

the Malayali brahmins entered the arena of Suclndram and eventually

dominated the santi, tantram and management of the temple, they would
have imported some Devadasis of the Nair group. Clear evidence from
the temple records is to hand that, after the Government of Travancore
assumed control over the pagoda m 1811 A.D

,
there was a free recruit-

ment to the Devadasi group in Suclndram from the Padamahgalam sec-

tion of Nairs. But Suclndram is situated in the midst of the Tamilians,

and naturally, their language and customs were absorbed by the Malayali

section also. The result is that we have at present a composite group

;

and, with the cessation of fresh recruitment, it bids fair to be completely

acclimatized to the Tamil environment.

The enrolment of Devadasis :— From the 17th century A.D. and
perhaps earlier still, quite an elaborate ceremony was gone through

before a girl was admitted to the official rank of Devadasi of the

pagoda. Certain rules and conventions had become established m
connection with the ceremony of initiation.110

The girl to be admitted to the rank of Devadasis should not have
attained puberty. Invariably the dedication took place soon after her

sixth or ninth year of age. The procedure began with the senior Deva-

dasi of the First Kudi presenting the girl applicant to the Y5gakkar. The
application took the form of a request for being enrolled as one of the

Devadasis and granted a Kudi and Padi, i.e., a house and the allowance

for the temple service. On receiving the application, the Yogakkar took

into consideration the number of girls who could be admitted during the

particular year, as also the status of the applicant’s family and approved

or rejected the application on the basis of the findings. If the Yogakkar

approved of an application, a document was executed with them by the

mother or the nearest kins-woman of the girl, and this was considered

as the c Jataka ’ ceremony.

110. The details of the procedure are learnt from a palm-leaf record at the

hands of the Vattappalli Matha.
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Then followed on an appointed day the celebration of the * talikettu 5

or marriage of the girl with the deity. At an auspicious time of the

day, fixed by the Vattappalli Sthanikar, the Yogakkar assembled in the

temple. The Vattappalli Sthanikar also was present there to look

after the arrangements. Subsequent to 906 M.E., (1731 A.D.)
, when the

Valiya 'Srlkaryakkar was appointed by the Government, he too, used to

be present on the occasion. In the meanwhile, the relatives of the girl

took her in a gay procession to the temple. A brass plate, containing

two new clothes, betel, arecanut, turmeric, kumkum and a tali (marriage

symbol) made of gold was carried by a woman member of the party.

Pipers and drummers were in attendance.

The Melsanti Nambudiri, on duty for the day at Vadakkedam, re-

ceived the plate of articles and placed the clothes and the tali at the

feet of the god. The Nambudiri then officiated as the high priest of the
“ marriage ” of the girl with the deity. The girl was asked to take her

seat in the inner sanctuary facing the deity and all the ceremonies of

an orthodox Hindu marriage were punctiliously gone through. Finally,

the priest, officiating on behalf of the deity, tied the tali round the girl’s

neck. The ‘talikettu 5 ceremony over, the Nambudiri imparted the

Pancaksara hymn to the bride. The girl devoutly prostrated, first before

the deity, and then before the priest. On the girl coming out of the

inner sanctuary, a formal initiation into the art of dancing was carried

out by the chief Nattuvan, the instructor. For two or three days, the

social celebrations of marriage, like feasting and merriment, took place

in the house of the bride. The Yogakkar offered presents of money,
suited to the status of the bride’s family.

The subdivisions among the Devaddsis :— The record of 1042 M.E.
(1867 A.D.) shows that long before 994 M.E. (1819 A.D.) the Deva-
dasis of Sucmdram were graded into 32 Kudis or houses. Of these,

Kudis 1 to 16 were known as belonging to Cirappukkudi or Melilangam,
and Kudis 17 to 32 to Murakkudi or Kililangam. The members of the
Murakkudi were to attend to the daily routine work only, while those
of Cirappukkudi, occupying a higher rank, were particularly on service
during festive occasions, in addition to their light routine work.

Within the Cirappukkudi agaih, there were gradations. Of the
members of Cirappukkudi, numbers 1 to 12 were held to be of a still

higher order than those from 13 to 16. It was held that the members
of the 1st Kudi alone were entitled to sing and dance in front of the
principal deity, the others being relegated to comparatively less import-
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ant work. Proficiency in singing and dancing was apparently the ori-

ginal basis of distinction, but, soon it led to the development of heredi-

tary subgroups among the Devadasis.

It is not known when the classification of the Devadasis into Cir-

appu and Murakkudi was first introduced. Doubtless, it appeared

before 665 M.E. (1490 A.D.), for an inscription of this date speaks of

“ Devaradiyaril Cirappu Mudal Kottu Arumukhapperumal Perumal
Rayar The earlier epigraphs do not bear any trace of the distinction.

For instance, the inscription of 432 M.E. (1257 A.D.) refers to the Deva-
dasi, merely as ‘ Ivvur devaradiyal Kunrandi Tiruvandi \ An inference

is possible that the bifurcation of the Devadasis of Sucindram into Cir-

appukkudi and Murakkudi appeared sometime between 1257 and 1491

A.D.

The members of the 32 Kudis were also subjected to another classi-

fication. There were (1) the Adumpatram i.e., those who were engaged

m dancing and singing (2) those attached to the Natakasala i.e., those

engaged in dance, music and acting in the Natakasala at the outer en-

trance of the temple and (3) the Toduvaccavar, i.e., those who had re-

tired from active service but were still attached to the temple, doing

odd pieces of work. They were described also as TaikkilavikaL

It is interesting to learn from the record of 1042 M.E. (1867 A.D.)

that, among these different classes, there were the undermentioned

number of members :—
(1) Adumpatrangal . . 37

(2) Natakasalayil parkumavar (those atta-

ched to the Natakasala) . 7

(3) Toduvaccavar (those retired from active

service) . . 28

72

Duties assigned to the Devadasis :— The different items of service
which the Devadasis were to discharge in the temple are found specified

in the record of 1042 M.E. (1867 A.D.) The duties described, may be
summarised as follows

:

111. That document definitely states that the details are those observed before
994 MJJ. (1819 A.D.) It is, therefore, obvious that the assignment of the specific

functions had come into force prior to 1819 A.D. The services rendered by the 6ucln-

dram group were, more or less, similar to those allotted to the Devadasis of other

South Indian temples. See A.R.E. 248 of 1906, 274 of 1910; 122 of 1912 and 578 of 1916.
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(1) They sweep and cleanse the grlbalipura and the court-yard

every day. They clean these portions of the pagoda by smearing them
with cowdung and water every Tuesday and Friday.

(2) Every morning, about the time of the Diparadhana, the

‘ aciumpatrams 5 perform a dance recital m front of Vadakkedam. While

this is m progress, other Devadasis are engaged m a chorus of Kuravai

ie
, a babel of shrill musical sound by the wagging of the tongue.

(3) They bear lamps m front of Vadakkedam, Tekkedam and the

shrines of the first prakara on the occasions of the evening Diparadhana.

(4) They accompany the .Srlbali procession carrying lamps m con-

nection with the first two rounds of the Attala Srlbali.

(5) From the commencement of the evening Diparadhana till the

night Srlbali procession, a group of Devadasis performs a dance in the

Cempakaraman Mandapa. They continue the dance in front of the Srl-

bali procession during the three rounds of the Attala Srlbali.

(6) The old
£ Taikkilavikal 5 carry the lamps known as

4 Pani
Vilakku

'112 behind the Srlbali procession.

(7) After the Srlbali images are taken back to the respective

shrines, some members do the smgmg of lullaby in front of Vadakkedam
and of astabadi113 m front of Tekkedam.

(8) Every morning about 4 a.m., when the Palliyunartal or the

rousing of the god from sleep takes place, one of the Devadasis, the turn
bemg fixed previously, stands in front of Vadakkedam and another in

front of Tekkedam. Commencing from that time, down to the termi-

nation of the Attalapuja, the two members station themselves in the
places indicated above.

(9) Soon after the feeding of brahmins m connection with Namas-
karam, Mrstannam and the offer of

6 Palpayasam 5 some members
clean the first prakara.

(10) Soon after the Srlbali processions m the morning, noon and
night, they remove the flowers and rice found at different places in the
Sribalipura and clean the spots.

(11) They get the pitcher used for fetching pure water for the
puja, as well as the puja vessels from the respective shrines before every
puja, and after cleaning them properly, place them at the doorway.

112
4

Pani Vilakku’ is a brass lamp with a long handle by which it is held
by the lamp-bearer.

113. A^tapadi is a recitation m praise of Visnu
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Also, after the oblations are offered at noon, they wash the gold and
silver plates on which Mrstannam is served, and return them promptly

to the santikkar.

(12) By turns, eight dasis per day engage themselves in dancing

m Iront of Vadakkedam and Tekkedam during the evening diparadhana.

In connection with the third cireumambulation of the Sribali, these

eight Dasis 30m the procession singing, accompanied by the clap of

han^s to the beat of time.

(13) On the occasions of the street processions of the Utsavas

during day time, the Dasis fan the nnage with chamaras When the pro-

cessions start at mght and early morning, they dance m front of the

vahanas at the entrance to the Natakasala.

(14) Since the Dasis m active service have enormous work in con-

nection with the Utsavas, like participation in the street processions,

Sribali, etc., during the Utsava period, the Toduvaccavar attend to the

sweepmg and cleaning of the various parts of the temple.

Local tradition associates with the Devadasis of Sucindram a few
more responsibilities besides those mentioned in the record of 1042 M.E.
For instance, when the ruling sovereign or members of the royal family

visited the temple, the Devadasis were to participate in their reception

and were to be m attendance on them during their entire period of stay.

Again, the Devadasis of Sucindram, along with those attached to

other important temples of South Travancore, were obliged to proceed

to Trivandrum, the capital of the State, for participation m the cere-

mony of Mahanavami. During the ten days of the festival, they

were to sing and dance by allotted turns .
114 Further, in connection with

the annual Utsavas in the S§rl Padmanabhasvamy temple at Trivandrum,

a specified number of Devadasis was sent from Sucindram. Then, too,

they had to sing and dance on specified days.

Remuneration :— During the early period of the Devadasi system
in Sucindram, each member was allotted a grant of land by a Karanmai
deed .

115 In addition, each of the Devadasis was given every day, a
share of the cooked rice offered to the deity. Houses or Kudis near the

temple were allotted to them for their residence.

114. This is identical with the practice in Vijayanagar in the palmy days of

the Empire. See p. 262 of Sewell’s
** Forgotten Empire ” and p. 405 of

s<
History of

the Third Dynasty 5
’ by N. Venkatar

a

manayya.

115. See for examples of similar arrangements in other temples, ARE. 59 of

1923 and 95 of 1926
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The share in the cooked rice that the various groups of Kudikkari

received, was enhanced with the increase in the income of the temple.

The amount of rice, or rather, the number of kattis (blocks of rice) that

they were entitled to receive m recent times, are found specified m the

records of 994 M.E. (1819 A.D.). The adumpatrams or the actual

dancers and singers were allotted two blocks of rice and the taikkilavis

1-} blocks, while the Rayars were given three each. The 72 Devadasis,

belonging to the different grades, were assigned a total number of 144

blocks of rice.116 In addition to this, the eight dasis, chosen m turns to

be on duty in the temple throughout the day, were together allotted 23

blocks of rice, at the rate of three per head. Further, for attendance

in the temple at services like dhara, tirumanjanam, tirupalliyelucci,

sankalabhisekham, etc., a total of 196 and 1/8 blocks of rice were allotted

to the entire body of adumpatrams. During the period of the Utsavas,

additional grants of cooked rice were made.

For service in connection with the Avani Utsava, the Devadasis

were together allotted 172 blocks of rice
;
for the Markali and Cittirai

Utsavas, besides i a block per head, a total of 267-]- and 317] blocks

respectively, and for the Masi Tirukkalyana festival 116] blocks were
given. Also, in the month of Avani, an annual monetary remuneration

was allotted as follows. The adumpatrams, and those attached to the

Natakasala were given 7 fanams each, the taikkilavis at the rate of 6

fanams, the girls who had not attained puberty 5 fanams each, and the

Rayars at the rate of 9 fanams. The total amounted only to the sum
of 506 fanams. (Rs. 71). Obviously the monetary remuneration was
nominal.

Td^uvaccavar :—A record dated 13th Kartikai 997 M.E. (1822 A.D.)
furnishes details of the interesting ceremony connected with the retire-

ment of a Devadasi from active service. When, on account of advanced
age, or chronic illness, a Devadasi wishes to get relieved of her principal

duties, she submits a formal petition to that effect to the authorities of

the temple. At a specified date and time, the Yogakkar assemble in the
temple and the applicant appears before them. She takes her seat on
a plank facing them, unhooks her ear-pendants and lays them before
the authorities. Evidently, the todu is considered as the c

insignia of

her office ’ as a temple dancer. The toqlu is believed to be an ornament

116. It is interesting to learn that 144 blocks of rice were made out of rice

measuring 16 marakkal and 7 nalis
; thus each block was roughly made of 15/16

nali of rice.
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of youth. The ceremony of the removal of the pendants really marks

the retirement from active service.

Along with the unhooked pendants, the taikkilavi, the c
fallen angel \

also places before the authorities a gift of 12 fanams. Though the pen-

dants are returned to her afterwards, never more does she wear them.

After her discharge from the formal service of the temple, she wears

the pampadam, the typical ear-ornament of the Tamil non-brahmin

community until practically the beginning of the twentieth century.

Interesting indeed is the admixture of the Malayali and the Tamilian

customs represented in the two varieties of ear ornaments of the Diva-

dasi, worn during her period of service, and thereafter.

Social position oj the Devadasis :— The degeneration that affected

the Dasis in Sucindram, as m the rest of South India, has received ela-

borate notice at the hands of historians and publicists. The accounts

of foreigners, especially of visitors to Vijayanagar, have presented a
rather overdrawn picture of the debased standards of their morality.

Vice gets greater publicity than virtue ; and in the midst of the lurid

descriptions of Nuniz and Abdur Razak, one is inclined to forget the

high position held by the Devadasis in the past.

There is no doubt that, to start with, the Devadasis of Sucindram, as

of the rest of South India, were animated by a high spirit of service and
devotion. Tradition has it that in the distant past, rich and respectable

people occasionally dedicated their daughters to join the service of the

temple. This was done in pursuance of a vow to the effect, that, as a
mark of gratitude for the birth of a long-wished-for child or cure of a
mortal disease, a daughter would he presented to the temple service.117

Many of the Devadasis were rich even at the time of their entry into

the order.

Some of the Sucindram inscriptions reveal that the Devadasis were
entrusted with money or property to fulfil the conditions of certain

endowments to the temple. It is significant that they figure in connec-
tion with very rich benefactions, especially those bestowed by kings,

queens and other high personages. The inscription of 432 M.E. (1257

117. See ARE. 1911 Part II, para 66 and Nelson’s “The Madura Country ”,

Party II, p. 79. The suggestion of Mr. P. Thomas (Epics, Myths and Legends of
India, pp. 72 ff.) that the Devadasi system was an institution of sex-worship is, to

say the least, unwarranted and unJtdstorical, with reference to the early position of

the Devadasis. See also A.RE. 1922 Part II para 19. The Epigraphist states that

ladies were dedicated for spiritual life of divine service, and that the Devaradiyar
had not degenerated into the immoral level of later days.
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A.D.) records a generous gift of 200 accu by Cokkattandal, the queen
of Vlra Pandya, and this amount was entrusted to Kunrandi Tiruvandi,

the Devaradiyal of Suclndram, for providing articles for certain offer-

ings. Again, an epigraph of 1490 A.D. registers the gift of land by Vira

Ravi Varma, the king of Venad, in favour of Perumal Rayar of the high-

est rank for the discharge of a similar responsibility. These indicate

that, there were Devadasis who enjoyed a high standing and were con-

sidered worthy of trust.

It is remarkable that kings conferred titles of honour on talented

Devadasis in recognition of their high attainments in smging and dancing.

Besides the mscnption of 1490 A.D. itself, some of the palm-leaf records

speak of the conferment of the same title on others The title, Rayar,

etymologically means king or ruler, evidently indicative of the high rank

she occupied among Devadasis. This title was conferred on a Suclndram

Dasi in 1874 A.D. for the last time. It is surprising how the title,

Rayar, a distinctly Telugu term cropped up in the distant south. The
royal dancing girls of Vijayanagar were, at times called “Rayapatram”. 118

Doubtless, even before the political contact of Vijayanagar with Nahcinad

commenced, the title was adopted in Suclndram. This shows how social

ideas and practices spread in South India independent of political con-

tact.

The Devadasis of Suclndram themselves have made endowments to

the temple. They are also credited with the construction of certain parts

of the pagoda such as the Vasanta Mandapa and the Natakasala. The
sincere devotion of certain Devadasis has earned for them well-merited

fame.

Despite all this, it is idle to ignore or gloss over the demoralization

that invaded the ranks of the Devadasis in course of time. That the

Devadasis of the 15th and 16th century m Vijayanagar were indulging

in the unholy trade of prostitution is described at length by several

foreign travellers. What was true of Vijayanagar was likely to have
been true of the rest of South India. At Suclndram, tradition has it that

several rich men of the neighbouring villages maintained Devaradiyar as

consorts.

The male members belonging to the Devadasi caste, have been, for

ages, connected with the temple in various capacities. Beginning from

118. Mangayi a royal dancing girl is described as “ Rayapalra Cudamani”

—

See Dr. Saletore • “ Social and Political Life in Vijayanagar ” Vol. II, p. 409.
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manual work, up to that of the instruction in the fine arts of music and

dance for the girls attached to the pagoda, all odd jobs formed their

monopoly. Thus they, too, had their place in the temple establishment.

But, in comparison with their brethren in the East Coast, these men have

rarely won outstanding distinction as connoiseurs of fine arts.

Notwithstanding the conferment of the title of Rayar on certain

Sucindram Devadasis in appreciation of their skill in music and dance,

the level attained by them does not appear to have been very high.

This is perhaps due to the fact that, unlike in the East Coast, the Devada-

sis of Suclndram did not accept engagements for dance or music in

private houses and, therefore, did not have scope for developing these

arts in a competitive spirit.119
*

The Devadasi system is now a thing of the past m the temples of

Travancore. It was increasingly felt that the class was a stain on Hindu
society and religion. This canker was wisely removed by the epoch-

making law passed in 1930 during the Regency of H. H. Setu Bai, the

Senior Rani. Even in 1921, the Government decided to prohibit further

recruitment to the class of Kudikkaris either by adoption or by volun-

tary contract. It was also laid down that men were to be substituted in

place of Kudikkaris whenever vacancies arose. The adoption of this

course was motivated by the hope that the institution of Devadasis would
die away in course of time. But it would have needed many years for the

system to become extinct. Hence a decisive step was taken by the

Government in 1930, when they ordered its complete discontinuance, as

in the opinion of the Government “ this undesirable institution has out-

lived its time In order to avoid economic hardship to the Devadasis
thrown out of temple service, a monthly allowance of Rs. 9/- per head,

Together with a share of the food offered to the deity, was granted.

Now, there is a feverish effort on the part of the Devadasis in Sucln-
dram and South Travancore to shed their inferiority. During the last

few decades, they have been making strenuous attempts to intermarry
with other social groups like the Vellalas. The wealthier sections among
the Devadasis have often succeeded in their efforts, though it is found
easier for their daughters to be married outside their group, than for

their sons to secure brides from other castes.

119. Compare what Abdur Razak says about their position in Vijayanagar

:

“ The dancing girl castes and their allies i.e , their brothers and other relatives, the
Melakkarans are now practically the sole repository of Indian Music”.

37
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SECTION 10. THE TEMPLE— AS A CONSUMER

The Temple is a huge consumer of commodities and services. Indeed,

there is no place south of Trivandrum where such a large quantity and
such a wide variety of articles are in demand every day. The economic

life of the people is, in no small measure, influenced by the role played

by the temple as a consumer.

In the early stages of the history of Suclndram, the requirements

were comparatively few; some rice for offerings, flowers, sandal, milk,

ghee and oil were about all that were needed. No doubt, the feeding of

brahmins which prevailed so early as the 9th century A.D. demanded a

considerable supply of rice, vegetables and condiments. The steady

increase in the number of people to be fed, resulted in more need for

these commodities. Ghee for the maintenance of perpetual *'

lamps
and flower for the images were other requirements, the demand for

which increased with the growth of the pagoda.

During and subsequent to the 11th century A.D., the number of

images and shrines rose steadily. Endowments also became more
numerous. The result was that the articles required by the temple
increased manyfold. Unfortunately, none of the early inscriptions of

Sucindram furnishes a full list of the articles used by the temple. But
the long epigraphic record of Vira Rama Varma of 646 M.E (1471 A.D.)
mentions details of the variety of articles needed m connection with the
conduct of a specified puja (the Cempakaraman Puja) . Associated with
the performance of the puja, the anointing of the images and the feeding
of brahmins also were to take place. Besides rice, milk, ghee and oil,

coconuts, vegetables and sundry other commodities were required.

Kadali (plantain) fruits, both of the ripe and the unripe variety, betel

leaves, arecanuts, pepper, sandal paste, kumkum (saffron), paccaikar-
puram (camphor) and pannlr (rosewater) were included in the list. A
considerable quantity of salt, tamarind, chilies and condiments, as also

fire-wood, must have been used, although they are not mentioned in the
epigraph.120

The Suclndram inscription of 665 M.E. (1489 A.D.)
,
too, gives us an

idea of the wide variety of articles required in connexion with the abhi-
sekha, puja and brahmin feeding provided for by the endowment. These
included rice, gram, pulses, milk, oil, ghee, turmeric, pepper, fruits,

coconuts, plaintain fruits and plaintain leaves, betel and arecanuts, pac-

120. Compare a similar list of articles used in other South Indian temples from an
inscription of 1372 A.D. Ep Camatica IV Gundulpet 35 and also S.I.I., Vol. II, No. 6.
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caikarpuram, kumkum and pannlr. An interesting feature about the

list of articles found in both the inscriptions mentioned above, is the

large demand for spices- Information from other South Indian inscrip-

tions confirms this tendency which prevailed in other temples, too, even

m the 13th century A.D.

The Accounts of the Sucindram pagoda found in the palm-leaf

records, rangmg from the last quarter of the 17th century A.D., present

full details about the numerous articles needed every day. The require-

ments included, besides the articles mentioned above, sesamum, mustard,

sugar, ghul, unguents, incense, red-paint, scented dust, cotton and silk

thread as well as cotton and silk cloth. A considerable quantity of fire-

wood was in demand for the normal requirements of the temple, not to

speak of cartloads of fuel needed in connection with the feeding at

Uttupura.

In fact, the large-scale feeding in the Uttupura itself, necessitated a
demand for vast quantities of different commodities. Rice was undoubt-
edly the principal requirement. On an average, fifteen paras of rice

were used for the daily feeding in the Uttupura in the early part of the

present century. Earlier, about 1850 A.D., only ten paras of rice per day
were needed. The Accounts of the temple indicate that, for the year

1017 M.E. (1841-42) A.D., about 3487 paras of rice were used for the free

feeding alone. In the 18th centuryA.D., generally about 2900 paras were
found enough. Over and above the consumption in the Uttupura, daily

4-J kottas or 45 paras of rice were, and still continue to be cooked in con-

nection with the offerings to the deities
; thus, the total quantity of rice

needed by the temple was enormous.

Obviously, corresponding to the quantity of rice used in the Uttu-

pura, other commodities like condiments, pulses, salt, tamarind, chilies,

coconuts, oils, vegetables etc., were required. In the early part of the

19th century A.D., on these miscellaneous articles alone, a sum of about

Rs. 3,320 was spent, while, by the middle of the century, it rose to very
nearly Rs. 4,000 per annum. When it is remembered that the general

level of prices was much lower than in the present century, the enormous
quantity of the various commodities used, can be imagined.

A brisk trade with Sucindram was the natural outcome of the steady

demand for various commodities. There is evidence showing that the

markets of Vadassery and Mailadi, held twice a week (the former on
Thursdays and Sundays and the latter on Wednesdays and Saturdays

respectively)
,
besides the age-long commercial mart of Kottar, were the
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principal centres of supply. Salt was obtained from Variyur, where,

salt pans had been worked as early as the 11th century A.D., if not

earlier.121 With the discontinuance of the Uttupura feeding at noon and
night every day, obviously the demand declined considerably. Never-
theless, the fact remains that, even at present, the temple is the largest

consumer of articles in the locality.

The special ceremonies of the temple created additional demand for

numerous commodities. Besides the day-to-day round of ceremonies,

the monthly and annual festivals required enormous quantities of a wide
variety of articles. The erection of pandals and temporary sheds, the

decorations of the Vahanas and images, as well as the conduct of special

feasts called for other goods and services. Bamboos, coir, dried leaves of

coconut palms, cloth, silk, prodigious quantities of flower-garlands and
numberless other things were required. Indeed, the temple was a huge
mart durmg the Utsavas.

On the whole, the pagoda was a mammoth institution and a great

consumer. No wonder that the life of multitudes of peoples in Nancinad
was influenced by the economic aspect of the activities of the temple.

Sucmdram became a seat of small-scale industries and a brisk centre of

internal trade. In fact, a study of the temple in its economic aspect

serves as a corrective to the exaggeration of the isolation and self-

sufficiency of the medieval village stressed by certain writers.122

SECTION 11. THE TEMPLE— AS A LANDLORD

Early possessions oj the temple : From early times, the temple at

Suelndram was a wealthy institution, owning a considerable extent of

landed property. It has been noticed already how an inscription of

Maran Cadayan mentions Nripasekharavalanallur, as a devadana of the
Emperuman of Suelndram. Nripasekharavalanallur was the early name
of Kakkadu, the village just to the east of Sucmdram. At present, it

has over 120 acres of paddy lands within its boundaries. And, it has to

be remembered that, in early times, certainly before the 12th century
A.D., the devadana village of Nripasekharavalanallur comprised within
its jurisdiction, the hamlet of Tenvalanallur, the present Kakkumur.
This is evident from the inscription of Kodai Keralavarman of 320 M.E.
(1145 A.D.) which refers to Tenvalanallur as “ Ittevar devadanafigahl

121. T.A.S., I. p. 247.

122. See Simkins :
4

Agricultural Geography p. 73 and Gadgil: Industrial
Evolution, \ p. 13. Contra-Barbosa : ‘An Account’, II, p. 67.
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lurupsekharanallurp padum tenvaianailur”. Kakkumur at present, has

an acreage of about 220 acres of paddy lands. Another inscription, dated
402 M.E. or 1227 A.D., describes Vaciavalanallur also as a devadana of

Suclndramudaiya Mahadevar. Vadavalanallur is apparently the village

now known as Nallur, lying to the north-east of Suelndram. This village,

too, is surrounded by paddy fields extending to about 200 acres.

Besides, there was the cultivable area belonging to Suelndram pro-

per. Suelndram was, as observed already, a brahmadeya by the 10th

century A.D. Though the brahmin settlers were the owners of the landed
property, the produce was used also to meet the requirements of the tem-
ple. Indeed, the colony of brahmins was established there and land was
settled on them, primarily to subserve the interests of the temple. But
there is no means of ascertaining the exact area of the different regions,

which were actually brought under cultivation m the early period. A
certain part alone, probably the most fertile and easily accessible portion

of the vast area, was made arable at the outset. Perhaps, it was only

later, when more income was needed, that the rest of the land in and
near Suelndram was brought under the plough.

Land reclamation : The expanse of arable land lying to the west
of the pagoda, known as the -Sivindapparru, extending over 300 acres,

seems to have been originally comprised m the brahmadeya. The
probability is that only a small part of this total area was actually culti-

vated in the 9th and 10th centuries A.D. The rest was only gradually

brought under cultivation. Whenever £n endowment of land was made
to the temple towards meeting any specified charge like provision of

offerings to the deity or of food for brahmins, waste land was purchased

from the authorities of the pagoda by the donor of the gift and was again

settled on them. The Mulaparuda sabhai, receiving the land and an
amount of money for its reclamation, arranged to plough and irrigate it,

making it arable. The actual process of bringing the land under culti-

vation is made clear by certain epigraphs. For example, an inscription

of Maran Cadayan123 states that a particular plot of waste land was
ploughed well, irrigated with water, and made arable by the Mulaparuda
sabhai

—

Ivvellai nacjiuvu kidanda mainnilamum takkisum iraivukkdlum

nirakka kutti vayakki mandu nzr pdyap panninamaiyil

That the Sabhai reclaimed land is evident from an inscription of

404 M.E. (1299 A.D.) .
124 The temple encouraged reclamation indirectly,

123. TA.S., IV, p. 119

124. T.A.S., VIII, p. 35.
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too. Pious people, at times, thought it meritorious to reclaim land in

order to bestow it on the temple. The Suclndram inscription of 404

M.E.125 states that one Kesavan Arangan of Pudumadam endowed to

the Dvarakai Emperuman shrine a plot of land reclaimed by him.
“ Som yennudaiya cempon iottattiruttil nalu veliyilahcvpatta mlattin-

meZ”.126 Similar types of endowments were not unknown m the case

of other temples, too.

As years wore on, endowments increased, and more of land was
brought under cultivation. Unfortunately, no accurate record is avail-

able of the increase in the cultivated land from time to time. It is only

from incidental or indirect references that we can gather certain facts

concerning the extent of land owned by the pagoda. An example of

such a reference is found in an inscription of 716 M.E. (1541 A.D.) . This

epigraph, while recording the royal settlement of a grievance of the

landowners of Terur, reveals that in Terur Parru> the Sucmdram temple

possessed Devadana land to the extent of 120 ma.127 Thus, even from the

available data, which represents but a part of the real situation, it is

certain that the temple had become, in due course, a very wealthy land-

lord.

Naturally, all through its long history, down to 1812 A.D., the res-

ponsibility of cultivating the lands devolved upon the authorities of

the pagoda. It appears that in the very early period, i.e., about the 9th

century A.D., the Mulaparuda sabhai itself had the lands farmed with
the help of labourers and supervisors. As evidence of direct farming
undertaken by the managers of the temple may be cited the data learnt

from the inscription of the 5th year of Maran Cadayan already noticed,

and also the information found in the inscription of the 14th year of

Raja Raja. In the latter epigraph it is stated that in respect of lands

which were exempt from taxes, the supervision was to be undertaken
by the

4 devakarmis \ “ Kadan parmta nilattu devakarmigal kankwnitlu
vamvdrkaLdvar 39

.

But soon, and very probably even before Raja Raja’s time, the
system of leasing out the temple land to tenants must have arisen. The
important inscription of the 15th year of Raja Raja makes this clear. A
specific reference is found to the class of tenants and the transfer of

125. Ibid., p 36.

126. A.R.E. 32 of 1906; 103 of 1912; 128 of 1912; 658 of 1919 and also AR.E.
1913, Part II, para 24.

127 See Appendix Inscription No. 64
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control over them from the hands of the Mulaparuda sabhai to the

Mahasabhai. Again, a later inscription, that of 398 M.E. (1223 A.D.),

speaks of land let on lease for cultivation. “ Ulavornkonda devadrniarn

ten parakkai nilam dru mavilum 9
\ The epigraph of 404 M.E. (1229

A.D.) specifies the quantity of paddy that the tenants of some plots of

Devadana land were to pay the temple.128

Relations with the tenants

:

We have no means of ascertaining how
far the temple as a landowner differed from other private landowners.

Formally there was one difference. All leases, as indeed all transactions

of the temple were entered into, m the name of Candesvara, the first

servant of God. This feature served to emphasize the sacred character

of the transaction, reminding the tenants that they held the land of God
and that they should be immaculate in discharging their obligations.

Lithic, as well as palm-leaf records of the temple, furnish clear

evidence of strict and efficient control exercised over the tenants. Besides

the supervision undertaken by the devarkarmis during the cultivation,

the authorities themselves took every precaution to see that the paddy
due to the temple was taken to its precincts at the prescribed time, and
measured in the proper manner. The inscription of 999 A.D. states that

the tenants were required to convey the stipulated quantity of paddy
to the temple in the harvest season and entrust it to the authorities

measuring it with the * bhattarakal 9
of three nalis as the measure ac-

cepted by the temple. The insistence on the use of the ( temple-measure 5

for the purpose shows the precaution taken against any foul play on
the part of tenants. That, similarly, a fixed unit of measure made of

brass (ceppu noli) was employed for receiving the rice arranged to be

supplied to the temple, is learnt from an epigraph of Kodai Keralavar-

man.129

No remissness or delay in the payment of the paddy by tenants was
tolerated. Fines were imposed on those tenants who erred in the dis-

charge of their obligations. The inscriptions of the 13th century A.D.
and the palm-leaf records of the 17th century A.D. specify the rates of

penalty. None of the inscriptions in Sucindram tells us whether failure

to comply with the conditions of assignment led to the tenants being de-
prived of their cultivating right. But several palm-leaf records containing
the accounts of the 18th century A.D. mention the enforcement of this

128 TAS., Vm, p 35.

129. T.A.S., IV. p 21.
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drastic penalty.130 In fact, during the age of the Yogakkars’ supremacy,
a very stringent enforcement of the conditions of the tenancy was the
order of the day. Several records specify the fines imposed on such of

the tenants who supplied inferior type of paddy or tried to adopt unfair

means in measuring out the paddy due to the temple.

However, this does not by any means indicate that tenants were
oppressed and harassed by the authorities of the pagoda. At any rate,

in the early period, it is indisputably clear that tenants were protected
from the rapacity or cruelty of others. The inscription of the 14th year
of Raja Raja (999 A.D.)

,
noticed already, lays down that any one who

obstructs a tenant from promptly paying the paddy due to the temple
will incur the sin of havmg violated Sivadharma.131 Again, an inscrip-

tion of Udayar Sri Cola Pandya reveals the concern evinced by the
authorities in protecting their tenants. No cesses or minor taxes were
to be exacted in the shape of tenancy obligations. The epigraph runs
thus: “Innilam Ulungudikalai YS.da.num oru kudimai kattdtoUvaia-
kum ”13s

In respect of later periods, too, the palm-leaf records present several
instances of humane treatment meted out to tenants. Advances of loans
were occasionally made from the temple treasury to needy cultivators.

However, tenants were not authorized to transfer the lease of land
in their charge to any person without the express consent of the temple
authorities. A specific case of violation of this injunction was brought
to the notice of the Mahasabhai. The matter was investigated into, and,
presumably, a severe penalty was imposed on the offender.133 Though
the decision of the assembly on the matter is not known to us on account
of the incompleteness of the inscription, the very fact that the accusation
against the erring tenant was made before the sabhai, shows that sub-
lease was prohibited. It is not known how long this condition remained
in force. A palm-leaf record of 862 M.E. (1687 A.D.)

, as well as several
others of later days, show that sub-leasmg was adopted then. Perhaps,

*
inscription of Tirukkakkarai (South Travancore), ascnbable

to the middle of the 10th century A.D., specified this condition of the leise.‘

°m
S1)

A
Oa/rL./rsS* &irjrrmrmu> affi^dsL-sffujsir ”.

131. JL.A.S
, rv. p. 129.

132. Kudimai may mean tenancy dues or petty exactions Several Cola in-
scriptions use this term. See, for example, A. R E. 121 of 1925 and 140 of 1925. An
epigraph No. 147 of 1925 throws light on the connotation of the term. It runs
• Qu<gwil, SeoeuiR, $0su/rff®te Qurr&srp @1$.®ms sruGutrutLi ”
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the increase in the possession of landed property necessitated a modifi-

cation of the original injunction.

Karanmai :— Besides the land leased out to tenants for cultivation,

the proceeds of which were to be paid to the temple, there was another
type of tenure m vogue in Sucmdram and the rest of South India. This

was known as Karanmai tenure. It appears to have been common m
the period after the 16th century A.D., although it was not unknown
in the 11th and 12th centuries. Karanmai, used in the sense of a tenure,

indicates the hereditary right of cultivating and realizing the yield of

a plot of land T. A. G. Rao defines Karanmai as a perpetual lease by
which lands are made over by the trustees or managers of temples to

those who are employed for the performance of certain duties therein.134

But, this definition does not include settlement of lands as a reward for

service rendered in the past, although that tenure also was described as

Karanmai. In fact, this was the most common form of Karanmai. Many
are the endowments made by kings or other individuals settling plots

of land as * Karanmai 9 on particular persons for the discharge of speci-

fied duties or the supply of stipulated goods and services to the temple.

In return for the service, the holder of the land, Karanmaikkaran, as

he was called, was to enjoy the produce of the endowed land. Invari-

ably, the land so granted, yielded much more than what was needed for

the performance of the duty ;
the excess income was meant for the sus-

tenance of the tenant and his family, in return for the services he ren-

dered to the temple. The supply of flower-garlands, ghee or oil for

* perpetual ’ lamps, and of other requirements was guaranteed by Karan-
mai settlement of land. Further, this pattern of contract was adopted

even in respect of services like sweeping, parasol-bearing, conchblowing,

engraving inscriptions, keeping watch, and a host of other duties.

This was a hereditary settlement, and ordinarily, as long as the

stipulated duty was performed satisfactorily, the right could not be taken

away from the original tenant or his heirs. But the position underwent

a radical change when the temple and its property were taken over by
the Government in 1812 A.D. True, for a time, many Karanmai holders

were left undisturbed. Gradually, the Government insisted upon em-
ployees performing services on the basis of a fixed remuneration. Now,
all the Karanmaikkar receive monthly remuneration ; a few get a speci-

fied quantity of cooked rice, offered as oblations to the deity.

134. TAS, II p. 139.
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Conclusion :— On the whole, it is difficult to exaggerate the influ-

ence that the temple has exercised, through the ages, on the social life

of the people. The 3§uclndram temple, like others of its kind, was a
powerful social and economic factor. It was also a source of religious

inspiration for the people. Many and varied were the secular functions
it discharged. As landholder, consumer of goods and services, and em-
ployer, as a centre of cultural and educational activity, in short, as the
focus of social life and development, the Suclndram temple has played
an important role. It has been rightly said of Hindu temples that “ they
were fortresses, treasuries, court-houses, parks, fairs, exhibition-sheds,
halls of learning and of pleasure, all in one ”.13s

135. I. A., Vol. XXIV. p. 256 n. 41.
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C H A P T E R X

THE SUCINDRAM
PRATYAYAM
OR KAIMUKKU

SECTION 1. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PRATYAYAM

N o institution has attained such unique celebrity in the history

of the Suemdram temple as the time-honoured ordeal conducted there.

Sucindram Pratyayam, or Kaimukku
,

1 as it has been popularly known,

was a peculiar mode of testing the innocence of a suspected offender.

The accused was to dip his hand into boiling ghee at the temple, and

if his hand was left unhurt, his innocence was established. Nothing has

contributed to the popular veneration of the pagoda as this fiery ordeal

held under its authority.

Originally this ordeal must have been instituted in Suclndram by
reason of die antiquity and the special Murti Vise? or sacredness of the

temple. The establishment and frequent adoption of the test, in its

turn, augmented the sanctity and popular esteem of the pagoda. The
circumstance that the ordeal was exclusively restricted to the Nambu-
diris, the highest section of the Malabar brahmins, added a special halo

of reputation to the temple. Suclndram lay far away from the native

land of the Nambudiris, and their adoption of this place for the con-

duct of the ordeal increased the fame of the temple all the more.

1. Pratyayam literally means confidence or trust. As applied

to the ordeal, it denotes that the Divine Will or confidence was ascertained

regarding the particular offence. The Tamil word * Kaimukku * emphasizes the

actual mode of conducting the ordeal. Literally it means * dipping the hand
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At the outset, any famous and ancient Siva temple would have

been considered as a suitable venue for the conduct of the ordeal.

Among the Tnmurtis, Siva is reputed to be the ferocious deity— the

Rudra Murty or Murkha Murty— whose wrath is dreaded. That

accounts for the institution of ordeals in Siva temples like those of

Kartigappalli and Cehgannur .
2 But, a distinctive factor, which appears

to have prompted the introduction of the * Kaimukku ’ in Suclndram,

was the legendary association of Indra’s purification with this sacred

fane. In order to redeem himself from the curse of Gautama, Indra

underwent the process of submerging himself in boiling ghee at Sucln-

dram .
3 This mythical background of Indra’s purification m the shrine,

evidently, served as the cause for the institution of the ordeal at this

place.

It must be noted that, besides Sucindram, there were many places

in Tndia and outside, where more or less similar ordeals were adopted

from early times. Indeed, for a proper appreciation of the Kaimukku
test at Sucindram, a brief survey of the ancient forms of trial in vogue

at different places is essential.

SECTION 2. ANCIENT ORDEALS

A rather strange phenomenon was that, in many countries of the

world, m the past, the help of divine power was invoked for the detec-

tion of criminals and settlement of disputes. When law and justice

were in their infancy in human society, it was perhaps natural that

the aid of divine agency was sought in the matter of ascertaining truth.

The Ordeal, as an avowed instrument of God’s Will, has prevailed
among various widely separated nations of the world, in the different

regions of Asia, Africa and Europe. The Bible refers to the employ-
ment of * the bitter water of chastity ’ for testing the innocence of per-
sons suspected of sexual offences. The earliest account of such an
ordeal is in Numbers V, which describes the mode of administering to
a Hebrew woman accused of adultery, ‘ the bitter water \ The water
was to be mixed with the dust of the tabernacle floor, along with the
curse laid on it, in order to cause her belly to swell, if guilty. This
shows that the ordeal had prevailed among the Jews of old.

2. Among other deities in the Hindu pantheon, the goddess Kali is also believed
to be awe-inspiring and ferocious. It is significant that in Malabar, various Trmflp

of ordeals used to take place m the Kali or Bhagavati temples until recent times.
Besides ordeals, oaths and pledges were taken in front of the deity in these temples.

3. See Chapter IV, p. 95.
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A similar ordeal tor incontinence is still m use among the natives

of the Gold Coast of Africa. Livingstone describes the adoption of

ordeal as common among all the negro races north of the Zambesi.

Again, the prevalence among the Greeks of compurgation by fire,

has been referred to by Sophocles in the ‘ Antigone \ Besides, among

Christian Saints there are several instances of triumphant emergence

from the Fire Ordeal.4 Throughout Europe, the ordeal existed under

the sanction of law and of the Church almost to the end of the Middle

Ages. There is the interesting incident of Richardis, wife of Charles the

Fat, proving her innocence by jumping into a fire, clothed in a waxed
shift, and emerging unhurt. Evidence is also available of the Egyptians

and the Chaldaens having resorted to the Divine Agency for the detec-

tion of crimes.5

Among the Hindus, the ordeal has been adopted m nine different

ways :— (1) by the balance, (2) by water, (3) by fire, (4) by poison,

(5) by the cosha or drinking water in which images of Sun and other

deities had been washed, (6) by chewing rice, (7) by hot oil, (8) by
red-hot iron, and also (9) by drawing two images out of a jar into which
they have been thrown. India abounds in literary references to the

adoption of these various ordeals. There is, for example, the epic story

of the virtuous Slta, after her redemption from Lanka, proving to her

jealous husband her innocence by passing through fire. The fire ordeal

is described also m the Hmdu codes of Yajnavalkya and others.

Literary as well as epigraphic testimony is found showing that the

ordeal was adopted frequently m various places of South India. For
instance, it is learnt that

L Tiruttakka Devar the celebrated author of
4

Jivakacintamani had to undergo the ordeal of handling a piece of

red-hot iron in order to prove his purity.6 The Pur-aruc story of Nanda,
the devotee, vindicating his sincerity by emerging unscathed from the
ordeal of fire, is well-known. Again, the Penya Purana states that in

the great religious contest between the Jam pandits and Tirujnana-

sambanda, their respective holy books were subjected to the fire ordeal

in order to prove their sanctity, and that the Saiva cause finally tn-

4 e g. St Francis of Paula, St. Catherine of Seinna
5. Encyclopaedia Bntanica Yol. XX, pp. 173-75 and ‘ Chambers ’ Encyclopaedia ,

Vol. VH. pp. 628-29.

6. Introduction by Mahamahopadhyaya V. Swammatha Aiyar to his edition of
4
Jivakacintamani
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urnphed.7 Further, we hear of the ordeal to which Kulasekhara Alvar

thrusted his hand into a pot containing a live cobra m order to prove

the innocence of the Vaisnava devotees who were charged with the

theft of some jewels belonging to the temple.8

There is an interesting instance of ordeal belonging to the 13th

century A.D. In connection with a theft of cash and jewels in the

temple of Tirunalakkunramudaiya Nayanar, the suspected arcakas were
called upon to handle a red-hot ploughshare in the court.9 It is stated

that the hands of all the suspected priests were burnt and that they

confessed their guilt.

In much later times, m various parts of South India, there have
been found the practices of devotees jumping into fire-pits or pouring
boiling water over the body m order to evmce their divine inspiration.10

The more dreadful custom of beating the chest with a red-hot chain of

iron was also in vogue. These frantic feats have been largely resorted

to by ‘devotees’ in order to impress upon the populace their sincerity

and devotion.

Several kinds of ordeals for testing the guilt of people are known
to have been adopted in Malabar. Fra Bartolomeo writes— “ In former
times, if a suspected person waded through the stream infested by a
crocodile or put his finger into boiling oil, melted lead or a cocoanut
shell in which a snake was concealed and drew it out unhurt, he was
declared to be innocent ”,u And, these strange methods of trial were in

vogue so late as the 19th century. Forbes observes that, in the British

District of Malabar, ordeals of different kinds were resorted to, and that

they were conducted under the superintendence of the British Officers.

He adds that the seal of the East India Company was imprinted on the
waxcloth covering of the hand. These facts afford proof of the British

7. In all these instances learnt from the epics and Furanas, apart from the
historicity or otherwise of the incidents narrated, the inference is that (at the latest),

during the age of the authors of these works, traditions about the ordeals were in

vogue.

8 iC uuir^srskuT QsrrGfTGfrirQirsvrp 6uir<£(GfTj&Q&

&jfrjrmQ&!rQ(9jL-LJU!rili$p mdsu§L-L-6ii6br lArrppsomir ”

See M. Raghava Aiyangar’s e<
^tpGun-fT&Gfr ” Part I, p. 177 and C. Chel-

Iam’s Sri Kulasekharalvar Caritam, pp. 9-14,

9. A.R.E. No, 372 of 1906.

10. Noteworthy is the fact that Muslims also adopt the practice of jumping into

fire, during the “ Muharam
11.

u Voyage to the East Indies ,s

p. 312
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Government, m its early days, having recognized and employed the

age-old systems of trial by ordeal.

In Travancore, not only in the famous temples of Sucindram,
Kartigappalli, Cehgannur and Errumanur, but m several other less

prominent ones, too, ordeals were conducted, down to the end of the

19th century. Walter Hamilton m his ‘ Description of Travancore 912

says
—

“ When in a scheme of judicial organization, Col. Munro, the

then British Resident of Travancore, proposed to abolish trials by ordeal,

the assembled pandits and the Queen stoutly opposed it. They clung

to the practice with such remarkable pertinacity that it became neces-

sary, in compliance with their united supplications, to admit in certain

cases such trials under the express sanction of the Dewan.”

A striking feature about these trials both in Travancore and Malabar
is that the ordeals were invoked not only in cases in which Hindus were
involved. Even if the suspected offenders belonged to other religions,

ordeals of one kind or other were employed
;
only they were not per-

mitted to conduct the test within the precincts of Hindu temples. There
have been instances of Moors, Jews and Christians in Malabar and Tra-
vancore having been subjected to such tests. In 1821, a Jew complained
to the British Resident of Travancore that, under a burden of suspicion,

he was obliged to plunge his hand into a vessel full of boiling oil, and
not being able to sustain the fiery scrutiny, lost the cause and the use
of his hand.13

Among the various forms of ordeals, those commonly resorted to

in Malabar and Travancore were (1) Ordeals by poison (2) Water
Ordeals (3) Fire Ordeals and (4) Ordeals of the balance.14 The appli-

cation of the particular type depended upon the caste to which the person

or persons on trial belonged. The higher the caste in the social grada-

tion, the higher the form of trial
;
thus the brahmins were tried by the

balance, the Kjsatriyas by fire, the Vaisyas by water and the Sudras by

12. Quoted by K. P. P. Menon :
“ History of Kerala ”, Vol. n, p. 257.

13. Attempts were made by the authorities of the Church to prevent Christians

submitting to these ordeals. For instance, it is learnt that in the Conference held
on 20th June 1599, at Udayamperur under the presidency of the Archbishop Menesses,

a decree {No. 18) was promulgated prohibiting the ordeal of Kaimukku or the red-

hot ploughshare among Christians (Gedde’s "History of the Church of Malabar”
p. 123).

14. For a description of the various Ordeals : See Evelyn Abbot :
“ The History

of Antiquity ”, Vol. IV, Ch. VII. “ Alberuni’s India ”, Vol. n, Ch. LXX, pp. 158-60.

“Asiatic Researches”, Vol. I, p. 389 and Beal “Buddhist Records of the Western

World \ Vol. H, p. 84.
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poison. But, it must be observed that though this was the general basis

of assignment, it was not always rigorously followed. Side by side with

the distinction in caste, the gravity of the offence committed was also

taken into consideration. For instance, in Sucindram, though the

Nambudiri brahmins alone were subjected to the ordeal, yet, since its

application was restricted to cases of sexual offence and murder, it was

the fire ordeal that was resorted to.

SECTION 3. THE NAMBUDIRIS AND THE SUCINDRAM PRATYAYAM

All the original records pertaining to the Pratyayam in Sucindram15

indicate that the ordeal was confined only to the Nambudiri Brahmins.

Local tradition fully supports this. No doubt, oaths or pledges could be

taken at the entrance to the pagoda by any Hindu. But, the sacred

ordeal was not resorted to by any one other than a Nambudiri. This

circumstance is intriguing. Why was the ‘ Kaimukku ’ confined to the

Nambudiris alone ? It would have been understandable if the ordeal had
been restricted to brahmins only or even to all Malayali brahmins. It

is known that certain Malayali brahmins were introduced into Sucindram
about the 12th century A.D., and that in course of time they became the

leading authorities of the temple. But they were ‘ Porris ’ and not

Nambudiris, and undoubtedly in that period, there was a distinction

between the two classes.

Perhaps, about the 13th century A.D., when we hear of Govinda
prajna bhatarar and his dominating influence in Sucindram, Nambudiri
Santikkar were employed not only in the Dvaraka Emperuman shrine

but also in the main temple. The fact that Santi in the Sthanunatha-
svamy temple is exclusively restricted to the Nambudiris of three

villages,16 affords a clue. More than that, the customary obligation de-

manded of every Nambudiri of those three villages to perform the Santi

in the fsucindram pagoda at least once, indicates that there was a definite

bond connecting the Nambudiris of those villages with the Sucmdram
pagoda.

In the absence of any documentary information on the question, we
can only conjecture that, while the Porris became the Yogakkar some-

15. These documents, called
‘ Kaimukku Records ’ are found in the Vattappalli

Matha. They deal with the details connected with a number of cases of Kaimukku
ordeal conducted in the temple. The earliest among the available documents per-
tains to the ordeal held in 802 M.E. (1627 A.D.) The ‘ Acarakkanakku ’ or the
accounts of the temple also furnish some data.

16. Supra— Chapter VII, p. 176.
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time in the 13th or 14th century, there soon arose a close association of

Nambudiris with the pagoda. Whether this contact emerged under the

orders of the Venad king or the Nambudiri Svamiyar “ the Great
Tiruvadi ” of Trivandrum or his deputy c Govinda Prajha * himself, we
have no means of knowing. However, when the Santi and Tantram of

the pagoda were settled on Nambudiris, Sucindram came to be looked

upon as a specially sacred place by the Nambudiris. That seems to be
the explanation for the Kaimukku having become confined to the Nam*
budiris.17

The palm-leaf records indicate that, by far the largest number of

‘Kaimukku’ ordeals occurred in respect of sexual offence. Out of a dozen
c Kaimukku 9 records, barely one deals with the crime of murder ;

all

the others pertain to violation of sexual morality. Apparently, the

explanation for this circumstance is found in the great importance at-

tached by the Nambudiris to feminine chastity.

The social customs and institutions of the Nambudiris are, in some
respects, peculiar. An intensely religious and orthodox class of rich

land-owners, the Nambudiris have, in times past, maintained a lofty

position. Their social eminence and cultural attainments served to

foster high ideals of conduct.

A peculiar social custom was that~rhe^eldest man of the family alone

was entitled to marry from his own caste. While it led to the junior

members consorting with girls of other castes, this social custom re-

sulted in a numerous body of Nambudiri women remaining spinsters.

The great emphasis on a high standard of feminine chastity is largely

ascribable to this feature. The regulation of women’s conduct in private

life and the dreadful penalty meted out to women convicted of moral
lapses prove unmistakably the supreme prominence attached to womanly
conduct. In addition to a number of stringent injunctions, the Nambu-
diris had also developed in their villages a peculiar mode of trial for

sexual offences—the trial known as Smartavicaram. Since the Kaimuk-
ku at Sucmdram appears to be connected with, and a continuation of the

Smartavicaram, a brief survey of the latter is necessary 18

IT. It is noteworthy that any Nambudiri, even though, not belonging to the
three particular villages, was eligible to submit himself to the ordeal.

18. The exact nature of relationship between Smartavicaram conducted by the

village organization and the £ucindram Kaimukku is not mentioned in any of the

original records. Neither the available documents of ‘Smartavicaram ’ nor those of

‘Kaimukku’ speak about the relationship But the terms like ‘Pampu’ (the letter of

authorization for taking the ordeal)
4 Smaxtan * Melkdyimakkar ‘ Mimamsakar

39
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SECTION 4 SMARTAVICARAM 19

The trial undertaken by the Village Headmen of cases of alleged

conjugal infidelity is described as
4 Smartavicaram because these trials

were conducted under the auspices of the ‘ Smartan ’ (Judge) of the

village* The procedure of the
4 Smartavicaram 5 was as follows :

The moment a woman was suspected of adultery, the Nambudiris
living in the neighbourhood were to be informed of it by the head of the

house. Failure to do so would tarnish the reputation and ruin the social

position of the family. The Nambudiri leaders of the locality proceeded
to the house of the suspected woman and tried first to ascertain |he
genuineness of the accusation.20 If the elders were satisfied that there

was a basis for the charge, they ordered the immediate transfer of the
woman to a separate shed called the Ancampura, which was within the

compound, but apart from the mam house.21 Immediately after this,

the eldest man of the family informed the ruler of the State, who,
thereupon appointed a Pancayat to conduct the vicaram or trial. The
Pancayat was presided over by the Smartan, the highest religious and
social authority of the village. The members consisted of two or more
Mimamsakar or Nambudiris well-versed in caste laws, as well as the
Ahakkoyma or local head of the community and the Purakkoyma, who
was originally the king himself, but later his deputy, usually a Taluk
or village officer, empowered to maintain order during the trial. It may
be added that the Mimamsakar were selected by the Smarta himself.

The regular trial commenced with the examination of the dasi or
the maid-servant of the accused. During the period of examination,
every day at about 11 a.m. the Smartan and his colleagues proceeded to

the Aficampura and addressed a series of questions to the Dasi and

etc, occurring in both the ‘Kaimukku5 and the ‘Smartavicaram* records point to
the Pratyayam having been a corollary of the Smartavicaram. Though all those
found guilty by the Smartas did not necessarily take the ordeal at J§ucindram, such
of the accused who desired to prove their innocence at Sucindram were permitted
to proceed thither.

19. For detailed accounts of Smartavicaram, see Logan’s ‘Malabar Manual*.
Thurston’s ‘ Castes and Tribes of Southern India Nagamiah’s ‘ State Manual *,

Travancore Census Reports’ and Anantakrishna Aiyar*s ‘The Cochin Tribes and
Castes

’

20. This preliminary enquiry was held by questioning the maid servant or

Dasi attached to the suspected woman. Hence, this enquiry was called ‘Basivicaram*.

The questioning was done by the relatives of the suspected woman, in conjunction
with the leading Nambudiris of the neighbourhood.

21 Antarjanam is one who cannot be seen outside the house.
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elicited details about the alleged incident. All the time, the accused was
to remain within the Ancampura, as she was an antarjanam22 (gosha

—

not to be seen outside) . At about 5 p.m., the Smarta m the presence of

the Ahakkoyma, related the whole day’s proceedings to the Mimamsakar
and consulted them as to the nature of the questions to be asked the next

day.23 This enquiry continued from day to day, and, in some cases

it lasted for months together and even for some years. It must be noted

that all the members of the committee of enquiry were to be fed, durmg
the entire period of trial, at the expense of the accused.

The laborious examination continued until the accused admitted her
guilt or till it was indisputably proved that she was innocent. In early

times, cruel devices such as the introduction of rats and snakes into the

woman’s apartment were employed in order to extort her confession.

Such dreadful steps may have occasionally resulted in innocent women
admitting trumped-up charges. Indeed, the manner in which the women
suspected of immorality were tried and the drastic social ostracism which
befell the convicted, seem outrageous to the modern mind. The dominant,

and almost tyrannical, hold that social customs and religious belief had
on the Nambudiris is vividly exemplified by the whole trial. No con-

sideration of personal affection or dread of social slur stood in the way
of even the offender’s mother, father or brother or any near relative,

who was the first and perhaps the only spectator of a shady act, reporting

the fact and inviting a public enquiry by society.24

It must, however, be mentioned that great care was taken by the

judges, during the Smartavicaram, not to be discourteous to the accused.

Until the offence was definitely proved, she was treated with the courtesy

and consideration due to her as a member of a respectable community.
No harsh or cruel word was ever employed or abominable idea suggested,

and the whole enquiry was conducted by a series of close but gentle inter-

rogations. Her gosha (purdah) acara was religiously respected, every
question to her being addressed through the maid-servant.

Despite these redeeming features, none can deny that, to the modern
mind, the whole procedure seems at once strange and abominable. While

22. Ancanpura is the fifth room outside the Nalukettu or the quadrangle of

the main building. The Ancanpura might have been, in certain cases, only a
Paccolapura or a temporary shed with a roofing of thatched palm leaves put up for

the occasion.

23. The proceedings of the Smarta in the company of the Mlmamsakars (ex-

cepting those relating to the questioning of the suspect) were undertaken in a

neighbouring temple, and were believed to be conducted under divine guidance.

24. Travancore Census Report of 1909 p. 311.
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nothing but the highest praise is due for the lofty ideal of moral purity

underlying the institution, the cruelty involved m the public exposure

and the subsequent penalty were dreadfully severe. Further, the

tortuous mode of enquiry, coupled with the awful devices employed for

extorting a confession of guilt, might lead to miscarriage of justice.

Be that as it may, once the accused admitted her guilt, the names
of all those who had been implicated m her crime were elicited. There-

after, she was treated as an outcaste. She was humiliated by a ‘kai-

kottal ’ (i.e., a clap of hands by the people denoting their contempt for

the ‘ shameless creatures ’) and driven out of the village and society .
25

It is for determining the guilt of the accused men that ‘ Kaimukku ’

appeared. Such of the accused members who wished to prove their in-

nocence could resort to it. But, Sucmdram was not the only place at

which this ordeal could be conducted, nor was Kaimukku or dipping

the hand mto boiling ghee or oil the sole prescription for vindicating

one’s honour. Anantakrishna Aiyar says :
“ It then remains for her

paramours to vindicate their character on pain of excommunication.

Two courses are open to them to exculpate themselves : either under-

going the ordeal of boiling oil or of weighing ”26

The accused Nambudiris m North Malabar generally took the ordeal

at the nearest Bhagavati temple, while those belonging to South Malabar
(including Cochin and Travancore) appear to have proceeded to Ceh-
gannur or Sucmdram. There was no hard and fast rule as to the parti-

cular temple to be resorted to for the purpose, for the Kaimukku records

disclose a few instances of Nambudiris from the north also having sub-

mitted themselves to the ordeal at Suclndram.

SECTION 5. THE PROCEDURE OF THE ORDEAL AT SUCINDRAM

The technicalities of procedure adopted in respect of the Kaimukku
at Sucmdram, as gathered from the Acarakkanakku, royal nittus (com-
mands)

, and other records of the temple may be described as follows :

The accused, if he desires to prove his innocence, requests the Bhattadiri
(headman, invariably the Smarta himself) of the village Paneayat which

25. The fate of the convicted woman was most pitiable. She had to shift

for herself. More often than not, she led a despicable existence, employed as a
servant. If a child was born smce the commencement of the trial, such a child
would be considered as a member of the Cakiyar caste

26. “ The Cochin Tribes and Castes ” Vol. H, p. 213. The weighing ordeal was
much milder than Kaimukku. (See Beal “Buddhist Records of the Western World”
II p. 86) . But a person, who had full confidence in his innocence, often preferred to

undergo the Kaimukku ordeal, for that was a fierce and impressive test.
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charged him with the crime, to grant him a Pampu or letter of authori-

zation to undergo the ordeal at Suclndram. First, the accused takes

the pampu to the residence of the Trippappur Maharaja (as the Travan-
core ruler was then called) and respectfully places it at his feet along

with a fee of 66 fanams on a silver plank, and representing to the ruler

his grievance, states his readiness to submit himself to the Pratyayam at

Suclndram. The Maharaja then orders to prepare a nlttu or communi-
cation addressed to the Sabhai of the Suclndram temple and sends it

through a Tevari.27

On reaching Suclndram, the Tevari intimates the Koyikhfoan the

object of his mission.28 Soon after, the members of the Sabhai i.e., the

Yogakkar or tJranmaikkar, together with the Srikaryam Nambudiri,
assemble in the Ilayanamandapa29 when the Tevari announces to them
the royal order for conductmg the pratyayam. If the Yogakkar find any
difficulty or inconvenience in the matter of conducting the ordeal within

a few days, they intimate to the Maharaja this circumstance. After

such temporary difficulties are got over, or if the Yogam is ready to

institute the ordeal immediately, the members assemble at the Udaya-
martanda Mandapa at an appomted time.

Puttillam, one of the tJranmaikkar, takes the royal nlttu, and after

consulting the Srikaryam Nambudiri, enquires of the accountant of the

Sabhai whether the royal command is in order and is in conformity with
the established form.50 When it is found that there is nothing irregular,

27. Tevari was an arcaka The word appears to have been derived fiom
‘Devaradhana* 1 e., offering puja to the deity Tevari ’ must, therefore, have been a

Nambudiri arcaka in a temple of the village whence the Pampu was sent

28. The term entered as ‘Koyikkaran’ m the records appears to be really

‘Kolkkaran* meaning ‘one who bears the staff* i e., the guard who keeps watch at the

entrance of the temple. The people employed at Suclndram for this purpose belong

to a subcaste described as Vairavis. The head of the Vairavis is described as

‘Munmlakkaran* ((ips5rG>p3VM<5mr&r) which term signifies one who stands in front of

the temple as a watchman or a guard.

29. Ilayanamandapa is the Ilayanayinar Mandapa Ilayanaymar signifies Sub-

rahmania; m Suclndram records, this name is frequently applied to that deity. The

Mandapa in front of the Subrahmaniasvamy shrine is thus the Tayana Mandapa*.

30. The members of the Yogam for conducting the ordeal of Kaimukku, com-

prised the nine owner managers i.e ,
Puttillam, Kuttampalli, Mullamangalam,

Pudumadam, Sridharamangalam, Veliyara, Arasila, Somasimangalam and IMatham.

Besides the tJranmaikkar, there were the Srikaryam Nambudiri and the Vattappalli

Sthamkar. The Poppane Bhattadiri officiated practically as the chairman of the

Yogam for this purpose. After 916 MJJ. i.e., 1741 A.D. the Valiya Srikaryamceyvar,

the representative of the Government of Travancore, was also a member.
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Puttxllam passes it on to the accountant, who respectfully receives it on

his outstretched cloth.31 The accountant, thereafter, with the permis-

sion of all the members of the Y5gam and the Srikaryam Nambudiri,

reads out the order 32

Completing this preliminary procedure, the assembly rises for the

day. Somasimahgalam proceeds to the residence of the Poppaue Bhat-

tadiri with the royal nlttu.33 Meeting the Bhattadm, he takes his seat

on a wooden plank and places the nlttu on another. About the same

time, the Tevari, the royal messenger, accompanied by the accused

reaches the house of Poppane Bhattadiri, and bowing before the latter,

places the original Pampu and a sum of 66 fanams before him. The

Bhattadiri, after perusing the nlttu and the original Pampu, hands over

the royal nlttu to the accused. The Tev-ari and the accused proceed to

the Vattappalli Matha, and mterview the Sthanikar or the eldest male

member of the Matha. Placing before him a fee of two fanams, they

acquaint him with the object of the mission. The Vattappalli Pattar

immediately proceeds along with them to the temple. The accused

enters the temple by the Puppiravatukkal (i.e., the doorway of the room
where flower-garlands were kept)

, and takes his stand to the east of the

entrance.34 The kinsmen of the accused, the Koyima Manusyam (i.e.,

the representative of the village of the defendant)
, as also the person who

31. A member of any community other than that of the Nambudiri cannot
receive with the naked hand anything from a Nambudiri without causing pollution

to the latter.

32. The Srikaryam Nambudiri is the senior-most of the four Mel-santis or head-
priests in the Suclndram pagoda. He is the supervisor of the Melsantis and their

representative m important rituals connected with the temple. He plays a leading
role in the conduct of the Kaimukku.

33. Though the description of this high dignitary is entered in the records as
* Poppane Bhattadiri in reality, he seems to have been none other than the * Mut-
tamane Bhattadiri the first word indicating his house-name. He is the head of a
family, the members of which are well-versed in Samskrit The eldest member of
the family is a smarta, and he used to officiate as judge in cases of smartavicaram in
his locality. On every occasion of the conduct of Kaimukku in Sucindram, he was
specially called upon to be present.

34. Puppiravatal is really the northern entrance to the Udayamartanda Man-
c^apa. There is a small enclosure just to the east of this entrance, which serves at
present as a store room for keeping vessels. Mr. Parameswara Sarma, the present
Vattappalli Sthanikar, says that at about the same place there was formerly a much
bigger enclosure, where the flower-garlands used to be prepared and kept. That
zoom was demolished, and a smaller one took its place about 973 M.E. (1798 A.D.)
when the present Northern Sribalipura was constructed.
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had written the pampu, take their stand to the west of the doorway.35

It is stated that before the Yogakkar and the Srikaryam Nambudiri take

their duly appointed seats near the Puppiravatukkal, none should set his

eyes on the lamp inside.

About the time of sunset, the members of the Sabhai come to the

spot and sit m their allotted places. The Srikaryam Nambudiri takes his

seat in the kannimula (south-west corner) with the nittu held out in

his right hand. To his north sits Mullamangalam, to the north of the

latter is Pudumadam
;

still further to the north sits the Matham (the

Tekkuman Matham Uranmaikkar is invariably called as the Matham)
and further north is Vehyara. To his east, at the Isanamulai i.e. north-

east corner, is Sdmasimahgalam
;
to his south Kurrampalli, and still to

his south Arasila, and still further south sits Sridharamangalam and at

the southernmost extremity is Puttillam. During the time that the

Sabhai is thus formed and is in session, there should not be any lamp
other than the one inside the Sabhai.

The accountant of the Sabhai, removing his upper cloth and tying it

around his waist, stands to the north of the seat of Somasimangalam with

a palm-leaf and the style held in his hands. The Bhattadiri then as-

certains whether the Vattappalli Pattar is come. Next, the Bhattadiri

finds out whether the Parasavan, the servant who attends to the blow-

ing of the conch, beating of the drum etc., is free from all kinds of pollu-

tion. Further, he ascertains from the Srikaryam Nambudiri whether
the materials for the offerings to the deity, at least for seven days, are

in store. These conditions are ascertained before ordering the com-
mencement of the proceedings of the day. The Parasava conch-blower is

to take his stand to the west of the doorway. Should the service of any
paid servant be found necessary, one or more, are permitted to be present

there by the side of the conch-blower.

The accused, and the personal servants accompanying him, are

required to have observed a complete fast the whole day. Somasiman-
galam, on behalf of Poppane Bhattadiri next finds out from the various

members of the Yogam whether the accused can be called upon to lay

down the usual fee. Upon the unanimous approval of the Y5gam, the

35. It is presumed that when the date for the conduct of Kaimukku is fixed,

these persons belonging to the native village of the defendant also come to £ueindram.
The Koyima Manusyam or the Akakoyima, as pointed out by Mr. L. K. Ananta-
krishna Aiyar (‘the Cochin Tribes and Castes’, VoL IL p. 210), was the local head
of the community.
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accused is asked to lay down 8 fanams.36 First the amount is placed by

the side of Somasimangalam. Then, the accused, again taking the amount

in his hand, requests the members of the Yogam individually to permit

'him to enter upon the test. The amount of 8 fanams is, thereafter, passed

on to the accountant of the Sabhai. The accountant credits two fanams

to the temple treasury and pays the remaining six into the hands

of the Kamyatccai Hvaniyan,37 who must then, bring six rolls of betel

leaves, their stalks having been already removed.

The members of the Yogam then rise and proceed to Tekkedam
side, and at a spot, a little to the south of the entrance of Tekkedam and

to the north of the Karivelakkal and to the east of the Vasanta Mandapa,

the Yogam assembles again.38 Here too, the exact place that each mem-
ber is to occupy is specified as follows : to the north of the Karivelakkal,

Sridharamangalam sits facing west ; by the side of a pillar to the south

of that sits Somasimangalam ; at the Kannimula i.e., south-west corner

of the pillar and to the south of that is Kurrampalli ;
near the pillar to

the east of it is Vekyara ;
immediately to the south of the Karivelakkal

is the Matha
;
on another side of the above-mentioned Karivelakkal sits

Pudumadam ;
immediately to the west of the latter is Arasila

;
to the

north of Arasila is Mullamangalam ;
still to the north sits Puttillam and

further to the north of him the Srlkaryam Nambudiri. On the southern

side of the Karivelakkal must stand the accountant of the Sabhai.

After the members of the Yogam take their respective seats, the

relatives of the accused and the Koyima Manusyam are to stand to the

south of the Kalasa Mandapam.39 Soon after the various people have

36 A Fanam is equivalent to 2 annas 3 pies.

37 Kamyatccai is a general term signifying the customary right of furnishing
certain goods and services for the village community on certain occasions in return
for seasonal payments m kind. For example, the washerman and barber of a village
render certain customary services as on occasions of marriage, funerals etc. Ilava-
niyan is the name of a caste in South India. Originally, the members of the caste
traded on betel leaves In connection with the Kaimukku also the Ilavamyan was
the person entrusted with the supply of betel leaves

38. Karivelam is a term signifying the ‘ treasury ’ There was formerly a small
room built of stone walls near Tekkedam. The room is still found there

, it is now
used only for keeping the jewels temporarily during the period of the utsavas.

39. Kalasa Mandapam was located in the northern part of the Tekkedam
Namaskara Mandapa. There was, formerly, a separate room m that spot, where at
present, merely screens are put up enclosing the space It is actually within that
space that nine pots of water and one vessel of Pancagavyam, used for the abhisekha
of the deities in Tekkedam and Vadakkedam, are sanctified by special puja.
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assumed their assigned places, the accused, bringing six bundles of betel

leaves and 60 areeanuts from the Ilavaniyan, proceeds to the front

(sannadhi) of Tekkedam passing through the Cempakaraman Mandapa.
To the east of the northern door of the Arikal by the side of the bell

hung up, the accused takes his stand. Still further to his east, his per-

sonal attendants are to stand ready for any kind of odd service.

Then, the Bhattadiri formally ascertains whether the Naduvali
Manusyams40 and the relatives of the accused have arrived. When it is

found that all of them are present, the Bhattadiri enquires of the Yogam
whether the accused can be called upon to present the betel leaves for

the various members, (which means whether the formal procedure prior

to the ordeal may be undertaken) . This formal approval secured, the

Bhattadiri calls upon the defendant to place 7 fanams, 6 bundles of betel

leaves, and 60 areeanuts on the doorpost. When this is done, the Bhat-

tadiri’s personal attendant takes the money and passes it on to the

Vattappalli Pattar,41 who receives the amount and checks it. Unsound
coins, if any, are returned to the party with the command that they

must be substituted by sound coins the next morning.

The Bhattadiri again asks individually the various members of the

Yogam, as also the accountant, whether the ordeal shall be held the next

day, and when they agree, the Bhattadiri calls upon the accused to

solemnly swear thrice to the effect that he is innocent and rings the bell

once at the termination of the swearing.42 Thereafter, he announces that,

the next morning, immediately after the third round of Srlbali, the

accused should be present in front of Vadakkedam with 21 bundles of

betel leaves (with the stalks removed)
,
310 areeanuts, 28 fanams and a

coconut. The Vattappalli Pattar is also called upon to bring two copper

cash (the smallest denomination of the Travancore coinage) and a

small lamp. The accused is also ordered to abstain completely from any

kind of cooked food on the day of the test ;
only tender coconuts and

fruits are allowed ;
the usual food can be taken only after the ordeal is

over. Issuing these instructions, the Yogam disperses for the day.

40 ‘ Naduvali 9
is ruler. Hence Naduvali Manusyams are representatives of the

ruler.

41. It is stated in the acarakkanakku that the money is actually dropped into

Vattappalli’s hands, the attendant taking care not to touch them.

42. It must be noted that at the time that the defendant swears in front of

Tekkedam, he is made to hold within the palm of his right hand, a salagrama bearing

the symbols and features of Laksmi Narasimha.
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The next morning, the accused, his friends and relatives, together

with the Koyima Manusyams arrive at the Currumandapa (or the Sri-

balipura) . The Poppane Bhattadiri, reading out the Pampu once, asks

the accountant of the Sabhai to have a copy of it taken. This done, the

Pampu is handed back to the party. Then, the accused is taken to the

Kailasanatha shrine, and in the porch at its front, his hand is examined

and its condition observed. By this time the Yogam assembles in the

Rarakakkalaka
,

43 the rectangular space just to the west of the Dhvaja-

stambha of Vadakkedam. There, to that spot, the Vattappajli Pattar

brings the big vessel for boiling the ghee, a silver lamp, a gold pitcher,

two pots with spout, (kinclis) one of gold and another of silver, a silver

plate for holding the flowers, another silver vessel containing sandal

paste and a Pujapatram. He sees to it that various other sundry require-

ments like ghee, gingelly oil and coconut oil are brought to the spot. His

assistant, the Palavelakkaran, furnishes twigs for the homam and puja,

dried sheaths of coconut palm, sand from the river-bed to be spread

under the oven and other requirements .
44 When all these equipments

are ready, the members of the Yogam take their seats in the Karakakkala-

kam in the under-mentioned order; on the northern side of the

Karakakkalakam at the Kannimula sits the Srikaryam Nambudiri
;
near

the pillar at the Kannimula and to the north of it sits Somasimahgalam
and still to his north is Puttillam and farther north Arasila and by the

side of the pillar to its east sits Mullamangalam ;
to his east sits Kurram-

palli ; still to the east Sridharamangalam
;
farther to his east is Veliyara,

while to his south, at the southern corner, sits Pudumadam. To the south
of the latter, stands the accountant of the Sabhai. The Tevari who
would have brought the pampu, the relatives of the accused and the

Koyima Manusyam are to stand to the south of the Karakakkalakam.
Should the accused feel it necessary, a paid servant of his may be per-

mitted to stand at a spot to the east of Karakakkalakam and just to the
west of the balipitham.

After the various people assume their respective positions, the
Poppane Bhattadiri ascertains whether all the individuals concerned in

the conduct of the ordeal are come. Then he asks the members of the
Yogam, individually beginning from Puttillam in the order down to

Mullamangalam, whether the accused may be called upon to present the

43. Karakakkajaka is the rectangular space to the east of the Vadakkedam
Dhvajastambha This is the spot where the ordeal takes place.

44 Refer Chapter "VK, p 203 regarding the position and function of Palavelakkar
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betel leaves, in other words, whether the ordeal may be commenced.

When everything is found satisfactory and in perfect order, the command
is issued to the accountant of the Sabhai to commence the proceedings.

The accused is called upon to produce before the Yogam 21 bundles

of betel leaves, 310 arecanuts, 26 fanams and two cash, as also one kirtdi,

a pot with a spout, for pouring water. Should a paid servant of the

accused be available, he is allowed to place these articles before the

Yogam. The Bhattadiri once again ascertains from every member be-

ginning from Puttillam down to Mullamangalam, as also from the Srl-

karyam Nambudiri and the accountant of the Sabhai that the pampu is

in order and drops the pampu into the outstretched upper cloth of the

accountant. The coconut is passed on to the Vattappalli Pattar. The
accountant, after securmg the permission of every one of the members
of the Yogam, reads out the pampu. While he begins to read, the

Vattappalli Pattar breaks open the coconut before Indravalappan Pfllayar

(Ganapati)
;
there is also the injunction that the image of this Ganapati

must be bathed in oil just prior to this.45

If there is any flaw in the structure of the sentence in the pampu
and if such errors can be rectified on the spot, the correction is done
immediately by any one of the persons who have accompanied the

accused from his native village. After the corrections are duly entered

the pampu is read out again by the accountant. Should it happen that

the correction needed is so serious that it cannot be made there, the

Pampu is to be taken back to the place whence it has been despatched

and the mistake rectified by the Bhattadiri himself who had written the

Pampu in the first instance. In that case, the Yogam fixes the date and
the month when the accused has to reappear at Sucindram and disperses

for the time being.

If there is no flaw in the Pampu, the rest of the procedure is gone
through immediately. The Vattappapaijli Pattar, after showing the

Srikaryam Nambudiri and obtaining his approval, pours three alaks45 of

ghee and three alaks of gingelly oil into the vessel placed on the oven
and the fire is lit. Then the Pattar, sitting in front of the oven, com-
mences puja.

45. The Indravalappan Pillayar is the image of Ganapati sculptured on the
base of a pillar standing just to the south of the Karakakkalaka. This Ganapati is

also described as * Saksi Ganapati * signifying that he is the divine witness to the
Kaimukku ordeal.

46. Alak = One eighth of a measure.
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Meanwhile, arrangements are made with the subordinate of the

Vattappalli Pattar to take out a procession of the small golden image of

Rsabha, preserved in the temple. The procession starts from the Pup-

pura Vatukkal, and after making a round through the Sribalipura,

reaches the Karakakkalakam. The vahana or wooden structure bearing

the ftsabha is gaily decorated ;
further, over the Rsabha, the silk umbiella

is held like a canopy, while chamaras are swung by a priest following by
the side. During the entire time that the procession of the Rsabha takes

place, two Parasavas (the two eldest members of the employees of that

class) are blowmg the conch contmuously. The sounding of the conch
is continued uninterruptedly right up to the moment that the Rsabha is

passed on to the vessel on the oven.

Then the Poppane Bhattadiri, addressing the accused, asks him
to proceed to the Indrapalanturai (i.e., the spring just to the east

of the Indrapalavmayaka shrme) and have his bath there. The
accused is also to change clothes

;
getting two newly washed clothes,

he wears one around his waist and the other over his shoulders.

After his return, he is not to be polluted by the touch of any one.

Issuing the above-mentioned instructions, the Bhattadiri writes on a
palm -leaf the deed of oath and the time-honoured verse employed on
occasions of the ordeal. It runs as follows :

Aditya candm vamldnalau ca

dyaurbhumimpo hridayam yaraasca

ahasca mtrisca ubheoa sandhye

dharmasca jarvati narasya vrttam.

The verse states that Surya (Sun), Candra (Moon), Vayu (Wind),
Agni, (Fire), Svarga (Heaven), Bhumi (Earth), Water, Heart, Yama
(the God of Death)

, Day, Night, Evening and Dharma (Righteousness)
constitute the fourteen witnesses of man’s actions. The idea underlying
the verse is that the natural agents mentioned therein are watching the
Kaimukku and that it would be fruitless and, at the same time, a heinous
crime to hide the truth from these omniscient forces .

47 The palm-leaf,

containing the verse, is passed on by the Bhattadiri to the Vattappalli

47. It is interesting to notice in this connection, that on the mandapa just above
the spot where the ordeal takes place, there is an open space about 3" square, which
permits the sun’s rays to pass inside, and is held that this has been particularly

arranged for Surya, the Sun God, and presumably the other elements to be eye
witnesses of the ordeal.
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Pattar, who, in his turn, fastens it to the cloth worn around the waist

of the accused so that the palm-leaf touches his navel.

Meanwhile the ghee and the oil get boiled to a high pitch. Then,

the leaves of ‘mahisa’ plant, and the bark of Ilanm (Mimusops Elengi)

are thrown m, to test whether the boiling has reached the required stage

as specified.48 When the leaf and the bark make a crackmg sound, it is an
indication that the boiling has reached the required point. At this

stage, the defendant is called upon to dip his hand into the boiling liquid

and take out the ftsabha seal. On doing this, he is led by the Sribalipura

one round and thence to Tekkedam, where, either the Bhattadiri or any
brahmin representing him ties up his hand containing the Rsabha Mudra
with a freshly washed cloth. Thereafter, the accused is taken to the

residence of the Bhattadiri and made to stay there.

Amongst the betel leaves and arecanuts placed by the accused, 27

bundles of betel leaves and 20 arecanuts are passed on to the Vattappalk

Pattar. Soon after the plunging of the hand is over, any one of the

younger members of the Yogam takes his bath and, wearing fresh clothes,

spreads the wet cloth near the place where the Sabhai had met. The
Bhattadiri then takes 4 bundles of betel leaves and some arecanuts and

places them on the cloth. Subsequent to this, the young Porri distri-

butes three betels and one arecanut to each one of the younger Porris

and also to the Melsantikkar and Kilsantikkar of the temple as well as

to the Tevari who had accompanied the accused.

The rest of the betel leaves is distributed among the Srlkaryam

Nambudiri and the members of the Yogam ; even the accountant of the

Sabhai is given his share of betel leaves and arecanuts. Three bundles

of betel leaves and twenty arecanuts as well as the sum of 26 fanams

are entrusted to the Bhattadiri. Out of this sum, 6 fanams are reserved

by the Bhattadiri for himself, while 20 fanams are left with the Srl-

bhan,ciarappattar or the person in charge of the sacred treasury.

On the third day, after the Sribali processions are over at noon, the

members of the Yogam assemble at Tekkedam in front of the shrine.

The servant, Palavelakkaran, fetches the accused from the house of the

Bhattadiri, and leading him by the southern entrance and taking him

48. That similarly the bilva or the pippla leaf in Malabar was employed for

the identical purpose is mentioned by Forbes and Grose in their accounts of the

Fire Ordeal—See K. P. F. Menon 4 History of Kerala ’ Vol. H p. 263. Alberuni also

refers to the use of a leaf in order to ascertain the degree of boiling, although he

does not specify the name of the leaf employed for the purpose.
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by the Arikal, reaches the front of Tekkedam .
49 Chanting mantrams, the

Bhattadiri unties the cloth covering the hand of the defendant. If the

hand is found free of any wound or blister, the Bhattadiri announces

it. In that case, the accused is to bow before the deity and proceed to

that ghat in the tank where he has taken his bathe before. Bathing

there and wearing newly washed clothes, he reaches the Currumandapa
where the Suddhapatram, or exonerating document, is executed .

50

When- the Sudhapatram is bemg written down, the Naduvali

Manusyar, the Srikaryam Nambudiri and the members of the Yogam
are all present. The Suddhapatram is to be signed by the Bhattadiri

and the accountant. On the Melsanti ascertammg from the accountant

whether the Suddhapatram is in order and whether it can be handed

over to the party, the accused is summoned mside and the Suddhapa-

tram is delivered to him. Besides, the Bhattadiri warmly tells him that

in the temple, food as well as Namaskaram i.e., cooked rice offered to

the deity are available for him to partake. Further, the Bhattadiri

suggests that during his stay, he may have his meals at the Illam (house)

of any particular Nambudiri, and finally he blesses him to lead a happy
and peaceful life. The unjustly accused person is then allowed to offer

worship as a free man, exonerated from all slur and stigma, and gee

Prasadam and tirtha from the temple. The acquitted Nambudiri has,

however, to bear the cost of the betel leaves and arecanuts supplied

earlier by the Ilavaniyan 51

If, on the contrary, the hand of the accused is found blistered or

burnt, the Bhattadiri announces the fact and the guilt is confirmed.

The victim is then led by the southern doorway of the Sribalipura and
thence to the Eastern street as far as the Kulasekhara Pillayar temple52

and left there. His fate is doomed
;
he becomes a social outcaste, and

has thereafter to lead only a despicable existence.

49. The Acarakkanakku of 909 ME. (1734 AD.), describing the procedure of

Kaimukku, speaks of the southern entrance as the * Southern Tower From this,

one is apt to infer that there was a gopura over the southern doorway in the earlier
period. But there is no other documentary evidence or tradition to support it.

Hence, it is likely that only die southern doorway is described m such grandiloquent
terms as the southern tower. The term Arikal seems to indicate a pathway of
stone. Even now there is one such leading from the southern Sribalipura to Tek-
kedam.

50. Appendix No. 8 for a sample Suddhapatram.
51. There is no reference as to whether the amount he had paid to the Sabha

was returned to him or not. Probably he was not given back the amount.
52. See No. 2 of Suclndram Plan.
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The Kaimukku records, now in the possession of Tekkuman Matham
Porri and the Vattappalli Sthanikar, reveal several entries recording

the cases of Kaimukku ordeal conducted in the £ucindram temple.

They indicate the names of those who underwent the ordeal, the dates

when they took place, as also the results of the trial. It is interestmg

to learn that, among those who were subjected to the ordeal at Sucin-

dram, some were found guilty and others c not guilty
9 according as the

hand of the accused was found blistered or free from hurl. In a few

records, however, the results are not indicated. Since no Sudhapatram

is found attached to those records, presumably they were cases of the

hands having been burnt. The following is the list of ordeals, as found

from the records.

1. 3rd Purattasi 931 M.E. (1755 A.D.) Result— Not burnt.

2. 23rd Panguni 979 M.E. (1804 A.D.) — Not specified.

3. 18th Alpasi 988 M.E. (1812 A.D.) J5
— do.

4. 27th Alpasi 991 M.E. (1815 A.D.) >5
— Not burnt.

5. 26th Tai 991 M,E. (1816 A.D.) — do.

6. 8th Vaikasi 991 M.E. (1816 A.D.) yy
— Burnt.

7. 25th Panguni 998 M.E. (1823 A.D.) >>
— Not specified.

8. 20th Ani Year not specified yy
— Not burnt.

SECTION 6. STRIKING INCIDENTS CONNECTED WITH ‘ KAIMUKKU ’

Certain interestmg incidents associated with the conduct of the

Kaimukku in the past are learnt from popular tradition, and a few of

them, at any rate, have been corroborated by records in the possession of

the Vattappalli Sthanikar. They reveal the great sanctity attached to

the Pratyayam and the belief in the mysterious intervention of the

divine power in the adjudication of the guilt. But it is difficult to be
too sure about the historicity of the incidents ; at best, they can be taken

as events which have been believed in by generations of people.

One incident is particularly interesting. A Nambudiri of Malabar,

suspected of an illicit connection with a woman of his own community
was sent to Sucmdram by the Bhattadiri of his village, with the Pampu
and the royal rnttu from the Travancore ruler. But, after reaching

Sucxndram, he adopted a very strange attitude. Discounting the alleged

association of divine sanction with the institution of kaimukku, he con-

tended that plunging the hand into boiling ghee would undoubtedly

result in the blistering of the hand of any one, whether guilty or innocent.

He challenged the members of the Ydgam to subject themselves to the
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ordeal and prove their innocence. His argument was that if the divine

intervention were true, he should be permitted to dip his hand into cold

butter, and if, after the three prescribed days, his hand was to be
found blistered, he was prepared to admit his guilt The members of

the Sabhai were at their wits
5
end. Unable to meet his arguments and

reluctant to take up the challenge he had thrown, they consented to

adopt the course suggested by the accused. The Kaimukku was con-

ducted. Every other detail connected with the ordeal was observed

excepting the boiling of the ghee. The hand was dipped into cold ghee

and oil, the mudra was taken out and the hand was tied around with a

piece of cloth as usual. The procedure was gone through in a remark-

ably nonchalant and light-hearted manner by the accused. The members
of the Sabhai had naturally imagined that whether the accused was
really guilty or not, there was little chance for the truth to be assessed,

for they thought that the usual form of kaimukku had not been observed.

They were also apprehensive of the hoary kaimukku institution becom-

ing discredited thenceforth.

On the third day, every one including the accused Nambudiri, be-

lieving that the hand would be absolutely unaffected, appeared at the

appointed time in front of Tekkedam. The cloth tied around the hand
was removed. Lo and behold ! the hand had become blistered and burnt.

Every one, including the offender, was shocked. At once he admitted

his guilt. He was ostracized from the community, and more than in

the case of similar offenders, special odium was attached to his guilt,

since he had dared to challenge the sanctity of an age-long institution.

The date of this strange occurrence, as learnt from the records, is 8th

Vaikasi 991 M.E. (1816 A.D.). It is, however, difficult to say how far

the details mentioned above are true.

Another strange occurrence, believed to have taken place in connec-

tion with Kaimukku ordeal, runs as follows :
53 One Nambudiri, belong-

ing to Cochin, was charged with the offence of adultery with a Nambudiri
woman, and he betook himself to Sucindram, anxious to prove his in-

nocence through the divine test. In fact, he was innocent of the accusa-
tion levelled against him, and perfectly confident that his purity would
be proved, he readily submitted to the ordeal. The usual procedure con-
nected with the Kaimukku was adopted with great care.

53. The details of this account have been learnt from a junior member of the
Kurrampalli illam.
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But on the third day, when the cloth, covering the hand, was untied

and the hand laid bare, to the utter dismay and astonishment of the de-

fendant, the hand had blistered and pus was seen coming out. Mortified

at this inexplicable turn, the indignant Nambudiri flew into a temper
and rushed up to the tower of the temple wishing to commit suicide by
throwing himself down from the top of the tower. Just when he was
about to take the leap, a mysterious voice was heard from inside the

temple calling upon him to desist smce there was only some irre-

gularity in the taking of the vow at Tekkedam before the ordeal. The
mysterious voice further called upon Bhrihgi, one of the ganas or de-

votees of Siva, to save the innocent person. Before the defendant heard

the divine call, he had taken the leap, but Bhrihgi saved him m time

before he dashed himself agamst the ground.

Another incident believed to have taken place, causing much sur-

prise, occurred during the reign of the Travancore ruler, Sri Svati Tirunal.

Since the days when one accused Nambudiri had demanded the use of

butter for the dipping of the hand in connection with the Kaimukku,
the changed practice was adopted in all the subsequent cases. Only ghee
which was cooled down was mixed with the gmgelly oil for the purpose.

During the rule of Sri Svati Tirunal (1829-45 A.D.), an offender was
subjected to the ordeal. But, on the third day, when he was taken around
through the Sribalipura, an acute burnmg sensation was felt by him in

his hand, and unable to bear the excruciating pain, he dashed through

the northern doorway which led straight to the Teppakkulam (tank) and

plunged himself into the water. He was, no doubt, declared guilty and
ostracized from the community. But this mcident is said to have led to

the adoption of certain drastic steps by the Maharaja. First, that

particular doorway through which the Nambudiri accused in the above-

mentioned case had rushed, was ordered to be closed.54 What is far

more important, the ruler, feeling that people were prone to abuse the

54. The patch found on the outer wall of the Northern Sribalipura indicates the

place where that doorway was located. But it is difficult to believe the popular ver-

sion that the present northern doorway was erected only afterwards. Its location

just facing the northern entrance of the Udayamartanda Mandapa, the presence of

the two sculptured Yalis opposite this doorway and also the fact that the Kala

Bhairava shrine, which ought to be visited by devotees immediately on entering

through the northern door, is situated just to the east of the present entrance—all
these support the view, that the existing doorway must have been as old as the

Sribalipura, if not older still. Hence the doorway, which had existed still further

west and which was closed down after the occurrence of the incident narrated above,

must have been an additional passage from the north.
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saci-ed ordeal, ordered the discontinuance of Kaimukku at Sucindram

(1834 A.D.) . His conviction was that faith was of the utmost essence for

the proper conduct of these ordeals, and so long as the austerity and

seriousness associated with the Kaimukku were not found m the same

degree as m the days of old, there was no propriety m continuing it.

SECTION 7. DATE OF THE ORIGIN OF THE SUCINDRAM PRATYAYAM

The date of introduction of the Pi alyayam into Sucindram is one of

the most difficult problems to settle. On the one hand, tradition claims

that it was instituted in the Sucindram temple at a very ancient period.

Popular belief ascribes its establishment to Parasurama himself. Some
hold that it was set up by the conjoint efforts of the early C§ra, Cola and
Pandya sovereigns. Others ascribe it to Mahodaya peruma},® who is

said to have reorganized the social customs and institutions among the

people of Kerala.

On the other hand, all the Kaimukku records, so far available,

pertain only to the 18th and 19th centuries A.D. The earliest evidence of

a written document takes us back only to 802 M.E. (1627 A D.)
; a pampu

dated 4th Karkatakam 802 M.E. has been found in the Vatf appalli Matha.
This being the only direct basis of information, other sources have to be
sought for estimating the period of its first appearance in Sucindram.

Some scholars are inclined to attribute to it an early origin on the

basis that the Samskrit poem, ‘ Suka Sandesam alleged to be an early

work, refers to the ordeal at Sucindram. The £ Suka Sandesam ’ contains

the following stanza (No. 37 part I) relating to Sucindram

:

Suddhisthanam kilabhagavaiastad Sucindram Maliendra
syalaksedhah prathitamavanau mandiram candramauleh
yasminnadydpica sadasatoh karmandh suksmayoh
vyalaksante bhiiritanu bhritamdtma haste 'phalani.

The verse can be translated as follows

:

“Set your eyes upon Sucindram, the world-famous abode of God
Siva, where Devendra himself was purified. There, even today, the
results of human actions, good or bad, however subtle, are observed on
the hands of men, ”

Suka Sandesa composed by Laksmidasan Nambudiri of Karin-
gampalli, assumes the form of a letter or communication despatched from

55. See, for example, Kunjukkutta Tampuran’s “ Keraiam ” Sarga 3 Verse 84.
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Ramesvaram. It professes to mention the places of note, institutions and
personalities flourishing m the region between Ramesvaram and Kodun-
gallur. The author describes the Pandyan kingdom under the name of

Manalur, speaks of Trivandrum and her Padmanabhasvamy temple;

but no king of that place is mentioned. The political importance of

Quilon, however, finds a prominent mention. Between the Pandyan
kingdom and Trivandrum, the only place specified is ^ucindram, with a

reference to the famous ordeals held here.

It is contended by some that Suka Sandesam is a very early work
on the ground that those places referred to by Sankaracarya as very

important, are not mentioned in the same order by the Sande&am. If

this line of argument has any force, then the Suka Sandesam, and con-

sequently the Kaimukku at Suclndram would have to be attributed to a
period far anterior to the 8th century A.D., the commonly accepted age

of Sankaracarya. This is, however, too fantastic a view. The slender

fact that the Sandesam does not describe the places in the manner that

Sankaracarya has done, and that, therefore, a long period must have
intervened between the two, is a purely negative argument and carries

little weight with it.56

The late Rama Varma Maharaja of Travancore, an erudite Samskrit

scholar, discussing the age of Suka Sandesam, concludes that it should

have been composed sometime between the 9th and 17th centuries A.D.57

Vague as this conclusion is, it is helpful in fixing the upper limit of its

date. Moreover, since the political impoitance of Quilon is described at

length, the poem could not refer to an era prior to the 9th century A.D.,

before which, Kollam (Quilon) does not figure in epigraphy or litera-

ture as a prominent place. More definitely, it is assignable to a period

anterior to the 14lh century A.D., for the ‘Umiunllisandesam which
refers to * Suka Sandesam \ is known to have appeared early in the 14th

century.

But, since the Kaimukku at Suclndram has been exclusively re-

served for the Nambudiris, it is very likely that it was introduced only

after the establishment of Vanad supremacy over the place in the 12th

century A.D. Evidently, it was sometime subsequent to the advent of

Govinda prajiia bhitarar to Suclndram that this Nambudiri institution

56. One writer, Mr. Chidambarakurralam Fillay states (‘ Sucindai Manmiyam \

p. 4 Foot Note) that scholars hold that Suka Sandesam was composed over 175 years

prior to the commencement of the Malabar Era i.e., before 650 AJ>. But the basis

for this statement is not clearly furnished by him.
57. J.EA.S. 1884, pp. 401-403.
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was set up.58 Hence it may be ascribed to the 13th century A.D. or subse-

quent to it. There is a piece of evidence enabling us to fix the lower

limit. On the ceiling of the Cempakaraman Mandapa, exactly ovei the

Karakakkalaka, there exists a small open space, two feet square. This

is apparently provided in order to enable the Sun’s rays to fall on the

Kalaka, so that the Sun could be one of the witnesses to the ordeal. It

is perfectly obvious that this open space was pait of the ceiling of the

Cempakaraman Mandapa which was constructed in 1479 A.D. This

shows that the Kaimukku was in vogue before 15th century. Therefore,

the Pratyayam must have been established in Suclndram sometime

between 13th and 15th century A.D.

SECTION 8 OATHS AND PLEDGES

While the ordeal was confined to the Nambudiris, the reputation that

it acquired, was responsible for the administration of oaths and pledges

at the temple by all classes of people. Theoretically, ordeals were
closely related to oaths

,
the invocation of divine aid in the triumph of

truth was common to both. If the curse which was to fall on the oath-

breaker took effect at once, it became an ordeal. The idea underlying

the oath or pledge was that a false utterance in the sacred precincts of

Ihe temple would be visited by Divine wrath in the form of a ternble

calamity.

The exact manner of administering the oath in Sucmdram has not

been known from any of the early sources. It is probable that the same
process described by Fra BartolPmeo as the one generally px-evalent in

South India was adopted here, too. He writes in 1796 thus :

‘ Oaths are

always taken before the gate of a temple
;
and the person who swears,

places both hands on the head and invokes Mahadeva i.e., the Great God,
the avenger, to punish him as a perjurer, if he violates the truth.

'*

Tradition has it that many disputants in Nancinad had resorted to

the oath at Suclndram. Moreover, the reputation of the shrine in the
matter of oaths and pledges had attained such a great height that even
rulers resorted to Suclndram for the purpose. The well-known instance

is that of the Maharaja of Cochin, Yira Kerala Varma, 59 who took the

58 Mr. P, Parameswara Sarma, the Vattappalli Sthanikar, thinks that the
Pratyayam might have been in vogue even before the appearance of the Nambudiris
in 3uclndram. But the pledge taken by the Tantri and Santikkar not to break
early traditions militates against that possibility.

59 Nagamiah State Manual, Vol I, p. 371.
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solemn oath on the 12th Karkataka 937 M.E. (1762 A.D.) The Cochin
niler sought the help of Rama Varma, the Maharaja of Travancore,

against the Zamorin of Calicut. The Travancore king, aware of the

breaches of faith on the part of the Cochin ruler in the past, insisted

upon the condition that a pledge of good faith should be taken m the

sacred temple of Sucindram. His object was to introduce an element of

sanctity to the pledged word. In the presence of the temple authorities

and the officials of both the States, the Cochin ruler made a solemn de-

claration that he and his heirs would not engage in any act hostile to the

interests of Rama Varma. The striking fact is that, while there existed

a number of temples near Cochin and Trivandrum, the capitals of the

two States, the distant Sucindram was chosen for the purpose.

This practice of swearing m front of the sacred deity was adopted

also for the settlement of disputes or of rival claims to property. How-
ever, since the abolition of the Kaimukku in 1834 A.D., it has been

decided by the Travancore ruler that even the lawful administration of

oaths should not be undertaken by any one without the express sanction

of the ruling sovereign.
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ARCHITECTURE

A study of the architecture of the Suclndram temple is interesting,

for it throws light on some of the distinctive architectural features pre-

valent in different epochs of South Indian history. The history of the

temple reveals that its various structures owe their origin to different

patrons and to different ages. Probably the Early Pandyas, and posi-

tively the Early Colas, the Venad Kings, the C5la-Pandya Viceroys, the

Later Colas and Pandyas, the Vijayanagar chieftains, the Nayaks of

Madurai and finally the modern Travancore monarchs, have all had
their share in the erection of the various parts of the pagoda. Wherever
the dates of particular constructions are ascertainable, the architectural

features of those periods may be noticed.1

It is by the study of the characteristics of particular South Indian
temples that a scientific knowledge of Dravidian architecture and its

evolution can be attempted. In fact, the history of architectural studies
of South India leaves much to be desired. Regarding architecture and
several other branches of study, South India has suffered from neglect
at the hands of scholars. Ihdology has too often been restricted to a
study of Hindustan (North India) only.

1 Facts mentioned in Chapters HI and V are not repeated here. Particularly,
measurements of the various structures furnished earlier, are purposely omitted
from this Chapter.
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Fergusson was the pioneer who undertook, nearly seventy years

ago, a systematic attempt to interpret South Indian architecture as part

of his monumental study of the Indian and Eastern Architecture. The
difficulties of the subject were much greater then than they are now.

Yet his work still occupies a leading position. For a considerably long

period after him, no effort was made to pursue the subject further. Dr.

Vmcent Smith and E. B. Havell are among the experts of the present

century, but the very wide scope of their studies precluded them fiom

an intensive pursuit of South Indian Architecture. Not to speak of

other minor works, among lecent studies, the outstanding contribution

has been that of J. Dubreuil. Fascinating and brilliant as his work is.

it forms only a sketch and marks but a beginning. Moreover, the

data of Ins investigations were much too limited. Percy Brown and
Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy have tried to pursue the study fuither, Bu*\

doubtless, much more has to be done before anything like the evolution

of Dravidian Architecture can be traced. Any attempt at assessing the

growth of the South Indian styles of architecture is bound to be un-

scientific and incomplete without a thoiough investigation of the archi-

tectural features of all the prominent temples of the land.

The study of the architecture of the Suclndram temple serves

another purpose, too. There are certain structures, the dates of which
are not known directly through epigraphic or other sources. The archi-

tectural features may, m those cases, serve to indicate the probable

period of their construction.

Garbhagrha of Vadakkedam and Tekkedam The mulasthana or

the garbhagrha of the Sthanumurty shrine and of Tekkedam Perumal
were among the earliest structures m the pagoda.2 Let us notice the

Vadakkedam garbhagrha first. The inner-most eella enshrining the

linga and the avadaiyar (pedestal) is a rectangular space about 6 feet

long north to south, and 4-1 feet broad. It is enclosed by stone walls

rising to about 6 feet. Of the same height, but very nearly 8 feet long
east to west and 3^ feet wide is a passage leading to the cells. On the

otherv side of the passage there runs the small raised dais presenting

a row of tall and shining brass lamps. Immediately to the south of this

passage is a room about 5 feet square, intended for keeping the materials

immediately required for the puja.

2. True, the earliest nucleus of the temple was the shrine of Konrayadinathar ;

but at present, no prominent structure is found there. A very simple unpreten-
tious room houses the image of Konrayadinathar. Perhaps, it is long after the

pagoda rose to prominence that this structure was erected.
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Proceeding to the back of the garbhagrha by the narrow entrance

on the north, we see that the garbhagrha and the Vanana above it, bear

a distinctly age-worn appearance. Looking at the details of the con-

struction, we observe that the outer walls of the garbhagrha do not

present all the elements of a later or modern temple of the Dravidian

order.3

The pedestal, Ubapltam, is not seen
;
in this respect it resembles

the Pallava temples. In the Adistanam, the Upanam, Padmam, Kumu-
flainj Karidam and Agrapattiyal appear as in the modern order. How-
ever, the Padmam is not so prominent as in later structures. It is

noticeable that the Kandam has a number of projecting terminals of

stone beams. Above the Agrapattiyal is the Stambham which presents

the Vedigai at its lowest base. The Vedigai, however, does not have

the indentations found on its modern counterpart. Above the Vedigai,

the Nagabandham is conspicuous by its absence.4 But, above the Kal
and below the Kalasam, there is an ornamentation with floral designs.

This decorative motif, it may be noted, appears in the Pallava temples.

Over the Kalasam is the Kudam, and at its top is the Palag'ai. Above
the Palagai, no bodigai is found

;
and, there is not even a trace of any

corbel worth mentioning The corbel is merely constituted by a pro-

jection with a few indentations
; in fact, it seems to belong to a type

intermediate between the Pallava and the Early Cola pattern. The
prastaram is there

;
but the kabddam does not have the kudu.

The total height of the structure from the ground level up to the
top of the stupi is about 35 feet. On the Vimana, or rather, on the
lower part of it, which may be called Karnakkudu, a cham-like orna-
mentation5 is found descending from the Stupi down to the Stambham.
On the base of the Karnakkudu, all around, appear figures m the shape
of demons with protruding bellies and ghastly faces Presumably, they
figure as guardian deities of the Mulasthana. At the middle of the
western base is the figure of Narasimhamurti, at the northern base

3. See Fig. 17 A— “ Modem Diavidian Older ’ in Dubreuil’s “ Diavidian Archi-
lecture ”,

4. Dubreuil indicates that the
1

nagabandham \ as an ornament, did not
appear till the 12th century A.D

5. Dr. Gravely draws attention to the fact that in the Vimana in North India,
a peculiar motif resembling the amalaka fruit, the stargooseberry or myrobalan, is
repeated at regular intervals ah the way up. (‘An Outline of Indian Temple Archi-
tecture , p. 2.) The motif on the vimana at Suclndram resembles it, although no
connection between the two is traceable.
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Brahma, and at the south Daksinamurti. The ravages of weather have
left their marks on the outer surface of the karnakkudu, the entire

surface presenting a dark green colour. Against this background, the

stupi covered with gold sheet, shines all the more bright.

The Garbhagrha of the Tekkedam shrine is practically a replica of

its counterpart at Vadakkedam. On the front side, however, the addi-

tional room found to the left of the garbhagrha in Vadakkedam does

not appear here. This garbhagrha is a rectangular room about 5 ft. by
4 ft. The outer walls of the Tekkedam Garbhagrha present features

almost similar to those in Vadakkedam. The only difference is that

above the Agrapattiyal appear niches which correspond to those of the

Early Cola period.6 However, the pilaster flanking the Sucindram
niche does not have below the kudam the kalasam

;
on the other hand,

it forms one undulated kal.

The Vimanas of both Vadakkedam and Tekkedam are more or less

of the same type. The 6ikhara is very different from the usual Dravi-

dian type, for here, the Karnakkudu shows merely a slanting ascent

from the prastaram right up to the stupi. The chain-like ornamentation
appears on the sloping surface of this Vimana, too.

Though the similarity between the two Vimanas is striking, there

are, no doubt, a few differences. The Vadakkedam Vimana is nearly

twice the size of that of Tekkedam
;
the height of the former is about

35 feet, while the latter is only about 20 feet. Further, the eastern or

front part of the Vadakkedam Vimana shows a huge kudu-like orna-

mentation with a prominent simhamukha. This feature is not found
in the Tekkedam Vimana.

In fixing the date of these two structures, the architectural features

seem to corroborate the inference gathered from inscriptions. Both the

constructions appear to belong to the 9th century A.D., i.e., to the

period midway between the Pallava and Cola epochs. The fagades of

Tekkedam garbhagrha, however, present a more refined pattern of

workmanship than the corresponding parts of Vadakkedam. Further,

the niche on the outer wall appears only in Tekkedam. This suggests

a slightly later date for the rise of Tekkedam.

The First Prdkdra

:

The common corridor, the first prakara, run-

ning round the two shrines, is distinctly of a later period than the 10th

6. See Dubreuil: * Dravidian Architecture p 45, Big. 33(b).
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century A.D. The pillars on the first prakara have corbels of the later

Cola variety, and are very plain, with just one saduram on each. It is,

however, significant that the two pillars flanking the entrance of the

Suclndaperumal shrine present the Nagabandham ornamentation, which,

according to Dubreuil, appears only in the 12th century A.D. The

shrine of Sucindaperumal, as observed earlier, arose in all probability,

about 1126 A.D. Thus, this feature seems to tally with the observation

of Dubreuil.

Kailasanathar Koil

:

The Kailasa shrine on the rock seems to have

arisen earlier than Vadakkedam and Tekkedam. The architectural

features constitute the prmcipal basis for this conclusion. Situated on

the eastern edge of a massive rock, this shrine faces west. The garbha-

grha is a small rectangular room, barely 4 feet long and 2 feet broad.

The vestibule in front of it is another room of the same size. The door-

ways of both are hardly four feet in height, and they present little or

no ornamentation. On either side of the door-post is a small pilaster

(Stambham) ,
which has at its top the palagai ;

but no bodigai appears

above it. Immediately below the palagai figure the kudam, kalasam

and kal. The absence of bodigai, even in the crude form appearing on

the facade of Vadakkedam seems to confirm that the Kailasa shrine was

of an earlier date.

The Mandapa in front of the garbhagrha is hardly six feet in height,

and is supported by four pillars, two on either wing. The pillars them-

selves are modelled on the pattern of an early period. The corbel is

similar to the Early Cola type, while the capital is of the simple cubical

variety constituted by two sadurams and one pattam. The pillars lack

polish and elegance.

The entrance to the Mandapa is provided by a door on the southern

wall. At present, there exists a portico or small pillared Mandapa,
(IT 3" by 5' 9") unenclosed on the sides. Beyond doubt, this portico

is a later construction. The four pillars supporting this structure have
corbels of the Vijayanagar pattern

;
the emerging bud of the flower is

less developed than the pu$pabodigai of later days. On the eastern and
western faces of the pillars are carved two crouching lions, between the
corbel and the palagai. Beneath the palagai is the munai which shows
petals with a series of indentations. Still below are found the Kudam,
tadi, kalasam and then the kal presenting floral ornamentation, and
down below is the adistanam bearing sculptural representations of

crouching lions.
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The ceiling of the portico is a hollow umbrella-shaped structure.

On the inner surface of the ceiling, stone beams which are shaped
artistically like wooden supports to roofs, are found converging to a
point. At the central spot is the representation of a lotus flower hang-
ing down tapering to a pomt. The access to the porch is led by a flight

of steps or sopanam on the west. The balustrade of the sopanam on
either side is flanked by a sculpture of §urul Yali.

The outer facades of the garbhagrha present features which are not

very different from those of Vadakkedam and Tekkedam. One difference

is that the stambham does not have the Vecbgai. Just below the Kar-
nakkudu there appear also Kudus at intervals. It is remarkable that

Kudus present the Simhamukham at their top and the Gandharvamuk-
ham in the centre.7 The five niches on the outer facades of the garbha-

grha (two on the southern, two on the northern and one on the eastern)

are well shaped, and correspond more or less to the Early Cola pattern.8

The only difference is that in the hollow space inside the upper part of

the~ niche, an image of Ganapati riding the musika appears ; in another

southern niche is Daksinamurti, m the eastern mche Siva, and in a

northern mche Brahma, while in another northern one, which is to the

west of the former, appears a figure resembling that of Sasta.

JRsabha Mandapa : This pavilion has at its centre Nandi facmg the

deity. To the north-east and south-east of Nandi are found a pair of

double pillars presenting corbels of the Vijayanagar pattern
;
the flower

is shown as having just emerged. The bend that the corbel takes is

neither natural nor gradual. According to the evolution of the corbel

traced by Dubreuil, this pattern is assignable to a period of transition

from the Later Cola to the Vijayanagar type, i.e., roughly the 14th cen-

tury A.D. The R§abha Mandapa in the present form was constructed

about 1239 A.D. Thus the architectural style corresponds to the deduc-

tions of Dubreuil.

The R§abha Mandapa does not have any window on its walls. Often,

large numbers of people crowd together in the small space and, from the

standpoint of ventilation, it is defective. This feature is too common in

South Indian temples and it has provoked adverse comments from the

7. The Kudu is a foliated arch, common to South Indian temples. Some
writers consider this ornamental motif to have been derived from the Buddhist

caitya arch.

8. See Fig. 33(b) — DubreuiTs Dravidian Architecture.
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Western writers. The Abbe Dubois says :
9 “ The low elevation, the

difficulty with which the air finds a way through a single narrow and

habitually closed passage ;
the unhealthy odours rising from the mass

of fresh and decaying flowers, the burning lamps, the oil and butter spilt

in libations
;
the excrement of the bats that take up their abode m these

dark places, finally and above all, the fetid perspiration of a multitude of

iinntcaw and maladorous people—all contribute to render these sacred

shrines excessively unhealthy. ” Though slightly overdrawn, the

picture is unfortunately true in the mam. But steps have been taken to

mitigate the evils. There is the frequent burning of camphor which acts

as a disinfectant. Further, so far as the Suclndram temple is concerned,

tVianlrg to the steps adopted by the authorities, the bats have been dis-

lodged. Moreover, in certain parts of the pagoda, which were dark, some

stone slabs on the ceiling have been removed and in their place iron bars

have been substituted.10

Udaywmartanda, Mandapa : This porch is supported by six stout pil-

lars, three on either side of the central passage. They have corbels pro-

jecting from the four faces of the pillars. In the case of two neighbouring

pillars in the south, the projecting corbels on three sides have been
removed. Evidently, the low height of the pillars and the short space

intervening between them necessitated this step, in order to facilitate the

free passage of people.

Examining the existing corbels on the northern pillars, we find that

two of them present the puspabodigai of a model just earlier than that of

the full-fledged variety. The bud has emerged but is not shown drooping
down after the later fashion. According to the deductions of Dubreuil,

the corbels found in the Mandapa are ascribable to the 15th century.

This feature constitutes an incongruity, for this Mandapa arose in the

13fch century. Apparently, in the light of these features, the stages of

evolution indicated by Dubreuil seem to demand an ante-dating.

The capitals of the pillars in the Udayamartanda Maujdapa call for
notice

;
there is a lack of uniformity in their disposition. The four

pillars on the eastern half of the Mandapa are of the ‘bulbous variety’

;

beneath the corbel there is the kandam, palagai, idal, kudam, tadi and
kalasam, below which is the kal. The only member missing from a
modem ornamental pillar is the padmabandham in between the kalasam

9. “Hindu Maimers, Customs, and Ceremonials”, p. 581. (Third edition).
10. This innovation deserves praise and may be imitated with advantage by

other temples.
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and the kal In the ornamentation of the base of the four pillars, too,

there is a variation. Each of the two pillars at the eastern extremity of

the Mandapa presents an elegant Yah at the base. On the other hand,

the base of each corresponding pillar on the west presents merely a

crouching lion. The pillars on the western half of the Mandapa, too, are

of a very simple mould
,
they are with cubical capitals, the stems con-

sisting only of sadurams and pattams. These details are of interest

because they serve to show that, m attempting to fix the age of particular

constructions purely on the basis of such architectural features as the

capitals and corbels of pillars, one should note that different forms may
be shown at the same time, due to the whims of architects, financial con-

siderations, etc.

The Tekkedam Mandapa appears, in its architectural pattern, to be

the same as that of the Udayamartanda Mandapa. There is the same
lack of uniformity in the disposition of the corbels. Three rows of pil-

lars on the eastern side have the puspabodigai corbels and bulbous capi-

tals, while those on the western wing have plain corbels with sadurams

and pattams on their stems. These circumstances serve to reinforce the

suggestion made already that the Tekkedam and Udayamartanda Man-
dapa were constructed by the same patron and about the same time.

Vira Pandyan Mani Maijdapa : The Vira Pandyan Mani Mandapa
has a rather imposing name, but its structure is simple and thoroughly

unpretentious
; in fact, it is nothing more than a corridor. Inscriptional

evidence suggests that the Mandapa had its rise in the 14th century.

But the pillars show features which were common in earlier epochs. The
corbels are of the Early Cola pattern

;
and the capitals are of the simple

cubical variety. Even the granite slabs constituting the ceiling of the

Mandapa are not very finely laid
;
they have not been carefully polished

or evenly fastened to each other.

The edges of the four sides of the ceiling, however, present a few

cornices, and in their midst are found at regular intervals several kudus.

These kudus also do not correspond to the pattern assessed to have been

common in the pre-Vijayanagar or Later Pandya period. According to

Dubreuil, after the Pallava epoch, it is only in the Early Cola period that

the kudu presented the Gandharvamukham inside. But in the Vira

Pandyan Mani Mandapa in 24 out of the 56 kudus, the Gandharvamukha
is clearly seen. Further, it may be added that in the kudus of this

Mandapa, the Srnihamukha or the face of the lion at the top is strikingly

similar to the Early Cola type. But it is impossible to ascribe this
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Mandapa to the early Cola period. The only conclusion possible is that

even after the Cola epoch, the Gandharvamukha inside and the Simha-

mukha at the top of the kudus continued to persist.

Cempakaraman Mandapa : This is the most magnificent and imposmg
pavilion in the whole temple, displaying the finest architectural and

sculptural workmanship. The ceiling of the huge Maiidapa is supported

by four rows of pillars, two lining the southern side and two the north-

ern. The pillars in front of the Tekkedam portion are smaller m size

than the corresponding ones on the Vadakkedam part
;
but even the

former are of considerable girth. Each one of the Tekkedam pillars is a

tun with a large cubical capital raised by a well-proportioned base cal-

led the asvapadam and formed of three cubical parts called ‘saduram’

and of two ‘prismatic’ parts with facets called ‘pattai’. In between the

lowest saduram and the immediately higher pattam is the little orna-

ment of nagabandham. The two pillars at the eastern extremity of the

Tekkedam portion are unique
;
they are most profusely ornamented by

formations of small turrets and towers showing exquisitely minute car-

ving throughout. They evoke more perhaps an admiration for the artist’s

skill than an appreciation of beauty. Indeed, it appears that the details

have been overdone, producing a bewildering effect.

The Vadakkedam pillars are huge columns of a more composite

character, because the main pillar has attached to it a double column of

pilasters, each of which bears the bulbous capital. It is striking that

the capital does not present the indentations called munai beneath the

abacus or palagai
;
but only petals of flowers are represented. It

is known that the munai or the indentations of the idal appeared in

other temples in the Later Cola period. Why is it that, in a structure

which unquestionably belongs to the 15th century, the munai does not

appear ? However, much stress cannot be laid on this negative fact.

Far different is the case with the corbels on the pillars. They
are all of the fully developed puspabddigai type, which, according to

Dubreuil, is a distinctive feature of the modern period commencing with
1600 A.D.11 Here, too, the incongruity appears, and only the same ex-

planation has to be offered. As in the case of the Udayamartanda
Mandapa, Dubreuil’s assessment of the evolution of the Dravidian corbel

may have to be ante-dated by one or two centuries. Laying, as he does,

so much emphasis on the history of the Dravidian corbel, which, he says

“illustrates very well the meaning of the expression ‘evolution of the

11. Dubreuil :
4

Dravidian Architecture pp. 40-41.
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Dravidian Art' ”, this modification of his chronological assessment is a

matter of importance.

On the eaves of the ceiling of the Mandapa are shown projecting

stone beams carved in the pattern of wooden rafters or supports to a

roof. This feature seems to be a relic of the wooden architecture of the

past. On the eastern or front face of the Cempakaraman Mandapa, the

eaves are ornamented at fixed intervals by ten huge kudus. But, unlike

m the case of the normal kudu, the Simhamukham at the top is not seen.

Another peculiarity is that, inside six of the central kudus, representa-

tions of turrets or towers are found intricately carved. The two kudus
at the right extremity (in front of Tekkedam) present inside them, the

sculptured figures of Gopalakrsna and Balakrsna, while the two cor-

responding kudus at the left extremity have Narasimhamurty and Siva

Linga. On the northern and southern sides of the Mandapa there are

corresponding kudus, ten on each side
;
but they are less ornamented, the

central space containing merely floral designs.

The facades of the Cempakaraman Mandapa present elaborate orna-

mentation, characteristic of the 15th century. Unlike in the case of

Vadakkedam and Tekkedam, the ubapltam pedestal is seen here. The
adistanam and stambham also are appropriately represented* At regular

intervals appear a number of niches which show more ornamentation in

comparison with those on the fagades of Tekkedam. The capitals of

the pilasters flanking the cavity of the niche are of the bulbous variety.

The corbels at the top of the pilasters have the puspabodigai of the fully

developed pattern. This circumstance confirms the suggestion made
earlier that it figured in the Sucindram temple by the 15th century itself.

Just below the niches is found a representation of lions and elephants

alternating with each other. They are depicted as marching in pro-

cession. Immediately lower down is the narrow space containing a series

of panels of bas-reliefs which portray interesting mythological episodes.

Indeed, these panels constitute an excellent picture gallery in stone.

Uncal Mandapa

:

This pavilion is known to have arisen by 1584

A.D. Its architectural features correspond to those common in the 16th

century. The four main pillars which support the pavilion are unques-

tionably of a pattern common only subsequent to the 14th century A.D.

The shafts of the bulbous capital as well as the corbels of the full-

fledged puspabddigai indicate their modem style. The linear carvings

on the pillars are executed splendidly. In fact, the decorative motifs of

the pillars in the tJncal Mandapa present a remarkable similarity with
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those in the Cempakaraman Mandapa, and perhaps were modelled on

their pattern.

Over the stone pavilion, a Vimana has been erected with brick and

mortar. There is little doubt tlaat this Vimana is a recent structure.

It presents an imposing appearance, rising to a height of about 47 feet

from the ground level. Standing by the side of the great tower of the

temple, this Vimana appears only second in height to the Gopura.

The shrine of Nilakantha Vindyakar : Located immediately to the

south of the Cempakaraman Mandapa, this shrine is known to have

arisen in the 16th century. But, few of the distinctive architectural

features of the age appear either on the vestibule or on the fagades of

the garbhagrha. In fact, the corbels of the pillars supporting the vesti-

bule, and the lack of any decorative motif on the walls might suggest that

the shrine belongs to a much earlier date. However, this negative testi-

mony should not be overvalued
;

it is probable that, at later periods, too,

structures were erected on the pattern of previous epochs, owing to

financial or other reasons.

Citra Sabha : It is certian that the pavilion, called Cifcra Sabha,

appeared before 1629 A.D. It is a magnificently designed structure. In

fact, from the standpoint of the size of the edifice, the grandeur of the

pillars and the sculptural representations, the Citra Sabha ranks second

only to the Cempakaraman Mandapa. The size of the sculptured figures

attached to the pillars of this pavilion is even much bigger. The archi-

tectural features of the pillars are more or less similar to those in the

Cempakaraman Mandapa. But the pilasters attached to the pillars in

the Citra Sabha do not bear the bulbous capital
;
they are rectangular.

The corbels are of the puspabodigai variety
;
but the drooping of the

flower has not been so elegantly represented as in the Cempakaraman
Mandapa.

The shrine of Kahkdlandthar

:

This is situated immediately to the
Nilakantha Vinayaka shrine, and it is a small structure. The two pil-

lars supporting the vestibule in front of the garbhagrha have the cubical
capital. The shaft of the pillar is divided into three patches, the two
extreme ones being sadurams, hewn into rectangular units and the
middle one showing only a small portion at the four sides chiselled in

the shape of an elongated petal of a lotus. Excepting this, absolutely no
ornamentation is found on the surface of the pillars. The corbels are
of the Early Cdia type. The fagades of the walls of the garbhagrha, too,

present no ornamentation whatever
; only a slab of stone projecting
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slightly more than the res l of the surface is found at regular intervals.

A similarly raised layer is seen at the top and the base of the outer walls.

The kudus on the eaves of the Mandapa also seem to be of an old pattern;

the simhamukha at the top and the gandharvamukha inside are but

faintly noticeable. There is no doubt that they form products of an in-

ferior order of carving on stone.

Recently, the Vimana above has been completely recast with brick

and mortar. The fact that a total re-construction of the vimana was found

necessary suggests that the Kankalanathar shrine belongs to an early

period. In fact, the architectural features, considered along with the

pattern of the bronze image inside, seem to leave no room for doubt

regarding the early date of the shrine. But, none of the records prior

to that of 1819 A.D. mentions it. Hence the date of the shrrne has to

remain an open question m the present state of our knowledge.

The SrihaXvpura shrines : Equally difficult is the problem of ascer-

taining the date of the shrines located m the Srlbalipura. The Ceravatal

Sasta, the Raznasvamy and Kalabhairava shrines have strikingly similar

architectural features. They are as plain and simple as the Kahkalana-
thar Roil; they do not have even the vestibule in front. The outer

surface of the walls enclosing the garbhagrha, too, presents little orna-

mentation. Only raised layers or pattams are found at regular intervals

along the surface as well as at the top and base of the granite walls.

All the three shrines are surmounted by Vimanas of stone, which
are, however, too big in size m relation to the size of their garbhagrhas.

The Vimanas have all around their facades, sculptures of gods inter-

spersed by representations of pavilions. The Vimanas in all the three

cases present a less worn-out appearance than the shrines themselves.

Unquestionably, the Vimanas are later constructions.

The determination of the age of these shrines is difficult because of

the paucity of distinctive architectural features characteristic of parti-

cular epochs. Unless it is assumed that merely out of considerations of

economy or of simplicity the architects constructed the shrines after

earlier patterns, they have to be ascribed to the Cola period, sometime in

the 11th or 12th century A.D. But it is extremely doubtful whether at

such an early age, the ‘Piratte Slvelipura’ had been constructed. All

that can be said is that sometime before the 15th century A.D., when
an old Sribalipura is known to have existed, these shrines might have
arisen. The Vimanas of these shrines, rising almost to the height of the
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Srlbalipura, were either re-constructed or set up for the first time about

1798 A.D.

The Aramvalattamman Koil

:

Different is the case with the Aram-
valattamman Koil. It is definitely known that it arose soon after 619

M.E. (1444 A.D.) . The structure of the shrine, though small and rather

simple, shows features similar to those of the Cempakaraman Mandapa,

which belongs to the 15th century.

Two pillars flank the two extremities of the vestibule m front of the

shrine. They have only cubical capitals, the shafts being divided into

sadurams and pa(tams. But the corbels are decidedly of the puspabodigai

variety; they are almost similar to those appearmg in the Cempakaraman

Mandapa- The facades of the shrine do not, however, show the same

elaborate ornamentation of the Cempakaraman Mandapa. In fact, in

ttng respect, the features of the Aramvalattamman Koil resemble those

of the Srlbalipura shrines. It is obvious that, because the erection of

the Aramvalattamman shrine occurred through the endowment of a

private individual, the cost would have been limited to a moderate

amount. That apparently explains the comparatively inartistic pattern

of the fagades of the shrme.

The Vimana was renovated recently, in 1930 A.D. Unlike in the

Srlbalipura shrines, however, the new Vimana has been built of brick

and cement. Artistically shaped figures of saints and devotees adorn the

different sides of the Vimana. However, the Vimana of cement does not

seem to harmonize with the granite structure of the shrine.

Subrahmaniasvdmy shrine

:

Known to have arisen in 413 M.E.
(1238 A.D.)

,
it could have furnished valuable data regarding the archi-

tectural features of the age. But the garbhagrha, the small vestibule and
the Mandapa m front, do not present architectural peculiarities worth
the mention. The two pillars at the two extremes of the vestibule are
of the pattam and saduram variety. The corbels are of Later Cola pat-

tern. This confirms that, so far as the Subrahmaniasvamy shrine is con-
cerned, the style of the corbel corresponds to the evolution suggested by
Dubreuil.

The pillared porch running in front of the vestibule appears to have
been constructed in the 16th century. The group of four pillars on either

side presents sadurams and pattams. At the top of the saduram appear-
ing on the base of the pillar, we find the nagabandham ornament. The
faces of the sadurams show nicely carved floral designs. But the corbels
of the pillars are only of the Later Cola variety.
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Doubtless, the small portico in front of the Mandapa seems to have
been constructed in the style common in the 16th century. Two pillars

flanking the entrance to the portico have been carved in a style conspi-

cuously different from those m the inner Mandapa. In the first place,

the corbels of the easternmost pillars are of the fully developed puspa-

bodigai pattern. Moreover, the pillars of the portico have very exquisite

carving. Besides the skilfully executed sadurams and pattams presenting

minutely worked belts running around the middle of the sadurams, a

number of elegantly sculptured figures adorn the faces of the pillars.

It is noteworthy that the inner surface of the ceiling is dissected into

9 squares formed by slender beams of stone running across each other.

In the square at the centre is sculptured the figure of Subrahmania,
seated on the peacock. The other eight squares contain uniform sculp-

tures of Siva seated on the bull.

However, the corbels of the pillars do not show the same finish

or picturesqueness as those in the Srlbalipura. The probability is that

this particular porch was constructed sometime between the 15th and 18th

centuries A.D.

The Jayantisvam shrines

:

Here again, the date of the construction

of the shrines, at any rate, of the chief among them, is definitely known.
The shrines of Jayantlsvarattu Isvara and Devi were built in 768 M.E.

(1593 A.D.) The other shrines of the group arose probably about that

time or soon after. There is a striking similarity in the pattern of all the

shrines in the group.

The pillars supporting the portico in front of each shrine present the

cubical capital. It is remarkable that the corbels are all of the Early

Cola variety. The faces of the pillars m the portico in front of the

Jayantlsvarattu Mahadeva shrine presents more of ornamentation. Bui
the corbels of these pillars too, are of the Early Cola variety. It is thus

obvious that, as in several instances noticed already, here too, the archi-

tects did not adopt the style current in that epoch
;
the earlier patterns

were adopted. This deviation is an all-important consideration to be

remembered in attempting to determine the age of particular structures.

The Garv4alvdr shrine : This is an exquisitely constructed pavilion,

open on the sides. Four splendidly carved pillars support the pavilion.

Besides the excellent portraits which the pillars present at their bases,

the shafts themselves are skilfully ornamented. Further, the bulbous

capital is found in the most highly developed form. The corbels, too,

present the full-fledged puspabodigai. Dubreuil has shown that the
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bulbous capital in conjunction with pu?pabodigai corbel were distinctive

characteristics of the 17th century.12 So far as the Garudalvar shrine is

concerned, this confirms the assessment of the age of its construction,

for the sculptures inside indicate that the shrine was erected by

Tirumala Nayak in the 17th century.

Vasanta Mand,apa . Another splendid monument of architectural

slrifi is the Vasanta Mandapa, which is ascribed by tradition to the 19th

century. This pavilion, too, displays excellent workmanship. But, from

the architectural point of view, it is ascnbable even to the 17th century

A.D. In fact, the four pillars at the corners, supporting the pavilion,

bear a remarkable resemblance to those of the Garudalvar shrme. The

artistically carved floral decorations on the shafts, the bulbous capital

and the puspabodigai corbel are all common to both.

A skilfully executed piece of architectural sculpture adorns the ceil-

ing of the pavilion. The whole space is intersected into a number of

square patches by slender beams of stone running across each other.

The squares present small but elegantly carved figures of the Navagrahas
(planets). At the centre are found three square patches bearing the

figures of Siva on the bull in the middle, and of Vinayaka and Subrah-
mania at its right and left respectively. The eaves of the ceiling are

shown as resting on shafts of stones which resemble wooden rafters.

This appears to be quite a common feature of decoration in South India.

In the Sucindram temple, a considerable number of porches, belonging to

various epochs beginning from the 12th to the 19th century A.D., pre-

sents it.

Sribalipura. ; The extensive corridors running around the main
structure of the temple form a colossal feat of architecture. They are
products of modem workmanship, for the Sribalipuras, excepting the
Eastern one, were constructed by the end of the 18th century. The
Sucindram Sribalipuras are smaller in length than their counterparts at

Ramesvaram, Madurai, or Tirunelveli, but they are more compact and
suitably proportioned. The flooring, plastered decently with cement
right through, has a smart appearance. It represents a striking contrast
to the pavement of haphazardly fixed stone slabs in the corridors of
temples like the Tirunelveli Nelliyapparkoil.

The columns in all the Sribalipuras except in the Eastern one are
excellently carved. Located in a long range at regular intervals on either

12. Ibid., p. 43,
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wing oi the corridor, the pillars present a delightful array. Attached to

the main shaft and carved out of the same monolith is a pilaster. The
pillar and the pilaster bear admirable floral designs on the sides. The
asvapadam or the base of the column is itself executed with skill and

grace. While the mam pillar contains sadurams and pattams presenting

either floral designs or bas-relief sculptures of gods and occasionally

obscene representations of sexual interest, the pilaster has in its lowei

portion, the figure of a lampbearer. At the top, the pilaster has the

kalasam, tacli, kudam, idal, and palagai poised over the palagai of the

pilaster, and at the top of the mam pillar is the finial of the huge capital

over which is represented as crouching a ferocious-looking lion. The
corbel with the fully developed puspabodigai furnishes the finishing

touch at the very top.

While the pillars, described above, adorn the Southern and Western
Sribalipuras and the major part of the Northern Srlbalipura, the eastern

half of the latter presents still more elegantly carved pillars. The addi-

tional embellishment is partly provided by the pilasters attached to these

pillars. Here the pilasters are of the bulbous capital variety. Besides,

the faces of the pillars bear splendid sculptures of gods and goddesses.

The ‘obscene* element in the art Several of the pillars in the Sri-

balipura show representations of sexual appeal. Obscene and unseemly,

they form an inexplicable feature m the art of the pagoda. But this

element is common to many other Hindu temples in India. Several

explanations are offered in order to account for this phenomenon. It is

said to have been intended to ward off the evil eye on the artistic excel-

lence of the pagoda. It is suggested that the ephemeral nature of sen-

suous pleasures of the body is depicted through these sculptural repre-

sentations, so that the more lasting pleasures of attaining god-head may
be impressed on the visitors. Others maintain that these figures attract

the voluptuous to the temple and ultimately serve as a means of draw-

ing them to holy thoughts. On a more rational basis rests the suggestion

that these figures are intended to warn the worshippers against the

snares and pitfalls which befall the seeker after truth, A more ingenious

explanation is offered by Mr. L. Shenoy.
13 He holds :

44 The Hindu mind

has never regarded the act of procreation as a thing obscene ; and since

religion is so inextricably mixed up with the Hindus’ work-a-day life,

every physical act is given a religious significance.” A more scientific

approach has been made by some writers who think that the sexual

13. Lasrado Shenoy : Madura— Temple City ”,
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impulse inborn in living creatures must have bewildered early maw
And, not able to secure a proper explanation, he might have associated it

with divinity.14

None of these seems to provide the leal clue. They appear to be
more ingenious than convincing. Some Puranic basis might have existed

at the outset justifying such representations m the temple. Later, artists

working on the basis of that foothold, could have given free vent to their

imagination. Perhaps the original justification is found in the Agm
Purana. One of the texts relating to the choice of a site for a temple
or a shrine, suggests that the best site is one where loving couples, human
or animal, have lived, loved and bred and reared a family.15 Is it likely
that, when, as we find in the case of cave shrines, the architects were
compelled to select sites which were not sanctified by the love of couples,
the artists sought to remedy the defect by picturing on the shrines the
effigies of loving couples ? Later the sculptors may have adopted very
strange and perverse freaks. Among the numerous representations under
this category, one is significant. On the southern face of a pillar in the
Western Srlbalipura is found the figure of a r§i or yogi who holds aloft
a Siva knga enshrined m the avadai, while his left hand holds his genital
organ. Clearly it does not seem to be an aimless freak on the part of the
sculptor ! Whatever the genesis and rationale behind it, one cannot but
remark that the practice does not fit in with common ideas of public
decency. It is desirable to have these representations effaced.

The Musical Pillars (Plate No. 4) : At the western end of the Alah-
kara Mandapa in the Northern Sribalipura stand the four ‘clustered
columns’ of pillars, known as the ‘Musical Pillars.’ The two southern
groups contain 33 shafts, and the two northern 24 shafts in each. These
columns evoke a twofold admiration. As pieces of architectural
they are wonderful, for each of them is exquisitely carved out of mono-
liths into stylobate, clustering columns, and huge turrets at the top. The
stylobate, or the common base on which the columns stand, is itself most
elegantly executed with intricate carving. Further, each one of the
shafts presents an octagonal shape at the bottom and circular shape above.
The turret at the top is a very imposing and masterly piece of stone-
carving. The corbels, overhanging at the top, are the full-fledged pus-
pabodigai, elegantly poised.

14. Hartland :
* Primitive Paternity Vol. I, p. 152.

15. See the article on “The Mithuna in Indian Art ”
* Bupam ” of January 1926.

by T, Bhattacharya -
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One wonders whether these clustered columns, so numerous and

varied, have all been carved out of a monolith or were formed by fasten-

ing together separate shafts. The latter view seems to be the correct one

at first sight. But, however carefully one searches for the connecting

links or the joints of the shafts, they are not to be seen. Unless some
mysterious device of linking them together has been adopted, it must be

taken that the entire group of pilasters is carved out of a monolith.

The outward architectural merits of these columns apart, they are

admirable for their musical properties, too. Each shaft yields a musical

note when tapped lightly, and the note arising from each is different from
that of others. It may be observed that the difference in sound is not

so clear as in the case of the ‘Musical Pillars' of certain other South
Indian temples. Nevertheless, it forms an admirable product of skill.

The Gdpura

:

Unlike other famous temples of South India, the one

at Suclndram possesses a smgle tower only, at the eastern entrance of

the pagoda.16 It is known that the original gdpura was constructed by
1545 A.D. and that the tower above the plinth was renovated in 188S

A.D. If the earlier superstructure was as lofty as the present one, which
seems to have been the case, it shows how a feature distinctive of the

Later C5la epoch, appears at Suclndram so late as the Vijayanagar period.

But it must be urged that too nice a discrimination cannot be made
in the matter, for, though the Vijayanagar age was pre-eminently an
epoch of grand mandapas, yet, the same period also saw the rise of lofty

gopuras. In fact, the tendency of the Later Cola period to erect imposing

towers as at Cidambaram and Jambukesvaram continued during the

Vijayanagar era also.17

Several European art-critics have taken exception to the Dravidian

style which has lofty gdpuras at the entrance, and, leading through

smaller structures, ultimately reaches a small and unpretentious cell.

Following Fergusson, L. Moore, a former civilian of Madras, has con-

demned this feature of the South Indian temple thus :
“ As one goes on

into the first enclosure, the gopuras look fine, and the general appearance

of the buildings is striking
;
but, they lead up to nothing, and the centre

of the building is mean and uninteresting ”.18 This view sounds strange.

16. The Silpa £astras prescribe the erection of a Gopura also at the southern
entrance, while those on the north and the west are optional.

17. It has to be remembered that the distinctive architectural features of an
earlier age were not confined to that age only.

18. A. V. Thiyagaraja Aiyar :
“ Indian Architecture ”, p. 49.
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In the sphere of art, as well as in the domain of social customs and in-

stitutions, it must be remembered that there are no absolute criteria of

judgment. What may appear to be strange or abhorrent to a particular

community or nation may be the most venerated feature to another.

Music affords the most striking example of this. Thus, it is not surpris-

ing that Western writers, accustomed to their style of architecture, fell

foul of the Dravidian ideal. In the Christian Churches, the holiest place

is covered over by magnificant domes, spires or towers, while the outer

entrance is made insignificant and unpretentious. That explains, though

it certainly does not justify, the criticisms of certain European writers.

Other European art-critics, hke E. B. Havell and Percy Brown, have

realized the need for an orientation of the attitude. Havell says in his

‘ Ideals of Sculpture and Painting “No European can appreciate

Indian art who does not divest himself of his Western prepossessions,

endeavour to understand Indian thought and place himself at the Indian

point of view.” Percy Brown, too, is perfectly right when he states •

“ The intellect of the age, absorbed in divine contemplation, is reflected

in the temple ideal, where the spiritual dominates the material.”19

But, while the Hindu spiritual outlook has justified the erection of

stately towers maintaining the heart of the shrine in the same unpre-

tentious scale of old, it does not seem that, to start with, the Hindus
deliberately designed this proportion of these structures. Some Indians

have employed the spiritualism of the Hindu to explain the origin of

this architectural feature. For example, A. V. Thiyagaraja Aiyar says

that the promotion of spiritual contemplation was the primary object

of the builders of the Hindu temples, and hence, the sanctum sanctorum
was so formed as to provide scope for undistracted meditation .

20 Obvi-
ously, while this accounts for the small size of the Garbhagrha, it pro-

vides no explanation for the existence of the lofty gopuras at the en-

trance of the temple. In truth, the gopuras were later constructions

in most cases. At any rate, there is definite evidence that the tower
in Suclndram arose centuries after the cella was constructed. How
then is it justifiable to explain the small size of the sanctum in relation

to the gopura as if it was purposely designed even at the outset ?

Further, it is not in every ease that the loftiest part of the temple
was located at the entrance. For example, in Tanjavur, Dharasuram,

19 Percy Brown :
* Indian Architecture Vol. I, p. 73.

20. A. V. Thiyagaraja Aiyar • ‘ Indian Architecture ’, Vol. II, p. 51.
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Gangaikondacolapuram and Tribhuvanam, the huge Vimana over the

sanctum takes the place of the tower at the entrance. In fact, as Percy

Brown points out, these variations are to be explained by the prevailing

ideals of particular periods.2^

Studying the details of the structure of the tower, we notice that

the granite base of the gopura is 3 feet in height, 90 feet in length and

60 feet in width. Thus, it occupies an area of about 5,400 sq. ft., and

has a volume of 16,200 c. ft. The doorway in the middle is 36 feet long,

10 feet broad and 24 feet high. The entire plinth surface presents a mar-

vellous workmanship m stone.

The base of the structure resembles the Adistanam of a shrine.

Certain sections of the Adistanam of the Gopura show elaborate work-
manship, for instance, the Upanam bears three roll cornices of delicately

carved stone work. The top line of the highest of these cornices pre-

sents the padmam. The kumudam runs prominently above this. A
narrow concave space, about six inches in width, runs above the

Kumudam. This space contains miniature sculptures of the lion alter-

nating with the elephant. The entire retinue is represented to be on

march.22

The top of this narrow space forms the base of the niches which
are found at regular intervals. On all the four sides of the gopuras,

there are altogether 65 niches, each one containing the sculpture of a

god or goddess or occasionally of a Punanic scene. The ornamentation

of the niche is not far different from that of the Later Cola epoch, as

found for instance, on the east Gopura at Cidambaram.23 But the

pavilion over the niche is less prominent than the corresponding mem-
ber of the Cidambaram Gopura. Moreover, there is a lack of unifor-

mity in the number of kalasams on the top of the pavilion. Some have

five kalasams, while others have just one at the centre. Yet another differ-

ence noticed is that the kudus appearing above the niches present

clearly the simhamukha at the top and floral designs inside. In the

case of the kudu of the Later Cola variety the Simhamukha is not seen ;

thus, the kudus on the Sucindram Gopura conform to the pattern of

the Vijayanagar epoch.

21 Percy Brown :
* Indian Architecture \ VoL I, pp. 102-103.

22. The origin of this motif of animals at the base of the Gopura, as also of

the Cempakaraman Mandapa, is perhaps ultimately traceable to the Pallava period.

In
4

Draupadi’s Ratha ’ at Mahabalipuram the same ornamentation figures.

23. See Illustrations

—

4

Architectural Motifs 3— Fig. IEL

44
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Flanking the two sides of the niches are carefully carved pilasters

of the bulbous capital variety, showing all the ornamentations of a
stambha of the modem type. In the case of these pilasters the puspa-
bodigai corbel is executed on three sides, one on the right, another on
the left and a third m the middle, projecting to the front.

At the top of the pavilion is the tip of a roof-like projection with
kudus at intervals. Over this line of kudus a repetition of niches and

the allied ornamentations noticed above recur, but on a much bigger

proportion. The niches are taller and wider but contain no image inside.

In the intervening space between the niches are found splendidly carved
kumbhapanjarams like flamboyant pilasters.24 The nature of this orna-

mentation is indicated by its name. At the base is a vase-hke (kumbha)
decoration, and it is surmounted by a panjaram or pilaster. The role

of the kumbhapanjaram is purely decorative. At the top of the kumbha-
panjaram and the adjoining niches appears a continuous layer of pro-
jection of stone roofing, with kudus at regular intervals. That takes us
to the highest level of the granite portion, and above that stands the
rising superstructure of brick and mortar.

This upper edifice, nsmg in a series of zones or tiers, diminishing
in width as they ascend, is pyramidal m shape. The average anaL Qf
slope from the vertical is 25°, and the width at its apex is about one-
half of its base. The profile given to the Gopura silhouetted against
the sky, presents on either side a curve as it were, which is most plea-
sing to the eye. The pyramidal shape is maintained through its seven
galleries until at the top, it ends in a barrel-shaped surface stretching
horizontally. The seven kalasams or stupis, all of the same size, each
about 5% feet high, and fixed equidistant from each other, add lustre
to the entire tower.

Conclusion: The architecture of the different structures in the
Sucindram pagoda shows the features current in the various epochs.
True, in several instances, the characteristics repeat in succeeding ages
too, and sometimes raise posers for the student of history. At any rate,
they afford help in fixing the upper limit of chronology of particular
constructions. It is important that some of the stages in the evolution
of the Dravidian corbel as indicated by Dubreuil demand further con-
sideration in the light of the new facts. This circumstance points to
the need for an intensive study of the architecture of all prominent
South Indian temples.

24. See Illustrations— ‘ Architectural Motifs’— Pig. m.
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CHAP TEE XII

SCULPTURE

The Suclndram temple, like several others of its kind in South

India, is a treasure-house of varied types of sculpture. They are found

in different parts of the pagoda ; and they belong to different epochs. Of
these, by far the most numerous and splendid products are the sculptures

of the gods and goddesses. But the sculptor has employed his skill in

depicting other subjects as well, though they mainly serve as auxiliaries

to the religious themes.

1

The various kinds of sculpture in the pagoda

may be broadly classified into those of (1) Natural Scenery
; (2) Floral

designs
; (3) Animals and Birds

; (4) Human figures
; (5) Portraits of

kings and eminent personalities
; (6) Gods and Goddesses.

SECTION 1. NATURAL SCENERY

It must be admitted that the sculptors in the gucindram temple, as

in most South Indian temples, have paid comparatively less attention to

the portrayal of natural scenery. Sculptures depicting lovely scenes of

forests, hills, valleys, rivers or the natural phenomena are rare, and even
when they appear, they have not been executed for their artistic value.

To that extent, * art for its own sake 5
is not the ideal kept in view. In

1. E B. Havell “Indian Sculpture and Painting” p. 26 “. It is the Indian

conception of divine beauty which gives the key to all Indian aesthetic thought.

"
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the Sucindram temple natural scenery is found sculptured, only in a

few places. In connection with the delineation of the scenes of the

Ramayana on the sides at the top of the Cempakaraman Mandapa, several

panels present forest scenery. Rama’s combat with Tadaka, the wander-

ings of the royal party in the forest, the adventures m and around

Kiskinda, Slta’s imprisonment in the Asokavana are some of the themes

which depict thickly wooded forests .
2 These have been portrayed with

remarkable skill.

Again, on the fagades of the Cempakaraman Mandapa the panels

present a continuous array of bas-reliefs depicting themes from the life

of Krsna and the consummation of Valli’s marriage with Subrahmania.

In the representation of these themes, occasionally, forest scenery is

depicted. But in all these cases, a few hillocks are shown rising one above

the other, with clusters of trees in patches. It cannot be said that they

present a realistic appearance. The sculptor’s attention does not at all

seem to have been at its best in the portrayal of scenery. The course of

a flowing river is shown in depicting the scene of the crossing of the

river Yamuna by Nandagopa .
3 This has been done with a certain

measure of skill; even the fish in the river have been clearly shown.

Trees bearing flowers and fruits are sculptured in several places

;

but, almost invariably, they have been sculptured in a rather indifferent

manner. The trees lack their naturalness. Whether it is in connection

with the delineation of the Ramayaiia, Krsna Lila or Valli’s marriage,

the same unfortunate feature persists. Particularly striking is this

artificial characteristic in the representation of the tree in the sculpture
portraying the emergence of the Sthanu linga from the cluster of

bamboos. Equally inartistic is the sculpture of a tree at which a Yaksi
is seen leaning. Both these pieces appear in panels in the Cempa-
karaman Mandapa. Even a casual observer feels that the leaves, buds,
flowers and fruits could have been sculptured in a more naturalistic and
effective maimer. While the difficulty of carving natural scenery on
stone is not minimised, it is unquestionable that greater care would have
improved the attempts.

2. The whole range o£ reliefs defies photographing since they are pitched so
high from the ground level and since the crowded array of figures has been fre-
quently white-washed presenting a blurred view.

3. See Panel 3—Southern Facade of the Cempakaraman Mandapa,
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That the sculptor can achieve it if he cares to represent natural

scenery effectively, is seen from the panel depicting Tirivikrama 4 It is

a skilfully executed piece. The sky and the clouds are depicted in a

perfectly naturalistic manner. This panel shows that if the same atten-

tion had been devoted to the sculpturing of scenery as of the gods and

goddesses, undoubtedly, the temple would have presented remarkable

specimens of sculpture depicting Nature’s charms.

SECTION 2 FLORAL DESIGNS AND ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTURE

While natural scenery failed to receive the necessary attention,

artistic ornamentation by means of lineal carvings was not neglected.

This decorative motif, however, appears only after the 14th century A.D.

The Cempakaraman Mandapa is the earliest to present on the edges of

the pillars, as also on the ceiling above, exquisite lineal carving and

floral designs. On the ceiling, designs in the pattern of the wide-opened

lotus flower, and other pictorial drawings are carved In recent times,

they have all been painted with suitable colours, producing a pleasing

effect.

The Garudalvar shrine of the 17th century is, chronologically, the

next structure exhibiting linear carving of a high order. Definitely more
elaborate and intricate than in the case of the Cempakaraman Mandapa,
the designs here, are more admirable. Though tending to excessive

ornamentation, it has not become grotesque. The pillars of this shrine

present lineal carving of the first rate variety, while the ceiling at the

top shows the design of the lotus flower.

The Sribalipura5 of the 18th century, too, is noted for the lineal

carving on the edges of its pillars. Though the designs are slightly less

intricate and dexterous than those in the Garudalvar shrine, they are

none the less artistic. The latest specimens in the temple are found in

the Vasanta Mandapa and the Natakasala, both of the 19th century A.D.
The lineal carvings on their pillars and the floral designs on their ceilings

are quite clear and impressive. The artistic merit of their workmanship
is superb. Indeed, one is inclined to think that the skill of the sculptor

in this type of work has not suffered with the lapse of time. While
sculptures of images have become stiff and conventional in later epochs,
this tendency has not vitiated lineal carving. But, when all is said, it

4. See Plate No. 24.

5. Plate No. 3.
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has to be admitted that carving of lines is less difficult than the sculptur-

ing of personalities and scenes
;
it calls for less of intuition and ingenuity

and more of mechanical skill. Once the original design is carefully

planned and executed, the others of the same series have only to be

imitated. Nevertheless, it demands patient attention to details.

Wood-carving .—Lineal carving and architectural sculpture are at

their best in the specimens of wood-carving m the temple. Carving in

wood is a speciality of the West coast
;
the pagodas in the Malaysia

Desa and the palace at Padmanabhapuram present some of the best

specimens in the whole of India. While most of them belong to the

middle ages, the wood-carvings found in Sucindram are all of recent

times, not earlier than the latter half of the 19th century. Lineal carv-

ing and floral designs of a marvellous type are found on the rafters and

wooden pillars within the interior of the Gopura. The decorative fron-

tage now furnished to the shrines of Ramasvamy and Citra Sabha also

show intricate, if also slightly grotesque, patterns on account of their

excessive crowding of details. It is definitely known that these items

of wood-carving were undertaken by expert carpenters of Cengannfir

in North Travancore.6

SECTION 3 ANIMALS AND BIRDS

Sculptures of animals and birds appear in various parts of the tem-
ple. They have been introduced in their appropriate places either as

vehicles of particular gods and goddesses, or in a few cases, purely for

the sake of their decorative value.

The Yali is, by far the most ubiquitous animal, the sculptural re-

presentation of which dominates South Indian Temples. The Yali is

more an imaginary than a real animal; 7 it appears to be a compound of

the lion and the elephant. Essentially modelled like a lion, the Yali
bears, in addition, the proboscis of the elephant Much too long for the
size of the possessor, the proboscis invariably reaches down to its feet,

when the Yali is shown in its characteristic rearing pose. In fact,

almost always the Yali is depicted in the rearing pose, grasping the
overhanging trunk with its uplifted front feet. Not infrequently, the
rampant Yali has its proboscis entwined with the uplifted trunk of an
elephant, seated at the feet of the Yali. Strange bed-fellows indeed

!

6. See Presidential Address on “Kerala Art and Culture ” by A Gopala Menon—Proceedings of the All India Oriental Conference 1937.
7. The Yali is believed to symbolize the sacred river Ganges.
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The Sucindram pagoda has its complement of Yali sculptures. The
more prominent pairs of Yalis at the base of the pillars flanking the

entrances are seen in the Natakasala, the Cempakaraman Mandapa and
the raised terrace facing the northern doorway of the pagoda. In all

these cases, the rampant awe-inspiring Yali is represented as trampling

underfoot the submissive elephant which raises up its trunk to meet
that of the aggressor.

The Yali, as a decorative motif, seems to have been evolved from
the lion. It is very likely that the transition appeared as early as the

Pallava epoch. While the lion is shown as a pillar-base m the Mahisasura

Mandapa of about 650 A.D., m the Shore temple which was constructed

about half a century afterwards, a rampant lion, in prominent relief, is

shown as standing erect. The Yali seems to be a creation of the Dravi-

dian imagination. In the Sucindram pagoda it figures earliest in the

Cempakaraman Mandapa as a pillar-base. Thus, by the 13th century

A.D., it appeared ;
thereafter, m the succeeding eras, it assumed an ever

increasing popularity.

Lion

:

—The lion, as such, is rarely sculptured in the standing pose.

Both the sculptures where it appears in that pose are in the niches of

the Gdpura base
;
one as the vehicle of a goddess and another as the

‘ lord of the forests ’, as it were, in the Govardhana scene of Krsna.

The lion in the lying pose on the top of pillars with its array of protrud-

ing teeth, wide-opened jaws and fierce look, is a common feature.8

It seems that, after the appearance of the Yali as a decorative motif

at the base of the pillar, the lion was given a lift to the entablature at

the top. In the Suclndram pagoda, the lion resting on the top of the

pillar appears in the latter half of the 15th century, and has held its

own since then. However, on the columns of the 18th century and of

later days, the lion becomes more conventionalized, and presents an
appearance midway between the tiger and the lion. Nevertheless, the

decorative object is excellently achieved
;
more so, on the long range

of pillars as in the Srlbalipura and in the Natakasala,

Elephant :—Sculptures of elephants are found frequently in the

different parts of the temple. A long row of elephants and lions alter-

nating with each other is depicted as basement mouldings just above
the adistanam on the facades of the Cempakaraman Mandapa and the

Gdpura base. The elephants, pictured to be c guarding ’ the steps to the

8. See Hate No. 3.
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Citra Sabha and the row of elephants on the present balipitha of the

Citra Sabha, have been spoken of already.

The bas-reliefs of the fagades of the Cempakaraman Mandapa depict

the elephant in scenes like ‘Gajendramdksa’, ‘Vahitirumanam’, anoint-

ing of Sivalmga by the elephant, and c Gajalaksmi \ Besides, on the

faces of pillars in the Cempakaraman Mandapa and Srlbalipura, the

elephant figures as the vehicle of Indra. In front of the Indra Vinayakar

shrine, there appears a tiny elephant carved m stone. On the whole,

the sculptures of elephants have been executed with good effect.

Horse :—The horse, on the other hand, figures rather rarely in the

sculptures of the temple. It is only where chariots are depicted that the

horses appear. In two cases where the Visvarupa of Lord Krsna is

shown as Parthasarathi, the horses attached to the chariots are shown .
9

Clearly, the horses form an insignificant part of those elaborate sculp-

tures, and hence, inadequate attention seems to have been devoted to

their carving
;
at any rate, they do not constitute first-rate specimens of

sculpture.
10

Bull :—The bull is one of the most familiar animals sculptured in

iSaivite temples. The bull, lying in the characteristic pose before the

diety, is found in no less than five places m the pagoda—in front of the

Mulasthana, of the Kailasattu Mabadevar, of the Kankalanathar and of

the Aramvalattamman and Indravinayakar shrines. Except the bull in

front of the Kailasattu Mahadevar shrine, the others have been sculptur-

ed well, great attention having been paid to their pose. Besides these,

on a number of panels in the Gopura base, as also in the Alahkara
Mandapa, sculptures of Siva and Parvati on the standing bull are seen,

but they have not been executed well. The god and goddess are shown
in high relief, while the bull is on low relief, with the result that the

carving of the latter lacks elegance.

Cow :—The cow has been represented just in a few places where
Venu Gopala playing on the flute is sculptured .

11 The cows by the side

of Venu Gopala in the Citra Sabha and Cempakaraman Mandapa are

shown as being enthralled by his enchanting play on the flute* In all

9. See Plate No. 26.

10. It is striking that the horse plays such a small part in the sculptures of
^uclndram, while in the temples of Gujarat for example, it is far too common. See
p. 122 “Archaeology of Gujarat” by Sankaliya.

11. It is, however, to be noted that a panel on the Gopura base and another in
the Alahkara Mandapa presenting Venu Gopala do not depict the cows.
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the cases where the cow is sculptured in this context, especially at the

entrance to the Citra Sabha, it has been done well, and the cow’s joy

and admiration are vividly brought out in its facial expression. On a

panel on the southern fagade of the Cempakaraman Mandapa this scene

is depicted most exquisitely
;
the cub of a tiger is seen sucking the milk

of the cow, and yet the latter, immersed in Krona’s music, is seen un-

perturbed. Herds of cows are shown in connection with the representa-

tions of the boyish pranks of Gopalakrsna who tends the cattle.

Buffalo :—The buffalo is depicted but once, as the vahana of Yama,

the god of Death, in connection with the illustration of the Markandeya

story found on the northern facade of the Cempakaraman Mandapa. But,

it is not a satisfactory representation of the buffalo. Its striking muscular

strength and its proverbial calmness are not clearly shown.

Monkey :—The monkey, on the other hand, is sculptured skilfully

in several places. Naturally in the illustrations of the Ramayana on the

sides of the Cempakaraman Mandapa ceiling, they figure. Besides, in

•cases where the tree has had to be sculptured, as in portraying Yaksinis

either in the Cempakaraman Mandapa or IJncal Mandapa, stray monkeys
are shown perched on the top. On the ceiling of the Gopuravatal

Mandapa, very near the sloping eaves, as also on the Cempakaraman
Mandapa, at intervals, monkeys sitting on their hind legs, and preparing

to take their leap, are depicted skilfully; they figure there merely as

decorative sculptures.

Dog •—The dog appears as the Vahana of Kalabhairava and is found
in the shrine dedicated to that deity in the Sribalipura, and also in

another sculpture of the same god shown on a pillar in the Cempakara-
man Mandapa and a third in a panel on the north Gopura base. It may
be mentioned that in none of these cases is the sculpture of the dog
carved with grace. With the tail indicated in a conventional curvature
and the body shown straight and long, a certain degree of stiffness and
rigidity mars the natural appearance.

Cat ;—The cat figures but once, i.e., in connection with the sculpture
of Krsna Lila on the southern outerwall of the Cempakaraman Mandapa.
Bala Krsna adroitly steals butter, and a cat close by, obviously a rival

in the field, keeps watching warily, and Krsna makes a ‘ generous ’

gesture by throwing a part of his booty to the less fortunate aspirant.1^

12. See Panel No. 5. Southern Fagade of the Cempakaraman Mandapa.
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Here, the theme is vividly represented
;
but the cat is sculptured in a

very unsatisfactory manner. Carved in low relief, the distinctive features

of the cat are not brought out; indeed, it is more the context rather

than the sculptural representation that makes a cat out of the figure.

Squirrel—A squirrel appearing to worship a Siva linga is an odd

piece of sculpture, found on the easternmost panel of the northern

outerwall of the Cempakaraman Mandapa. The significance of the

theme is not known. It may be added that the sculpture of the squirrel

is of a rather inferior order. Perhaps the limitation of space in the small

panel is responsible for this circumstance.

Mouse :—The mouse is a far too familiar creature figuring in the

sculptures of the temple. It occurs as frequently as does Ganapati, who
has the mouse as his vehicle. It is really a surprise that Ganesa, parti-

cularly remarkable for the generous proportions of his physical frame,

should have had the tender mouse as his vehicle. Be that as it may, in the

sculptural representation of Ganesa and his Musika Vahana, the dis-

parity m size is markedly seen. Most striking is this feature in the

case of the prodigious images of Ganapati in the shrines of Nilakantha
Vinayakar and Udayamartanda Vmayakar.

Deer ;—The only other animal appearing frequently as a sculptural

representation is the deer. Wherever 6iva is depicted with four hands

—

and such sculptures are many m the temple—the deer is represented

as one of Siva’s symbols held in his left back hand. The particular pose

accorded to the deer is enchanting. Held in between the first two
fingures of the god are the hind legs of the deer, which is depicted as

taking a frolicsome leap forward into the air throwing up its front legs.

Invariably such representations of the deer have been executed with
rare skill and taste

;
particularly remarkable is this when it is remember-

ed that the deer in such contexts is sculptured on a very miniature scale.

The full-sized deer is represented in one context. It is in the
portrayal of the birth of Valli, shown on one of the panels of the northern
fagade of the Cempakaraman Man$apa. But it is difficult to consider
the sculptural representation of the deer in this panel as satisfactory.

The distinctive qualities of the deer like tenderness, innocence and
agility are not expressively brought out in the sculpture.

Snake :—The snake, by virtue of its sacred associations with some
of the gods of the Hindu pantheon, cannot certainly be missed in the
sculptures of the temple. A full-sized cobra is represented in the
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portrayal of the scene of
c Palalimardanam ’ depicted on a panel of the

facade of Cempakaraman Mandapa and another on the G5pura base. A
snake is shown as held by Krsna m the sculpture in the tTncal Mandapa.13

Besides, wherever Garuda is sculptured, snakes are depicted around
his arms The sculptures of Kankalanathar, for example in the Citra

Sabha,14 or the Gopura base, present the snake coiling around the waist

of iSiva. Krsna m the c Kaliyamardana ’ scene on the fagade of the
Cempakaraman Mandapa, has to deal with the powerful snake in the

height of its vigour
;
but the piece of sculpture is not of a high order.

The snake is not depicted in the animated style that it ought to appear
in the context Slightly better is the case where Visnu is shown seated

along with Laksmi on the coils of Adisesa (the serpent-god), the majes-

tic hood of the latter serving as the canopy for the divine couple. Both
in the sculptures at the Gopura base and in the Alankara Mandapa, the
snake has been represented with a certain measure of elegance. But
the coils are found to be rigidly and artificially formed.

Birds :—Birds, too, have been sculptured in their appropriate places

as vahanas of certain gods. The mayura or peacock, the vahana of

Subrahmania is found in several parts of the temple, one in the Subrah-
maniasvamy Koil itself, another in the niche on the southern wall of

the Citra Sabha, a third on a pillar in the Alankara Mandapa and a

fourth on a panel of the eastern Gopura base. Of these, the first two
are elegant sculptures of the peacock; particularly, the small peacock on
the panel of the Citra Sabha is carved splendidly. The elegance of the

pose of the peacock and the grace of its wings, spread fanwise, are

charming.

The most unsatisfactory specimen of the ‘ Mayura 5 sculpture is that

on a pillar of the Alankara Mandapa. Carved in low relief in between

Subrahmania himself and the background of the pillar, it has not been

vividly portrayed. But the inherent difficulty in sculpturing a bird, and

the Mayura at that, in between the unage and the background of the

pillar, must not be underrated. Yet, more or less, the same difficulty is

present in the case of the Mayura on the panel of the Gopura base

;

but it has been carved well.

Far more difficult than the peacock for the sculptor to carve is the

swan, and it has been done exquisitely in the tifical Mandapa, as the

13. See Plate No. 9.

14. See Plate No. 11.
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vehicle of Rati. Not only have the details been executed skilfully and

in their appropriate proportions, but the pose of the bird to suit that of

the energetic rider has been presented splendidly well. It looks

sprightly and life-like. The wing is gracefully spread fan-wise at its

back.15 On the face of a pillar m the same Mandapa, the swan bearing

Rati is sculptured, but it is on a very miniature scale, and Us artistic

quality is not remarkable.

The dove figures as a decorative element over the shoulders of Rati,

as also over Manmatha. They have been sculptured fairly well
,

16 but,

since they forpi only complements to the main piece of sculpture, they

have not received at the hands of the artist the attention they deserve.

The only other bird, worth mentioning, is the crane, which, how-

ever, figures but once. One of the feats of Krsna was tearing the mouth
'of a crane which had evil intentions against him. And this act of Krsna
is depicted in one of the bas-reliefs on the fagade of the Cempakaraman
Mandapa.17 It is carved well. The writhing pain of the bird and its

desperate struggle to save itself, are portrayed effectively.

SECTION 4. HUMAN FIGURES

Numerous sculptures of human figures are found in various parts

of the temple. Most of them are feminine lamp-bearers. They are found

on either side of the doorways of the shrines and on the two wings of

the pavilions and porticoes of the pagoda. By far the largest number
of the lamp-bearers is seen attached to the pillars of the Sribalipura.18

It need hardly be stated that the long-range view of these uniform figures

produces a pleasant effect. Each one of these figures is about 4 feet

tall and is found in an upright standing pose holding in between the
two outstretched hands, a hollow receptacle for holding oil and wick.
These figures are sculptured with care and skill showing their well-
marked features. The attenuated waist, the prominent busts and the
thick-set arms and legs, together, present an attractive appearance. Even
the drapery is artistically sculptured.

15. Plate No. 8.

16. Plates Nos. 7 and 8.

17. See section 2 of Panel No. 8 of the Southern Facade of the Cempakaraman
Mandapa.

18. Plate No. 3.
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There appear many sculptures of saints and devotees on the faces

of pillars in various parts of the temple. It is not possible to identify

them, for no inscription or any other source is of help in this matter.

In guclndram, we do not find the sixty-three Saiva saints sculptured in

stone. The figures appearing on the faces of pillars in the Srlbalipura,

Natakasala etc., represent a class of devotees and not particular per-

sons. Some are shown seated in the padmasana pose, engaged m medi-

tation, while others are m the standing pose with hands clasped in

anjali. The flowing beards in certain cases, the clean-shaven heads in

others, the garlands of beads in their hands in still others, mark them
out as devotees. It is remarkable that some of these personages sculp-

tured on the pillars of the Sribalipura aie repi-esented in obscene or

voluptuous pose.

Several devotees are shown lying flat on the floor and offering per-

petual prayer io the deity. Carved in low relief, these figures appear
in almost every part of the temple. By the side of these devotees are

found inscriptions indicating their names and stating that they are per-

forming sadasevai or eternal worship. It is believed that people ailing

from chronic diseases, get relief by having their own figures carved in

such a pose.

SECTION 5. PORTRAIT SCULPTURE

(a) Portrait Sculpture of a king in Citrci Sablia : The third pillar

on the eastern row of the Citra Sabha presents very probably the por-

trait of a king. The figure, 4 feet in height, is shown standing on a

chariot drawn by horses. His right hand below ihe ankle is found muti-

lated; perhaps, it held a sword. The left hand is shown resting on his

left thigh. The facial features are sharp and well-marked; a pair of

moustaches is also shown. The ear-rings are long, stretching down to

the chest
;
this appears to be similar to the feature common to early

West Coast figures. Tho head-dress, rising up to a foot, is elegant

;

but it does not present intricate carving as those on the figures in the

Kulasekhara Mandapa.

To the left of the principal figure stands a servant or page, 2Vz feet

in height. He has his right hand raised up to his mouth, appearing

to keep it closed in reverence for his master, while his left hand passes

over his clothes so as to prevent them from moving. These features

suggest that he is an attendant.
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To the right of the central figure, on the northern face of the pillar,

is a small one about 2 xh feet high, shown in an obedient pose. In his

outstretched right hand, he holds an unidentifiable article. The left

hand is held fast to a ring, projecting from the pillar. He, too, has

ear-ornaments descending down to his chest. It is notable that he has

the tuft of hair tied up right m front of his head, after the orthodox

Malayali fashion.

To the left of the above-mentioned figure, on the northern face of

the pillar itself, stands a soldier about 2% feet m height, holding a sword

and shield. The sword is not held aloft, but is poised on the shield

which is held by the left hand, resting on his chest. This soldier, too,

has ear-rings coming down to his chest, and the tuft of hair is found

made into a knot on the front part of his head. All these features clearly

indicate that they are Malayali attendants and that the principal figure

represents a monarch. But it is by no means easy to ascertain the

name of the king. Perhaps he was the Venad ruler who had the Citra

Sabha constructed.

(b) Portraits in the Garudalvar shrine : There are four groups

of portraits, one around each of the four massive pillars supporting the

pavilion of the Garudalvar shrine. Of these figures, the one attached

to the pillar in the south-west corner seems to represent a royal per-

sonage along with his relatives and companions. The king holds aloft

in his right hand an unsheathed sword. The elaborate ornaments
adorning him, the dagger and spear stuck up into his belt, his majestic

pose, all mark him out as a person of high position. Evidently, he was
the person who constructed the Garudalvar shrine.

Immediately to his left is the figure of a woman, rising to the
height of his chest. His left hand is shown holding the outstretched
right hand of the woman. To her left, i.e., on the southern face of the
pillar is another woman, of a still smaller height. Further to her right,
i.e., on the eastern face of the pillar is the figure of a man almost of
the same height as the principal personage in the group.

The identification of these figures has encountered difficulties.
Popular tradition, which holds that they are the portraits of Tirumala
Nayak and his wife, seems to be correct. Other known portraits of
Tirumala present the same feature of being shown along with two
women by his side, one his wife and the other probably an attendant
For instance, the portrait sculptures of this Nayak king in the Fudu
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Mantlapa at Madurai and another at the Srlvilliputtur temple present

him m the company of his queen and of another woman, apparently

an attendant. True, the Madurai and Srlvilliputtur statues show the

paunch of Tirumala more prominently than the Sucindram sculpture.

It is probable that the Sucindram portrait represents Tirumala while

he was younger.

The abundant jewellery adorning the king and the queen is a

feature common to all these portraits. The sculptures of this king at

all the three places show clearly the nama, the Vaisniava caste-mark.

More striking is the common feature that there is no head-dress; the

lock of hair is made into a tuft poised at the left-side of the head .
19 But

the ear-ornaments in the Sucindram sculpture differ from those seen

in the Madurai, Tirupparahkunram, Alagarkoil and Srlvilliputtur figures.

In the Sucindram portrait, the ear-ornaments stretch from the ear-

lobes down to the shoulders; m all the others, the ear-ornaments arc

much smaller and descend down to the chin only. The same differ-

ence is noticeable in the case of the ear-ornaments of the women, too .
20

Considering the features of the Sucindram statue, and the age to

which it could have possibly belonged, the only other person who may
be thought of as capable of being identified with it, is Vitthala of Vijaya-

nagar. Vitthala constructed the Gopura to the back of the Garudalvar

shrme. The great devotee of Visnu that he was, he might have erected

the Garudalvar shrine. If that were the case, the portraits found inside

it might well be those of Vitthala and his relatives. But many of the

known portraits of Vijayanagar kings and generals present the head-

dress, ear-rings and drapery in a form distinctly different from that at

Sucindram. Moreover, the tradition of the place that the Sucindram
statues represent Tirumala Nayak and his relatives cannot be brushed
aside as baseless. The fact that Tirumala furnished the gold mask for

the Visnu image at Tekkedam is an additional support.

There is no doubt that the artistic quality of this portrait is of a
high order. The anatomical features are exquisitely chiselled, and the

appearance of the king and his consort is remarkably graceful. The

19. Tirumala Nayak’s broad jaw, well-developed shoulders and his strong

well-formed legs are features resembling those in the other known figures of the

Kmg. See the article by Father H Heras in Q.J.M.S., XV, pp. 209-18.

20. Perhaps this is a local variation. The portraits of the kings in the Kulase-

khara Mandapa and Citra Sabha present the same feature as the portrait in the

Garudalvar shrine.
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various jewels have been admirably delineated on stone. Even the

veins running on the feet are clearly shown. The formation of the

nostrils is done skilfully, the cavity of each nostril extending to the

ear on its side.

Attached to the pillar on the north-west corner of the Garudalvar

sbrinp (facing Tirumala Nayak) is shown a man standing with his hands

clasped in anjali. Probably, he is a relative or an officer of the king.

Immediately to his right, stands another man facing west; he is turnmg

towards the person pn his left and is seen handing over to him a small

roll, apparently of betel leaves; his left hand is perhaps having the

‘adappai a tiny bag which holds betel, arecanut, etc. On the eastern

and northern side of this pillar, no figure is represented; thus, this rela-

tive or officer of the king is left with only a single attendant.

By the side of the pillar on the north-eastern comer of the terrace

is the standing figure of a man, facing south as anjalihasta. Imme-

diately to his right, facing east is another attendant, though the latter

is not shown as an ‘ aclappaikkaran ’ handing over betel to his master.

Symmetrical to the above, some figures are sculptured by the side of

the pillar on the south-eastern corner. The principal figure in this

group, facing north, adopts the anjalihasta pose. But the accompanying

figures are strange
;
the one to his right is probably an attendant depict-

ing an obeisant attitude, while to the back, facing south, is shown the

figure of Hanuman. To the right of the latter, facing west is a devotee

with a flowing beard and depicted as offering prayers. The only expla-

nation for the presence of these persons is that they are also devotees

of Visnu and of Garuda. Apparently, the principal figures attached to

the three pillars are portraits of relatives or officers of Tirumala.

The excellence of the whole group of sculptures is striking. Though
the most exquisitely carved sculpture is that of tho royal personage,

evidently Tirumala Nayak, the others are by no means of poor quality.

They present the same elegance and finish
;
however, less of jewels

appear on the other persons than on the king. It is unfortunate that

it is not possible to identify all the members of the group. An estimate

of the sculptures as portraits is impossible without this identification.

As pieces of sculpture, however, the entire group is of a high level.

(c) Portrait Sculptures in the Kulasekhara Mandapa : The Kula-
sekhara Mandapa, stretching northward from the Vira Pandyan Mani
Mandapa, contains two elegant sculptures, evidently of royal personages.
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Each of them, together with its accompanymg figures and decorations,

is carved out of a monolith, which serves as a pillar of the Ma^dapa.

The figure sculptured on the western pillar is m every respect the

more important one.21 The exquisitely carved crown on his head, the

unsheathed sword held aloft ui his right hand and the scabbard clasped

in his left, tend to show that the sculpture is the portrait of a monarch.
This statue on the the opposite side, facing the former one, resembles
it in several respects. However, the portrait on the east appears to be
that of a subordinate or a relative of the ruler, as is clear from his

anjalihastam.

Different views have been expressed regarding the identity of the

two portraits. Mr. A. S. Ramanalha Aiyar, the Travancore Epigraphist,

holds that the bigger of the two statues (i.e., the western one) repre-

sents Balaramavarma who was ruling Travancore about 1761 A.D. and
who came to Sucindram when his contemporary, the Cochin Raja, took

a vow of loyalty to Travancore. He adds that the smaller statue repre-

sents Balaramavarma’s nephew and successor, another Balarama-
varma.22 The grounds for his identification are, firstly, a traditional

report which associates the two statues as representing one Ramavar-
man and his nephew, and secondly, the fact of Balaramavarma’s visit

to the temple in 1761 A.D., when the Cochm ruler took the pledge.

Now, both of these grounds, by themselves, form inadequate data.

Mr. T. G. Aravamudan, while quoting Mr. Aiyar’s view in partial

approval, suggests that the bigger statue represents Ramavarma who
ruled from 1700 to 1725 A.D.23 This surmise is obviously based upon
the tradition quoted by Mr. Aiyar; no other ground is advanced by
him.24

Mr. T. K. Vclu Pillai has, in his revised State Manual,25 reproduced

the photograph of the bigger statue and has chosen to name the king

represented by that portrait as Udayamartandavarma (1516-1535 A.D.).

Not a word has, however, been mentioned by him m support of this

identification. Should it be imagined that the location of the

21. Plate No. 36.

22. T. A. S., TV, pp. 112-113.

23. ‘Portrait Sculptures in South India *, pp. 58-59.

24. In his later book ‘South Indian Portraits in Stone and Metal’, p. 6, he

assigns the date of the ruler to 1761 A.D.

25. T. K. Velu Pillai : State Manual Vol. II, p. 170.
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statues by the side of Udayamartanda Mandapa is a pointer m that

direction, it may be recalled that the Mandapa acquired its appellation

after an earlier monarch of the same name.

Mr. Parameswara Sarma, the Vattappalli Sthanikar of the temple,

is inclined to hold that the bigger statue represents Ramavarma (1458-

1479 A.D.) and the smaller one Martandavarma Sri Kulasekharaperu-

mal, a junior partner of the former ruler. There is a considerable

measure of plausibility for this view on account of the following

grounds. These portraits are situated just to the north-west of the

Cempakaraman Mandapa, and it is certain that Ramavarma was the

architect of this pavilion. Further, Martandavarma Sri Kulasekhara-

perumal is, as learnt from an inscription, credited with the construc-

tion of the bathing ghat in the Teppakkulam attached to the temple

It is but appropriate that these two famous patrons of the pagoda should

have desired to immortalize themselves by erecting their portraits

within its precincts. Moreover, the dress, jewels and weapons seem
to belong to a period earlier than the 18th century A.D. Again, the

fact that the place where these portrait sculptures are found is called

Kulasekhara Mandapa, probably after the junior ruler, seems to reinforce

the view.

But, despite all the above-mentioned circumstances, the information

furnished by a palm-leaf record of the temple gives the lie direct to

the earlier suggestions, and helps to settle the identification of these

portraits. The record, dated 6th Masi 974 M.E. (1799 A.D.), states

that Saumi Narayanappayyan had contributed a sum of money for the

construction of one of the pillars of the Kulasekhara Mandapa. In that

case, it is certain that the portraits which form part of the two pillars

of the Mandapa were set up about 1799 A.D.26

If this conclusion is correct, as it seems to be, the senior king whoso
portrait appears on the west, may be Ramavarma Kartikai Tiruwal
(1758-1798 A.D.). This pious ruler was reputed for his solicitude for

the £ucmdram temple. He visited the pagoda no less than seven times,

as the records testify. Since, by the time of the completion of the
Kulasekhara Mandapa and its component parts, Kartikai Tirunal had

2S It is inconceivable that one pillar alone was constructed m 1799 A.D. and
the others at some other time. And equally unthinkable is the idea that the portraits

could have appeared at any period different from the time when the pillars were
erected.
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passed away, and his nephew Balaramavarma had ascended the throne,

the portrait of the latter also would have been set up.

While the conclusion stated above appears to be legitimate, a few
apparent incongruities have to be explained. In the first place, Rama-
varma Kartikai Tirunal was very old about 1798 A.D.; but the portrait

depicts him to be a man of about 50 years of age. Perhaps, the expla-

nation is that the portrait was actually carved several years earlier

;

undoubtedly, it must have taken several years for the completion of

the work. Secondly, the ear ornament and dress appear to have belonged

to an earlier date. This, again, affords no definite clue, since many
later portraits and figures in this temple and elsewhere are depicted

with this old type of elongated ornament, earlier mode of dress, etc.27

The portraits are, no doubt, chiselled with supreme care and skill,

and they rank among the remarkable works of art in the temple.

Mr. T. G. Aravamudan seems to be rather severe when he writes28 that
“ the two statues cannot be considered very fine pieces of work, if we
may judge merely from the pose.” It must be remembered that neither

the king nor the crown prince is depicted there as a warrior ready for

fighting a battle. The swords, the scabbard and the dagger are merely
emblems of their royal position.

It is striking that at the top of the big statue is found the figure of

Visnu holding the corifch and discus in his hands and seated on the coils

of the five-headed Adisesa, whose hood forms the canopy of the image.

Correspondingly at the top of the smaller portrait is Siva and Parvati.

It has to bo observed that in both the cases the feet of the gods are shown
touching the crowns of the sculptured figures. The object of that

feature is to emphasize the obeisance of rulers to the deities. The por-

traits in a temple, even if they be of royal personages, have to be depicted

as devotees.

The various figures in each group, together with the pilasters and

the imposing entablature at the top, are all chiselled out of a monolith.

The dexterity of workmanship is admirable. Particularly the two
pilasters, between which the portraits are found, are exquisitely carved

with decorative floral devices, lotus buds and pendants of bead wreaths.

The portraits themselves are chiselled elegantly, great care having been

devoted to the proper execution of the minutest details. The crown on

27 See Supra section on Portraits in the Garudalvar shrine.

28. ‘ Portrait Sculpture in South India p. 59.
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the head of the senior ruler shows elaborate carving and its profuse

ornamentation excites admiration. The ears present coils of ear rings

passing into one another, thus forming a very long ear ornament touch-

ing the shoulders. The chest and the waist are decorated profusely

with skilfully shaped ornaments. Over the shoulders hang garlands of

beads, while the hands and fingers are adorned by wristlets and rings

respectively. A thin piece of cloth is tied around the loin but the

upper part of the .body is uncovered. On the right leg of the bigger

portrait a chain fastened around the ankle is shown
;
evidently, it is the

Virasrnkala or Virakalala worn only by monarchs. The Virakalala is

conspicuous by its absence in the case of the smaller portrait.

It is noticeable that the sculptures of the attendants too, are not of

poor quality There are two attendants, one on the northern and the

other on the southern side of each of the portraits :
29 In the case of the

bigger statue, the attendant on the northern side is standing in a slant-

ing pose
;
the one on the southern side has a more elegantly carved

head-dress than the former
;
perhaps, he is a junior member of the

royal family. Both these figures are short, and come up only to the
shoulders of the king ; they assume the anjalihasta form and an obeisant

attitude.

On the northern and southern side of the smaller portrait also,

there are two attendants. The southern figure has his hands in a wor-
shipping attitude, while the other holds a piece of cloth on the right

hand and a f Pidimonda’ or a vessel for carrying water, on Iho left .
30

The attendant on the southern side is shown in a slanting pose, per-

haps to conform to the pose adopted by the corresponding attendant on
the opposite side.

(d) Portraits on the entrance to the Natakasala

:

The latest of

the portrait sculptures in the Sucindram pagoda are the two found just

at the entrance to the Natakasala. The two figures, one on the north-

ern side and another on the southern, are not stationed as mere deco-

rative elements. On the other hand, the purpose of the statues is to

commemorate the services rendered by the two gentlemen to the temple.

The figure on the southern side is that of Nilakanthar Purusottamar of

29 The portrait on the east could not be photographed, since II has been en-

closed by railings.

30. These form part of the paraphernalia of the king when he visits a temple.

Before approaching each shrine of the pagoda as also before receiving prasada, the

king is to wash his hands. The cloth is for rubbing the hands after the wash.
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Tekkuman Matha, as the inscription behind the statue states. The tra-

ditional view is that the statue represents the member o£ the Matha

who had collected huge sums of money for the construction of the

Sribalipura.

The figure opposite is that of the contemporary Matadhipati of Tiru-

vaduturai who is said to have co-operated with Purusottamar in the

noble effort. The period to which these portraits belong can be fixed

with a certain measure of accuracy. They must have been set up only

after the construction of the Sribalipura and of the Natakasala. The
former was completed about 1795 AD., while the latter must have

been erected between 1795 and 1800 A.D.

Both these life-size statues are carved out of well-polished gneiss

and are fixed to stone pedestals, about 2*4 feet high. With hands clasped

in anjali, the figures are shown in an attitude of worship. The portrait

of the Porri presents the distinctive features of a Malayali Brahmin.

His tuft of hair is worked into a knot on the front part of his head
after the orthodox Malayali fashion. The portrait of the Matadhipati

shows him wearing around his clean shaven head a chain of heads. On
his forehead is clearly seen the mark of holy ashes. Indeed, the general

demeanour, too, suggests that he is a gaiva devotee. However, his pro-

truding belly and beaming face are indicative of the prosperous and
affluent position of the Matadhipati. In spite of the realistic touch

noticeable in both the portraits, the sculptural workmanship is of a
second-rate quality. They lack the suppleness and fineness in execu-

tion, prominent in several other portraits of the pagoda.

Conclusion : The portraits in Sucindram show that this branch

of art was not neglected. It had been held by some art critics that

realistic portrait statues do not figure prominently in the development
of fine art in India. Dr. V. A. Smith says :

“ Well-authenticated por-

trait statues are rare in India.”31 Again, Dr. Ph. Vogel holds that
4 on

the whole, portrait statues of kings are extremely rare in Indian art’.32

And, the conclusion has been drawn that ‘the Hindu had a disinclina-

tion to or aversion from realistic likenesses”.33

The specimens of portrait sculpture found in South India run counter

to such sweeping generalizations. Some of the early works of Tamil
literature contain indications of the popularity of portrait sculptures.

31. V A. Smith: “History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon,” (1911), p. 233.

32. Fh. Vogel: “Influence of Indian Art”, (1925), p. 81.

33. V. A. Smith; “History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon,” (1911), p. 496.
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The most outstanding instance is that of consecrating images of the

hero and the heroine of “ Cilappadikaram The portraits in Sucin-

dram show that this was not a neglected field. But it must be admitted

that while the sculptors paid great attention to the proper embellish-

ment of the portraits, they do not appear to have devoted the same care

for achieving exact likeness to the original.34

SECTION 6. SCULPTURES OF GODS AND GODDESSES

A. Sculptures in the Cempakardman Mandapa : The pavilion

which arose later in the same century is the Cempakaraman Mandapa.

On the 32 pillars of this structure are found numerous sculptures m
low relief. There are three rectangular panels on each face of the

pillar, and most of them are adorned by sculptures. However, some of

them are repetitions of deities and scenes noticed in other parts of the

pagoda. The peculiar sculptures alone are described below.

Ganesdni

:

(Plate No. 19) . A unique piece of sculpture found on
the westernmost pillar of the northern row of the Mandapa is that of a
feminine figure equipped with the face and trunk of an elephant. She
is seated in the Sukhasana pose with the right leg kept folded across her

seat and the other hanging down and resting on a pedestal. Her dra-

pery, stretching down to her feet, her jewels around the neck, and above
all, her prominent feminine bust doubtless prove that the figure repre-

sents a goddess and not Ganesa. It is significant that no tusk is shown.

Her front right and left hands present the abhaya and varada
mudras respectively; her back right hand holds a hatchet, while the

corresponding left one keeps the pasam. It is remarkable that the

trunk, though turned to the left as in the case of the ordinary e

I<Jam~

puri Vinayakar 5 does not rest on the body of the figure, but is stretched

further left, almost touching the pasam held in her back left hand. On
the head she wears an ornamental kirita. The sculptor has carved also

an excellent floral design just above her head. On the whole, it is one
of the most skilfully and artistically executed pieces of sculpture.

However, the identification of the figure is not easy. Obviously it

is not a representation of ‘Ganapati’. Very probably it is a goddess
with the head and trunk of an elephant symbolic of Ganapati. Legendary
lore has it that this is the feminine form of Ganapati (Ganesa)

,
called

Ganesani. Doubtless, this is a rare piece of sculpture. So far, only

34. Notice the deviations observed in the portraits of Tirumala Nayak and of

the later Travancore kings
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one other sculpluie of Ganesam is known; this is found in a village

near Jubbalpore In Central India. The description of that figure tallies

word for word with the Suclndram sculpture under consideration. The
only additional element in the Central Indian sculpture is that, beneath
the seat of Ganesam there appears a masculine figure with the face of

an elephant.

B. Uncal Mandapa : This pavilion arose about 1584 A.D. A few
outstanding pieces of sculpture adorn the pillars of the raised platform

in the middle of the Mandapa.

(1) Manmatha

:

(Plate No. 7) . The pillar at the south-eastern

corner presents an elaborately carved life-size sculpture of Manmatha.
The eldest son of Kr§na, and the personification of manly beauty, Man-
matha is the Hindu God of Love. Manmatha or Kama is believed to

enjoy everlasting youth and is the most handsome of all the gods. This

seulptuie at Suclndram, like several others of Manmallia in South Indian

temples, tries to depict him as a graceful youth of radiant elegance. He
is shown standing in the tribhanga (thrice bent) pose. The long conical

crown or kiritamakuta is most elaborately carved ; the decoration ex-

tends to both the sides of the crown. Each of his ear-lobes presents a

long bunch of rings. Around his neck and waist, as also on his chest,

are found several well-carved jewels. Ornaments adorn his arms and
ankles ; even the legs are not free. The c &ilparatna 5 prescribes that

the figure should have appropriate ornaments on the body and a closely

knit garland of flowers around his neck. The Suclndram sculpture ful-

fils all these requirements eminently well.

Though the
4 VisiTiudharmottara * describes Manmatha as posses-

sing eight hands, in Sucmdram as in several other South Indian temples,

he is represented with two hands only.35 His left hand holds a long

stalk of sugar cane, believed to serve as his bow. Even the leaves on
the top of it are vividly shown. A part of the stalk of sugarcane has

become damaged, and now that part is plastered with cement. The
right hand holds a single lotus flower

;
evidently, it is designed to re-

present the five flowery arrows.36 A parrot is shown perching on the

fingers of his right hand.

35. The 4 &ilparatna ’ describes him as having two hands only, the left hand

carrying a bow of sugar-cane and the right holding five flowery arrows

36. His five arrows are the flowers of lotus, asoka, mango, jasmine and blue

lily.
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His arms and his chest are brawny and well developed. But it

is doubtful whether the legs, the face and the moustache of Manmatha
have been properly sculptured. Obviously they do not tend to make
Manmatha look young. In fact, Manmatha here appears past middle

age. This is a defect, though very elaborate ornamentation has been

employed in the sculpturing of the figure.

Manmatha is shown standing over a chariot. On each of the two

front wheels of the chariot, a parrot is sculptured. Evidently it re-

presents the parrot as the real vehicle of Manmatha. On each of the

northern, southern and western faces of the same pillar, a woman is

depicted, rising up to the height of Manmatha’s waist. The woman on

the west i.e., 3usl to the back of Manmatha is perhaps an attendant,

since she is shown holding an umbrella.37 The other two figures, on
the right and left of Manmatha are very probably the two goddesses,

Priti and Rati.35 It is remarkable that the figures appearing on all the

faces of the pillar have been carved out of a monolith. There is no
doubt that the entire piece of sculpture is the product of great skill.

The striking feature about the Sucindram sculpture of Manmatha
is that it appears to bear a close resemblance to the image found in the

Visvanathasvamy temple at Tenkasi. The only difference is that the

image at Tenkasi bears four hands. Otherwise, the similarity is

marked.39 The exact identity in the style of ornamentation and m the

pose of the figures indicates that this was a copy of the sculpture of

Manmatha at Tenkasi which is known to have appeared m the 15th

century AJD.

(2) Rati :—Attached to the pillar on the northern side, corres-

ponding to the one presenting Manmatha, is the sculpture of Rati, the

consort of Manmatha. She is represented as riding majestically on
the swan (hamsa), her vehicle, exquisitely carved. Well-proportioned

and well-poised, the swan is beeming with life and vigour. The charm-
ing decoration of its wings, spread fanwise, adds grandeur to its sprightly

appearance. Just to the back of the outstretched wing of the hamsa
is shown a tree, which affords the background for the swan and her
elegant rider,

37. She does not seem to be the standard-bearer who, according to Silparafcna,

must be having the face of a horse and must be carrying the makra banner
38. * ?§ilparatna

5 demands that Vasanta, the personification of the Spring Season
also should be standing on one side of Manmatha

;
it is missing here.

39. See T. A. G. Eao ‘Hindu Iconography, Vol. I, Part I, p 277,
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Rati, as the embodiment of feminine beauty, is portrayed with a

handsome face, an attenuated waist, fully developed breasts and a

sprightly pose.40 It is but natural that she wears numerous jewels.

Around her neck, waist, hands and legs are found appropriate orna-

ments. Her ear ornament is a long descending chain of coils. The
abundant hair on her head is elegantly done into a knot at the top

There is no doubt that the sculpture of Rati is splendidly executed.

The lively expression on her face and the charming majesty of her pose

suggest that she is full of glee and is dancing with ]oy. A tiny parrot is

shown perched on her left shoulder. On each of the sides of the pillar,

the northern and southern, is found a woman
;

evidently, both are

attendants of Rati.

(3) Karna :— (Plate No. 9) : A western pillar of the tJncal

Mandapa presents the sculpture of Karna. The general artistic make-up

of the figure resembles that of Manmatha. The standing pose is just

the same, with bent legs. Almost the same type of ornamentation adorns

this figure, too. An exquisitely carved karanda makuda decks his head.

The face, with its clear-cut features and a virile moustache, marks him
out as a man of action. The ear-lobes have the same coils of ear-rings

as in the case of the other figures in the Mandapa. The drapery of the

upavita is nicely depicted. A long garland, around his neck, reaches

below the waist.

Like the other figures in the pavilion, that of Karna is shown with

two hands. His left hand holds a bow, while his right has in its grips

a serpent, which, with its uplifted hood, is clearly noticeable. The
identification of the figure depends entirely upon this feature, for the

one epic hero reputed to have had the serpent as the bana (arrow) is

Karna.

On the southern face pi the pillar is sculptured the figure of a

woman depicted as handing over a small roll to Karna. Her height is

only about half that of Kama. Probably she is a female attendant

passing on a roll of betel leaves to her master. On the eastern face of

the same pillar is delineated the scene of a man carrying a woman on his

shoulders. It appears to be the portrayal of the legend of Manmatha

40. Unfortunately the face of the figure has been mutilated ;
and its beauty

has been seriously affected.

47
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carrying Rati. The fact that he holds a lotus flower m hxs right hand

affords confirmation of the identification. He holds the left foot of Rati

in his left hand. The northern face of the pillar presents the figure of

a handsome woman holding a long garland between her two outstretched

hands. The popular belief is that it represents Rati’s preparation for

the svayamvara of Manmatha.41

(4) Arjuna :— (Plate No. 10): Corresponding to the above is the

pillar on the north-west corner which presents a figure standing on a

chariot drawn by horses. Of the same height, and carved almost on the

same pattern as Kariia, this figure seems to be a complement to the

former. The same kind of karanda mukuda and elaborate jewellery

adorn this figure, too. However, the distinctive feature is that, in addi-

tion to the moustache, a beard is also shown, which, on account of its

excessive length has been tied into a knot at the level of his chest. His

left hand holds a long bow and his right an arrow. The bow and arrow

are found damaged and a patch work with cement has been undertaken

recently. This sculpture seems to represent Arjuna with whom Karna
is often associated. The circumstance that this figure appears on a pillar

corresponding to that presenting Karna, suggests it. The bow and arrow

usually appearing in the representations of Arjuna are found here
; and

they lend support to this identification. The existence of the beard is

explained by the circumstance that Arjuna had allowed his beard to

grow during the exile of 12 years. Apparently, this sculpture re-

presents Arjuna about the time of the Mahabharata battle.

On the northern face of the pillar is found the figure of a sanyasin
or saint bearing on his left hand a kamandalam. His right hand is seen
mutilated. On the southern and eastern faces, representations of Venu
Gopala are shown

; both of them however, are clumsily carved. Most
probably, these figures are incorporated merely for filling up space on
the face of the pillar.

C. Sculptures on the panels of the Gopura Base:

The plinth surface of the Gopura base contains numerous panels,
each of which presents the sculpture of gods, goddesses or a Furanic
theme. As observed already, this part of the Gopura was constructed

41. Svayamvara 9

is the ancient Hindu practice of a girl choosing her own
life’s partner. She garlands the person of her choice and then the marriage takes
place
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about 1545 A.D. The prominent among these sculptural illustrations of

the 16th century are described below.

(1) Lingddbhavamurti :— (Plate No. 20) : This form of Siva,

represented on the 6th panel to the south of the Gopuravasal, is an

interesting manifestation emphasizing Siva’s omnipotence. The Purariic

story concerning the rise of this murti runs as follows42 :
—

A dispute occurred between Brahma and Visnu as to who was the

creator of the Universe and thus the greater of the two. At this junc-

ture, Siva emerged in the form of a lihga resembling the great cosmic

fire and told the disputants that whoever first saw the top of his own
fiery lihga form would be adjudged the greater of the two. Accordingly,

Brahma assuming the role of a hamsa (swan) flew up in the air, while

Vi§nu taking the shape of a boar burrowed down into the earth. Ages
passed and neither reached his goal. Brahma, however, eventually

uttered a lie that he saw the top of the Siva lihga and cited a Ketaki
flower as his witness

; but it was discredited. As a penalty for this false

utterance, Brahma was denied worship on earth. The superiority of

Siva was acknowledged, though Siva, in his turn, emphasized the unity

of the three gods.

In the lingodbhava or manifestation of the lihga form of Siva, ac-

cording to the Agamas, the figure of Siva is to be carved in the aspect

of Candrasekharamurti, on the front part of a lihga. Further, it is

prescribed that the lihga at the very top and at the base is to be left

unsculptured, while Siva’s figure is to appear in the middle. .Also, it

is required that Brahma is to be represented as a hamsa at the top of

the right side of the lihga and Visnu as a boar to the left of the base.

The Suemdram sculpture of Lingodbhava conforms to these

prescriptions in the main, and has been carved with care and skill.

Siva’s figure is portrayed splendidly. A majestic grace beams on his

face. The figure is bounded all over by a rising tier of stone, indicating

the emergence of the Murti. But, as against the Agamic injunction, the

legs of S§iva below the knees down to the ankles, are shown. His back

42. The Lihga Purana, the Kuma Purana, the Vayu Purana and the i§iva

Purana all expound the story.
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right hand holds the axe and the back left has the antelope, while the

front right and left hands show the abhaya and varada.43

At the top of the right side of Siva is depicted the flying swan, but

at the bottom of the left, Brahma himself is shown in a miniature scale,

his height coming up only to the level of the chest of Siva. Brahma is

sculptured elegantly with four faces and four arms. His two front hands

assume the anjali pose
;
the right upper hand seems to hold a discus,

while the left upper one bears a kamandalu. It is obvious that the

sculpture of the swan is of a poor quality. Its body is too big m relation

to its head and legs, and the effect is far from pleasmg. The * Kamikia-

gama 9

states that the size of the swan must be the same as that of the

face of Siva ; but, here it is twice as big as Siva’s face.

To the right of Siva stands Vusnu. His height also is just the same
as that of Brahma in the sculpture. Visnu’s upper hands present the

discus and the conch, while the right lower hand shows the varada and
the left lower one hangs down in the Katyavalambita pose touching his

hip. The jewels on the person of Visnu are beautifully represented as in

the case of Brahma and Siva. Nevertheless, the figure of Visnu has not
been sculptured very satisfactorily. The stomach shows an inclination

to protrude, which does not fit in with the description of Visnu. More-
over, his face in the sculpture is rather wooden, though the Agamic
prescription is that it must indicate submission.

Immediately to the back of Visnu is seen a boar sculptured rather
indistinctly

; the form of the boar cannot be easily made out. The
‘ Kamikagama ’ states that the size of the boar should be twice that of

the face of Siva. Apparently, that prescription has not been adhered to,

for it seems to be only of the same size as Siva’s face. Nor is the boar
depicted as digging into the earth as is required by the 4 Kamikagama \

(2) Daksinamurti :— (Plate No. 21): Proceeding further, we find

that the very last panel on the base of the Gopura to the south of the

Gopuravasal presents the sculpture of Daksinamurti. Here, it is in the
Vyakhyanamurti form i.e., as the expounder of sastras to disciples that

he is depicted. His seat is represented as being covered with a tiger’s

skin. The sitting posture adopted here is known as the Virasana. His

43 The ‘ ^ilparatna 9 requires that !§iva in this form must bear the trident in

one of his hands, a feature not adopted here. Further the Agamas prescribe that

the digit of the moon should adorn the crown of 6iva emphasizing the aspect of

Candrasekharamurti
; it is not distinctly shown, if at all, in the Suclndram sculpture.
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right leg is hanging below the seat, while the left one, bent vertically

at the knee, rests across on the right thigh. The right leg which hangs

down, rests on the back of the dark demon Apasmara, who, represented

as lying under the right foot of Daksinamurti, holds in his left hand a

serpent, the hood of which, is shown clearly. The right hand of the

demon is depicted in the sarpamudra pose
; i.e

,
the palm of his hand

is held in the form of a cobra’s hood. This accords with the prescription

of ‘ Silpasangraha \

‘ Silparatna ’ specifies that Daksinamurti must have three eyes and

four arms In the Suclndram sculpture, the third eye is not distinctly

seen, though a small projection found at the centre of the forehead is

perhaps intended to signify it. Of the four hands, the front right one

points the jnanamudra, (which conveys philosophical knowledge) pre-

senting the rudraksamala in between the thumb and the forefinger, while

the front left hand is stretched straight in the danda pose, the wrist

resting upon his left knee. The fingers of his front left hand are poised

rather too stiffly, indicative of firmness and determination. The back
right hand holds the hatchet and the back left hand the antelope. In

this respect, there is a variation from what is found in other temples and
in the recommendations of the texts, according to which the back hands
hold aksamiala, agni, sarpa or a book. In no other representation of

Daksinamurti are found the antelope and the hatchet being held.

The body is shown assuming an unbending rigidity, evidently ex-

pressive of his resolute will and calm serenity, which the teacher of

Sastras is expected to possess. His head bears a jata-bandha, which

in its turn, is embellished with the flowers of the dhurdhura arranged

in a fanwise manner. His left ear has a patra kundala and the right a

makrakuiidala. Around his neck are found several necklaces.

However, the facial expression of the image has n6t been success-

fully depicted, for, not only does it lack grace, but that sublime peace

and calmness, which it is expected to radiate, are missing. According

to the * Karanagama ’ in the Vyakyanamurti form, Daksinamurti’s sight

is to be fixed on the tip of his toe
;
perhaps this ideal is aimed at

here, though the desired object cannot be said to have been achieved.

At his feet are seated two risis, evidently eager to learn the Sastras.

The risis are depicted as short, their sitting posture not rising above the

seat of Daksiijamurli. In the sculptures found in many other temples,
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as also in the texts, several risis are shown learning the Sastras. The

Puranic story concerning the rise of Vyakharanamurti runs as follows :—
Once Daksa, the father-in-law of Siva insulted Siva and Parvati by

not inviting them to a sacrifice. When Uma went unsolicited, she was

neglected, and out of shame and anger, she destroyed herself. Siva

avenged her death by killing Daksa with the help of Vlrabhadra, whom
he created for the purpose. Siva, then resolving not to marry again,

retired to the forest and engaged himself in meditation. In this form

Siva is conceived as a youthful guru, teaching aged pupils and infusing

knowledge into them by his very silence. Later, he was disturbed by
Kama, after which he married Uma, who had become reincarnated as

Parvati.

An interesting aspect of the sculpture of Daksinamurli is, as point-

ed out by Dubreuil, its possible association with the Buddha’s first

sermon to his early five pupils. Dubreuil suggests the connection

because in the early sculptures of Daksinamurti, hinds are seen at the

feet of the god and the first sermon of the Buddha took place in the
‘ deer park But it is remarkable that, besides the deer, a snake and
birds also are shown ; obviously, these appear in order to indicate that

the venue of instruction was a forest. It is doubtful, whether much
could be built upon the slender piece of coincidence concerning the deer.

(3) Jvaradevamurti

:

— (Plate No. 22). The third panel to the

north of the Gopuravasal presents a rather rare form of Samharamurti,
known as Jvaradeva or Jvarabhagnamurti. Very few temples contain
the sculpture of this deity, the only other place prominently featuring

it being Bhavani. The circumstances leading to the adoption of this

form by Lord Paramesvara are mentioned in Saxva mythology as
follows :—

Once Siva and Vi§nu were engaged in a mock-fight. On the eve
of the game, Visnu, in the role of Krsna, encouraged and blessed by
Siva, entered upon his final conflict with Vaaian, the son of Mahabali.
During the course of this mock-fight Krsna aimed at Siva an arrow
causing severe fever.

,
It was then that Siva, in order to overpower the

fever, assumed this strange form with three heads, nine eyes, four arms
and three legs.

In the sculpture at Sucmdram, as also at Bhavani, only 4 eyes are

clearly seen
;
it is obvious that the two faces on either side are presum-

ed to have two other eyes, while the eyes on the foreheads would bring
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the total to nine. But, whereas in the image at Bhavani the eye on the

forehead appears clearly, at least on the central face, m the case of the

image at Suclndram, it is not all all distinct.

Only three arms are definitely seen in both the images ; presumably

another arm is taken to be hidden from view. Two arms are shown

on the proper right and one on the left. The outer hand on the right

holds a trident or trisula, and the inner right has a small bell. The left

hand appears to hold a collection of palm leaves. In the sculpture at

Bhavam, the disposition of the hands is different
; two hands are shown

on the proper left and one on the right. While two hands assume the

abhaya varada mudras, the outer left shows fire burning from the out-

stretched palm.

The Agamas andisanagurudevapaddhati describe the deity as hav-

ing three legs, two on the right side and one on the left. In the Suclndram

and Bhavani sculptures, this prescription is adhered to. But, as con-

trasted with the figure in Bhavani, the one at Suclndram has all the

three legs resting on the pedestal
; m Bhavani the leg on the left side

is raised as if to suggest a moving pose. It may further be mentioned

that unlike in Bhavani, no prabha or halo around the head is found in

the Suclndram sculpture. The popular idea is that Jvaradevamurti has

the power of curing fever. Often devotees visiting the Suclndram pagoda

smear pepper paste on the image believing that they would obtain relief

from their malady by doing so. According to the Agamas, Jvaradeva-

murti is to be depicted as being dejected and downcast in appearance.

This feature is demonstrated well in the sculpture at Suclndram ; the

facial expression almost suggests a weeping countenance.

(4) Gajaharamurti :— (Plate No. 23): It is interesting to find

that the easternmost panel on the northern outer base of the Gopura
contains a nicely executed representation of Gajaharamurti, though it

is now in a mutilated state. Gajaharamurti, also known as Gajasura-

samharamurti, is a form of Siva, depicted as the slayer of the elephant

demon Gajamukha.44 Siva is seen assuming a militant attitude. His

round terrific eyes and the pair of virile side tusks present the ferocious

aspect of the deity. Over his head is carved the Jatamanclala
; a part

44. The ‘Kurma Purana’ describes how &va emerged out of the Siva Linga
when, some Brahmins who were worshipping it were disturbed by an asura in the

shape of an elephant and so killing it made its skin his upper garment.
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of it, however, is damaged. Encircling the standing figure of Siva is

shown the hide of the elephant formed m the shape of an aureola
; the

idea is that, piercing through the body of the elephant, its skm is em-

ployed as his outer garment. In fact, the skm is so sculptured as to

look like a prabhamandala for the image of Siva. His left foot presses

down the skin vigorously, and just beneath that foot is shown the head

of the vanquished elephant. His right leg is bent and lifted up above

the knee of the other leg in the utkitikasana posture. The tail of the

elephant is visible over the makuda of Siva, and on either side of it can

be seen a leg of the elephant, while still lower down, the other pair of

legs is correspondingly shown.

The image of Siva has eight arms ; the two outermost ones are seen

stretched out holding fast the hide of the elephant. In the three right

hands are held the trident (badly broken here) the sword and perhaps

a pasa ;
two left hands bear the shield and a bell respectively, while the

third, holding some unidentifiable object, shows the vismaya pose, indi-

cative of astonishment.

The prescription in the ‘ Silparatna ’ that, on the lclt side of the

Gaj'asamharamurti should stand the Devi with Skanda to her left, is

not adopted here. However, on the whole, the Sucindram sculpture is

nicely executed, and forms an admirable piece of art. Yet, in total

effect, it ranks inferior to similar representations at Darasuram and

Tiruccengattungudi. Undoubtedly, the best representation of Gajasura-

murti is the superb bronze image at Valuvur, the reputed place of

Gajasura’s destruction.

(5) Trivikrama :— (Plate No. 24) : Far more excellent is the

second panel to the north of the Gopuravasal which depicts the Pura-

nic theme illustrating the Vamanavatar of Visnu. Called in Samskrit

as Trivikrama, that is, the god who took three strides, and in Tamil as

Ulagalandaperumal, namely, the god who measured the universe, the

figure represents Visnu in the act of measuring the Universe with his

outstretched left foot.

The story runs thus : Once, a powerful demon, Bali, conquered the

three worlds and ruled them in a righteous manner. This led to the

suppression of Indra. Visnu, as the preserver of divine dispensations

and as the destroyer of demons, restored Indra to his legitimate position.

As Bali was ruling virtuously, Visnu, in fairness, could not wage war
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with him. Hence, assuming the guise of a brahmin dwarf, he approach-
ed Bali and begged of him for three feet of land. When the request
was granted, the Vamana suddenly grew to a height transcending
the world, covered the whole earth with one step, the sky with the
next one and demanded of Bali to furnish him space for the third step.

Obliged to fulfil his pledged word, Bali offered his own head, on which
the god placed his foot and pushed him down to the lower regions.

The panel in the Gopura presents an excellent sculpture vividly

portraying the scene of Visnu m the form of Trivikrama stretching out
his left foot and measuring one huge stride. Trivikrama is shown ,with

eight arms, four on each side. On the left, the topmost arm is lifted

up, the forefinger pointing in the suci pose, obviously drawing atten-

tion to the pouring of holy water by the gods above. The second hand
holds a dhanus or bow, while the third bears a conch and the last pre-

sents a shield. On the right, the topmost hand bears a gata, the second
an arrow, the third a discus, and the fourth a sword. In passing, it may
be observed that the grip of the hand which holds the discus is artificial

and conventional.

Beneath the uplifted left foot of Trivikrama, Bali is seen offering

to him the three worlds ; the process of bestowing the gift is indicated

by the pouring of water from a kindi (cruse) on the right hand of the

dwarfish Vamana who stands with an umbrella protecting his head.

Garuda is behind him. At the northernmost corner of the panel is

found a representation of £ukracarya, the guru of Bali. It is believed

that Sukra, apprehending serious consequences, had dissuaded Bali

from granting the gift. Finding his plea unavailing, he assumed the

form of a bee, got into the hole of the cruse and obstructed the passage

of the water. Resenting this, Garuda thrusted a dharbha blade of

grass through the hole, and it resulted in the blinding of the right eye

of sSukracarya. The figure of £ukra, sitting dejected in a corner with
his right hand covering the affected eye, is very suggestive.

Right at the top of the panel, Brahma is seen pouring water from

a kaman$alu on the unlifted foot of Trivikrama ; it is believed to depict

the solemnization of the gift deed. Along with Brahma, three figures,

presumably those of Devas, are shown. The one at the northern extre-

mity is apparently Siva with the forearms clasped as anjali hasta and

the two outer hands holding the hatchet and the antelope, in the right

and left respectively. The two other figures, in between Brahma and

48
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Siva, may be Surya and Candra. They are shown with their hands
stretched out apparently in the act of praising Trivikrama. But it is

difficult to be too definite about the identification of these two figures,
for the distinctive features of these gods in the Mahabalipuram repre-
sentation of Trivikrama are missing here. Further, Surya and Candra
are depicted in the Mahabalipuram sculpture below Siva and not in
between 'Siva and Brahma. Hence nothing more can be asserted than
that the two figures represented are gods of the Svarga loka. Just
above and below these celestial figures, the sky and clouds are shown
effectively by a number of wavy undulations.

This sculptured panel at Suclndram, though excellently executed,
is not as perfect in details as in similar sculptures in other temples,

because several other figures are also represented in temples like those
at Badami and Mahabalipuram. Besides, the ‘ Vaikhanasagama ’ and
‘ Silparatna * mention that Varuna, Vayu, Jambavan, Garuda, Sanyasa,
Sanaka and the raksasa called Namucci also are to be assigned places
in the sculpture of Trivikrama Avatar. Evidently, the limited space
within which the theme had to be sculptured is responsible for the
omission of the other figures.

Moreover, certain deviations from the texts in the disposition of the

sculptured figures deserve to be noticed. Here, it is the left foot of

Trivikrama that is lifted up; in most of the other places except at Nug-
gehalli it is so

; but the Silparatna requires that the images of Trivi-

krama should be sculptured as standing on the left leg, the right being
stretched out. As for the position of the raised leg, it may be in three
different ways— lifted up to the level of the right knee or up to the
navel or right up to the forehead. In the sculpture at Suclndram the
last mentioned position is adopted. The angle at which the leg is raised
and the corresponding angles at which the head and arms are poised,
have been achieved splendidly well, producing an excellent effect. The
left foot has been slightly mutilated at present. Though there are four
more representations of Trivikrama in the temple, in the panels of the
Cempakaraman Maqdapa and the Alahkara Man,dapa, none equals this
one in the artistic merit of its execution.

(6) Garuda Narayana : (Plate No. 25) : The 6th panel to the south
°f_ Gopuravasal bears the sculpture of Garucla Narayana, that is
Narayana or Visnu riding on Garuda. Here, Visnu is shown only with
two hands, the right holding up an unsheathed sword and the left a shield
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of rectangular shape. But the left hand is not clearly seen ; the arm and
the shield alone are depicted, while the hand and the fingers are not
seen at all ; apparently the negligence of the sculptor is responsible for

the omission.

Describing Garuda Narayana, the ‘ Silpasara ’ states that Visnu is

equipped as usual with four hands, the front two holding a bow and
arrow and the back two bearing a conch and discus. A sculpture of

Garuda Narayana found at Cidambaram also shows Visnu with four

hands ;
the two front arms are, however, found mutilated. The graceful

poise of Visnu on the bending Garuda is elegantly depicted. Garuda is

shown kneeling on his right knee with his outstretched hands supporting

Narayana’s feet. A similar piece of sculpture is found at Kanchipuram
under the name of Varadarajasvami. There is no doubt that the Kanchi-
puram sculpture is of a decidedly higher order than the one at Sucindram.
Garuda, with his beak-like nose and well-developed muscles, and Vara-
daraja (Visnu) with his exuberant jewels, produce a more impressive

effect than at 'Sucmdram.

(7) Partastirathi in the ‘ Visvarupa 5 form : (Plate No. 26) : An
interesting and a rather uncommon piece of sculpture is found in the

northernmost panel of the outer base of the Gopura. This is a represen-

tation of Lord Krsna in the role of Partasarathi or the charioteer of

Arjuna,45 delivering the, message of the Gita. It is well-known that

Krsna took an active part in the Mahabharata war on behalf of the

Pandavas and served as Arjuna’s charioteer. It was on the eve of the

battle that Krsna assuming the Visvarupa form, delivered the celebrated

Bhagavad Gita to Arjuna and to the world. This piece of sculpture re-

presents the * Visvarupadarsana Yoga ’ of the Gita.

Now, we shall turn our attention to the details of the sculpture. At
the base is the chariot drawn by horses

;
two are seen facing south. We

have the view of only four wheels of the chariot, two on the southern and
two others on the northern end. Presumably the chariot is drawn on
eight wheels. In the front part of the chariot, almost to the back of the

horses, where normally the charioteer would be found, stands Krsna in

the form of Trimurti. In relation to all other elements in the sculpture

like the chariot and the horses, the figure of Krsna appears in a huge
proportion. The idea underlying this feature is that Krsna is revealing

his Viivarupam (the real form) to Arjuna.

45. ‘Paria' is a name of Arjuna and Sarathi means charioteer.
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The figure bears three faces and eight arms
;
Kpsna shows himself

as the embodiment of the Trimurtis. The central face represents Visnu,

the right one Siva and the left Brahma. His outermost right hand holds

the discus and the corresponding left the conch. The lower right hands

hold a banner with the figure of Hanuman depicted on the top of it, an

aksamala and varadamudra respectively, while the corresponding lower

left hands show an antelope, a kamandala and the varadamudra. The
crowns on the heads are elegantly carved, while around the neck are

shown numerous chains and jewels. Even the drapery below the waist

is skilfully carved. Above all, the charming grace of the central face is

splendidly portrayed.

To the left of Krsna, that is, near the back part of the chariot is the

figure of Arjuna leaning forward on his knees and touching the left foot

of Krsna in obeisant reverence. Tucked up prominently in his left arm-
pit is found the bow, while on his back are seen the quiver of arrows
tied up. Apparently Arjuna is devoutly invoking the blessings of Krsna
and listening to his words with wrapt attention.

Dr. Cousins has ventured on a different identification of this sculp-

tural representation .
46 First he suggested that the sculpture portrays

Sthanumalaya or Trimurti, the principal deity of the temple. Encounter-

ing difficulties in fitting certain features of the sculpture into his scheme
of identification, he was constrained to adopt another scheme. He held

that the sculpture presents Surya in the higher concept of his association

with the Hindu Trinity. The figure on bended knees, he said, is Aruna,
the charioteer of Surya.

It is not possible to agree with Dr. Cousins in his identification of

the figures in the sculpture. If it is a presentation of Surya in his associa-

tion with the Trinity, the image of Surya should not be borne on an eight-

wheeled chariot but on a single-wheeled one, drawn by seven horses, as

is required by the texts. Here, only a pair of horses is seen. No stretch

of the imagination can picture five horses on the hidden side! Moreover,
if it were not Krsna appearing in his Visvarupa form and expounding the
Gita, what is the explanation for the master of the chariot appearing
between the horses and the charioteer ? Should the charioteer be as-
sumed as Aruna, Surya is expected to be represented behind the chario-
teer. Finally, how is the banner depicting Hanuman accounted for in a

48. “ The Hindu” of 12th April 1942.
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representation of Surya ? 47 Dr. Cousins is aware of these anomalies, but

he explains them away 4

as arising out of local and individual circum-

stances \ In fact, no such explanation is possible or necessary. The
details represented in the sculpture fit in eminently with the description

of the Visvarupa Darsana Yoga.

The controversy over the identification should not hide the artistic

merit of the sculpture. It is carved splendidly, suited to the magnificent

theme represented. The charming grace of ‘ Trimurti ’ and the appro-

priate pose of Arjuna are excellently depicted. On a panel in the Cem-
pakaraman Mandapa also, the same theme is sculptured

; but it is not

half as graceful as this one.

(8) Surya (Plate No. 27): The panel just to the south of the

Gopuravasal presents the sculpture of Surya, the Sun god, one of the

navagrahas. He is shown standing in the samapadastanaka pose, gene-

rally adopted while conferring a bliss. His two upper hands, raised on
the sides to the height of his shoulders, hold half-blossomed lotus flowers,

the tips of which are on a level with his forehead.48 The two lower right

and left hands present the abhaya and varada mudras respectively. A
cannavira decorates his chest. The image has a thin udarabhandha
reaching down to his knee

;
the legs and feet are left bare.49 The head

bears a kirlta, surrounded by a circular halo or prabhamandala. The
sculpture is carved well, and the figure has a graceful appearance.

(9) Candra : (Plate No. 28) : The panel immediately to the north

of the Gopuravasal bears the sculpture of Candra, the god of Moon. This

figure, too, stands in samapadastanaka pose. Both the back-hands hold

a lily each, the tip of which reaches up to the level of the ear
;
thus this

feature corresponds to that in the Surya sculpture. The right and left

fore-hands present the abhaya and varada mudras. A concentric scheme
of necklaces is sculptured around his neck, while bangles decorate his

47. The flag of Surya has a lion depicted on it Hanuman, on the other hand,

is included among the emblems of Visnu.

48. The North Indian images of Surya generally have their hands raised only

up to the level of the hips or elbows. Moreover, they carry full-blown lotuses.

49. In North India, the image of Surya has a cloth on the body as well as

coverings for the fore-legs, while the feet are protected by foot-wear, which curi-

ously resemble boots. See T A. Gopmatha Rao ;

fi Hindu Iconography Vol. I,

Part II, p. 311. In some places both in North and South India, Surya is depicted

with the driver Aruna on a chariot drawn by 7 horses; m some cases attendant

deities like Danda, Pmgala and the goddesses also are shown. Here, as in several

other temples of Tamil Nad, these do not appear.
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wrists. A cannavlra is shown across the chests. An ornamented head-

dress and a halo or prabhamandala constitute the finishing touches.50

D. Sculptures in the Citra Sabha

:

Some of the outstanding sculp-

tures of the temple are found in the Citra Sabha. Since the pavilion was
constructed about 1629 A.D., the sculptures belong to the early 17th

century.

(1) Kankalanathar

:

(Plate No. 11) : The eastern pillar at the

entrance of the raised terrace of the Mandapa presents an exquisitely

carved figure of KahkSlanathar.51 The Puranic story regarding the rise

of this form of Siva, as expounded in the Kurma Purina, is as follows

:

In a quarrel between Brahma and Siva as to who the real creator of

the Universe was, Siva lost his patience, and in a fit of anger, cut off one

of the heads of Brahma. To expiate the sin, Siva was advised to beg for

food in the skull of the head cut off by him till he achieved his redemption

at the hands of Visnu. Proceeding from place to place, he eventually

reached the abode of Visnu. But Visvaksena, the gate-keeper obstructed

his entrance. A tussle ensued in which Visvaksena was killed and thus,

Siva was guilty of another brahmahatya (sin of killing a brahmin).

Fixing the body of Visvaksena on his trident, Siva went inside and

sought Visnu’s help for his redemption. Siva was advised to proceed to

Kasi and there, he was freed from the sin, and then only the skull of

Brahma as well as the dead body of Visvaksena left him. Kankalanathar

is the form of Siva as a beggar bearing the skull of Brahma and the dry
bones (Kankajla) of Visvaksena.52

Now to the details of the sculpture at the Citra Sabha. Undoubtedly,

this forms the most impressive representation of Kankalanathar in the

temple. It rises to a height of S' 3", An elaborately carved Karanda-

50. The * gilparatna ’ requires that Candra should be depicted as seated in a
chariot drawn by ten horses and that his right hand should hold a gada. Tho
‘Matsya Purana* prescribes that Candra should be depicted in the company of the

goddesses Kanti and 6dbha. These features have not been adopted in the §ucm-
dram sculpture.

51. In the temple as a whole, there appear five sculptures of Kankalanathar,

two on the panels on the Gopura base and three on the faces of pillars of the

Cempakaraman Mandapa.
52. Bhiksadanamurti ’ is not very different from * Kahkajanatha In the

latter, greater prominence is given to * Kankala 9 which is placed across his shoulder

;

in the former the bones are used merely as staves. Bhiksadanamurti is depicted
as nude whale Kankalanatha is shown with an underwear of tiger’s skin and an
upper garment.
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makuta adorns his head. The standing pose indicates that the figure is

in the act of moving
;
the left leg is planted firmly on the ground, and

the right one bent and kept a little forward. His feet are protected

by wooden sandals, which are fastened to the feet by a peg (kamil) which
passes between the toes.

He wears apparently a silk cloth around his waist and an under-

wear stretching down. The figure is adorned with jewels on neck, chest,

arms and the leg. His left back-hand holds horizontally across his

shoulders a trident at the upper extremity of which is found pierced the

Kankala or the skeleton human figure. His back right hand hanging in

the kataka pose, almost touches a frolicking deer. He holds a kettledrum
in his left forehand and the bana or a stick to beat it with, in the cor-

responding right. A dagger is found tucked up to the girdle round the

loins. His face is quite handsome, although the happy smile which the

Agamas and the Silparatna prescribe for him in this context, is not
clearly depicted here .

53 The third eye of Siva is shown, as also the

crescent moon on the right side of his head-dress. He has a makara-
kundala in the right ear and a sankhapatra in the left one.

Immediately to the left of Kanka'lanathar is a swarthy stout bhuta
(believed to be Kundodhara) carrying on his head a vessel containing

cooked rice
;
evidently, this is the food received in alms by Siva. Still

to the left of the bhuta, facing west is seen a woman ladling out rice into

the vessel held by the bhuta by means of a spoon. The cloth worn by
this woman is shown slipping down her loins.

To the right of Kankallanathar is shown another woman. The cloth

worn by this woman too, is depicted as slipping down. The Samskrit

texts hold that it is out of irrepressible love and infatuation for Siva

that the clothes of the women appear slipping down. The height of the

two women who are shown by the side of Kanka'lanathar reaches up to

his chest. The women are adorned with abundant jewels and are hand-

some in appearance.

Perching on the head of the woman to the right of Kankajanathar,

is a peacock holding in its beak a serpent, the hood of the serpent

touches the trident bearing the Kankaja. The peacock and the serpent

have been skilfully sculptured in proper proportions, and, considering

S3. It is said that the pearly teeth of Siva should be half visible (T. A. G. Kao,

VoL H, part I, p. 303). That is not a feature found in the Sucmdram sculpture.
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the small space within which they arc depicted, this delicately carved

piece is praiseworthy.

(2) Gopala

:

(Plate No. 12) : On the pillar at the right

entrance to the Cilra Sabha, corresponding to the Kahkalanatha image

on the left, is the splendidly carved sculpture of Venu Gopala. About 5'

2" in height, this figure, too, is of life-size. A peculiarity in the standing

position of this Veiju Gopala, as distinct from others of its kind, is note-

worthy. Though this figure is also sculptured with three bends, both the

legs are kept on the same level and in the same position. Usually, Venu
Gopala has the left leg restmg’ on the ground, while the right leg is

thrown across, behind or m front of the left, so as to touch the ground

with the toes. Evidently, the latter pose is natural for prolonged stand-

ing, and that, when all the time the concentration is on the play of the

flute. Barring this drawback, the sculpture presents a charming pose.

The face of Venu Gopala is quite handsome. His rapture arising

from his own music is clearly, though in a subdued manner, reflected

on his countenance. The flute is held by both the inner hands. His

back left hand holds the conch and the right one bears the discus.54

The decorative part of the sculpture is superb. It is surpassed only by
' the most splendid representation of Venu Gopala on the Gopura base.

The crown (karanda makuta) is carved beautifully displaying skilled

workmanship. Rich jewels around the neck, armlets and bangles all

adorn the figure. There is a huge garland around the neck displaying

the most intricate workmanship. The drapery of an under wear, which
comes down to the knees is also carved minutely. Immediately to the
left of Verm Gopala is shown a cow with its calf, utterly lost in the sweet
melody of the flute. Not only is the head of the cow turned towards the
direction whence the music starts, but the expression on the face of the
cow indicates its absorption and rapture.

Still to the left of the cow, on the eastern face of the pillar is depicted
the familiar scene of * Gopikavastrabhaharana ’,—the mischievous Krsna
taking away the clothes of the Gopastris (cowherdesses) to the top of a
tree while they were bathing in a pond. In the piece of sculpture,

neither the pond nor the women plunged in it are shown, but at the top

of the pillar is depicted a tree on which is seated Krspa holding in his

54 Often Venu Gopala is depicted with two arms only. However, in the
Varadarajasvamy temple at Kanchipuram he is shown with ten arms, while another
in the Visvanathasvamy temple at Tenkasi represents him with eight arms
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hands several garments. In passing, it may be mentioned that the fro-

licsome boy Krsna has not been depicted with care
;
it is a rather clumsy

piece of work. At the foot of the tree is found a woman, a cowherdess,

holding the trunk of the tree with her left hand and beseeching Krsna to

return the garment. Above, in between two branches of the tree is

seated another naked Gopastri touching the left foot of Krsna and im-

ploring his mercy. On the northern face of the same pillar is sculptured

the figure of a naked woman with her hands raised above the head in

anjali, Very likely, she, too, is a member of the party in the same
ridiculous plight, begging for the kindness of Krsna.

To the right of Venu Gopala, on the western face of the pillar is

found a carefully sculptured standing figure of a handsome woman. She
holds a nllolpala flower in her left hand, while her right hand hangs

down in the Katyavalambita fashion. Though she is shown only with

two arms, she does not appear to be a Gopastri. Probably she is a god-

dess. However, it is difficult to identify the goddess. If Krsna is

sculptured along with his consorts, they were two, Rukmani and Satya-

bhama. The Madras Museum sculpture of Venu Gopala portrays these

two consorts by his side. It is not possible to be more specific than to

say that the figure represents probably one of the two consorts of Krsna.

On the whole, the group of sculptures on the various faces of the

pillar is admirable. Certainly, Venu Gopala, the central figure, is

sculptured with the greatest care and skill. But the others are not loo

bad as side-shows ; nor is the sculpture of the Devi of poor quality.

(3) Urdhva Tdndava (Plate No. 13.) : The southernmost pillar on

the western wing of the Citra Sabha presents the marvellous sculpture

of Urdhva Tandava. This depicts one of the main forms of dancing

adopted by Siva or Nataraja, the prince of dancers. The Urdhva Tandava
is the unique dance in the course of which, Siva lifts up his right leg

as high as his head. The circumstance which led to this performance is

found in the following legend.

Once a dispute arose between Siva and his consort Kali about their

respective talents in dancing, each claiming greater proficiency than the

other. They got Visnu to arbitrate in the contest. Kali imitated success-

fully all the varieties of dance attempted by Siva
;
and Visnu found it

difficult to decide. Eventually, Siva had recourse to a ruse
;
he lifted

up his leg much higher than what the modesty of a woman would allow,

and continued to dance. Kali was unable to imitate him and Siva was

49
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declared the victor. It is believed that this Urdhva Tandava was first

performed by Siva at Tiruvalangadu, near Arkonam.

This mode of dance is described as Lalatatildkam % because one of

the legs is lifted up as if attempting to affix a tilaka mark on the forehead

by the toe. In the iSucIndram sculpture also, the right leg is raised

up to the crown, while the left one is slightly bent, the foot being placed

over the crouching figure of Apasmara. The latter, known also as

Musaiagan or Asamanja, is a swarthy hideous demon, the king of mala-

dies or the personification of disease. Apasmara is seen holding a ser-

pent in his left hand, the hood of the serpent rising above .
55 It may be

mentioned in passing that the hood of the snake is more prominently

depicted in this sculpture than in similar ones at Tiruppanandal, Tiruceen-

gattangudi or Tenkasi, though the Taramangalam sculpture of the Lala-

tatilaka dance portrays it very clearly.

The back right hand of Siva holds the damaru (uduldcai), while the

front right one, kept in the abhaya pose, also supports his raised right

leg. The back left hand holds fire, while the front left one presents the

varadamudra. His neck, chest, waist, arms and legs show profuse orna-

mentation skilfully carved. His right ear shows the nakra-kundala, and
the left the patra-kundala. The face is, no doubt, handsome, but it

does not seem to express the vigour or animation which the context

demands. The crown on the head is a splendidly carved one, and it

presents the digit of the moon at the top.

To the right of Siva on the face of the pillar are found the figures

of Karaikkalammai and to her right Visnu. The latter is playing on a

drum (pataha) while Karaikkalammai is keeping time with a pair of

jalar (cymbals) . The figure of Karaikkalammai, the aged woman-saint,
is sculptured with great skill. Her face is quite expressive of her ecstasy

in witnessing the dance. The bones on the sides of the old woman are

clearly depicted, and on the whole, this piece of sculpture is quite

realistic.

On the northern face of the pillar is Brahma, also holding the time-
keeping cymbals. To the right of Brahma is the figure of Patanjali,

55. The * Kaiyapa Silpa* of the * Amsumat-Tantra ’ states that a serpent with
raised hood is to be shown playing near Apasmara on his left side, the right hand
of the demon pointing towards it. However, in the {§ucindram sculpture, the right
hand of the demon is not clearly depicted. It may be added that E. B. Havell
mistook the hood for the wrist ornament of >§iva, which, he says, had dropped down
in the course of the dance— See ‘ Ideals of Indian Art \ p, 79.
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sculptured on a miniature scale. The lower part of his body ends as the

tail of a snake, and just above the head of Patanjali appears the hood of

the five-headed serpent. The sages, Patanjali and Vyaghrapada, are

often depicted as worshipping Siva while he dances
;
in this sculpture

Patanjali alone is shown. Vyaghrapada is sculptured on an adjoining

pillar. The various Samskrit texts prescribe the numerous gods and
goddesses who witness and co-operate with Siva in his dance.56 A few of

the gods alone happen to be portrayed here.

(4) Kali ; (Plate No. 14) : On the southernmost pillar of the

eastern row is found the sculpture of Kali in the dancing pose. Appro-
priately, it stands facing the Urdhva Tandava sculpture on the western

row. Indeed, from the assignment of prominent places for these sculp-

tures, as also from the care and skill bestowed on them, it seems that

tJrdhva Tandava of Siva and the dance of Kali were intended to be the

principal decorations of the pavilion. And it is but proper that these

sculptures should appear in the “ hall of dance ” of the pagoda.

Kali’s danco, too, is excellently depicted. Both her legs are slightly

bent and poised over a dwarfish swarthy figure, evidently, Apasmara.
The latter is shown lying with his legs planted firmly on the ground and
the body bent and resting on his hands. Kali’s drapery, stretching down
to her feet, is skilfully sculptured. Ornaments adorn Her neck, body,

waist, shoulders, arms, hands and legs. They are most vividly and dex-

terously depicted Kali is shown with four arms. The back right hand
holds a damaru and the back left a noose (pasam)

,
while the front right

hand bears a trident and the left a kapala. Her mouth shows the fangs

protruding on either side, and she has a fierce look. Her Karan$a-ma-
kuta, which is carved in a series of rising tiers, is flanked on either side

by decorations suggestive of a flame of fire. Obviously, it is intended to

add to the ferocity of her appearance.

On the southern face of the same pillar is a demon-like femmine
figure, blowing the conch. To her south is yet another woman with

handsome features. She is shown playing on the drum. These figures

56. For example, the * Karanagama * states that all the Devas attended the

dance and speaks of Brahma playing on cymbals, Visnu on a pataha, Sarasvati

on the lute, the Sun and Moon on the flutes, Tumburu and Narada supplying vocal

music and Nandi and Skanda beating drums. The *§iva Pradd?a Stotra ’ states

that Sarasvati plays on the vlna, Indra on the flute, Brahma on the cymbals, Visnu
on a drum, while Laksmi begins singing, all the gods standing round about. See
T. A. G. Rao ‘Hindu Iconography ’ Vol II, Part I, p, 233,
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represent, beyond doubt, the party co-operating with Kali in her dance

and providing the musical accompaniments.

On the northern face of the same pillar is Nandlsvara m the stand-

ing posture. He is shown here with four arms
;
the two front hands are

in anjali, while the back right hand holds the hatchet and the left the

antelope. These are distinctly the symbols of Siva
;
and Nandi, his

devoted servant, is shown bearing them.

Bas-reliefs on the facades of the Cempakavainan Mandapa : On the

outer face of the four walls of the Cempakaraman Mandapa, there runs

2\ feet above the ground level, a narrow row of panels about 9 inches

wide, presenting well-carved bas-reliefs. They depict scenes from the

Puranas, the Itihasas and other sacred lore. The very limited width of

the space has restricted the size of the figures, which consequently, in

certain cases, lack vividity and grace. But the difficulty involved in

executing the bas-reliefs in the narrow space must not be lost sight of

in estimating their artistic merit.

South : The bas-reliefs on the southern wall, for the major part,

portray scenes from the life of Lord Krsna as narrated in * Bhagava-

tam \ The first three panels at the westernmost end arc at present

within the enclosed
4

Sub-Store.
’

Panel (1) : Visnu is seated in Padmasana
;
his back right hand bears

the discus and the left the conch, while his front right hand shows the

abhaya and the left the varada pose. To his left are found the four-

faced Brahma, Indra and a rsi, all turned towards Vi§nu with their hands

clasped in anjali. Judged from the succeeding scenes, it is inferred that

these three holy personages represent to Vi§nu, the protector of the

Universe, the hardships and misery that they suffer from the atrocities

of Kamsa.57

Panel (2) Section 1

:

The first section in this panel is evidently the

representation of a darsan that Visnu grants to Vasudeva and his life-

partner Devaki. Visnu as Anantasayana is splendidly sculptured. The
great Lord tells them in their dream that he himself would be born of

them as their eighth child, and, in order to avoid being slain by Kamsa,
Vi?nu wants them to transport the child immediately after birth to the

cowshed in the house of Nanda. Leaving the babe there as if bom of

57, Kamsa, son of Ugrasena, became the ruler of Muttra on his father’s death.
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Nanda, the cowherd, and Yasoda his wife, the child of the latter is to

be taken over by Vasudeva instead.58

The second section of tbs panel pictures Vasudeva and Devaki with

their new-born baby. The father eventually takes away the child to

Nanda’s house. The motherly instinct of Yasoda rouses an agony in

her mind.

Panel (3) : By divine will the shackles around the feet of Vasudeva

who had been imprisoned by Kamsa, unloosen themselves, and Vasudeva

holding the babe in arms, sets out at the dead of night. It is raining

heavily amidst fierce thunder and lightning, but, Sesa coming behind

them protects the babe by his widespread hood. The crossing of the

river Yamuna is depicted.

The second section of the third panel is now completely hidden from

view. Apparently, it shows Vasudeva leaving his son near the sleeping

Yasoda and bs taking away her child, Aja, instead.

Panel (4) .’Several sections of this panel are devoted to the illustra-

tion of the exploits of the boy Balakr&na. In section 1 of the 4th panel

Nandagopa and his beloved Yasoda are seen seated close to each other.

Yasoda is having the baby Krsna m her lap, and she fondles him. Just

then Putana, the notorious murderess of infants, assuming the form of a

handsome woman, turns up and requests Yasoda to hand over the baby
to her for a little while.59 Yasoda instinctively dreads the idea of hand-

ing over her baby to a stranger and refuses to comply with the request,

while the unsuspecting Nanda persuades her to do so.

The divine baby gets an intuitive insight into the whole affair and

rushes to the lap of Putana and begins sucking her milk. Suddenly,

the real and the terrific form of Putana the demon appears, but Krsna,

by his divine power sucks her milk and eventually her life, and she

falls down dead. Her actual death is not shown, though her intense

58 Kamsa, as is well known, was the cousin of Devaki, and on the occasion

of the marriage of Devaki with Vasudeva, a mysterious voice had proclaimed that

the eighth child of Devaki, would in fulness of time kill Kamsa. The wicked and

perverse Kamsa at once sprang upon his cousin to slay her, when Vasudeva inter-

vening, assured him that all the children bom to Devaki would be handed over

to him, and implored that the * would-be ’ mother might be spared. Kamsa had,

in due course, slain the six children born to Devaki. The seventh, born as Balarama

was under the care of Kohini, the cow-herdese, while the eighth was Lord Krsna.

58. She was despatched thither by Kamsa who wanted her to kill the baby

by suckling him with her poisonous milk. Putana was a notoriously wicked demon.
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pain and agony during the time when Krsna sucks her milk, is vividly

portrayed. Unable to bear the agony, she is shown raising her hand to

her forehead.

The third section depicts Krsna overturnmg a chariot and attacking

Cagadasura, its owner, with his foot. This asura was another agent of

Kamsa who came to attract Krsna by means of his chariot and eventu-

ally to make short work of him. Again, Krona’s own intuition apprises

him with the real situation. A nicely executed piece of stone work, it

brims with vigour. The effective thrust which Krsna administers to the

giant, the nonchalance with which Krisna holds the left leg of the

asura and the helpless plight of the latter are picturesquely portrayed.

But there is an inaccuracy in this piece of relief. According to the

Bhagavatam, Krsna is said to have leaped out of his cradle to encounter

Cagadasura. That part of the scene is not depicted; further, Krsna

shown here, is not of such an age as to have been in the cradle. Here,

he figures as a boy more than five years of age.

Panel (5) : Section 1. This shows Krsna in his favourite pursuit of

stealing butter. In the midst of this escapade, Yasoda arrives on the

scene and reprimands him. Section 2 shows the vexed foster-mother

trying to beat him by the wooden switch, the churning instrument.

In Section 3} Krsna is shown receiving some edible stuff from the

hands of a smiling woman. It does not seem to be butter which is

offered in his outstretched hands
;
further, the vessel from which it is

taken, looks like a mortar
;
hence, probably, what is given to Krsna is

beaten rice or some other similar eatable.

Panel (6): Section 1 shows a woman leading Krsna by the hand.

Evidently, she has been hard hit by one of the mischievous pranks of the

frolicsome lad, and she is taking him and the complaint to his mother.

Section 2 depicts a comic scene. The mother, losing all patience,

attempts to thrash the mischievous lad. But adroitly he plays the

loving son and begs for mercy seizing her hands and feet. The helpless

mother has to content herself with deploring her owes
;
the hand that

started on a frightful offensive, returns to her forehead in self-pity,

resignation or despair ! The complainant, shown at the back of the

scene, is obviously bewildered at the turn of events, and is perhaps

cursing her fate and the arbitrator to whom she reported the offence.

Panel (7): Section 1 . Again, Yasoda becoming desperate, ties him
up to a mortar with a view to arresting his pranks. Krona’s right foot
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is fastened to the mortar. What variety the tree belongs to, and what

the fruit that hangs down from it, are not clear from the bas-relief. The

fruit is almost touching the back of crawling Krsna. This particular part

looks rather artificial.

Section 2. Undaunted by these shackles, the all-powerful Krsna

crawls on, and when the mortar is dragged along in between two trees,

known as the
c arjuna ’ trees, they are uprooted. Out of the broken

trees emerge the two Guhyakas, Nalakubara and Manigriva.00 The

two handsome persons are seen emerging from the foot of the trees.

Section 3 . Krsna is pictured with his favourite comrades, the cows

and calves. G5palakrsna is in his true element, and gaily he walks

behind them blowing his horn and throbbing with mirth and frolic.

The part of the relief showing the cows and calves has not been exe-

cuted with care. Indeed, it is more the context in which they appear,

than the sculptural representation that enables us to fix the identity

of these animals.

Panel (8): Section 1. This portrays another of the exploits of

Krsna. A demon, Varacasura, transforming himself into a calf, aims

at destroying Krsna. Seeing through the contemplated trick, Krsna

gets hold of the calf by its hind legs and dashes it against a tree. The

moment the calf knocks against the tree, he assumes his real form.

Just on the other side of the tree, he is seen falling down with unbear-

able pain and agony. The fall of the asura is depicted with excellent

effect.

Seclion 2. Krsna’s combat with another asura accomplice of

Kamsa, is depicted here. The asura, Bhaka by name, assuming the

disguise of a crane, intends to attack Krsna. Krsna takes firm hold of

its two mandibles in both of his hands, and tears violently the mouth

and the body of the bird, thus destroying the asura. This part of the

relief displays vigour and virility.

Panel (9): The whole of this panel represents the familiar theme

of * Gopika Vastrapaharana \ During the month of Markali, the young

women in the park of Nanda celebrated pious observances in honour

of Katyayani when they bathed in Yamuna early and worshipped the

goddess. The everhappy Krsna one day repairs to the river, and taking

60. They were the sons of Rubera, the god of Wealth, and had been cursed by

Narada into trees as a punishment for their drunkenness. It was ordained that

they would secure their ultimate redemption only at the hands of Lord Krsna.

t a itumttn
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away the clothes of the young women, hastily climbs up a mpa tree and

calls upon them to go up and take their respective clothes. Fmding

entreaties unavailing, they come out of the water covering their nudity

with both hands. Again, they implore with clasped hands, and eventu-

ally he gives them their clothes. The scene is pictured with elegance

and taste. The rising bunches of flowers are appropriately sculptured

covering their nudity. And the women have been depicted m their

rustic charm and innocent purity,61

Panel (10): Section 1 shows the boy Krsna standing with a lump

of butter in each of his hands and with a charming smile on his

countenance. A woman, obviously a gopastri of Nanda’s park, is seen

seated by his side, and with hands clasped together, she entreats him

to terminate the troubles that the wild serpent Kalihga was causing

them. The sculpture of the woman is executed with marvellous skill.

Section 2 of the panel presents a mirthful dance of Krsna. The

pose of the dance is properly sculptured.

Section 3 portrays the famous theme of Kalihgamardaka or the

crushing of Kalihga. It is a struggle between the all-powerful Krsna

and the deadly serpent, * a scene which recalls the legend of Hercules

and the Lemean Hydra’, After several deadly phases in the contest,

Krsna, overpowering the serpent, takes his majestic stand on its broad

hood and begins to dance. But here, the theme has been carved inaccu-

rately
;
he is seen standing upon the body and not on the hood of the

serpent. Nor can it be taken to depict an earlier phase of the struggle,

because Krsm would not have attempted a dance until the opponent

was effectively subdued. Further, the five heads of the serpent are not

shown in the hood. Perhaps, considerations of space have led to a

simplified representation of the theme.

Section 4. The last of the sculptures on this panel portrays the

theme of Krsna killing the demon Pralamba, who had assumed the

form of a palmyra tree. Krsna, planting his right foot on the ground,

knocks at the tree with his left foot. But, though it purports to depict

a scene of energetic action, the carved piece lacks vigour. It looks more

like Krsna placing his left foot on the tree in the course of his joyous

dance rather than a violent attack on an enemy.

61. The Bhagavatam speaks of seven Gopastris who were subjected to this

ordeal; but here only five are shown, Evidently, lack of space accounts for this,
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Panel (11). This entire panel is devoted to the sculpturing of Venu

Gopala, engaged m his rapturous play on the flute, and the spell-bound

absorption of the cowherds and cowhcrdesses— nay, even of the mem-
bers of the animal kingdom. It is one of the most brilliant pieces of art

on the outerwall of the Cempakaraman Mandapa. Executed with pati-

ence and skill, it has afforded scope for the flights of fancy of the sculp-

tor. In the centre of the panel is the hero standing with his left foot

placed on the ground and the right one bent and resting behind it on.

the toes.

The accompanying figures have all been graphically sculptured;

Indeed, it is difficult to find yet another portrayal of Venu Gopala in

such a perfect setting, as is found on this panel. To begin with, im-

mediately to his right is a serpent with its hood rapturously raised to

its full height and enjoying the music spell-bound. Indeed, so perfectly

engrossed is the serpent that it ignores a mouse which, in its turn,

thoroughly oblivious of the danger, has perched itself right on the top

of the snake’s hood. It is the charm of the venu-ganam, the music that

flows from the flute, which accounts for this strange phenomenon. To
the right of the serpent is a woman cowherd holding in her left hand

a lily, and so absorbed is she in the charming music that she fails to

notice her saree slipping down from its proper position. Yet another

sister cowherdess is sculptured to her right. And, at the farthermost

end is a cowherd lost in the music. His poise is itself an eloquent indi-

cation of his absorption. With the right foot planted firmly on the

ground, his buttocks resting on the trunk of a tree and his entire body

thrown on the prop of a stick firmly held on the ground in front, he

seems to lend not only his ears hut his entire self to the mellifluous

out-pouring of the flute. It is a fitting commentary to his absorption

that, while he is drinking deep at the fountain of music, he ignores

the pail of milk on his head, though there is a risk of its being upset

by the overhanging branch of an adjoining tree.

To the left of Krsna is a cowherdess holding up a full-blown lotus,

accompanied by yet another cowherdess. The clothes of both the

women are seen slipping down.62

62. In some other South Indian, sculptures, for example, in that of Bhik§adana-

murti, this slipping down of the sarees is associated with a voluptuous infatuation

for the person of the other sex. Certainly such an unholy idea cannot be imported

into the innocent hearts of these admirers of Krona’s music. Evidently, the sculptor

depicts it merely as a sign of their all-engrossing absorption in the sweet music.
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At the easternmost end of the panel are found cows intently listen-

ing to the flutist. They are shown with their heads lifted up in the

direction of the sound flowing from the flute, not noticing their arch-

enemy, a tiger, comfortably sitting by their side, himself enjoying the

music.63

Panel (12): Section 1 depicts Krsna as G5vardhana-dhara support-

ing Mount Govardhana, illustrating another famous exploit of Krsna.

Once Lord Krsna dissuaded the herdsmen from offering a sacrifice to

Indra, and the latter, out of wounded pride, wrought vengeance by

ordaining a thunderous downpour of rain. Realizing the cause of the

phenomenon and the fright of the cowherds, Krsna valiantly lifted and

held up for seven days the hill beneath which the people were sheltered.

Eventually, Indra witnessing the mysterious might of Krsna, withdrew

from the struggle.

Section 2 of Panel 12 shows Krsna combating with and eventually

killing Khara, who attacks him assuming the form of a donkey. The
piece of sculpture pictures him seizing the two jaws of the donkey’s

mouth and tearing it. It is a specimen of vigorous sculpture depicting

energetic action.

Panel (13): Section 1 represents Indra paying his respects to and

worshipping Visnu. Indra bears in his outer right and left hands the

weapons Vajram and a trident respectively, while his inner hands are

engaged in decorating Visnu with a flower. Visnu himself is seen only

with two arms, and seated in the padmasana pose. This adoration of

Visnu was found necessary by Indra, because the latter had tried to

defy Krsna, the avatar of Visnu
;
hence, it is by way of repentence that

homage and obedience are rendered by Indra.64

Section 2 depicts the dance of Krsna, holding in one of his hands

the hand of a gopi. Krsna has made famous the gopi-dance, and from
the sculptures found here, it is seen that different postures and patterns

are adopted in the dancing,

63. This elaborately sculptured panel contains one of the most picturesque

representations of art found on the facades of the Cempakaraman Mandapa.
64. But there is a slight impropriety in this piece of sculpture figuring only

after the Kharavadham by Krsna. It must have preceded it and appeared immedi-
ately after the Govardhana scene, as is found sculptured in certain temples,
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Panel (14): Section 1 of this panel shows another and a different

mode of dancing. Here, too, Krsna is in the centre and he holds a gopi

dancer in each of his hands.

Section 2 depicts a solo dance by Krsna, and the pattern is unique.

It is what may be called pot dance (gjL-i ), a mode of dance

familiar even in the days of Cilappadikaram. Here, four small pots

are shown passing along during the course of the dance, some resting

on inconvenient parts of tho body like the arm, the wrist and the knee.

That, even in the 15th century A.D. this method of dance was not for-

gotten, at least in theory, is well borne out by the sculpture under

consideration.65

Section 3 shows Krsna and his elder brother Balarama driving in

a chariot to Muttra in order to encounter Kamsa. Akrura is said to

be the driver. The horses are exceedingly fine-looking and energetic.

Their galloping pose has been splendidly sculptured.

Panel (15) : The entire panel is devoted to the enactment of a scene

in which a washerman is deprived of his newly washed clothes. Krsna

and Balarama had reached Muttra, the residence of their uncle, Kamsa.

On their way to the palace, a few cowherd boys meet Balarama and

beg him for some white clothes. Balarama passes on the request to

Krsna. Just about that time the washerman, attached to the palace of

Kamsa, is passing that way with the washed clothes of the king. Krssna

takes some from him and calmly passes them on to Balarama to be

given to the cowherd boys.

The washerman, perhaps, knew the might of Krsna ; however, his

helpless surrender is skilfully portrayed in the sculpture. But it passes

one’s understanding why Balarama should adopt such an imploring atti-

tude towards his younger brother, however mighty the latter was.- The
cowherd boys, though rather shy, enjoy the situation, a feature exqui-

sitely portrayed.

Panel (16): Section 1 of this panel shows Krsna dealing with Tri-

bhaku (i.e., the hunchback with three bends on her back) , the supplier

of Kalabha or scented materials to the palace of Kamsa. Krsna asks

her to part with the materials of the toilet, and she consents. Pleased

with her, he removes her deformity by stamping his foot on her hack.

That very moment she is transformed into an young handsome damsel.

$5 See T. A. S., Vol. V, pp. 384-97 regarding this mode of dance.
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Section 2: By this time Kamsa learns about the entry of Krsna

right mto his capital city, and his mischievous pranks are taken to the

king’s notice. Driven to fury, Kamsa despatches post-haste four strong

men to encounter Krsna and make short work of him. Krsna meets

them; they prove no match to him. He seizes them, and vanquishing

them, he holds two men tucked up in his arms and the other two m his

legs between his thighs and calf-muscles. It is an exquisitely carved

piece. The action is effectively depicted and the reaction splendidly

pictured.

Section 3: Kamsa, mortified to hear of these occurrences, is seized

by fear and anger, and m order to prevent the entry of Krsjia into his

palace, commands his famous elephant Kuvalaydplda to be stationed at

the entrance. Krsna encounters even the elephant and makes short

work of it.

Panel (17): Section 1 shows Krsna attacking the arch-criminal,

Kamsa.66 Rushing into the palace, with dagger drawn out, Krsna seizes

the jewelled crown of Kamsa and drags him out from the throne. A
scene depicting vigorous action, it portrays effectively Krsna’s vehement

attack and Kamsa’s tremor and despair.

Section 2 contains the last stage of the struggle with Kamsa. He
has been hurled down from his throne and Krsna is on his back Hav-

ing administered sufficient blows, Krsna triumphantly stands on the

back of his fallen victim. Here, in order to make the picture more

complete, and to be m tune with the Puranic version, Balarama should

have been shown protecting Krsna from the attacks of the bodyguard

of Kamsa. In the Purana itself Balarama has been eclipsed by the

overmastering glory of his younger brother
;
the sculptor has perhaps

gone one step further by ignoring Balarama altogether.

Section 3

:

The last of this series of reliefs presents Kr$$a meet-
ing his real parents, Vasudeva and Devaki, still within prison bars. In-

timating to them the fact of Kamsa’s end, Kpsna releases them. Both
the father and mother are shown blessing their valiant son.

66. In strict conformity with the sequence of events narrated in the Bhagavata
Purana, immediately after Krsna’s encounter with the elephant Kuvalayaplda there

must have figured Krsna’s entry into the royal store-house of arms and weapons,
and the damages he causes there. And, closely following that, must have appeared
the combat of Kisna with the court wi ostlers, which is not found sculptured here.
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Finally, there appear representations of well-known scenes similar

to those noticed in other parts of the temple. They depict the conflict

between Narasirhha and Hiranyakasipu, the figure of Visnu seated on

the coils of Adisesa, and several other familiar themes.

Bas-reliefs on the Eastern facade of the Cempakaraman Mandapa

:

On the eastern wall there are but a few reliefs A considerable space

is taken up by the two entrances into the Mandapa as well as by the

columns flanking them. Probably, because of the limited number of

panels available, no continuous theme is attempted on the eastern or

western wall. Even the stray reliefs are, for the major part, repetitions

of figures sculptured elsewhere.

On the eastern facade, beginning from the southern side, it is found

that the first two panels are devoted to the representation of the Vama-

navatar story. The next is Kankajanathar, while the third is Nara-

snnha. Farther up, beyond the northern entrance to tho Cempakaraman

Mandapa, appears the representation of the well-known story of Kan-

nappa Nayanar. A hunter, Tinnen, had been in the habit of offering

water, flowers and meat every day to a Sivalihga in the forest. One day,

seeing drops of blood flowing from the eye of the god, the devoted

Tinnen tore out one of his own eyes to replace the one which Siva had

lost. But the next day, he saw the other eye of Siva affected, and so,

placing his toe on the spot where Kannappa 5

s other eye could be fixed,

he began to insert the knife into his remaining eye. Just at that moment

&iva, coming out of the Lingam, prevented him from taking the drastic

step and blessed him.

The relief shows the Siva lihga with the eyes marked distinctly.

Kannappa has his left foot raised and placed very near the left eye of

Siva, and is about to pluck his own. The statement made by J. Dubreuil

in his
4 Iconography of Southern India * (page 18) regarding the sculp-

tural representation of KannaPPa may be noticed in this connexion, He

says :

44 We have never found it in monuments prior to the 16th cen-

tury.” It is known that the Cempakaraman Mandapa was completed

in the 15th century, and undoubtedly these sculptures were carved then

and not at any later time. Thus it can be asserted that the sculpture

depicting Kannappa was in vogue even in the 15th century A.D.

The only other piece worthy of note on the eastern outer wall is

that of an elephant represented as pouring water through his trunk on
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a Siva liiiga. It is evidently the story commonly associated with Tiru-

vanaikkavu that is illustrated by this sculpture. In the temple of Jam-

bukesvara at Tiruvanaikkavu the representation of the adoration of the

Lihgam by an elephant is found. Obviously, it is believed that it was

in that place that the elephant performed abhisekha on and worshipped

the Siva linga.

Bas~relie{s on the outer face of the northern wall of the Cempaka-

rdman Maiidapa : Most of the sculptures on this side of the Mandapa

have as their themes incidents associated with Siva. Omitting a few

repetitions found in other parts of the temple, the undermentioned

pieces may be noticed.

Panel (1): Visnu getting the Sudarsanam: Quite an interesting

representation on this side is that of Visnu securing the Sudarsanam

from Siva after subjecting himself to a strenuous test. Visnu worships

Siva every day by offering prayers to him to the accompaniment of

1000 lotus flowers. The first section of the panel shows him engaged

in it. One serious flaw m the representation of Visnu in the sculpture

is that he is already shown equipped with the Sudarsanam, the cakra

or disc, a symbol which, accordmg to the story, he receives only sub-

sequently as a result of his prayers to Siva. It is difficult to identify

the figure immediately to the right of the Sivalinga, represented sitting

in the Padmasana as anjalihasta.

Panel (2): Here, the section on the right depicts a stirring scene.

Visnu offers nine hundred and ninety-nine lotus flowers in prayer to

Siva, but the thousandth one is missing. Annoyed at the experience,

but undaunted, he suddenly begins to pluck his eye and offer it instead.

Just as he is about to take the drastic step, a hand appears from the

Siva linga, restraining him from doing it.

The closing section of the panel shows Siva offering Vi§$u the

Sudarsana cakram, the famous discus. Siva, with his distinctive sym-

bols, is found seated in the sukhasana pose, and he presents the disc

with his right front hand. Visnu, standing by his side, graciously

receives it from him. It is worthy of note that, while his outer left

hand bears the o^nch, the outer right does not present the disc.

Panel (3): The Churning of the Ocean of Milk: In one of the

central panels on the northern outer wall is depicted the picturesque
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scene of the Devas and Asuras together churning the ocean. The legend

runs as follows : The Asuras were once waging war with the Devas,

but eventually on the advice of Brahma, they made peace, and they

were asked to combine with the Devas in churning the sea in order to

obtain the ambrosia; the mountain Mandara was to be used as the

churning stick and the snake Vasuki as the cord.

Beginning to churn the ocean, Hari took the first place near the

head of the snake and the Devas arranged themselves behind him.

This was considered dishonourable by the Asuras, and so, they pro-

tested. The Devas, however, agreed to exchange places and held the

tail of the serpent. While the sea was thus churned, the mountain

which rested on nothing, sank by its own weight to the bottom of the

waters, in spite of the efforts of the powerful gods. It was then that

the great Lord Visnu assumed the form of a kurma (tortoise)
,
plunged

into the sea and upheld the mountain. When the serpent spat forth

poison, the party was disheartened, but Siva saved the situation by
drinking it and holding it up in his throat. From the sea of milk, there

came the famous cow, Kamadhenu, the horse Sabare, the elephant Air.a-

vada, the tree Kalpaka vrksa, and eventually, the sage Danvantari with

a vessel containing ambrosia. When there arose a dispute in partaking

of the ambrosia, Lord Visnu cleverly assumed the form of a handsome
damsel, and got the ambrosia from the asuras and passed it on to the

gods.

The bas-relief, under consideration, shows the hill, the snake, the

tortoise and the churning. The gods are seen near the head of the

serpent and the asuras near the tail. Perhaps, it represents the very

initial stage of the churning, or the very last, when the gods had to

come again to the side of the serpent’s head as the poison was being

emitted. Siva, under the immediate influence of the poison, is seen

falling down. Soon, he recovers from the effect of the poison and rises up.

The next panel evidently shows the Devi, who, holding the neck

of Siva, prevents the poison from getting down, Visnu, Brahma and

Indra, who too were, for a time, under the deadly influence of the

poison, regain their position. That is also vividly depicted in the piece.

Panel (5) Section 1. The most fascinating set of panels on the north-

ern wall deals with ‘Valli tirumanam’, the marriage of Subrahmania with

VaUi. Starting from right to left, the first section shows the birth of
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Valli out of the womb of a deer, Valli grows up, and in her youth she

is employed by her parents to guard the field where corn is cultivated.

One day, while doing so, Subrahmania assumes the role of a hunter and

suddenly appears on the scene. Valli is naturally upset, although she

is struck by the handsome appearance of the intruder.67

Panel (6): Section 1 of the sixth panel shows Subrahmania trans-

formed into a Vengai tree. Section 2 shows Subrahmania appearing m
the guise of an old man. He bribes one of the attendants to permit him
to approach Valli. In section 3, the old man is shown begging for
food. Having received this, he asks for water to drink.

Panel (7): Section 1 of the last panel shows Valli indicating to

the old man the pond a few yards off, where, he could help himself
to water.

In Section 2
,
by the mysterious power of Subrahmania, suddenly

an elephant appears on the scene. And, poor Valli who has a mortal

dread of elephants, suddenly clasps the old man, who, meanwhile,

assumes his real form. The sculptor has represented Valli’s embrace of

the old man in the most realistic manner imaginable. Of course, shortly

afterwards, Subrahmania announces that the danger is over, and on
opening her eyes, she must have had another shock, perhaps not very

disagreeable, in finding the old man transformed into the handsome
youth.

That takes us to the last section, where Subrahmania reveals his

real form in his true divine aspect with his distinctive symbols. That

leads to the consummation of the holy marriage. It would have been

more appropriate if the sculptor had, in the last section, depicted Valli

in her properly dressed and richly bedecked form.

Certain unimportant items carved on the panels of the north wall

and on the portion of the western wall are Kala Bhairavar, Gajahara-

murti, Kali, Siva and Visnu, Padmanabha in the Anantasayana pose, etc,

One of the splendid bas-reliefs on this wall is found in a panel which

portrays the well-known theme of Markanda, the devotee of Siva, being

rescued from the clutches of Yama, the god of Death, by Siva’s power,

67. The order in which each Section of a Panel appears in the illustrations

corresponds to that in the original.
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Conclusion : The best sculptures in the Sucindram temple belong

to the 15th
;
16th and 37th centuries A.D. The Cempakaraman Man-

dapa, the tJncal Mandapa, the Gopura base and the Citra Sabha, which

arose during this period bear the best specimens, which can stand a

favourable comparison with the most brilliant products of other places

in South India. But the sculptures of the 18 th and 19th centuries tend

to show a decline. Except lineal carving and floral designs, the other

branches of sculpture assume a rather stiff and conventional style. The

sculptures m the Sribalipura and Alahkara Mandapa not only repeat

the themes found in earlier structures, but are characterized by a certain

measure of rigidity and formalism.

The sculptors of the earlier epochs, beginning probably from the

Cola period, appear to have been imported into Sucindram from the

East Coast But, by the 16th century A.D., if not earlier, a body of

experts appears to have existed in Nancinad. Kakkad, Kottar, Parak-

kai and Kariyamamkkapuram are villages near Sucindram where sculp-

tors have flourished for many centuries past. Perhaps, a large part of

the sculpture of the Sucindram temple is the product of their skill,

although master craftsmen might have been occasionally imported from

the East Coast.

An inscription, dated 26th Tai 720 M.E. (1545 A.D.) speaks of a

Silpi Kommandan Asari of Mummudisolanallur (Kottar) being honoured

with the title of ‘ CirpapurandIran \ Very likely, it is Sucindram, the
4

Spiritual Capital ’ of Nancinad, which afforded scope for the exercise

of his skill.

The artists worked on 4 dhyanaslokas \ or contemplative verses,

which laid down the canons for the construction of images. These

verses were adapted from the Agamas, the Silparatna and other Sams-

krit works.88 The deviations in the sculptures from the texts are

explainable by local traditions, by the lack of skill on the part of par-

ticular sculptors or, sometimes, by the variations in the texts, which

were transmitted from generation to generation. On the whole, little

scope was afforded for the artist to exercise his individuality. That

accounts, in a large measure, for the domination of formalism and the

decline of the art in later days.

68. It is claimed that, besides the Samskrit works, there existed an independent

body of texts in Tamil. But to the best of my knowledge, no such work is extant now.
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ICONOGRAPHY

TThe dividing line between the Iconography and Sculpture of a

South Indian temple is not clear-cut, for the sculpture itself is domi-

nated by images of gods and goddesses. However, m this chapter, we

confine our attention to the enshrined images lor which puja and obla-

tions are offered.1 They can be classified into the Dhruvaberas or

fixed images and Bhoga-murtis or images used in connection with cere-

monies. Generally speaking, the Dhruvaberas are carved in stone,

while Bhogamurtis are metal images. There are a few exceptions to

this rule, and they will be noticed in their proper places.

Dhruvaberas

:

The fixed images, in their turn, fall under various

categories, in accordance with the deities represented by them. They

are considered under the several heads indicated below and their dis-

tinct features described.

1. The Lihga form of Siva: Not less than half a dozen shrines

within the temple present the !§iva lihga. They are the cellas of

1. Images for which pujas are offered daily, cannot he photographed under

the laws in force in the Stale. Hence, descriptions are not accompanied by
photographic illustrations,

&J
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(a) Vadakkedam, (b) Konraya^inathar, (c) Kailasanathar, (d)

Jayantlsvarattu Mahadeva, (e) Kamesvarar and (f) Narayanesvarar.

(a) The Lihga at Vadakkedam, about Vh feet in height, is cylin-

drical in shape. It is a sthavara (fixed) and svayambhu (natural

born) lmga. It is neither carved nor polished but is an unhewn block

of blue-black stone. A remarkable feature of this lmga is that a light

golden colour is said to be radiating from all over its sides. A com-

pound of eight substances like dried kadukka (mirabulum), goose-

berries, red earth, white sand, all powdered and mixed with gingili oil

is used to fasten the lihga to the prtha. The lihga is re-fixed to the

pitha (Avadai) once in twelve years in order to ensure stability. The

process of re-fixing the lmga is known as “ Astabandhanam ”, and it is a

grand ceremony which lasts for twelve days.

Two costly gold masks for the lihga, one in the form of a face

covering the entire lihga and the other in full human form, are found

in the temple. The former mask which presents the facial features of

Siva in the form of a very old man or of a Maharsi, is employed for

daily use, while the latter which depicts the “Prasanna Deva” form

(exultant deity) is used on specially ceremonious occasions .
2

(b) Konrayachnuthar: This image is not constituted by one

lihga but by three small unhewn pieces of stone appearing close to each

other. The height of these lihgas is slightly less than nine inches, and

ordinarily, they are covered by one or the other of the two masks of

silver available in the shrine. One mask presents three faces, while

the other shows but a single face. During the early morning and the

evening pujas, as also on ceremonious occasions, the former mask is

employed to decorate the lihgas; at all other times, the single-faced mask

covers the lihgas. Their uneven appearance suggests that the lihgas

are of natural origin. Perhaps they are svayambhu formations at the

foot of the Konrai tree. It is surprising that the Sthalapurana

describes this as one linga, at the top, middle, and base of which, the

Trimurtis, Brahma, Visnu and Siva are embodied.

2. The mask in daily use is said to be over thousand years old, while the

other one is believed to have been an endowment of Kartikai Tirunal Maharaja

(1758-98 A.D.) . It xs unfortunate that no record pertaining to these masks is

at present available in the temple
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(c) Kazlasaiidthar or Kailasattu Mahadeva: The striking feature

about this small linga is that it is formed out of the rock itself on which

the shrine stands. Both the lmga and the avadaiyar are shaped out of

the rock and they are, therefore, absolutely immovable.3 No mark of

any kind is discernible on the face of the hnga; yet, judged from the

position of the pedestal and the structure of the eella, it seems to have

been deliberately designed to face west. The nnage, about 1 foot in

height, tends to assume a conical shape at the top.

The images in the shrines of Jayantisvarattu Mahadeva, Nara-

yanesvarar and Ramesvarar (d), (e) and (f) are tiny Siva lingas.

Each of them is about one foot m height. Though no mark is found

on the face of these lingas too, they are more evenly formed than the

Kailasattu Mahadeva linga. Unlike the latter, the lingas of the Jayan-

tisvara shrines are of cylindrical shape.

A consideration of the Siva lingas in the temple takes us lo an

acute controversy raging round the exact significance of the linga. A
vast literature has grown on the question. Several writers have sought

to show that the Siva linga does not belong to the phallic variety. But,

one of the early specimens of the Siva linga,4 the one at Gu$imallam,

which has been estimated to belong to the 2nd century B.C., distinctly

indicates the phallic affinity of the Siva linga. Perhaps the Hindus,

like several other ancient people in the world, worshipped the phallus.

Phallic worship might have developed as the union of the mysteries of

generation with those of divinity and as the symbol of the mystic con-

nection between sex-life and all generative phenomena.

II. Aspects of Siva:

(a) Daksindmurti: Though sculptures of Daksinamurti appear

on the panels of the Gopura and on the faces of pillars, the only image

enshrined is that found to the south of Konrayadi. Daksinamurti

3. This feature regarding the formation of the linga was not known even to

the authorities of the temple until 1900 A.D. Only when an astabandham cere-

mony was performed that year, this circumstance was discovered. I am indebted

to this piece of information to the Vattappalli Sthanikar.

4. See T. A. Gopinatha Rao. Hindu Iconography, Vol. II, Part I, pp. 66 fif—

illustrations of the Gudimallam Linga. It may be observed that a 6ivalinga is

believed to be one of the relics of the Indus Valley Civilization. Its identity has

not been, however, indisputably fixed
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represents Siva as a great master of Ydga. Among the four different

aspects of Dakgniamurti i.e., as a teacher of yoga, of jhana, of vlna

and of sastras, this image at Suclndram represents the Jnana Daksina-

murti, as is seen from the pose of his inner right hand.

Seated m the vlrasana posture, he presents his inner right hand

in cinmudra and holds a book in his corresponding left hand. The
right outer hand bears a lotus and the corresponding left one a snake

with its hood lifted up. The image bears a well-carved jatamakuta on

its head and ornaments on his neck, chest, waist, hands and legs. The

face of this image is decidedly more handsome and graceful than that

of Daksm&murti on a panel of the Gopura base, noticed earlier.

""""(b) Kola Bhairava :—Bhairava, enshrined m the northern Sribali-

pura, is described as Kala Bhairava, for, according to the Puranas,

even Kala, the god of Death, is afraid of him, Bhairava represents a

ferocious aspect of Siva
;
he is believed to punish the wicked and to

atone the sins of his devotees. The name Bhairava is connected with

‘Bharana’, which means protection. The image stands in the sama-

padastanaka pose, while his vahana, the dog, is shown immediately

to his back. The gait of the dog, however, seems stiff and conventional
;

the curvature of the dog’s tail, too, is markedly artificial, Bhairava

has four hands ;
the right outer hand holds a damaru and the left a

pasa, while the inner right has a trisula and the inner left a kapala. A
waist ornament in the shape of a chain of small bells is seen a little

lower than the waist. Around his neck, arms and wrists, well-carved

ornaments are shown. The head-gear, jatamakuta, is surrounded. by

flames rising in tiers. His face, with round ferocious eyes, and his

mouth, with protruding side-tusks, together, present a fierce appearance.

(c) The so-called Ceravatal Sasta, representing the deity known

as Hariharaputra, or Arya-Sasta, is believed to have been bom of Siva

and Visnu when the latter assumed the form of Mohini for the purpose

of distributing the amrita among the gods and the asuras. Here, Sasta

is seen seated on a pedestal with his right leg hanging down and the

left one folded and resting upon the seat horizontally. On the knee of

the left leg, the elbow of his outstretched left arm rests. The right hand

shows the kataka pose.
5 Ornaments are carved on his chest, hands and

5, The *Amsumadbhedagama’ prescribes four arms for &asta, while the

‘ Karanagama ’ prescribes only two.
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legs. His head-dress is peculiar; it is shaped fan-wise like the petals

of a dhurdhura flower. The Suprabhedagama slates that the figures of

his two wives should be shown on either side. Here this feature is not

adopted.

II. Devi: —Besides the bronze figure of Aramvalaltamman, which

is also a dhruvabera, the images of Devi carved m stone are found only

in two shrines: one immediately to the south of Vadakkedam and

another in the group of Jayantlsvara shrines.

(a) Durga:—The image of Durga, about two feet m height, is

found m the standing pose as a dvibhanga i.e.
}
with two bends. Her

body, hands and feet are shown bearing the appropriate ornaments,

while her head is adorned with a karandamakuta. She has four arms

;

the outer right hand holds a discus and the outer left a conch, while

the inner right hand shows the abhaya mudra and the left a nildlpala

flower. Carved with a handsome face, a well-developed bust and an

attenuated hip, the image presents a graceful appearance.

The 1 Suprabhedagama ’ states that Durga arose out of Adi Sakli

and that Durga is the younger sister of Visnu. The Agamas describe

various forms of Durga; but of these, the one to which the image

under consideration corresponds, seems to be the
1

Vindhyavasi-Durga \

However, though the disposition of the hands and the decoration of

jewels bear a similarity, Vindhyavasi Durga is said to be sealed on a

lotus. Moreover, it is required that the lion, her vehicle, should he

standing near her and that Indra and other gods should be shown by

her side. These prescriptions are not adopted here.

(b) Jayantisvaraitu Gaum—The northernmost of the so-called

Jayantlsvarattu shrines is dedicated to Gauri. This image of Devi is

described as Gaun by the inscription recording the establishment of

these shrines .
6 When the Devi is found by the side of her lord Siva,

she is known by the name of Gauri or Manonmani.
7 The image has

6. Appendix Inscription No. 76.

7. Here, the shrine of Sambhu or Siva exists immediately to the south. Gauri

is only another name for Devi or Parvati; she is differently named according to

her age. Thus, when she is worshipped as a nine-year old girl, she is Durga,

and as a ten-year old girl she is Gauri The palm-leaf records speak of this

shrine as that of Durga; it is inaccurate.



been shown only with two arms, and this feature accords with the

Agamic prescription that when the Devi is by the side of the Deva,

she is represented with two arms only. She holds a lotus flower in

her right hand, while the left one hangs down by her side. The image

of Gauri is sculptured in the perfectly erect pose of the samabhanga

pattern. The * Suprabhedagama ’ says that the image of the Devi

should be shown with large and prominent breasts, and this feature is

found here. As prescribed by the texts, she is shown wearing numerous

ornaments.

(c) Sri Cakram :—The shrine of Sri Cakram presents the diagrama-

tic representation of Sakti or Devi on a pedestal, which exactly resembles

a balipltha, barely one foot in height. The Sri Cakram is engraved on a

plate and fastened to the upper surface of the pedestal. Regular puja

is offered to the diagramatic representation and the belief is that Devi

is worshipped in this form. Fortunately, a copy of the Sri Cakram is

reproduced on the panel of a pillar in front of the shrine itself; and

hence, we are in a position to gather a complete idea of this symbolic

diagram.

The £ Tantrasamuccaya ’ describes the Cakra as a figure consisting

of angles and drawings resembling the petals of a lotus flower.8 The

Sri Cakram in Suclndram corresponds exactly to this description. The

angles are formed by a number of straight lines cutting each other so

as to produce a number of rectangular plots and terminating in ascend-

ing projections within a circle. Certain letters in Devanagari script

are carved on parts of the Cakra: these letters called bljaksaras are

believed to endow the Sri Cakram with special efficacy. The diagram

and the engraved letters, together, are said to possess a certain mystic

potency.

Ill (a) Visnu in ‘ Tekkedam \ The most prominent image of

Visnu in the temple is that enshrined in the cella of Tekkedam. A
prodigious figure, well over 7 feet in height, it very nearly touches the

ceiling of the garbhagrha. The image is shaped out of the amalgum

known as Kadusarkarai and is permanently fixed as a Dhruvabera.

While it gives strength and durability to the figure, it cannot stand

8 See the diagram on page 330 of T. A. Gopinatha Kao* “Hindu Iconography ”,

Vol. I, Part 11.
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frequent washing. Hence the daily abhisekha is performed only for

the bronze images kept in front of the original vxgraha. On the latter,

4 Proksana ’ or sprinkling of a few drops of water is all that takes place.

The image is shaped with great care and it is considered a fine piece

of art. The two outer hands of the image bear Sankha and Cakra,

while the inner right hand presents the abhaya and the left the katya-

valambita mudras. The prabhamandala on the head as well as the

ornaments around the neck, the arms and the hands are all skilfully

depicted. The face of Vrsnu, exquisitely shaped, radiates with charm

and grace. There is a golden mask (angi) for this image.

(b) Pallikondaperumal :—This image of Visnu in the sayana or

lying pose, found in the south-west corner of the first prakara, is one of

the oldest icons in the pagoda. Pallikondaperumal or Amarabhujanga-

perumal, as he is variously named in the inscriptions, is shown lying

fully on his back. The entire body and the head are found resting flat

on the coils of the snake, whereas in the case of Yoga-sayanamurti or

Bhoga-sayanamurti, usually a fourth of the figure, from the head down-

wards, is slightly raised, the remaining three-fourths alone lying upon

the serpent-bed. In fact, the Pallikondaperumal of Sucindram may be

appropriately described as Abhicarikamurti, represented as being in

full slumber and therefore lying completely flat on Adisesa, which has

its body coiled into two turns. Over the head of Pallikondaperumal,

there appears the outspread hood of the five-headed serpent. However,

the hood is not found raised high above the reclining head of the image.

In fact, it looks conventional and inartistic. The face of the image has

an age-worn appearance. He is shown with two arms only
;
the right

hand is stretched to the right side, presumably appealing to reach the

Siva linga stationed close at hand. However, the Siva lihga fixed to the

avadaiyar, is posted about three feet away from the reach of his hand.

His left hand is resting on his side.

Immediately to the right of Pallikondaperumal is Laksmi seated in

Sukhasana, her left hand holding a lily and the right one showing the

varada mudra. At the foot of the reclining image, there appear a

small elephant and a bull, both carved in stone. On the western wall,

about the spot which corresponds to the position of the naval of Palli-

kondaperumal, is sculptured a small figure of Brahma seated on a lotus
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(c) Krsna :—The image of Krsna, one of the avatars of Visnu,

figures in one of the Jayantisvarattu shrines. Shown holding butter

on both hands, the tiny figure represents Balakrsna. His face, how-

ever, fails to depict him as a boy, though the small ponch and the

chain of bells around the waist, are indicative of his tender age .
9 A

small kirlta adorns his head.

(d) Rama and Sita:—The figures of Rama and Sita in the Rama-

svamy Kail, seated in Sukhasana, are both of small size. Rama's right

hand presents the abhaya, while the left rests on his thigh. Sita holds a

nilolpala flower in her right hand, and her left hand, too, rests on her

thigh. On the head of Rama, there is the kiritamakuta, which indicates

his royal position. Sita has a karandamakuta, befitting her dignity.

Other appropriate ornaments are also shown adorning the images.

It is worthy of notice that shrines bearing Rama and Sita in the

seated position are not common. Except where Ramas coronation is

sculpturally represented, the image of this Avatar of Visnu is invariably

in the standing posture. The 4 Visnudharmotlara ’ and the ‘ Vaikha-

nasagama
5

state that in the shrines of Rama, the images are all shown

as standing figures .
10

(e) Sankarawayana:—The image of Sankaranarayana, enshrined

to the south of Tekkedam, stands in the samabhanga posture, facing

east. As observed already, this composite image, combining the features

of Siva and Visnu is not rare in South Indian temples. This image at

Sucindram conforms to the description found in the texts and presents

the features of Siva on the right half and those of Vi§niu on the left.

Among his left hands, the front one holds a conch and the back one a

club, which is kept resting on the pedestal. The right outer hand bears

the hatchet and the inner one the kataka mudra. The drapery on the

two halves of the figure also presents the difference. On the right side,

from the waist, down to the knee, is represented the tiger-skin, while

on the left, a silk cloth extends down to the feet. The head-gear shows

the crescent-marked ja^amakuta on the right and an ornamented

9. Krsna alone, among the avatars of Visnu, is worshipped as a child, a

youth, and an adult. T. A, Gopinatha Rao; ‘Hindu Iconography’, Vol. I, Part I,

p. 215.

10. Images of Rama appear to have been common only after the 12th century.

See Dubreuil: Iconography of Southern India, p 84.
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karandamakuta on the left. On the right ear-lobe is found the patra-

kundala worn by Siva, and on the left, the makarakundala. But the

ornaments on the body of the figure do not appear to show any markofl

difference. In the case of similar images, on the right half of the chest

as also on the right arm, coils of snakes are represented ; here they

are not found.

IV. Ganapati :—It is not surprising that the temple presents several

images of the popular ‘ elephant-god ’, Ganapati, at various parts of the

pagoda. In respect of size, disposition of the hands, the symbols pre-

sented and the legendary associations, they vary from one another and,

consequently form an interesting subject of study.

(a) Nilakantha Vinayakar:—Doubtless, the biggest imago of Gana-

pati in the temple is that enshrined in the Nilakantha Vinayakar Koil.

This colossal figure, seated on the pedestal, is well over six feet in

height and is justly described as ‘ Mahaganapati ’ and 4

Mukkuyuiji

Pillayar ’. He is represented with ten arms, although the two pairs of

outer-most ones are not visible on the front view. The hands on the

right hold a cakra, a lotus flower, the gada, his own broken tusk and

a fruit, perhaps a woodapple, while the hands on the left present the

pasa, ankusa, a sugarcane and the ears of a paddy stalk. The outer-

most left arm passes around the figure of ‘ Sakti-devI ’ who is seated

on the lap of the god. His trunk holds a small pot, splendidly poised

on the curvature formed by the tip of the proboscis. His tusks are

prominently shown
;

that the right tusk is broken is also clearly

noticeable. The inflated belly, the snake fastened around it, the trunk

descending from the face and turned towards the left, the elephant's

face and the short legs presented by the image, are all distinctive

features of Ganapati.

Regarding the monographic details of this god and particularly

concerning the disposition of his hands, a certain degree of variation

exists between the texts of ‘Vighnesvara pratisfa vidhi’ and the
‘ Mantramaharnava \ Nilakantha Vinayakar of Sucindram adopts, tp a

large extent, the prescription of the latter text.
11

Sakti Devi is seen passing or attempting to pass her right arm
around the back of Ganapati

;
she holds a lotus flower in her left

11. See T. A. Gopinatha Rao: ‘Hindu Iconography -Vol. I, Part I, p. 56.
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hand. The figure of the Devi is hardly one-eighth of the size of the
Vinayakar. However, it is remarkably well-carved, the face presenting
a handsome appearance.

(b) At the foot of Nllakantha Vinayakar is the tiny figure of Gapa-
pati, hardly one foot in height. It is not known how it finds a place

there
;
however, the disparity between the two images is remarkable.

The small image is found seated in the characteristic fashion with the

two legs folded sideways. Represented with four arms, this Ganapati
holds an ankusa in his outer right hand and a pasa in his outer left,

while the inner right presents abhaya mudra and the left a modaka
(a sweet preparation believed to be specially liked by Ganapati),

which is contacted by his trunk. The elephant’s face, the protruding

belly and the tusks are all shown
;
only the snake around his stomach

is not depicted here.

(c) Vallabha Ganapati : The wonderful form of Ganesa, called

Vallabha Ganapati’ in Suclndram, but really identical with Uccista Gana-

pati of the texts, is enshrined on the western panel near the entrance to

the Citra Sabha. The most striking feature concerning this image is that

Ganapati’s proboscis is seen stretched towards the genital organ of a

woman standing to his left .
12 Legendary lore current in the place asso-

ciates this form with the combat between Ganapati and Surapadma.

But the accounts given by the ‘ Kriyakramadyoti the ‘ Mantramahar-

nava ’ and ‘ Uttarakamikagama ’, while differing from each other in

detail, do not connect this legend with the Ganapati in this form. On
the other hand, these texts describe the woman by the side of Ganapati

as a goddess; the e Uttarakamikagama ’ speaks of her as Vighnesvari.

In fact, the Suclndram image seems to resemble Uccista Ganapati by
whose side the nude Devi is sculptured.

The image is found seated in Ganapati’s characteristic sitting

posture. He has four arms; the right upper hand holds an ankusa and

the lower one a lotus flower, while the left upper hand bears a modaka

and the lower one passes around the goddess. The Devi holds the lily

in her left hand and touches the god with her right arm.
13

12. See ante pp. 76-77 for the legend connected with Vallabha Ganapati.

13. See T. A. Gopinatha Rao* ‘ Hindu Iconography, Vol. I, Part I, pp. 53-55.

Her right hand is not shown touching the genital organ of Ganapati, as is found

in some cases, for example, in the Nagesvarasvamin temple at Kudandai (Kumba-

konam)

.
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(d) Mudu Gcvnapati or Brahmarupa Vinayakar : The very small

image o£ Ganapati found in the shrine to the north of Tekkedam seems

quite an old one. The features on the face show a worn-out appearance.

The trunk of Ganapati looks flattened, which, however, is not due to

the age of the image, but is a feature of the original design itself.

Only four arms are shown; each of the outer hands holds symmetrically

a stalk of the paddy (plant)
,
the top of which reaches the ears of

Ganapati. The right lower hand, resting on the knee, bears a modaka,

while the left one rests on the folded leg. The kirlta, which happens

to be nothing more than a conical head-gear with little ot‘ ornamenta-

tion, appears worn out. The popular belief, which is corroborated by
certain records of the temple, holds this Ganapati as representing

Brahma. While the appellation, ‘Brahmarupa Vinayakar \ indicates

the fact, the alternative name, Mudu Ganapati, probably signifies the

basic or original Ganapati. Perhaps, the fact that it was the earliest

representation of Ganesa m the temple accounts for this name.

(e) Devendra Vinayakar

:

Curiously enough, the image of

Ganapati described as Devendra Vinayakar, which is found in the

shrire near the Nirali, resembles Mudu Ganapati in its size and features.

There are the same features: the flattened trunk, indistinct facial

features and the absence of the mouse, the vahana. But it is rather

surprising that the figure of a small elephant is placed in the Sukhanasi

Mandapa, facing the deity. A little to the east, in the open space is a

bull in its typical pose. It seems that originally no vahana for the deity

was shown and that only later, the elephant, in order to emphasize the

association of the deity with Indra, was set up. Local tradition sup-

ports this view. The figure of the bull, too, appeared at a late stage;

but its significance in front of Vinayakar is by no means clear.

(f) Safest Ganapati

:

On the face of the easternmost pillar to

the south of the entrance of the Cempakaraman Mandapa is a low relief

sculpture of Ganapati. Carved in its characteristic sitting pose, this

image is but a foot high. Among the four hands, the upper right one
holds the ankusa, and the upper left a pasa, while the lower right shows
the abhaya mudra and the corresponding left a modaka, which is being
contacted by Ganapati’s extended trunk. The eyes and the tusk are
not distinctly perceptible, because the image is well nigh five centuries
old, and what is more, through frequent abhisekhas, the face has become
worn out. A couple of mice, disproportionately big for the size of
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Ganapati, is found carved facing him. It was under the auspices of

this god that the Pratyayam was held, and hence the name Saksi Gana-
pati. To this day, puja is performed and oblations are offered to this

deity twice every day.

(g) Gmuvpati in the Sasta. shrine : One of the very old images
of Ganapati in the temple is that found in the corner of the Ceravatal
Sasta shrine. The eyes, the tusk, and other features of the face are

absolutely indistinct. The outer right hand probably holds a flower
and the corresponding left one a pasa. The inner right hand presents
the abhaya mudra, while the corresponding left holds perhaps a modaka
which is being contacted by its outstretched trunk. As suggested
earlier, probably this image was originally the principal deity in the
shrine, and 5§asta has been set up there later.

(h) Udayamdrtanda Vindyakar

:

This image, enshrined on the

outskirts of the pagoda, is of generous proportions, and from the point

of view of size, it ranks second only to that of Nllakantha Vinayakar.

About four feet in height in the sitting position, the image is correspond-

ingly huge in girth. The outer hands hold the ankusa and pasa and
the inner hands the danda and the modaka. The modaka m the left

inner hand is being touched by the tip of the trunk. A small mouse,
disproportionate to the size of the image, is shown squatting in front.

Probably this image was carved about 720 M.E. (1545 A.D.) 14

Thus several representations of Ganapati figure in the pagoda. Whether

as a protecting deity, as a witness of the ordeals or as a personification

of Brahma, the image of Gajiapali has certain common characteristics.

Features like the short stature, the rotund belly, the trunk and the

two tusks the left of which is broken at the end, are common. But

differences, too, are found in the size, the disposition of the hands, and

the symbols carried.

Subrahmania: Subrahmania is not so ubiquitous as the more pri-

vileged elder brother. Only two enshrined images are found in the

whole temple, although on several panels of pillars, the sculpture of

the deity figures. The image in the Subrahmaniasvamy Koil appears

in the abhanga standing pose flanked on his right by Valli and on his

left by Devasena. The peacock, his lovely vahana, is shown standing

14. See ante Chapter V, p. 130.
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m his front with its wings folded. Subrahmania’s two hands present

the abhaya and varada mudras. Across his right shoulder is kept a

silver sula, the traditional weapon of the deity. Ornaments are depicted

on his chest and hands. His head-dress, in the shape of a crown, is

skilfully carved. His face is doubtless graceful and youthful in

appearance.

The two consorts standing m the tribhanga pose are carved splen-

didly. A concentric scheme of chains is shown around the neck, while

anklets and wristlets adorn the arms and hands of each figure. Their

kesabandhas, too, are skilfully executed. Both the DevTs bear a lotus

flower in the right hands, while the left hands are allowed to hang by
the side of the left thigh.15

(b) The other image of Subrahmania, found in the niche to the

east of the entrance to the Citra Sabha, is a smaller one. Shown riding

on the peacock, the image presents a sprightly appearance. The gait

of the peacock and its wing, spread out fan-wise at the back of the

rider, are picturesquely depicted. The face of the image shows that

the figure represents Bala (boy) Subrahmania. Perhaps, that is the

reason why the Devis do not find a place by his side.

Metal Images : Most of the metal images in the pagoda arc Bhoga-

murtis. The only exceptions are the images of Sabhapati, Kankalana-

thar and Aramvalattamman. These three Dhruvaberas, cast in bronze,

may be considered first.

(1) Sabhupaii : At present, the shrine of Sabhapati contains,

besides the icons of Sabhapati and his consort, several bronze images

like those of Ganiapati, the four &aiva saints, and Astra deva. It is not

possible to determine the age of these Bhogamurtis. But, there is no
doubt that the principal images, namely, of Sabhapati or Nataraja and
his consort, belong to the early part of the 12th century A.D., by which
time, the shrine of Kuttadumdevar had appeared.

The bronze image of Sabhapati, the lord of dance, about 2Vz feet

in height above the pedestal, is a splendidly executed specimen in the

15. It is uncommon in the West Coast temples to present the consorts along
with the male deity. Though this shrine was constructed only after the advent
of the Malayali brahmins into Sucindram, it seems that the images were set up
in the manner common to Tamil Nad.
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Nrittana or dancing pose. While his right leg, slightly bent, is planted
on the asura, Apasmara, who lies holding a snake in his hand, Nataraja’s
left leg is lifted up, somewhat turned towards the right leg and kept
across it, depicting the dancing gait. The image of Nataraja is adorned
with a chest-band, a yajnopavlta, anklets on his ankles and rings on
all fingers. On the head is a shining jatamakuta from which issue six
jatas, stretched sideways. There appears the ornament of the crescent
moon on the left side of the jatamakuta over the top of which is found
the figure of Gariga.

Of the four arms, the back ones stretch out towards the elegant
prabhamanclala or halo encircling the image.16 The back right hand
holds the drum which is adorned with snakes, while the ihhpv right

hand is raised up, the fingers pointing upwards in the position of abha-
yahastam. The back left hand holds a vessel containing the sacred fire

and the other left hand, as noticed above, is stretched in the opposite

direction, the fingers hanging down. The smiling face of Nataraja
radiates with energy and joy.

The conception of the dancing form of Siva is essentially Tamilian,

and it is in Tamil Nad alone that wc find this splendid image. The sig-

nificance of the dance of Nataraja has been expounded by poets, philo-

sophers and artists. Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy has summed it up thus:
“ The essential significance of Siva’s Dance is three-fold : First, it is the

imago of his Rhythmic Play as the Source of all Movement within the

Cosmos, which is represented by the Arch. Secondly, the Purpose of

his Dance is to Release the Countless souls of men from the snare of

Illusion: Thirdly, the Place of Dance, Cidambaram, the Centre of the

Universe, is within the Heart.”17 It is hold that every one of the

symbols presented by dancing Nataraja is intended to convey the truth

that Siva performs (he dance in order to release the souls of men from
the illusions of distraction and evil desire.

(2) Kankdlunathar

:

One of the best metal images in the temple

is that found in the so-called Kankaianathar shrine. The image seems

to be a representation of Bhik§adanamurti, although as observed earlier,

the difference between these two aspects of Siva, is but little. It is on

16. The prabhiimnndala represents the ring of fire within which Siva is

believed to be dancing his perennial dance.

17. Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy: “The Dance of Shiva”, p. 93.
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a bronze pedestal, rectangular in shape, about IV2 feet long and i foot

wide, that the image stands 2Vs feet in height. With the left leg in the

erect posture and the right one slightly bent, the nnage presents a

walking position. The figure is naked
;

only a snake is shown tied

round the waist, a fact suggesting the identification of the image with

Bhik§adanamurti. The four hands are shown with the symbols asso-

ciated with the Bhikfadana form. The right upper hand holds the

drum, while the lower one elegantly hangs down appearing to touch

the antelope which stands on its hind legs. The left upper hand shows
the kataka pose, while the lower one holds a small kapalam. The jata-

makuta on the head, bearing the digit of the moon on the loft, is carved

exquisitely.

To his left is the short stout figure of Gunclodaru, raising both the

arms upwards. The position of his hands suggests that they are intended

to carry a vessel. The images of Bhiksaclana and of the accompanying

figures are bright and shining, unquestionably brighter than even the

image of Sabhapati. Evidently the higher proportion of gold m the

casting of these images explains this feature. The total effect is superb.

The colour of the images and the masterly execution of the work have
contributed to make this group a gem of art.

(3) Aramvalattaviman

:

The Aramvalattamman image of bronze

belongs to the middle of the 15th century A.D. In the samapadasta-

naka standing pose, the image is about V-h feet in height. She holds a

lily on her right hand, while the left hand hangs down by the side of

her thigh. Appropriate ornaments are shown adorning the figure. Her
head-dress is skilfully carved. Nevertheless, the image lacks grace.

The face is sculptured in an inartistic manner, while the checks arc

found to be disproportionately stout and long. The image is not shin-

ing or bright
;

it presents the colour of a rather dark tinge of bronze.

On the whole, there is little doubt that this is one of the inferior speci-

mens of bronze sculptures in the temple.

Sucmdaperurml: Among the Bhogamurtis of the pagoda, the

group of images found in the shrine of 6ucindaperumal seems to be
about the earliest in date. As mentioned before,18 the two principal

images cast in the same frame were set up in 1126 A.D. The separate

image of Umayammai is perhaps identical with the ‘ talaimagalmatu
5

18. See Chapter V, p 119.
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established m 1102 A.D. Siva is seated m Sukhasana bearing the hat-

chet and antelope m the outer hands, while the inner ones present the

abhaya and varada uuidras. Parvati is not seated on the lap of Siva

as in the representations ol Umamahosvaramurti, but slightly away to

his left, she is in Sukhasana. Siio holds a lily m her right hand, while

her loft hand shows the abhaya mudra. Standing m front of Farvati

on a lower pedestal, is the other hronze image of Uniayanunai. She
bears a lily in her right hand, while the left one hangs down by her

side m the Katyuvalambita pose.

Ail the three images noticed above, are excellent specimens of

bronze, similar to icons of the 12th century. The jewels on their body,

ears, hands and legs, as well as their liead-gears have been carved with

care and skill. However, viewed from the standpoint of lustre and
grace of the facial expressions, they seem to rank inferior to the Sabha-

pati or Kafikaluufdhar images in the temple. The icons in the

Sueindapcrumal shrine are very old and they are frequently token,

out in connection with the ITlsavus. Therefore, the outer masks of the
‘ Suclndaporumaj ’ images (Siva and Parvati scaled on the pedestal)

became worn out with ago and had to be provided with silver masks
in 1935 A.D.

Srlboli Images

:

Two Snbah images, one of Siva and another of

Visnu in the standing posture, are found within Vadakkedam and Tck-

kedam respectively. Only about a foot and a hall in height, both of

these silver images have been purposely cast, on a small size so as to

facilitate being carried in the daily Sribali processions. Well carved

with their respective symbols, both (he figures present an elegant

appearance. However, Ihey belong comparatively to a recent epoch.

It is unfortunate that the temple records do not throw any light on the

exact date of their origin. Local tradition has it that, sometime in the

latter part of the 18th century, the older Sribali images were substi-

tuted by the present group. The features of the existing images seem
to support the popular report.

Images of Visnu :—In the Tekk5(kuu shrine, there are three

groups of metal images. One is the silver Sribali imago. Another is

the bronze imago of Visnu, employed in connection with the ULsavas.

The third is the group of bronze images showing Visnu in the centre,

flanked by Sri Devi and Bhu Devi on either side. The last group sta-
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tioned in the middle of the shrine serves practically as the slavara

images. Abhisekha is performed only for these images and not for the

principal one cast in kadusarkarai. While the Utsava image presents

Visiiu in Sukhasana, the stationary images are m the Samapadasthanaka

standing pose. The Utsava image is ascribable to the period prior to

the 17th century. Probably, it appeared when the Utsava was first

instituted in Tekkedam. But the group of images stationed in the centre

arose definitely about the middle of the 18th century, for they were

set up by Balamartandavarma. It may be observed that the Utsava

image of Visnu is by no means one of the first-rate specimens of metal

icons in the pagoda. On the other hand, the 18th century images sta-

tioned in the centre have been carved with skill. Bearing their respec-

tive symbols and presenting clear-cut graceful facial features, these

form some of the best specimens of modern metal images.

Bronze figures of Saiva devotees (Plates Nos. 29, 30 and 31):—

A

group of bronze figures representing Saivile saints and devotees is

found on a raised stone pedestal at the western end of the Ardha-

mandapa in the Perambalam shrine. 1

9

The local report is that, in the

shrine, there existed in times past several bronze images of Siva in

different forms as well as images of all the sixty-three Saiva saints of

fame. At present, however, all but twenty-three are missing.

Among the existing bronze icons now available a fine specimen is

that which presents the combined images of Siva and Parvati in the

standing pose. Parvati is seen leaning on Siva’s left shoulder, and Siva

running his left arm around the Devi’s back. Siva’s left outer hand
has the frolicking deer held in between his 1st and 2nd fingers, while
the inner one rests touching the arm of the Devi. His outer hand
shows the gaja-hasta form and the inner the abhaya. Tho Devi’s pose

is most exquisitely carved. She assumes tho dvibhanga form, the bend
of her body being skilfully represented. Her right hand shows the

kataka hasta, while her left hand hangs by her side. The drapery,

ornaments and the head-dresses of both the images are carved with
care. Above all, their faces present their characteristic charm. There
is little doubt that this representation of Umamahesvaramurti in the

19. As observed earlier, “Perambalam”, dedicated to Nataraja, is located in
the South Street. Described as a ‘ Kifidu ’ shrine oi Sthanunathasvamy, it has
formed a unit of the main temple.
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standing pose constitutes one of the excellent pieces of bronze icono-

graphy in the shrine. (Plate No. 32).

The existing collection of bronze images in Perambalam includes

those of the celebrated Saiva saints like Tirujnanasambandar, Tirunavuk-

karasu, Sundaramurti, Manikkavacagar and Siruttondar. It is not easy

to identify the rest in the group. Though all the figures are products

of skill, it is not possible to rank them as specimens of first-rate South
Indian Bronzes. Compared with the celebrated models of the Cola epoch
found in several places of South India, they are unquestionably inferior

in point of artistic merit.

The question of determining the age of the Perambalam bronzes is

beset with difficulties. Doubtless, the Nataraja shrine of Perambalam
arose earlier than the 16th century A.D. The inscription on the lintel

of the pavilion in front of the shrine registers that in 772 M.E. (1597

A.D.), Puttillam bestowed a gift on the temple. Long before that, the

inner shrine could have appeared. Popular tradition ascribes, curiously

enough, the erection of the shrine to Tirumala Nayak. This is any-

thing but true, for Tirumala came into contact with Sucindram later.

Is it possible that Tirumala Nayak presented these images to the tem-
ple, and that, tradition in a vague sense attributes the erection of the

shrine itself to him ? Perhaps so. In the present state of our know-
ledge, nothing more than a conjecture is possible. The fact that he

was the last outstanding ruler from the Tamil Nad to be connected with

iSucindram, lends support to this suggestion. Further, the known his-

tory of bronze sculptures in South India shows that the art was definitely

on its decline after the 17th century. Thus, the figures of the 63 saints

at Sucindram are assignable to the 17th century, probably to Tirumala

Nayak’s period.

The setting up of metal images either as dhruva-beras, or more

commonly as * Utsavamurtis ’ (images used in connection with cere-

monies) was common in South India from early times. The practice of

endowing bronze figures or quasi-portraits of the Saivite canonized

saints was adopted in the various temples of South India since Raja-

raja’s time. The art of casting metal images, though known much
earlier, came to be more popularly adopted after the 10th century A.D.,

and it attained the height of perfection during the heyday of Cola

supremacy i.e., the 10th to the 13th century A.D.
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In various villages, particularly in those situated near temples,

there flourished Sthapatis or workers m metal.20 It is probable that m
the earliest stages, the bronze figures like those of Sucindaperumal,

Umayammai, and Sabhapati enshrined m Suclndram, were cast by

Sthapatis hailing from reputed centres in Cola or Pandi Nad. But, it

is likely that soon the artisans or Kammalars in Kottar, Vadasseri, and

Parakkai near Sucindram took to this art. The family of Sattayyan

Asari traces its antiquity m Vadasseri for well over 500 years; and this

family has been associated with the Suclndram pagoda for a long period.

Other ancient families are flourishing m Kottar, too.

The manner of casting metal images is interesting, and as learnt

from Sattayyan Asari, the 72 year old Silpi connected with the Sucin-

dram pagoda, it is as follows. The bronze images, which are most com-

mon, are cast out of an alloy, composed, of gold, silver, iron, copper and
tin. Of the metals used, copper forms the largest part. About 93 of

the amalgum consists of copper, 4% brass, 2 f
/<> tin and 1% or slightly

less of gold and silver. The tendency is to minimise the quantity of

Ihe precious metals to the utmost extent possible.

At first, the figure to be cast is modelled in wax. Then, the wax-
model is covered with a thick coaling of soft clay which is kept in an

upright position by wires. After a few days, the wax is melted away
by the application of heat

;
and that leaves a hollow cavity into which

the alloy is poured. The clay coating is removed after some days, by
which time the metal becomes set within the model. Finally, the

chiselling and polishing are executed. The casting of images in other

metals like copper, silver or gold is effected in the same manner
;
only

the proportion of the metals varies correspondingly.

These silpis in South Travancore, as in other parts of South India,

employ Dhyana-slolcas or meditative verses during the process of cast-

ing the images. The South Travancore artisans use, for the most part,

sldkas contained in
* Mayamata ’ and £ Tantrasamuccaya Silpa \

Conclusion:—Iconography in -Suclndram, as in the rest of South
India, is entirely religious, and it has been governed not by the fancy

of the artist but by set rules and canons. In a large measure, that

20. See Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy: "Indian Craftsman”, for a history of the
caste of Kammalars or Visvakarmas, the Sthapatis of South India,
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explains why sculpture and iconography sank to a stereotyped repeti-

tion of conventional forms in later ages.

However, some of the unsympathetic observations made by early
European art-critics are too wide of the mark. Such views have arisen

largely because of their inability to appreciate the religious and philo-

sophic background of Indian art. The numerous hands and faces and the
extraordinary poses of the sculptured figures have bewildered Wester-
ners. Further, they urged that the anatomical details of the figures like

veins are not depicted, a feature strikingly contrasted with Greek ideals.

But this is purposely prohibited by the Hindu texts. The ‘ gukranlti ’,

for example, states that the veins of the legs and feet, as also the parti-

cular joints of the gods, must not be shown by the artist.
21 Above all,

appreciation of art, particularly when it is yoked to religion, cannot be
governed by any absolute criterion. Once this is realized, there will

be a better appreciation of the fact that ‘ Indian sculpture and Icono-

graphy do not form freaks of Asiatic barbarism ’ but constitute products

of the religious faith of an ancient people .
22

21. See ‘ Sukranlti ’,
Chapter 4, Section 4, Sloka 161. See also Mulk Raj

Anand “Hindu View of Art,” p. 40.

22. Certain European scholars have justly denounced the wild criticisms of

earlier writers. See, for example, Sir John Woodrofe’s Foreword to O. C. Ganguly’s

South Indian Bronzes. He says .

“
It has been the fashion amongst' European art

critics to decry the merits of Brahmanical sculpture on the ground of the alleged

monstrosities of the Hindu puranic conceptions, which it has been said, are in-

capable of artistic treatment . .Indian Sculpture is not a freak of Asiatic barbarism,

but is a worthy representative of a school of aesthetic performance as logical, arti-

culate and highly developed as those of any country in Europe, ancient or modem.”
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C H A P T E R XIV

PAINTING
AND OTHER ARTS

Section 1 : Mural Painting

M ural Painting in the temple is confined to the inner walls

of the Gopura. The only exception is found on the walls near

the northern entrance to the Udayamartanda Mandapa. This

mural painting appears to have been of a high quality. But un-

fortunately, white-washing has been carried on so indiscriminately, that

nothing but a faint trace of it is now visible. The only figure dimly

discernible is that of an elderly person with a long flowing beard. Whom
the painting depicts there is absolutely no moans of knowing. But even

that small patch is sufficient to reveal that the quality of the painting

found on the two walls is of a high order. It seems to resemble the

celebrated mural paintings of the Padmanabhapuram palace.1

The inner walls of the seven-storeyed tower present a continuous

array of paintings of scenes from the Ramayana and the &uclndram
Sthalapurana, as also of a few miscellaneous themes based on Puranas.
This artistic decoration of the walls, however, belongs to a recent date,

namely, 1888 A.D., when the re-construction of the Gopura was com-
pleted. The quality of the painting, in general, is second-rate.

1. Padmanabhapuram was the capital of the Venad kings until the time of
Balamartanqla Varma. The palace is a splendid treasure-house of art; the mural
paintings in particular are excellent.
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Since the scenes of the Sthalapuraria constitute the major part of

the paintings, these may be considered first. The walls from the 3rd to

the 7th storey are mainly devoted to the delineation of the events

embodied in the ‘ Sueindra Mahatmyam \

(a) Scenes from the Sthalapurdna :

Panel 1 . (Western wall— 3rd Storey) : Atn’s asram is pictured

in the midst of a natural scenery. Atn is found in the company of

some risis, all appearing serene and serious.

Panel 2 : A scene in the Brahmaloka. The divine creator Brahma
is seated in all his glory. A group of risis approaches him and makes
a humble request that a Yaga (sacrifice) be performed there.

Panel 3 : The conduct of the Yaga is depicted in all its vividity.

Panel 4

:

Vi§nu arrives on his Garudavahana at Atri’s asram and
invites Atri for the Yaga at Brahmaloka.

Panel 5 : On the eve of his departure, Atri is found absorbed in

contemplation. Anasuj a is receiving Fadodaka as her source of protec-

tion during his absence.

Panel 6 : The Trimurtis grace the Yaga by then' holy presence

;

they are seated on their respective thrones, while the risis at the feet

of the Trimurtis are seen offering prayers.

Panel 7 ; The continuance of the elaborate Yaga by Atri and a

host of other ri§is.

Panel 8

:

Atri’s Asram appears again. Anasuya is all hospitality

to the pilgrims and wayfarers.

Panel 9 : The consequences of a severe drought, evidently the test

of the Trimurtis, are experienced. Plants, rivers and the earth are

scorched by the heat. Anasuya invokes the aid of the Padodaka and

a spell of rainfall occurs. How the drops of the Fadodaka falling from

her hand raise a mighty cloud bringing rain on its wake, is vividly

portrayed.

Panel 10 : Anasuya serves food for three aged pilgrims. This

scene merely represents the normal hospitality of Anasuya. But, appear-

ing as it does at this juncture, it suggests the advent of the Trimurtis

in the guise of pilgrims. In reality, the succeeding scenes do not sup-

port such an identification. Hence, it seems an unfortunate blunder

that this theme figures here.
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Panel 1 : (4th Storey) : The * Triloka ’ or Heaven is vacant; the

three thrones situated up above the hills, are empty.

Panel 2

:

Three old brahmins, bent with age, having hollow checks

and sunken eyes, arrive at the asram leaning on sticks. Anasuya

extends a cordial welcome to the mendicants.

Panel 3 : The guests are seated for food ;
they are indicated as

saying something to Anasuya. (Obviously they make the strange

request that while she serves food, she should be nude. As a device

for getting out of the awkward situation, she seeks the aid of Atri’s

Padodakam). The same panel depicts Anasuya sprinkling Padodakam

on the three men. Anasuya’s face shows dismay.

Panel 4

:

The three (gods who are transformed into) babies are

lying on a cot, and Anasuya is standing by their side.

Panel 5 : Anasuya, in her nude form, is feeding the three babies

on her breast-milk, thus literally fulfilling the request of her guests.

The painter has inappropriately depicted Anasuya with a plethora of

ornaments
; it suits ill with the humble wife of a sage.

Panel 6

:

Anasuya is rocking the three cradles of the babies. Her
face is expressive of delight, a feature which has been delineated with

care.

Panel 7

:

Narada arrives at the asram and learns from Anasuya
all about the occurrence. The same panel shows Narada’s interview

with the three goddesses, obviously informing them of the strange

turn of events and suggesting to them the manner of regaining their

lords.3

Panel 8

:

The goddesses are shown wandering in search of their

missing husbands. They enquire of risis on the way, but in vain.

Panel 9

:

Eventually arriving at Anasuya’s cottage, they are seen
talking with her.

Panel 10 : The Devis look into the cradles and see the great Devas
in their new form.

Panel 11

:

Anasuya indicates to them that the restoration of the
Devas to their old selves could be effected only after the return of Alri
and points to them the * Prajni. tirtha ’ for performing penance.

2. It would have been better to choose different panels to present these two
scales since the events take place in two different regions.
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Panel 1 : (5th Storey) : The goddesses are absorbed in penance,

each in front of a tlrtha or holy spring. The landscape, full of trees

and ponds, is attractively pictured.

Panel 2 : Narada, appearing before the Devis, intimates them of

the existence of a shrine of Kali at a slight distance to the north (Narada

actually points to that place with his first finger) and suggests to them
that they might pay their homage to her. The same panel also presents

the figure of the Kali goddess (Munnurrunankai) in all her prowess

and glory.

Panel 3 * Anasuya is seen enquiring of a risi, very likely Narada,

as to when the Yaga m the Brahmal5ka would end and Afrf would
return. The risi points his suci (first) finger indicating that the Yaga
will be over in a single day.

Panel 4 : The concluding stage of the Yaga is depicted. Many
more risis and ceremonies than before, are shown. Particularly, the

leading part played by Atri in conducting the Yaga is vividly por-

trayed.

Panel 5 : Atri returns to his a§ram, when Anasuya receives him
with the utmost respect. After Atri sees the three babies, he and his

wife are engaged in conversation. (Evidently she narrates to him the

circumstances which led to the presence of the babies).

Panel 6 : (At the bidding of Atri) Anasuya restores the three

gods to their normal selves. A resplendent view of the Trimurtis

appears. Undoubtedly, the artist is at his best here.

Panel 7 : Atri and Anasuya offer their prayers to the Devas (and

probably request them to be born again as their children and also to

bless them with perpetual darsan)

.

Panel 8 ; This panel shows the three sons (Candra, Dattatreya

and Durvasa) as devout lads engaged in orthodx Saivite observances,

wearing holy ashes and beads (rudrakisamalas) . Several risis are

blessing the boys.

Panel 9 : The Trimurtis, (obviously in compliance with the second

request) appear on their respective Vahanas. It is a magnificently con-

ceived scene, although in the execution of details, the artist has left

much to be desired. No doubt, the figures of the three gods are care-

fully drawn
;
but Garuda, the Vahana of Visnu, is clumsily presented,

while the bull, the Vahana of Siva, is far from satisfactory in its appear-
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ance. As the Devas descend from Heaven, Gandharvas, (attendants

of Devas) are showering flowers on them. Atri and Anasuya are wor-

shipping the Devas with hands held in anjali.

Panel 10

:

Then appears the dramatic emergence of the Asvatha

tree and the Trimurti linga. At the very root of the sacred Asvatha

(which was obviously the first to appear) rises a flame. The central

stem of the tree presents the faces of Brahma, Visnu and Siva m the

ascendmg order. Atri, Anasuya, their sons and a host of risis are offer-

ing their devout obeisance. The feelings of bewilderment and ecstasy

on the faces of the worshippers are well portrayed.

Panel 11 : The linga alone appears. Obviously, it represents the

Trimurti linga embodying the three Devas ;
but here the linga does not

show the faces of the three gods. Once again, Atri and his family,

with their hands held up above their heads, worship the linga.

Panel 12 : This panel shows a large multitude of risis and devotees

offering worship to the linga.

Panel 1: (6th Storey) : Atri, Anasuya and their sons perform

abhisekha on the sacred linga.

Panel 2

:

With this panel commences the delineation of the story

of Indra’s purification figuring in the Sthalapurana. The mighty Indra,

though seated on his imposing throne, is crest-fallen. His entire body
is covered with eyes.3 The panel represents Indra conferring with his

friends as to the steps to bo adopted by him for securing complete
redemption. Devadasis, Dikpalas and other attendants are all pictured

as adjuncts to Indra’s court. One amusing feature is that the head-
dress and bands across the shoulders worn by two pages who stand by
the side of Indra, appear strikingly similar to those adopted by modem
peons of the Travancore Government.4

Panel 3

:

Indra is proceeding on his magnificent chariot drawn by
six horses. Airavada, his famous vehicle, is bringing up the rear. The
group is accompanied by soldiers, pipers and drummers. Evidently this

depicts the journey to Sucindram.

3. As observed earlier, the immediate result of Gautama’s curse was that
Indra’s body was covered with feminine genital organs. It was only after Indra’s
fervent appeal and through the intervention of Brhaspali that the second trans-
formation came about.

4. Surely, no msult to Indra is intended! However, the incongruous feature
is a result of lack of imagination on the part of the painter.
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Panel 4: Nandidevar, the never-failing devotee of Siva, arrests (at

Terur) the further progress of Indra, since it would be sacrilegious for

impure Indra to enter the holy place.

Panel 5

:

(On the suggestion of Nandi) Indra betakes himself to

the hill, Gbraksapura, near Sucindram. The hill and the charming

landscape of the vicinity are vividly portrayed. Indra performs penance

standing on one leg.

Panel 6 : In order to have water, Airavada gets up the hill and

gores with his tusk a river (Dantanadi or Ko(tar) . The actual com-
mencement of the spring is shown m its natural setting.

Panel 7 : Bhutappandy, through which the river flows, and the

monkeys which abound in the place, are depicted.

Panel 8

:

The course of the river down to Sucindram and beyond
is shown. The villages on the banks are indicated, but m a perfunc-

tory manner.

Panel 9 : At the foot of the tree under which Indra performs his

penance, there appears Siva himself. (Evidently he advises him to pro-

ceed to Sucindram and worship the deity of the place) . The same panel

depicts the march of Indra in procession, with his followers. Uccaisravas,

Indra’s horse, and Airavada, his elephant, also accompany the group.

Panel 10

:

Indra performs an elaborate puja for the Siva linga at

Sucindram.

Panel 1

:

(7th Storey) : Indra’s worship of the Siva Linga continues.

He is showering flowers on the linga, evidently accompanied by invo-

cations.

Panel 2

:

Siva and PSrvati appear on their vahana, the bull. The
latter is however, very inartistically represented. It looks too old and
life-less

;
moreover, the head appears disproportionately small for its

body. By the side of Siva and Piarvati are standing Subrahmania and
Brahma. It is inexplicable how these two appear at this stage. Perhaps,

by mistake, the artist has substituted Subrahmania for Visnu.

Panels 3 and 4

:

The two succeeding panels picture the elaborate

ceremony of Indra’s purification held in front of the Asvatha tree and

the Trimurti linga. Indra is shown inside the huge jar (of boiling

ghee) as anjalihasta. An impressive scene this ! All the Devas, the

Devi Munnurrunankai, and a host of risis are all found lining the arena.

Numerous brahmins (obviously denoting the 300 members of the
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Sabha) also appeal-
. Emerging from the jar, Indra is seen handing

over the seal (the mudra) to a brahmin.

Panels 5 and 6 : The two panels which follow, depict the celebra-

tion of Indra’s deliverance. Multitudes of people are witnessing the

sacred spot where Indra is redeemed. Indra stands as his normal

handsome self. Eventually Siva, accompanied by the other two Murtis,

Vi^nu and Brahma, appear on the scene and bless the redeemed Indra.

Panel 7 : The very last panel presents Siva in the form of Dakjina-

murti, propounding Yoga and Jnana to a large gathering of risis and

students, sitting at his feet wrapped in attention.

(b) Scenes from the Ramayana

:

The walls of the first two

storeys are painted with scenes from the Ramayana. Begun in the

2nd storey, the illustration is completed in the 1st ! Why this arrange-

ment has been adopted and why the Sthalapurana story is painted from

the 3rd to the 7th storey is rather difficult to explain. One plausible

explanation is this. The 1st two storeys have less of natural light than

the rest, and perhaps it was thought better to begin the Sthalapurana

illustration from the 3rd. Regarding the Ramayana painting, probably

the artists were not quite sure how much of it could be accomodated,

and so, commenced it from the 2nd, and continued it in the 1st.

Panel 1: (2nd Storey): Dasaratha, the lord of Ayodhya, is con-

ferring with Vasistha, his family preceptor, and Sumantra, his minister,

presumably on the question of the religious ceremonies to be under-

taken for being blessed with children.

Panel 2

:

On their suggestion, the sacrifice called the ‘ Putraka-

me§ti Yaga’ is performed by Vasistha assisted by R§isringa. In the

midst of the sacrifice, there emerges from the homa kunda a goddess

with a pail of pudding (payasam).

Panel 3

:

Dasaratha gives the payasam to his three wives,5 and
the long-wished-for children are born.

Panel 4 ; The Queens feed and fondle their babies.

5. This is a piece of inaccuracy, for both in Valmiki’s and Kamban’s version
of the Ramayana, it is slated that Dasaratha distributed the pudding only among
Kausalya and Kaikeyi in the first instance, and that subsequently each gave a

portion of her share to Sumatra. Hence, the latter got more than the other two
and the consequent birth of two sons for her.
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Panel 5

:

Visvamitra appears and eventually secures the permis-
sion of Dasaratha for taking Rama and Lak§mana to the forest in order
to fight Tanaka.

Panel 6

:

This pictures vividly the Tanaka Vadham or Rama slay-

ing Tanaka.

Panel 7

:

Visvamitra now performs the sacrifice.

Panel 8 Rama attacks and kills the demons, Kara Dhusanas and
Trisiras.

Panel 9

:

On their way the touch of Rama’s foot restores the
accursed Ahalya to her old self. The same panel shows Gautama and
Ahalya in happy company.

Panel 10 : Rama and Laksmana, along with the sage Visvamitra,

arrive at Janaka’s court. Rama strings the celebrated bow of Janaka,

and m the course of his attempt the bow snaps.

Panel 11 : The despatch of invitations to various kings is rather

too elaborately shown. However, it is fantastic to see that, among the

invited, two appear wearing crowns similar to those of the Travancore
rulers

!

Panel 12 : Sita decks herself with ornaments and gets prepared

for the wedding.

Panel 13 :
‘ Vaikuntha ’ is pictured. A grand scene this ! Visnu,

Indra and other gods seated in Vaikuritha evince their joy at the mar-

riage of Rama and Sita.

Panel 1 : (1st Storey)— (top of the eastern wall) : It delineates ‘Sita

Kalyanam ’ in all its glory and magnificence.

Panel 2

:

On the way back to Ayodhya, Rama’s party encounters

Parasurama and vanquishes him.

Panel 3 : In the midst of rejoicings, Narada reminds Rama of his

life’s mission.

Panel 4

:

Dasaratha consults Vasi§tha, Sumantra and others,

obviously concerning the celebration of Rama’s coronation.

Panel 5

:

Kuni, the veritable mischief-maker, appears on the

scene and persuades Kaikeyi to act. Kaikeyi’s demand of the two

boons of Dasaratha is also shown in the panel. But the agony which

seized Dasaratha, the court scene, etc., have been omitted, obviously

for want of space.
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Panel 6 : Rama, Laksmapa and Sita are distributing charity among

the poor. Probably this has no connection with their life in the forest

;

apparently, it indicates how they were leading a noble life when fate

called them away to the forest.

Panel 7 : The starting of Rama, Laksmana and Sita to the forest

is shown; but the wailings of the queens and the people have not been

depicted.

Panel 8 : The party crosses the river Ganges m the boat of Guha.

Panel 9 : They meet some risis in Citra Kuda.

Panel 10: The £ Padukapaitabhisokha ’ by Bharala appears.6

Panel 11 : Rama encounters Kabandha, the giant, and vanquishes

him. Kabandha’s figure is pictured in a realistic manner.

Panel 12 : Laksmaiia's mutilation of Surpanaldia’s nose.

Panel 13 : Rama pursues the gold door, Miirlca, and lulls him.

Panel 14 : The brothers (in quest of Sita) meet wounded Jatayu.7

Panel 15

:

Rama encounters Surpanakha’s son and makes short

work of him.

Panel 16 : * Sugriva Sakhya ’— the compact between Rama and

Sugriva for mutual help. Hanuman stands near the two
; it suggests

the leading part played by him in concluding the compact.

Panel 17

:

The duel between Bali and Sugriva. Rama’s arrow
from behind the tree flies against Bali.

Panel 18

:

Hanuman is bringing the Cudamani or signet ring

from Sita and presenting it to Rama.8

Panel 19 : Vibhisana’s surrender.

Panel 20

:

The slaying of Indrajit.

Panel 21

:

The fall of mighty Ravana, valiantly fighting, is vividly

portrayed.

.

6 - Bharata, unable to persuade Rama to come back, rules on behalf of Rama
This is symbolized by Hama’s foot-wear being placed on ihe throne. But earlier,
Bharata’s journey to the forest, his futile attempt to recall Rama and Bharata’s
consequent agony are all omitted.

7. The actual carrying away of Sita by Ravana does not find a place in the
mural painting

8. A considerable part of the intervening portion of the story is omitted.
Hanuman’s exploits in Lanka do not find a place.
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Panel 22 : The coronation of Rama is the theme of the closing

scene. The vast crowds of rulers, officers and common people as well

as the numerous troops, musicians and pipers are all painted with care,

(c) Painting of miscellaneous Purdnic themes :

While the Sthalapurana account is delineated on the main panels

of the walls, commencing with the 3rd and ending with the 7th storey,

the narrow panels on either side of the doorways— eastern and

western— are devoted to paintings of either miscellaneous Puranic

themes or merely of representations of gods and goddesses.

The 3rd storey shows Umamahesvara accompanied by Ganapati,

Subrahmama, Patanjali and Vyaghrapada. Besides, the celebrated

Periyapurana story of Siruttonda Nayanar is delineated. The 4th

storey shows in the corresponding portion the ten Avatars of Visnu, as

also the tale of ‘ Santanagopala The 5th storey depicts the Matadhi-

patis, obviously those connected with the temple. The 6th storey

portrays certain queens of Travancore on the western wall. They
represent Umayammai Rani, Laksmi Bai, and Parvati Bai. The
corresponding portion of the eastern wall shows Travancore kings—
Kartikai Tirunal, Martanda Varma, Svati Tirunal and Ayillyam

Tirunal. The 7th storey presents the goddesses Laksmi on the eastern

panel and Sarasvati on the western one.

Estimate of the Painting ; The general quality of the painting is

of an inferior order. The artistic excellence, naturalness, vivacity and

grace noticed on the frescoes of the Brhadlsvara temple or the mural

paintings of the Padmanabhapuram palace are not achieved here.

Excessive and occasionally tasteless colouring adopted at places mars

the beauty of the paintings in a large measure. Moreover, fundamental

rules of geometrical drawing are ignored in certain cases. For example,

in panel 10 of the 3rd storey, the leaves spread before the guests appear

to be hanging almost vertically. Anachronisms regarding costumes and

jewels, as well as stiff and conventional poses of figures are other

defects. However, on the whole, it is undeniable that patient and

elaborate labour have been bestowed on the painting, and at places,

the delineation of themes is praiseworthy.

Section 2— Cars :

Wood-carving of high quality is displayed by the cars of the tem-

ple. The guclndram pagoda has at present four cars, the Svatny Ter,
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the Amman Ter, the Pillayar Ter and the Indran Ter, each called after

the particular deity carried in procession during the car-festivals. The

cars are all carved of iluppai (Bassia sapotaceae), a variety of wood

eminently suited for the purpose. The cars of the .Sucindram temple

are not different in their structure and ornamental details from those

found in the rest of Tamil Nad.

Svamy Ter : The Svamy Ter, the biggest of the cars in Sucindram,

about 60 feet high, is believed to have served as the Amman Ter prior

to 1740 A.D.9 The Svamy Ter, like all cars in South Indian temples,

appears to have been constructed more or less on the model of a

vimana. But, whereas a vimana tends to narrow down only at the upper

half, the car has a narrow base as well.

The car is formed of five layers or tiers. The two layers on the

base gradually rise in width until the third one is the widest. The third

tier is of considerable height, and it maintains the same width through-

out. The 4th and 5th layers present a gradually decreasing width,

shaped like a truncated cone. The point of the cone is finished off by a

stupi. The five layers from bottom upwards are called ‘ Ubapltam ’,

* Adistanam ’,
* Nadakam ‘ Devasanam ’ and ‘ Simhasanam ’. The

‘ Simhasanam ’ is a small square pavilion within which the god is placed

during the procession.

About the centre of the first face of the car, just a little lower than

the middle layer (Nadakam), two demon-like Dvarapalakas are re-

presented. Their fierce look, protruding teeth and round eyes, together

with the imposing clubs borne in the hand, suggest their role as the

guardians of the cars. Above them and in the centre of the ‘ Nadakam ’,

a pair of wooden horses is carved in the sprightly galloping pose. The
figure represented as holding their reins is Brahma.

All the five layers of the car bear on their faces ornamentally carved
panels, interspersed by turret-like pavilions. The panels present various

deities and Puranic themes, all carved in high relief. But, the sequence
of the scenes or themes has not been designed methodically. In fact,

they do not seem to depict a continuous story. Nataraja, the lord of

dance, Siva and Parvati on the bull, Ravananugrahamurti, Devi seated
in Sukhasana, Ganapati on Musika, Subrahmania on Mayura, Krsna as

Venugopala, the various avatars of Visnu, Manmatha and Rati and a

9. See Ante Chapter II, p. 52.
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host of other gods and goddesses are all skilfully carved in wood. Erotic

figures depicting embrace or kiss or even obscene poses appear on a

large number of panels.10

Immediately below the pavilions and the panels, a continuous array

of figures of warriors is shown. Some are on foot, while others are on
horse-back. Some warriors carry swords and shields, others bows and

arrows. The rampant Yali appears as a decorative motif at regular

intervals.

Above the Nadakam, as many as 84 shafts or pillars are planted on

the eve of the car-festival. They are all covered by decorative cloth.

Festoons and flags also adorn the outer sides of the car.

The Amman and Pillayar Ter : The Amman Ter, about 40 feet high,

is about two thirds of the size of Svamy Ter, while the Pillayar Ter, 28

feet high, is a little less than half of it. But both of them also consist

of five layers and their internal ornamentation is similar to that in the

Svamy Ter. The same type of panels, carved in high relief, as well as

the pavilions, and the erotic figures are found.

The Indran Ter : This is the smallest one in size, and it consists of

a single layer. A number of shafts erected on it and finished off by a

conical canopy constitute the Indran Ter, which on account of its simple

formation is called the Capra Ter. It is hardly 14 feet in height.

The exact date when each one of the cars was built, cannot be
easily determined. Local tradition esLimates the present Svamy Ter
to be over 500 years old. That the Amman Ter was constructed soon after

1740 A.D. when Candia Sahib burnt down the old Svamy Ter, is the

widely accepted view, and there does not seem to be any reason to

disbelieve it. But the present Svamy Ter and Pillayar Ter do not seem
as old as the 15th century, as tradition avers. True, the Utsavas had
started by that time, but it does not follow that these particular cars

should have been constructed then.

It is known that only so late as the 17th century that the broad
streets of Sucxndram were constructed. Tirumala Nayak is credited

with this change. Is it probable that he himself was the architect of

the cars ? In narrower streets such huge cars could not have been
drawn. Hence these cars were built in all probability only in the time

0. See Ante Chapter XI, pp. 341-2.
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of Tirumala Nayak or later. From the temple records it is learnt that

the Indran Ter was constructed so late as 1864 A.D.

Section 3 — Vahanas •

The temple has a fairly large equipment of vahanas or vehicles for

use in connection with the festivals. But few of them belong to an

early date. Obviously, the vahanas of wood are not very old, and they

constitute the most numerous of the group.

The prominent among the vahanas made of wood are the

following:—
1. Four Rsabha Vahanas.

2. Two peacocks.

3. One Hamsa (Annam).

4. One Parrot.

5. One Tiger.

6. Two Horses in the galloping position.

7. One Elephant.

8. A deer and tiger standing on the same frame.

9. One hillock under a tortoise.

10. Two Musika Vahanas.

11. Several caprams or raised platforms with posts erected on all

sides.

12. 16 Palanquins.

13. Garuda Vahana— which presents Garuda with his left knee
planted below firmly and the right leg bent at the knee and
resting in front. His two arms are stretched out in front.

Garuda’s position here, is similar to that found in the sculp-

ture of Garuda Narayana.

Silver Vahanas:— (1) Two Rsabha Vahanas exist, one small and
another big. The bigger one is 4' 6" in height, while the other is only
2' 5". The big Rsabha Vahana is a splendid piece of art. The R§abha’s
elegant standing pose and its well-carved features, particularly the
brawny muscles and legs, are beautifully portrayed.

(2) KaiBsa Parvata

:

—But, unquestionably the most admirable
one is the huge Kailasa Vahana which represents Ravana lifting the
sacred hill, the abode of Siva. The hill has been depicted skilfully. Still

more impressive is the marvellously successful delineation of Ravana
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engaged in raising the hill. The features of Ravana, his ten heads,

twenty hands stretched out, his thickset legs planted below firmly and
his entire frame exerting to the utmost in raising the hill, are all exquisi-

tely sculptured. This silver Kailasa Vahana is reputed to be the

best in the whole of South India.

(3) Garuda Vahana :—Two silver Garuda Vahanas, the bigger one

3 feet and the other about 2 feet in height, form the vehicles of Visnu.

Both carved m the characteristic kneeling pose with wings spread out

and hands clasped in anjali are carefully equipped Vahanas.

(4) Gundodhara Vahana .—This Vahana, three feet in height,

presents the short-statured Gundddhara in his characteristic form with

the protruding belly.

(5) Anna Vahana :—This Vahana is shaped in the form of a

hamsa or swan. Its wings, kept spread at its back, and its sprightly

gait are depicted well. This vehicle is employed to carry the Devi.

There are only two Vahanas made of bronze— one of the Periccali

or the Mouse in the standing form and the other of the horse in the

galloping pose.

Most of the present Vahanas made of metal are of recent date. The

records of the temple show that the two Rsabha Vahanas, the Anna,

Garuda and Gundodhara Vahanas were made in 1905 A.D. Members
of the family of Sattayyan Asari, the hereditary silpi of the temple, are

known to have sculptured them. The Kailasa Vahana was constructed

about 1874 A.D, The sculpture was actually executed at Padmanabha-

puram by 6ilpis brought from Trivandrum and Aranmula for the pur-

pose. After the sculpture was completed, it was safely carried to

Sucindram. The date of the bronze vahanas is not ascertainable

;

apparently they are old, judged by their appearance.

Section 4 : Sdlagrdmas

Among the equipments of the Sucindram temple there is a group

of Salagramas carefully preserved in Tekkedam, A Salagrama is ‘ a

flintified ammonite shell, which is river-worn, and thus rounded and

beautifully polished.’11 The Salagrama stones are generally gathered

from the bed of Gandaki, a tributary of the Ganges or are shaped out

11 T. A. Gopinatha Rao: Hindu Iconography, Vol. I, part I, Introduction,

p. 94.
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of a particular kind of stone procurable at Dvaraka. It is believed that

the Salagrama possesses certain mystic and sacred virtues. Each Sala-

grama has a hole through which are visible several spiral grooves

resembling Visnu’s Cakira. Hence the Salagrama is looked upon as a

representative of Visnu. The particular form of Cakra found on each

Salagrama is said to denote a different aspect of Visnu. As many as 89

varieties of Salagramas are distinguished, each representing a different

name of Visnu. The collection at Suclndram consists of a small group

of eight Sa}agramas, as well as a charming image of Rama in the stand-

ing pose carved out of Salagrama stone. It is likely that they were
brought to the temple as early as the construction of Tekkedam itself.

Section 5 : Jewels ( L'lutes 34, 35 and 36

j

1 -

llic SueIndiana pagoda is rich in its equipment oi jewels and orna-
ments. Most of them are employed on occasions oi. ceremonies and
festivals. The undermentioned jewels are the most valuable ones.

(1)

,
Mulukhappangi :—The central one on the second row of

Plate No, 34 is the bright and dazzlmg ornament called “Mulukkap-
pangi ”. It is the golden mask decked on the Sthanu lmga when it is

completely coated with sandal paste. The eyelids, the nose, the prabha
or kalai decorating the forehead, as also the central band and pendants
carved on the jewel, are clearly seen. The pendants ux the centre are
all adorned with precious stones. One of the costliest jewels m the
temple, it is estimated to be worth Rs. 40,000/-.

(2) Turayi At the extreme end of the 2nd row m the Plate are
found two jewels employed for adorning the head-gear. The one at
the left extremity is set with two rows of diamonds, while the other is
decked with red rubies. At the centre of each of the jewels is fixed a
green emerald of a superb quality. Local tradition has it that both the
Turayis of the Suclndram pagoda were gifts presented to the temple by
the two kings, Aditya Varma and Rama Varma (15th century), who
were associated with the construction of the Cempakaraman Man^apa.
Each one of the Turayis is estimated at Rs. 10,000/-

t
^

, 1
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f
0Ugh kHld courtesy of the Director of Archaeology (Travancore)

I am able to reproduce the. illustrations (Plates Nos. 34-36) showing the jewels of
the temple. The jewels described in the text ate all illustrated in Plate No. 34.
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(3) Valiya Padakkam .—This is the long pendant seen about the

middle of the last row m the U shaped fashion. This magnificent jewel

really consists of 25 pieces of richly carved chains, all fastened together

by golden wires. At the centre of each piece is set a diamond of high

quality, while at the pivot of the entire jewel are found Navaratnas. The
pendant as a whole presents intricate and skilled workmanship.

(4) Ceriya Padakkam :—The jewel (shown to the proper right of

the previous one and presentmg the ‘ U ’ shape) is almost a replica of

the
1 Valiya Padakkam only it is a little smaller in size. Here, too, 25

pieces of richly-carved gold links are found fastened together by gold

wires. But the workmanship displayed by this pendant is definitely of

a higher order. More closely knit, it presents a more compact and

attractive appearance. At the centre of each chain red stones are fixed.

A small pendant at the centre of the jewel bears in its middle a dazzling

emerald adorned all around by embellishments of gold.

The Valiya Padakkam is estimated at Rs. 60,000 and the smaller

one at Rs. 40,000. It is, however, difficult to determine the date of

these two jewels. The records of 1813 A.D. speak of a huge pendant,

and we hear of another one only since 1867 A.D. Perhaps, the Valiya

Padakkam is an old jewel ; and it is learnt from the records that Sri

Ayillyam Tirunal Maharaja (1860-80 A.D.) had the smaller one made.

(5) Sarappalh Mala .—This is a cluster of 12 long gold chains

fastened together by a small pendant at the centre. The chains do not,

however, display any marked workmanship of skill. This group is said

to be a collection of chains presented to the temple by the Maharajas

of Travancore. Owing to wear and tear, parts of the chains had

frequently to be repaired. The weight of the garappalli Mala is stated

to be equivalent to 360 sovereigns.

(6) Padakka Mala’:—The three weighty ornaments (kept sus-

pended on the 2nd row— one to the right and two to the left of the
‘ Mulukkappangi ’) are chains of richly embellished pendants. Each

pendant displays workmanship of bewildering intricacy. Of these three,

the one seen to the right of the Mulukkappangi is the most superb.

This particular jewel is stated to have been presented by Kartikai Tira-

na} (1758-98 A.D.). The other two are decidedly older, and probably

they have been in existence in the temple for a long time now.

(7) * Candralckalamala’ (3rd Row):—Richly-carved ornaments in

the shape of the disc of the moon are joined together by gold chains.
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At the centre of each one of the discs three emeralds are fixed. Elaborate

carving is displayed by the jewel. Each of these ornaments is estimated

roughly at Rs. 16,000. No information is available regarding the date

of these jewels.

(8) Gangadevi :—In between the two CandrakkaJa Malas is shown

an exquisitely carved golden figure of Gangadevi. The portion of the

body below the abdomen is depicted in the shape of a serpent’s tail.

Gahgadevi’s face is very elegantly sculptured. This is believed to have

been presented to the temple by Gaun Laksmi Bai (1811-15 A.D.)

.

(9) Valampm iSankha

.

—Shown at the foot of the ‘ Mulukkap-

pangi ’ is a rare type of conch. Its curvature is found on the right

instead of the left side, as is usually the case.11 The conch is 9 inches in

length, and it has been adorned by several precious stones set on them.

This Sankha appears to have formed a part of the temple’s equipments

from an early time.

(10) Cakrappadakkarn

:

—Below the Padakkamala (shown to

the right of Mulukkappangi) is placed on the pedestal, a well-carved

pendant. Measuring 1' 2" m diameter, it is a pendant of big size. It is

surprising to learn that about 700 diamonds and rubies are fixed on the

face of the pendant. Dazzling in appearance, it forms an attractive

ornament on Sthiunumurti during the Utsavas. Estimated to cost over

Rs. 20,000, this is believed to have been endowed to the temple by Bala-

martandavarma (1729-58 A.D.).

(11) Kirlta :—An elaborately carved Karandamakuta of gold,

with precious stones set at its middle, is seen on the first row. It is not

in active use now. It is believed to be one of the oldest ornaments in

the temple. Neither the donor of the gift nor the exact time of its

endowment is known.

Besides the above-mentioned jewels, there are many chains, rings,

and silver angis. Every year, on the day of the car-festival of the Mar-
kali Utsava, the Maharaja of Travancore makes a gift of one Candrak-
kala of gold and a Sarappajlimala of four chains as well as a silk clotty

to the temple of Suclndram. The Sarappallimala and the Candrakkala
are each of the weight of Rs. 10. It is possible to ascertain approxi-

mately the date when this practice was introduced. At present, there

14. However, it may be observed that some of the famous temples possess
conch of this variety In the whole of Travancore. there exist about 12 Sankhas
of this pattern.
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exist 151 Candrakkala and 81 Sarappajlimala of the prescribed

pattern. Therefore it would seem that about 150 years ago, that is,

about 1795 A.D., the practice of bestowing these gifts was begun. Very
probably, Rama Varma Kartikai Tirunal instituted it for the first time.

Local tradition avers that originally it was a pendant with precious

stones set on it, that was presented along with the Candrakkala. But

it was discovered in the time of Svati Tirunal (1829-47) that the smiths,

in collusion with some of the authorities of the temple, used to substi-

tute inferior stones for the better ones before the ornaments reached

guelndram. Hence the Sarappallimala was ordered to be substituted

in place of the pendant.
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CHAP TER X V

INSCRIPTIONS

X inscriptions constitute the most fruitful source of early South Indian

History, and Suclndram is rich in her epigraphic material. No other

place in Travancore, possesses such a large number of inscriptions; even

Kanyakumari, though more famous in other respects, ranks only second

to Suclndram in the matter of its epigraphic wealth.

In the precincts of the Sthanunathasvamy temple, in the Dvarakai

Emperuman, Perambalam, Krjsnasvamy, Kulasekhara Pillayar and

Munnurrunankai shrines, all told, there exist well over a hundred lithic

records in Suclndram. Copper plates in the possession of private indi-

viduals and inscriptions on images and vessels constitute another epi-

graphic element.

The Sthanunathasvamy temple itself presents over 70 stone inscrip-

tions. They appear at different parts of the pagoda; but, by far the

largest number of inscriptions is engraved on the natural rock at the

base of the Kailasanatha shrine. A compound wall recently erected

around the outskirts of the shrine has encircled a portion of the rock,

with the result that a part of it is withm the precincts of the shrine,

while another is outside it abutting on the Sribalipura on the south and
the Kankalanathar Koil on the east. Most of the inscriptions on this

rock are in Vatteluttu script and belong to the earliest period in the

history of the temple. Then, there are the inscriptions engraved on
the walls of the halls and porticos of the pagoda. The facades of the

first prakara, the Udayamartanda Mandapa, the Vlra Pan$yan Mani
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Mandapa and of the entrance porch of the Gopura present a considera-

ble number of epigraphs. Pillars and stone slabs in the various parts

of the temple also record some others.

In the Dvarakai Emperuman temple, inscriptions are found on the
facades of the Garbhagrha and the Ardhamandapa as also on a boulder

at the south-western corner of the Prakara. Other shrines, like the

‘Perambalam’ and the ‘Krsnasvamy Koil’, have inscriptions, which,
however, are but a few in number, engraved either on the lintels of the

entrance or on the fagades of the Mandapas.

Epigraphy has made a remarkable progress in Travancore during
the last fifty years. T. A. Gopmatha Kao, K. V. Subrahmama Aiyar and
A. S. Ramanatha Aiyar have brought out scholarly editions of many of

the Sucmdram inscriptions, while several later epigraphs have been
recently published by Mr. R. V. Poduval, the Director of Archaeology.

But, even now, some inscriptions are available only in the shape of

brief summaries of contents in the Annual Reports.

An important feature of the Sucindram inscriptions is the wide
variety of the royal dynasties which figure in them. There are epi-

graphs of the Early Pandyas, the Colas, the Cola-Pandya Viceroys, the

later PaSidyas, the Veniad kings and the modern Travancore monarchs,

the Vijayanagar generals and the Nayaks of Madura But the number
belonging to each of these dynasties varies; inscriptions of the Veniad

kings form the most numerous, while, only one record of the Nayak
period has been so far discovered.

Sucihdram became the spiritual resort of many a king in early

times. The invaders, rushing into the fertile plains of Nancinad, invari-

ably proceeded to the famous temples of Sthanunathasvamy at Sucln-

dram and of Bhagavati at Kanyakumari. Religion, or at any rate reli-

gious observances and endowments, were held in great importance in

early and medieval times. It was a common practice with people pass-

ing by the neighbourhood of these celebrated places to pay their homage
to and bestow gifts on them. Most of these inscriptions register endow-
ments made to the deities by kings and private individuals, while some
record the constructions of particular shrines and edifices.

Epigraphy—a valuable aid to chronology

:

One feature, fortunate

for the student of history, is that most of these inscriptions record the

regnal years of the particular monarchs, in whose reigns they were
engraved. These data yield valuable information about the sovereigns

56
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who ruled at particular periods, and the dates gathered from them help

us in fiyir>g the chronology of certain monarchs and, in some cases, of

particular events of their reigns.

Thus chronology, the bed-rock of history, derives its leading light

from the lilhic records. True, the chronological data regarding several

inscriptions are not definite. However, in the case of such documents of

uncertain date, approximate assessments are possible through such aids

as the language, the palaeography and other internal pieces of evidence

furnished by the inscriptions. It must, no doubt, be urged that chrono-

logical deductions drawn from these indirect sources are not always

quite conclusive, and hence, they must be accepted with caution.

In spite of its imperfections, epigraphy forms the chronological

guide to the Muse of History. Historians of the Pandya and Cola

Empires have had to acknowledge how, in the matter of fixing the dates

of accession of kings or of principal events of their reigns, the Suclndram

inscriptions lend a helping hand.1 Concerning the early Venad kings,

it is no exaggeration to hold that even the limited reconstruction of

their history now attempted, would be impossible, but for the 'Suclndram

inscriptions.2

Naturally, the different categories of the Suclndram inscriptions

present variation in the Eras used to denote dates. Inscriptions bear

the Saka Era, the Kali Era and the Malabar or Kollam Era. Also chro-

nograms like ‘Visati

’

and ‘Kolamba’ figure in a few cases. By far the

most numerous epigraphs are dated in the Kollam Era. Though the

origins of the Kali, Saka and Kollam Eras have not yet been satisfac-

torily elucidated, the actual dates they yield are no longer in doubt.

The two different dates of the commencement of the Kollam Era in

vogue in North and South Malabar do not baffle us here, because all the

records dated in the Kollam Era are of the Venad and later Travancore
Kings, and hence they are reckoned on the basis of the commencement
of the Era on the 1st of Cingam or Avani (15th August 825 A.D.)

.

1. See, for example, Inscriptions of “Colan talai konda VIra Pan(lya, of the
Cola Pandyas and of Parakrama Pandya.

2. What the late Prof. Sundaram Pillay, the pioneer epxgraphist of Travancore,
wrote years ago, seems applicable to the Suclndram epigraphs. He says' “The
inscriptions offer the only reliable basis for the ancient history of Travancore and
are sure to render substantial service in placing beyond doubt certain leading facts
connected with the fluctuating fortunes of the Pandyan TCingdnm and the Cola
Empire, not to speak of the steady light they throw on Dravidian philology and
ancient history” See Nagamiah. State Manual, VoL I, p. 195.
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The definite astronomical details, that is, the Pahcahga date, indi-

cating the month, day, natal star etc,, are furnished by most of the in-

scriptions. But it is not always easy to secure conclusive results out

of them; tins is true of the Sucindram records, as indeed of South

Indian inscriptions in general. Particularly m the matter of determin-

ing dates of the Early Pandyan epigraphs, the astronomical data have

not been of great help, because, a natal star with the corresponding

details, may repeat itself thrice in a century. Hence, it is difficult to

fix infallibly the correspondmg date in the Christian Era. However,
where two kings of the same name are mentioned in different inscrip-

tions, the natal star is a factor of great value m distinguishing them.

For example, this forms the only source for fixing the identity of Parak-

rama Pandya.3

An intriguing feature adopted m the dating of the Pandya inscrip-

tions, and to a lesser extent of early Venacl records, is the manner of

indicating regnal years in terms of double dates as, for example,

Irdnddvatin Yetir Munravatandii Scholars have made great efforts to

explain the riddle as to what the two figures exactly specify. Does the

1st figure refer to the regnal year of the ruling prince and the second

the number of years counted from the coronation of the previous ruler,

as suggested by T. A. Gopinatha Rao? 4 Or does the 1st figure denote

the time of the ruler’s appointment as heir-apparent, while the second

one specifies the actual year of the reign of the king? But all these

speculations are shattered by the fact that inscriptions of one and the

same reign furnish different figures on both the sides of the phrase
£

yetir

It must be confessed, that it has not been possible to elucidate this

mode of expressing the date. It has, however, been the practice to add
up the two figures, the sum being taken as representing the regnal year.

The correctness of this procedure is proved by the !§innamanur Plates,

where the regnal year given in the Tamil part as Hraiidavatin yetir

patinankcivatu* is rendered in the corresponding samskrit portion of

the Plate as * J§odase Rdjya verse 9
(sixteenth year) . Incidentally, it

may be mentioned that the word 4

yetir * occurring m these inscriptions

has been so far translated by epigraphists as ‘opposite’. This seems

3 See Ante Chapter II, pp. 36-7.

4. “Sen Tamil”, Vol. IV, p 114.

5. See Indian Antiquary, Vol. XX, pp 288-289 and K. A. N. Sastri :
“ The

Pandyan Kingdom,” pp. 7-9, foot note.
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unacceptable; it makes no sense. Really, it ought to mean ‘an addition

to or subsequent to’.

Epigraphy—a source for Political and Social History . Apart from

yielding the chronological data, the inscriptions of Sucindram throw

much welcome light on the political events connected with the reigns

of certain monarchs. Victories or benefactions, establishment of chari-

table institutions, grant of tax-free lands or assignment of taxes are all

details of incalculable value to the student of political history. The line

of succession, particularly of the Venad kings, and the enhancement

or diminution of their political power can be gleaned from these epi-

graphs, and it has to be remembered that for some of these details, the

inscriptions constitute the only source of information.

Generally, the form of grants recorded m inscriptions adopted a

traditional pattern. Inscriptions, particularly of the donatory type, fur-

nish tho following details, (1) the name and ancestry of the donor as

also the name of the ruling king. In the case of royal grants, the

donor’s genealogy and sometimes the glories of the dynasty also figured;

(2) the date and the time when the gift was bestowed; (3) the insti-

tution to which the gift was made, its name, location, status, etc., (4)

the description of the nature of the grant, including its boundaries, and
its conditions; (5) the imprecations on violations of the grant, and (6)

the name of the person who drew up the document and the names of

witnesses. These details were furnished in accordance with the prin-

ciples laid down in early Hindu law books to be adopted in documents
conveying the right to property.6

Commemorative or declaratory inscriptions provided almost all the

above-mentioned data except those regarding boundaries of lands or wit-

nesses. They record the construction of particular edifices, or services

rendered or promulgation of arrangements instituted. How all these

classes of inscriptions supply useful data for the political, social and
economic history of the place is obvious. The history of the temple, in

particular, can never be re-constructed without the basic data furnished

by the inscriptions.

Value of epigraphs for the study of the Fine Arts ; An important
piece of service which the epigraphs render is to enable us to trace

chronologically the evolution of architectural and sculptural forms. The
inscriptions furnish in many cases the dates of particular edifices. The

6. Burnell .
* South Indian Palaeography ’, pp. 95 £C.
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atyle of architecture adopted by them at the specified period can be

known. The features of the sculpture of particular eras too, can be
similarly ascertained. Inscriptions, recording the establishment of

images, moreover, enable us to determine the monographic patterns.

In short, the history of the fine arts in Sucindram, as in the rest of

South India, has to be based primarily upon the data supplied by the

mscnptions, though they are not always as copious and complete as one

may wish.

Adnuxiure oj Malayalam and Tamil words : A unique importance

of the inscriptions of South Travaneore m general, and of those of

Sucindram m particular, is the light they throw on the admixture of

Malayalam words and sentences with the Tamil language of the place.

No doubt, the language and the script of the early inscriptions of Sucin-

dram are exactly similar to those in the epigraphs of the contemporary

Baiidyas. But, beginning from the 12th century A.D. and more decided-

ly from the 13th century, by which time, the Malayali brahmins had
established their supremacy in the pagoda, there occurs a marked change

in the phraseology of the inscriptions. A few Malayalam words are

found creeping into the body of Tamil inscriptions. No doubt, the struc-

ture of the sentence, as also the entire vocabulary, continue to be set

in Tamil. But the appearance of changed inflections in certain verbs

and the substitution of the nasalised form for some hard consonants

which features are marked in the Malayalam language are perceptibly

on the increase in the case of the later inscriptions.

The epigraph of 384 M.E. (1209 A.D.) presents the new element in

an unmistakable manner. Some Malayalam forms like ‘1 grdmattiV,

mumbu, itinnu, talippiccum, and Vilakkinu, are found to appear.

The inscription of 398 M.E. (1223 A.D.) has only one word ‘Karpicca-

tinu

’

attributable to the influence of Malayajam. On the other hand,

the famous inscription of 404 M.E. Kanni (1228 A.D.) shows the most
marked features of Malayalam. Grhamadannu, amainnu, tangalidaicdnna

janam, and brahmasommu are examples. True, some of these words
are derived from Samskrit, but it must be remembered that the Malaya-

jam language bears a pronounced element of Samskrit in its fold.

The lithic record of 404 M.E. Tulam (1228 A.D.) contains the fol-

lowing Malayalam words: N&ngal, Vilainnu, irunnarulum and jnangdl.

These are undoubtedly Malayalam forms of Tamil words, derived by
the nasalisation of some consonants.
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The epigraph of 406 M.E (1231 A.D.) m the Dvarakai Emperuman
temple, has the following Malayalam words

—

Irrurinaruli; and svatant-

riyarn; the rest of the inscription is in Tamil. Even the record of 432

M.E. (1257 A.D.) of Cokka'uandal, the queen of Vira Papdya, bears

trace of the Malayalam influence. It is clear that the donor herself

did not dictate the wording of the inscription; presumably, that respon-

sibility was left to the temple authorities. Malayajam words which oc-

cur in it are An Annahyum, Brahraanabhojancim and Bralimasomil. Simi-

larly in some of the later epigraphs also, distinctive Malayalam words
continue to reapppear. For example, in the inscription of 745 M.E.
(1570 A.D.) are found the words ‘Kanakkinnu" Avanremakan and olla.

Thus, it is perfectly clear that Malayalam words found their way
into the Sucmdram inscriptions. But, a remarkable circumstance is

that the proportion of the Malayalam words did not increase with the
progress of years, as may be reasonably expected. The epigraphs of

724 M.E. (1549 A.D.) and 745 M.E. (1570 A.D.) for instance, evince
more or less the same proportion as those of the 13th and 14th centuries
A.D. The obvious inference is that the Malayajam language was not
adopted in toto. It seems to be a case of TamiJ surviving the contact
with Malayalam but for a slight admixture of the new words here and
there. The virility of Tamil was apparently responsible for the success-
ful resistance of the new element.

Scripts of the Sucindram inscriptions

:

The scripts employed in the
inscriptions of Sucindram have their own lessons to offer. As already
mentioned, the early inscriptions are all in Vatteluttu script, and they
present marked palaeographic features from period to period. The
Vatteluttu gives way early in the 11th century A.D., sometime after the
Coja conquest of Pandinad and Nancinad. In fact, the transition from
Vatteluttu to Tamil characters is noticed in Sucindram during the
period of Sundara Cola Pandya. The inscription of his 9th regnal year
(1029 A.D.) actually presents a combination of Vatteluttu and Tamil
characters. Although a few epigraphs of the succeeding years show the
survival of some Vatteluttu letters, gradually by the end of 11th century
A.D., the pure Tamil script dominates. In this matter, as in several
others, guclndram toed the line with the rest of Tamil Nad, while
higher up, in the "insulated Malai Nadu (Malabar), Vatteluttu con-
tinued as late as the middle of the 18th century A.D.”.7

7. T A. S, I, p. 286.
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The Grantha script, too, appears in several lithic records of the

temple. But, in the epigraphs of the 12th to the 14th century A.D.
grantha characters occur interspersed with the Tamil script.8 The
Samskrit verses engraved in the 15th and 16th centuries are, no doubt,

entirely in Grantha characters. In passing it may be observed that the

Grantha script (adopted m the Sucindram temple as elsewhere) reveals

the genesis of the Malayalam characters. The resemblance between
Grantha and Malayalam characters is obviously more than an accidental

circumstance. Particularly striking is this feature in the Malayalam
letters, ga, met, so, and ba, In fact, these similarities confirm the view
that the Malayalam script is evolved from Grantha.

Limitations to the inscriptions

:

Thus, the inscriptions furnish

valuable data concerning various aspects of the history of the place.

But there is the other side to the picture. The limitations to the value

of inscriptions should not be ignored. All that is engraved on stone

cannot be taken as gospel truth. In the first place, the actual wording
of the inscriptions would not have been completely framed by the

donors themselves. The details of the inscription were, more often than

not, left to the ingenuity of the silpi who executed the engraving. And,
naturally, the conventional style of framing the epigraphs would have
determined in a large measure their form and even their details. This

feature accounts for certain otherwise inexplicable anachronisms and
incongruous statements figuring in several inscriptions.

Moreover, slips or errors in the actual engraving are occasionally

responsible for creating difficulties to the student of history. Slovenli-

ness or inefficiency on the part of the silpi might have been responsible

for some mistakes or unidentifiable words. Several words occurring

in the inscriptions of Sucindram have not been made out. In respect

of others, errors have crept in.9

Nor does it end here. Exaggerations do appear occasionally to the

same extent as in literary euologies of court poets. Particularly, extra-

vagant claims of victories are sometimes registered and fanciful genea-

logies which are ingeniously framed, frequently find their way into

8. See Inscriptions m the Dvarakai Emperuman temple, Appendix IX.

9. See for example c Sundaracolaccaruppati Mangalam (T. A. S., IV, pp. 135,

137 and 138) Note also the name of the place occurring as * Sujindiram’ (T, A. S.,

IV, p. 129) and f CuUucmdrattu *
(T. A. S., IV, p. 105). The most perplexing slip

seems to figure in Maravarman ^rivallabha’s inscription which speaks of Sucindram

as ‘Sundara-pandya caturvedimangalam*
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inscriptions. The pra£asti or meykirti of monarchs appears as a com-

mon feature in the inscriptions of the Colas and of the Medieval

Patjdyas. Commencing from the time of Raja Raja, the ‘Prasasti’

was usually adopted by kings, and this gave full scope for the fancy

of the poet-composer.
10 The result was that often, unreal claims were

put up; in fact, these ‘ meykirtikal ’ occasionally merit the waggish

description of them as Poyklrtikal .
11 Fortunately, the records of the

Venad and of later Travancore monarchs show more of sobriety.

However, in utilizing the Suclndram inscriptions, the note of warn-

ing sounded by Dr. Burgess in respect of South Indian epigraphs has

to be borne in mind. He says :
“ Inscriptions are, of course, most use-

ful; but they have to be used with caution.”

10. See Suclndram Inscriptions of Vira PSndya (T. A. S., II, pp. 18-19), and

of MSravarman Srlvallabha T. A. S., IV, p. 125

11. K. A. N. Sastri: ‘The Colas’ Vol. I, p 7. There is sometimes an unjusti-

fiable tendency to be indulgent towards epigraphical prasastis and hypercritical

about literary euologies.
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APPENDIX I.

Palm-leaf document, dated 5-7-933 M.E. (February 1758 A.D

)

legarding the Aramvalattamman shrine. The copy is reproduced from

the original in the Vattappalli Matha with the kind permission of the

Vattappalli Sthanikar.

933-02!06n§
o

aoc/alaonruo 5-oo onl&'ftn) ggn/teo eaeioaDejItofi

^i§6fru3O(Oc0oo^jo ©njggo<5 ^cajoacSi §D®aj)a_j<Q<5 (§r©cooLciai ©oacnoLo

ctocj Qjlg^5)g_i(®(20Oo <8TOQ^eau«82io«a o, gjtgraffiaa.i(0ainti c®Kb®aoo

©awy ®©<fi>3i|)§0Qll(©
0

.

©B>S!8^©S tfe§&Sftl£0Kjilffi6 ©ei-JOgg <ft/0i06fT3CU3=j1 a-JgjB)®1OcnO.Xy)

oukh& fflc&Co (ijreooQiacdaiODO^lsDod fisctb 619-oaosn§° aoc/olaooruo 17-oo

(tnlaoifwl (0?)89jOo tftlyaago a«a»o oo<Bfti©Qjo fsrornn ©o-KraaoOo nruooaio

aoejcoifflgjroaaoOo CcftQ3(©;ORfi1ffi6 nrujggo_j<Do (mnBAQQjo eag^sl moxyl

ao>od& OTfDcmoOo n-iaaloro 000^1(31)0(5 tes6TOo9©0ce> cotayooteocoo

auy oblffiaie^o aicfccg^ 000O0 acraesa ©aisniajs) <sro®l aomrogjsl aiWo

argjafflfiBocnDdW aooruo 12-c9Q (aroal 68 a©c9©o<a6. ..®a(o6oooain) cnco^

(rolffllaod^a aonruo acnoesa ©ao«j6 2 afflc8«o<a& 2 o-isIoqjo e&V ooocrta)

ceaodsla
0
cagjsl oae&c^ ©oocoi 1 aessaod) 4 o-isloqjo. . .QJcfca^g t^cii

(g)Q_jsl<ni)l(o6 eoooo ©jbj^i ou§aa)o ofl^gflaaLoj cusloW ooscno aiffifflai...

APPENDIX II.

Palm-leaf document dated 31st Ani 1020 M.E. (1845 A.D.), regards

ing the construction of the Citra Sabha. The copy is reproduced from the

original in the Vattappalli Matha with the kind permission of the Vat-

tappalli Sthanikar.

1020-oao6n$
u
(©©nolaonruo 21-oo rn7!oo>«s>l— e<&oafl<ofe

©^@6ffU)0©«e90Cj2jo ©ni^o(5«0>Oo gscqjo©c9> ni1(®nfueQC»l(o6 <fi>9(t06na
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cnscotcn'cLiOoro aoffirtsioictb e.o®nrald8®ciionJt8}o a®$>
(oi]ffloj.iy

s> a -6?j^)§OQJjg>°. aJOc96ioal(o6 dhsrrccd© (gig) (i_i(grguSaO(groioab ®aooej)oco

(ctnilacrfco ea-iffloo aoggcSSg) ao&icoiZJZ) go© ®c8fl3i@{BrBn<a6 .nil© crus

asnsoesa) 04® rolsaJfjjo ^(maioajiaicgjQ <saisn§crn aj«&a^o eeainrv_io

ajtasaffilffii ogjOogjl^...

APPENDIX III.

Palm-leaf document, dated Cittirai 1042 M.E. (April 1867 A.D.)

regarding Devadasis. The copy is reproduced from the original in the

Vattappalli Matha with the kind permission of the Vattappalli Sthanikar.

lO42“O0osn%° ni)uyw»l®aonruo—o^nDp^o ffi<Mfl©(uiml<a6 <fcsla9®o<&

®a_lggfl5SOoi9a tSVDOOliCllQJo f^qjfCK»)0Q)o fljilgo OKKWKJ)! oQj^rtjJlaj) a!®]

3QQ)oe]—94-oao6nea«5YB> a_wj5)a4 a)6rod8alcif>Q-isl c8>©a>smcea t^aneio

argg (oilgo aicffitctailooxso-joCo gn<n «t&&j<©(CYBn©6 32 asIqqjo (sn>anl®6

coosc&oooej02)1(06 a_iOdafeomai<^ (gjc^jcoto)! <^soshw ©roaicfl^o «i®§o

—

Q_io©60BOod9ao cDOagoonotfla ffia_is»fflocrnlcro 2 <j9>§1^o efow^oj^oja^

cftglccgo 0002x6 a®crma-J<fi5a 3 c&gloqjc «ig)0o aftano sajoaei laroao

601040...

APPENDIX IV.

Palm-leaf document recording the agreement dated 7-11-990 M.E.

(June 1815 A.D.) between the temple authorities and shepherds. The

copy is reproduced from the original m the Vattappalli Matha with the

kind permission of the Sthanikar.

990-oaosn$° oigiablaonruo 7-00 <a>)aa><8>1 cggnjliQgo e<Qj0aD(a6

(EsHfiSfrujoroeBsiogjo ©mggo<6ca>0o ^cojosieea sagjsl ®«a>OQlho6 gosaoccoao))

aaafl§o<6 Q®^(an©ai^j aaca^goallj®. ®aa©anBn<o6 oroeleoaicfco

(8Kkow»o8'o 04a oaaffiCQjaa (aroslaQ>aon®6B8Oac0a o-ioajo rcKc»k®o

caoaso <3T0&crro oioaoro oiajog^j c8cdj1c»o©&i siasaecodw tSiOfflosnaaDocwls
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moagoanlcra «.qj9oq>q_4(o ®>1co6 oblmao 4 «s»§l g.oioq, aflwio (Broiosaic

sicu-aj <s® (UC& ffirDctoeaio aiaoldasiaiSsosni
0
...

APPENDIX V.

Palm-leaf document dated 4-4-1042 ME. (December 1866 A.D.;

regarding the daily recitation of hymns m the temple. The copy is

reproduced from the original in the Vattappalli Matha with the kind

permission of the Sthanikar.

c/Pi-aihcRQ ®daai<©®nj>l<a6 rrnlaaa-jog ai e8>0g}a
o

ajorocsfiffi aj«j>lsroK5)l

css frnltBofroemo gogjomiwnjilffictboQQjo oj£j <a>r?m<Ba ec/ootnco6mjcg>
u

ag)$

<eDcq> ai<©) aoej—1042-oeiosrt§
0

aorruo 4-oo fsitemil <a>em>sa

(SC/ooaooD ©mcg)06>o e®6>ei$«j>l<Q> Scftaugxonjilaio <sa_i(OCicuQjsn»]&jo

<B>l«sg~ja§ o_jo§cm aicSjcg^ two snoizo&maa-jaBaoOo 6><i_i©laao<ces>s e.xJdsia

go<D (^jcyoi®) o-KmlaoraTlfo <8yo<b>oOq §d® fgjcyasroil oos«nc»). ..arooDSaio

ajoo)s>c9aoaa (groidBaoi^o 915-aao6n§
0

oa^tgflQQj~]|a& ®i®ajo©<flasm

r8«lejo <e>o®n®anca>£}osxu> aJ]crr?)§ sg^ajnron cnsggicm (gigj^eaooesa gocrra

^_jd>o®<Bnj>)«36 csroojdjioooaacna £aeroia& «s>06n2)0oo)g
;

jo®rm©ffi0cfecn&.

APPENDIX VI.

Palm-leaf document dated 23rd Mlnam 979 M.E. (April 1804 A.D.)

which records a typical vow pertaining to the guclndram Pratyayam.

The copy is reproduced from the original in the Tekkuman Matha

through the kind help of Sri. S. Thanu Pillai, some-time accountant

of the Matha.

979~02osn§
u

aflcnaomjo 22-oo ®7la&!<o9 <rj>)83>go3’
l
Q8ja a^gcsT)

23 -Oo (oilcofoD aojQjo^ogJa aat&^jasako) oj&CQkf saa “ ^jrt3>)gS€tt»o

aJ(®o.”

“ «a»oofficQ)®l <saoo«m° »0(jy«nB>) s>jB>0ca«croggg' qqiswkdcA a>a_ioajl«fls°

coffilcaojo^ oaooffiwn
0 Atmaocnaitmoi

0
gg<Srtnl«gj<o) .aJQ3ffioosu®ai> a>o_i9
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aftao (gyoajasrotooG&o^
0

cnocooQaismcib ajc^leoDJO^i^si ailocOGcoocn)

nruo6njfruuo a«rw>®>*§tei
”

APPENDIX VII.

Palm-leaf document, dated 5th Vriscika 1014 M.E. (December

1838 A.D.), which records a typical form of “Pampu” pertaining to the

Suclndram Pratyayam. The copy is reproduced from the original in

the Tekkuman Matha through the kind help of Sri, S. Thanu Pillai,

some-time accountant of the Matha.

exSbogjo 1014-oaosnt
u

tyoanSc&aooruo 5-oo (oDcoxml sroioaaioojPoQjo

a^cy'iJt&aig® sJlitsi’lofflQqjo aiDciolsjajo go® ooosalajb ®<a>oa»laa acroaayo

i?aajo©<fl> (3tsaianooffic&o| i^annaaeo cr)0®0Qa>6mcib maaiWoraoiai) axoj)

i3§roil(ol (gpoi2)(i3«3)l«35 GniaT) AcmiolcQio Gsoogrti' si(O)®c0eso

scftooaicib cosroajfuii Gcfeoaoiaabo goamsaeffifflcojo a)aooorv>c9ja2ioffi<t>cqjo

oas,1(o6 colcorail <si®aisnoo o^^dsflaQ) a-iGgoeioSafoanoaocxTlsg
0

.

135021©reiki cn^aitorg) 6>ajo®sod> egrtjil®! ©ajaHsiai

igpo2i(mt»l(s6 cnjcrn ©a-Kceorrosr^KS gsootonro
0

efeelcxrlaDeeaan ajffigj®!

«e9>ooaiai» mi©tTU-iitn)qQ>oa»a& t&cro®lco>o GQoogrg)" aiomenoonful <g>g^ab

oru®au_irtnlfficc» oHjcuo®")^" ©ojooIshu^A (gpoaKoraltoi ffimcrn oascmfolaaio

®eooffgtg' ©iB)Gc8siSo ceejooaictfe ccema_!rt5>)cQjffls &&>c<b GAC/oajab ©njog^om

jQjrorksero. ©ajffl1sisn^(i> 35021®kj>1co6 ©xJ<cBctB)6fo^(6 Gaoamrf Aslaal!)©!

<flenm a4«^®l fficftooaiab ©ojog^rm

go© ^_j(wl®86ia> gOfoUooganDi ®as2ionru(0«i>l(o6 cngj cooOo

OgAllPQiCTTgi £^d5aO(c6 niSCTTO 6>nicn©° «e>SPcS>d8a0ffifflQq{O 61gJlxy
U

ce>y><fi>^0

(gTlrotg)
0

Gcejoejo a-ioeild&QQjo 01©<io * gj&cni tS»0fBa»l(a6 oJl®(0& aJIocSak . .

.

6>fl5>«e9®so GAcoaiab coarDa-KcTl^ffis eitaob GeSjc/oaiciir

go© qj«a»j^l<o& <^cDoelca§.©6r®£B»l(B6 rnfldaroro)! oug)^<pil.g.j©dS)Oaa <ei.

a-ignjaanDr)® (s>6)<ejs>gg$>grg
0

)
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APPENDIX VIII.

Palm-leaf document which records a typical ‘Suddhapatram -

(Deed
oi exoneration) . The dale of the document cannot be made out. The
copy is reproduced from the original m the Tekkuman Matha through
the kind help of Sri. S. Thanu Pillai.

aoffll : SS&JoaJjosfo S2 eJ3SK»03Dc* oooCo £@n/licwfgrgi
u

(?tae0(o6 aaDoeofflanceasydBj^ sgfoliolcsgo ousmjolsnmjs^o

£®)<fc002io ©njfficgoccso ^sl(H)l<a3s>nno§'(5>)Qw y£©Oaj<©aoaj)@“

«fc)s6BB
e
(i «©oa®nj>l<o6 sinioailgooi eec©ffirg

u
gs«8ai(gro> 0&jg0©6

nryigajajzsn^ah rry(6ajaj2sfryao° 6tosnointsn<o8(sn5>) Gac/oato fflajoslagaa
0

cnoAocojsrrctb oooffiocnjsroaaio a«&g032> rrv)oaJl(®lfflce)0§(^sl eilococaDoco)

nruosoicrujojo sisreofficiro o®cno 5reocs» ooa>s>c0>osn%
0
^omaco s§(oi)®1

oilnjo®)^ aosoaaolsi^jo^loDls^fflreaaa) ooshs>(o>o§° aaemomilmmol

<seoo®rg
w
6>ojoslag«s

u
cno<oocn)6irnab cnaffioaa)6ms)af)o acagoon rruoaj)©1

«aa>o§t&s) o^)oo)cea aJIocosacaoco) (rvosnicnoajo (sroayeilocorruoenjcruiQjo

SSgp og)0t»“ tasIsTtsr^®
0

<gpoa<mun®6 ©nicnjlgooj asoogg'’ a«8QJ®°
a&j©a®6 (rutgnjoasnryab orv(^aaerry®ak>

©mag —— ®c0>ogjaosn|
o
©aioaonruo 27-oo (odwm) <u>).iy o®^(oflcQ<B>)ao

0

ero>oa2>ooj£ rooOo a4cya-JcfiftiSS oQJAoaoolago 04,(03(03§0(O>) cocOat^Ojo

oooOo ^of)(Q3o (^j9®0(06 qj§<5S)
0

gojQDeoffiflntflaigcftCTrpi" Q^anro)

orvigQjoasm^ab mjt^aJzarrycib ce>o®«a>a»)<o6 qj)®®6

aj)Od9®l gD(0>)cn§«nm (%<m>o cnoOo «agys) Atf«a><eTtn)o6 aicno
u

6>6>cgb<et>o§l

©©A®aicfl»oaoal«o6 ^@jDoj(®o 6)d3>0§(8®rmoo. CJO) a fhcamof @§ctl(b<0>Qo

ceblsstts^fb cnoBimt)

1

©nicnJIsooj asoogtjg* gHoaojaw) aai<sa®6 oryfgojojz

anojoh cnjt^ojz603^00°—gD^slog^" ^n/ltQBo acoaoia&aisgnpf aooo

eo®(0)£?scn» ©o-iog-jfflco (810®)xy10306 iSKutBgpojajq^oJs) £/gaDa_i<®o

a®ca>6wa>(paj>lQQ> t9ja,Q_jab ®a_j<DBacnoaQ)tesab.
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GLOSSARY

Abhaya mudra

Abhanga
Abhisekha

Acarakkanakku

Adistanam

Advaita

Adyutam
Aksamala

Alvar

Amalaka

Amman
Angi

Anjali hasta

Ankusa

Ardha Mandapa
Asana

A§tabandha, Astaban-

dhanam
Astadikpalas

Astagrattil Adhyanmar

Ava<Jai

Protection-affording hand pose.

Standing pose without bend
Sacred anointing of images.

Account pertaining to ceremonies and observances

in the temple.

Base.

The doctrine of non-duality in Hindu philosophy.

Innermost chamber of the shrine.

Rosary of beads.

A vaisnava saint, a king or ruler in ancient Kerala.

A melon-shaped member on a spire.

Goddess

A metal mask or cover for an icon.

Hand pose in which both the hands are clasped

together in the form of worship.

A weapon consisting of a sharp metal hook attached

to a wooden handle. (Used as elephant goad).

Hall m front of the mam shrine.

A position—a seat—a sitting pose.

Refixing of an image.

The eight guardians—four of the cardinal and four

intermediate points of the compass.

The heads of eight leading learned families among
the Nambudiris of Kerala.

Pedestal on which the Siva linga is fixed.

Bana . . Arrow.

Bali .. Offering of cooked rice for minor deities.

Bali PItha . . The stone pedestal on which Bali is offered.

Balustrade . . A small pillar supporting a handrail.

Base .. Lower portion of any structure or feature.

Bas-relief . . Carving on low relief or projection.

Bhogamurti . Image used on ceremonial occasions.

Bodigai . . Projecting bracket or corbel of a Capital.

Bulbous .. Shaped like a bulb, nearly spherical.

Cakra . . Wheel-shaped symbol carried by Visnu.

Cannavlra . , An ornament worn across the two shoulders on the

chest, appearing to be in the form of two Yajnd-

pavltas.
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Canopy
Capital

Ceiling

Celia

Chamara
Corbel

Cupola
Cornice

Dais
Danda
Damaru
Deva
Devadana
Devadasis

Devasvam
Devatahvanam
Dewan
Dhanus
Dhupa
Dhyanam
Dxparadhana
Dhruvaberas
Dhvajam
Dhvajastambha
Dhvajar5hana

Dvarapalaka
Dvibhanga

Eaves

Entablature

Ekadasi

Fagade

Fanam
Finial

Frieze

Gada
Gable
Gana
Garbhargraha

THE SUCINDRAM TEMPLE

. . Covering over a niche.

.. Upper portion of a column, pillar or pilaster.

.. Covering surface under roof.

. . Small chamber for the image.

.. Fly wisk.

.. Blocks of stone, projecting from a wall or pillar

brackets.

.. Spherical roof.

.. Any crowning portion or projection.

.. Raised pedestal.

Stick.

. . A small drum with a hollow body open at both ends.

. . God.

.. Land settled as a gift on a deity.

. . Women servants of God, attached to temple.

.. House of God—the Malayalam term denoting temple.

. Invocation to deity by special mantras.

. . The Chief Minister of Travancore in the past.

.. Bow, Month of Markali.

. . Incense.

. . Meditation.

.. Worship accompanied by the waving of lights.

.. Fixed images.

. . Flag.

. Flag-staff in the temple.

.. Flag-hoisting ceremony, inaugurating the festival.

. Figure placed at the gates of temples as guards.

.. Standing pose with two bends.

. . Lower portion of a roof projecting beyond the face

of the wall.

.. Upper portion of a structure supported by a co-

lonade.

.. The 11th day after Full Moon or New Moon.

.. Front view or elevation.

. . Travancore coin roughly equivalent to two annas.

.. Finishing portion of a pinnacle.

.. Upper border; middle division of entablature.

Ordinary Indian Club.

.. Triangular portion of roof.

. . Group.

.. The sanctum of the shrine.
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Ghee
Gopura
Gosayis

Gosa
Gul

Hamsa
Hypostyle

Iconography

Idayan

Idangali

Illam

Ilavan

Jalar

Jatamakuta

Jamb
Jenmi
Jnanamudra

Kadusarkarai

Kalasam

Kalyanam
Kalyana Mandapam

Kanakku
Kapala
Karandamakuta
Kataka hasta

.. Clarified butler.

. , The Tower of a temple.

.. A set of wandering pilgrims from North India.

. . The practice of women observing seclusion.

.. Raw cane-sugar.

. . Swan.

.. Pillared hall.

.. Illustration of subject by figures or drawings.

. . A Tamil caste of herdsmen, shepherds, cattle-bieeders

and milkmen in South India.

. . A measure containing 80 cubic mches, used for mea-
suring gram or liquid.

. . A house; commonly used to denote the house of a

Nambudiri
.. A Tamil caste whose ongmal occupation was toddy-

drawing; they are believed to have come from

Ceylon, or from Indonesia by way of Ceylon.

.. Time-keeping cymbals used in Indian Music.

. . The matted hair done into the form of a tall cap.

.. Sides of the openings of doors and windows.

. . The proprietor of land.

. . The pose of the hand in which the tips of the middle

finger and of the thumb are ]omed together and

held near the heart, with the palm of the hand

turned towards the heart.

.. A paste made of molasses, mustard, myrobalam, etc.,

of which images are made.

. . An ornamental pot decorating the finials and capitals

Also a purificatory ceremony performed m temples.

. . Marriage.

.. Hall where the marriage of the deity is celebrated

annually.

. . Accounts.

Skull; Begging bowl.

A crown made in the form of a bowl-shaped vessel.

The pose of the hand wherein the tips of the fingers

are loosely applied to the thumb so as to form a

ring.

The pose of the hand when the arm is let down hang-

ing by the side of the body and the hand is made

to rest on the lorn.
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Khetaka
Kindi
Kirltamakuta

THE SUCINDRAM TEMPLE

Kodiyerru

Kudu
Kumbhapanjaram

Kundala
Kurmasana

Labynnth
Lintel

Madappalli

Makarakundala
Mandapa
Mantra
Matha

Mayura
Mimamsakars

Namaskaram

Nambudiris

Nandiman^apa

Natakasalai (Natakasala) .

Nattar

Nattuvan
Neivedya (Neivedyam)
Nirmalyam

Nit^u

Ocean

Order

Shield, circular or quadrangular in shape.

A small pewter vessel with a spout m the middle.

A conical cap sometimes ending m an ornamental
top with a central pointed knob.

Flag-hoisting ceremony which indicates the com-
mencement of the Festival.

AnteSx; foliated arch In South Indian temples.

Recessed pilasters bearing a vase-like motif at the

base.

Ear-ornament.

Sitting pose in the shape of a tortoise.

Irregular structure of many mtncate passages.

Beam, the timber or stone covering of an opening.

The kitchen-room in a temple or house.

Ear-ornament formed in the shape of a crocodile.

Large open hall.

A hymn or prayer to god

. A holy institution; in Travancore, the house of a

brahmin is also called a ‘Matha’.

Peacock.

Nambudiris well versed in Law, who are appointed

for deciding cases of sexual offence.

Making obeisance to elders. Also prostration. In

Travancore, the feeding of a few brahmins in

temples is known by the same name.
. A caste of top-ranking Malayali Brahmins, noted for

their orthodoxy and their distinctive customs and
manners.

. Pavilion erected over the sacred bull. It is otherwise

known as ‘Rsabhamandapa’.
. A hall where dances and dramas are enacted.

, The people. In Travancore, the term denoted the

people of Nancinad.

. A name of teacher of dancing girls.

. Oblation.

. Flowers and garlands which had adorned an image

on the previous evening.

. A royal writ or commission.

. A caste of temple priests in village shrines; they

serve also as drummers and pipers.

. In Architecture, it represents a column with its base,

shaft and capital together with the entablature

which it supports.
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Padmam
Padmasana

pagoda

Palagai

Pancagavyam

Pancayat

Pasam
Pativu Kanakku

Pattam
Pediment
Pidagai

Pilaster

PItha

Plinth

Prabhamandala

Prakara

Prastaram
Prayascittam

Puspabodigai

Moulding presentmg the curves of the lotus petal.

A sitting pose where the two legs are kept crossed

so that the feet are brought to rest upon the thighs.

Tail structure in several storeys. Commonly it is

used as an alternative for temple.

Square member forming the upper portion of Capital.

A preparation of the five essences of cow used for

purification.

A court of enquiry or arbitration, usually consisting

of five or more members.
A noose formed with a rope.

A fixed or permanent account regulating the expen-

diture of the temple.

A form of lease

Termination of the roof.

An administrative subdivision of a Taluk in the past.

Pillar projecting from a wall.

Pedestal or base.

Base or lower portion of a building or column

A decorative motif, suggestive of a halo of light, sur-

rounding the head.

Passage around the shrine.

Entablature

Atonement for a fault or crime.

Projectmg corbel which hangs down like a flower.

Ratha
Rudrak§a
Risi

Temple car.

Beads used in counting japams or chanting hymns.

A learned sage.

Sabha Mamjapa

Sadhanam

Samabhanga

Sampadasthanaka
Sankha

gantikkaran

Sesa

Shaft

gilpi

Sopanam
Stambha

Assembly Hall It denoted also the Hall of &va’s

Dance.

A communication addressed by the Travanoore

Government to the subordinate officers.

Standing posture with the medium bend, wherein

the figure stands with the right leg slightly bent

and the left leg firmly placed on the ground.

Standing posture with feet at the same level.

Chank shell, usually found in one of the hands of

Visnu.

Temple priest who offers the oblation to the deity,

Serpent deity.

Portion of a column between base and Capital.

‘Engraver, smith, artisan.

Flight of steps.

Small column or pillar.
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Stucco

Sukhasana

Sukhanasi

Stylobate

Svayambhu

Plaster or cement used for coating the surface.

A comfortable sitting posture with one leg hanging
down and the other bent cross-wise so as to lie

flat on a pedestal.

Vestibule leading to a temple.

The base on which a colonnade is placed.

Natural-born.

Tadi

Talikettu

Tandava
Tantras

Ter
Tilaka

Torana
Trisula

The finial of a kalasam ;
a kind of necking m a Capi-

tal.

The ceremony of tying the tali (Marriage symbol)
round the neck of the bride.

Dance of §iva.

The name given to a numerous class of religious and
magical works, generally of later date than the

Puranas.
Tamil word denoting Temple Car.

A mark applied to the forehead, often indicating caste.

Gateway presenting decoration.

Trident, an emblem of Siva.

Ubapitha (Ubapitam)

Upana (Upanam)
Utkutika Asana

Utsava

Pedestal or base of a structure.

Pedestal of a pillar.

Posture m which the person sits with his heels kept

close to the bottom and with the back slightly cur-

ved.

A temple festival.

Vahana
Varada

Vellala

Veftai

Vigraha

Vritam

Vehicle.

Hand pose where the palm of the left hand, with the

fingers pointing downwards, is exposed to the ob-

server.

A Tamil caste of cultivators and land-owners.
A mock hunt staged as part of the Utsava.

Icon or image.

A fast or religious observance.

Yali

Yaksa
Yogam
Yogamudra

Yuga
Yajnopavita

An imaginary creature having the features of a lion

and the trunk of an elephant.

Semi-divine being.

An assembly or congregation.

Pose of the hands in which the palm of the right hand
is placed in that of the left and both together are

laid on the crossed legs of the seated person or image.

A cycle of time according to the Puranas.
Holy thread across the shoulder.
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I Niche on the facade of the Gopura Base

II. Pattern of the Corbel at. (A) Kailasanathar Koil (B) The Fust
Prakara. (C) Udayamartanda Mandapa (D) Cempakaraman Mandapa

III. Kumbhapahjaram on the facade of the Gopuia Base
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PLATE 37 - TIRUMALA NAYAK





INDEX

Abdur Razak, 287, 289n.

Abhanga, 413.

Abhaya (mudra), 85, 372, 375, 381, 386,

406, 411-3, 417-8.

Abhayahastam, 415.

Abhicarikamurti, 408.

Abhisekham, Abhisekha, 79, 80, 84, 106,

182-3, 207-10, 212-5, 218, 221, 224, 229,

231-2, 248, 290, 312n, 398-408, 412, 418,

426.

Acarckkanakku,
79n, 137n, 138, 159, 162,

178, 183, 198, 304n, 308, 313n, 318n.

Accu, 192, 288.

Acyuta Raya, 40-1, 44.

Acyutaraydbhyudayam

:

Rajanatha, 40,

40n, 41n.

Adappai, 360.

Adappaikkaran, 360.

Adhikaram, 186.

Adhikara Melelutiu, 185-6.

Adhikari, 257.

Adhyanmar, 217.

Adhyayanam, 183.

Adhyayanan, 183-4, 267.

Adigalmar, 278.

Adikesavapperumal, 86n.

Adi Sakti, 406.

AdiSesa, 355, 363, 397, 408.

Adistanam, 328, 330, 335, 345, 432.

Aditya, 25, (sun), 316.

Aditya Mandapa, 80, 127-8, 185.

Aditya Varma, 35, 37, 127, 436.

Adiyara, 165.

Adumpatram, 283-4, 286.

Aduturai, 179.

Advaita, 102.

Advaitins, 223.

Africa, Ordeals in 300-1, Africa, South,
14n.

Agamas, (Agamic), 64-5, 80, 83, 174,

217, 220, 237, 264, 371-2, 375, 383, 401,
406-7.

Agastlsvaram, 1, 3, 11, 28, 134n, 160,

160n, 161n, 162-3, 166-7, 241, 243-4,

250, 259, 271, 279n.
Agastya, 14, 14n, 68, 102n.
Agm, 233, 316, 373.
Agnt Pur&na, 342.

Agraharas, 143n, 183.

Agrapattfyal, 328-9.
Agricultural Geography: Simkins, 292n.

Ahakkoyma, 306-7, 311n.
Ahalya, 92, 95, 429.

Ahamnuru, 16, 16n, 17, 18n.

Ahapporul, 21.

Ainnurru Vaykkal, 255.

Airavada, 92n, 105-8, 399, 426-7.

Airavadesvara (Temple), 105, 106;
Sthalapurana of, 105n.

Aitreya Brahmana, 85n.
Aiyangar Tantn, 239n.

Aiyappan Martandan, 195.

Aja, 93, 107, 389.

Akkarai, 10, 12. 201-2, 274.

Akkinavarki Sarkam, of the Tamil
Sthalapumna, 95n.

Akkirasilai, 254, 271.

Akrura, 395.

Aksamala, 373.

Aksata puja, 206.

Aladi VIdu, 129.

Aladiyur (Siva Temple), 46.

Aiagappa Mudaly, 50.

Alak, 315, 315n.
Alakamperumdl Ciruperumal Kadaij

250.

Alakar koil, 35?.

Alakiya Colanallur, 99, 99n.

Alakiyapandipuram, 16, 16n, 19-20, 32,

32n, 45, 179.

Alala Sundara, 223n.

Alankara Mandapa, 73, 73n, 74, 352, 352n,

355, 378; Sculptures m, 401.

Alkondar, 81.

Alleppey, 14n.

Altekar, A. S., 251n.

Alur, 28.

Alvars, 106n, 117.

Alvay, 3.

Amarabhujahgaperumal, image of, 69;

description of, 87 ;
relegated to an

unimportant position after the rise of

Tekkedam, 115-7 ; date of (the

image), 120; endowments for, 145,

146; iconographic features of, 408.

Amarabhujanga Vaykkal, 255.

Amaranayakam, 43.

Ambalavasi, 190-3, 249.

Ambarmahalam, 250.

Ambasamudram, 21, 38, 144, 144n,

America, South, 14n.

Amman, 232.

Amman Ter, 226, 432-3.

ArnMirwdbhedagama, 405n.

Am$umat~Tantra, 386n.
Anaipparai, 105n.

Anaimalai Hills, Inscriptions of, 14, 22,

144n.

63
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Anantapuram, 29.

Anantapur District, 78.

Anantasayanam, 40, 52.

Anantasayana, pose, 388, 400.

Anasuya, 58, 79, 88-91, 90n, 91n, 98n

100, lOOn, 103-4, 108, 423-6.

Anaval, 201, 201n, 202, 250.

Anavamajittal, 225.

Ancampura, 305-7, 307n.
Andal, 72n, 219.

Andaramuranayakakkutty, 114.

Angam, 206.

Angi, 84, 134, 207n, 408, 438.

An} all, 80, 372, 435.

Aniali, cess, 162, 360, 388.

Airjali hasta, 75, 80, 360-1, 364, 377.

398, 427.

Axrjaneya, 73-4.

Ankura, 217.

Ankusa, 410-3.

Annamanada, 261.

Annanamelutiya Kaiidan Sasta, 181.

Annan Basavanna Nayakar, 41.

Anna Vahana, 66, 222, 435.

Annavi (of Ko^tar), 31.

Annavis, 270.

Annuvayattar, 245.

Antarjanam, 306n, 307.

Anthropology, 14n.
Antigone of Sophocles, 301.

Antuvan Ceral Irumporai, 16.

Anuppu Mandapa, 227.

Apasmara, 373, 386, 386n, 387, 415.
Aphrodite, 112.

Apollo, 112.

Appar, 283; See also ‘Tirunavukkarasu.’
Appayyan, 50.

Arabian Sea, 2, 13.

Aralvaymoli Pass, 12, 42.
Aramboli, 2, 3, 6, 12, 46.
Aramvalattamman (koil). Role in the
Tirukkalyanam festival, 60, 231-2; the
shrine and its origin described, 72-3,
128-9; Santikkar of, 176, 216; role in
the Mahotsava, 222, 227; architectural
features of the shrine, 388; Images of,
406, 414, 416; other references to, 48, 352.

Arangan Trivikrama of §IvaUamahgalam
120.

Aranmula, 238, 435.
Aranyam, 113n.
Arasil, 150.
Arasila, 309n, 311-2, 314.
Arat, 227, 228, 228n, 233, 237-9, 280.
Aravidu Dynasty of Vijayanagara

:

Heras, Fr., 42n, 44n, 45n.
A^aka, 10, 84, 149, 175, 180-2, 198n, 206-

7, 207n, 229, 250, 302.
Arcana, 181, 215.

Archaeology of Gujarat • Sankalya, 352n.
Architecture (Indian). 327; Dravidian

326-7. 5

Ardha Mandapa, 35, 83, 86, 265, 418; of
the Dvarakai Emperuman Temple, 441

Ardhanarisvara, 81.

Ardhayama pu]a, 101-2, 214.
Arikal, 313, 318, 318n.
Arikesari Maravarman, 21.
Arikesari Parakrama, 37.
An Ramasubrahmanian, 250.
Aris, 249-50.
Ariviyurkdttai, 17n, 23.
Ariyam, 246n.
Ariyan Cokkan Periyaperumal, 249.
Arjuna, 60, 75, 370, 379, 379n, 380-1.
Arkonam, 386.
Arrungal Mutta Tampuran, 213.
Arudra Darsanam, 219, 227.
Arudra Vrata, 90.

Arumainallur, (Anumaketana Nallur)
196.

*

Arumukhapperumal Perumal Rayar, 280
283.

*

Aruna, 380, 381n.
Arunacalakkavirayar, 98, 98n.
Anivaimoli, 20, 23n, 36-7, 49, 51, 160. See
Aralvaymoli Pass.

Aruvikkarai, 23n.
Aryampadi, 183, 184
Aryan, 13, 206n, 220.
Arya &asta, 405.

Asamahja, 386.
Asia, 300; Asiatic, 421, 421n.
Asiatic Researches3 303n.
Asokavana, 348.
Airain, 88-90, 90n, 103-4, 108, 181n,

423-5.
’ ’

Asramam, 12, 49n. 50, 108, 181, 262.
Astabandham, (A§tabandhanam), 403,

404n.
’

Astabandha kalasam, 168, 175, 181.
Aistadikpalas, 212, 237.
Astagandham, 231.
Astagrattil Adhyanmar, 216.
Astaksara, 182.
Astami, 232.
Astami Rohini (Festival), 133.
Astapadi, 284n.
Astra devar, 84, 414.
Astra Mantra, 207.
Astrology, 267.
Asura, 76, 224, 233, 375n, 390, 399, 405.
Asura Surapadma, 68, 76.
Asvapadam, 334, 341
Aivatha (tree), 91, 100, 100a, 113, 426-7.
Athene, 112.
Atiganur, 16, 19.
Atikamin of Takadur, 17.
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Atikan, 16, 16n, 17.

Atikanur, 19.

Atiyanur, 16.

Atri, 79, 88-91, 98n, 100, lOOn, 103-4, 108.
181n, 423-6.

Attala Puja, 185, 212, 215, 219, 273, 284.

Attala Sribali, 216, 228, 284.

Attipperu, 244.

Australia, 14, 14n.

Auvai, 16n, 17-8.

Avadai, Avadaiyar, 86, 327, 342, 403-4,
408.

Avahanam, 206.

Avani Utsava, 217-8, 228n, 230, 236-9, 286.

Avarana, 264-6.

Avarana puja, 206.

Avarddha karta, 178.

Avarodham, 216-7, 240.

Avatar, 394, 409.

Aya, 55n.
Ayacut Records

, 250.

Ay Andiran, 15-6.

Ayillyam Tirunal, 431, 437.

Aykudi, 15.

Ayis, Ayi Dynasty, 15-22, 24, 268.

Ayi Vel, 21-3.

Ayodhya, 234, 428-9.

Ayya Matha, 10, 270, 274-5.

Badagas, 48.

Badami, 378.
Badarikaranyam, (Tiruvenpakkam)

,
113.

Badariyasramattullane, 108n.
Balakrsna, 335, 353, 389, 409.

Balalaya, 134n
Balamartanda Kulasekharaperumal Baja,

211; See also Balamartanda Varma
Balamartanda Varma, lOn, 50, 68, 134n,

155, 157, 178, 183, 194, 211, 215, 226,

245, 271-2, 418, 422n, 438.

Balarama, 389n, 395-6.

Bala Rama Varma, 53, 163-4, 361, 363.

Balasubrahmania, 414.

Bali, 224n. 228-9,
Bali, 376-7, 430.
Balipltha (Balipltham) , 76, 198, 220, 229,

407/
Bana, 383.

Barbosa, 292n.
Bertrand, 48.

Bhadarikasramam (Bhadrinath) ,
108n.

Bhadrakali 219.

Bhdgavata Purana (Bhagavatam)

,

219,

388, 390, 392n, 396n.
Bhagavati of Kanyakumari, 300n; temple

of, 308, 441.

Bhairava, 71, 73, 140, 405.

Bhaka, 391.

Bhaktotsava, 218.
Bharana, 405.
Bharani, 232.

Bharata (see Mahabharata)
, 267, 430,

430n.
Bharata Parayanam, 184.
Bhaskara Ravivarman, 187n, 192, 230, 268.
Bhattacharya, T. 342n.
Bhattadiri, 308, 310-1, 313, 315, 316-9.
Bhattar, 180, 245, 245n.
Bhattarakkal (a gram measure), 19, 203,

Bhatta Vritti, 245n.
Bhavam, 374-5.
Bhavisya Purana, 113n.
Bherl Tadanam, 227, 227n.
Bhiksadana (festival), 225, 226n, 238, 416.
Bhiksadanamurti, 382n, 393n, 415-6.
Bhima, 75.

Bhogamurti, (Bhogasayanamurti)
, 402,

408, 414, 416.
Bhringi, 321.
Bhudana, 143n.
Bhudevi, 86, 417.
Bhumi, 316
Bhutala &ri Vira Udaya Martanda, 38-9,

137.

Bhutala Vira Ravi Varman, 130n, 137.

Bhutala Vira &ri Vira Udaya Martanda-
varman, 137.

Bhutappandisvaramudaiyar, 20.

Bhutappandiyan, 16, 18, 20, 276.

Bhutappandy, 2, 16, 48, 139, 161, 276, 427.
Bhutarayappandy Perumal, 20.

Bhutas (demons), 212.

Bhutas, Pretas and Pisachas: Ananta-
krishna Sastry, 70n.

Bhutattu Alvar, 117.

Bhuta Vahana, 222.

Bible, The, 300.

Bijaksaras, 407.

Birudas, 41.

Boda S5hib, 51.

Brahma, One of the Trimurtis, embodied
in Sthanumalaya, 55, 403; associated
with Siva’s Urdhvatandava, 75; repre-
sented by Mudu Ganapati, 85, 85n, 121,

121n, 412-3; associated with the Atri
legend, 88-9, 91, 103; with Siva’s Bhik-
sadana form 226n; with Lmgodbhava-
murti, 371-2; with the sculpture of

Urdhvatandava, 386, of Trivikrama,
377-8; of Partasarathi, 380, of Kanka-
lanathar, 382, with the Gopura painting

423, 426, 428; other references to, 56,

234, 329,
^
388, 403.

Brahmadesam, 254n.

Brahmadeya, 26n, 35, 143, 143n, 144-6,

152, 242-4, 246, 248, 251-5, 254n, 267,
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293, 329, 331, 386, 387n, 388, 398, 403,

408, 412-3.

Brahmaloka, 88-90, 88n, 98n, 423, 425.

Brahmanas( (Brahmins), 61, 143n, 152,

175, 183-4, 193, 201, 210-1, 210n, 231,

234, 242-5, 243n, 245n, 249, 250n, 252,

252n, 253, 265-8, 271-2, 272n, 273, 275,

276n, 290, 293, 424, 427-8.

Brahmana Sevakam, 197.

Brahmarupa Vinayakar, 85, 120-2, 121n

131, 216, 412.

Brhadlsvara (Temple), 78, 78n, 184, 278.

431.

Brhaspati (Guru), 92, 93n, 233, 426n.

Brhat Sarrihita, 113n.
British 302.

British Resident, 303.

Brown, Percy, 327.

Bruce Foote, 4-5.

Buddha, 374.

Buddhist Records of the Western
World

:

Beal, 303n, 308n,

Burgess, Dr. 448.

Cadayam (Festival), 230; Naksatra, 230.

Cadayan Karunandan, 23.

Cadayan Maran, 24, 100, 145n, 243.

Cagatasura, 390.

Caitya, 331n.
Cakra (Cakram), 70, 70n, 398, 407-8,

410, 436.

Cakrappadakkam, 438.

Cakiyar caste, 308n.
Calcutta, 114.

Caliyas, 265, 276.

Calukyas, 29.

Calukya Cola Emperor, 28.

Canara, 150.

Canarese, 177.

Canda Sahib, 50-2, 74, 78, 79n, 85-6, 162,

263, 433.

Candesvara, 52, 295.

Candesvarapramanam, 155.

Candra, 91, 316, 378, 381, 382n, 425.

Candrakkala Mala, 437-9.
Candrasekharamurti, 371, 372n.
Cannavira, 382.

Cape, Cape Comorin, 1-3, 5-6, 11, 13-15,
19, 27, 31, 54-5, 161, 217n.

Capitals, 330, 333-6, 338-41, 346.
Capram, 221, 434.

Capra Ter, 226, 226n, 433.
Car Festival, 9, 129, 139, 221, 225-6, 232,

239, 273-4, 276, 438.
Carpentier, J. 206n.
Cash, the lowest unit of the Travancore
Currency, 315.

Catherine of Sienna, 301n.

Caturvedi, 243n.

Caturvedimangalam, 143n, 243.

Ceccaikkottaram, 135.

Celvakkaduhgovaliya Adan, 272n.

Cempaka, 127.

Cempakaraman Mandapa, Location and
description of, 80-3, date of, 125-7,

135; its association with the ‘Piratte

{§Ivaliprakaram\ 137; with the Kai-
mukku, 313, 324; §iva Puja at, 182;
vocal music (evening) in, 216; dance
of Devadasis in, 284; sculptures in,

202, 353-6, 353n, 366, 378, 381, 382n,
412, 416; architectural features of,

334-5, 338, 345n, 349, 351, bas-reliefs
on the fagades of, 348, 348n, 352, *356^
388-401; other references to, 63, 72, 77,
130-1, 138, 436.

Cempakaraman Pantlradi, 211.

Cempakaraman Puja, 211, 290.

Cempakavanam (Tirunagesvaram)
, 113.

Cendai, 229.

Cengalakkuricci, 36.

Cengannur, 261, 300, 303, 308, 349-50.
Cengodan Puvandi, 280.

Ceppu nali, 203.

Cera, Ceras, relation with the Ayis, 15,

17-8, with 6endan, 20; defeated Maran
Cadayan, 23; Vira Narayana Cadayan
marries a Cera princess, 24; defeated
by Parantaka Pandya, 29-30; the Cera
(Venad Tiruvadi) defeated by the
Vijayanagar army, 40; Ceravatal
Sasta, probably called so after a Cera
king, 65, 140-1; legendary association
with the temple, 94, 107; the Sabha
Mandapa built by a Cera Emperor,
126; Cadayam Festival in the land of
230; the proverbial generosity of, 272,
legendary association with Kaimukku,
322.

Cera Kings of the Sangam Period:
Sesha Aiyar, K. G., 15n, 16n, 18n.

Ceraman Mavenkd, 18.
Cerantaka Brahmarayan, 186
Cera Udaya Martanda Varma, 37, 126,

140,

Ceravatal Sasta (shrine), 65, 140-1, 177,
179, 216, 405, 413.

Ceriyapadakkam, 437.
Cettis, 265.

Ceylon, 365.
Chaldeans, 301.
Chamaras, 285, 316.
Charles, the fat, 301.
Chingleput, 105, 253n.
Christian, Churches, 344; Era, 443;
Paravas 39; Saints 301.
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Christians, 303, 303n.
Chronology of the Tamils

:

Sivaraja
Prilai, K. N., 16n.

Christianity, 10

Chuckram, 273n
Cidambarakurralam Pillay, M., 323n.
Cidambaram, 86n, 113, 131, 142, 225, 248,

343, 345, 379, 415
Cidambaresvarar, Cidambaresvaranvurti,

59, 76, 130.

Cikkal, 86n.
Cilappadikaram, 279, 366, 395
Cinmudra, 405
Cinna Timraa, the Vijayanagar General
and brother of Ramaraya Vitthala, 42

Cirappukkudi, the upper grade of
D^vadasis, 282-3.

Cirpapurandiran, the title bestowed on
a master sculptor, 401.

Cirrilankulam, 256.

Citrakuda, 430
Citra Sabha, location of, 67; description

of, 74-9; the Hall of Nataraja’s Dance,
92; origin of, 137-9, 139n; puja at, 181;
santikkar of, 216, architectural fea-
tures of, 336; wood carving at the
doorway of, 350; sculptures in, 352-3,

355, 357, 359n, 382-5, 401; other refer-
ences to, 73, 97, 411, 414.

Citra Tirunal Maharaja, His Highness,
Sri, 54, 266.

Cit Sabha, 101.

Cittirai Utsava, 62, 168n, 217, 218, 228,

230, 236-8, 274, 286. See Markaii
Utsava.

Cittirai Visu, 234, 273.

Cochin Castes and Tribes : Ananta-
krishna Aiyar, L. K, 190n, 210n, 306n,
308n, 311n.

Cochm, 14n, 54n, 150, 172, 190, 199, 210n,

216, 260, 261, 262n, 308, 320, 324-5,

ruler of, 361.

Cokkappanai-dlpaghosa, 232-3.

Cokkattandal, queen of Vira Bandya,
288; inscription of, 446

Colas, contact with Sucindram of, 11-2,

15, 326; battles in Kottar of, 17; con-
nection of Nancil Porunan with, 18;

Koccadayan assummg the title of, 21;

relation of Nancmad with, 25-9; of

Venad with, 32, 39, 39n, 44, legendary
association (with Suclndram) of, 94;

connection of Terur with, 99, 107,

117n; bronze icons of, 140, 419; edu-
cational activity in the temples of,

183-4, 192, 243, 253; inscriptions in

Sucmdram of, 257, 263, 296, 296n, 446,

448; hymns recited in the temples of,

268-9; dcvadasi system m the temples

of, 279-80; legendary association with
Kaimukku, 322, architectural style of,
328-31, 333-4, 336-9, 343, 345; sculp-
tors and sthapatis imported from the
country of, 401, 420.

Colas, The, Nilakanta Sastri, K. A., 27n,
188n, 448n.

Cola Narayana. 26n
Cola Pandya Viceroys, contact with
Suclndram of 27, 326; new-fangled
names introduced mto Suclndram by,
34, 117n, 243, invasions of Nancmad
by, 263; Tiruppadigam recitation
under, 269; endowments made by,
271; inscriptions of, 187n, 257, 441,
442n. >

Colapuram, 27-8, 32, 36, 187n, 257-8,
280.

Commissioner, Devasvam, 171-2, (Asst.)
195.

Conference, Oriental, 16n, 350n.
Congress, The Indian National, 265-6.
Connemara, Lord, 9
Coomarswamy, Dr. A K., 327, 415.
Cora-oni (sub-mortgage), 160.
Corbel, 67, 330, 332-5, 338-40, 342, 346.
Corinth, dancing girls in, 279ru
Coromandel Coast, 36,82.

Cousins, Dr J., 380-1.
Cudamani, 430.

Cumotsava, 224, 238
Currumandapa, 137n, 314, 318.

Daksa, 374.
Daksina Kailasa, 64n.
Daksmamurti, (shrine), Location and

description of, 61; date of, 134-5,
Santikkar of, 181, 216; sculpture of,

372-4; the enshrined image of, 404-5,
painting of, 428, other references to,

329, 331.
Dalavay Narasappayya, 48.

Damaru, 386-7, 405.
Dance of Shiva, The, Coomaraswamy,

Dr. A. K, 415n.
Danda, 381n, 413.

Dantanadi, 93, 427.

Dantivarman Pallava, 117, Tirumerrali
inscription of, 270n.

Darasuram, 105, 344, 376.

Darsanamkope, 26, 249-50.
Darukavana, 226n.
Dasa, 161n.
Dasaratha, 428, 428n, 429.

Dasarathi, 95.

Dasis, 265, 279-81, 285-8, 306, 306n.
Dasivicaram, 306n.
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Dattatreya, 90, 104, 425.

Desikavinayakam Pillai, Kavimam, S

,

22n.
Deva(s), 88, 90, 227n, 377, 387n, 399, 407,

424-7.
Devadana, 111, 143, 186-7, 256, 292-5.

Devadasis, Quarters (in Sucindram) of,

10; Raja Raja’s organization of the

system, 26, abolition (in Travancore)
of the institution of, 54; dancing and
acting by, 57-8, 234; benefactions to

the temple by, 69, 141-2; duties of,

203-4, 245, 283-5, associated with the

Utsavas, 223, 223n, 228, 238; the

etymology of the term, 277, 277n;

mtroduction into Sucindram, the in-

stitution of, 278; the enrolment of,

281-2; remuneration and privileges of,

285-7; degeneration of, 288-9; other

references to, 198, 209, 248, 279n, 287n,

426.

Devakarmi (Devakanmi, Devarkarmi)

,

186-8, 187n, 294-5.

Devanagari, 407.

Devaradhana, 309n
Devaradiyar (Devaradiyal)

,
See Deva-

dasis.

Devarkulam, 274.

Devaki, 388-9, 389n, 396.

Devaram, 26, 106n, 185, 216, 268-9.

Devaranayakam, 269.

Devasanam, 432.

Devasena, 69, 413.

Devasthanam, 24.

Devasvam, the Malayalam term for

temple, establishment of Depart-
ment of, 54, Manager of, 58, autho-
rity of the Yogakkar over, 154,

157, 260-2; assumption by the State,

163-7, 168n; effects thereof, 169-72;
Departmental officials of, 195-7 199;
Car Festival (in Sucindram) of, 226;
frttupura of, 273; other references to,

139, 215, 219, 231, 266.

Devatahuanam, 227, 227n.
Devatirtha, 93.

Devendra, 77, 106n, 322, 412, See
* Indra ’.

Devendra Vmayakar, 77, 177, 412.
Devi, 58, 73, 94, 94n, 213-4, 339, 376, 385,

399, 406-7 4Q6n, 411, 414, 418, Devi
Munnurxunahkai, 427, 435.

Devls, 58, 89n, 90, 90n, 104, 219, 414,
424-5.

Devur, 105.

Dewan (designation of the Prime
Minister), 53, 167, 171, 303.

Dhanvantari, 399.
Dhara kidaram, 209n.

Dhara Puja, 209, 209n, 210, 286.

Dharbha, 221.

Dharma, Hmdu, 52, 222n, 253, 316.

Dharmakaita, 222n
Dharmamahadevi, 278.

Dharmapuram Matha, 8, 10, 270, 274.

Dharma Raja, 72. See * Kartikai
Tirunal Maharaja ’.

Dhruvabera, 402, 406-7, 414, 419.

Dhupa (puja), 206, 211, 213, 215.

Dhvaja, 221; Dhvajastambha, 42, 74, 80,

80n, 128, 185, 217, 220-1, 221n,

229, 237, 265, 314, 314n; Dhvaja Pra-
tistha, 168.

Dhvajarohanam, the fiag-hoisting cere-
mony of the Utsava, 217; Yogajtkar
present at, 168, the rituals connected
with, 177, 220-1; in the Avani Utsava,
218; poor feeding on the day of, 273,
other references to, 219, 228, 237, 239.

Dhvajastambha Mandapa (Aditya Man-
dapa). Description of, 80, date of,

127-8.

Dhyanasloka, 401, 420.

Dikkellampukalum Ferumal, 155, 195
Dikpalas, 426.

Dikshitar, V R R., 16n.
Dionysius, 112.

Dipam, 233n; Dipa Puja, 206; Dipara-
dhana, 83, 132, 182, 185, 206, 210, 212-6,
219-20, 224n, 228n, 233-4, 284-5.

Dravidian, Puja, genesis of, 206n; archi-
tectural style, 326-8, 328n, 329, re-
garding the Gopura, 343-4, evolution
of the corbel of, 334, the Art of, 335;
Yali, an imaginative creature of, 351;
light thrown by inscriptions on the
philology of, 442n.

Dravidian Architecture

:

Dubreuil, J,,

115n, 328n, 329n, 331n, 334n, 345n, 346n.
Dravidic Studies

:

206n.
Divdkaram : 19.

Draupata’s Ratha, 345n.
Dubreuil, J., 120, 327, 330-4, 338-9, 346,

374.

Durga, 70, 84-5, 120-2, 406, 406n.
Durvasa, 91, 425.
Dutch, 51.

Dvadasi, 275.

Dvapara Yuga, 91.

Dvaraka, 436.
Dvarakai Emperuman, Srimad, 118, 150,

151n, 176, 189, 212, 294, 304, 440-1,
446 447n.

Dvarapalakas, 56, 66-8, 80-1, 216, 432.
Dvibhanga, 406, 418.
Dyaks of Borneo, 14.
Dyuta Brahmins, 249-50.
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Eaily Sovereigns of Travancore: Sun-
daram Pillay, P., 34n, 39n, 97n, 190n,
442n.

East Coast, 207n, 208, 210n, 212, 214,
224n, 234, 245, 279-80, 289, 401.

East India Company, 302.

East Indies, 302n.
Egyptians, 301.

Ekadasi, 234, 266
Ekkalam, 200.

Elakaram, 222.

Elavanasur, 41,

Elangunnappula, 261
Elements of Hindu Iconography : Gopi-
natha Rao, T. A., 368n, 381n, 383n,
387n, 404n, 409n, 410n, 411n, 435n.

Emjferuman of &uclndram, 111, 114-6;
at Tiruccivlndiram, 143.

English Education, 265.
Ennayiram, Vedic Studies at, 183, 267-8.
Epic, 56.

Erattaitteruvu, of 6uc!ndram, 10.

Eraviputur, village south-west of 6u-
clndram, 2, 12.

Eri-variyam, 256.

Errumanur, 303.

Ethnology, 14n.
Ettam tirunal Matham, 274.
Ettara Yogam, controlling the £rl
Padmanabhasvamy Temple of Tri-
vandrum, 152-3.

Ettuvlttil Pillamar, the semi-feudal
nobles of Travancore, 48; Opposition
to Bala Martandavarma, 50, 157.

Europe, 300-1, 421n; European, 15, 343,
421, 421n.

Fanam, A Travancore coin worth about
2 annas, 312n, 313, 315, 317.

Fergusson, 327, 343.
Five Hundred Brahmins of Tirivili-

malai, 35n.
Fire Ordeal, 301, 303.

Forbes, 302, 317n.
Francis (St.) of Paula, 301n.

Gada, 377, 382n, 410.

Gajaharamurti, 375, 400.

Gajahasta, 418.

Gajalaksmi, 352.

Gajaxnukha, 375.

Gajasurasamharamurti, (Gajaharamurti)

,

375-6.
Gajasuramurti, 376.

Gajendra Moksa, 352.

Gana, 233, 321.
Ganapati, 57, 60, 63, 65, 76-7, 84-5, 85n,

109, 121, 130-1, 216, 221, 227, 231, 315,
315n,331, 354, 366, 410-4, 411n, 431-2.

Ganapati HSmam, 183, 231.
Gandaki, 435.

Gandharvas, 426 /
Gandharva Mukha, 33jf, 333-4, 337.
Ganesa, 76-7, 119, 35# 366, 411-2.
Ganesani, 366-7.
Ganga (Ganga devi), 214, 415, 438.
Gangaikonda Cola, Prince, 27
Gangaikonda Colapuram, 345.
Ganges, The, 350n, 430, 435.
Ganguly, Dr. O. C., 421n.
Garbhagrha, 27, 52, 64-5, 85-7, 115-6,

118-20, 123, 179, 207, 207n, 214-5, 265,
327-31, 334, 336-8, 344, 407, 441.

Garhval, 103.
Garuda, 5, 56, 91n, 227, 355, 360, 377-9;
painting of, 425, 434.

Garuda darsan, 91ru
Garuda Ksetra, 102.

Garudalvar (shrine), 47, 61, 72, 77, 79-
80, 87, 134-5, 216, 339-40, 349, 358, 359,
359n, 360, 363.

Garuda Narayana, 378-9, 434.
Garuda Vahana, 66, 222, 423, 434-5.

Gauri, 70, 132, 406-7.
Gauri, Laksmi Bai, 53, 53n. See Rani
Laksmi Bai.

Gauri Parvati Bai, 53n
Gautama, 92, 95, 300, 426n, 429
Ghats, 2, 9, 13, 31, 36-7, 140, 239.

Ghul, 291.

Gita, (Bhagavat Gita), 379-80.
Gokamam, 13.

Gokulastami, festival of, 232.

Gold Coast of Africa, 301.

Gopalakysna, 74, 82, 335, 353, 391.

Gopala Menon, A., 350n.
Gopastri, 384-5, 392n.
Gropi dance, 394-5.
Gopika Vastrapaharana, 384, 391.

Gopinatha Rao, T. A., 15, 35-6, 114, 193.

Gopura, 42-3, 56, 59, 74, 128-30, 318n,

336, 343-6, 345n, 350-3, 352n, 359, 370,

372, 375, 377, 379, 3S2n, 384, 401, 404-5,

422, 441.

Gopuravasal, 59n, 371-2, 374, 378, 381.

Gopuravatal (shrines), 58-9, 59n, 61,

129, 141, 181, 214, 216, 353.

Goraksapura, 92, 427.

Gdrocana, 231.

Gosayis, 273.

Gouvea, 261.

Govardhana (scene), 351, 394, 394n.

Govardhanadnara, 394.

Govinda prajna bhitarar Tiruvadi, 150.

151n, 174-6, 304-5, 323.

Govindaraja perumll, 86n.
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Giama sanketam, 259.

Grammar, 267.

Grandhavarty Temple recordsy 161n, 261,

Grant Duff, Sir, M. E-, 9.

Grantha, script, 96, 447.

Gravely, 328n.

Greece, 112.

Greek, 279, 301, 421.

Grhastasrama, 88.

Grose, 317n.
Gudimallam, 404, 404n.

Guha, 430.

Guhanathasvami, temple at Cape Como-
rin, 278.

Guhyakas (Nalakubara and Mamgriva),
391.

Gujarat, 352n.

Gundert, Dr., 260.

Gundulpet, 290n.
Gundodhara, 74, 383, 416; vahana, 435.

Gurus, 217n.
Guru Darsan, 221.

Gurukkal, 180-1, 245, 245n.

Halamrta, 93, 107.

Hamilton, Walter, 303.

Hamsa, (Annam), 434
Hannington, J C., 261.

Hanuman, 5, 66, 73-5, 109n, 360, 380,

381n, 430, 430n.
Hari, 399.

Hariharaputra, 65, 405.

Hartland, 342n.
Havell, E. B, 327, 344.

Havis, 228.

Hebrew, 300.

Heras, Fr., 359n.
Hercules, 392
Himalayas, The, 88, 103,

Hindu, 39, 56, 82, 112n, 183, 207n, 212,

217-8, 233-4, 265-6, 282, 289, 298, 300n,
301, 303-4, 341, 344, 354, 365, 370n, 380,

404, 441.

“Hindu”, The Madras Daily, 103n. 105n,
380n.

Hindu Manners, Customs and Cere-
monies: Abbe Dubois, 207n, 332n.

Hindu View of Art : Mulk Raj Anand,
421n.

Hinduism, 265-6, 271.

Hindupur Taluk, 78.

Hindustan, 326.
Hiranyakasipu, 397.
History of Antiquity: Abbot, Evelyn,
303n.

History of the Church of Malabar :

Geddes, 303n.
History of Christianity m India: Hough,

261n.

Hzstory of Keralay Padmanabha Menon,
K. P., 261n, 303n, 317n.

History of the Ndyaks of Madura :

Satyanatha Aiyar, R, 43n, 48n.
History of Tmnevelly : Caldwell, Rt. Rev.

R. 51n.
History of Travancore * Shankunny
Menon, P., 30n, 154n, 261n, 271n.

Homa, 206n, 231.

Homakunda, 181n, 231, 428
Iioma puja, 231.

Hoysalas, 29.

Hultzch, Dr., 21n, 116, 145
Huzur Central Vernacular Records

165n, 166.

Huzur Cutchery, 166.

Huzur Office Plates, 23.

Huzur Sadhana, 169
Hydra, (Lernean), 392.

Iccuran Kalakkutty, 195.

Iconography (Hindu), 381n, 387n, 397,

402, 404n, 407n, 409n, 410n, 411n.
Iconography of Southern India:
Dubreuil, J., 120n, 121 n, 397, 409n,

Idal, 332, 334, 341.

Idalakkudi, 12, 17, 38, 276.
Idampun Vmayakar, 366.

Idangalis, 182, 210.
Idarayakkudi, 17.

Ideals of Indian Art

:

Havell, E. B.,

386n.
Idichandi, Mr., (Member, Travancore

Legislature), 170-1.
Ilamkoil, 134n.
Ilanni, 317,

Ilavaniyan, (Kaniyatchai)
,
312n, 313, 318.

Ilavas, 264.

Hayanar Mandapa (Ilayanayinar Man-
dapa), 68, 124, 309, 309n.

111am, 318.

Imayavaramban, I, 272n.
India, 1, 49, 54n, llOn, 243, 266, 301, 341,

421; Central India, 367; North India,
103, 273, 328n.

Indology, 326.
Indra, Sculpture of, 59; Ganapati wor-
shipped by, 77, 412; Gautama’s curse
on, 92; purification of, 92n, 93, 93n;
beautification of {Sucindram by, 98;
journey to gucindram of, 99, 100-1;
Ardhayama Puja by, 102, 206n;
legends (in South Indian Temples)
of, 104-7; appellations associated with,
109; Jayanta, the son of, 131; Kai-
mukku associated with, 300; Bali’s
legendary connection with, 376; bas-
relief sculptures of, 388, 399, 406,
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painting of, 426, 426n, 427-8; other
references to, 98n, 226,

Indrajit, 430.

Indranilaparuppadam, 104.

Indran Pottai, 109.

Indran Sunai, 109.

Indran Ter, 432-4.

Indrapalan turai, 316.

Indrapala Vinayakar, 131; shrine of, 316.
Indrapuri Vaykkal, 255.

Indravalappan Pillayar, 315, 315n.
Indra Vinayakar, 109, 130-1, 216, 352.

Indra Vira Vellatlas, 109
Industrial Evolution: Gadgil, 292n.
Indus Valley Civilization, 404n.
Innambar, 106
Inspector, Co-operative, 11; Agricul-
tural, 11.

Irainar Ahapporul, 21.

Iravi, 129.
Iravikkutti pillai, General of the Venad

ruler, 46.

Iravikkuttippillaippattu, the ballad, 46.

Iravivarma Tiruppappur Mutta Tiru-
vadi, 208.

Irunhalakkuda, 176, 216.

isanagurudeva paddhatii, 174, 375.
isantimangalam, village in Nancinad, 50,

259, 262.

Isvara, 339.
Itihasa, 388.
Ittankad, 5, 49-51, 51n, 78, 263.

Jayanta, 79, 131.
Jayantanesvara, 70.
Jayantavarman, 20.
Jayantlsvara (shrines), 39, 69-71, 126,

131, 176, 216, 339, 404, 406, 409.
Jayantlsvara Mandapa, 132.
Jayantt&varamudaiya Durga, 70; Mah5-

deva, 70.
Jayantlsvarattu Durga (Gauri) 70, 121,

406; Mahadeva, 70, 403-4, Naraya-
nesvarar, 70; Kamesvarar 70, £rl cak-
ram, 70; £ri Krsna, 70.

Jayantiyappa Nayak, 136.
Jayasimha, the Pandyan Emperor, 148,

148n.
Jayasimhadeva II, 38
Jesus, 44.

Jews, 300, 303.
Jivaka, Cintamam of Tiruttakkadevar,

301.
JIvatma, 206.
Jnana, 405, 428
Jnanakanana (Jnanakanavana), 92, 94n,

113.
Jnana Mandapa, 267.
Jnana Mudra, 373.
Jnanaranya, 88, 88n, 89n, 91n, lOOn.
Joumada: Gouvea: 261.
Jubbalpore, 367.

Jvarabhagnamurti (Jvaradeva, Jvara-
devamurti) , 161, 374-5.

Jyotilihgam, 91n.

Jain, 39, 103, 202, 223-4, 238, 301.

Jama, 201, 223.

Jakuns (of the Malaya Peninsula), 14.

Jalar, 386.
Jambavan, 378.
Jambukesvaram, 343.
Janaka, 429.

Janmastami, 232.
Jata, 415.
Jata-bandha, 373
Jataka ceremony, 281.
Jata makuta, 214, 405, 409, 415-6.
Jatamandala, 375.
Jatavarman Parakrama Pandya, 36.

Jatavarman Sundara C51a Pandya, 27,

117, 148n, I87n, 257.

Jatavarman Udaiyar Sri Cola Pandya,
27, 125n, 148.

Jatavarman Vira Pandya, 125.

Jatavedan Devaki Ammai, of Puttillam,
142.

Jatayu, 430.
Jatila Parantaka, 19, 22.

Jatilavarman, 144n.
Jayandanar Koil, 21.

Ka, 113n.
Kabandha, 430.

Kabodam, 328
Kacei yekamban, 86n.
Kadamba tree, 113.

Kadambattur, 107.

Kadambavanam, (Madurai), 113.

Kadars, of Anamalai Hills, 14.

Kadavur, 64n.
Kadu, 113n.
Kadukkarai, 6.

Kadusarkarai, 86, 407, 418.

Kaiccinam, 105.
Kaikl^7428n, 429.

Kaikkolar, 276.

Kaikottal, 308.

Kailasa, 64, 93, 106, 114-5, 127, 223n, 330.

Kailasanathar, Kailasattu Mahadeva, 62,

64, 114-5, 176, 216, 330, 352, 403-4, 440.

Kailasa parvata, 66, 434.

Kailasa Vahana, 225, 434-5.
Kaimani, 200.

Kaimukku, (Pratyayam), Place where
the ordeal was conducted, 81; records
of, 125, 127, 130-1, 138-9, 176, 178, 178n
203, 319; the association erf the Yoga-
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kkar with the conduct of, 153, 168, Kandan, 17-9.

importance of this ordeal, 299-300,

299n; ordeals in Malabar, 303; how
introduced into £ucindram, 304-5,

305n, 306n; description of the proce-
dure of, 308-18; incidents connected
with, 319-21; origin of, 322-4, 324n;

abolition of, 325; Saksi Ganapati, the
witness of, 413.

Kakkad, 10, 12, 34, 143, 292, 401.

Kakkumur, 7, 247, 263, 263n, 292-3.

Kakkumputur, 12. Same as Kakkumur
and Ten-valanallur,

Kal, 221, 328-30, 332-3.
Kala, 405.

Kalabhabrahma Kalasam, 231.

Kala Bhairava, 71-2, 141, 176, 216, 321,

353, 400, 405.

Kalabham, 175, 183, 230-1, 236, 395.

Kalahasti, 64n, 105.

Kaiai, 436.

Kalakam, 198-9.
Kalakkad, 38.

Kalamudiviccu, 254.

Kalanju, 147, 210.
Kalasam, 56, 328-30, 332, 341, 345-6.
Kalasa mandapa, 312, 312n.
Kalasappura, 83.

Kalavati, 94.

Kali, 59, 75, 130, 137, 200, 219n, 220, 229,
229n, 237, 248, 300n, 385, 387-8, 400,
425, 442.

Kalinga, 29.

Kalinga mardaka, 392.

Kalingattupparani, 28, 230,

Kaliya mardana, 355.
Kali Yuga, 91, 101, 113.

Kalkulam, 51.

Kallada, 15n.
Kalladaikkuricci, 33.
Kal Nattu Ceremony, 221.
Kalpaka Vrksa, 222, 399.
Kama, 367, 374.
Kamadavanam, 103
Kamadhenu, 399.
Kamandalam, 370, 380.
Kamandalu, 372.

Kamban, 428n.
Kamikagama, 372.
Kamil, 383.

Kammal, 280.
Kammalar, 420, 420n.
Kampavarman, 199
Kamsa, 388-9, 388n, 389n, 390-1, 395-6.
Kanakasabhai, of Chidambaram, 225n.
Kanci (Kanchipuram) 40, 180n, 183,

278, 379, 384n.
Kandalur 6alai, 25-6, 28-9, 268.
Kandam, 328, 332.

Kandan colai, 280.

Kandivur, 64n.
Kandiyur Unni, 124, 124n.
Kamkaiyar, 278.

Kamkkai, 226, 229.
Kamyakulam, 46.

Kamyatchai, 312, 312n.
Kankala, 382, 382n, 383.
Kankalanathar (shrine, Koil), Location

of, 62, 64; origin of, 139-40; santi in.

177, 179, 216; architecture of, 336-7;
metal image of, 414-7; sculptures of
Kankalanathar in the temple, 74, 355,
382-4; other references to, 226n, 352*

397, 440
Kankamttu, 187, 187n.
Kannan Anandan, 154.
Kannankulam, 256.
Kannappar (Kannappa Nayanar), 81,

397.
Kanni Crop, 4.

Kannika, 94n.
Kanti, 382n.
Kanya, (Kanyaka) , 94.

Kanyakumari, 1, 11, 19-20, 28-9, 39, 45,

84, 94, 96n, 97, 107, 137, 233, 257, 268,

280, 400; Sthalapurana of, 98.
Kapalam, 387, 405, 416.
Kapalisvara, 223.
Kar Crop, 4.

Kara Dhuganas, 429.
Karadi Vadyam, 200.
Karaikkadu, 104, 113.
Karaikkalammai, 75, 386.
Karaikkottai, 23n.
Karaikkudi, 23n.
Karakakkajaka, 81, 314, 314n, 315n, 316,

324.
Karanagama, 373, 387n, 405n.
Karanam, 191.
Karanattan, 147, 185, 188-9, 191.
Karanda Makuta, 369-70, 382, 384, 387,

406, 409-10, 438.
Karanmai, 173-4, 176-7, 185, 198, 202,

275-6, 285, 297.
Karanmaikkar, 297.
Kanncankodu, 22n.
Karivelakkal, 312.
Karxvelam, 139n, 312n.
Kariyakkar, 166.
Kariyamanikkapuram, 12, 401.
Karkudi, 64n.
Kama, 60, 369-70.
Karnakkudu, 328-9, 331.
Kartigappalli, 300, 303.
Kartikai Dipam, 232-3, 266.
Kartikai Tirunal Maharaja, (Dharma-

raja), Portrait of (m the Kulase-
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khara Mandapa), 72, 362-3; Srlbali-
pura renovated by, 136, reforms in
the administration of the temple in-
troduced by, 162-3, Siva Puja esta-
blished by, 182; the ‘ Prasanna Deva’
mask for the Sthanulinga endowed
by, 403n; Padakkamala presented to
the temple by, 437; the practice of
bestowmg a Candrakkalamala and
Sarappallimala every Markali Car
Festival begun by, 439; Portrait paint-
ing of, 431.

Karumanakkudi, 104.

Karumpaluvu, 99.

Karongudinadu, 155.

Karunkulam, 32n, 160.
Karuppariyalur, 104.

Karuppukkottai, 12
Karuvelankulam, 37.

Karuvili, 105
Karu virutti, 244, 244n.
Karuvur, 15.

Karuvur Kadappillai, 17.

Kasi, 382.

Kasi Visvanatha shrine, 232.
Kataka (mudra), 383, 405, 409, 416.
Katti, 180, 182, 197, 232, 286.

Kattimankodu, 22n.
Katfciyam, 204, 215.

Katyavalambita, (pose), 372, 385, 408,
417.

Katyayini, 391.

Katyayini Vrata, 219,

Kausalya, 428n.
Kaveri, 106.

Kavenppattmam, 32n.
Kavu, 113, 113n.
Kayahkulam, 263.

Kelvi, 162-3.
Kerala, 13-4, 20, 24, 37, 126, 140, 234n,
303n, 317n, 322, 350.

Keralam : Kunjukkutta Tampuran, 322n.
Keralaksmapatindra, 37.

KeralarmMtmyam, 13, 13n.
Keralapuram, 69, 124.

Kerala Society Papers, 45n, 243n.
Keralolpatty (Keralolpatti) , 13, 13n, 20,

140.

Kesabandha, 414
Kesavan Arangan, 294.

Khara, 394.
Khetaki, 371.
Khyber (of Travancore) , 12.

Kidai Vritti, 268.

Kilakkalakkuru, 250.

Kllappaixu, 7,
Kilidu, 418n.
Kililangam, 282.

Kilkarai, 149.

KU-Santikkar, Kll-Santi Porris, Duties
of, 176, 216; recruitment of, 177; posi-
tion in relation to the Vattappalli
Sthanikar, 178-9; duties in connection
with Kaimukku, 317.

Kil Vembanad, 33.
Kindi, 210, 314-5.
Kirlta, 366, 381, 409, 412, 438.
Kiritamakuta, 367, 409
Kiskindha, 348.
Koccadayan, 21-2.
Koccirdjyacantram : K. P P Menon,

260n, 261n, 262n.

Kodakanallur, 34.

Koda Keralavarman, 34, 117, 118n, 149,
202, 209, 209n, 240, 271, 293, 295.

Kodalur, 33-4.
Kodayar Dam, 54.

Kodi madaccenganur, 86n.
Kodimaram, 80.

Kodungallur, 323.

Kokkarunandadakkan, 21, 23.

Kolamba (chronogram) , 442.

Kolavamanapperumal, 86n.
Kolkaran, 309n.
Kollam, 323.

Kollam Era, 23, 33, 234, 234n, 442.

Kollidam, 105.
Kollikkadu, 113,
Kollukkadu, 64n.
Komalavalli, Vadugan Kunavan’s sister,

280.

Komar, Komari, Komaria, 15.

Kommandan As5n, 401.

Konanki Kuravan, 31.

Kongar Kon, 21.

Konrai, 79, 93, 101, 113-4, 403.

Konrayadi, Konraiyadinathar shrine,

Location of, 77, 80; description of, 79,

327n; date of, 112-4; santikkar of, 181,

216, 245; puja in, 207-9, 215; the lingas

in, 403; other references to, 92n, 101,

134.

Konrayar tittaitteruvu, 10, 248.

Kotta (grain measure) 63n, 164, 200, 274,

291.
Kottaikkarai, 23n.
Kottar, Kottayu, called the ‘Metropolis’

by Ptolemy, 11; commercial importance
of, 11, 291; legendary origin of, 93,

105; foreign attacks on, 12, 17, 263;
Kulottunga’s nilappadai at, 28; Kupaka
king’s conquest of, 30, Konanki Kura-
van’s alleged supremacy over, 31; Jaya-
simha IPs inscription in, 38; Vijayana-
gar attack on, 42; march of Canda
Sahib on, 52; weavers and dyers in,

276; sculptors in, 401; Sthapatis in.
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420; .other references to, 29, 106n. 117n,

222, 427.
Kottaram, 51. u
Kottiara, Ptolemy’s description of Kottar

as, 108.

Kottur, 64n.
Kotukulam, Kotukula sabhaiyar, 249-

50.

Kdyikkaran, same as Kolkaran, 309, 309n.

Koyima manusyam, 310, 311n, 312, 314.

Kriyakramadydti, 411.

Krsna, the Jayantisvarattu shrine of, 70,

bas-reliefs depicting, 348, 351, 355-7,

388-96, 396n, sculptures of, 379-80,

384-5; the (Jayantisvarattu) image of,

409, 409n; other references to, 232, 374,

432.

Krsna Deva Raya, 39-40.

Krsna Jayanti (same as Sri Jayanti), 232.

Krsnankoil, 158.

Krsna Lila, 348, 353.
Krsnappa Nayakar, 43.

Krsnapuram temple, 43.

Krspasvamy Kofi, 33n, 39, 70, 108, 133,

158, 239n, 440-1.
Krsna Yajurvedms, 250n.
Krta Yuga, 91, 113n.
Ksatriyas, 303.

Ksetrapala, 71n.
Ksetra Sanketam, 259.
K$etra Vrksa, 112.
Kubera, 391n.
Kudam, 328-30, 332, 341.

Kudamukkil, 252m
Kudanadu, 25.

Kudi, 228, 277, 277n, 281-3, 285.
Kudikkari, 277, 286, 289.
Kudimai, 296n.
Kudu, 83, 328, 331, 331n, 333-5, 337, 345-6.
Kulala Virutti, 244, 244n.
Kulam, 29.

Kulasekhara Alvar, 107n, 302.
Kulasekhara Alvar Contain, Chellam, C,
302n.

Kulasekharaccadurvedimangalam, 34.
Kulasekhara Mandapa, a part of Alankara
Mandapa, 73n; date of, 138, 362; Por-
traits in, 5, 71-2, 357, 359n, 360.

Kulasekhara Pillayar (koil), 132, 318, 440,
449.

Kulottunga I (Kulottunga Cola Deva I)

,

6, 26n, 28-9, 100, 257.
Kulottunga’s Nilappa&ai, 117n.
Kujuvas, 264.
Kumarakoil, 222.
Kumari, 19.

Kumariccerpan, 19.
Kumari Kandam; Appadurai Pillai, K.
14m

Kumarimuttam, 39.

Kumbakonam, 85n, 105-6, 411n.
Kumbha, 116n, 226, 346
Kumbhapanjaram , 346.

Kumudam, 328, 345.

Kun Pandya, same as Sundara Pandya.
21 .

Kimjan Pillai, Dr. N, 193.

Kumkum, 290-1,
Kunkumappu, 231
Kunnur, 23-4.

Kunrandi Tiruvandi, 280, 283, 288.

Kuni, 429.

Kupaka, 29-30, 31n, 148,

Kuppakkacci, 258.

Kuram, 180n; Grant of, 184.
Kunrandi, 250-1.
Kurattiyarai, 32.

Kurava Chief, 31.

Kurava Dynasty, 31.

Kuravai, 284
Kuricci, 7, 10, 12, 247.
Kurin;) i, 98.

Kurma, 399.

Kurma Purana, 371n, 375n, 382.
Kuiralam, 97, 106, 113.

Kurumanakkudi, 104.

Kurumbas, 22.

Kurumbila tree, 113.
Kurunadu, 17n, 18,^21, 21n, 22, 23n, 27.

Kusattiyarai, 32.

Kuttadum devar, 57n, 122, 414.
Kutlanpalli, (Kurranpalli) , 167-8, 309n,

311-2, 314, 320, 320n.
Kuttigal, 278.

Kuvalayapitha, 396, 396n.

Laerzio, Fr. 45.

Laksmana, 66, 429-30.
Laksmi, 58, 89n, 90, 90n, 103, 219, 355,

387n, 408, 431.
Laksmi Bai, Rani, 164, 431, 438.
Laksmi Narasimha, 313m
Lalatatilakam, 386,
Lanka, 109n, 301, 430n.
Lemurian theory, 14.
Lepaksi, 78.

Lepo Lorvoi, 279n.
Linga, 79, 84, 106-7, 120, 212, 327, 371, 397,

402-4, 404n, 426-7.
Linga Purana

, 371n.
Lmgodbhavamurti, 121n, 371.
Livingstone, 301.
London, 114.

Longhurst, 112n.

Ma, 295.

Macaulay, Col. 164.
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Mackenzie, 31.

Madappalli, 61-3, llln, 139n, 197.
Madatteruvu, 10.

Madhava Row, Sir, T 157.

Madhusudhana, Madhusudhanasvamy
temple, 94n, 102, 224

Madras, 9, 117, 343, 385.

Madras Museum Plates 17n, 22-3, 144n,
242.

Madras Tercentenary Commemoration
Vol. 117n.

Madurai, 2, 25-6, 37, 42, 44, 46-8, 105,
107, 133, 224n, 247, 250, 340, 359.

Maduraikkancij, 19, 19n.

Madura Country, The : Nelson,— 48, 50-
1, 287n.

Madura Manual3 50.

Mahabah, 374.

Mahabalipuram, 345n, 378.

Mahabharata, 66, 184, 200n, 268; war of,

370, 379
Mahabharatakkalakam, 268.
Mahadanapuram, 108-9.
Mahadeva, 55n, 64, 69, 114, 116, 124, 324,

339.

Mahaganapati, 410,

Mahakalai, 78n.
Mahalinga, 91.

Mabanavami, 285.

Mahapuranas, 96.

Maharaja, 158, 167, 168n, 172, 212, 273,

321, 323-5.

Maharsi, 403.

Mahasabha (i), of £uclndram, 144-5, re-
lations of the Mulaparuda Sabhai, with
146-8, 252; relations of the Yogam with,

152-5; role played by Govmda prajna
in, 174; officers* of, 185-6, 188-9, 191,

membership of, 252-3; meeting place

of, 254; functions of, 255-6; royal con-

trol over, 257-8; authority of, 260,

295-6.

Mahasivaratri, 233.

Mahendra, 322. See also Indra.
Mahendragiri, 2, 5, 109.

Mahendra mountains, 93.

Mahlpala Kula Kala, 6n.
Mahipala-kula-kala-pperalam, 6.

Mahisa, 317.

Mahisasura Mandapa, 351.

Mahodayapperumal, 322.

Mahotsava, 8n, 61, 217-8, 220, 230, 239,

266, 273, 280.

Mailadi, 2, 5-6, 263, 291.

Main Store (of the Temple) , 58, 179, 202.

Makarakun$ala, 85, 383, 410.

Makaral, 105.

Makha Naksatra, 73, 231.

Makilavanam (Tirumdur), 113.
Makkalai, 77-9, 133-5, 176, 216.
Makkattayis, 247.

Makrakundala, same as Makarakundala,
373, 383.

Makuta, 376.
Mai, 55n.
Malabar Manual, Logan, 13n, 306n
Malabar, Coast, 3, 113; South, 9, 37, 140,

183, 216, 217n, 236n, 261, 442, Malabar
181, 300n, 302-3, 306n, 308, 317n, 319;
brahmins, 299; Era, 323n, 442, 446.

Malattirumananeri, 106.
Maiavarayan, 116n,
Malavedans, 14.

Malayala Desa, 190, 209n, 220n, 236-9,
350.

Malayalam Dictionary

,

Gundert, Dr. 260.
Malayalam, 13, 13n, 59n, 88, 97, 99, 103n,

178-9, 445-6; Sthalapurana, 98, 98n;
script, 447.

Malayalattu Raja, 46.
Malayali, 69, 175, 191-2, 199, 220n, 234-7,

239-40, 304, 357-8, 365.
Arcaka, 205, 269
Authorities, 185, 190.

Brahmins, 69, 75, 120, 124, 149,
151, 174, 177, 179, 182, 193, 235, 281. 304,
365, 414n, 445.

Custom, 287.

Basis, 280-1;
Kmg, 137, 280.

Land, Desa, 46, 190, 209n, 251, 350.
Porri Brahmins, 148; Yogak-

kar, 187, System, 247; Tantns, 235, 238-
9; Temples, 190, 239; Tradition, 240;
Women, 280.

Malaya Mountains, 92n, 93, 109.

Malu, 85.

Manager, 58, 219.

Manager’s Office, 58.

Manalikkara, 35, 150, 221n.
Manalur, 323.

Manampadi, 276.
Manapparai, 105.

Manarkudi, 6, 12.

Manarkudikayal, 2.

Manasarpa Visnugrha, 199.

Mandapa, 78, 115, 127, 135, 184, 196, 204,
214-5, 219, 228n, 268, 276, 316, 330, 332-5,

337, 339, 356, 361, 366-7, 369, 382, 441.

Mandapa Japakkar, 182-3
Mandapakkanakku, 186, 195-6.

Mandapappadi, 132, 196, 224, 224n.
Mandapattumvatukkals, 166.

Mangalams, 143n.
Mangalore, 217n.
Mangaramal, 48
Mahgammal Dharmakkinaru, 49.
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Mangayi, described as ‘Rayapatra Cuda-
mani’, 288n,

Mani Ambalam, 125, 204, 254, 254n.

Manicka Naicker, P. V., 14n.

Manikkattar, 278,

Manikkavacagar, Saint, 84, 220, 228, 238,

419.
Manimekhalai, 279.

Mamtukku Mandapa, 125
Mankonda Bhutala VIra, 38.

Manmatha, 5, 60, 356, 367-70, 368n, 432.

Mannargudi, 104.

Mannarkoil, 191
Manonmani, 406.

Mantra Brahmanas, 253.

Mantras (Mantrams), 92, 104, 173, 182,

206, 210, 212, 215, 219-20, 228-9, 231-2,

267, 273n.
Mantramaharnava, 410-11
Manur, Brahmadeya, 144; Manur Records

144n, 251, 253, 253n.
Maraikkadu, 113.

Marakkal, 63n, 286n.
Marambavaiyar, 278.

Maran Cagayan, 22-4, 111, 115, 143-5,

243-4, 271, 292-4
Marans, 200n, 220, 237, 237n.
Marava, 17.

Maravarman Sri Vallabha, 33, 122, 148n,
447n, 448n.

Maravarman Udaiyar &ri Vikrama, 28.

Maravarman Vira Pandya, 37, 101, 125.
Marayakkutty Pillay, 129.

Margasirs Purnima Day, 104.

Marica, 430.
Markali Utsava, ceremonies prescribed

for, 217-9, Dhvajarohana of, 220-1; the
Utsava during the first 9 days de-
scribed, 221-5, the Car Festival of,

225-7; Saptavama of, 227; the Arat of,

227-8 the Mauna Bali of, 228-9; ex-
penses of, 230; origin of, 230; 6m-
karabali in, 219, 237; prominence given
to the Saiva saints in, 238; the distinc-
tive Tamilian features of, 238-9; feed-
ing connected with, 274; service of
Devadasis in, 286; Maharajas* annual
gift in connection with, 438.

Markanda, (bas-relief of), 400.
Markandeya, 353
Martanda Brahmadhiraja, 249, (see Ari-
yan Cokkan Periya Perumal).

Martandakkutty, 129n.
Martanda Varma, 37, 51-3, 158-63, 161n,

M5rt§nda Varma, Kulasekharaperumal,
362.

Martanda Varma Uttram Tirunal, 53n.
Marudaguna Vaykkal, 255.

Marudam, 98

.

Marudan Ilanaganar, 17.

Marudattur, 21-2.

Marudur, 17n, 21, 22n.
Marumakka}vali Vellalas, 247.

Marumakkattayi, 247.

Marungur, 12, 12n, 38, 89n, 94, 160, 222.
Maruttuvamalai, 2, 6, 109, 233.

Masa Visesam, 234.

Masi Tirukkalyanam Festival, 286.

Mateer, Rev., 277.

Mathadhipati of Tiruvaduturai, 365.
Mathas, 8, 10, 270, 270n, 271, 274-5, 310-2,

365.
Mathom, 309n.
Matilakom Records, 31, 79n.
Matsya Purana, 382n.
Mattayadi, 238
Mattiyanapparaiyar, 250.

Matukkutty Malaiyamma (of Parak-
kai), 137, 139.

Matuvanam (Nannilam), 113.
Mauna Bali 228-9, 228x1, 229n.
Mavel Ayi, 15.

Mavelikkara, 170.

Mavu, 78.

Mayaksetra, 102.

Mayamata, 420.

Mayavaram (Mayuram) , 105.
Melakkaran, 289n.
Melankodu, 22n.
Melavatal 6asta, 65. See Ceravatal

&asta.
Melcynda, 15.

Meleluttu, 186.
Melilangam, 282.
Mel Kankanakkanakku, 175.
Mel Koyimakkar, 305n.
Mel Santikkar, definition of, 175, origi-
nal appointment of, 176; Avarodham
(initiation) of, 178; duties of, 206-7,
219, 310n; whence recruited, 216; as-
sociated with the conduct of Kai-
mukku 317—8

Mel Santi Nanibudiri, 176, 178-80, 210,
282.

Mel Vembanadu, 33.
Mel Vicarippu, 198.
Memoirs of Travancore : Horsley, Lt.,

272n.
Menesses, 303n.
Metropolis, 11-2, 108, 263. (See also
Kotiar).

Meykfrtikal, 448.
Middle Ages, 301.
Mtmamsakar, 305n, 306-7, 307n.
Mimusops Elengi, 317.
Minaccil, 15n.
Mmakshisundaram Pillay, 97, 157n.
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Missionaries, 42n.

Mithuna, 342n.
Modaka, 411-3.

Mohini, 74, 405.

Momer Williams, Prof., 112.

Moore, L., 343.

Moors, 303.

Mrccagadika: Kalidasa, 279n.
MrgayStsava, 217, 236.

Mrstanna (Mrstannam)
, 197, 210, 210n,

213, 273, 284-5.
Mrstanna Neivedya, 211.
Mrstanna Puja, 210-2.
Mudahyar Manuscripts

, 16n, 45, 47, 49-
50, 52, 79n. 136, 179, 259n, 262n, 277

Mudaliyar, Steward of the Kurava
Chief, 31.

Mudamosiyar, 16.

Mudankodu, 22n.
Mudra, 428.
Mudu Ganapati, 85, 412.

Muhammadan Rule of the Pandyan
Kingdom, 30, 32.

Muharam, 302n.
Mukha Mandapa, 64.

Mukkuruni Pillayar, 63, 131, 410.
Muktesvara (Muktesvara Temple at
Kanci), 180n, 278.

Mula 146, 146n.
Mulaparuda Sabhai, Earliest epigraphic
reference to, 145, origin and duties
of, 145-6, 252, 255, 255n, 293-5; the
Yogam die successor of, 152, 258,
other references to, 185-6, 188, 191-2,
243. See Mahasabhai.

Mula parudaiyar of Kudamukkil, 252n.
Mulasthana, 112, 130, 146n, 235, 327-8.
Mula Vigraha, 235.

Mullai, 98.

Mullainadu, 34.

Mullamangalam, 121, 309n, 312, 314-5,
Mulukkappahgi, 436-8.
Mummidisolanallur, 401.

Munai, 330.
Muniyur, 203.

Munnar, 103.

Munnilaikkaran, 309n.
Munnurrunankai Amman Koil, 200, 219,

219n, 229, 248, 425, 427, 440.

Munro, Col., Resident Dewan of Tra-
vancore, 53-4, 164-6, 172, 272, 303.

Murakkudi, 203, 282-3.
Murayan Pdlai, 153.
Murkhamurti, 300.
Murti, 371.
Murti Puja, 206.
Murti Vises, 299.
Musalagan, 386.
Musical Mlars, 71, 138, 342-3.
Musika, 432.

Musika Vahana, 60, 221, 227, 354, 434.
Muslim, 32, 51, 86, 302.
Muttadu, caste, 193, 193n.
Muttamane Bhattadiri, 310n.
Muttamil Kavirayar, 97.
Muttu Krsnappa, 41.
Muttra, 388n, 395.
Muttu Pillai, 250.
Muvendar, 107.
Myrtle, 112
Mylapore, 223n, 224n.
Mysore Archaeological Report 26n.
Mysore, 70n.
Myths of the Hindus and Buddhists

Sister Nivedita and A. K Coomara-
swamy, Dr., HOn.

Nacciyar Puja, 213.
Nadakam, 432-3.
Nadar, 264.
Nadutteruvu, 10.

Naduvalimanusyam, 313, 313n.
Nagabandham, ornamental motif, 115,

328, 328n, 330, 334, 338
Nagamiah, V., 30-1, 33, 36-7, 154, 193,

279-80.
Nagammai, (of Terur), 122.
Nagapattinam, 105.

Nagaram, 187n.
Nagercoil, 1-2, 3n, 5, 11, 39, 168n, 226.

Nagesvarasvamin temple, 411n
Naimisaranyam, 113.

Naimittika Ceremonies, 217.
Nainar, 195.
Nair, 10, 152, 193, 265, 279, 281.
Nair Dasis, 279.
Nakkirar, 17.

Nakrakundala, 386.
Naksatra, 208.

Nali, 63n, 286n, 295.

Nallur, 12, 249, 293.

NaUurparru, 7.

Nalukettu, 307n.
Nalur (Sabhaiyar) , 254n.
Namaskaram, 124, 182, 197, 210, 273n,

284, 318.

Namaskara Mandapa, 63, 124, 138, 312n.
Namaskaram feeding, 209.

Nambi §astahkulam, 256.

Nambi, Tarunanallur, 175.

Nambiyars, 181, 181n, 245, 245n, 246.

Nambiyar arcaka, 180, 207, 215-6.
Nambu, 181n.
Nambudiri (s), 149-50, 174, 176-7, 190-1,

206n, 216-7, 245, 261, 265, 299, 304-5,

305n, 306-8, 310n, 318-21, 323-4, 324n.
Nambudiri arcaka, 10, 176, 182, 207n,

213, 239, 264, 269, 280.
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Nambudiri gantikkar, 181, 211, 215, 239n.

Nambudiri Sanyasi, 152.

— Svamiyar, 174-5, 305, 308-10, 310.

— Tantri, 181, 236, 239n, 269.

Nammalvar, 107n.

Namucci, 378.

Nancikkuravan ,
In, 17-9, 26n, 30-2.

Nancil, 2n.
Nancil Hills, 17-9, 32.

Nancil Porunan, In, 17, 19, 31.

Nancil Valluvan, 17-8, 31.

Nahcinad, Sucindram a part of, 1,

origin of the name of, In, rainfall in,

3-4; soils of, gneiss m, 5; natural re-
sources of, 6-7, patterns of houses in,

9; the legendary origin of, 12-3; the
Ayis in, 15-7; the Early Pandya in-
vasions of, 22-5; Cola conquest of,

25-9, 446, the Nahcikkuravan episode,
30-2; Venad rulers of, 35-9; Vijaya-
nagar attack of, 39-44; Nayak inroads
into, 44-9, 262-3; Canda Sahib’s in-
vasion of, 50-1; Col. Munro’s procla-
mation pertaining to, 53-4; inscrip-
tions of Vira Kerala in, 32, 149; land
revenue derived from, 160n;

c

Putta-
nar?

of, 161; the Vellalas or Pillamar
of, 247; ‘Kotukula Sabhaiyar J

in,

249-51; importation of Cola institu-
tions into, 269, * TJliyam ’ by the citi-

zens of, 276-7; taking of oaths at
Sucindram by the people of, 324; the
importance of the Sucindram Car
Festival to the people of, 225-6;
Sucindram the ‘Spiritual Capital * of,

12, 401; other references to, 64, 97,
106n, 136, 158, 170, 196, 258, 268, 288,
441.

Nahcinad Pillamar, 247.
Nahcinad Raja, 46.

Nahcinad Vellalas, 10, 72, 154n, 245, 257.
Nancmattu Tiruccivlndiram, 26.
Nanda, 222, 301, 388-9, 392.
Nandagopa, 348, 389.
Nandavanakkar, 198.
Nandavanam, 8, 198, 198n.
Nandi, 64, 72, 77-80, 78n, 83-4, 93, 220,

331, 387n, 388, 427.

Nandiccura Tampiran, 130.
Nandi deva, 427.

Nandikesvara, 59, 130.
Nandisvara, 388.
Nandi Vahana, 222.
Nandivarman Pallava Malla, 278.
Nahgayya Amma, 128.
Nanguneri, 37,
Nanmaraiyon, 243n.
Nannilam (Taluk in Tahjavur Dt), 250.

Narada, 41n, 89n, 90, 90n, 94, 103-4, 219.
387n, 391n, 424-5, 429.

Narasappayya, 48-9.

Narasimha, 397.
Narasimhamurti, 82, 117n, 328, 335.
Narayana, 71, 378-9.
Narayanan gankaran, (of Vellxkkadu),

194.
Narayanan Sunaran (of Padihhare
Idam), 178.

Narayanesvarar, 70, 132, 403-4.
Nataka 57n
Natakasala, 57-8, 57n, 66, 141-2, 168n,

204, 223, 234, 283-6, 288, 349, 351, 357,
364-5, same as Natakashlai.

Natakasalayil Parkumavar, 283.
Nataraja, 59, 76, 83, 92, 121-2, 224-5,

225n, 385, 414-5, 418, 432.
Nattar, 49, 259.

Nattukkurumbu, 22.

Nattukkuttam, 53.

Nattuvan, 245, 248, 270, 282.
Navabhavana, 132.

Navabhavanapati (Sri Suclndradhivasi),
132.

Navadhanya, 217.

Navagrahas, 340, 381.
Navakalasa, 212-3, 221, 237.
Navaratnas, 437.
Nawab of Arcot, 50-1.
Nayak, 11-2, 44-6, 49-50, 133, 259, 262-3,

326, 358, 441
e Ndyaks of Maduia*

:

Satyanatha Aiyar,
R., 43n, 44n, 46n, 48n.

Nayakar Matha, 8, 10, 57, 136.
Nedumceliyan, 18.

Nedumceral Adan, 272n, 274n.
Neivedya (Neivedyam)

, 75, 176-7, 182,
200, 207-10, 212-3, 215, 221, 228, 234,
274.

Nelcynda, 15.

Nellai Govindan, 86n.
Nelliyappar Koil (of Tirunelveli)

, 71,
340.

Nelveli, 17n, 21, 21n, 175.
Nelvelinathar, 107.
Neydal, 98.

Neyyaixihkarai, 16.
Nilakanta Sastn, K. A., 144n.
Nilakanthar Purusottamar, 57, 364-5.
Nilakantha Vinayakar, 62-4, 131, 139, 216,

231, 336, 354, 410-1, 413.
Nilappadai, 28.

Nilattundaperumal, 86n.
Nilolpala, 406, 409.
Nmdakara, 15n.
Mnra Sir Nedumaran, 21.
Niraii, 77, 412.
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Nirahara Matha, 274.

NIrkunram, 15n.

Nirmalya, 207n, 215.

Nirupasekharavalanallur, 293.

Nittavinddda Caturvedimangalam, 254n.
Nxtya ceremonies, 217.

Nityakarya Yogam, 148n.
Nilyotsava (Daily festivals), 212, 269.
Nlttu, 50, 161, 308-10.
North Arcot, District, 254n.
North Puttanar Scheme, 160n
Nnpasekharavalanallur, 111, 143, 292.
Nuttana, 415
Nuggehalli, 378.

Numz, on Vijayanagar, 287.

Oak, 112.

Oceans, 248.

Officer, Sanitary Circle, 11.

Officer, Section, P. W. D., 11.

Olive, 112.
Ollaiyur Bhutappandiyan, 20.

Ombali, 220n, 237.
Omkarabali, 168, 219-20, 237.
Omkarabalippadittaram, 219, 236-7.
Opporavu Molimara Olaikal, 49.
Orucirai Penyanar, 17.

Otuvar, 185, 216, 228, 238, 246.

Paccakkarpuram, 231, 290-1,
Paccolappura, 307n.
Pachu Muttadu, 98.

Padakkamala, 437-8.
Padamangalam, 279, 279n, 281.
Pada Tirtha, 89n.
Padaittaruman Kanaiyan (of Vettik-
kudi), 116n, 257,

Padi, 63n, 281.
Padiyextam Records, 127.
Padmanabha, Lord, 161, 161n, 400,
Padmanabha Menon, K. P., 260.
Padmanabhapuram, 32n, 40, 167, 350, 422,

422n, 431, 435.

Padmam, 328, 345.

Padmabandham, 332
Padmasana, 357, 388, 394, 398.
Padodakam, 89-90, 423-4.
Padukapattabhi^ekha, 430.
Paduki, 235n.
Pahruli, 19.

Pakkavadyar, 199.
Pakuti, 186.
Palaeography, 442*
Palagai, 328, 330, 332, 334, 341.
Palalimardanam, 355.

Palavelaikkarar, 203, 314, ^314n, 317.
Palayar, 1, 2, 5, 7, 55, 160J 162.
Pali, 21.

Pallan* 264.
Pallandu, 185.
Pallava, 120, 181, 183-4, 199, 269 328-9,

333, 345n, 351.
Pallavamalla, 117.
Palli, 178.
Pallikkal, 41.

Pallikondaperumal, 87, 115, 408.
Palliunartal, 206-8, 235, 284.
Pallivettai, 168.
Palliyandi, 244-5.
Palliyarai Nacciyar, 72-3, 129.
Palpayasam, 284.
Pampadam, 287.
Pampu, 305n, 309-11, 309n, 314-5, 319,

322.

Panakkam, 274.
Pancagavya, 212-3, 312n.
Pancaksara, 182, 282.
Pancali, 70.

Pancanga, 267; date, 443.
Pahcapandavar koil, 69.

Pahcavadyam, 200n, 231.
Pancayat, 306, 308.
Pandaram, 164n. Pandaram Pillay, 129.
Pandarappattam, 164, 164n.
Pandaravadai, 184.
Pandavas, 70, 131, 379
Pandikkodumudi, 86n.
Pandinad, 38, 247, 250, 420.
Pandi Vellalas, 245.
Pandyas, Attacks on Naheinad by, 11-2,

263; relations with the Ayis, 15-7; with
Nancil Porunan, 17-8, invasions of
Naheinad by Early Pandyas, 19-25; re-
lations of Vira Kerala with Pandyas,
33-4; Naheinad and Medieval Pandyas,
36-7, Pandyan inscriptions in Siicln-
dram, 111, 242-3, 441-3, 448; construc-
tion of Vira Pandyan Mani Mandapa
by Vira Pandya, 124-5, 333: other re-
ferences to, 27, 29-31, 39-40, 43-4, 46,

94, 107-8, 122, 148, 183, 192, 268, 279w80,

322-3, 326, 442n.
Pandyan Empire, 19, 23-4, 34, 3j>, 42, 442;
Kingdom, 33n, 442n*

Pandinaj, 446.
Pandyan Kingdom, The: Nilakanta Sas-

tri, K A., 22n. 33n, 443n.

Pandyarajyasthapanaearya, 43.

Pani, 220, 228, 237.
Panivijakku, 284, 284n.
Pannir, 290-1.
Pantiradi, (puja) 210-1, 210n.
Para, 291.
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Paradai, 145.

Paradaikkudiyilar, 247.

Parakesarivarman, Parantaka I, 116.

Parakkai, 12, 94n, 137, 224, 232, 247, 276,

295, 420.

Parakkaikkulam, 7.

Parakkaipparru, 7.

Parakrama, 36.

Parakrama Pandya, 36-7, 442n, 443.

Parakrama Pandya Sandhi pfrja, 36

Parali, 29.

Paramabhakta, 80.

Paramanataka, 57n.

Paramasvamm, 55n.

Paramesvara, 55n, 114, 374.

Paramesvaramangalam, 184.

Paramesvaravarman, 180n.
Parameswara Sarma, 229n, 310n, 324n, 362.

Parangi Narkali, 82
Parantaka I, 25, 145n, 189, same as
Parantaka Cola.

Parantaka H, 25.

Parantaka Cola, 24, 117n, 118, 246, 269.

Parantaka Pandya, 19n, 29-30, 36-7, 271.

Parantaka Vira Narayana, 144.

Parasavas, (Parasava Arcaka), 200, 206,

220n, 228-9, 237, 248, 311, 316.

Parasskla, 220n.
Parastirama, 13, 14n, 94, 101, 140, 322, 429.

Parasuramaperunteruvn, 38.

Paravas, 21, 42, 45.

Paravaiyar, 278n
Pariahs, 10, 264.

Parikkudi, 254n.
Parisad, 145.

Farisistas, 253
Parivaram (of Temple), 173, 199.
Parivattam, 139, 221, 226.
Parliament, House of, 254n.
Parta, 379n.
Partasarathi, 117, 352, 379.
Paruda Sabhai, 145-6, 189.
Parvata, 94
Parvati, Stucco figure of, 56, sculpture of,

58, 352; Tirukkalyanam of, 60; repre-
sented as Gaun, 70, 406n; Utsava image
of, 87, 118-9, 417, carried in procession,
221-3, 225-7, 228n; connected with the
Atri-Anasuya legend, 89n, 90, 219; with
the legend of ‘Trimurti Hills’, 103; date
of the (Gauri) shrine, 132, Kacciyar
Puja for, 213; legendary association
with ‘Maha 6ivaratri’, 233; connected
with the Puranie story of Daksina-
murti, 374; bronze image (at Peram-
balam) of, 418; appears in the Gdpura
painting, 427; wood carving (on the
Svamy Ter), 432.

Parvati Bai, 431.

Pasam, 366, 376, 387, 405, 410, 412-3.
Pasumpun Pandyan, 19.

Pataha, 386, 387n.
Patanjali, 75, 386-7, 431
PatasMa, 268.
Pativu, 168, 196.

Pativukanakku, 180, 211n, 271.
Pativrttya, 89n.
Patrakundala, 373, 386, 410.
Patta, 97.

Pattai, 334, 341.
Pattams, 330, 333, 338-9, 341,
Pattabhisekha, 82.

Paula, 301n.
Paurnami, 234.
Pavai Nonbu, 219.
Pavitra Tirtha, 93.

Payasam, 215, 273n, 428.
Peishkars, 169, 195
Perambalam, 123, 132, 181-2, 185, 223-4

418, 418n, 419, 441.
Peres, Fr. 44.

Periccali Vahana, 435.
Penplus of the Erythrean Sea, 15.
Periya Purdna, 301, 431.
Periyan Muvenda Velar, 257.
Periyavittu Mudaliyar, 31-2, 45, 53.
Periya Tirumoli, 108n.
Perumal, 116, 224.
Perumal (shrine, Tekkedam), 42, 134,

327.

Perumal Rayar, 280, 288.
Perunagar, 276.

Peruncoanrudayan Ceraladan, 272, 272n,
Peruvak 256.
Peruvanam, 176, 216.
Peter, Martin, Fr. 46-8.
Pey Alvar, 117.
Phallus, Phallic worship, 404.
Piccammai, Kuttiyammai, llCn.
Pidagai, 32n, 45, 49
Pidagaikkar, 136, 277.
Pidimonda, 364.
Pillamar, 38, 136.
Pillayar Kou, 249.
Pillayar Ter, 226, 226n, 232, 432-3.
Pingala, 381n.
Piratte ^ivaliprakaram, (Slvelipura)

,
137,

141 337
Ktha, (PItham), 403; Pltha Puja, 206.
Podiyil Malai, 15.
Poduval, R. V: Director of Archaeology,
Travancore, 441.

Poduvannxar, (Poduval), 191-3.
Poikai Alvar, 117.
Ponnani, 216.
Poppane Bhattadiri, 309n, 310, 310n, 311,

314, 316.
Porunan, 18. See Nancil Porunan.
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Porri, arcaka, 10, 150.

Porri, Brahmins, 120, 149, 151-2, 176-7,
216; Yogakkar, 150, 264.

Por£is, 150n, 190, 304, 317.

Porri, Tekkuman Matha, 57, 136n, 148.
Portuguese (General), 82
Portrait Sculpture m South India : Ara-
vamudan, T. G. 361, 361n, 363n.

Potiyil Hills, 16-7, 28.

Potiyir Celvan, 16-7.
Poycolla Meyyan, 129n.
Prabha, 436.
PraKhaVaT*

Prabhamandala, 376, 381-2, 408, 415, 415n.
Pradaksina, 61, 61n, 84.

Pradosam, 234, 266.
Prajha Tirtha, 88, 88n, 90, 93, 105, 227,

424.

Prakara, 52, 69, 85, 87, 115, 119-20, 126,
137n, 210-11, 213, 227n, 235, 284, 329-30;
of Dvarakai Emperuman Temple, 441.

Pralamba, 392.

Pralayams, 94, 94n.
Pranava, lOOn.
Pranavopadesa, 92.

Prasadam, 234, 265, 318.

Prasanna deva, 403.

Prasanna puja, 206.

Prasastis, 25-6, 448.

Prastaram, 328.

Pratyayam, (same as Kaimukku) 81, 178,

299, 299n, 306n, 319, 322, 324, 324n, 413.

Prayascitta, 93n.
*.Primitive Paternity Haitland, 342n.
Priti, 368.

Proclamation, 167, 171, Temple Entry,
54, 266.

Proksana, 408.

Provertikars, 166.
Ptolemy, 11, 14-5, 14n, 19, 108.

Pudanko#u, 22, 22n.
Pudukkottah, (Pudukkottai State) 22,

220n.
Pudumatfam, 132-3, 294, 309n, 311-2, 314.

Pudu Mamjapa, (Mudura), 359.

Puduppon, 192.

Puja, 59, 63, 75, 79, 98n, 119, 124, 158, 166,

170, 176-7, 179-80, 180n, 181-2, 190, 198,

205, 206n, 207n, 208-16, 218, 220-24,

228-9, 231-4, 237-8, 245n, 248-9, 273,

284, 290; Indra’s performance of, 327,

402n, 407, 427.

Pukar, 15.

Pulaya, 264.

Puliyur, 21.

Puliyurkuricci, 41.

Pullalankodu, 22n.
Pumpandal Vahana, 221-2, 225.

Punnagavana, 94.

Puppiravatal, 310n
Puppiravatukkal, 310-1, 316.
Purakkoyma, 306.
Puram (same as Purananuru), In, 15n,

17n, 18n, 19n
Purananuru, In, 7n, 15-7, 19.
Puram, 232.
Purana, 56, 68, 75-6, 81, 91, 96-8, 342.
Puranic, 88n, 96, lOOn, 101, 102, 107, 109,

121n, 214, 223-5, 226n, 233, 267-8, 301,
302n, 342, 345, 370-1, 374-6, 382, 388,
396, 421n, 422, 431-2.

Furattayanadu, 19, 34, 45.
Puravasseri, 33-4, 258, 268-9.
Purdah, 307.
Pumajyoti sabha, 92.

Purnajyotiksetra, 93.
Purohits, 219, 275.

Purusottamar Nilakanthar, 131.
Puspabddigai, 67, 330, 333, 335-6, 338-42*

346.

Puspanjali puja, 212, 212n, 215; Svami-
yar, 212.

Pusu, 206n.
Pusya Naksatra, 233.
Putana, 389, 389n.
Putrakdmesti Yaga, 82, 428.
Puttanar, 160n, 161, 164.
Puttaneri, 256.

Puttan Vaykkal, 255.
Puttillam, one of the Uranmaikkar; also

his house name; founded the Jayanti-
svara shrines of Mahadeva and Gauri,
70, 132; endowment for the construction
of Natakasalai by Jatavedan Devaki
Ammai, a member of Puttilam, 142; epi-
graphic reference to, 132, 142, 193n, 419;
participation in the Dhvajardhana cere-
mony, 221n; m the Kaimukku, 309;
309n, 310-12, 314-5.

Putugramam, 12, 26n
Puvanavan Kaxi, 118.

Quilon, 36, 127, 323.

Raghava Aiyangar, M. 302n.
Rajadhrraja deva, 6.

Rajadhiraja VItthalaraja, 41.

Kajakkaneri; 250.

Raja of Kayankulam, 51.

Raja Narayana Caturvedimangalam, 26n.

Rajapramukh, 54n, 172.

Raja Raja I, 25-6, 26n, 27, 116, 184-6, 199,

202, 230, 246, 246n, 252, 254, 257, 271,

279, 281, 294, 296, 419, 448.

Rajarajacaturvedimahgalam* 34.

Rajaraja Pandinadu, 26.
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Rajaraja Valanattu Tirucciviiidiram, 26.

Rajasimha, 30, 148n
Rajasimha Cagayan Maran, 24.

Rajasuyam Vettu Perunarkilli, 18.

Rajendra Cola I, 6n, 27-8, 99, 118, 258,

267, 269.

Rajendracolapattinam, 27,

Rajendracdla Vmnagaram, 191.

Rajendracollsvaram, 27, 32, 36.

Raksasas, 234, 378.

Rama, 66, 71, 82, 95, 234, 348, 409, 409n,

429-31, 430n, 436.

Ramachandra Rao, (Committee) 171.

Ramakrsna Aiyar, 209.

Ramanatha Aiyar, A S., 117n, 144n, 202,

260, 361, 441.

Ramappayyan Ammanai, 46.

Ramarajarayan, 43.

Ramarajyam, 43.

Ramaraya Vitthala, 42.

Rama Row, T., 169n
Ramasvaim Koil, 66-7, 72, 74, 76, 140-1,

176, 216, 350, 409
Ramaswami Aiyar, Sir C P, 266.

Rama Yarma, 37, 127, 323, 325, 363, 436.

Rama Yarma Ayilliyam Tirunal, 53n.

Rama Yarma Sri Citra Tirunal, 53n, 54.

Rama Varma Dharma Raja,, (Kartikai
Tirunal), 53n, 72, 183, 211, 362, 439.

Rama Vanna Svati Tirunal, 53n, 213,

439.

Rama Varma Vira Rama Varma, 127, 211.

Rama Varma Visakham Tirunal, 53n, 211.

Ramayana, 82, 268, 348, 353, 422, 428, 428n.

Ramayyan Dalava, 51, 158, 158n.
Ramesvaram, 6n, 40, 323, 340.

Ramesvarar, 70, 132, 403-4.

Ranadhlra, 19, 21.

Ranganatha, 86n, 117.

Eangaswami Aiyangar, KL V., 39n.
Rani Barvati Bai, 53n, 431.

Rao, T.A.G., 297, 387n, 404n, 407a' (See
also Gopinatha Rao, T. A.)

Rastrakutas, 25.

Rathapura, 92.

Hatha Viti, 9, 227n.
Rathotsava, 217.

Rati, 5, 60, 356, 368-70, 432
Havana, 225, 430, 430n, 434-5.

Ravananugrahamurti, 432.
Ravi Varma, 37, 46-8.
Ravi Varman Kulasekhara, 36.
Rayars, 286, 288-9.
Rayapatram, 288,
Records of Parivattam, 129.

Religious Thoughts and Life in India

:

Moruer Williams, quoted, 112n.
Richardis, 301.
Rig Veda, 268*

Rdhini, 389n,

Rdhini Naksatra, 232.

Rome, In.

Romulus, In.

Rsabha, 83, 222n, 316; Mudra, 317.
Rsabha Mandapa, Description of, 83,
Date of, 122; Tirumanjanam m 213;
Ceieinonies in connection with Dhva-
jarohana at, 220; Brahmins alone privi-
leged to enter the, 265; Architectural
features of, 331; Other references to,

84, 86, 122.

Rsabha Vahana, 66, 222n, 227, 434-5.
Rsiasiinga, 428.

Risis, (Rsi) 89n, 342, 373, 423-6, 428.
Rudra, 267
Rudra Gamkas, 278, 278n.
Rudraksamala, 373, 425.

Rudra Mantra, 79.

Rudia Murty, 300.

Rukmini, 385.

Ruparrij 342n.

Sabare, 399
Sabarimalai, 140.

Sabha (Sabhai), 34-5, 116n, 141, 146n, 148,
149n, 150, 152-3, 155-6, 178n, 189, 191,
196, 219, 252, 254-8, 293, 309, 311-2,
314-5, 317, 318n, 320, 428.

Sabhakkanakku, (Sabhaikkanakku), 186,
196 219

Sabhar Mandapa, 37, 126.
Sabhapati, (shrine) 83-4, 87, 119, 122, 177,

179, 216, 220-21, 414, 416-7.
Sada Sevai, 133, 137, 357.
Sadhana, 136, 169n.
Sadhus, 103-4.

6aduram, 330, 333-4, 336, 338-9, 341.
Sadyavattam, 178n.
Safdar Ali Khan, 50.
Sahyadri, 2.

Sahasrasankalabhi§ekha, 212.
Saiva (Saivite), 57, 81-2, 86n, 102, 134,

180, 201, 220-21, 223, 238, 245, 301, 352,
357, 365, 374, 414, 418-9, 425.

Saiva Brahmins, 193, 245.
Saivacaryas, 181.
Saiva Nayanmar, 107n, 223.
saiva Pillamar, 10.
Saiva Veljalas, 198, 245-6.
faka Era, 41, 97, 442.
Sakalakala Mart§nda Varma, 38.

Ganapati, (Vinayakar), 81, 177,

Sakti, 40?!
&akti Devi, 410.
Salagrama, 313^ 435-6.
Salai of Mincipai, 268.
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Salaka Timma, 40.

6alliya Virutti, 244, 244ii.

Samabhanga, 407, 409
Samapadasthanaka, 69, 72, 381, 405, 416,

418.

Sama Veda, 184.

Sambandar, 21, 84, 108n, 224, 238, same
as Tirujnanasambandar.

Sambhu, 70, 132, 406, 406n.
Samharamurti, 374.
Samprati Pillai, 250.

Samskrit, 88, 89n, 95n, 96-8, 99n, lOOn,
101, 102n, 113n, 126-7, 145, 179, 188,
215, 243n, 268, 310n, 322-3, 376, 383,
387, 401, 401n, 445, 447.

Samudaya Yogam, 261.

Sanaka, 94, 378.

Sariars, 10.

Sandhi, 41, 130n.
&andu, 224.

Sangam, Age, 7n, 17-8, 20, 279; other
references to the Sangam, 15-6, 272,
276.

gankalabhisekha, 212, 286
gankaracarya, 91-2, 96, 101, 102n, 107,

216, 220, 323, 352n.
jSankaranarayana, 84-5, 120-1, 409.
gankaranarayanan of Ranasmganallur,

189.

^ankaranarayana Venruman Konda
Bhutala Vira Udaya Martanda Varma
130.

Sanketam, 259-63, 262n.
&ankha (sanku), 214, 408, 438, 438n.
Sannadhi Street, 10, 56, 265.

Santanagopala, 431.
Santanakanana, 88n, 113.

Santi, 181, 200, 216-7, 245n, 281, 304-5.

Santikfear (Santikklran)
, 63, 149-50,

149n, 165, 174, 176-7, 210-11, 216, 219,

219n, 229, 235, 239-40, 285, 304, 324n.
Sanyasa, 378.

Saplavarna, 227, 227n.
Sarangadhara, 234.
Saratraalli Mala, 437-9.
Sarasvati, 58, 89n, 90, 103, 219, 387n, 431.

Sarathi, 379n.
Sargunanadesvarar Kdil, 105.

Sasanam, 163.

Sasta, 59, 65, 130, 141, 181, 181n, 405,

405n, 413.

Sastras, 267, 331, 373-4, 405,

Satapata Brahmana, 206n.

Sattayyan Asari, 420, 435.

Satyabhama, 385.

Satyagraha, 265-6.

Satyana^ba Aiyar, E., 44, 46.

Sauminarayanappayya (Saumiyanara-
yanappayyan), 138-9, 275, 362.

Savai, 145.

Savarikkittinan fccuramurty, 139n
Savama non-brahmins, 266, 273.
Sayakkadu, 113.
6ayakkar, 276
|ayana pose, 115, 117, 224, 408.
Sayanotsava, 217.
Seinna, 301n.
Sekkijar, 191.

§embiyan, 21,
Sendan, 20-1, 132-3.
Sendanputur, 21.

&endan ^lvindravadi, (J§ucindravadi)

,

70, 128, 132, 193
Sendarusvara, 70.

{Sendanisvaramudaiyar, 20.
Sengodi, 22.

Senguttuvan Gajabahu Synchronism, 1$
18.

Senkotta, 3, 15.

Senmlam, 21.

Sen Tamil, 443.
Sermadevi, 38
&esa, 94, 389.

Sesha Aiyar, K. G, 18.

Setu Lakani Bai, 53n, 54, 289.
Setupati, 46
Shankunny Menon, 30-1, 37, 51, 151,

154, 261.

Shore Temple, 351.
fflbi, 100.

Sikhara, 116n, 329
Silparatna, 367, 367n, 368n, 372n, 373,

,
376, 378, 382n, 383, 401.

Silpasangraha, 373.
§ilpasara3 379.
£ilpa Sastras, 343n.
Slip*, 420, 435, 447.

Simha, 24.

Simhamukham, 329, 331, 333-5, 337, 345.

Simhasanam, 432.

&innamanur Plates, (Large), 21, 23-4,

443
Sirkar, 165, 167, 170.

Sirattonda Nayanar, 419, 431.

Sita, 66, 301, 348, 409, 429-30.

Sltammal, 124.

Sita Kalyanam, 429.

gitappal, 139.

Siva, Temple at Colapuram of, 27, em-
bodied as one of the Trimurtis in the
}§ucmdram Temple, 55, 55n, 79; stucco

figure of, 56; location of the Sasta

shrine in temples of, 65, 140, ci

Subrahmoniasvamy kdil in, 66; Un-
gas in the Jayantlsvara shrines of, 70,

132; representation (in Citra Sabha)
of the formless aspect of, 76, em-
bodied in the image of gankaranara-
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yana, 85, 409; the Puranic legends of,

89, 90n, 91, 93-4, 94n, 105-7, ordeals

in temples of, 300, sculptures of, 339-

40, 352, 363, Lingodbhava form of,

371-2, 372n, Gafasura form of, 375,

375n, 376, Kankalanathar form, of,

382-3, 383n. tJrdhvatandava form of,

75, 385-7, 386n; bas-relief representa-
tions of, 398-400; the significance

^

of

the Dance of, 415, 415n; the lrnga

form of, 402-4, Daksmamurti form of,

404-5; Sribali images of, 417, bronze
images (at Perambalam) of, 418,

paintings (in the Gopura) of, 425,

427-8, vahanas of, 434; other refer-

ences to, 57n, 64, 78, 100, 121, 182, 233,

321-2, 331, 342, 354, 374, 377-8, 380,

388, 406, 406n, 432.

Siva Brahmanas, 181, 193.

Siva Dharma, 267, 296.

Siva linga, 59, 64, 70-1, 84, 86, 132, 182,

342, 353-4, 375n, 397-8, 402, 404, 408.

Sivallamangalam, 120.

Sivanhanam, 139-40.

Siva Puja, 182.

Svan Pillay, 31.

Siva Pradosa Stotra, 387n.
Sivapurana, 371n.
Sivaraja Pillai, K. N., 16.

Sivaratri, 57n, 62, 182, 233.

Siva Temple, 245, 245n, 278
Sivindakkulam, 7,

Sivmdappapru, 7, 293.

Sivindiram, 100.

Sivindiramudaiya Emperuman, 55n.

Sivindravadi Kesavan, 192-3.

Six Hundred, 35.

Siyali, 106.

Skanda, 84, 87, 119, 376.

Skandapurana, 96, 96n.
Sketches of the Deccan . Subrahmama
Aiyar, K. V., 21n, 243n.

Sketches of the Progress of Travan-
core : Nanoo Pillay, Dewan, 157, 170.

Smartan, 305-8, 307n, 310n.
Smarta Vicaram, 305-7, 305n, 307n, 310n.
Smith Vincent, A., 327, 365.
Sobha, 382n.
Social and Political Life m Vijaya~
nagar

:

Saletore, Dr. E. N., 288n.
Sodhanaksetra, 95.

Solar Dynasty, 93.

Somasimangalam, Porfi, 184, 309n, 310-
12, 314.

Somaskanda (Somaskandamurti)
, 87,

119-20.
Somavara, 213, 234, 266.
Sopanam, 331.

South India, Eaja Eaja’s organization
of temples m, 26-7; inscriptions of,

33, 144, 245n, 255, 277, 440, 443-5, 448,
Indra legends in temples of, 104-5,
Airavada legends in temples of, 106-7;
origins of temples of. 111; Tree wor-
ship in, 112-3; relegation of earlier
shrines to unimportant positions in
temples of, 117, Sasta worship in, 140;
Origin of Mulaparuda Sabhai m, 146n,
Sthalapuranas of, 96, 96n; Brahma-
deyas m, 152n, 242, 251; Vedic reci-
tations m temples of, 184, recitation
of Tiruppadigam in, 185, 246, 269;
Devakarmis mentioned in inscriptions
of, 187n, 188; Tandal in, 203, oblations
offered m temples of, 206; Tiru-
mulaippal ceremony in temples' of,

223n; Barasavas in, 248; caste restric-
tions in temples of, 264, patronage of
arts by temples of, 270; Mathas in,

270-1; Karanmai in, 275n, 297, Deva-
dasi system in, 278-9, 283n, 287-8,
289n; Architecture in temples of,

326-7, 346; caste of Havaniyan in,

312n; Gopura in temples of, 343;
taking of oaths in, 324; Ventilation in
temples of, 331, Kudus in temples of,

331n; sculptures in, 347, 393n; images
of Sankaranarayana m, 409; Bronzes
of, 419, Sthapatis in, 420, 420n; Temple
Cars in, 432; other references to, 2,

20, 207n, 241, 254n, 302, 401-2, 435.
South Indian Bronzes: GangulL Dr. O. C.,

421n.
South Indian Epigraphy: Burnell, 441n.
Sribali, 198, 211-2, 231, 235-6, 284-5, 313,

317.

Sribali images (vigrahas), 179, 211, 235,
235n, 239, 417.

Sribali kottuvar, 199.
Sribalipura, 5, 57, 61-2, 65-7, 69, 71-4,

77, 79-80, 127, 133, 135-8, 138n, 140-41,
163, 185, 203-4, 211, 214, 216, 220, 229,
284, 310n, 316-8, 318n, 321, 321n, 337,
338-42, 349, 351-3, 356-7; 365, 401, 405,
440.

SribhanAarakkanakku, 186, 195.
Sribhandarakkaryam Ceyvar, 153.
Sribhula bali, 231, 235-6.
Sricakram, 70, 70n, 177, 407.
Srldharamahgalam, (Porri), 309n, 311-2,

|ridevl, 70, 86, 417.
Srijayanti, 232, 238, 238n, 266, 273. Same

as Krgnajayanti.
Srikaryakkar (Srikaryakkaran) , 58, 128,

152, 154, 159, 169-70, 229.
Srikaryakkanakku, 195.
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grlkaryam, 159, 165, 194-5
grlkaryam Ceyvar, 148, 152-3, 156, 192,

194, 201.

grlkaryam Nambudiri, 309-12, 309n,
310n, 314-5, 317-8.

grikaryampiUai, 201.

Sri Koviludaiya Vattappalli Sthanikar,
177 Same as Vattappalli Sthanikar.

Sri Mara Sri Vallabha; 23-4, 33-4, 144n,

243.

grl Mulam Popular Assembly, 170n.

grl Mulam Tirunal, (Maharaja), 53n,

54, 168n, 172, 239n, 240n.
grmgeri Mutt, 70n.

Sri Padmanabhasvamy (Temple), 52,

56, 72, 151, 151n, 153, 161n, 175, 210n,

212, 261-2, 279, 279n. 285, 323.

Pardrta Nitya Puja, Viti Aghorasi-
vacaryar, 214n.

grlrangam, 40, 142, 250.

Sri Vallabha, 33-4. See Maravarman
Srivallabha

Sri Vallabha mangalam (Same as Raja-
kkaneri) , 250.

Sri Vallabhapperuhcalai, 268
Sri Vanavan Mahadevi, 24.

Srivilliputtur, 359.

Sri VIra Rama Udaya Martanda Varma,
251.

Sri VIra Rama Sri Rama Varma, 192.

Sri VIra Ravi Kerala Varma, 124, 124n.
Sri VIra Ravi Varma, 34, 37.

Sri VIra Udaya Martanda Varma, 122.

Stambham, 328, 330, 335, 346.

Stan Harding, Mrs., 112.

State Manual, Travancore: Nagamiah,
V., 13n, 26n, 30n, 31n, 49n, 126n, 154n,

170n, 190n, 193n, 210n, 250n, 279n, 306n,

442m
State Manuals Travancore: (Revised),
Velu Pillai, T. K., 30n, 31n, 35n, 37n,

38n, 40n, 42n, 261n, 263n, 361n.
Sthala Mahatmyam, 88, 96, 102, 109, 131
Sthalapurana, 58-9, 68, 77, 79, 88, 89n,

90n, 92n, 93, 93n, 95, 95n, 96, 96n, 97-

103, 107-13, 118, 129, 131, 215-6, 219,

403, 422-3, 426, 428, 430-1.

Sthani, 219.

Sthanu, 55n, 96.

Sthanu hhga, 92n, 93-6, 348, 436.

Sthanumalaya, 12, 53, 55, 55n, 66, 115,

207n, 380.

SthanumMayapperumal, 55, 114.

Sthanumurti, 55n, 73, 84, 87, 128, 222,

231-2, 327, 438.

Sthanunathasvami (Shrine), 11, 55n, 60

72, 80, 84, 101, 112, 114-5, 118, 132-3,

161, 175-6, 217, 226, 229, 304, 418n,

440-1.

Sthanu TTrtha, 84, 94.
Sthapatis, 420.

Sthavara, 403, 418.
Stridhana, 253.
Strong Room, (Old), 58, 66.
Studies m Cola History and Adminis-

tration Nilakanta Sastn, K. A., 254n.
Stupi, 328, 346.

Subrahmama, (Subrahmaniasvami)
, 60,

66-9, 77, 119, 124, 222, 227, 233, 348,
399-400, 413-4, 427, 431-2.

Subrahmamaksetra, 94.
Subrahmaniasvami Koil, 66-9, 69n, 124,

126, 128, 141, 176, 216, 309n, 338-40,
355, 413.

Subramania Aiyar, K. V, 243n.
Subramania Aiyar, N., 279.
Sub-store, 63, 180, 388.
Suci pose, 377, 425
Sucindai Mdnmiyam: Chidambarakur

-

ralam Pillay, M., 114n, 219n, 323n.
Suclndaperumal, 62, 87, 118-20, 139, 177,

179, 216, 221-2, 330, 416-7, 419-20.
Sucindradhivasi, 132.
Suclndram, Location of, 1, geographical

features of, 2-8, vegetation m, 6-8;
streets and houses of, 9-10; influence
of the neighbouring villages on, 10-12;
inscriptions in, 24, 26-8, 32-4, 36, 111,
192, 205, 244, 440-3, 445-8; Nahcik-
kuravan’s supposed rule over, 33;
Koda Kerala Varman’s supremacy
over, 34; rule of Jayasimha IE and
Sakalakalai Martandavarma, 38; Vit-
thala’s benefactions to, 43; Tirumala’s
contact with, 47; other Nayak attacks
on, 49-50; Canda Sahib’s raid on, 51-2;
description of the Temple of, 55-87;
the Sthalapurana of, 88, the Tamil
and Malayilam versions thereof, 97-8;
legendary references to, 92-3, 105, 107,

113, etymology of the name of, 100;
the Sabhais in, 144, 152-6; the Yogam
of, 148-50; powers of the Yogakkar
in, 151-7; checked by Balamartanda-
varma, 157-8; Valiya ^rikaryakkar of,

159-62; Kartikai Tirunal’s patronage
of, 162-3; assumption of Government
control over, 165-7, its defects, 169-70;
control of Devasvam Department
over, 171-2; Tantri of, 174-5; Mel
Santikkar of, 175-6; KI1 ^antikkar of,

176-7; Vattappalli and his assistants

of, 177-80; Nambiyar arcakas of, ISO-

82; brahmins appointed for £iva Puja,
Namaskaram, Mandapajapam, 182-3;

cultural patronage of, 183-5, 267-70;

early administrative officials of, 185-

96; menial assistants of, 197-203; daily
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pujas m (Forenoon) 206-14, (Even-
ing) 214-7; the Utsavas of, 217-8, the
Markali TJtsava described, 218-30;
origin of the Utsavas in, 230; other
annual festivals in, 230-34; the ad-
mixture of the Tamilian and Mala-
yalx ceremonies of, 235-40; Sucmdram
an early brahmadeya, 242; early in-
habitants of, 243-50; the Temple- a
Saiiketam-with special privileges,

259-62, protection afforded by, 262-3;
caste restrictions regarding the Temple
of, 264; poor-relief provided by, 271-3;
provision of employment by, 275-7, the
Devadasi system of 278-89; economic
influence of the Temple of, 290-8, the
conduct of Kaimukku in, 304-5, 308-19;
certain incidents connected with the
Kaimukku at, 319-22; origin of the Kai-
mukku in, 322-4; oaths and pledges in,

324-5; Architecture of the Temple of,

327-41; obscene elements in the art of,

341-2, Musical Pillars, 342-3, the Go-
pura, 343-6; sculptures, of natural
scenery, 347-8, of floral designs, 349-50,
of animals and birds, 350-51, of por-
traits, 357-66, in the Cempakaraman
Mandapa, 366-7, in the Uncal Mandapa,
367-70, on the panels of the Gopura
base, 370-82, in the Citra Sabha, 382-8;
Bas-Reliefs on the southern faejade
of the Cempakaraman Mandapa, 388-97,
on the eastern facade, 397-8, on the
northern facade, 398-400; estimate of
the sculptures in, 401, 421; the mono-
graphic features of the Dhruvaberas in
stone, 402-14, in metal, 414-7; Bhoga-
murtis in metal, 417-8; bronze images
of Siva and saints in Perambalam, 418-
9; the silpis and sthapatis of, 420; mural
painting within the Goura, 422-31; Cars
in, 431-4; Vahanas in, 434-5; salagra-^ 435-6; jewels in the Temple of,

Sucmd.a Mahatmyam (Samskril), 98,

SucIndramu<Jaiya Paramasvamin, U4.
Sucindravadi, 118-9, 193n.
Suandravadi Kesavan, 178, 192-3.
Sudarsanam, 398.
Sudarsana Cakram, 398.
Suddhapatram, 318-9, 318n.
SOdra, 107, 200, 279n, 303.
Sugriva Sakhya, 430.
Sujlndixam, 447n.
Sukapuram, 176, 218.

&£3sfi?3i3n
Lakshtoidasan Nam-

Sukhanasi Mandapa, 412.

Sukhasana, 61, 408, 417-8, 432.
Sukla Yajurvedxns, 250.
Sukra, 377.
Sukracarya, 377.

Siilaa Ntti: 421, 421n.
Sumantra, 428-9.
Sumitra, 428n.
Sundara, 34.

Sundara Cola Caturvedimangalam, 27.
Sundaram Pillay, P., 32, 35, 442n.
Sundara Cola Pandya, 99, 243, 446.
Sundara Cdla Pandya Caturvedimahga-
lam, 34.

Sundara Cola Caruppatimahgalam, 447n.
Sundara Pandya Caturvedimangalam

447n.
J

Sundaramurti (Sundarar), 84, 191, 223n
238, 278n, 419

Sundara Pandya, (Kun,) 21.
Suprabhedagama

, 406-7.
Sura Padma, 411.

Surapadmananda, 68.

Surpanakha, 430.
Surul Yaji, 331.
Surya, 8i, 250, 31G, 316n, 378, 380, 381,
381n.

Svamiyar, 57, 151.
Svamy, 232.

Svamy Ter, 57, 218, 221, 226, 431-3.
Svarga (Svarga Loka), 316, 378.
Svarupams, 156-7.
Svati Tirunal, 321, 431, 430.
Svayambhu 403, Svayambhu lihga, 79,

91, 112.
* ’

Svayamvara, 370n.
Svetaranyesvara, 106.
Swaminatha Aiyar, Mahamahopadhyaya,
Pandit, U. V., 15n, 18, 301n.

Tadaka, 2, 348, 429.
Tadakamalai, 6.

Tadakavadham, 429.
Tadi, 330, 332, 341.
TadikkarankSnam, 6.

Tahsildar, 11, 169-70, 195.
Taikkilavikal, 283-4, 286-7.
Tax Pu£am, 184, 233, 266.
Talai AlahgSdu, 113.
Talaicceng&du, 113.
TalimagalmStu, 416; Talainikalmatu, 119.
Talakudy, 20, 34-5, 38-9, 249, 249n.
Talaman PSrri, 239n.
TalayalahkSmam, 16-8.
Tali, 282.

Talicceri PendugaJ, 277-8.
Talikettu, 282.
Talipparivaram, 278.
TSmarakulam, 6, 10, 12, 247,
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Tamil, 145, 175, 177, 206n, 216-7, 234-5,
243n, 246n, 268, 281, 287, 299n, 376,
401n, 443.

Tamil Nad, 9, 14, 107n, 230, 237, 238-9,
268, 281, 381n, 414n, 415, 419, 432.

Tamil script, 445-7>
Tamil Sthalapurana, 88, 95n, 96-7, 98n,

101, 105n, 108n.
Tamilakam, 180, 184, 190.
Tamilar Ydr: (Tamil) Kandayya Pillai,

N. S. 14n.
Tamil Literature (Classic), 17, 32, 279.
Tamil Lexicon, 179n.
Tamils Eighteen Hundred Years Ago .

Kanakasabhai, V. 14n, 15n.
Tamilian, 22Qn, 236-8, 240n, 247, 280, 415.

Tamilian custom, 81, 87, 109n, 280
Tamil Dasis, 279
Tamil Padam, 279.
Tampurakkal, 217, 217n.
Tamrapami, 40, 41, 43.

Tandal, Tan(ialkaran, 202, 203, 203n.
Tandantottam Plates, 184, 199.

Tandavamurti, 225
Tanjavur, 51, 78, 78n, 105-6, 199, 250.
Tanjore Gazetteer, 105n, 246n, 250n, 278,

281, 344.
Tantram, 174n, 175, 181, 281, 305
Tantrasamuccaya} 174, 407, 420.
Tantri, 149n, 168n, 174-5, 174n, 177, 183,

219, 228, 231, 235, 236n, 237, 240, 324n.
Taramangalam, 386.

Taravu, 155.

Tarunanallur, Nambudiripad, 174-5, 177-

9, 231.
Tatakas, 24.

Tattalikottuvar, 199.

Tattiyarkulam, 5.

Tavaikkanakku, 195-6.
Tavappillay, 196.

Taylor, 48.

Tekkedam, Inscription at the base of,

27; Tirumala’s endowment for, 47, 359,

saved from Canda Sahib’s attack, 52;

Dhvaiastambha of, 80,128; Sculptures
in front of, 81-2; description of, 86, the
Sthalapurana’s silence about, 102; date

of, 116, 118, 120, date of the Namaskara
Mandapa of, 123-4, 333; Martandavar-
ma’s benefactions to, 134n, 161n; San-
tikkar of, 175-6, 181, 216, pujas in, 207-

16, Utsava in, 218, 222n, celebration of

Vaikuntha fikadasi in, 224; duties of

the Devadasis in, 284-5; the swearing
before Kaimukku at, 313n; architec-

tural features of, 327; the Vinxana of,

329; outer facades of, 331; iconographic

features of Visnu in, 407-8; Srlbali

images in, 417-8; other references to,

76, 79, 85, 87, 115, 121-2, 231, 265, 312n,
317-8, 318n, 320-1, 330, 334-5, 409, 412

Tekkedam Cirappu, 214.

Tekkedam Perumal, 47, 218.
Tekkuman Matha, 10, 12, 131, 134, 136,

148, 148n, 158n, 167-8, 311, 365.

Tekkuman P5rri, 47, 130, 158, 168, 319
Same as Porri of Tekkuman Matha

Tekkur of Terur, 274.

Telinga Bhlma, 29.

Tellandi, 64.

Telugu, 44, 288.

Temple Guard’s Room, 58.

Temple Sabhai, 149.

Tenkasi, 36, 384n, 386
Tenkomputur, 12.

Tenkottu, 192.

Tennavan Vayamaravan, 18.

Tenneri, 253n.

Tentirumuttuvayd, 105.

Tentiruvengadam, 117-8.

Tentiruvengada Emperuman, 102, 202.

Tenvalanallur, 34, 263n, 292-3.

Teppakkulam, 10, 55, 105n, 218, 228, 233,

321, 362.

Teppa Utsava, 218, 228n, 239, 240n.

Ter, 99, 99n.

Teradi Bhutattan, 56-7.

Teradi Madan, 56-7.

Teranalakiya Cola Nallur, 99,

Terkkulam,. 7,

Terottain, the Car Festival, 217, 225n,

226, 239, 240n, 274.

Terparru, 7.

Teru-maraccan, 264.

Terur, 2, 10, 12, 27, 72, 92, 92n, 99-100,

122, 128-9, 154n, 247, 274, 294, 427.

Tevadiyal, 277.

Tevari, 309, 309n, 310, 314.

Tevu, 277.

Three Hundred of {§uclndram, 35n.

Three Thousand of Tillai, 35n,

Thuckalay, 222.

Thurston, 200, 306n.

Tikkanakodu, 22n.

Tilaka, 224^ 386.

Tillaiyambalam, 113, 225.

Tillai Tree, 92n, 113.

Tinai, 96, 215.

Tinnan, 397.

Tinnevelly Dt., 5, 27, 36, 41, 46
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Tipu, 79n, 183.

Tirattu, 150n, 160n.

Tiruabharana Officer, 436n.

Tiraimur (Sabhai of) 187n.

TIrthas 214, 425

Tirthavari Arat, 218.

Tiruakkirasalai, 252.

Tiru Alangadu, 113.

Tiruccandu, 224.

Tiruccayakkadu, 106.

Txruccendur, 144.

Tiruccengattangudi, 376, 386.

Tiruccirappalli, 48, 50, 64n, 97, 107.

Tiruccirrambalam, 225.

Tiruccivindiram, 116n, 143.

Tiruccurru Mandapa, 137n, 154n, 254n,

265.

Tiruisaippa, 185, 216.

Tirujnana Sambandha, 106n, 223, 223n,

301, 419. Same as Sambandar.
Tirukkadaimudi, 64n.

Tirukkadambur, 104

Tinikkadittanam, 184, 192, 230, 268.

Tirukkalukkunram (Inscription)
,
28.

Tirukksdyanam, 60, 73, 117, 119, 128, 231,

266, 273, 286.

Tirukkannar Koil, 104.

Tinikkaraivasal, 105.

Tirukkartikai, 233.

Tirukkodikka, 113.

Tirukkolakka, 113.

Tirukkonamalai, 64n.

Tirukkottar, 106.

Tirukkovalur, 64n.

Tirukkudarajappakkaviraja Murtika}, 97.

Tirukkurralam, 96n.

Tirukkurrala Sthalapurana, 97.

Tirukkuyralattiruvanci, 97.

Tirumadhuram, 207.

Tirumala Nayak, 45-8, 61, 80, 133-6, 340,

358-60, 359n, 419, 433-4.

Tirumala Nayakkan Kottaram, 135.

Tirumalapadi, 105.

Tirumalvadi, 187ru

Tirumangai Alvar, 108n, 117.

Tirumanganam, 213-4, 235, 286,

Tirumanjanlr, 213.

Tirumayendirappalli, 105.

Tirumukklccuram, 107.

Tirumukkudal, 183, 267-8.

Tirumulaippal, 223, 223n, 238.

Tirumutankodu, 22n.
Tirunadakaval, 180.

Tirunagesvaram, 113, 252n.
Tirunalakkunramudaiya Nayanar, 302.
Tirunallam, 64n.

Tirunallaru, 107.

Tirunana, 86n.

Tirunavaiur, 86n.

Tirunavukkarasar, Tirunavukkarasu
106n, 419.

Tirunellikka, 113.

Tirunelveli, 2, 6n, 21n, 25-6, 33, 36, 38,
41, 44, 46, 71, 86n, 107, 250, 340.

Tirunldur, 113

Tirunirruppadikaval, 180.

Tiruppaccilacramam, 108n.

Tiruppadi, 107.

Tiruppadigam, 185, 246, 268-9.

Tiruppalikottuvar, 199.

Tiruppallandu, 216, 268
Tiruppallxelucci, 207n, 208, 235, 286.

Tiruppanandal, 64n, 107, 38G,

Tiruarailturai, 105.

Tirupparankunram, 359.

Tirupparappu, 150n.

Tiruppasur, 107.

Tirupati, 80n, 117,

Tirupati Devasthanam Inscription, 43.

Tiruppatisaram, 52, 107n.
Tiruppudaimarudur, 21.

Tiruppunturutti, 105,

Ti^upputtur, 105.

Tiruppuvanam, 105, 107.

Tiruttakka Devar, 301.

Tirutturutti, 64n.

Tiruvabharanappura, 168n.
Tiruvacagam, 26, 57n, 185, 216, 228, 268,

280.

Tiruvadi, the Head of the &vl Padmana-
bhasvamy Temple, 151, 151n, 174, 176;

the ruler of V§n£<J, 39-43, 41n, 305.

Tiruvaditfesa, Tiruva<Jidesam, 41, 43.

Tiruvadi Saptangaharana, 41,

Tiruvtduturai Matha, 57, 222n, 270, 274.

Tiruvaiyayu, 104,

Tiruvakkarai, 105.

Tiruvalahgadu, 8, 36; Plate, 25,

Tiruvalavayanturai, 179.

Tiruvali, 204,

Tiruvalla, 150, 183; Plates, 199n.

Tiruvalla De£a Pdrri, 182.

TiruvaUam Inscriptions, 33, 185, 269.

Tiruvalla Val taiamanei NSgasanman,
150n.
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Tiruvallikfceni, 80n, 117
Txruvanaikka, Tiruvanaikkavu, 64n3 113,

398.

Tiruvanandal, 207n.

Tiruvancaikkalam, 107n
Tiruvanmaiyur, 64n.

Tiruvannamalai, 142, 220n, 233n.

Tiruvaramukulam, 220n.

Tiruvarur, 105-6, 220n.

Tiruvatirai, Naksatra, 119, 219, 227, Ma-
tha, 274, Nacciyar Puja 213.

Tiruvattar, 22n, 35, 86n, 107n, 237 -S.

Tiruvaymoli, 269.

Tiruvengadamlai, 116-7.

Tiruyenga&attalvar, 117-8.

Tiruvengada Vaykkal, 255

Tiruvenkadanatha, 42.

Tiruvenkadu, 105-6, 113.

Tiruveimamallur, Sabhai of, 191.

Tiruverkadu, 113.

Tiruvidaikkodu, 17, 22.

Tiruvidaikkottu Mahadeva, 22

Txruvidaimarudur, 187n.

Tiruvilayadal Parana, 98.

Tiruvirkkudi, 64n.

Tiruvitankodu, 22n. 27.

Tiruvorriyur, 96, 183, 220, 267-8.

Titiyan, 16-7

Todu, 85, 279, 286.

Toduvaecavar, 283, 285-6.

Tondaiyar King, 117.

Tovalai, 1-3, 16, 39, 78, 249, 249n.

Travancore, 1-3, 3n, 4-7, 9, 11, 15, 22,

23n, 25, 30-3, 31n, 37, 39n, 40-5, 50-4,

53n», 54n, 56, 68, 78, 82-3, 98, 103, 130,

133-4, 136n, 138, 140, 148, 150, 157n,

162n, 167, 169n, 172, 177, 187n, 190n,

192, 193n, 199, 202, 212, 215-6, 226, 239,

249-50, 258, 259n, 260-1, 262n, 263, 265-

6, 271-4, 277-9, 281, 285, 289, 296n, 303,

306n, 307n, 309, 309n, 313, 319, 321, 325-

6, 350, 361, 366n, 426, 429, 431, 436n,

437-8, 441, 442n, 448.

Treta Yuga, 91, 101, 109n.

Tribhaku, 395.

Tribhanga, 367, 414.

Triad, (Trimurti), 121

Tribhuvanam, 345.

Tribhuvani, 183, 268.

Trichur, 217.

Triloka, 424.

Trimadhuram, 207.

Trimurti, 55, 55n, 56, 66, 77-9, 86n 89n,
90-1, 90n, 91n, 93, 101-4, 113-4, 300,
379, 381, 403, 423, 425.

Trimurti Hills, 102-3
Trimurti linga, 93, 100, 426-7.
Trinity, 91n, 380,

Trippappur Maharaja, 309.

Trippumttura, 14.

Tripura, 224.

Trisiras, 429.

Trisula, 405.

Trivandrum, 1-2, 3n, 9, 29-30, 35, 40, 54,

56, 72, 148, 150-5, 157. 174-5, 191, 200,

210n, 212, 212n, 227, 237-8, 261n
262, 279, 285, 290, 305, 323-5, 435, Stone
Inscription of, 23, 27.

Tnvikrama, 349, 376-8.

Tulu Brahmins, 177.

Tumburu, 387n.

Turam, 179.

Turakkar, 176-80, 211, 228
Turayi, 436.

Tyagarajasvamy temple, 220n

Ubapitam, 328, 335, 432
Ucca Namaskaram, 273.

Ucca Puja, 212-4, 273.

Uccaisravas, 427.

Ucca Sribali, 214.

Uccista Ganapati, 76, 411.

Udaiyar Sivindiramudaiya Nainar, 55n,

114.

Udaiyar Sri Cola-Pandya, 254, 296.

Udarabhanda, 381.

Udaya, 209.

Udayamartanda, 130, 130ru

Udayarnartanda Caturvedimangalam, 243.

Udayamartanda Mandapa, Location of,

67; desrciption of, 83; date of, 122-4;

the ceremony (prior to the Arat) in,

228; meeting of the Yogam (in con-
nection with Kaimukku) at, 309; archi-

tectural features of, 332-4; Portrait

Statues by the side of, 360-2; mural
painting near the northern entrance to,

422; inscriptions on the facades of,

440; other references to, 86, 125-6

310n, 321n.

Udayaxnartanda Puja, 208-9, 222, 273.

Udayamartandan Sandhi, 138, 208-9.
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Udayamartanda Varma, 35, 39, 42, 83,

123, 130, 138, 208-9, 271, 381.

Udayamartanda Vinayakar, 38, 56-7, 130,

137, 216, 354, 413.

Udayamperur, 303n.

Udayankutty Dikkellampukalum peru-

mal, 155.

Udukkai, 386.

Ugraperuvaliti Pandya, 18.

Ugrasena, 388n.

Ulagalandaperumal, 376.

tJliyam, 276-7.

Uma, 56, 60, 87, 221-2, 22Gn, 227, 374.

Umaskanda-sahitam Tirumem, 119.

Umamahesvara, 118, 417-8, 431.

Umayammai (goddess), 60, 62, 87, 118-20,

213, 222, 416-7.

Umayammai Rani, 431.

Ummini Tampy, 53.

Uncal Mandapa, Sculptures m, 5, 367-70,

401; description of 60, date of, 128-9;

architectural features of, 335-6; other

references to, 59, 61, 204, 353, 355.

Unni, 124n.

Unni Kerala Varma, 42, 48,

Unnima, 124n.

Unnimaya, 124n
Unninanga, 124n.

Unninlli, 124n.

Unnunllisandesam, 323.

Untouchable class, 54, 264-5,

Upanam, 328, 345.

Upanisadxc, 70.

Upavxta, 369.

Ur, 152n, 252n.

Uralars, 148, 160, 164, 170, 258.

Uranmaikkar, 131-2, 134n, 142, 148, 156-9,

161-3, 177, 192, 194-5, 252, 257-60, 309,

309n. Same as iSrikaryam Ceyvar, and
Yogakkar.

Urdhvatandava, 75, 385-7.

Urkkanakkuj. 195.

Un, 232n.

Uriyadi, 232.

Usa Namaskaram, 209, 273.

Usa Puja, 208-9; 222, 273,

Utkutikasana, 376.

Utsava, 52, 57, 61, 65, 73, 84, 87, 98n, 118-

9, 127, 132, 135, 156, 168, 172, 177, 195-6,

200-1, 214, 217-9, 221-6, 222n, 224n, 228,

230, 235-6, 238-9, 248, 262, 264, 267, 274-

6, 280, 285-6, 292, 417-8, 433, 438.

Uttamacola Valanadu, 26.

Uttara Kamikagama, 77, 411.

Uttarakaranagama, 208n, 224n.

Uttaramerur, Inscriptions of, 144n, 189,

251, 253, 256.

Uttupura, 61-2, 161, 172, 271-3, 291-2

Uvaccan, 10, 200, 219n, 237, 248; Arcaka,
237.

Uvaccavari, 248n.

Uyyakondar, 81.

Vacceluttu, 162.

Vadakkedam, Saved from Canda Sahib’s

attack of, 52, Sculptures in front of,

81; the Dhvaiaslamblia of, 80, 127;

origin of, 116, 118-9; £antikkar of,

175-6, 181, 206, 206n, pu;ja in, 208-16,

Dhvajarohana ceremony of, 220; Kala-
bham ceremony in, 231; the marriage
ceremony of a new Dcvadasi with the

deity of, 282, duties of Devadasis m
connection with, 284-5, Kaimukku in

front of, 314, 314n; architectural fea-

tures of, 327, 329, 331; the linga of,

403; {Srxbali imago of, 417; other refer-

ences to, 83-5, 87, 114, 121-3, 179, 207n,

265, 312n, 313, 334-5, 406.

Vadaseri, 32, 38, 48, 52, 291, 420; inscrip-

tion in, 47; Sthapatis in, 420
Vadatiruvengadam, 117.

Vadatiruvengadattalvar, 118,

Vadavalanallur, 293.

Vadhyans, 217, 217n.

Vadimbalamba Ninra Nediyon Pand-
yan, 19.

Vahana, 6n, 8n, 65, 73, 73n, 77, 135, 196,

200, 217, 219, 222, 225, 227, 235, 238,

238n, 292, 316, 352-3, 355, 412-3, 425,

427, 434-5.

Vahanappura, 65-6, 77; Inscription in,

122, 124, 175.

Vajram, 394.

Vaidikas, 217.

Vaikkom, 14, 178, 191, 201, 261n, 265.

Vaikhanas§gama, 378, 409.

Vaikuntha, 429.

Vaikuntha fikadasi, 224.

Vairamcghavarman, 199.

Vairavis, 10, 201-2, 224, 265, 309n.

Vairavi AnavaJ, 201, 223.

Vaisakha Nak§atra, 218.

Vai$nava, 72n, 82, 107n, 134, 239, 250, 302,

359.
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Vaisnavite, 81, 86n, 134, 219
Vaisyas, 303.

Vaittisvarankoil, 104.

Valampiri Sankha, 438.

Valampiri Vinayakar, 222

Valiya Padakkam, 437.

Valiya Srlkaryakkar, 159, 162-3, 194,

259, 282, 309n.

Vallabha Gariapati, 76-7, 411, 411n.

Vallabhi, 76.

Vallanadu, 32n.

Valli, 69, 348, 354, 399-40, 413.

Vallitirumanam, 352, 399.

Valliyur, 37

Valluva (caste), 17.

Valmlki, 428n.

Valukkamparai, 5, 50

Valuvur, 376
Vamadeva, 9J.

Vamana, 377.

Vamanavatar, 376, 397.

Vamsaranyam (Tiruppasur), 113.

Vanam, 113n, 374.

Vanavan, 20-1.

Vanci, 15.

Vanganradevan, 186, 256.

Varacasura, 391.

Varada, pose, 372, 375, 380-1, 386, 414,

43.7.

VaradarajapperumaL, Varadarajasvami,

86n, 379, 384n

Varaguna Maharaja, 144.

Varagunavarman, 24.

Vari, 188, 256

Variola, 201.

Variyam, 188, 256.

Variyapperumakkal, 189.

Variyar, 147, 180, 185, 188-91, 190, 199,

256
Variyur, 6, 28, 292.

Varupa, 378.

Varya, 188, 256.

Vasanta, the personification of the

"Spring Season, 368n.

Vasanta Festival, 139, 139n,

Vasanta Mandapa, 62-3, 76, 138-9, 288,

312, 340, 349.

Vasistha, 91, 428-9.

Vasudeva, 388-9, 389n, 396.

Vasuki, 399.

Vatpalai Devan Kesavan, 194.

Vatpokki, 105.

Vattam, 178, 178n.

Vattappalli Matha, Flower-gardens an,

8; location of, 10; records in, 47, 136,
136n, 193, 281n, 304n, 319, 322; Canda
Sahib’s forces intercepted by a mem-
ber of, 51, 51n, 263, other references
to, 265, 270.

Vattappalli Sthamkar, Original appoint-
ment of, 33, 149; the functions and
privileges of, 149n, 168n, 177-80; 6anti
by, 216, Dhvajai ohanam (Puja) by,
220-1; the Mauna Bali conducted by,
228-9, 229n, services rendered to the
people by, 270, 274; part played in the
Kaimukku by, 309n, 310, 310n, 311,

313, 315-7; views of the present Stha-
nikar on the origin of Kaimukku,
324n, on the identification of the por-
traits in the Kulasekhara Mandapa,
362; on the image of Kailasanathar,

404n; on the jewels in the temple,
436n; ‘Sucindravadi’—a title of, 193n;

other references to, 98, 181, 282.

Vatteluttu (script), 22n, 64, 115, 440,

446, of the inscription of Tirukka-
kkarai. 296n.

Vayu, 378.

Vdyu Purana, 371n.

Vedas, 143n, 174n, 183-4, 243n, 253.

Vedic, 70n, 183, 206n, 207, 231, 267.

Veda Adhyayanam, 183.

Vedanta Desika, 250.

Vedavalli, 117

Veda Vyasa, 91, 94, 105-6.

Vedigai, 328, 331.

Vel Ayi, 15.

Velayudha, 233.

Vehr, 22.

Vellala, 109, 154n, 201, 246-7, 265, 289.

Vellayini, 35.

Velu Pillai, T. K., 30-1, 37, 39, 41-3,

45-9.

Velu Tampy, (Dalava), 68-9, 164.

Velvikkudi Plates, 17n, 20-2, 144n.

Vembanadu, 33

Venad, 5, 22, 23n, * 29-30, 32-40, 42-7,

50-1, 71, 75, 122, 124, 126, 137-8, 140,

149, 154, 175, 192, 208, 247, 251, 263,

269, 271, 288, 305, 323, 326, 358, 422n,

441-4, 448.

Vendar, 18.

Vengadam, 117.

Vengai tree, 400.
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Vengi, 28.

Venkataramanayya, Dr. N, 112n, 285n.

Venkayya, 21n, 189, 251, 251n.

Ven-Mannan, 22-3, 23n.

Venrumankonda Bhutalavira Vira Sri

Vira Kerala, 42, 155, 208.

Venuganam, 393.
,

Venugopala, 352, 352n, "370, 384, 384n,

385, 393, 432.

Venuvanam, (Tirunelveh) ,
113*

Vetkaikkulam, 7, 256.

Vettai, 217, 235-6, 239.

Vibhisana, 430.

Vidyavmita Pallavesvara Temple, 184.

Vighnesvara, 221.

Vighneivara pratista vidhi, 410.

Vighnesvari, 77, 411.

Vigrahas, 235, 405, 408

Vijayanagar, 11-2, 39, 39n, 40-5, 129, 192,

285n, 287-8, 289n, 326, 330-1, 333, 343,

345, 359, 441.

Vijayanandi Vikramavarman, 269

Vikramacola, 29.

Vikramacola Pandyapuram, (Alur), 28.

Vikramasolan Ula, 28

Viksaranyam, (Tiruvevvulur)
,
113.

Vilavankodu, 22n.

Vilinam, 17n, 21, 23-9.

Village Communities m Western India:

Altekar, A. S., 251n.

Village Headman, 306,

Village Union, 11.

Vilva, 91.

Vilvamangalam Svamiyar, 151n, 152

Vilva vanam (Tiruvatani) , 113.

Vimana, 69, 71, 131, 140, 328-9, 328n,

336-8, 345, 432.

VImanasseri, 52.

Vina, 405.

Vinayakar, image (figure) of, 63, 77, 140,

226n, 231, 340, 366, 411-2, Koil
(Shrine) of, 38, 63-5, 131, 352.

Vindhyavasi Durga, 406.

Vine, 112.

VIrabali, 229, 229n.

Vxrabhadra, 374
Vira Kalala, 364
Vira Kerala, 32-4, 149, 151, 247.

Vira Keralavarman, 29-31, 33, 120, 149,

151, 240, 324.

Vira Keralacaturvedimangalam, 33, 149.
Virakkombu, 200.

VIranarayana Cagayan, 24, 144n, 243.

Viranarayanamangalam, 24.

Vlranarayanasseri, 24
Vira Pandya, 25, 124-5, 242-3, 288, 446

448n.

Vira Pandyan Mani Mandapa, 63, 82-3,

86, 123-6, 138, 149n, 219, 333, 360, 44o!
Vira Pandyan Sandhi, 125.

Vira Rajendra, 28, 267.

Vira Rama Ramavarma, 230.

Vira Rama Varma, 290.

Vira Ravi Ravi Varma, 33, 37, 288.

VIrasana, 364, 372, 405.

Vira grnkala, 364.

Virattanam, lOOn.

Vira Udayamartandavarma, 249
Visati (chronogram), 442.

Visakham Tirunal, Sri, 209.

Vismaya pose, 376
Visnu, Represented as one of the Tri-

murtis in the Temple, 55, 55n, Stucco
figure of (at the main entrance), 56;

the Tekkedam shrine of, 79; Garu-
dalvar, the devotee of, 80; represented
in the image of Sankaranarayana, 85;

the images (in Tekkedam) of, 86, 86n,

406-7; Pallikondaperumal (Amara-
bhujahgaperumal) imago of, 87, 115,

408; associated with the Atri legend,
88-90, 90n, 91, 94-5, 102-3, the Sthala-
purana and the shrine of, 102, 118;

angi for the image of, 134; Dvarakai
Emperuman shrine of, 151n: ‘Cirappu’

for, 214; Avani Utsava for, 218; image
of, taken out in procession in the

Markali Utsava), 222, 222n, 226, 226n,

227; astapadi recitation in praise of,

284, 284n; sculpture of, 355, 363; asso-

ciated with the rise of Lingodbhava-
murti, 371-2; of Jvaradevamurti, 374;

of Trivikrama, 376-9; of P&rtasarathi,

380-1; of Kankajanathar, 382; of

tj’rdhvatandava, 75, 385-6, 387n; figu-

ring in the Cempakaraman Mandapa
bas-reliefs, 388, 394, 397, 398-400; Sri-

bali image of, 417-8; figuring in the

Gopura painting, 423, 425-9; paintings
of the Avat&rs of, 431; wood carvings
of the Avatars of, (on the Svamy
Ter) 432; vahanas of, 435; other refer-

ences to, 116-7, 121, 224, 232, 359-60,

403, 405-6, 409, 409n.
Visnudharmottara, 367, 409,

Visvakarma, 93-4.
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Visvakarmas (goldsmiths), 420n.

Visvaksena, 382.

Visvamitra, 429.

Visvanatha Nayak, 43-4.

Visvanathasvamy temple at Tenkasi, 36,

368, 384n.

Visvarupa of Lord Krsna, 352, 379-80.

Visvarupasevai, 207n.

Visvarupadarsana Yoga, 379, 381.

Visu, 234.

Vitthala, 42-4, 128-9, 359.

Vogel, Dr. Ph., 365.

Voyages to the East Indies; Fra Barto-
lomeo, 302, 324.

Vrddacalam, 105, 220n.

Vyaghrapada, 75, 137, 387, 431.

Vyakarana, 267.

Vyakhyanamurti, 372-4.

West Coast, 21, 25 ,33, 150, 174, 176, 206,

208, 217n, 234-5, 238, 259, 264, 268, 350,

357, 414n.

Westerners, 421.

Western World, 303n,

Western writers, 332, 344.

Williams, Monier, quoted, 112.

Willow, 112.

Winslow, 248.

Woodrofe, Sir John, 421n.

World War, the Second, 64, 172.

Xavier, 42-3.

Yadava, 10.

Yadavabhyudaya Vyakhya, 43.

Yaga, 423, 425.

Yajnavalkya, 95, 301; Sarga in the

Sthalapurana, 95n.

Yajnopavita, 415.

Yajurveda, 268,

Yaksas, 220.

Yaksi, 348.
“

Yaksini, 353.

Yali, 67, 81, 321n, 333, 350-1, 350n, 433.
Yama, 316, 353, 400.

Yama, 233.

Yamala, 267.

Yamuna, 348, 389, 391,

Yantra, 70n.

Yasoda, 389-90.

Yatra Utsava, 217.

Yetirkolpadi, 106,

Yetirta Puja, 209n.
Yoga, 405, 428.

Yoga Daksmamurti, 61.

Yogi, 342.

Yogakkar, residence of, 10; insubordi-
nation (to the ruler) of, 50, the or-
ganization and powers of, 148-50, 151,

188, 196, 221n, 259-64, 281-2, 286, 296;
Arahgan Trivikrama, probably the
ancestor of an Yogakkar, 120, rela-

tions with the Trivandrum Yogam,
151-2, with the Mahasabhai, 152-3,

258; overgrown might of, 53, 153-5,

154n; royal interference with, 155-7;
relations of Balamartanda Varma
with, 157-61; of Kartikai Tirunal with,

163; after 1811 the altered position of,

166-8, 168n, titles of, 193n; services
rendered by the Mathas of, 270; part
played in Kaimukku by, 309, 311-9;
other references to, 51, 68, 162, 169,

175, 184, 194, 200n, 235, 239, 304.

Yogam, 148, 151-3, 155-6, 260, 309, 309n,

310-5, 317-9.

Yogapparadesis, 201-2.

Yogasayanamurti, 408.

Yule, Col., 15n, 279n.

Zamorin, of Calicut, 325.

Zeus, 112,
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ERRATA

Page Line Read For

51 35 Ittankad Ittanad

9S 20 Grammarian Gramarian

171 33 Devasvams Devasavams
180 12 Til unirmppadi-

kaval

Tirunarruppadi-

kaval

194 8 Srikaryam grlkarym

332 7 malodorous maladorous

370 11 Karandamakuta Karandamukuda
434 18 over under




